Appendix

B

Indigenous Communities

B.1 Information Distributed to all Indigenous
Communities

Email text sent to all Indigenous Communities on January 21, 2020
Good morning/ Boozhoo,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,

MFFN Project Team

Email text sent to all Indigenous Communities on January 27, 2020
Good morning/ Boozhoo,
This email is in follow up to our email sent Tuesday, January 21 2020,
regarding extensions to the comment periods for both the Draft Terms of
Reference (issued by Marten Falls First Nation the Proponent) and the
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (issued by the Impact Assessment
Agency of Canada (IAAC)). Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN), as the
Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road, does not have the
s comment period. The
Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored Impact Statement
Guidelines until January 28, 2020. For any questions related to the
federal impact assessment process, including timelines for the submission
of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada

As communicated earlier, MFFN does however own the decision to extend the
comment period for the Draft Terms of Reference and has already extended
the date for submitting comments to February 7 2020.
We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on both the Draft
g
discussions related to the proposed community access road to Marten Falls.
A Project Team representative will reach out in February to discuss the
opportunity to meet with your community.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team

B.2 AnimboogooFirst Nation (AZA)

B2.1 Outgoing Community-Specific Letters and/or Emails

June 22, 2020
Chief Theresa Nelson

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Nelson:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Animbiigoofocused on keeping the lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like
to emphasize that we are taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in
scheduling online meetings or conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19
pandemic and the need for social distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face
meetings, and we continue to follow the situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both
monitoring public health recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We
welcome teleconference meetings with Animbiigoonaabek First Nation and
recognize that you may require flexibility in responding and scheduling these. In the future,
when we are able to once again meet inrelated plans and/ or protocols in advance of our meeting to make sure our protocols are in line

In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR, including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments by
this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
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schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Kyla Morrisseau, AnimbiigooJoe Donio, Animbiigoonaabek First Nation
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Kristin Lillyman, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl. AnimbiigooConsultation
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Anishinaabek First Nation Terms of Reference Record of
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B2.2 Incoming Correspondence Received from the
Community

B.3 Aroland First Nation (AFN)

B3.1 Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Dorothy Towedo and Council
Aroland First Nation

Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Towedo,
I want to thank you and your Council for coming into the community of Marten Falls and visiting us first hand. As
you may have seen our challenges and ambitions are great. To create the conditions necessary for improving our
local development, we need to work hand in hand with government. Much is at stake and to get it right, we need
to work together in trust and with respect of our protocols. The recent meetings have done a lot, but I feel we can
do more. I look forward to meeting your community members soon in Aroland.
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

[

]

June 24, 2020
Chief Dorothy Towedo

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Towedo:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Aroland First Nation are focused on keeping the lines of
communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are taking
the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome further
teleconference meetings with Aroland First Nation and recognize that you may require
flexibility in responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will
provide you with COVID-related plans and/ or protocols to make sure they meet with your

As you are aware, in December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of
Reference (ToR) for review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of
Ontario had identified as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the
proposed Community Access Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed
Community Access Road. A 63-day review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which
included an 18-day extension, and several Communities responded with their feedback on the
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Draft ToR. Aroland First Nation was one of those communities and we very much appreciate the
input you provided.
First, we would like to thank you for your efforts to provide feedback on the Draft ToR. One of
feedback that would not be possible. The MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from
all those Indigenous Communities who commented and is in the process of incorporating that
feedback into the ToR. The ToR will outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies
that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and the ways communities
and interested persons will be engaged and consulted. Through our review, we have considered
e Draft ToR and would like to have a technical call to review
and seek clarification on a few of your comments. Following this call, MFFN would then send
responses to your comments on the draft ToR.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft appendix
materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to schedule
a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached documents.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
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Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.

Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Encl.

Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Adam Wright, MFFN Project Consultant
Aroland First Nation Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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July 17, 2020
Chief Dorothy Towedo

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Towedo:
I hope this letter finds you and your community doing well since we last spoke, we were
saddened to hear of the recent loss of an elder in your community, we send our deepest
sympathies. I also wanted to say thank you for the phone call between our two communities on
June 16, 2020 where we discussed the draft memorandum-of-understanding (MOU) as well
.
Additionally, thank you for your July 16, 2020 letter, we are sending this letter
responses to your Draft ToR comments as a follow up to our June 24, 2020 letter where MFFN
provided your community-specific Record of Consultation package for the ToR.
As you know, in December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft ToR for review
and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified as
having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR. Aroland First Nation was
one of those communities and we very much appreciate the input you provided.
We would again like to thank you for your efforts to provide feedback on the Draft ToR. The
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
Draft ToR and have prepared responses to your comments which are attached to this letter. We
have also indicated, if applicable, how your feedback has been incorporated into the ToR and/
or how it will be considered as part of the future EA process.
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Record of Consultation to be submitted as an appendix to the ToR; both the Record of
Consultation and the ToR will be publicly available documents. As we indicated during our last
call on June 16, 2020, MFFN is interested in discussing the comments that Aroland First Nation
provided on the Draft ToR. Please let us know if you would like to have a teleconference call to
discuss your comments and our responses to them. We would appreciate having a call in
advance of July 29, 2020 so that we can consider any additional input in the ToR. As we
indicated in our June 24, 2020, letter, we intend to submit the proposed ToR to the Minister of
the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) by late August 2020. We welcome the
opportunity to further our discussions and are happy to schedule an online/ virtual meeting to
do so. If you are not available to meet at this time, you can also provide comments in writing.
You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to the MECP and will receive a second
opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR. Following this review and in
consideration of comments received, the Minister of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
will make a decision to approve, approve with amendments or reject the ToR under the
Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project Team currently anticipates submitting the
ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for review and decision. To reiterate, we can
also discuss your input on the ToR and our responses at that point if you are not available to
meet before the submission to MECP.
Regarding your recent letter sent on July 16, 2020, we understand the challenges around
funding and community capacity and are committed to working collaboratively with Aroland
First Nation as soon as your situation allows for this. Please keep us up to date as things
progress, we appreciate your continued interest in the MFFN Community Access Road Project.
If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the information provided,
please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim
Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. Please note that we will also
follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director
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Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Adam Wright, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Aroland Comments on MFFN Draft ToR
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B3.2 Incoming Correspondence Received from the Community

Dear Chief Bruce,
On December 20, 2019 Aroland sent Marten Falls a Draft Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
between the two nations regarding the all-season road developments
.
Subsequently, during a community meeting on January 27, 2020 Aroland community members decided
that no further steps in the consultation process for the Marten Falls Community Access Road should
proceed until the MOU between Aroland and Marten Falls is executed.
Given that Aroland has not yet received any feedback from Marten Falls on the draft MOU, Aroland
proposes the following schedule occur to ensure an effective working relationship between the two
nations and to ensure the MOU proceeds in a timely manner:

Task
Marten Falls to provide comments back on the
draft MOU to Aroland
Meeting/call during PDAC to discuss any changes
MOU finalized

Regards,

Councillor Sheldon Atlookan
Aroland First Nation

Timeline
February 28, 2020
March 2, 2020 at OKT 10am
March 9, 2020

PO Box 10
Aroland, Ontario
P0T 1B0
Phone: (807) 329-5970
Fax: (807) 329-5750

June 3, 2020
RE: Memorandum of Understanding Agreement Between Marten Falls First Nation and Aroland First
Nation
Dear Chief Bruce Achneepineskum,
We appreciate the recent feedback to the Draft Memorandum of Understanding Agreement between
Marten Falls First Nation and Aroland First Nation. We are adamant on continuing dialogue to finalize a
meaningful MOU agreement. At this stage in the process we see it as necessary to have an open
discussion on the objectives and purpose of the MOU directly between Chiefs and Council of both
parties with the presence of legal counsel and our project teams to ensure a timely and meaningful
agreement that works for both of our nations.
Recent feedback on the MOU indicates that the most effective way to proceed with a resolution will
require an open conversation concerning the interests of both parties to ensure a respectful resolution.
Our legal counsel has reviewed your revisions to the MOU which we now attach here with our
responsive edits. Some changes have been accepted, however, many of the edits suggested by MFFN
cannot be accepted as we are of the opinion that these revisions render the MOU agreement devoid of
significant accountability and purpose.
We request that a meeting be arranged as soon as possible between Chiefs and Councils and legal
counsel necessary to establish a mutually beneficial agreement. We are happy to make ourselves
available on any of the following Tuesday in June to facilitate this meeting via teleconference.
June 9, 2020
June 16, 2020
June 23, 2020
together on addressing all-season road
development in the region. We are looking forward to finalizing the MOU and moving forward together.
Respectfully,

Chief Dorothy Towedo
Aroland First Nation
Cc: Councilor Sheldon Atlookan, Aroland First Nation
Don Richardson, Consultant, Shared Value Solutions

PO Box 10
Aroland, Ontario
P0T 1B0
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Qasim Saddique
Project Director
MFFN Community Access Road Project Team
Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
MFFN Community Access Road Project Team
July 16, 2020
Dear Mr. Saddique and Mr. Baxter,
Subject: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
We write in response to your letter dated June 24, 2020, regarding the Terms of Reference (ToR) for
the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) Community Access Road (CAR) Environmental Assessment (EA)
process.
As we have previously stated, it is important to finalize the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
between Aroland First Nation (AFN) and MFFN to support an effective working relationship between
the AFN and MFFN communities for our respective projects. A key action item identified in our
previous meeting on June 16, 2020 was for MFFN to provide an updated version of the MOU. We
request that MFFN Chief and Council send the updated MOU to AFN at its earliest convenience.
AFN is committed to continuing its participation in the EA process for the MFFN CAR Project. We look
and working
collaboratively with you to address our interests and concerns. However, AFN currently lacks the
necessary capacity to adequately review and provide comments on the Record of Consultation as
well as participate in a meeting to discuss our comments on the ToR. At this time, we have not
received capacity funding from the Province to support our meaningful participation in this process.
Our capacity is further challenged by the circumstances around COVID-19 and the shifting of our
internal resources to support the health and well-being of the AFN community. Until we are able to
secure capacity funding, we are unable to complete our review and meet with you within the
provided timelines.
We want to be clear that our objective is to work collaboratively with MFFN and participate
meaningfully in the EA process for this project. Once we have the requisite capacity funding we will
be in touc
We look forward to connecting further regarding the MOU and working together with MFFN on this
Project.
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Respectfully,

Chief Dorothy Towedo
Aroland First Nation

Cc:

Marten Falls Chief and Council
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Adam Wright, MFFN Project Consultant
Jason Frechette, Indigenous Liaison Officer, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines,
Government of Ontario
Lori Churchill, Director of the Ring of Fire Secretariat, Ministry of Northern Development and
Mines, Government of Ontario
Don Richardson, Shared Value Solutions
Meghan Buckham, Shared Value Solutions
Andrew Peach, Shared Value Solutions
AFN: Councilor Bernard Gagnon; Councilor Sheldon Atlookan; Councilor Louie Mendowegan;
Councilor Mark Bell; Councilor Chad Kashkish; Councilor Krista Bouchard; Councilor
Annamarie Magiskan
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Qasim Saddique
Project Director
MFFN Community Access Road Project Team
Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
MFFN Community Access Road Project Team
July 27, 2020
Dear Mr. Saddique
Subject: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment (EA) Terms
of Reference
Thank you for your letter from July 17, 2020. AFN appreciates your understanding of our situation
and your commitment to work together in a collaborative way.
AFN is committed to participating in the EA process for the proposed Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN)
Community Access Road (CAR) Project. As stated in our previous letter dated July 16th, 2020 we look
erms of Reference and to
continue working collaboratively to address our interests and concerns. AFN would like to provide
comments on both the Terms of Reference responses and the Record of Consultation in advance of
the final draft being advanced to Ontario. However, we currently lack any capacity funding to review
these documents, or participate in a conference call with your project team in advance of July 29th,
2020.

funding from Ontario to support
meaningful engagement in this process. Given that our ability
to participate is out of our control at this time, we that MFFN not advance the process before AFN
has had the opportunity to meaningfully participate in the consultation process. While the Crown
holds the responsibility to ensure the Duty to Consult is upheld, with AFN on this project, we ask that
MFFN acknowledge our funding challenge and commit to working with our community to ensure we
have the opportunity to participate in this important step of the EA process.
If MFFN is committed to maintaining the current schedule of deadlines we request that MFFN
provides adequate capacity funding to AFN to allow us to participate in discussion regarding the
Terms of Reference and the Record of Consultation. In the instance that you are unable to provide
capacity funding to AFN in the short term, we respectfully request that MFFN holds off on submitting
the Terms of Reference to the MECP until we have the capacity to meaningfully engage in the process.

-2Thank you very much for understanding the current delay in our ability to participate in the EA
process. We look forward to maintaining open communication as we work together to find a solution.
Once we have more information from the province regarding the funding, or its confirmation, we will
notify you and re-engage in the process, which may include a teleconference between our two parties
to discuss our comments on the draft Terms of Reference.

Respectfully,

Chief Dorothy Towedo
Aroland First Nation

Cc:

Marten Falls Chief and Council
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Adam Wright, MFFN Project Consultant
Jason Frechette, Indigenous Liaison Officer, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines,
Government of Ontario
Lori Churchill, Director of the Ring of Fire Secretariat, Ministry of Northern Development and
Mines, Government of Ontario
Don Richardson, Shared Value Solutions
Meghan Buckham, Shared Value Solutions
Andrew Peach, Shared Value Solutions
AFN: Councilor Bernard Gagnon; Councilor Sheldon Atlookan; Councilor Louie Mendowegan;
Councilor Mark Bell; Councilor Chad Kashkish; Councilor Krista Bouchard; Councilor
Annamarie Magiskan

B3.3 Community-Specific Meeting Materials

AROLAND FIRST NATION
COMMUNITY MEETING
Where: Johnny Therriault School, Aroland
When: May 23, 2019 5pm to 8pm
MEETING TOPICS
Learn about the Community Access Road Project;
Share your comments, ideas and community values related to
the proposed all season road; and
Learn about next steps and future engagement activities.

FEATURING
Presentation and Open House Session
Food and drinks will be provided
Door Prizes!!!!

Marten Falls Community Access Road
Meeting with Aroland First Nation
May 23, 2019
Date: May 23, 2019 (2:00 pm to 8:00 pm)
Location: Johnny Therriault School / Tikinagan Office, Aroland First Nation
Dorothy Towedo, Aroland First Nation Chief
Sheldon Atlookin, Aroland First Nation Councillor
Crista Bouchard, Aroland First Nation Councillor
Jon Atlookin, Aroland First Nation Councillor
Aroland First Nation Community Members (as invited by
Aroland First Nation)
Don Richardson, Aroland First Nation Consultant
Jon Glover, Aroland First Nation Consultant

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum, MFFN
Bob Baxter - MFFN Community Member Advisor
Lawrence Baxter - MFFN Community Member Advisor
Jack Moonias MFFN Community Member Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen MFFN Advisor
Qasim Saddique MFFN Advisor
Don McKinnon Consultation / EA Lead
Adam Wright Consultation / EA
Agni Papageorgiou, MECP
Ariane Heisey, ENDM
Paul, MacInnis, ENDM

This Summary Report has been prepared to provide Marten Falls First Nation and other relevant parties
with a snapshot overview of the feedback captured at the Community meeting held on May 23, 2019
with Aroland First Nation.

Introduction / Purpose
The Community meeting provided an update on the Marten Falls Community Access Road (MFCAR)
project, including a look at potential routes and outlining items to be presented in the Terms of
Reference (ToR). The meeting began with a welcome from Aroland Chief Towedo and MFFN Chief
Achneepineskum and was followed by a presentation from the Project Team and then a Q&A period
following. After this there was a meal and then the remainder of the meeting was held as an open house
format, and featured a series of approximately 15 display boards. A presentation regarding the Aroland
Painter Lake Road improvement project was also made by Don Richardson in response to questions
from the group on that project. Participants were encouraged to review all of the display boards/maps
and provide comments using the materials and comment forms provided or by having one-on-one
discussions with members of the Project Team.
Approximately 33 individuals from Aroland First Nation signed into the meeting and door prizes were
drawn at random and gifted to attendees.

Preceding the Community meeting was a meeting with Aroland Chief and Council (C&C). At this meeting
the Project Team provided Aroland C&C and their consultants with a more detailed background on the
Project including an overview of alternative routes for the project. The Project Team and MFFN Advisors
answered questions that Aroland wanted to discuss and made arrangements for a follow up meeting.

Highlights of Participant Feedback
Attendees expressed general support for the Project and noted that they want to see
Indigenous people being involved and benefiting because in the past they did not receive
benefits from these types of projects.
Attendees discussed that Indigenous communities need to be included and to benefit from any
development that happens as a result of the road, forestry, tourism etc.
Attendees expressed overall support for a community access road to Marten Falls but did note
that the environment needs to be protected / managed responsibly (for 7 generations)
One attendee expressed concerns with the top down approach and lack of involvement at the
community level, also was frustrated at the pace of development.
Provincial government representatives from ENDM & MECP were present at the meetings to
answer any questions that community members had.

Potential Action Items
Arrange for a second meeting with Aroland Chief and Council / Community members in the
coming weeks /months to discuss their interest in the Project and how they can get involved.
Marten Falls First Nation and Aroland First Nation to develop an agreement regarding the
participation of Aroland First Nation in the EA.
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Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).
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About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.
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What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch
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Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established with
Aroland First Nation
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Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.
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Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mining Development? How well does the route accommodate
mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
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Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
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Engaging Aroland First Nation
Determining an Engagement Plan for your Community that respects your Consultation &
Accommodation Protocol
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).
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What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch
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Engaging Neighbouring First Nations
We have been reaching out to neighbouring First Nations since December 2018 to introduced our
project and start to work with First Nations to develop community specific Engagement Plans that
respect Consultation & Accommodation Protocols and meet individual community needs. We want
you to let us know:
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?
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About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.
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Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established.
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Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.
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Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mineral and Exploration Development? How well does the
route accommodate mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
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Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Marten Falls Community Access Road
MFFN Conference Call with Aroland First Nation
October 22, 2019
This highlights report has been prepared to provide a snapshot overview of the feedback captured at the
conference call meeting between the Marten Falls Community Access Road Project Team and Aroland
First Nation and their Anaconda Road/Painter Lake Road Project Team, on Tuesday October 22, 2019.

Overview of Discussion
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) and Aroland First Nation (Aroland) spoke via conference call on
October 22, 2019. On the call both Aroland and MFFN provided an overview of their respective
proposed projects. The information below provides an overview of the topics covered and comments
provided.

Aroland First Nation: Updates on the Anaconda Road/Painter Lake Road upgrade
Project
Aroland now has Ministry of Energy, Northern Development and Mines (ENDM) funding in place for
preliminary engineering and consultation work
There is no current budget for external engagement with neighbouring communities. External
engagement may not occur until early 2020
Potential for AZA First Nation to be interested in the south end of Painter Lake Road
Focus of Aroland Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge Study to complete data collection by end of
2019 or end of January 2020.
Aroland has wrote to Premier Ford and those involved with the Far North Act to state that Aroland
wants to finish their Land Use Plan on their own by 2020. They will keep MFFN in the loop.
Questions and Answers
Q1: What approval process will Aroland be following for the Anaconda Rd/Painter Lake Rd upgrade
project?
A1: There is an annual works schedule that authorizes work on these roads. The Minster of
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) may require a class environmental assessment (EA)
depending on the scope of the proposed road improvements.
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Q2: What communities will Aroland be consulting with for the Anaconda Rd/Painter Lake Rd upgrade
project?
A2: Aroland will be consulting with seven (7) communities with Nedak and three (3) communities with
Ogoki.
Q3: What is the plan for the current phase of the Aroland Project? Are there key milestones coming
up?
A3: Funding is only available for this fiscal year with no guarantee after March 2020. The focus this year
is on meeting with forestry license groups to understand their perspectives and needs. We hope to
finish with a Project Description.
Q4: When will you be consulting with Marten Falls First Nation?
A4: We will likely begin consultation with Ogoki and go to the community next fiscal year (as an
estimate).

MFFN - General Updates on the Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Update on the regulatory review process for both the provincial EA and federal EA (now called an
Impact Assessment or IA)
o If a federal IA is required it would be under Bill C-69 and the new Impact Assessment Act
Update on the Consultation Plan
Outlined the opportunities for Aroland to get involved with the EA / IA (e.g., funding opportunities)
Intention to focus on the two western routes
MFFN has submitted initial Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) to MECP for a completeness review
o Expect to publicly release the Draft ToR by end of 2020 for public review and input
o Prepared a plain language document that will be translated and released at the same
time
o Anticipate that with the release of the Draft ToR, a greater interest from neighbouring
communities may occur. Currently 14 communities out of the 22 communities engaged
have shown an interest, with seven (7) of the 14 showing a higher level of interest
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) agreement between MFFN and Aroland is currently being
reviewed by Aroland legal. Propose to have review completed by December 2019.
MFFN milestones and proposed dates include:
o Completion of Detailed Project Description in November 2019
o 30-day public review period for the ToR released in December 2019
o Submission of final ToR by May 2020
o Provincial ToR approval by August 2020
o Draft EA completed by May 2021
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o

Final EA submitted to the province and possible Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
to federal government by 2021

Questions and Answers
Q1: Are you intending to conduct field studies on all four alternative routes?
A1: The field study work to date has focused on the two western routes.
Q2: What was the reasoning by MECP to not allow a route selection screening process?
A2: MECP advised MFFN that an alternatives screening approach would need to be consistent with the
Environmental Assessment Act that considers all relevant data. Route selection decisions need to be
based on a full understanding of net affects. Concerns with potential for challenges down the road with
the EA if a screening approach was followed.
Comment: OKT Law, reviewing the MOU, stated that the draft MOU sent to Aroland was not binding
enough and didn’t lock commitment in.

MFFN - Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program for the Marten Falls Community Access
Road
Interest in speaking with Aroland to discuss participation in the collection of IK data
In the process of identifying where additional IK may be warranted, will be developing a program to
fill gaps where existing data sets don’t fully cover
Planning discussions with other neighbouring communities to share IK, including Aroland
o Will be sending a reminder to explore further interest in participating
Questions and Answers
Q1: What will happen with the Site of Aboriginal Concern near Ducey Lake?
A1: Those will still be intact to the best of our knowledge.
Q2: Which other communities are you reach out to for IK?
A2: Eabametoong and possibly Webequie, Neskantaga, AZA and Ginoogaming.
Q3: Is there still funding to support the IK research of Aroland?
A3: With respect to Aroland, a letter should have been received from the province regarding available
funding to support participation in the ToR/EA. Within our project budget there is funding to support a
Community Consultation Coordinator (part time position) and opportunity and financial support for
participating in the collection of IK.
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Comment: Aroland is currently in the middle of an election. Any meeting in Aroland before the end of
November is not recommended.

Action Items
Aroland to follow-up with AZA regarding getting their interest on paper for Painter Lake
MFFN to send Aroland a description of the Community Consultation Coordinator role
Aroland to provide comments on the MFFN-Aroland MOU for the Community Access Road by the
end of 2019
Aroland to provide dates for community meetings at the end of November
MFFN and Aroland to have a coordination call in November to discuss road design elements and
integration of IK data collection for both projects
MFFN will send an invite for the call
MFFN will look to have project engineers on the call to provide information
Update to decision on monthly call between MFFN and Aroland, make decision on who will
arrange the next call
MFFN to prepare and circulate meeting minutes
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MFFN Conference Call with Aroland First Nation
January 14, 2020
Attendees:
Sheldon Atlookin - Aroland First Nation,
Councilor
Trieneke Gastmeier - Aroland First Nation,
Consultant
Andrew Peach - Aroland First Nation,
Consultant

Lawrence Baxter - MFFN Community
Member Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen MFFN Advisor
Qasim Saddique MFFN Advisor
Adam Wright MFFN Consultant

Overview of Discussion
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) and Aroland First Nation (Aroland) spoke via conference call on January
14, 2020 between 10:30 am and 11:00 am EST. On the call both Aroland and MFFN provided a brief
update of their respective proposed projects. Additionally, Aroland and MFFN confirmed timing and
details for an in-person community meeting on January 29, 2020.

Action Items
MFFN (Adam Wright) to follow up with Aroland (Sheldon Atlookin; Trieneke Gastmeier) to
coordinate meeting logistics and circulate proposed meeting agendas.
Aroland to coordinate community meeting and meeting with Chief and Council with support from
MFFN where needed.

MEETING SUMMARY
Location:

Conference Call

Date:

June 17, 2020

Time:

9:30-11:30 EDT

Subject:

Aroland First Nation (AFN) Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN)
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
AFN: Chief Dorothy Towedo; Councilor Bernard Gagnon;
Councilor Sheldon Atlookan; Councilor Louie Mendowegan;
Councilor Mark Bell; Councilor Chad Kashkish; Councilor Krista
Bouchard; Kate Kempton (OKT); Don Richardson (SVS); Andrew
Peach (SVS); Meghan Buckham (SVS); Andrew Bubar (SVS);
Councilor Annamarie Majiskon (Absent).

Attendees:

MFFN: Chief Bruce Achneepineskum; Councilor Marilyn Wenjack
Councilor Vida Baxter; Councilor Paul Achneepineskum;
Councilor Russell Achneepineskum; Councilor Rob Moonias;
Jamie Lickers (Gowling WLG); Larissa Mikkelsen (MFFN Advisor)
Don McKinnon (Dillon); Adam Wright (Dillon); Qasim Saddique
(Suslop); Lawrence Baxter (MFFN member); Bob Baxter (MFFN
member); Councilor Sam Achneepineskum (Absent); Councilor
Grace Bottle (Absent); Councilor Linda Moonias (Absent).

SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS
ACTION

RESPONSIBILITY

1

Revise Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
based on discussion at meeting and send next
iteration to AFN ASAP.

Jamie Lickers (MFFN Legal Counsel)

2

Initiate discussion and draft map referenced in
Section 2 re: sole and shared territories of AFN and
MFFN.

Qasim Saqqidue (MFFN Advisor) and Don
Richardson (SVS)

Don Richardson
sharedvaluesolutions.com

62 Baker Street
Guelph Ontario Canada
N1H 4G1

PURPOSE
To discuss the outstanding issues on the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Aroland First Nation
(AFN) and Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) for the Marten Falls Community Access Road (CAR).

AGENDA ITEMS
9:30 10:00 Welcoming, Opening Prayer and Community Updates
10:00 10:20 MFFN Update on CAR and AFN update on Anaconda/Painter Lake
10:20 10:50 MFFN/AFN MOU Discussion
10:50 11:00 Next/Steps, Opportunities and Closing Remarks

INTRODUCTIONS
AFN underscored the importance of each First Nation having a quorum of Chief and Council from the
respective communities on the call to ensure everyone is aware of what is happening and on the same
page.
MFFN communicated that quorum is 5 and all of MFFN Chief and Council was invited to the call today.
Some members of Council may join the call late.
In the absence of MFFN having quorum, AFN expressed an interest in proceeding with the meeting
given the importance of advancing the MOU discussion and in respect of everyone who made time to
meet today.

OPENING REMARKS AND COMMUNITY UPDATES
Chief Achneepineskum Opening Remarks:
MFFN Council is spread out 3 are off reserve, some in Thunder Bay.
With COVID-19 it seems that the business we were conducting with our environmental assessment
and ongoing work with Ontario and Canada, and the planning we were going to do jointly with
neighboring First Nations has been put on hold.
It is extraordinary that we can ca
planning and keeping our membership safe.
if the Ring of Fire will be going ahead.
We know the issues, and we got to know each other through the framework agreement, but we had no
consensus among the Chiefs and could not ratify the agreement.
COVID-19 Check-In
and restricting access to the community. Only flights in are
medical transportation sanctioned by Health Canada

AROLAND FIRST NATION
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Chief Towedo Opening Remarks:
This discussion has been going on since Sonny Gagnon and Eli Moonias were the Chiefs. During those
previous discussions there was nothing on paper.
Right now, A
position is that we want an MOU in place with MFFN because we need something on
paper. It makes it meaningful so that we can work together.
Our membership are our bosses, and we take direction from them. Our membership has said that the MOU
needs to be in place before anything moves forward. We want to move forward together.
COVID-19 Check-In: AFN is getting a COVID-19 coordinator in place to manage the lockdown as it was
too much work for the frontline workers. Members can go to traditional lands to hunt, if
by 11pm
some with limited access to go into Geraldton
AFN Councillor Mark Bell Comments:
This process has been going on for longer than ten years, started by Chiefs Sonny Gagnon and Eli
Moonias.
We have always talked about working together as equal partners in development.
We understand that your traditional lands will be impacted, and there will be work done to build
infrastructure, but you also need to understand that our land will also be impacted.
This is why we need to be equal partners in development. We want the MOU to show these principles
of us working together as partners.
Our membership has really pushed on us a need for the MOU and working in partnership
Our people have lived and worked together for as long as I have
that with our families connected since time immemorial.

MFFN STATUS UPDATE ON CAR PROJECT
Provincial Environmental Assessment (EA) Process
Comment period on draft Terms of Reference (TOR) closed in early 2020. MFFN is updating the EA
TOR based on the comments received. This will also include a record of correspondence, capturing
information MFFN has sent out and information received by MFFN.
This month MFFN will send out correspondence documents to each community and we are seeking
comments back by early July. We will also share responses to comments we received on the TOR.
For AFN, our request is to set-up a call to discuss your comments on the draft TOR before the end of
the TOR. We are happy to this by
whatever medium works.
The MFFN project team plans to submit final TOR by end of the summer. Once MECP receives the
TOR, their will be a second opportunity to comment on the TOR. MFFN is continuing baseline studies
in support of the EA, including air quality. We had plans including TKLUS, but this work is dependent on
COVID-19.
We have questions for AFN regarding data collection on your traditional territory.
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Pending approval from MECP on the TOR, the provincial EA will start in early 2021.
Federal Impact Assessment (IA) Process
Project will require a federal Impact Assessment (IA) under the Impact Assessment Act 2019 via the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
A panel review will not be required, so it will follow the regular process, and this is one of the first
projects going through an IA.
ailored Impact Statement Guidelines provided by IAAC,
and the associated Indigenous Engagement and Partnership Plan. We are also preparing discipline
specific study plans. There will be meetings later this year to review these plans and the
expectations.
Coordinated EA/IA Process
The province has requested a single EA/IA be completed which will go to the province and government
for review. The intention is to include an engagement plan that will be made that is high level, but
community specific plans can be made as well.
There is a road map for the stages and timelines for the provincial and federal processes and the
provincial and feds have done their best to coordinate the two.

AFN STATUS UPDATE ON ANACONDA/PAINTER LAKE UPGRAGE PROJECT
Since March, there has been limited progress due to COVID-19.
Regarding MFFN roads projects we are currently only looking at Phase 1. At this point, we are not
contemplating Phase 2. If there is going to be a Phase 2, we can start a different MOU for that one.
We are moving forward where we can. We have been doing work and making progress on a Traditional
Knowledge study and currently the roads are in terrible condition.
One question our band members have is where our traditional territory ends, and where your
traditional territory ends, and how we are going to work it out so that we are clear whose territory is
whose.
Members want to know about the signing of the MOU, then we can start working together on Phase 1,
which is from AFN to MFFN.

AFN is happy to provide a more detailed technical update on the Anaconda/Painter Lake Upgrade
Project later. Our priority is discussing the MOU today and in the interest of time suggest moving on to
that agenda item.

MFFN/AFN DISCUSSION - MOU
Proposed Edits to Recitals Section

MFFN is seeking clarity from AFN on the proposed edits to the MOU - section I. in the preamble.
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AFN Response: The prior version was non-binding, which AFN disagrees with. The prior wording made
this agreement secondary to other agreements. This is a binding agreement on its own, and no other
agreement will cause this to be changed.
Parties agreed to remove section I. of the recital entirely for clarity.
Proposed Edits to Article 3

AFN is seeking clarity from MFFN regarding their concerns on the proposed edits AFN made to this
section. As explained by Kate Kempton, Article 3 is important because:
o

Rights and values need to be defined in a larger manner than in Canadian law

o

Defines how engagement will work between AFN and MFFN. Each First Nation to give

o

The Crown has a Duty to Consult and Accommodate (DTCA) but a proponent can request a stop in
the approval process if they think the Crown has not adequately consulted with other First Nations.
The proponent ultimately has control. Article 3 is an agreement between AFN and MFFN that they
will hold Crown to this higher standard.
AFN sees Article 3 as the value in the MOU. If this is gone, there is little purpose in the agreement

o

MFFN Response:
o

. Proponent
plays a meaningful role in consultation, but MFFN is mindful in taking on the obligations of the
Crown. As of yet these obligations have not been downloaded to MFFN. Maybe these issues can be
addressed with language that facilitate and provide support.

Aside re: Article 2
MFFN raise concern about Article 2 defining land base and jurisdiction
AFN response:
o Article 2 is explicit to this MOU and project only. Can not affect definitions of traditional territory
outside of this agreement.
Map of sole/shared territory
Discussion as to who is developing the map to be attached to the final agreement. AFN and MFFN will need
to agree on the map that defines sole territories and shared territories before the MOU can be finalized
o MFFN and AFN project teams will work to put something together, in the short term

Article 4: Phase 2
This can be removed and sorted out later in a different MOU
Article 5: Communication and Confidentiality
AFN clarifies that this is a communication obligation beyond what is expected of the public.
Confidential information will be shared, and a confidentiality agreement is built into the agreement, for
both parties. If it is confidential but relevant to the project, the agreement sets the expectation that the
information is shared but not beyond the relevant party.
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CLOSING REMARKS
Chief Achneepineskum Closing Remarks:
This is a first step in building the relationship between the two First Nations
Feedback from MFFN members will be important
Acknowledges that MFFN did have quorum present during the meeting
Councillor Vida Baxter, MFFN:
More discussions between AFN and MFFN are necessary. Our consultants talk, but we need to
work collaboratively with each other
Chief Towedo Closing Remarks:
MFFN and AFN are all Anishnabek people and need to work together by being honest and putting
everything on the table
Acknowledges hardship of fly-in community and the need to work together on the road
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B3.4 Draft ToR Comments / Responses

PO Box 10
Aroland, Ontario
P0T 1B0
Phone: (807) 329-5970
Fax: (807) 329-5750

January 20, 2020
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
RE: Draft Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
After reviewing the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Marten Falls Community Access Road (the
Project), Aroland First Nation (AFN) has a number of comments and concerns related to the potential
impacts of the Project on the region. Our concerns include the potential for direct impacts to our
community, traditional territory, and rights and interests that would result from the connection of the
Project to the provincial highway system, as well as the potential for cumulative effects that would
result from all of the proposed road and mining developments in the region.
It is our position that presenting the Project in isolation without considering the cumulative effects of
other proposed all-season road and mining projects in the region under-represents the potential
impacts of the project. AFN holds the position that a regional assessment is absolutely necessary to
assess the impacts of potential mineral development activity and its supporting infrastructure in the
Ring of Fire. Once operating, all-season roads like this one will enable extensive mineral exploration
development activities with widespread cumulative effects on our people, our way of life, our
community well-being, and our inherent and established Aboriginal and Treaty rights.
AFN conditionally supports the concept of a sole-purpose Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) Community
Access Road that would connect the community to the provincial highway network. We recognize the
need and right for MFFN to be connected to the highway network to provide easier access and more
opportunities for MFFN members and reduce the costs associated with remote fly-in communities (e.g.
higher cost of food and goods/services). However, given that both of the
ways traverse
, and that in order for traffic to reach the provincial highway
system, further road access would be required through our territory and community, it is our
position that the Project will have significant effects on our inherent and established Aboriginal and
Treaty rights. We anticipate that the Project will significantly, permanently and irreversibly affect our
ability to hunt, trap, gather and engage in ceremony and traditional activities. Among First Nations in
the region, AFN is the most at risk and will be the most affected by the Project, and the its cumulative
effects.
In order to ensure that we are able to adequately participate throughout the environmental assessment
process, to raise potential impacts, ensure adequate mitigation of effects and ensure that the costs do
AFN in the co-management of the MFFN Communi
consent. AFN has sent a draft Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to MFFN that sets out a two-way
relationship for information sharing throughout the Project to this effect and expects to finalize the

MOU with MFFN before the ToR is approved by the Ministry of Environment, Parks and Conservation
(MECP).
Draft Terms of Reference Comments
Section

Comment

Recommendation

3.2 Federal
Environmental
Assessment
Requirements
3.3 CanadaOntario
Agreement on
Environmental
Assessment
Co-operation

The Government of Canada conducts Impact
Assessments (IAs) under the Impact

Please change section heading

AFN prefers that both Canada and Ontario
conduct separate impact assessments under
respective Environmental Assessment and
Impact Assessment legislation. As MFFN notes
in the draft ToR, Aboriginal and Treaty Rights
are guaranteed under section 35 of the
Constitution Act, which includes recognition of
existing Aboriginal and Treaty Rights to hunt,
trap, fish, gather and manage the lands for all
First Nation, Inuit and Metis people of Canada.
As part of these rights, the Government of
Canada has the Duty to Consult Indigenous
communities for this Project. The Government
of Ontario has sub-national, and different,
relationship with AFN. The Government of
Impact Assessment Act contains
specific provisions with respect to section 35
of the Constitution Act for the Impact
Assessments it conducts. The Government of
Environmental Assessment Act does
not contain such specific provisions.
AFN has no objections to the EA being
prepared in accordance with subsections 6.1
(3) and 6(2)(c) of the EAA.
Project management principles speak to
ng
practices and processes, and on input

MFFN should proceed with a
federal Impact Assessment
and a parallel Ontario
Environmental Assessment.
Where practical, MFFN should
consider opportunities to
coordinate EA and IA
documentation as noted in
comments below.

3.4 Preparation of
the Environmental
Assessment
3.4.1
Environmental
Assessment and
Project
Management
Principles

Assessment Act 2019.

do not speak to Indigenous science and
Indigenous knowledge.
According to the Canadian Impact Assessment
Agency, in its document
Knowledge: Indigenous Knowledge Policy
Framework for Proposed Project Reviews and
Regulatory Decisions
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environm
2

N/A

AFN submits that MFFN
should adopt the following
additional project
management principles:
Indigenous knowledge
should ultimately be
reflected in decisionmaking in a transparent
manner;
Indigenous knowledge,
when provided
confidentially, should be

ent/conservation/assessments/environmental
-reviews/environmental-assessmentprocesses/discussion-paper-developmentindigenous-knowledge-policyframework.html#toc1:
Indigenous knowledge has made, and
continues to make, valuable contributions to
environmental, regulatory, and other
processes across the country. Indigenous
knowledge has also been the focus of growing
international discourse. In recognition of the
unique perspectives and value of Indigenous
knowledge, governments across the world
have integrated Indigenous knowledge into
decision-making. Indigenous knowledge has
also been addressed by a number of
international agencies, including the United
Nations in the United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which

protected from
unauthorized disclosure
and inappropriate use;
Indigenous knowledge
should be considered on
equal footing with
western science; and,
Indigenous ways of
knowing and cultural
context should be
reflected in assessments
and regulatory processes.

knowledge, cultures and traditional practices
contributes to sustainable and equitable
development and proper management of the
environment.

3.4.1
Environmental
Assessment and

Indigenous knowledge improves [impact
assessment] decision-making and strengthens
the rigour of project reviews and regulatory
decisions. Indigenous knowledge enables
[government] organizations to have a more
complete understanding of Indigenous world
views, Indigenous cultures, the environment,
and the social, health and economic
conditions of Indigenous peoples. It enhances
the understanding of the potential impacts of
projects, and its consideration, as
demonstrated in past projects, has led to
improved project design. Indigenous
knowledge can also strengthen mitigation and
accommodation measures and conditions of
approval to be met by proponents and
contribute to more effective long-term
monitoring of project impacts on Indigenous
peoples, and more broadly.
The project management principles include:
Minimize potential harm and enhance
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AFN submits that MFFN
should align this principle with

Project
Management
Principles

benefits to the environment by
recommending impact
management measures and opportunities to
enhance societal benefits.
project management principles do not
reference the federal Impact Assessment
principle to assess how the project may
contribute to the social and economic wellbeing

3.4.1
Environmental
Assessment and
Project
Management
Principles

The project management principles make no
mention of monitoring, follow-up and
compliance aspects of the EA.

3.4.1
Environmental
Assessment and
Project
Management
Principles

The project management principles make no
mention of Gender-based analysis plus
(GBA+). According to the Canadian Impact
Assessment Agency in its document GenderBased Analysis Plus in Impact Assessment
https://www.canada.ca/en/impactassessment-agency/services/policyguidance/gender-based-analysis-plus-impactassessment-fact-sheet.html:
Gender-based analysis plus (GBA+) is an
analytical framework that asks important
questions about how designated projects may
affect diverse groups. It considers the
potential for disproportionate effects based
on sex and gender, as the name suggests, in
addition to the potential for disproportionate

groups identified by age, place of residence,
ethnicity, socio-economic status, employment
status or disability.
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the federal Impact Assessment
principle:
Minimize potential harm,
enhance benefits to the
environment, and enhance
social and economic wellbeing by recommending
impact management
measures and opportunities to
enhance societal benefits with
respect to both positive
impacts and negative
AFN submits that MFFN
should include an additional
principle:
MFFN will work
collaboratively Indigenous
peoples and Indigenous
communities to enhance
monitoring, follow-up, and
compliance.
AFN submits that MFFN
should include an additional
principle: MFFN will apply
Gender-based analysis plus
(GBA+) to the EA to consider
the potential for
disproportionate effects based
on sex and gender, and
including groups identified by
age, place of residence,
ethnicity, socio-economic
status, employment status or
disability.

GBA+ provides a framework and analytical
tools to guide an impact assessment of a
project, with the intent of identifying those
effects that may disproportionately affect any
groups identified in respect of a specific
project. It informs decision-making by seeking
to answer what is known about possible
project impacts and transparently outline to
the public and decision makers what is not
known.
3.4.1
Environmental
Assessment and
Project
Management
Principles

4. Purpose of the
Study

4. Purpose of the
Study

The project management principles make no
mention of the precautionary principle is
referenced in the Mandate of the federal
Impact Assessment Act and will thus apply to
this project.

The Project is proposed to provide reliable allseason multi-purpose ground access between
MFFN and the provincial highway network.
However, the proposed Project with a 100
metre (m) wide ROW cleared to a width of 60
m will also create a new corridor right-of-way
which can enable future parallel linear
infrastructure such as telecommunication
services, electrical transmission line services,
and energy transportation pipelines. Potential
future parallel linear infrastructure will
provide substantial opportunities enhance
social and economic well-being (see above
comment on principles).
AFN has no objections to the Project
supporting a multi-purpose road built to meet
industrial use specifications, provided that the
Project study includes meaningful assessment
of opportunities enhance social and economic
5

AFN submits that MFFN
should include the
precautionary principle in line
with the federal Impact
Assessment:
Where there are threats of
serious or irreversible
damage, lack of full scientific
certainty shall not be used as a
reason for postponing
cost-effective measures to
prevent environmental
degradation, and as such the
EA will clearly describe and
document all uncertainties
and assumptions
underpinning an analysis.
AFN submits that the Purpose
of the Project be amended:
The Project is proposed to
provide reliable all-season
multi-purpose ground access
between MFFN and the
provincial highway network,
and establish a corridor rightof-way that will enable future

AFN submits that in order for
the Project to support a multipurpose road built to meet
industrial use specifications, it
should also explicitly support

well-being (see above comments on potential
future parallel linear infrastructure and
principles).

4. Purpose of the
Study

5.1 Rationale for
the Proposed
Undertaking

5.2 Description of
the Undertaking

MFFN states that the EA will confirm the
preferred route, identify the potential effects
of the Project and recommend impact
management measures to avoid,
eliminate or minimize potential environmental
effects.

deficits with respect to low-cost energy
services/energy reliability, and
telecommunication services services that
could be enabled through parallel linear
infrastructure within a 100 m wide ROW
cleared to a width of 60 m.

MFFN states that options for road ownership,
maintenance activities and liability
are being considered in discussion with the
Province. The existing Painter Lake Road that
connects to the proposed undertaking,
together with a substantial portion of the
southern portions of the proposed
undertaking, are within AFN
territory. As such, MFFN should also be
discussing options for road ownership
maintenance activities and liability in
discussion with AFN. MFFN should also be
discussing, with AFN, options for accessing
crushed rock and granular materials through
traditional territory. As well, MFFN should also
6

enable future parallel linear
infrastructure and
opportunities enhance social
and economic well-being
made possible by such parallel
linear infrastructure.
AFN submits that this
statement be amended:
EA will confirm the
preferred route, identify the
potential effects of the
Project, identify and
recommend impact
management measures to
avoid, eliminate or minimize
potential environmental
effects, and identify
opportunities enhance social
and economic well-being.
AFN submits that MFFN
should adjust the Rationale for
the Proposed Undertaking to
include recognition of the
significant deficits experienced
by the MFFN with respect to
low-cost energy
services/energy reliability, and
telecommunication services,
while also revising the
Purpose of the Project as
discussed above.
AFN submits that MFFN
should consider options for
road ownership, maintenance
activities and liability in
discussion with AFN, as well as
with the Province and
consider tripartite discussions
for the same. Similarly, AFN
should be discussing, with
AFN, options for accessing
crushed rock and granular
materials through rock
quarries and borrow areas
territory, and options for
ancillary infrastructure

be discussing options, with AFN, for ancillary
infrastructure including but not limited to
temporary access roads and temporary

including but not limited to
temporary access roads,
temporary construction
camps, and staging areas

territory.
5.2 Description of
the Undertaking
5.2.1 Project
components
5.2.2 Project
Activities

6.2 Approach to
Considering
"Alternatives To"

6.2 Approach to
Considering
"Alternatives To"

Project components are not currently
anticipated to include use of the ROW for
parallel linear infrastructure.

Domestic waste generated
during construction will be collected in
appropriate on-site containment and
disposed of at approved waste facilities. The
closest waste management site to the Project
is to the immediate southwest of the
intersection of Anaconda and Ogaki Road,
approximately 11 km northwest of
Aroland First Nation. AFN has significant
concerns about negative impacts of additional
waste being placed in waste management
sites within its traditional territory. MFFN
should be aware that the Ministry of Natural
Resources is considering closure of landfills it
owns and operates in the region, and that the
Municipality of Greenstone has initiated an
Ontario Environmental Assessment study to
review alternative options for municipal solid
waste management within the Municipality,
the need for which is directly related to the
closure of several rural Ministry of Natural
Resources-owned landfill sites and the limited
remaining lifespan of the existing Geraldton
Ward landfill site.
discussion of economic and social
development related to other linear
infrastructure that is economically prohibitive
without the existence of a primary ROW.
is possible that a supply
road would be constructed from a point along
the CAR to the mining claims north of MFFN,
including the Ring of Fire. Provincial interest is
for one road to be built to serve both
community access and industrial supply needs
(i.e., multi-functional use); therefore, the
proposed CAR may be used by private,
7

territory.
Project components should
also include options and
opportunities for
accommodating future
parallel linear infrastructure.
alternative methods for the
disposal of domestic waste
generated during
construction, and engage in
waste disposal discussions
with AFN and the Municipality
of Greenstone.

AFN submits that MFFN
should include discussion of
the absence of other linear
infrastructure with regard to
AFN
confined to unreliable
community access to MFFN:
how not proceeding with the
Project does not address the
problem of unreliable
community access to MFFN.

commercial and industrial interests. AFN has
significant concerns about a supply road being
constructed from a point along the CAR to the
mining claims north of MFFN and the Ring of
Fire. AFN agrees that not proceeding with the
Project does not address the problem of
unreliable community access to MFFN. AFN
does not agree with the statement that the
reduces industrial opportunities and resulting
benefits to MFFN and others in the region
with respect to access to mining claims north
of MFFN and the Ring of Fire. Mineral
exploration entities and mining companies are
currently accessing claims north of MFFN and
the Ring of Fire.

6.3.1 Identification
of Alternative
Methods

Further, AFN would be significantly impacted
by a supply road being constructed from a
point along the CAR to the mining claims
north of MFFN and the Ring of Fire. AFN
submits that any consideration of an
undertaking for a supply road being
constructed from a point along the CAR to the
mining claims north of MFFN and the Ring of
Fire be subject to an Provincial environmental
assessment and a federal Impact Assessment
that includes AFN as a proponent so that AFN
can meaningfully assess impacts and benefits,
and determine if it is able to provide its
consent for such an undertaking.
MFFN references Feedback received during
winter and spring 2019 consultations
confirmed that Alternative 2 and Alternative 3
are not considered to be reasonable
alternatives for the Project based on the
concerns raised by MFFN community
members and Chief and Council
Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 being screened
out of the EA as Alternative Methods, MFFN
should undertake more extensive consultation
with potentially impacted parties, including
AFN.
MFFN notes in the supporting documentation
- Marten Falls First Nation Supporting
Document Draft Alternatives Development
Community Access Road, November, 2019 8

Any discussion of a supply
road being constructed from a
point along the CAR to the
mining claims north of MFFN
and the Ring of Fire must note
that its rights and interests
would be significantly,
permanently and irreversably
impacted by such a supply
road, and that consideration
by any party, including MFFN
or the Province, of an
undertaking for such a supply
road be subject to a Provincial
environmental assessment
and a federal Impact
Assessment that includes AFN
as a proponent so that AFN
can meaningfully assess
impacts and benefits, and
determine if it is able to
provide its consent for such an
undertaking.

MFFN should undertake more
extensive consultation with
AFN on all four route
alternatives, including
Alternative 2 and Alternative
3, prior to screening them out
of the EA as Alternative
Methods. This consultation
should include AFN Indigenous
Knowledge.

6.3.1 Identification
of Alternative
Methods

7.1.1 Study Area

that consultation with AFN on
meeting was held
with the Aroland First Nation Chief and
Council and the community to introduce the
Project and ToR process. The community
meeting provided an update on the Project,
including a look at potential routes and
outlining items to be presented in the ToR.
Preceding the community meeting was a
meeting with Aroland Chief and Council. The
Supporting Document makes no mention of
any specific input or comments from AFN. This
minimal consultation activity is not sufficient
to enable AFN to properly assess Alternative
Methods for potential routes for the CAR.
Alternative methods are limited to two route
alternatives.

The Study Area does not allow for assessment
of alternative methods of connecting the CAR
to the Ontario provincial highway network.
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Along with including all four
route alternatives as
alternative methods, the EA
should consider additional
alternative methods,
including:
Alternative methods for
enabling the ROW to
include future parallel
linear infrastructure such
as telecommunication
services, electrical
transmission line services,
and energy transportation
pipelines
Alternative methods for
accessing crushed rock
and granular materials
through rock quarries and
borrow areas
Alternative methods for
connecting the CAR to the
Ontario provincial
highway network
Alternative methods for
the disposal of domestic
waste generated during
construction
AFN submits that the Study
Area should be enlarged to
enable consideration of

7.1.2
Environmental
Features
7.1.4 Description
of the Existing
Environment
8.4 Incorporation
of Indigenous
Knowledge in
Environmental
Assessment

The draft ToR does not consider the feasibility
of connecting the CAR to the provincial
highway network at Painter Lake, or the
feasibility of other locations and approaches
to connecting the CAR to the provincial
highway network.
Table 7-1 Environmental Disciplines to be
Considered during the Environmental
gender-based
Assessment
analysis plus (GBA+)
MFFN is aware that AFN is seeking an
agreement with MFFN that includes sharing
Indigenous Knowledge. Once this agreement
is executed, the MFFN and AFN will be able to
share Indigenous Knowledge while respecting
rights and interests.

alternative methods of
connecting the CAR to the
Ontario provincial highway
network.

AFN submits that Table 7-1
should include gender-based
analysis plus (GBA+)
ation in
relation to the Project,
including a substantial area of
traditional territory that will
be overprinted by the Project,
and connections to the
Anaconda and Painter Lake
roads that are wholly within
AFN submits that the
assessment and evaluation of
effects of alternative methods
should not commence until
is available following
execution of an agreement
with MFFN that includes
sharing Indigenous Knowledge
and sufficient time and
resources are available for
AFN to meaningfully and
effectively collect Indigenous
Knowledge specific to those
alternative methods.
The ToR should explicitly
acknowledge that
Indigenous Knowledge should
be available to inform:
selection of sensitive
receptors
selection of valued
components (VCs)
selection of criteria and
indicators to be used to
assess and evaluate net
effects
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7.1.4 Description
of the Existing
Environment

The description of the existing environment
does not include an expanded Study Area
inclusive of alternative methods of connecting
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assessment of alternative
methods
assessment of the
potential effects of the
Project, including effects
on traditional and cultural
uses and the subsequent
potential effect on
spirituality and health
EA outcomes and
accommodations for
collaborative Indigenous
stewardship that allows
for a more inclusive and
holistic approach to
environmental
management and
monitoring
appropriate impact
management measures,
including site-specific
measure for sensitive
areas, including avoidance
where possible so the CAR
can be designed,
constructed and operated
in a manner that meets
the needs of AFN land
users and harvesters who
use and have in-depth
knowledge of the land
impact management
strategies that include
opportunities to support,
retain and enhance
Indigenous Knowledge
during planning,
construction, and
operation of the CAR
environmental
commitments
environmental monitoring
follow-up programs
AFN submits that the
description of the existing
environment be enlarged to
include an expanded Study

the CAR to the Ontario provincial highway
network.

7.1.4 Description
of the Existing
Environment
8.4 Incorporation
of Indigenous
Knowledge in
Environmental
Assessment
7.2.5 Groundwater

The determination of sensitive receptors
should be informed by AFN Indigenous
Knowledge.

Construction activities, and the operation of
the CAR, may have impacts on spring water
sources that have benefits to Indigenous
peoples, and may have spiritual value.

7.2.6 Vegetation

Potential effects to vegetation and ecological
communities during the operation of CAR may
include spread of invasive species due to
increased recreational use and vehicle traffic,
which can have subsequent effects on wildlife
and wildlife habitat.

7.2.7 Wildlife

Potential effects to wildlife may include
increased predation, and ease of targeting by
hunters, during operation of the CAR due to
significantly increased sight-lines along linear
corridors.

7.2.7 Wildlife

Potential effects to wildlife during the
operation of the CAR and construction may
include an increase in human-wildlife conflict
through introduction of trash/litter to the
landscape and potential feeding of wildlife.
Potential effects to wildlife during operation
of the CAR may include reduction in habitat
quality due to increased lights and noise
associated with increased recreational use
and vehicle traffic.
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Area inclusive of alternative
methods of connecting the
CAR to the Ontario provincial
highway network.
AFN submits that the
determination of sensitive
receptors should be informed
by AFN Indigenous
Knowledge.

AFN submits that the potential
effects on groundwater should
include impacts on spring
water sources that may have
benefits to Indigenous peoples
and may have spiritual value.
AFN submits that the potential
effects on vegetation during
operation of the CAR should
include the potential spread of
invasive species due to
recreational use and vehicle
traffic during operation.
AFN submits that the potential
effects on wildlife should
include increased predation,
and ease of targeting by
hunters, during operation of
the CAR due to significantly
increased sight-lines along
linear corridors.
AFFN submits that the
potential effects on wildlife
during both he construction
and operation of the CAR
should include increase in
human-wildlife conflict due to
the introduction of trash/litter
to the landscape and potential
feeding of wildlife.
AFFN submits that the
potential effect on wildlife

7.2.8 Fish and Fish
Habitat

MFFN has not consulted with AFN regarding
the location of access road watercourse
crossings.

7.2.8 Fish and Fish
Habitat

The text in this section uses outdated
regulatory language (i.e., CRA fisheries) with
respect to the Fisheries Act.

7.2.8 Fish and Fish
Habitat

MFFN lists approximately 20 fish species,
communities inhabiting the region and by
local and fly-in charter angling and hunter

7.2.8 Fish and Fish
Habitat

AFN.
MFFN
scale, the field program will involve both an
aerial and ground-based survey approach to
characterize existing baseline conditions at
The description does not mention which
season the field program will occur and
whether AFN will be involved in the data
collection.

7.2.8 Fish and Fish
Habitat

MFFN
-based field
surveys will be used to obtain site-specific
field data at a subset of waterbody crossings
to verify or augment the results and
approach introduces the potential for
13

during the operation of the
CAR include reduction in
habitat quality due to
increased lights and noise
associated with increased
recreational use and vehicle
activity.
In conjunction with assessing
alternative methods, MFFN
should ensure that AFN is
consulted on all watercourse
locations for either alterative
to make sure culturally
sensitive or important
locations are not impacted by
bridge or culvert construction.
MFFN must revise the text to
reflect the amended Fisheries
Act (i.e., HADD) and ensure
that fish habitat in the Study
Area is classified and
documented accordingly.
MFFN must identify and
include species of importance
to AFN and ensure they are
afforded a level of high
significance and prioritized in
the assessment.
MFFN must first complete an
early spring rapid-assessment
survey to document flow
conditions and the potential
for seasonal fish habitat in
conjunction with assessing
alternative methods. In
addition, MFFN must follow
up in the summer to confirm
permanent fish habitat and
sample those locations in
consultation and assistance by
AFN community members.
After a thorough desktop
analysis and Indigenous
consultation is complete,
MFFN should conduct rapid
assessment surveys in the
spring to fine-tune the

information gaps and missed constraints and
opportunities due to fish and fish habitat.

7.2.10 Indigenous
Knowledge and
Land Use

AFN continues to undertake Community
Based Land Use Plan (CBLUP) activities and is
working to finalize its CBLUP.

7.2.11 SocioEconomic and Built
Environment

AFN expects significant potential impacts from
the CAR if the CAR connects to the Ontario
provincial highway network at Painter Lake.
Traffic to and from the CAR will pass directly

8.3 Assess and
Evaluate Net
Effects

traditional territory. The potential direct
changes and impacts that may be experienced
by Aroland First Nation are not described in
this section of the ToR. The exploration of
these potential changes should be part of

location and number of
watercourse crossings
containing fish habitat. The
MTO Environmental Guide for
Fish and Fish Habitat should
then be used to document
habitat conditions at each
crossing confirmed or highly
likely to provide fish habitat.
Spring and fall sampling
should be completed where
no recent fisheries
information is available.
For the record, AFN continues
to undertake CBLUP activities
and is working to finalize its
CBLUP as initiated under the
Far North Act.
AFN submits that many of the
effects of the Project, if the if
the CAR connects to the
Ontario provincial highway
network at Painter Lake,
driving traffic to and from a
road that bisects and runs
adjacent to
will
result in direct effects on AFN
community members, and
AFN rights and interests. This
perspective should inform the
assessment and evaluation of
net effects in the ToR.
AFN submits that potential
impacts form the CAR, if the
CAR connects to the Ontario
provincial highway network at
Painter Lake, be subject to
specific consultation activities
with AFN to include, but not
be limited to, potential
negative and positive effects
on AFN:
traffic
territory
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strain on public safety
services
changes to population
changes to
hunting/harvesting
changes to diet
effects on human health
changes to protected area
lands
changes to recreation and
commercial land uses
changes to access and use
of traditional teaching
sites
changes to industry and
resource extraction
activities such as mining,
aggregate, forestry, linear
infrastructure and energy
projects
changes to the regional
economy
changes to the local
economy
changes to the cost of
living in the community
changes to regional access
to education, training,
recreation, and health
services
7.2.12 Cultural
AFN expects specific and confidential
Heritage Resources consultation on cultural heritage resources
informed by AFN Indigenous Knowledge.

8.2 Proposed
Criteria and
Indicators

Invasive species could provide an indicator of
the status of the Wetland Ecosystems, Upland
Ecosystems, Designated Areas and Critical
landform / Vegetation Associations
Size in concert with distribution could provide
a more fulsome indicator of the status of the
Wetland Ecosystems, Upland Ecosystems,
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AFN submits that
identification of AFN cultural
heritage resources be
informed by AFN Indigenous
Knowledge and specific and
confidential consultation
activities.
For groundwater
indicators, include spring
water sources
For vegetation, include
presence of invasive
species in each category
For vegetation, expand on

Designated Areas and Critical landform /
Vegetation Associations.
Direct (e.g. vehicle collisions) and indirect (e.g.
population isolation) impacts of the project on
SAR wildlife should be considered an
indicator.
Indigenous Knowledge could provide further
information on the indictors for moose and
caribou.
Indigenous Knowledge could provide further
information on the species of fish to be
considered
AFN expects this project will impacts its
s; as such,
AFN requires a detailed Indigenous Knowledge
Land Use and Occupancy Study, SocioEconomic and Built Environment Impact
Assessment, and Cultural Heritage Resource
assessments to adequately assess how AFN
may be affected and determine
mitigation/accommodation measures.
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indicator to Distribution
and Size
For wildlife include, direct
and indirect impacts of
the project on wildlife SAR
For ungulates, include
Indigenous Knowledge
For fish and fish habitat,
ensure fish species
important to Indigenous
communities are included
For Indigenous Knowledge
and Land use - Traditional
Use of Land and Resources
and Aboriginal and Treaty
Rights, in addition to what
is listed in the Draft ToR,
include:
o Number and value
of fish spawning
o Number and value
of mammal
habitat
o Number and value
of mammal
migration
o Number and value
of bird habitat
o Number and value
of bird migration
stopovers
o Number and value
of
reptile/amphibian
habitat
o Number and value
of plant habitat
o Number and value
of mineral licks
o Number and value
of species at risk
o Number and value
of spring water
sources valued by
Indigenous people
o Number and value
of boat launches

o

Number and value
of commercial
harvesting
locations
o Number and value
of historical
village/archaeolog
ical locations
o Number and value
of historic trails
locations
o Number and value
of changes
noticed to the
environment
o Number and value
of teaching sites
valued by
Indigenous people
for transferring
knowledge
between
generations
o Number and value
of meeting sites
valued by
Indigenous people
for cultural,
recreational and
social purposes
For Indigenous Knowledge
and Land use Reserve
Land and Land Claims,
include information
available from First Nation
governments
For all Social criteria
include information
available from First Nation
governments
For community well-being,
include gender related
impacts, including impacts
on women and girls
For all Economy criteria
include information
available from First Nation
governments
17

For all Human Health
criteria include
information available from
First Nation governments
For Human Health Diet,
include a specific country
foods study undertaken in
collaboration with AFN
For Cultural Heritage
landscapes, include data
from provincial and
federal databases
For archaeological
resources:
o Include an
investigation of
historic shorelines
o Include an
investigation of
pictographs and
petroglyphs
o Include an
investigation of all
sites identified as
indicating
archaeological
potential as
identified in the
Standards and
Guidelines for
Consultant
Archaeologists
(2011)
o Do not use the
alternative
standards and
guidelines for
assessing
archaeology in
Northern Ontario.
Because less is
known about the
archaeology of the
north, additional
rigor should be
undertaken, not
less the regular
Standards and
18

Guidelines for
Consultant
Archaeologists
(2011) should be
employed for this
project.
8.4 Incorporation
of Indigenous
Knowledge in
Environmental
Assessment
9.1 Environmental
Commitments

9.2 Environmental
Monitoring

10.1 Principles of
Consultation

Section 8.4 should be revised to incorporate
the above comments and AFN submissions.

traditional territory, AFN will need to provide
its consent.

traditional territory, AFN will need to provide
its consent.

AFN accepts and acknowledges the Guiding
Principles for Project-related consultation
activities described in Figure 10-1 Guiding
Principles.

Section 8.4 should be revised
to incorporate the above
comments and AFN
submissions.
Section 9.1 should include
reference to environmental
commitments and
accommodations developed
between MFFN and AFN
should AFN provide its
consent for the Project to
proceed.
Section 9.2 should include
reference to environmental
monitoring commitments and
accommodations developed
between MFFN and AFN
should AFN provide its
consent for the Project to
proceed.
AFN commends MFFN on the
adoption of the Guiding
Principles for Project-related
consultation activities
described in Figure 10-1
Guiding Principles.
Given the significant impacts
the Project may have on AFN,
AFN encourages MFFN to
develop a methodology for
recording consultation
activities with AFN,
documenting comments and
inputs with AFN, and verifying
together with AFN the
application of the Guiding
Principles, the Nishnawbe Aski
Nation's Consultation Policy,
and opportunities for input
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described in section 10.1, to
this consultation.

10.2.2 Indigenous
Communities
Engagement

10.2.2 Indigenous
Communities
Engagement

Table 10-3:
Consultation with
Neighbouring
Indigenous
Communities

MFFN notes that The Province of Ontario
(MECP and ENDM) and MFFN are entering
into an agreement through a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) to share responsibility
of the procedural aspects of Ontario's Duty to
Consult, in the context of the EA for the
Project. This MOU will define the roles and
responsibilities of both parties in regard to the
engagement of interested Indigenous
communities. The roles and responsibilities of
Marten Falls agreed to in the MOU will be
included in the Proposed ToR, if the MOU is
finalized at that time.
The consultation record for the draft ToR does
not include a record of comments from First
Nations, and does not include traceable
information on how those comments
impacted the draft ToR.

MFFN asserts that AFN attendees at the May
23, 2019 with Aroland First Nation Chief and
community expressed support for the MFFN
CAR For the record, AFN Chief and Council
has not expressed formal support for the CAR,
and any statements to that effect from
specific Aroland community members at the
May 23, 2019 engagement are not to be
considered official statements from Aroland
First Nation or its leadership.
Aroland Chief and Council expressed concern
that MFFN and the Province of Ontario are
having discussions regarding a supply road
would be constructed from a point along the
20

AFN further submits that a
joint statement of adherence,
agreed to by AFN and MFFN,
be included in the ToR as a
consultation deliverable that
will be appended to the EA.
AFN submits that the ToR
should include consultation
from both MFFN and the
Province of Ontario, with AFN,
on the MOU for sharing
responsibility of the
procedural aspects of
Ontario's Duty to Consult from
MFFN and the Province of
Ontario.

MFFN should provide a
detailed record of
consultation leading up to the
draft ToR, including
consultation on alternative
methods regarding routes,
and provide traceable
information on how those
comments impacted the draft
ToR.
Please revise table 10-3
accordingly.

CAR to the mining claims north of MFFN,
including the Ring of Fire, that AFN is not
being included in these discussions, and that
AFN must be included in these discussions
given the significant impacts on AFN that
would follow such a project.
10.2.4
Government
Agencies

First Nations are governments.

or
, Provincial and
Municipal Government

11.4 Government
Agencies
11.4.1
Government
Review Team
11. Consultation
Plan for the
Environmental
Assessment

11.5 Consultation
Activities During
the EA

The heading for sections
10.2.4, 11.4 and 11.4.1 should

See above comments on consultation with
AFN, Indigenous Knowledge, CBLUP, and
consent.
AFN and MFFN have agreed to develop and
execute a binding agreement that will include
reference to consultation with AFN,
Indigenous Knowledge, and consent with
respect to the Project.
AFN supports the milestone-based approach
to guiding the timing and focus of consultation
and engagement efforts, however, with
respect to comments provided above
regarding alternative methods, the following
milestones will need revision:
Evaluation of routing alternatives;
Identification of preferred alternative;

The ToR should acknowledge
that consultation with AFN,
including Indigenous
Knowledge, CBLUP, and
approaches to consent will be
included in a binding
agreement between AFN and
MFFN.
AFN submits that the
following milestones:
Evaluation of routing
alternatives;
Identification of preferred
alternative
be revised as:
Evaluation of alternative
methods
Identification of preferred
alternatives

Respectfully,
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Councillor Sheldon Atlookan
Aroland First Nation
Cc: Caitlin Cafaro, Ontario Regional Director, IAAC
Chief Dorothy Towedo, Aroland First Nation
Don Richardson, Consultant, Shared Value Solutions
Trieneke Gastmeier, Consultant, Shared Value Solutions
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

190 Aroland First Nation

3.2 Federal Environmental Assessment Requirements "The
The suggested edit to the heading of Section 3.2 has been revised
Government of Canada conducts Impact Assessments (IAs) under as suggested.
the Impact Assessment Act 2019"

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section 3.2

Please change section heading to “Federal Impact Assessment
Requirements
191 Aroland First Nation

3.3 Canada Ontario Agreement on Environmental Assessment Co- MFFN will be proceeding with a federal Impact Assessment and an ToR Section 3.3
operation
Ontario Environmental Assessment. However, as outlined in the
AFN prefers that both Canada and Ontario conduct separate impact Cooperation Plan for the Marten Falls Community Access Road
Project Impact Assessment, dated February 24, 2020 and prepared
assessments under respective Environmental Assessment and
by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (The Agency) with
Impact Assessment legislation. As MFFN notes in the draft ToR,
Aboriginal and Treaty Rights are guaranteed under section 35 of the input from the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
Constitution Act, which includes recognition of existing Aboriginal and Parks (MECP) "A coordinated federal and provincial
and Treaty Rights to hunt, trap, fish, gather and manage the lands assessment process should result in one body of proponent
documentation related to the assessment, which is known as the
for all First Nation, Inuit and Metis people of Canada. As part of
Impact Statement for the Agency, and as the Environmental
these rights, the Government of Canada has the Duty to Consult
Assessment report for MECP. This Cooperation Plan recognizes
Indigenous communities for this Project. The Government of
Ontario has sub-national, and different, relationship with AFN. The that the alignment of respective timelines does not supersede the
Government of Canada’s Impact Assessment Act contains specific legislative obligations prescribed in the Impact Assessment Act and
provisions with respect to section 35 of the Constitution Act for the Ontario’s Environmental Assessment Act, as well as the
completeness of any information submitted by the proponent."
Impact Assessments it conducts. The Government of Ontario’s
Environmental Assessment Act does not contain such specific
provisions.

MFFN should proceed with a federal Impact Assessment and a
parallel Ontario Environmental Assessment. Where practical, MFFN
should consider opportunities to coordinate EA and IA
documentation as noted in comments below
192 Aroland First Nation

3.4 Preparation of the Environmental Assessment

The Cooperation Plan for the Marten Falls Community Access Road
Project Impact Assessment is available on the Impact Assessment
Agency of Canada's website.

Thank you for your comment.

-

AFN has no objections to the EA being prepared in accordance with
subsections 6.1 (3) and 6(2)(c) of the EAA.
193 Aroland First Nation
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3.4.1 Environmental Assessment and Project Management
Principles

The project management principles included in Section 3.4.1 are a
reflection of those included in the MECP document Code of
Practice for Preparing and Reviewing of Terms of Reference for
Project management principles speak to “sound scientific,
Environmental Assessments in Ontario, and therefore has not been
engineering, and planning practices and processes, and on input
edited. However, the Project Team acknowledges that Indigenous
obtained through consultation activities” but do not speak to
Knowledge is a critical component of the EA process and therefore
Indigenous science and Indigenous knowledge.
does not preclude Indigenous knowledge as an information source
According to the Canadian Impact Assessment Agency, in its
for the EA. Section 8.4 of the ToR highlights the importance of
document Let’s talk Indigenous Knowledge: Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous knowledge and how MFFN plans to integrate it into the
Policy Framework for Proposed Project Reviews and Regulatory
EA. Section 8.4 has been moved and now placed directly following
Decisions https://www.canada.ca/en/services/environm
Section 3.4.1 (as Section 3.4.2) to highlight the importance of
ent/conservation/assessments/environmental -

ToR Section
3.4.2

1

Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

reviews/environmental-assessment processes/discussion-paperdevelopmentindigenous-knowledge- policyframework.html#toc1:

Indigenous Knowledge in the EA process.

Proposed
ToR Section

“Indigenous knowledge has made, and continues to make, valuable
contributions to environmental, regulatory, and other processes
across the country. Indigenous knowledge has also been the focus
of growing international discourse. In recognition of the unique
perspectives and value of Indigenous knowledge, governments
across the world have integrated Indigenous knowledge into
decision-making. Indigenous knowledge has also been addressed
by a number of international agencies, including the United Nations
in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, which recognizes “that respect for indigenous knowledge,
cultures and traditional practices contributes to sustainable and
equitable development and proper management of the environment.
Indigenous knowledge improves [impact assessment] decisionmaking and strengthens the rigour of project reviews and regulatory
decisions. Indigenous knowledge enables [government]
organizations to have a more complete understanding of Indigenous
world views, Indigenous cultures, the environment, and the social,
health and economic conditions of Indigenous peoples. It enhances
the understanding of the potential impacts of projects, and its
consideration, as demonstrated in past projects, has led to
improved project design. Indigenous knowledge can also strengthen
mitigation and accommodation measures and conditions of
approval to be met by proponents and contribute to more effective
long-term monitoring of project impacts on Indigenous peoples, and
more broadly.”
AFN submits that MFFN should adopt the following additional
project management principles:
− Indigenous knowledge should ultimately be reflected in decisionmaking in a transparent manner; • Indigenous knowledge, when
provided confidentially, should be protected from unauthorized
disclosure and inappropriate use; • Indigenous knowledge should
be considered on equal footing with western science; and, •
Indigenous ways of knowing and cultural context should be
reflected in assessments and regulatory processes.
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

194 Aroland First Nation

3.4.1 Environmental Assessment and Project Management
Principles

195 Aroland First Nation

3.4.1 Environmental Assessment and Project Management
Principles

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

The Project will meet the requirements of both the Ontario
ToR Section
Environmental Assessment Act and the federal Impact Assessment
7.1.2
Act. However, the ToR is prepared to meet provincial requirements and Section 7.2,
The project management principles include: “Minimize potential
harm and enhance benefits to the environment by recommending and therefore may not reflect all federal requirements.
Table 7-6
impact management measures and opportunities to enhance
Section 7.1.2 of the ToR includes the full definition of environment
societal benefits.” However, the project management principles do as included in the Environmental Assessment Act. The Ontario
not reference the federal Impact Assessment principle to assess
Environmental Assessment Act defines the environment to mean in
how the project may contribute to the social and economic
part "the social, economic and cultural conditions that influence the
wellbeing
life of humans or a community," which addresses concerns
AFN submits that MFFN should align this principle with the federal regarding the Project's assessment of its contribution to social and
economic wellbeing. Further, the preliminary potential effects listed
Impact Assessment principle:
in Table 7-6 in Section 7.2 of the ToR includes effects on social
“Minimize potential harm, enhance benefits to the environment, and
(includes well-being) and the economy.
enhance social and economic wellbeing by recommending impact
management measures and opportunities to enhance societal
benefits with respect to both positive impacts and negative
impacts.”
The project management principles included in Section 3.4.1 are a
reflection of those included in the MECP document Code of Practice
The project management principles make no mention of monitoring, for Preparing and Reviewing of Terms of Reference for
Environmental Assessments in Ontario, and therefore will not be
follow-up and compliance aspects of the EA. AFN submits that
edited.
MFFN should include an additional principle:

Appendix B:
Consultation
Plan, Section
4.1.6

“MFFN will work collaboratively Indigenous peoples and Indigenous However, MFFN agrees it is important to work collaboratively with
Indigenous peoples and Indigenous communities to enhance
communities to enhance monitoring, follow-up, and compliance.”
monitoring, follow-up and compliance, and foresees this as part of
the consultation undertaken for the EA. Section

9.2 of the ToR outlines the Projects' environmental monitoring
commitments, which includes the follow-up and compliance aspects
of the EA, and Table 4-2 of the Consultation Plan includes
consultation activities aimed at receiving input on the impact
management measures and monitoring measures. The ToR also
identifies MFFN's plan that Indigenous knowledge will help
determine appropriate impact management measures and
monitoring methods (Section 3.4.2).
Table 4-2 of the Consultation Plan has been updated to clarify input
will be sought on impact management and monitoring.
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

196 Aroland First Nation

"3.4.1

A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project to consider
gender and other identity factors.

Environmental Assessment and Project Management Principles"
The project management principles make no mention of Genderbased analysis plus (GBA+). According to the Canadian Impact
Assessment Agency in its document “Gender- Based Analysis Plus
in Impact Assessment” https://www.canada.ca/en/impactassessment-agency/services/policy- guidance/gender-basedanalysis-plus-impact- assessment-fact-sheet.html:

Proposed
ToR Section
-

The project management principles included in Section 3.4.1 are a
reflection of those included in the MECP document Code of
Practice for Preparing and Reviewing of Terms of Reference for
Environmental Assessments in Ontario, and therefore will not be
edited.

“Gender-based analysis plus (GBA+) is an analytical framework that
asks important questions about how designated projects may affect
diverse groups. It considers the potential for disproportionate effects
based on sex and gender, as the name suggests, in addition to the
potential for disproportionate effects on groups represented by the
“+” component of “GBA+”, which may include groups identified by
age, place of residence, ethnicity, socio-economic status,
employment status or disability. GBA+ provides a framework and
analytical tools to guide an impact assessment of a project, with the
intent of identifying those effects that may disproportionately affect
any groups identified in respect of a specific project. It informs
decision-making by seeking to answer what is known about
possible project impacts and transparently outline to the public and
decision makers what is not known.”
AFN submits that MFFN should include an additional principle:
MFFN will apply Gender-based analysis plus (GBA+) to the EA to
consider the potential for disproportionate effects based on sex and
gender, and including groups identified by age, place of residence,
ethnicity, socio-economic status, employment status or disability.
197 Aroland First Nation

"3.4.1
Environmental Assessment and Project Management Principles"
The project management principles make no mention of the
precautionary principle is referenced in the Mandate of the federal
Impact Assessment Act and will thus apply to this project.

The Project will meet the requirements of both the Ontario
Environmental Assessment Act and the federal Impact Assessment
Act. However, the ToR was prepared to meet provincial
requirements and therefore may not reflect all federal requirements.

ToR Section 8

The project management principles included in Section 3.4.1 are a
reflection of those included in the MECP document Code of
AFN submits that MFFN should include the precautionary principle
Practice for Preparing and Reviewing of Terms of Reference for
in line with the federal Impact Assessment:
Environmental Assessments in Ontario, and therefore has not be
“Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of edited.
full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing
The spirit of the precautionary principle is reflected in the ToR.
cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation, and
Specifically that uncertainty in the assessment will be reduced by
as such the EA will clearly describe and document all uncertainties
making conservative assumptions (Section 8). The EA will clearly
and assumptions underpinning an analysis.”
describe and document all uncertainties and assumptions made in
the assessment.
Aroland_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

198 Aroland First Nation

4. Purpose of the Study

199 Aroland First Nation

4. Purpose of the Study

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR) ToR Section 7.2
that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
The Project is proposed to provide reliable all- season multipurpose ground access between MFFN and the provincial highway highway network. MFFN agrees that a potential benefit of the
Project is opportunities arising from the possibility of linear
network.
infrastructure, such as telecommunication services, electrical
However, the proposed Project with a 100 metre (m) wide ROW
transmission line services and energy transportation pipelines as
cleared to a width of 60 m will also create a new corridor right-ofsuggested, paralleling the CAR in the future. Although a 100 m wide
way which can enable future parallel linear infrastructure such as
right-of-way is proposed, the purpose of the Project remains limited
telecommunication services, electrical transmission line services,
to providing "reliable all-season multi-purpose ground access
and energy transportation pipelines. Potential future parallel linear
between MFFN and the provincial highway network". Therefore, the
infrastructure will provide substantial opportunities enhance social
Project is not being planned or designed to accommodate for other
and economic well-being (see above comment on principles).
infrastructure.
AFN submits that the Purpose of the Project be amended:
With the exception of the broadband project, MFFN is not aware of
“The Project is proposed to provide reliable all-season multiany proposals for other linear infrastructure developments in
purpose ground access between MFFN and the provincial highway proximity to the CAR; however, if information is publicly available for
network, and establish a corridor right- of-way that will enable future a reasonably foreseeable project paralleling the CAR, it would be
parallel linear infrastructure.”
considered in the cumulative effects assessment.
MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR) ToR Section 7.2
that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
"AFN has no objections to the Project supporting a multi-purpose
highway network. MFFN agrees that a potential benefit of the
road built to meet industrial use specifications, provided that the
Project is opportunities arising from the possibility of linear
Project study includes meaningful assessment of opportunities
enhance social and economic" well-being (see above comments on infrastructure paralleling the CAR in the future. Although the road is
proposed to be built to meet industrial use specifications with 100 m
potential future parallel linear infrastructure and principles).
wide right-of-way, the purpose of the Project remains limited to
AFN submits that in order for the Project to support a multi- purpose
providing "reliable all-season multi- purpose ground access
road built to meet industrial use specifications, it should also
between MFFN and the provincial highway network". The CAR is
explicitly support enable future parallel linear infrastructure and
being developed with the expectation that, should approvals be
opportunities enhance social and economic well-being made
granted, it would be built regardless of industry and linear
possible by such parallel linear infrastructure.
development in the region. Therefore, the Project is not being
planned or designed to accommodate for other infrastructure.
With the exception of the broadband project, MFFN is not aware of
any proposals for other linear infrastructure developments in
proximity to the Project; however, if information is publicly available
for a reasonably foreseeable project paralleling the CAR, it would
be considered in the cumulative effects assessment, which would
consider potential benefits on social and economic well-being.
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ID # Commenter

Concern

200 Aroland First Nation

4. Purpose of the Study

201 Aroland First Nation

Response

Section 3.4.1 of the Terms of Reference states that the project
"MFFN states that the “EA will confirm the preferred route, identify management principles of the Code of Practice for Preparing and
Reviewing of Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessments
the potential effects of the Project and recommend impact
in Ontario will be incorporated throughout the environmental
management measures to avoid, eliminate or minimize potential
assessment (EA). Enhancing societal benefits to the environment is
environmental effects.”"
one of these principles. The environment, as defined by the Ontario
AFN submits that this statement be amended:
Environmental Assessment Act and being used for the Project,
“The EA will confirm the preferred route, identify the potential effects includes "the social, economic and cultural conditions that influence
of the Project, identify and recommend impact management
the life of humans or a community".
measures to avoid, eliminate or minimize potential environmental
The preliminary potential effects listed in Table 7-6 of the ToR
effects, and identify opportunities enhance social and economic
includes effects on social well-being and the economy. Section
well-being.”
7.2 of the ToR has been updated to clarify that potential effects on
the environment includes both positive and negative effects to show
that opportunities to enhance societal benefits, including those
related to social well-being and the economy, will be part of the EA.
The ToR will also be updated to indicate that opportunities to
enhance benefits to the environment will be identified when
recommending impact management measures in the EA.
5.1 Rationale for the Proposed Undertaking
This section makes no mention of MFFN’s deficits with respect to
low-cost energy services/energy reliability, and telecommunication
services – services that could be enabled through parallel linear
infrastructure within a 100 m wide ROW cleared to a width of 60 m.
AFN submits that MFFN should adjust the Rationale for the
Proposed Undertaking to include recognition of the significant
deficits experienced by the MFFN with respect to low-cost energy
services/energy reliability, and telecommunication services, while
also revising the Purpose of the Project as discussed above.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Sections
3.4.1
and 7.2

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR) ToR Section 7.2
that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
highway network. MFFN agrees that a potential benefit of the
Project is opportunities arising from the possibility of linear
infrastructure, such as telecommunication services, electrical
transmission line services and energy transportation pipelines as
suggested, paralleling the CAR in the future. Although a 100 m wide
right-of-way is proposed, the purpose of the Project remains limited
to providing "reliable all-season multi-purpose ground access
between MFFN and the provincial highway network". Therefore, the
Project is not being planned or designed to accommodate for other
infrastructure.
With the exception of the broadband project, MFFN is not aware of
any proposals for other linear infrastructure developments in
proximity to the CAR; however, if information is publicly available for
a reasonably foreseeable project paralleling the CAR, it would be
considered in the cumulative effects assessment.
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Concern

Response

202 Aroland First Nation

5.2 Description of the Undertaking

Decisions regarding road ownership, maintenance and liability have
not yet been determined. Conversations with the Province are
ongoing and updates will be provided as they are available.

"MFFN states that options for road ownership, maintenance
activities and liability are being considered in discussion with the
Province. The existing Painter Lake Road that connects to the
proposed undertaking, together with a substantial portion of the
southern portions of the proposed undertaking, are within AFN’s
traditional territory. As such, MFFN should also be discussing
options for road ownership maintenance activities and liability in
discussion with AFN. MFFN should also be discussing, with AFN,
options for accessing crushed rock and granular materials through
rock quarries and borrow areas within AFN’s traditional territory. As
well, MFFN should also" be discussing options, with AFN, for
ancillary infrastructure including but not limited to temporary
access roads and temporary construction camps within AFN’s
traditional territory.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section 6
and Section 8

The Terms of Reference sections 6 and 8 have been updated to
clarify that ancillary infrastructure components of the Project, such
as aggregate sites will be described and assessed in the EA. As
such there will be opportunities to provide input on them at key
milestones per Table 4-2 of the Consultation Plan.
The design and location of ancillary infrastructure (i.e., temporary
infrastructure required for construction) will be informed by
consultation with Indigenous communities and Indigenous
Knowledge shared.

AFN submits that MFFN should consider options for road
ownership, maintenance activities and liability in discussion with
AFN, as well as with the Province – and consider tripartite
discussions for the same. Similarly, AFN should be discussing, with
AFN, options for accessing crushed rock and granular materials
through rock quarries and borrow areas within AFN’s traditional
territory, and options for ancillary infrastructure including but not
limited to temporary access roads, temporary construction camps,
and staging areas within AFN’s traditional territory.
203 Aroland First Nation

"5.2 Description of the Undertaking
5.2.1 Project components" Project components are not currently
anticipated to include use of the ROW for parallel linear
infrastructure.
Project components should also include options and opportunities
for accommodating future parallel linear infrastructure.

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR) ToR Section 7.2
that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
highway network. MFFN agrees that a potential benefit of the
Project is opportunities arising from the possibility of linear
infrastructure, such as telecommunication services, electrical
transmission line services and energy transportation pipelines as
suggested, paralleling the CAR in the future. Although a 100 m wide
right-of-way is proposed, the purpose of the Project remains limited
to providing "reliable all-season multi-purpose ground access
between MFFN and the provincial highway network". Therefore, the
Project is not being planned or designed to accommodate for other
infrastructure.
With the exception of the broadband project, MFFN is not aware of
any proposals for other linear infrastructure developments in
proximity to the CAR; however, if information is publicly available for
a reasonably foreseeable project paralleling the CAR, it would be
considered in the cumulative effects assessment.
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ID # Commenter

Concern

204 Aroland First Nation

5.2.2 Project Activities

Response

MFFN appreciates the information provided and will engage in
MFFN states that “Domestic waste generated during construction waste disposal discussions with AFN and the Municipality of
will be collected in appropriate on-site containment and disposed of Greenstone to understand what waste disposal options will be
at approved waste facilities. The closest waste management site to available to the Project. Should it be necessary, MFFN will engage
other municipalities regarding waste disposal options.
the Project is to the immediate southwest of the intersection of
Anaconda and Ogaki Road, approximately 11 km northwest of
Aroland First Nation.” AFN has significant concerns about negative
impacts of additional waste being placed in waste management
sites within its traditional territory. MFFN should be aware that the
Ministry of Natural Resources is considering closure of landfills it
owns and operates in the region, and that the Municipality of
Greenstone has initiated an Ontario Environmental Assessment
study to review alternative options for municipal solid waste
management within the Municipality, the need for which is directly
related to the closure of several rural Ministry of Natural Resourcesowned landfill sites and the limited remaining lifespan of the existing
Geraldton Ward landfill site.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
9.1.1

MFFN’s EA should consider alternative methods for the disposal of
domestic waste generated during construction, and engage in
waste disposal discussions with AFN and the Municipality of
Greenstone.
205 Aroland First Nation

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR)
The “Do Nothing” alternative should include discussion of economic that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
and social development related to other linear infrastructure that is highway network. The Project is not being planned or designed to
economically prohibitive without the existence of a primary ROW. accommodate for other infrastructure. However, MFFN agrees that
a potential benefit of the Project is opportunities arising from the
AFN submits that MFFN should include discussion of the absence
possibility of linear infrastructure, such as telecommunication
of other linear infrastructure with regard to the “Do Nothing”
services, electrical transmission line services and energy
alternative.
transportation pipelines as suggested, paralleling the CAR in the
future.
6.2 Approach to Considering "Alternatives To"

ToR Section 7.2

With the exception of the broadband project, MFFN is not aware of
any proposals for other linear infrastructure developments in
proximity to the CAR; however, if information is publicly available for
a reasonably foreseeable project paralleling the CAR, it would be
considered in the cumulative effects assessment.
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
Proposed
ToR Section

ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

206 Aroland First Nation

6.2 Approach to Considering "Alternatives To"

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR) ToR Section 6.2
that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
highway network. The CAR is being developed with the expectation
that, should approvals be granted, it would be built regardless of
whether an industrial supply road or development in the Ring of Fire
occurs.

MFFN notes that it “is possible that a supply road would be
constructed from a point along the CAR to the mining claims north
of MFFN, including the Ring of Fire. Provincial interest is for one
road to be built to serve both community access and industrial
supply needs (i.e., multi-functional use); therefore, the proposed
CAR may be used by private, "commercial and industrial interests.”
AFN has significant concerns about a supply road being
constructed from a point along the CAR to the mining claims north
of MFFN and the Ring of Fire. AFN agrees that not proceeding with
the Project does not address the problem of unreliable community
access to MFFN. AFN does not agree with the statement that the
“Do Nothing” alternative eliminates or reduces industrial
opportunities and resulting benefits to MFFN and others in the
region with respect to access to mining claims north of MFFN and
the Ring of Fire.

On March 2, 2020, the Government of Ontario, Marten Falls First
Nation and Webequie First Nation announced their agreement to
advance planning and development of a proposed Northern Road
Link. The proposed Northern Road Link would provide reliable, allseason road access to potential mine sites in the Ring of Fire
region. The requirement for an environmental assessment (EA)
specific to the proposed Northern Road Link will be confirmed by
the joint proponent of MFFN and Webequie First Nation in
consultation with the provincial and federal government. This is a
new proponent and is separate from the proponent of the CAR
Project, where only Marten Falls is the proponent.

Mineral exploration entities and mining companies are currently
accessing claims north of MFFN and the Ring of Fire. Further, AFN An EA for the proposed Northern Road Link would be undertaken
would be significantly impacted by a supply road being constructed separately and independently from this Project and would be
from a point along the CAR to the mining claims north of MFFN and subject to approvals separate from this Project. The discussion
the Ring of Fire. AFN submits that any consideration of an
around "a supply road being constructed from a point along the
undertaking for a supply road being constructed from a point along CAR to the mining claims north of MFFN and the Ring of Fire" has
the CAR to the mining claims north of MFFN and the Ring of Fire be been removed from Section 6.2.
subject to an Provincial environmental assessment and a federal
Impact Assessment that includes AFN as a proponent so that AFN
can meaningfully assess impacts and benefits, and determine if it is
able to provide its consent for such an undertaking.
AFN submits that the Do Nothing alternative should be confined to
unreliable community access to MFFN: how not proceeding with the
Project does not address the problem of unreliable community
access to MFFN." Any discussion of a supply road being
constructed from a point along the CAR to the mining claims north
of MFFN and the Ring of Fire must note for the record AFN’s
concern that its rights and interests would be significantly,
permanently and irreversibly impacted by such a supply road, and
that consideration by any party, including MFFN or the Province, of
an undertaking for such a supply road be subject to a Provincial
environmental assessment and a federal Impact Assessment that
includes AFN as a proponent so that AFN can meaningfully
assess impacts and benefits, and determine if it is able to provide
its consent for such an undertaking.
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

207 Aroland First Nation

6.3.1 Identification of Alternative Methods

During early stages of the EA process, four routes were shared
through consultation as potential alternatives that would be
reviewed to confirm the reasonable range of alternative methods for
assessment and evaluation in the EA. The history and development
of alternative routes for the Project provided in the Alternative
Development Report describes how the alternative routes for the
Project evolved through previously completed studies and the
community-led process. A screening of alternative routes was not
undertaken as part of the identification of the reasonable range of
alternative methods for the EA.

"MFFN references “Feedback received during winter and spring
2019 consultations confirmed that Alternative 2 and Alternative 3
are not considered to be reasonable alternatives for the Project
based on the concerns raised by MFFN community members and
Chief and Council.” Prior to Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 being
screened out of the EA as Alternative Methods, MFFN should
undertake more extensive consultation with potentially impacted
parties, including AFN.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
6.3.1

MFFN notes in the supporting documentation - Marten Falls First
MFFN undertook a detailed review of the four routes to identify
Nation Supporting Document – Draft Alternatives Development
Community Access Road, November, 2019 -" that consultation with alternative routes that are considered reasonable for the Project. A
AFN on “potential routes” consisted of: “A meeting was held with reasonable range of alternatives, per the Code of Practice for
Preparing and Reviewing of Terms of Reference for Environmental
the Aroland First Nation Chief and Council and the community to
Assessments in Ontario must be appropriate to the proponent doing
introduce the Project and ToR process. The community meeting
the study. Through the community-led process it was determined
provided an update on the Project, including a look at potential
that it is not appropriate to MFFN to construct a CAR that creates a
routes and outlining items to be presented in the ToR. Preceding
large bridge crossing close to the community or a CAR that may
the community meeting was a meeting with Aroland Chief and
result in industrial traffic through the community. MFFN Chief and
Council.” The Supporting Document makes no mention of any
Council passed a Band Council Resolution in July 2019 to only
specific input or comments from AFN. This minimal consultation
activity is not sufficient to enable AFN to properly assess Alternative consider Alternative 1 and Alternative 4 in the EA process by
supporting feedback received from MFFN community as part of the
Methods for potential routes for the CAR.
community-led process to advance decisions on the Project.
MFFN should undertake more extensive consultation with AFN on
all four route alternatives, including Alternative 2 and Alternative 3, The meeting with Aroland First Nation occurred in May 2019, prior
prior to screening them out of the EA as Alternative Methods. This to the signing of the Band Council Resolution. As noted, the
meeting included potential routes and not confirmed alternative
consultation should include AFN Indigenous Knowledge.
routes for the EA. The decision to not consider Alternative 2 and
Alternative 3 in the EA process was not based on a screening of
alternatives but on the community-led process for planning of the
Project. MFFN is unable to accommodate Aroland First Nation's
request to undertake more extensive consultation on all four
potential routes shared in May 2019 because Alternative 2 and
Alternative 3 are not considered to be reasonable for the Project.
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ID # Commenter

Concern

208 Aroland First Nation

6.3.1 Identification of Alternative Methods

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

Linear Infrastructure: MFFN is proposing an all-season Community ToR Sections 6,
Access Road (CAR) that will connect the MFFN community to the
8,
Alternative methods are limited to two route alternatives.
Ontario provincial highway network. MFFN agrees that a potential
and
5.2.2
Along with including all four route alternatives as alternative
benefit of the Project is opportunities arising from the possibility of
methods, the EA should consider additional alternative methods,
linear infrastructure paralleling the CAR in the future. However, the
including:
Project is not being planned or designed to accommodate for other
− Alternative methods for enabling the ROW to include future
infrastructure because the purpose of the Project remains limited to
parallel linear infrastructure such as telecommunication services, providing "reliable all-season multi-purpose ground access between
electrical transmission line services, and energy transportation
MFFN and the provincial highway network". With the exception of
pipelines
the broadband project, MFFN is not aware of any proposals for
other linear infrastructure developments in proximity to the CAR;
− Alternative methods for accessing crushed rock and granular
however, if information is publicly available for a reasonably
materials through rock quarries and borrow areas
foreseeable project paralleling the CAR, it would be considered in
− Alternative methods for connecting the CAR to the Ontario
the cumulative effects assessment.
provincial highway network
− Alternative methods for the disposal of domestic waste generated Ancillary Infrastructure (i.e., temporary infrastructure required for
construction): Sections 6 and 8 of the Terms of Reference (ToR)
during construction
have been updated to clarify that the alternatives assessment and
effects assessment will include temporary infrastructure
components of the Project, such as aggregate sites.

Provincial Highway Connection: The Project is being developed on
the basis of utilizing existing roads as much as possible
209 Aroland First Nation

7.1.1 Study Area
The Study Area does not allow for assessment of alternative
methods of connecting the CAR to the Ontario provincial highway
network. The draft ToR does not consider the feasibility of
connecting the CAR to the provincial highway network at Painter
Lake, or the feasibility of other locations and approaches to
connecting the CAR to the provincial highway network.
AFN submits that the Study Area should be enlarged to enable
consideration of alternative methods of connecting the CAR to the
Ontario provincial highway network.

210 Aroland First Nation

"7.1.2
Environmental Features"
Table 7-1 “Environmental Disciplines to be Considered during the
Environmental Assessment” does not include gender-based
analysis plus (GBA+)

The Project is being developed on the basis of utilizing existing
roads as much as possible to minimize Project footprint
environmental effects. The Painter Lake/Anaconda Road system
provides the closest all-season road connection point to the
provincial highway network. We are aware that Aroland First Nation
is undertaking their own study to determine what upgrades may be
required to the Painter Lake/Anaconda Roads to accommodate the
use of these roads for construction of and access to the CAR. If
Aroland First Nation feels that more substantial upgrades and/or
new alignment sections are required to address community
concerns then we encourage your community to discuss this with
the Province.

-

A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project to consider
gender and other identity factors.

-

AFN submits that Table 7-1 should include gender-based analysis
plus (GBA+)
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ID # Commenter

Concern

211 Aroland First Nation

"7.1.4 Description of the Existing Environment

Response

The Project Team has been in communication with Aroland First
Nation regarding the Sharing Agreement. The Project Team looks
8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in Environmental
forward to receiving the next round of edits of the Sharing
Assessment"
Agreement from Aroland First Nation. The Project Team will
MFFN is aware that AFN is seeking an agreement with MFFN that continue to collaborate with Aroland First Nation to finalize the
includes sharing Indigenous Knowledge. Once this agreement is
Sharing Agreement and to solicit and utilize Aroland's Indigenous
executed, the MFFN and AFN will be able to share Indigenous
Knowledge as outlined in the terms of the Indigenous Knowledge
Knowledge while respecting rights and interests.
Sharing agreement. Section 3.4.2 - Incorporation of Indigenous
Given AFN’s unique location in relation to the Project, including a Knowledge in the EA outlines the approach to working with
substantial area of traditional territory that will be overprinted by the potentially affected Indigenous Communities, including Aroland First
Project, and connections to the Anaconda and Painter Lake roads Nation, to inform and confirm the proposed criteria and indicators,
that are wholly within AFN’s traditional territory, AFN submits that inform the existing environment conditions, identify and predict
the assessment and evaluation of effects of alternative methods
potential effects, and help determine appropriate impact
should not commence until AFN’s Indigenous Knowledge is
management measures and monitoring methods.
available following execution of an agreement with MFFN that
includes sharing Indigenous Knowledge and sufficient time and
resources are available for AFN to meaningfully and effectively
collect Indigenous Knowledge specific to those alternative methods.
The ToR should explicitly acknowledge that AFN’s Indigenous
Knowledge should be available to inform:
− selection of sensitive receptors
− selection of valued components (VCs)

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
3.4.2

− selection of criteria and indicators to be used to assess and
evaluate net effects
− assessment of alternative methods
− assessment of the potential effects of the Project, including effects
on traditional and cultural uses and the subsequent potential
effect on spirituality and health
− EA outcomes and accommodations for collaborative Indigenous
stewardship that allows for a more inclusive and holistic approach
to environmental management and monitoring
− appropriate impact management measures, including site-specific
measure for sensitive areas, including avoidance where possible
so the CAR can be designed, constructed and operated in a
manner that meets the needs of AFN land users and harvesters
who use and have in-depth knowledge of the land
− impact management strategies that include opportunities to
support, retain and enhance Indigenous Knowledge during
planning, construction, and operation of the CAR
− environmental commitments
− environmental monitoring
− follow-up programs
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Concern

212 Aroland First Nation

The Project is being developed on the basis of utilizing existing roads
7.1.4 Description of the Existing Environment
as much as possible to minimize Project footprint environmental
The description of the existing environment does not include an
expanded Study Area inclusive of alternative methods of connecting effects. The Painter Lake / Anaconda Road system provides the
closest all-season road connection point to the provincial highway
the CAR to the Ontario provincial highway network.
network. We are aware that Aroland First Nation is undertaking their
AFN submits that the description of the existing environment be
own study to determine what upgrades may be required to the
enlarged to include an expanded Study Area inclusive of alternative Painter Lake / Anaconda Roads to accommodate the use of these
methods of connecting the CAR to the Ontario provincial highway roads for construction of and access to the CAR. If Aroland First
network.
Nation feels that more substantial upgrades and / or new alignment
sections are required to address community concerns then we
encourage your community to discuss this with the Province.

-

213 Aroland First Nation

"7.1.4 Description of the Existing Environment
The Project Team looks forward to receiving Aroland First Nation's
Indigenous Knowledge to help determine sensitive receptors.
8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in Environmental
Assessment"
The determination of sensitive receptors should be informed by
AFN Indigenous Knowledge.
AFN submits that the determination of sensitive receptors should be
informed by AFN Indigenous Knowledge.

-

214 Aroland First Nation

The EA will consider potential impacts on spring water sources that
7.2.5 Groundwater
may have benefit to Indigenous peoples and may have spiritual
Construction activities, and the operation of the CAR, may have
impacts on spring water sources that have benefits to Indigenous value.
peoples, and may have spiritual value.
AFN submits that the potential effects on groundwater should
include impacts on spring water sources that may have benefits to
Indigenous peoples and may have spiritual value.

ToR Section
7.2.1

215 Aroland First Nation

7.2.6 Vegetation
Invasive species are considered in the ToR in Section 7.2.7,
Potential effects to vegetation and ecological communities during Section 7.2.8, and Section 7.2.9. In the EA, effects from invasive
the operation of CAR may include spread of invasive species due to species will be considered for vegetation as well as for other
disciplines (e.g., Vegetation and Fish and Fish Habitat).
increased recreational use and vehicle traffic, which can have
subsequent effects on wildlife and wildlife habitat.
AFN submits that the potential effects on vegetation during
operation of the CAR should include the potential spread of invasive
species due to recreational use and vehicle traffic during operation.

ToR Sections
7.2.7,
7.2.8 and 7.2.9

216 Aroland First Nation

7.2.7 Wildlife
The potential effect of increased pressure on wildlife populations
from recreational and traditional resource use will be assessed in
Potential effects to wildlife may include increased predation, and
the EA.
ease of targeting by hunters, during operation of the CAR due to
The potential effect of increased predation on wildlife populations,
significantly increased sight-lines along linear corridors.
including species at risk, will be considered in the EA.
AFN submits that the potential effects on wildlife should include
increased predation, and ease of targeting by hunters, during
operation of the CAR due to significantly increased sight-lines along
linear corridors.

ToR Section
7.2.8
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

217 Aroland First Nation

7.2.7 Wildlife

Indirect effects to wildlife during the construction, maintenance and
operation of the CAR, including effects from light, noise, human
activity, vehicle collisions, recreational and traditional resource use,
will be considered in the EA.

Potential effects to wildlife during the operation of the CAR and
construction may include an increase in human-wildlife conflict through
introduction of trash/litter to the landscape and potential feeding of
wildlife. Potential effects to wildlife during operation of the CAR may
include reduction in habitat quality due to increased lights and noise
associated with increased recreational use and vehicle traffic.
AFFN submits that the potential effects on wildlife during both he
construction and operation of the CAR should include increase in
human-wildlife conflict due to the introduction of trash/litter to the
landscape and potential feeding of wildlife. AFFN submits that the
potential effect on wildlife during the operation of the CAR include
reduction in habitat quality due to increased lights and noise
associated with increased recreational use and vehicle activity.
218 Aroland First Nation

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
7.2.8

Proper waste management during construction and potential impact
management measures during construction, such as periodic
cleaning of the ROW during operation, will be identified in the EA.

7.2.8 Fish and Fish Habitat
The Project is in the early phases of Project planning and detailed
MFFN has not consulted with AFN regarding the location of access design has not commenced. The MFFN Project Team will consult
with potentially affected Indigenous communities on watercourse
road watercourse crossings.
crossings. The MFFN Project Team has initiated an Indigenous
In conjunction with assessing alternative methods, MFFN should
Knowledge Program to assist with collecting and utilizing important
ensure that AFN is consulted on all watercourse locations for either Indigenous Knowledge in Project planning, routing and design. It is
alterative to make sure culturally sensitive or important locations are anticipated that information brought forward through the Indigenous
not impacted by bridge or culvert construction.
Knowledge Program will help to inform the planning and design of

-

watercourse crossings.

219 Aroland First Nation

7.2.8 Fish and Fish Habitat
The text in this section uses outdated regulatory language (i.e.,
CRA fisheries) with respect to the Fisheries Act.
MFFN must revise the text to reflect the amended Fisheries Act
(i.e., HADD) and ensure that fish habitat in the Study Area is
classified and documented accordingly.

Section 7.2.9 (previously Section 7.2.8) has been revised to reflect
the recent changes to the Fisheries Act.

ToR Section
7.2.9

220 Aroland First Nation

7.2.8 Fish and Fish Habitat
MFFN lists approximately 20 fish species, including the species
“targeted by communities inhabiting the region and by local and flyin charter angling and hunter tourist outfitters.” It is not clear this
included AFN.
MFFN must identify and include species of importance to AFN and
ensure they are afforded a level of high significance and prioritized
in the assessment.

The fish species listed in the Draft ToR include those known or
suspected to occur within the Project Area, and was based on
information obtained from various sources, including Indigenous
Knowledge collected for the purposes of this project.
The MFFN Project team respectfully requests information from
Aroland First Nation regarding species of importance. Section 3.4.2
- Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge and Indigenous Land and
Resources Use in the EA outlines the approach to working with
potentially affected Indigenous Communities, including Aroland First
Nation, to inform and confirm the proposed criteria and indicators,
inform the existing baseline conditions, identify and predict potential
effects, and help determine appropriate impact management
measures and monitoring methods.

ToR Section
3.4.2
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ID # Commenter

Concern

221 Aroland First Nation

7.2.8 Fish and Fish Habitat

Response

ToR section 9.1.1 includes a commitment to prepare work plans at
the onset of the environmental assessment, including an
MFFN indicates that “As a result of the broad scale, the field
opportunity for technical review by applicable agencies. Indigenous
program will involve both an aerial and ground-based survey
approach to characterize existing baseline conditions at waterbody communities will be notified of future field surveys based on the
crossings within the study area.” The description does not mention work plans, and any opportunities for participation, in advance of
which season the field program will occur and whether AFN will be field program commencement.
involved in the data collection.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
9.1.1

MFFN must first complete an early spring rapid-assessment survey
to document flow conditions and the potential for seasonal fish
habitat in conjunction with assessing alternative methods. In
addition, MFFN must follow up in the summer to confirm permanent
fish habitat and sample those locations in consultation and
assistance by AFN community members.
222 Aroland First Nation

ToR section 9.1.1 includes a commitment to prepare work plans at
the onset of the environmental assessment, including an
MFFN states that “the ground-based field surveys will be used to
obtain site-specific field data at a subset of waterbody crossings to opportunity for technical review by applicable agencies. The EA will
identify the field studies conducted in support of this EA.
verify or augment the results and assumptions from the desktop
analysis.” This approach introduces the potential for information
gaps and missed constraints and opportunities due to fish and fish
habitat.
7.2.8 Fish and Fish Habitat

ToR Section
9.1.1

After a thorough desktop analysis and Indigenous consultation is
complete, MFFN should conduct rapid assessment surveys in the
spring to fine-tune the location and number of watercourse
crossings containing fish habitat. The MTO Environmental Guide for
Fish and Fish Habitat should then be used to document habitat
conditions at each crossing confirmed or highly likely to provide fish
habitat. Spring and fall sampling should be completed where no
recent fisheries information is available.
223 Aroland First Nation

7.2.10 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use
AFN continues to undertake Community Based Land Use Plan
(CBLUP) activities and is working to finalize its CBLUP.

We appreciate you providing a status of the CBLUP activities
currently underway by Aroland First Nation.

-

For the record, AFN continues to undertake CBLUP activities and is
working to finalize its CBLUP as initiated under the Far North Act.
224 Aroland First Nation
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"7.2.11 Socio- Economic and Built Environment

MFFN looks forward to engaging with AFN and receiving input on
potential negative and positive effects of the Project on AFN to
8.3 Assess and Evaluate Net Effects"
inform the assessment and evaluation of net effects in the ToR. As
AFN expects significant potential impacts from the CAR if the CAR
outlined in Table 4-2 of Appendix B, the EA Consultation Plan,
connects to the Ontario provincial highway network at Painter Lake.
MFFN plans to consult with Indigenous communities throughout the
Traffic to and from the CAR will pass directly by Aroland First
EA process to receive targeted input on such items as evaluation
Nation’s reserve community, and through a significant portion of
criteria and potential effects.
Aroland’s traditional territory. The potential direct changes and

Appendix A:
Criteria and
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

impacts that may be experienced by Aroland First Nation are not
described in this section of the ToR. The exploration of these
potential changes should be part of MFFN’s consultation plan with
AFN.

MFFN appreciates the input on potential negative and positive
effects of the Project and confirms that potential effects listed will be
considered in the EA. For clarification, in the list below the
Environmental Discipline and criteria included in Appendix A that
AFN submits that many of the effects of the Project, if the if the CAR align with the effect AFN noted has been provided.
connects to the Ontario provincial highway network at Painter Lake,
driving traffic to and from a road that bisects and runs adjacent to
AFN’s reserve, will result in direct effects on AFN community
members, and AFN rights and interests. This perspective should
inform the assessment and evaluation of net effects in the ToR.

Social Discipline

-access to AFN’s traditional territory

-effects on human health: all criteria under the Human Health and
Community Safety discipline Indigenous Rights and Interests
Discipline

-traffic: considered under Transportation criteria
-strain on public safety services: Community Services and
Infrastructure criteria

-changes to population: Populations and Demographics criteria
AFN submits that potential impacts form the CAR, if the CAR
connects to the Ontario provincial highway network at Painter Lake, -changes to regional access to education, training, recreation, and
be subject to specific consultation activities with AFN to include, but health services: Community Services and infrastructure criteria
Human Health and Community Safety
not be limited to, potential negative and positive effects on AFN:
-changes to diet: Diet criteria
-traffic
-strain on public safety services
-changes to population
-changes to hunting/harvesting
-changes to diet
-effects on human health
-changes to protected area lands
-changes to recreation and commercial land uses
-changes to access and use of traditional teaching sites

-access to AFN’s traditional territory: Ability to Exercise Aboriginal
and Treaty Rights
-changes to hunting/harvesting: Ability to Exercise Aboriginal and
Treaty Rights
-changes to access and use of traditional teaching sites: Availability
and Access to Sites and Areas for Cultural Practices Land and
Resource Use Discipline

-changes to protected area lands: Parks and Protected Areas criteria
-changes to industry and resource extraction activities such as
mining, aggregate, forestry, linear infrastructure and energy projects -changes to industry and resource extraction activities such as
mining, aggregate: Extractive Industry criteria
-changes to the regional economy
-changes to industry and resource extraction activities such as
-changes to the local economy
forestry: Forestry Industry criteria
-changes to the cost of living in the community
- changes to industry and resource extraction activities such as
-changes to regional access to education, training, recreation, and linear infrastructure and energy projects: Energy and Linear
health services
Infrastructure criteria
Recreation and Tourism Discipline
-changes to recreation and commercial land uses: Recreation and
Tourism criteria Economy Discipline
-changes to the regional economy: Regional Economy criteria
-changes to the local economy: Regional Economy criteria
-changes to the cost of living in the community: Regional Economy
criteria
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

225 Aroland First Nation

7.2.12 Cultural Heritage Resources

226 Aroland First Nation

8.2 Proposed Criteria and Indicators

Response

An Indigenous Knowledge Program has been initiated for the
Project and will consider Aroland First Nation's Indigenous
AFN expects specific and confidential consultation on cultural
heritage resources informed by AFN Indigenous Knowledge. AFN Knowledge in the EA. Information on cultural heritage resources will
be kept in confidence as per an Indigenous Sharing Agreement.
submits that identification of AFN cultural heritage resources be
The Cultural Heritage Resources team will engage and consult with
informed by AFN Indigenous Knowledge and specific and
Aroland First Nation to better understand cultural heritage resources
confidential consultation activities.
within the study area of the Project.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
3.4.2.1

MFFN appreciates Aroland First Nation's input on the potential
ToR Section
indicators
to
be
included
in
the
EA.
Many
if
not
most
of
the
3.2.4.1,
Appendix
Invasive species could provide an indicator of the status of the
A: Criteria and
Wetland Ecosystems, Upland Ecosystems, Designated Areas and suggested indicators were included in the list of criteria and
indicators, as outlined in Appendix A of the Draft ToR. Please note
Indicators for
Critical landform / Vegetation Associations. Size in concert with
that
Appendix
A
has
been
revised
to
include
Indigenous
Knowledge
Alternatives
distribution could provide a more fulsome indicator of the status of
as
data
source
for
ungulates.
Please
also
note
that
many
of
the
Evaluation,
the Wetland Ecosystems, Upland Ecosystems, Designated Areas
suggested indicators Aroland First Nation has provided for
and Critical landform / Vegetation Associations.
Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use are captured in other
Direct (e.g. vehicle collisions) and indirect (e.g. population isolation)
discipline areas (e.g., wildlife, vegetation).
impacts of the project on SAR wildlife should be considered an
indicator. Indigenous Knowledge could provide further information
on the indictors for moose and caribou. Indigenous Knowledge
In addition, as noted in Section 3.4.2.1 of the ToR, an Indigenous
could provide further information on the species of fish to be
Knowledge Program has been initiated for the Project, which will
considered. AFN expects this project will impacts its communities’ include Project-specific Indigenous Knowledge Studies (which
rights and interests; as such, AFN requires a detailed Indigenous
include Indigenous land and resource use).
Knowledge Land Use and Occupancy Study, Socio- Economic and Information collected and shared with MFFN through this program
Built Environment Impact Assessment, and Cultural Heritage
will be used to inform criteria and indicators, as well as identify
Resource assessments to adequately assess how AFN may be
specific features and species of value to Indigenous communities
affected and determine mitigation/accommodation measures.
including Aroland Frist Nation.
For groundwater indicators, include spring water sources

For vegetation, include presence of invasive species in each category
For vegetation, expand on the “Distribution” "indicator to Distribution
and Size For wildlife include, direct and indirect impacts of the project
on wildlife SAR For ungulates, include Indigenous Knowledge
For fish and fish habitat, ensure fish species important to
Indigenous communities are included
For Indigenous Knowledge and Land use - Traditional Use of Land
and Resources and Aboriginal and Treaty Rights, in addition to
what is listed in the Draft ToR, include: o Number and value of fish
spawning
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o

Number and value of mammal habitat

o

Number and value of mammal migration

o

Number and value of bird habitat

o

Number and value of bird migration stopovers
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern
o

Number and value of reptile/amphibian habitat

o

Number and value of plant habitat

o

Number and value of mineral licks

o

Number and value of species at risk

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

Number and value of spring water sources valued by Indigenous
people
o

o

Number and value of boat launches

o

Number and value of commercial harvesting locations

o

Number and value of historical village/archaeology ical locations

o

Number and value of historic trails locations

o

Number and value of changes noticed to the environment

Number and value of teaching sites valued by Indigenous people
for transferring knowledge between generations
o

Number and value of meeting sites valued by Indigenous people
for cultural, recreational and social purposes
o

For all Human Health criteria include information available from First
Nation governments
For Human Health – Diet, include a specific country foods study
undertaken in collaboration with AFN For Cultural Heritage
landscapes, include data from provincial and federal databases
For archaeological resources:
o

Include an investigation of historic shorelines

o

Include an investigation of pictographs and petroglyphs

Include an investigation of all sites identified as indicating
archaeological potential as identified in the Standards and
Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (2011)
o

Do not use the alternative standards and guidelines for assessing
archaeology in Northern Ontario. Because less is known about the
archaeology of the north, additional rigor should be undertaken, not
less – the regular
o

Standards and Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists (2011)
should be employed for this project.
227 Aroland First Nation

"8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in Environmental
Assessment"
Section 8.4 should be revised to incorporate the above comments
and AFN submissions. Section 8.4 should be revised to incorporate
the above comments and AFN submissions.
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MFFN has responded to all AFN comments and incorporated edits
throughout the document as indicated in the comment responses.
Edits were not limited to Section 8.4 (now Section 3.4.2).

ToR and
Appendices
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

228 Aroland First Nation

9.1 Environmental Commitments

229 Aroland First Nation

9.2 Environmental Monitoring

230 Aroland First Nation

10.1 Principles of Consultation

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

MFFN is the proponent for this Project and is directing the EA
ToR Section 9.1
decision-making
process
but
commits
to
full
engagement
and
For the Project to proceed through AFN’s traditional territory, AFN
consultation with all interested communities, including Aroland First
will need to provide its consent.
Nation, to support the environmental, social and economic
Section 9.1 should include reference to environmental commitments
sustainability of the Project.
and accommodations developed between MFFN and AFN should
Where appropriate, questions, comments and concerns received on
AFN provide its consent for the Project to proceed.
the Project have been incorporated into the applicable sections of
the ToR. All comments received and responses to each are
included in the Record of Consultation (Appendix C). Appendix C
also identifies where within the ToR each comment has been
addressed. Where questions, comments or concerns could not be
addressed within the ToR, a commitment for the EA has been
made. These commitments are listed in Section 9.1.1 of the ToR.
MFFN agrees it is important to work collaboratively with Indigenous
ToR Sections
peoples
and
Indigenous
communities
to
identify
environmental
3.4.2
For the Project to proceed through AFN’s traditional territory, AFN
monitoring
commitments,
and
foresees
this
as
part
of
the
will need to provide its consent.
and 9.2,
consultation undertaken for the EA. Section 9.2 of the ToR outlines
Appendix B:
Section 9.2 should include reference to environmental monitoring
the Project's environmental monitoring commitments and Table 4-2 Consultation Plan
commitments and accommodations developed between MFFN and
of the Consultation Plan includes consultation activities aimed at
AFN should AFN provide its consent for the Project to proceed.
receiving input on impact management measures and monitoring
measures. The ToR also identifies MFFN's plan that Indigenous
knowledge will help determine appropriate impact management
measures and monitoring methods (Section 3.4.2). No change is
proposed to the ToR as the commitment to identify environmental
monitoring commitments with Indigenous communities is captured
in the documentation.
The MFFN Project Team is recording/documenting all input
ToR Section 11.9
AFN accepts and acknowledges the Guiding Principles for Project- received, providing responses where applicable and then circulating
the record to Aroland First Nation for review and their confirmation.
related consultation activities described in Figure 10-1 – Guiding
This commitment is included in Section 11.9 of the Proposed ToR.
Principles.
AFN commends MFFN on the adoption of the Guiding Principles for
Project-related consultation activities described in Figure 10-1
– Guiding Principles.
Given the significant impacts the Project may have on AFN, AFN
encourages MFFN to develop a methodology for recording
consultation activities with AFN, documenting comments and inputs
with AFN, and verifying together with AFN the application of the
Guiding Principles the Nishnawbe Aski Nation's Consultation Policy,
and opportunities for input described in section 10.1, to this
consultation.
AFN further submits that a joint statement of adherence, agreed to
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

by AFN and MFFN, be included in the ToR as a consultation
deliverable that will be appended to the EA.
231 Aroland First Nation

10.2.2 Indigenous Communities Engagement MFFN notes that “The The MOU between the Province and Marten Falls has been signed. ToR Section 11.2
Province of Ontario (MECP and ENDM) and MFFN are entering into No consultation on the content of the MOU is being undertaken or
an agreement through a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to required as this is an agreement between the Province and Marten
share responsibility of the procedural aspects of Ontario's Duty to Falls. Aroland First Nation is encouraged to speak to the Province
Consult, in the context of the EA for the Project. This MOU will
should the community have questions regarding Ontario's duty to
define the roles and responsibilities of both parties in regard to the consult with First Nations.
engagement of interested Indigenous communities. The roles and
responsibilities of Marten Falls agreed to in the MOU will be
included in the Proposed ToR, if the MOU is finalized at that time.”
AFN submits that the ToR should include consultation from both
MFFN and the Province of Ontario, with AFN, on the MOU for
sharing responsibility of the procedural aspects of Ontario's Duty to
Consult from MFFN and the Province of Ontario.
The MFFN Project Team will consider how to best document and
ToR Section 10.2
The consultation record for the draft ToR does not include a record summarize information received through consultation in a
comprehensive and clear way. Input that can be shared publicly will
of comments from First Nations, and does not include traceable
be contained as part of the Record of Consultation for the Proposed
information on how those comments impacted the draft ToR.
ToR.
MFFN should provide a detailed record of consultation leading up to
the draft ToR, including consultation on alternative methods
regarding routes, and provide traceable information on how those
comments impacted the draft ToR.

232 Aroland First Nation

10.2.2 Indigenous Communities Engagement

233 Aroland First Nation

Table 10-3: Consultation with Neighbouring Indigenous
Communities

Table 10-3 of the ToR and the Supporting Document has been
ToR Section 7.2,
edited to indicate that although some community members
Section
expressed support for the Project, no formal support from Chief and
MFFN asserts that AFN attendees at the May 23, 2019 with Aroland
10.2.2.2,
First Nation Chief and Council and community said that “the community Council was expressed. The other concerns mentioned in the
Supporting
expressed support for the MFFN CAR”. For the record, AFN Chief and comment have also been added to the documentation.
Document
Council has not expressed formal support for the CAR, and any
On March 2, 2020, the Government of Ontario, Marten Falls First
statements to that effect from specific Aroland community members at Nation and Webequie First Nation announced their agreement to
the May 23, 2019 engagement are not to be considered official
advance planning and development of a proposed Northern Road
statements from Aroland First Nation or its leadership.
Link. The proposed Northern Road Link would provide reliable, allAroland Chief and Council expressed concern that MFFN and the season road access to potential mine sites in the Ring of Fire
Province of Ontario are having discussions regarding a supply road region. Consultation specific to the proposed Northern Road Link is
outside the scope of what MFFN is responsible for responding to as
would be constructed from a point along the CAR to the mining
the proponent for the Community Access Road Project.
claims north of MFFN, including the Ring of Fire, that AFN is not
being included in these discussions, and that AFN must be included
in these discussions given the significant impacts on AFN that
would follow such a project.
Please revise table 10-3 accordingly.
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Aroland First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

234 Aroland First Nation

"10.2.4 Government Agencies

The headings of Sections 10.2.4 and 11.4 have been updated
accordingly.

11.4 Government Agencies

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Sections
10.2.4 and 11.4

11.4.1 Government Review Team" First Nations are governments.

The heading for sections 10.2.4, 11.4 and 11.4.1 should be revised
as “Crown Government Agencies” or “Federal, Provincial and
Municipal Government Agencies”
235 Aroland First Nation

The Project Team has been in communication with Aroland First
Nation regarding the Sharing Agreement. The Project Team looks
forward to receiving the next round of edits of the Sharing
Agreement from Aroland First Nation. The Project Team will
continue to collaborate with Aroland First Nation to finalize the
Sharing Agreement and to solicit and utilize Aroland's Indigenous
Knowledge as outlined in the terms of the Indigenous Knowledge
Sharing agreement. Section 3.4.2 - Incorporation of Indigenous
The ToR should acknowledge that consultation with AFN, including Knowledge in the EA outlines the approach to working with
Indigenous Knowledge, CBLUP, and approaches to consent will be potentially affected Indigenous Communities, including Aroland First
included in a binding agreement between AFN and MFFN.
Nation, to inform and confirm the proposed criteria and indicators,
inform the existing environment conditions, identify and predict
potential effects, and help determine appropriate impact
management measures and monitoring methods.
11. Consultation Plan for the Environmental Assessment

See above comments on consultation with AFN, Indigenous
Knowledge, CBLUP, and consent. AFN and MFFN have agreed to
develop and execute a binding agreement that will include
reference to consultation with AFN, Indigenous Knowledge, and
consent with respect to the Project.

236 Aroland First Nation

11.5 Consultation Activities During the EA
AFN supports the milestone-based approach to guiding the timing
and focus of consultation and engagement efforts, however, with
respect to comments provided above regarding alternative
methods, the following milestones will need revision:
Evaluation of routing alternatives; Identification of preferred
alternative;

ToR Section
3.4.2

The key milestones for consultation during the EA have been
ToR Sections 8
modified from the Draft Terms of Reference. The milestones related
and 11.6
to this comment are now "Effects Assessment Methods" and
"Identification of Preferred Alternatives".
The alternatives assessment and effects assessment will include
temporary infrastructure components.

AFN submits that the following milestones: Evaluation of routing
alternatives;
Identification of preferred alternative be revised as:
Evaluation of alternative methods Identification of preferred
alternatives
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B.4 Attawapiskat First Nation (AttFN)

B4.1 Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Ignace Gull and Council
Attawapiskat First Nation

Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Gull,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

For more information or to view the Draft Terms of Reference, visit: [Link]

[Link]

June 2 , 2020
Chief David Nakogee
Attawapiskat First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief David Nakogee,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Attawapiskat First Nation are focused on keeping the lines
of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Attawapiskat First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVIDprotocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR. Attawapiskat First Nation
was one of those communities and we very much appreciate the input you provided.
First, we would like to thank you for your efforts to provide feedback on the Draft ToR. One of
L
t your
feedback that would not be possible. The MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from
all those Indigenous Communities who commented and is in the process of incorporating that
feedback into the ToR. The ToR will outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies
that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and the ways communities
and interested persons will be engaged and consulted. Through our review, we have considered
nd have prepared responses to your comments
(see Attawapiskat First Nation Draft Record of Consultation attached). We have also indicated,
if applicable, how your feedback has been incorporated into the ToR and/ or how it will be
considered as part of the future EA process.

Record of Consultation to be submitted as an appendix to the ToR; both the Record of
Consultation and the ToR will be publicly available documents. Please let us know if you would
like to meet to discuss our responses to the feedback provided by your community; we would
appreciate meeting in advance of July 22, 2020 so that we can consider any additional input in
the ToR. We welcome the opportunity to further our discussions and are happy to schedule an
online/ virtual meeting to do so. If you are not available to meet at this time, you can also
provide comments in writing.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your community and plan to include in the Record of
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Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

CC

Charles Hookimaw, Attawapiskat First Nation Director of Lands and Resources
Wayne Turner, Attawapiskat First Nation CEO
Edward Louis, Attawapiskat First Nation Deputy Chief
Christopher Kataquapit, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Antoine Kataquapit, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Steve Hookimaw, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Andrew Koostachin, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Xavier Wheesk, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Raphael Wheesk, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Sylvia Kootsachin-Metatawabin, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Gerald Mattinas, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Bernard Spence, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Maggie Koostachin, Attawapiskat First Nation Councillor
Dorothee Schreiber, Attawapiskat First Nation Environmental Consultant
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Glinis Buffalo, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Attawapiskat First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of Consultation

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

July 15, 2020
Chief David Nakogee
Attawapiskat First Nation
PO Box 248
Attawapiskat, ON
P0L 1A0
RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team’s Response Table to
Attawapiskat First Nation’s Comments on the Draft Terms of Reference
Dear Chief David Nakogee
Thank you for your letter dated July 2, 2020, regarding Marten Falls First Nation’s responses to
Attawapiskat First Nation's comments on the Draft Terms of Reference. We sincerely
appreciate the time taken to review and comment on the information provided.
We acknowledge your community’s concern pertaining to the size of the study area and the
need for it to be large enough to capture the effects of the proposed Community Access Road
(the Project) on animals, such as caribou. In response, we are currently in the early stages of
planning and the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) reflected only a preliminary study area for the
EA, which encompasses an area within 2.5 km of the centre-line of each alternative route (i.e.,
Alternative 1 and Alternative 4). Additionally, it was proposed that this preliminary EA study
area also serves as the preliminary Indigenous Knowledge Area of Interest.
It is intended that the preliminary study area included in the Draft ToR be refined as the EA
process progresses through the identification of various discipline-specific Local Study Areas
(LSAs) and Regional Study Areas (RSAs), including those for the following valued components
specific to Indigenous Peoples:
Indigenous Cultural Sites, Features and Practices;
Indigenous Use of Land and Resources for Traditional Purposes; and
Exercise of Aboriginal and Treaty Rights.
The LSA and RSA for the valued components specific to Indigenous Peoples (as listed above) will
be defined in consideration of the following:
Existing Indigenous Knowledge and land use information, where available and provided;
Information provided by Indigenous Communities during consultation;

1

The LSA and RSA for natural environment disciplines, including wildlife, vegetation, and
fish;
Natural landscape features; and
Available relevant Indigenous Knowledge and land use studies.
The MFFN Project Team is currently working on developing a Draft LSA and RSA for the valued
components specific to Indigenous Peoples and recognizes that the LSA must be sufficient to
enable Indigenous Knowledge and land use information to meaningfully inform the Project
design. We also recognize that the RSA must be sufficient to understand the potential indirect
effects of the Project on Indigenous Peoples on a more holistic scale.
Once the Draft LSA and RSA have been identified, we will share the mapping and shapefiles
with you and provide a rationale for how they were defined for your review and input. Later
this summer, please expect a follow up letter with further information on the Draft LSA and RSA
for the valued components specific to Indigenous Peoples; this information will be sent to
participating Indigenous communities.
The MFFN Project Team would also like to note that we appreciate your concern regarding
caribou, and this will be taken into consideration when defining the Wildlife LSA and RSA.
In addition, please note that the MFFN Project Team is also interested in collecting Indigenous
Knowledge relevant to other disciplines (e.g., wildlife, vegetation, fish) that may fall outside of
the LSA and the RSA for the valued components specific to Indigenous Peoples. It is expected
that Indigenous Knowledge relevant to these valued components will be provided through the
ongoing Consultation and Indigenous Knowledge Programs for the Project and will inform the
effects assessments for these components.
While the MFFN Project Team is not holding in-person meetings due to the Coronavirus
pandemic, we continue to welcome teleconference meetings with Attawapiskat First Nation.
We recognize that you may require flexibility in responding and scheduling these and
appreciate your review and comment of the materials provided.
Thank you—Meegwetch—for your continued interest in the MFFN Community Access Road
Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the information
provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community Advisor, MFFN or
Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. Please note that we will
also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter.
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Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
Cc

Charles Hookimaw, Director of Lands and Resources, Attawapiskat First Nation Chief
Chief, David Nakogee, Attawapiskat First Nation
Deputy Chief, Louis Edwards, Attawapiskat First Nation
Wayne Turner, CEO, Attawapiskat First Nation
Council, Attawapiskat First Nation
Dorothee Schreiber, Environmental Consultant
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Glinis Buffalo, MFFN Project Consultant
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B4.2 Incoming Correspondence Received from the Community

B4.3 Community-Specific Meeting Materials

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

MARTEN FALLS
FIRST NATION
ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Presentation to Attawapiskat First Nation

August 13, 2019
0

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Welcome! Boozhoo!
We plan to talk about:
Topic 1 Project Overview and Update: Provide an overview and update to the Project and
Environmental Assessment (EA) process we are following
Topic 2 Environmental Assessment Process: Review Provincial and Federal EA processes
including the Draft Terms of Reference
Topic 3 Route Selection: Review the potential routes for the Community Access Road, and discuss
our proposed approach for selecting viable routes for further study during the EA
Topic 4 Engaging Other First Nations:
and discuss how best to involve your Community

Your input is important to us.
1

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

Topic 1

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Project Overview

2

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Marten Falls First Nation is initiating a communityled Provincial Environmental Assessment and
Preliminary Design Study for an all season access
road to the Community.
Marten Falls First Nation has a winter access road,
transportation of goods and people difficult.
The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g., mining).

3

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
Better access would allow increased opportunities for:
Social interaction with other communities;
Access to emergency, health and social services;
Training and jobs during planning and construction; and
Local economic development.
A Community Access Road would also reduce transportation
costs for goods and services; meaning more affordable food,
fuel and other vital supplies and services.
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Components of the Community Access Road
The Community Access Road is currently at the conceptual stage and is anticipated to include the
following features:
Between 140 km to 250 km of all season, two-lane gravel road
Bridge and/ or culverts (engineered ditches for river and stream crossings);
Areas to obtain construction materials like aggregates; and
Temporary construction access roads, work areas and camps.
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Environmental Assessment Process
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

What do you think about
the Principles that are
guiding the Community
Access Road?

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch
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First Step of a Provincial Environmental Assessment
First step of a Provincial Individual Environmental Assessment is to prepare a Terms of
Reference, which requires consultation with neighbouring Indigenous Communities.
EA planning and decision-making and outlines:
How the Environmental Assessment will be prepared;
What studies will be conducted;
The process to identify and assess effects; and
How people will be consulted.

Consultation is key to decisionmaking.
We encourage you to provide
input on both the Draft and Final
Terms of Reference.
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What is a Federal Project Description?
A Project Description is a requirement of the Federal government to determine if a Federal
Environmental Assessment is required, and includes the following information to make that decision:
Proposed Project Description (e.g., location, project activities including construction);
Description of baseline conditions and sensitivities;
Outline of potential environmental effects;
Approach for engagement with Indigenous Communities; and
Approach for engagement with other interested persons (e.g., the public, industry, non-government
organizations and government agencies).
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August 2019

Engagement Activities
Notice of Terms of Reference commencement published (March)
On-going outreach to consult neighbouring Indigenous
communities (22).
Meetings in Marten Falls Community (March June).
Public Information Session #1 (Thunder Bay and Geraldton).
Agency and key stakeholder meetings.
Online consultation.
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August 2019

Environmental Assessment Documents
Provincial Environmental Assessment Draft Terms of
Reference (ToR) is drafted and to be released soon.
Draft ToR summary document also to be released (including
translated version).
Federal Project Description has been submitted to CEA
Agency.
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August 2019

Field Studies
July to October 2019: Vegetation and Wildlife
August to October 2019:
Fisheries and Surface Water
Cultural Heritage
Noise and Air
August to December 2019: Geotechnical and Engineering
Socio-economic and Indigenous Knowledge data collection activities
to start
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Community Access Road Route Selection
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Preliminary Routes for the Community Access Road
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is identifying the
alternative routes for the proposed road.

Alternative 1

Alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls First Nation
using information gathered during previous studies and
consultation, and updated this year to include the latest available
information.

Alternative 2

Four alternative routes were originally identified. Marten Falls
First Nation has made a community decision to consider only the
western routes in the EA (#1 and #4).

Alternative 3
Alternative 4

Is there anything we should know about the study area or potential routes?
Do you have any comments, ideas or community values related to the
potential alternative routes?
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Proximity of Routes to
Attawapiskat First
Nation
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Respecting the Environment:
An evaluation will be completed in the
Environmental Assessment to compare
Alternative 1 and Alternative 4 against a set of
criteria.
The outcome of the evaluation of alternative
routes in the Environmental Assessment will
identify the preferred route for the Community
Access Road with the:
Least potential for negative effects
Greatest opportunity for mitigation negative
effects
Greatest community benefit

Are there
values
important to
you that we
What else
should
be
should
be
considering?

considered
when defining
Do you
see
which
routes
any
meritimpacts
further
on
Aboriginal
study
through
the
or treaty
Environmental
rights?
Assessment?
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge is important for the planning of the
Community Access Road.
Indigenous Knowledge is highly valuable and as such is treated
confidentially.
Indigenous Knowledge protocols for all Indigenous communities
will be respected.
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreements will guide the use,
collection and protection of Indigenous Knowledge for the
Community Access Road.
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Engaging Indigenous Communities
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Engaging Indigenous Communities
Marten Falls First Nation and neighbouring
Indigenous Communities have been discussing
community access roads since mid-2017
Marten Falls First Nation and the Province of Ontario
are sharing the responsibility to engage with
Indigenous Communities
Marten Falls First Nation Project Team has sent
notification letters and has attempted to contact
neighbouring Indigenous communities to determine if
they have an interest in the project / Environmental
Assessment
Discussions are ongoing with several communities
19
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Proposed Consultation for the Environmental Assessment
Three rounds of consultation are proposed for the Environmental Assessment:

Winter
2019/2020

Spring 2020

Fall 2020
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Gathering Feedback through the Environmental
Assessment
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Project Website

Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

Translated Project Updates

Project Hotline/ Email

How would you
like to be
consulted and kept
Are there
other
informed
during
you
the criteria
Terms of
suggest
we
Reference
and
Consultation
is
key
to
Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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Engaging with Attawapiskat First Nation
Key items that Marten Falls First Nation and Attawapiskat First Nation
have discussed or exchanged letter about:
General discussions on agreement to work together
Baseline studies
Updates in regards to Ministry of Energy, Northern Development
and Mines discussions
Project information exchanges (including Notice of
Commencement, Field Study Notices and follow-up phone calls)
Determining an Engagement Plan for your Community that respects
your Consultation & Accommodation Protocol

Are there
particular times
Are there other
when we
should avoid criteria you
consulting withsuggest we
the community consider?
(e.g., hunting
or gathering
seasons or
celebrations)?
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Marten Falls Community Access Road
Meeting with Attawapiskat First Nation
August 13, 2019
Overview of Consultation Activity: Summary Report
Attendees:
Qasim Saddique MFFN Advisor
Charles Hookimaw Attawapiskat First Nation Advisor

This Summary Report has been prepared to provide Marten Falls First Nation and other relevant parties
with a snapshot of the feedback captured at meeting held on August 13, 2019 with Charles Hookimaw
from Attawapiskat First Nation.

Highlights of Discussion
Qasim Saddique from the MFCAR Project team met with Charles Hookimaw from Attawapiskat
First Nation (AttFN) and provided a project update and presentation to him over lunch. Charles
noted that AttFN council is not sure how to proceed with this project and if they want to
participate. Charles also noted that there is an election coming up later this month so after the
new council is elected, AttFN will have clearer direction on whether a community meeting in
September would occur.
Charles also requested a hard copy map of the project be sent to him.

Questions Raised
Will you change the name of the project as it is also industrial use?
o No, we will not. The primary purpose of this project is community access. If there
is a future project to connect the Ring of Fire, that might have a different name.
Can we have a simple MOU between us that says we will have a respectful relation
during the EA?
o At this time it might be better to wait to sign this until after the new Council is
elected with continued dialogue in the meantime.
Is the Project on track with the original schedule?

o No. The schedule has slightly changed since we started.
Is there funding available to participate in the project?
o Yes, you can get in touch directly with Lori Churchill at ENDM to discuss this.

Potential Action Items
Send hard copy of project map to Charles (complete).
Circulate follow-up information and project documents as Project progresses.
Determine potential for future meetings as the EA progresses.

B4.4 Draft ToR Comments Received/Responses
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Attawapiskat First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

237 Attawapiskat First
Nation

The draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for this road project makes
clear that the primary purpose of the road is to open the region to
mineral development via an all-season road to the Ring

Response

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR)
that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
highway network. Although the road is proposed to be built to meet
industrial use specifications, the primary use of the CAR will be to
of Fire. Attawapiskat First Nation questions whether Marten Falls
First Nation (MFFN) is in fact the proponent of this project, and service MFFN. The CAR is being developed with the expectation
whether the planning of the project is truly "comm unity- led," as is that, should approvals be granted, it would be built regardless of
claimed in Section 2.1.1 (p. 3). Marten Falls First Nation is named in whether an industrial supply road or development in the Ring of Fire
occurs. That is, the CAR is proposed to address the problem of
the ToR as the proponent, yet the rationale for the proposed
undertaking is repeatedly framed in terms of Ontario' s economic unreliable community access to MFFN and not for the purpose of
opening the region to mineral development. Section 4 of the Terms
interest and the development of otherwise inaccessible mineral
of Reference (ToR) emphasizes that reliable access will increase
deposits. The draft ToR states that MFFN is not conducting an
assessment of alternatives to the undertaking "since the proposed travel safety, reduce the price of food, fuel and supplies, and
Project has already been identified in the provincial Infrastructure provide the community with future economic development
opportunities.
Plan." " It is understood ," the draft ToR explains , " that the
government would have considered the alternatives to the
proposed Project when committing to provide funding for an allseason access road" (Section 6.2, p. 16).

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section 4

Although the Infrastructure Plan includes a commitment of support
from the province to MFFN for technical and environmental studies
for an access road from MFFN to the Ring of Fire, that road is not
part of this Project. MFFN is conducting an EA for a multi-use road
that will provide all-season community access, not an industrial
supply road to the Ring of Fire. MFFN is committed to including the
effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects in the
cumulative effects assessment if they are within the study area
determined appropriate for the cumulative effects assessment. This
commitment is stated in Section 7.2 of the ToR.

The draft ToR cites Ontario's Infrastructure Plan as a rationale for
building a road from Nakina to MFFN (Section 5.1, p.11 ). Building
Better Lives: Ontario's Long-Term Infrastructure Plan (2017) states
that the province is " supporting Marten Falls First Nation to plan
and construct an access road connecting the community to the
existing provincial highway network at Aroland /Nakina." According
to the Infrastructure Plan, " Ontario will continue to support Marten
Falls to undertake further technical and environmental studies that On March 2, 2020, the Government of Ontario, Marten Falls First
could inform planning and development of a north-south access
Nation and Webequie First Nation announced their agreement to
road tied to the business case for, and development of, chromite
advance planning and development of a proposed Northern Road
mining in the Ring of Fire. Building these roads is a critical step in Link. The proposed Northern Road Link would provide reliable, allrealizing the economic benefits of one of the largest mineralseason road access to potential mine sites in the Ring of Fire
development opportunities in Ontario in almost a century." The Plan region. The requirement for an environmental assessment (EA)
goes on to say that "Ontario is working to support these First
specific to the proposed Northern Road Link will be confirmed by
Nations as they address all regulatory requirements , so that this
the joint proponent of MFFN and Webequie First Nation in
unique environment is protected" (p. 93) .
consultation with the provincial and federal government. This is a
new proponent and is separate from the proponent of the CAR
Our community has been told a very different story about the
Project, where only Marten Falls is the proponent. An EA for the
rationale for this road. In an informal briefing to Charles Hook
proposed Northern Road Link would be undertaken separately and
imaw , the Attawapiskat First Nation Director of Lands and
independently from this Project, and would be subject to approvals
Resources , on August 13 , 2019 , a consultant for the proponent
emphasized that an all-season road would ensure better access to separate from this Project.
goods and services for a remote First Nations community currently
accessible only by winter road. The briefing gave the strong
impression that supporting "future industry in the region , e.g.
mining" was not the primary rationale for building the road. The
briefing of August 13, 2019 also did not mention that
Attawapiskat_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

Provincial interest, which is supported by MFFN, is for one road to
serve both community access and industrial supply needs. As such,
MFFN has decided the Project will be built to industrial use
specifications for multipurpose use. Since the CAR may be used by
private, commercial and industry, the ToR acknowledges potential
1
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development in the Ring of Fire will be used as one of the
benefits and effects that may occur due to multipurpose use, which
screening criteria for selecting the alternative routes studied in
includes the possibility of mining industry use of the road.
the EA . This fact was left out of the presentation to our
MFFN acknowledges that the messaging around the purpose of the
community, but it was included in the proponent ' s presentation to Project and identification of alternatives routes has evolved since
Public Stakeholders /Government Agencies (see Record of
the initial PIC in April/May 2019. The purpose of the Project has
Consultation Appendices , Section 8 .1.1 , Presentations to
always first and foremost been to provide year round access to
Neighbouring Communities and Section B.2 Presentation to Public MFFN. One of the benefits of better access would be increased
Stakeholders /Government Agencies). It is worth emphasizing that opportunities for local economic development (as stated in the
the briefing was an informal, " off the record " conversation that
meeting on September 13, 2019). While the presentation material at
occurred between a single officer of the Attawapiskat First Nation, the PIC specifically referenced Ring of Fire development, access to
and a consultant for the proponent. The Attawapiskat First Nation is the Ring of Fire is not part of the scope of this Project. Other mining
therefore concerned , both by the rationale for the consultation
opportunities in the study area of the Project were reviewed when
process, and by the apparently differing rationales for the road itself. looking at the potential for economic development opportunities
The Plain Language Summary of the draft ToR, which is meant for associated with the alternative routes. The information MFFN
distribution in our community, provides further misleading
shared with Attawapiskat on August 13th and September 13th,
information, stating on p. 2 that the road is needed because
2019 regarding the Project was the current information on the
Project at that time. MFFN in no way meant to message two
"Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a remote First Nation
different purposes for the Project or the decision-making process
community in northern Ontario , located at the junction of the
followed to identify the alternatives routes for the EA, but rather
Albany and Ogoki rivers . MFFN has a winter access road but it
isn't reliable and makes transportation of goods and people difficult. each were refined over time during development of the ToR. The
All season road access connecting MFFN to the existing provincial potential development associated with the Ring of Fire will be
considered for inclusion in the cumulative effects assessment for
highway network is needed to improve the well-being of the
the CAR.
community."

Attawapiskat First Nation requests information on the role of Ontario The MFFN Project Team sent Attawapiskat First Nation the Notice
of Commencement, field study notices, Project fact sheet and
and private industry in funding the construction of the Marten
Falls Community Access Road. Attawapiskat First Nation also newsletters, invitations to two Public Information Centres, and Draft
ToR materials. On August 13, 2019 the MFFN Project Team met
requests information on Ontario's role in addressing regulatory
with Charles Hookimaw, Community Planner, to discuss the Project
requirements , given the apparent conflict of interest between
Ontario ' s role as environmental regulator and Ontario 's role as with a presentation and printed maps. Between September and
November, 2019, numerous calls were made about scheduling a
project facilitator.
follow-up meeting. ENDM planned an in- community meeting for
As such , and for the reasons discussed above, the draft ToR does
March, 2020 and invited the MFFN Project Team; however, this
not meet the standards of the Attawapiskat First Nation for
meeting was postponed by ENDM. On March 31, 2020
appropriate consultation as affirmed by the Supreme Court of
Attawapiskat First Nation indicated they are no longer holding faceCanada in Haida Nation (2004)." at the end of the final paragraph of
to-face meetings due to COVID-19 and the MFFN Project Team
section one (I) of the document.
indicated they would continue to meet via telephone or online, if
Attawapiskat First Nation was interested. The MFFN Project Team
has received Attawapiskat First Nation's feedback on the Draft ToR,
and is in the process of addressing the concerns raised in the
Proposed ToR. In way of next steps, the Proposed ToR will be
submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation and
Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when
the ToR is submitted to the MECP and will receive a second
opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
The role of the provincial government and appropriate consultation
as affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada in Haida Nation
Attawapiskat_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx
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(2004) is outside the scope of what MFFN is responsible for
responding to as the proponent for the EA. We have referred your
comment to Ontario so they can respond to you directly on this
matter.
238 Attawapiskat First
Nation

2. Attawapiskat First Nation is concerned that the WaWang ' Wajing On March 2, 2020, the Government of Ontario, Marten Falls First
Supply Road will be evaluated in a separate EA when it is clear
Nation and Webequie First Nation announced their agreement to
from the draft ToR that " provincial interest is for one road to be built advance planning and development of a proposed Northern Road
to serve both community access and industrial supply needs "
Link. The proposed Northern Road Link would provide reliable, all(Section 6.2, p. 16). It can reasonably be expected that if the MFFN season road access to potential mine sites in the Ring of Fire
Community Access Road project moves ahead, the WaWang '
region. The requirement for an environmental assessment (EA)
Wajing Supply Road will also be built. Attawapiskat First Nation
specific to the proposed Northern Road Link will be confirmed by
therefore requires that the WaWang ' Wajing Supply Road be
the joint proponent of MFFN and Webequie First Nation in
evaluated as part of the environmental assessment for the MFFN consultation with the provincial and federal government. This is a
Community Access Road .
new proponent and is separate from the proponent of the CAR
Project, where only Marten Falls is the proponent. An EA for the
proposed Northern Road Link would be undertaken separately and
independently from this Project, and would be subject to approvals
separate from this Project.

239 Attawapiskat First
Nation

3. Attawapiskat First Nation requires that the Consultation Plan The Consultation Plan indicates that we will use the Consultation
Appendix B:
for Attawapiskat First Nation adopt a rights-based approach to Plan as the foundation but apply unique consultation efforts for each Consultation Plan
assessing the environmental impacts of the proposed project. The community, as needed. This can be in the form of a strategy rather
EA must directly consider the effects of the proposed project to our than a full plan. A rights-based approach can be considered for an
Aboriginal and/or Treaty Rights , which are protected under
Attawapiskat-focused strategy for engagement during the EA.
Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. As currently drafted, the
ToR uses biophysical indicators as proxies for considering impacts
Neighbouring Indigenous Communities will be provided with regular
to the rights and interests of
Project updates, and are encouraged to check the website and
neighbouring communities. The Consultation Plan needs to engage sign-up for the Project mailing list or contact the Project Team at
Attawapiskat First Nation on the scope and nature of the rights
any time.
and interests affected by the proposed project. This requires
Attawapiskat First Nation to have detailed, up-to-date information on
the various long-term development scenarios resulting from the
proposed road, and information on the cumulative impacts the
road will bring to our lands and waters , fish and wildlife populations.

240 Attawapiskat First
Nation

4. The draft ToR states that Indigenous knowledge will be used to Your comment has been received. Thank you very much for raising
propose mitigation measures. Attawapiskat First Nation reminds the this concern.
proponent that mitigation does not equal accommodation. The basis
of accommodation is the nation to nation relationship between the
Crown and Attawapiskat First Nation.

-

241 Attawapiskat First
Nation

5. The consultation plan must be modified to address the duty to
consult and accommodate . The draft ToR discusses the duty to
consult, but not the fact that this duty includes the duty to
accommodate.

-

Attawapiskat_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

It is not within the ability of the Proponent to accommodate/duty of
the Crown.

ToR Section 7.2
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242 Attawapiskat First
Nation

6. Attawapiskat First Nation reminds the proponent that Ontario's
As identified in Section 7.1.1 of the ToR, the study area will be
Woodland Caribou Conservation Plan, which outlines the
refined in the EA through the identification of discipline-specific local
government's goal for the recovery of caribou, prescribes a range and regional study areas. There will be an opportunity to comment
management approach to caribou conservation and identifies local on assessment methods and study areas during the EA, as
population ranges as the appropriate biological scale at which to
identified in Section 4.1.6 of the EA Consultation Plan.
think about and make resource management decisions. This means
that the proponent needs to consider the range-wide effects of the
road on caribou populations when evaluating environmental effects
during the EA. The size of the proposed study area identified in the
draft ToR - 2.5 km on either side of the alternative routes - is far too
small, and is unacceptable to Attawapiskat First Nation.

ToR Section
7.1.1 and
Appendix B:
Consultation
Plan, Section
4.1.6

Attawapiskat First Nation requires that the size of the study area be
enlarged to capture the effects of the project on animals , such as
caribou, that have large ranges, strongly avoid linear features such
as roads, and are a collective resource shared with Marten Falls
and other First Nations.
Since caribou select habitat at broad spatial scales, prefer intact
landscapes, and strongly avoid areas with roads, they are a good
indicator species for assessing the environmental impact of the
proposed road project.
243 Attawapiskat First
Nation

7. The draft ToR does not explain how the interactive effects of
climate change and the MFFN Access Road will be evaluated.
Attawapiskat First Nation requires that the EA includes an
analysis of how environmental impacts resulting from the project
will be exacerbated by climate change. For example , scientific
analyses suggest that even in the absence of land use change ,
caribou herd viability is likely to decrease as climate change allows
for an expansion of moose - and associated predator - populations.
Mercury mobilization is also expected to increase in northern
lakes and wetlands as a result of climate change. The draft ToR
mentions climate change only in connection with the vulnerability
of road infrastructure to climate change (see Section 7.2, p. 48).

244 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 3.4 (p. 6): The proponent indicates that it does not plan to The Code of Practice for Preparing and Reviewing of Terms of
ToR Section 6.2
meet the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act to Reference for Environmental Assessments in Ontario allows for
consider alternatives to the undertaking, under sections 6.1 (2)(c) proponents to limit the discussion of previously examined
iii , 6.1 (2)(d) , and 6.1 (2)(b) iii . Attawapiskat First Nation requires alternatives in the EA when alternatives have been previously
that alternatives to the undertaking (different types of
considered through a separate decision-making process such as a
transportation provision projects) be considered as part of a
provincial government priority initiative. As described in Section 6.2
complete environmental assessment. Attawapiskat First Nation is of the Terms of Reference (ToR), the decision for the Project to be
concerned that Ontario is in a position to exempt the proponent
a road has been made through previous planning and decisionfrom complying with certain parts of the Environmental
making processes. It is the Minister of the Environment,
Assessment Act , while also funding and facilitating this road
Conservation and Parks who will determine whether MFFN can
project.
proceed with an EA that does not consider different types of
transportation provision projects as

Attawapiskat_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

The potential effects of the Project on climate change, and the
ToR Sections 7
potential effects of the environment on the Project will be assessed
and 5.2.2
as part of the EA as committed to in Section 7 of the ToR. The
detailed method to assess these effects will be shared as they are
developed during the EA. It is worth noting that the EA will include
an assessment of effects of the Project on the environment over the
anticipated operation timeline for the CAR. The anticipated Project
schedule is provided in Section 5.2.2 of the ToR.
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alternatives to the undertaking, as proposed in Section 3.4 of the
ToR and in accordance with subsections 6.1(3) and 6(2)(c)
245 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 6.3.1 ( p. 17): The proponent should clarify why
The MFFN CBLUP Team has indicated that the Ogoki River holds
crossing/not crossing the Ogoki Provincial Park is considered a significant cultural and traditional land use values and therefore
priority by the proponent (Marten Falls First Nat ion), and why this is prioritized avoidance in its initial siting criteria. A second initial siting
a more important consideration than potential crossings further
criteria for the road was to minimize the number and size of
downstream that may have significance to First Nations
watercourse crossings, which speaks to the potential importance of
communities as fish habitat , fishing sites, or travel routes .
all watercourse crossings and a desire to avoid impacts.

ToR Section
6.3.1

The MFFN CBLUP Team has also articulated that the entire area of
the Project includes important Anishinabek Knowledge values to
MFFN. The CBLUP Team further expressed that there are areas of
shared territory where Indigenous Knowledge values of importance
to other potentially affected Indigenous communities may be
present. Conversations are ongoing to solicit and collect existing
and new Indigenous Knowledge data from other potentially affected
communities. MFFN looks forward to engaging with Attawapiskat to
understand the potential impacts of the Project on your community.
246 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4 (p. 22-32): The description of the existing environment The potential effects of peatland disturbance and loss will be
makes no mention of the fact that the Hudson Bay Lowlands
assessed in the EA.
comprise one of the world's largest carbon stores, and that the
peatlands in this ecozone play a major role in moderating climate
change by sequestering atmospheric carbon.

ToR Sections
7.1.4.2, 7.1.4.3,
7.1.4.7 and
Section 9.1.1

Attawapiskat First Nation also requests information on whether the
peat removed in the road building will be included as part of
the effects on the atmospheric environment.
247 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1 .4.3, Figure 7-2 (p. 27): Attawapiskat First Nation notes
that the aggregate needed for road construction will be mined in
the headwaters of rivers that flow through our territory. Gravel
will be sourced from eskers and other deposits of glacial till that
have potentially high chromium levels. The EA must consider
how the facilities required to produce aggregate , the rock
stockpiles, waste materials , and road construction will impact
downstream levels of chromium and other metals.
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The development of the identification and preliminary investigation
of aggregate sources is currently being compiled. This document
will be used to inform the quality, suitability, chemical composition,
availability and quantity of aggregate required for the project. The
EA will utilize this document to indicate the volume, suitability and
extent of aggregate resources that may be required to complete the
Project and any potential environmental impacts resulting from the
aggregate used for the Project.

-
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248 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1 .4.7 (p. 29-30): The draft ToR provides no detail on the The ToR Section 9.1.1 includes a commitment to prepare Work
protocol that will be used for breeding bird point surveys, such as Plans at the onset of the environmental assessment, including an
the number of stations that will be visited, the degree of coverage of opportunity for technical review by applicable agencies. Indigenous
the study area, the timing of the surveys, and how many times the communities and the public will have an opportunity to comment on
measurements will be repeated. We also note that using point
assessment methods during the EA (key milestones of the updated
counts in representative habitat types will not capture areas
Consultation Plan: Notice of Commencement, Effects Assessment
important for migrating waterfowl. Ducks and geese are important Methods, Identification of Preferred Alternatives, and Review of the
components of First Nations diets, and waterfowl habitats are
Draft and Final EA / IS) as well as continued opportunity during the
significant wildlife habitats. Waterfowl migration staging /stopover review of the Draft and Final EA / IS. The EA will identify the field
areas should be assessed separately from the planned breeding
studies conducted in support of this EA.
bird surveys and Indigenous knowledge must be used to identify
habitats important for waterfowl migration.

249 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.7 (p. 29-30): Breeding bird surveys must be carried
out in a manner that captures the presence of rare species

The methodology and results of natural science baseline
investigations (desktop and field-based) will be included in the EA.

ToR Section
9.1.1

ToR Section 7.2

, and the survey must reflect the additional effort required to detect
rare species (increasing the number and duration of surveys). Bird
surveys should be carried out during both spring and fall
migration periods, and over the course of several years to capture
seasonal and inter-annual fluctuations in bird diversity. Bird surveys
should also reflect the importance of edges between habitat
types.
250 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.7 (p. 30): Attawapiskat First Nation questions how
deploying wildlife cameras for three months "where wildlife
concentration is predicted to occur " within 2.5 km of the road
corridor will produce an adequate picture of the impact of the road
on wildlife populations , especially wildlife populations with large
home ranges and movement patterns that change seasonally and
from year to year.

Wildlife cameras were deployed at select locations throughout the
study area to gather additional information on the wildlife community
in the area, specifically large mammals and furbearers. This
information will be used to supplement existing historical data and
Indigenous Knowledge regarding species present in the study area.

251 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.9 (p. 31-32): Attawapiskat First Nation is deeply
MFFN will engage MECP in regards to species specific surveys in
concerned about the proponent's understanding of caribou habitat. advance of and at the beginning of the EA phase. The methods and
The draft ToR focuses on the fact that in past radio-tracking
findings of species specific surveys will be provided in the EA.
studies , "some of these individuals were found within the study
area" and that " individuals were nomadic."

ToR Section
7.1.4.8

-

Caribou have large home ranges because caribou need and use
the entire landscape as it changes with forest succession and
natural disturbance. The amount and arrangement of habitat is
constantly changing, and this must be recognized both in the habitat
description and in the selection of the study area boundaries. The
behavior of all animals, including caribou, needs to be considered in
the broader landscape context, especially as populations respond to
the presence of roads by shifting their behavior and distribution.
252 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.9 ( p. 31): Attawapiskat First Nation does not support MFFN will engage MECP in regards to species specific surveys.
collar or aerial surveys for caribou as these are disruptive to the These surveys will follow general MECP and MNRF guidance
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animals, especially during the calving season, and would
yield little information that would be relevant to the road EA. We
prefer knowledge and information provided by hunters and other
users of the land to identify and assess the importance of caribou
habitat.

documents where such guidance is available. Should MFFN move
forward with a collaring program it would be completed within the
requirements of MNRF and MECP, and the data would be used in
coordination with historical records and Indigenous knowledge.

253 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.9 (p. 32): The draft ToR states that sturgeon holds no
status under Schedule l of the federal Species at Risk Act. While
this is correct, sturgeon is culturally important to Attawapiskat First
Nation and fishing for sturgeon is one of the ways in which we
exercise our Aboriginal and/or Treaty Rights, which are protected
under Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. Attawapiskat First
Nation is concerned that the proposed road project will result in a
decline in sturgeon populations that are shared with Marten Falls
and other First Nations. Sturgeon gather in spring spawning
aggregations in fast flowing water at precisely the locations
favoured for road construction across rivers. The EA must examine
the impact of road crossings on spawning sturgeon. The EA must
also examine how road crossings will contribute to the accessibility
of spawning sturgeon and increase the vulnerability of sturgeon to
potentially unsustainable harvesting pressure.

The potential effect of increased pressure on wildlife and fish
populations from recreational and traditional resource use will be
assessed in the EA. The design has not progressed far enough to
determine the requirement for or location of long-span bridges.
Indigenous knowledge on local fish and wildlife populations with
potential to be impacted by the project is being collected.

254 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7. I .4.10 (p.32-37): Attawapiskat First Nation has not yet
MFFN recognizes that Community Based Land Use Planning is an
finalized its CBLUP and is concerned that the proposed road project important initiative. Information provided to MFFN by Attawapiskat
interferes with Attawapiskat's decision-making authority over areas First Nation will be considered throughout the EA process and as it
of shared use.
becomes available.

255 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1 .4.11 (p.38-39): Attawapiskat First Nation knowledge is
not restricted to information on traditional land and resource use
and cultural practices. Our Indigenous knowledge should inform the
EA's understanding of the conditions that support the exercise of
our Aboriginal and/or Treaty rights, and how the cumulative impacts
of the proposed road will change the conditions that support the
exercise of our rights. Indigenous knowledge from our community
must also inform the types of technical investigations that need to
be completed to respond to the questions and concerns of our land
users.
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Section 3.4.2 of the ToR outlines the approach to working with
potentially affected Indigenous Communities, including Attawapiskat
First Nation, to inform and confirm the proposed criteria and
indicators, inform the existing baseline conditions, identify and
predict potential effects, and help determine appropriate impact
management measures and monitoring methods. Information
provided by potentially affected Indigenous Communities will help to
inform potential effects to Aboriginal and Treaty Rights (Section
7.2.1 of the ToR).

ToR Section 7.2

-

ToR Sections
3.4.2
and 7.2.1
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256 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.1 1 (p. 39) and Section 8.4 (p. 57-58): The draft The MFFN Project Team has been and will work with Indigenous
ToR frames these sections primarily in terms of data collection. Communities to respectfully collaborate on how Indigenous
Our Indigenous knowledge is not simply input to be manipulated Knowledge will be utilized in identifying indicators, informing
and assessed by third parties. Our First Nation must have control baseline conditions, predicting potential effects of the Project, and
over how our knowledge is applied and interpreted , and how it helping to determine appropriate impact management measures
relates to the Indigenous rights and interests that could be impacted and monitoring methods. It is anticipated that an Indigenous
by the project.
Knowledge Sharing Agreement will be established with each
potentially affected Indigenous Community that outlines how
confidential and sensitive information will be shared and utilized in
the EA.

and 7.1.4.1

257 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.12 (p. 41): Attawapiskat First Nation considers that
the development of the proposed road is premature and contrary
to the objectives of the Far North Act, given that Marten Falls First
Nation, as well as several First Nations with areas of shared use ,
have not yet completed Community Based Land Use Plans.

258 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.12 (p. 43): The EA must analyze the important
The EA will consider dietary factors within the Human Health and
connection between traditional subsistence harvesting and human Community Safety section as indicated in Section 7.2. The
health. The fish and wildlife populations harvested in the western
assessment will be conducted respective to the EA study areas.
portions of Attawapiskat territory are a shared resource with Marten
Falls First Nation, and developments in the area of the proposed
road will therefore have consequences for the health of our
community. The foods that make up for a shortfall in country foods
tend to be high in sugar and fat. The inability to access country
foods therefore has links to diseases such as diabetes , stroke,
heart disease, high blood pressure , cancer, and obesity.

ToR Section
7.2.10

259 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.12 (p.44): Attawapiskat First Nation knowledge
Through the Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreement and
holders must have the opportunity to control how our knowledge is " ongoing consultation and engagement with Indigenous
integrated" in the assessment.
Communities, the MFFN Project Team will work with Indigenous
Communities to facilitate the integration of Indigenous Knowledge
into the EA.

ToR Sections

260 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.2 and Table 7-4 (p. 47): Invasive Species should be
added as a Discipline investigated in the EA. Potential Effects
include effects to ditches, wetlands, and riparian areas from
construction and operation of the road.
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MFFN recognizes that CBLUPs may be currently underway or not
yet started. In the absence of completed plans, MFFN is engaging
with neighbouring Indigenous communities and working with these
communities to obtain Indigenous knowledge to help inform
development of the Project. As such, the Project, where possible,
can cooperate in the avoidance of possible future land use conflicts.

ToR Sections
3.4.2

-

3.4.2.1 and
10.2.2

Invasive species are considered in the ToR, in Section 7.1.4.7,
ToR Sections
Section 7.2.7, Section 7.2.8, and Section 7.2.9. Effects from
7.1.4.7, 7.2.7,
invasive species will be considered under vegetation as well as
7.2.8
other disciplines (e.g., Vegetation and Fish and Fish Habitat) in the and Section 7.2.9
EA.
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261 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.2.4 and 7.2.8 (p. 49 and 51): Attawapiskat First Nation
The EA will include a desktop review of surface water chemistry,
requires that assessments of impacts to surface water and fish
and will utilize water quality data from existing stream gauges. At
include an assessment of how soil disturbance from the
this time there are no anticipated Project components which would
construction of the road, access roads, work camps, quarries, and create exposure pathways for mercury or other metals. Should
other sites, will contribute to mercury methylation and the
these be identified as part of the ongoing project design, sampling
mobilization of methyl mercury through changed water flows.
programs will be conducted to establish baseline levels in select
areas, and an effects assessment will be completed.
Attawapiskat First Nation is concerned about the downstream

-

262 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.2.3 and 7.2.4 (p. 49-50): Attawapiskat First Nation
Peatland disturbance and loss will be assessed as a potential effect
requires that the EA address how a north- south road would
as part of the climate change assessment in the EA.
change the hydrology of peat lands, affect carbon balance and the
long-term carbon sequestration potential of this fragile peatland
environment.

-

263 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.2.7 (p. 51): The draft ToR makes no mention of the welldocumented fact that caribou strongly avoid linear features such as
roads, and that this avoidance is linked not only to sensory
disturbance but also to increased predation risk. Our land users
must be involved in collection and interpretation of information
about how the proposed road will impact caribou and other wildlife
populations at the regional level. The EA's analysis of the effect of
the road on caribou must include an assessment of the levels of
vehicle traffic resulting from various development scenarios in the
Ring of Fire.

impacts of methyl mercury to waters and fish and how climate
change will exacerbate these effects.

The effects assessment will consider direct and indirect effects of
ToR Section 7.2
the project on wildlife populations, including caribou. The potential
effect of increased pressure on wildlife populations from
recreational and traditional resource use will be assessed in the EA.
The potential effect of increased predation on wildlife populations,
including species at risk, will be considered in the EA.
The effects assessment on caribou will consider impacts at the
range level. The proposed Project is located within the Missisa and
Nipigon caribou ranges. Potential effects of the Project on woodland
caribou (Boreal population) will be considered in the EA, including
any potential effects on movement and potential migration.
Indigenous knowledge on local fish and wildlife populations with
potential to be impacted by the project is being collected.

264 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.2.7 (p. 51): In addition to Indigenous knowledge , the
Potential impacts to caribou populations, behaviour and habitat will
Caribou Screening Tool (CST) should be used for reviewing the
be evaluated as part of the EA and will be based on guidance
proposed road and assessing it for adverse effects on caribou and provided by the MECP (including the Caribou Screening Tool).
caribou habitat. The CST is an analytical tool that tracks ongoing
cumulative disturbance. It provides a consistent method of
screening activity proposals against caribou values in each of the
caribou ranges.
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ToR Section
7.2.8
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265 Attawapiskat First
Nation

266 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 7.2.11 (p.52-53): The EA must include an assessment of
long-term changes to the subsistence economies (hunting , fishing ,
trapping, gathering) for neighbouring communities including
Attawapiskat First Nation, under various development scenarios
facilitated by the road project.

An assessment of potential effects to subsistence economies within
the study area will be included in the EA. We are open to receiving
information Attawapiskat First Nation is willing to provide about their
activities within the Project area.

ToR Section
7.2.10

The socio-economic study area is driven by communities and
considers the social and economic activities undertaken by these
communities. The land and resource use study and the traditional
land and resource use study will address hunting, gathering and
other resource harvesting activities undertaken within the spatial
project area. Changes to hunting and gathering that impact
communities (i.e. subsistence economies) may be considered in the
social and economic assessment based on the findings of these
other assessments.

Section 8.4 (p.57-58): Attawapiskat First Nation requests that
Proposed criteria and indicators for the Project are provided in
ToR Section 7.2
consultation include engagement on the selection of criteria and
Appendix A of the Terms of Reference (ToR). Proposed criteria and and Appendix A
indicators selected for the Project. As currently drafted, the ToR,
indicators related to Aboriginal and Treaty Rights were included for
including the list of criteria and indicators included in Table 7-4,
review and comment through release of the Draft ToR. MFFN
does not take into account the multiple spatial and temporal scales confirms that consultation during the environmental assessment
at which this project impacts the lands and waters. The proposed
(EA) will include engagement on the criteria and indicators selected
evaluation criteria and indicators focus on individual species and
for the Project, as identified in Appendix C: Draft Consultation Plan
habitat types. We require that the environmental assessment
Table 4-2 ("evaluation criteria").
includes a consideration of relationships between species, including Section 7.2 of the ToR will be updated to clarify that the prediction
predator/prey dynamics (such as those impacting caribou and
of potential effects in the environmental assessment (EA) will
moose) and relationships between habitats (including
include both direct and indirect effects of the Project. Indirect effects
terrestrial/aquatic).
capture relationships between environmental disciplines (e.g., how
Indicators should also include the types of environmental, cultural, changes in surface water quality from a Project-related activity may
social, and economic conditions needed to support the exercise of effect fish and fish habitat).
our Aboriginal and/or Treaty Rights, which are protected under
Section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.

267 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Section 11.3.1 (p. 75): This section states that " MFFN will also
work with communities to collect Indigenous Knowledge to
incorporate into the EA regarding traditional land and resource use
and cultural practices. " Attawapiskat First Nation reiterates that our
Indigenous knowledge is not simply input to be manipulated and
assessed by Marten Falls First Nations and /or the Crown. Our First
Nation must have control over how our knowledge is applied and
interpreted.
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The MFFN Project Team has been and will continue to work with
Indigenous Communities to respectfully collaborate on how
Indigenous Knowledge will be utilized in identifying environmental
and socio-economic indicators, informing baseline conditions,
predicting potential effects of the Project, and helping to determine
appropriate impact management measures and monitoring
methods.

ToR Section
3.4.2
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Nation

Appendix B, Draft Consultation Plan (p. 7): Attawapiskat First
Nation objects to the idea that Attawapiskat is simply "providing
input " into the EA process and that consultation is an opportunity
for land users to " record their concerns, questions and opinions
on potential effects and mitigation strategies , and their
knowledge of the local environment. " As described above,
consultation must adopt a rights- based approach and consider
effects of the project in terms of the exercise of Attawapiskat's
Aboriginal and /or Treaty rights.

269 Attawapiskat First
Nation

Appendix B, Draft Consultation Plan , Table 4-1 (p. 1 5): The
The Consultation Plan will be used as the foundation but MFFN
proponent proposes Topic-Specific Community Member
Project Team will apply unique consultation efforts for each
Discussions as a consultation tool, and suggests that the
Community, as applicable. MFFN Project team will work with
proponent will hold meetings with our community focused around Attawapiskat First Nation to agree on an Attawapiskat-specific
specific topics such as caribou. Attawapiskat First Nation strongly engagement plan or strategy for the EA. We will consider not
objects to the suggestion that the proponent will hold such meetings holding topic-specific meetings with Attawapiskat First Nation
before our land users have reviewed the EA, have had independent members until land users have been provided with applicable
technical advice on the EA, and are in a position to understand how Project related information. The current proposed EA schedule is
the project and future development scenarios associated with the structured to allow for input into important EA phases (e.g., route
project will affect our lands, waters, and wildlife populations.
evaluation, effects assessment and mitigation).
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The MFFN Project Team will work with Indigenous Communities to
respectfully collaborate on how Indigenous Knowledge will be used
in the EA. MFFN has updated some text in the ToR and
Consultation Plan regarding consultation and inclusion of
information shared by Indigenous communities in the process to
reflect this and other comments received. It is noted that Table 4-2
of the EA Consultation Plan identifies "potential impacts of Project
on Aboriginal or Treaty Rights" as an area MFFN is targeting for
input on during consultation.

ToR Section
3.4.2

Appendix B:
Consultation Plan
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B.5 Constance Lake First Nation (CLFN)

B5.1 Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Rick Allen and Council
Constance Lake First Nation

Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Allen,
Thank you for your recent hospitality at Constance Lake last month, for inviting me to the environmental panel at
concern on your local and
your conference, for the tour of your water plant and for sharing your communi
regional environment. I write to let you know personally of the start of our required work on our EA for the
community access road to Marten Falls First Nation.
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Friday, April 05, 2019 2:24 PM

Marten Falls Community Access Road
2019-04-04 Letter C&C on NOC Constance Lake.pdf; N-2019-03-06NoticeOfCommencement-ToR-60593122.pdf

Hello Chief Allen,
Please find attached here a letter from Marten Falls First Nation Chief Bruce Achneepineskum and the Notice of
Commencement for the Marten Falls All Season Community Access Road.
If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.
Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Friday, November 29, 2019 10:20 PM
Marten Falls Community Access Road
N-2019-11-19-NoticeOfPublication-ToR-60593122_Grayscale2 (1) (1) (1) (1).pdf

Hello Chief Allen,

Please see the attached notice on the Draft Terms of Reference for the proposed Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON
COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD project.

For more information or to view the Draft Terms of Reference, visit [Link]

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Friday, December 06, 2019 6:50 PM

Subject:

Invitation to the Indigenous Knowledge Program, Marten Falls Community Access
Road
MFFN Community Access Road - ITK Program Letter - Constance Lake FN.pdf

Attachments:

Dear Chief Rick Allen,
Please see attached a letter from Chief Bruce Achneepineksum regarding the Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program for the
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road.
To express your community’s interest or if you have any questions regarding the IK Program, please feel free to contact
Andrea Nokleby
or Braydi Rice
of the Project team.
Regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Tuesday, December 10, 2019 3:34 PM
Draft ToR Record of Consultation for Review
RPT-Draft ToR_ROC-2019-11-19-DRAFT-ROC-60593122-Constance Lake First
Nation_Optimized.pdf

Dear Chief Rick Allen,
Please see attached the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) Record of Consultation (RoC) Report for Constance Lake First
Nation review for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road.
The Record of Consultation Appendices can be viewed at the following the
link:
[Link]

If you have any questions please reply to this email.
Regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

1

From: Metuzals, Jessica
Sent: Fri, Dec 20, 2019 at 3:20 PM
To: Wayne N
Subject: Re: Draft ToR - Marten Falls All Seasons Community Access Road Project
Sounds great. Looking forward to hearing from you. If you would like, we could set up a call with the larger
project team? Maybe in the first week of January? I think they will have the answers to some of your
questions. They are also happy to respond via email, if you prefer?
Jessica

From: Sent:
To:
Subject:

Metuzals, Jessica <j
January 8, 2020 5:24 PM
Wayne N
Re: Draft ToR - Marten Falls All Seasons Community Access Road Project

Hi Wayne,
Happy New Year! I hope all is well. I just wanted to follow-up about the questions you raised last
time we spoke. I have two people on the Project team who can answer your questions. Would you
like to set up a call this week?
Have a great night,
Jessica

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Monday, January 20, 2020 2:17 PM

Subject:

RE: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension

Good afternoon/ Boozhoo, Chief Allen,
Thank you for copying me on your letter of January 9 2020 to the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC)
requesting a 60 day extension to the Agency’s comment period for the Draft Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines
(TISG) and the Draft Indigenous Engagement and Partnership Plan. Although I expect that the IAAC will communicate
directly with you on this matter, and the others raised in your letter, I wanted to provide you with an update from
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN).
I can confirm that MFFN is extending the review period for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63
days for comment. A longer extension was not feasible in light of project timelines, and in consideration of the upcoming
opportunity for communities to comment on the Proposed Terms of Reference. We also hope to receive an extension,
to February 7 2020, on the review period for the Draft TISG and related Plans, thereby having 50 days for review of
IAAC’s TISG documents. As MFFN does not own the decision to extend the federal review period for the TISG, we have
formally made a request to the Minister to consider this extension. We are currently waiting on confirmation from IAAC
as to their decision.
Later this afternoon, we will be issuing an extension notice for the Draft Terms of Reference toall Indigenous
communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. The notice will also inform of our request to IAAC to extend the
comment period for the Draft TISG. We will also send anupdate to our extension notice as soon as a response from the
federal Minister is received; to communicate whether an extension to the review period for the TISG has been granted.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning documents related to both the federal and provincial
processes—and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the project with you in more detail. Your feedback is
important to us, and would help MFFN understand any concerns or suggestions you might have related to the proposed
community access road to MFFN.
Best Regards,
Qasim Saddique
MFFN Project Director

1

Indigenous Knowledge – Preliminary Area of Interest
January 20, 2020
We are currently in the early stages of Project planning for the Marten Falls First Nation Community
Access Road Project (the Project). The Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Project Environmental
Assessment (EA) has been released for review and comment. The review period has been extended to
February 7, 2020 in response to Neskantaga’s request for extension. The Draft ToR identifies a
preliminary study area for the EA, which will be refined in the EA through the identification of disciplinespecific Local Study Areas (LSA) and Regional Study Areas (RSA), including Indigenous Knowledge (IK),
encompassing land and resource use.
As we proceed with the EA process, the IK LSA and RSA will be defined and may take into consideration
other interrlated disciplines and information including but not limited to:
Existing IK, where available and provided;
Information provided by Indigenous Communities;
Wildlife LSA and RSA
Vegetation LSA and RSA
Fish and Fish Habitat LSA and RSA
Cultural Heritage Resources LSA and RSA
Natrual landscape features; and
Available relevant IK studies.
For the purposes of preliminary IK data collection, we are providing you with a digital file (shapefile) of
the preliminary EA study area defined in the Draft ToR. The preliminary study area for the EA includes
the area within 2.5 km of the centreline of each alternative route (Alternative 1 and Alternative 4). At
this stage in the EA process we are proposing that the preliminary EA study area also serves as the
preliminary IK Area of Interest. We recognize that the IK LSA will need to be refined so that IK can
meaningfully inform Project design. We also recognize that the IK RSA will need to be refined to better
understand the potential indirect effects of the Project from a more holistic scale.
Once the draft IK LSA and RSA have been identified, we will share the mapping and shapefiles with you
and provide a rationale for how they were defined. Defining the study areas is an important milestone
and we are working to complete this in a timely manner. If you have any comments and feedback that
should be considered when defining the LSA and RSA, we encourage you to share that with us.
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An IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the IK Program for the Project. Please advise if
you would like us to share a Draft IK Sharing Agreement with you or if you have an Agreement you
would like us to review. Establishing a mutually agreeable IK Agreement early on will help us to
incorporate IK relevent to the Project into the EA in a timely and effective manner.
We are available to discuss any of the above items with you in further detail. We thank you for your
consideration in the IK Program.

Attached:

Preliminary IK Area of Interest Map
Preliminary IK Area of Interst Shapefile
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreement
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 10:49 AM
clfn.on.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
2020-01-09 Marten Falls Consultation MOU_Signed.pdf

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Allen,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous communities to extend the comment periods
related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment periods, and intends to offer these extensions to
all Indigenous Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the MFFN Community Access Road,
and given that the release of a Draft Terms of Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the decision
to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however, do not own the decision to extend the federal review
period. That said, IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the Minister for an extension. We
have already done this on behalf of the communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough review
and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting
on confirmation from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7
2020; allowing 63 days for comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to the same date
(i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal
Minister is received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are
delegated to MFFN (the Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the EA process, and
defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities.
Our freshly signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to
meet to discuss the project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,
MFFN Project Team
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From: Buffalo, Glinis <
Sent: March 3, 2020 3:16 PM
To: Kimberly Jorgenson <
Cc: Jackman, Lindsay <
Subject: Constance Lake

>
>
a

>

HI Kimberly
meeting and I plan to send out early next week, but in interim, I am also
We are currently preparing the Meeting Minutes for last
following up with next steps with respect to setting a date for an in person meeting with Constance Lake?
Do you have any dates in mind? Constance Lake mentioned near the end of March for potentially meeting?
Glinis
Glinis Buffalo, RPP, MCIP
Planning Lead, Impact and Assessment and Permitting, Western Canada D

AECOM
101 18817 Stony Plain Rd NW
Edmonton, AB, T5S 0C2
T +1-780-486-7000
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram
agram
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Buffalo, Glinis
Wednesday, March 4, 2020 11:32 AM
Kimberly Jorgenson
Jackman, Lindsay
RE: Constance Lake

No problem at all.
Aiy Hiy.

From: Kimberly Jorgenson <
Sent: Wednesday, March 4, 2020 11:30 AM
To: Buffalo, Glinis <
@aecom.com>
@
Cc: Jackman, Lindsay <l
@
@aecom.com>
Subject: RE: Constance Lake

>

Hi Glinis,
We were looking at a date on the last week of March, but
starting to think that the date
work for Chief Allen. Everyone is
travelling at the moment, but I am hoping to confirm by the end of the week. Odds are that we will have to look at options in April (fiscal
year-end is always a challenge).
I apologize for the delay, have a good day,
Kim

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Buffalo, Glinis
Friday, March 13, 2020 4:21 PM
Kimberly Jorgenson
Follow up from a December 11th Phone Call

Hello Wayne,
I am following up on a phone call you had with Jessica Metuzals, Dillon Consulting, on December 11th , and apologies as I realize we
didn’t have a chance to discuss your questions on the February 24th , 2020, teleconference with your Nation. Previously, you raised a
couple of questions regarding the rationale for the alternative route selections for the Marten Falls First Nation All Access
Community Road Project.
Question 1: “The road follows the river for a bit near MFs then darts out parallel to the community. It forms a bit of a
three-sided rectangle. What is the rationale for this?”
Response: While we are not entirely clear which river your comments are in reference to, we offer the following.
The eastern route alternatives originally considered did run close to the Ogoki River system but these route
alternatives are no longer being considered. North of the Albany River, the proposed route tends to follow a path of
higher ground towards the community of Marten Falls. The decision regarding the road route will consider baseline
data being collected, Indigenous Knowledge and input received through the community engagement
program. Adjustments to the route may occur depending on input that is received.
Question 2: “In terms of the location of one of the proposed roads, it goes close to the lake mouth part, which will
require a large bridge. Why is this the proposed route? Why does this require a large bridge (i.e. will trucks be travelling
over this bridge to the ring of fire?)”
Response: The road will need to cross both the Ogoki and Albany Rivers. At this early stage of the Project, a preferred
route and crossing location has not yet been confirmed. Alternative crossing locations are to be considered and
assessed during the Environmental Assessment. Input will be sought from Communities regarding the selection of
the river crossing location. With respect to the design of the road, yes, it is assumed that the bridges at these
crossings will be designed to accommodate large trucks; so as to support the potential future development of a
supply road to mining claims in the region.
I hope this addresses your questions.
If you have any other questions, feel free to reach out.
Regards,
Glinis
Glinis Buffalo, RPP, MCIP
Planning Lead, Impact and Assessment and Permitting, Western Canada

AECOM
101 18817 Stony Plain Rd NW
Edmonton, AB, T5S 0C2
T +1-780-486-7000
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram
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From: Buffalo, Glinis <
>
Sent: April 20, 2020 5:58 PM
To:
Cc: Kimberly Jorgenson
Subject: RE: Follow up from a December 11th Phone Call
Hi Wayne,
How are you? I wanted to resend this email sent on March 13th in case it was missed it as I recognize your Nation issued a State of
Emergency until April 3, 2020 due to COVID-19. I also have some additional information to the response I sent on March 13th, 2020,
regarding your question: Why does this require a large bridge (i.e. will trucks be travelling over this bridge to the ring of fire? . The
additional information is in italics below; and please note this is a slight revision from the response sent on March 13th.
On December 11th, you raised a couple of questions regarding the rationale for the alternative route selections for the Marten Falls First
Nation All Access Community Road Project:
Question 1: The road follows the river for a bit near MFs then darts out parallel to the community. It forms a bit of a
three-sided rectangle. What is the rationale for
Response: While we are not entirely clear which river your comments are in reference to, we offer the following.
The eastern route alternatives originally considered did run close to the Ogoki River system but these route
alternatives are no longer being considered. North of the Albany River, the proposed route tends to follow a path of
higher ground towards the community of Marten Falls. The decision regarding the road route will consider baseline
data being collected, Indigenous Knowledge and input received through the community engagement
program. Adjustments to the route may occur depending on input that is received.
Question 2: In terms of the location of one of the proposed roads, it goes close to the lake mouth part, which will
require a large bridge. Why is this the proposed route? Why does this require a large bridge (i.e. will trucks be travelling over
this bridge to the ring of fir
Response: The road will need to cross both the Ogoki and Albany Rivers. At this early stage of the Project, a preferred
route and crossing location has not yet been confirmed. Alternative crossing locations are to be considered and
assessed during the Environmental Assessment. Input will be sought from Communities regarding the selection of
the river crossing location. With respect to the design of the road, yes, it is anticipated the bridges at these crossings
will be designed to be span length relative to other crossings and designed to accommodate personal vehicles (e.g.,
cars, vans, small trucks, motorcycles), and commercial vehicles including larger trucks up to the legal road limits on
weight and size.
Please call or email me if you have any questions.
Regards,
Glinis

From: Buffalo, Glinis <
Sent: April 22, 2020 11:15 AM
To: Kimberly Jorgenson
Cc:
Subject: RE: Follow up from a December 11th Phone Call
Hi Kimberly and Bertha
Thanks for the Update Kimberly. I have Wayne, Chief Allen and Monica John-George listed as the contacts for the MFFN Project. Does
absence?
Constance Lake have another contact I should copy in Wa
If you can please confirm Constance L

contacts for this project.

Call or email me if you want to chat/questions.
Regards,
Glinis

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Aiy Hiy!
Stay safe.
Glinis

Buffalo, Glinis
Wednesday, April 22, 2020 1:20 PM
Kimberly Jorgenson
RE: Follow up from a December 11th Phone Call

From:

Buffalo, Glinis

Sent:

Friday, May 22, 2020 2:28 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Indigenous Knowledge Program for the Marten Falls Community Access Road EA

Tansi’ Chief Allen, Berth, Monica and Kimberly,
I hope you and your community are doing well during this time.
I am following up the Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program for the Marten Falls Community Access Road EA. Kimberly you mentioned
in late April that Constance Lake First Nation is currently in a declared State of Emergency/Community Lockdown, and has also not
yet received financial support from ENDM to participate in this EA (a TPA is currently under negotiation). Is there an update regarding
the ENDM funding to participate? Has the status of CLFN under a state of emergency/community lockdown changed?
If you are in a position to proceed, do you have any comments on the Draft IK Sharing Agreement that was provided by a letter dated
December 5, 2019? The IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the IK Program. Establishing a mutually agreeable IK
Sharing Agreement early on will help us to incorporate IK and land use information relevant to the Project into the EA in a timely and
effective manner. The IK Sharing Agreement would also pertain to any existing IK or land use information that Constance Lake First
Nation would like to share with the Marten Falls Project Team at this time.
We would be pleased to organize a call with you to discuss the Draft Agreement at your convenience. Please let us know if you have
any questions or comments at this time or if you required additional information.
Hiy Hiy
Glinis
Glinis Buffalo, RPP, MCIP
Planning Lead, Impact and Assessment and Permitting, Western Canada

AECOM
101 18817 Stony Plain Rd NW
Edmonton, AB, T5S 0C2
T +1-780-486-7000
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Buffalo, Glinis
Kimberly Jorgenson;
RE: Indigenous Knowledge Program for the Marten Falls Community Access Road EA
Tuesday, June 2, 2020 9:57:00 AM
MFFN Community Access Road - ITK Program Letter - Constance Lake FN.pdf

Hi Chief Allen , Kimberely, Bertha, and Monica,
Please see a copy of the December 5, 2019, letter that is referenced below. Apologies as I did
not attach when I sent this email.
Glinis

June 29, 2020
Chief Rick Allen
Constance Lake First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Rick Allen,
Thank you for your June 12, 2020 letter requesting that MFFN pause the provincial
Environmental Assessment (EA) until there is a clear understanding of when COVID-19 related
travel and gathering restrictions can be lifted. MFFN can relate to the challenges described in
your letter. We fully understand your concerns and fears and recognize that it can be difficult to
engage on Project-related matters during this time.
We would like to note that, at this time, ongoing engagement activities with Constance Lake
First Nation (CLFN) are focused on keeping the lines of communication open and relationshipbuilding. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social distancing, our team has
put a pause on holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the situation closely.
As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health recommendations and
reassessing our approach accordingly. We will continue to take the lead from CLFN in terms of
your interest in scheduling conference calls during this time.
As you know, in December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of
Reference (ToR) for review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of
Ontario had identified as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the
proposed Community Access Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed
Community Access Road. A 63-day review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which
included an 18-day extension, and several Communities responded with their feedback on the
Draft ToR.
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L
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late-summer or early-fall for
review and decision.
We understand through our previous contact with you and/or with the Province, that your
Community has an interest in this Project. The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments
from your Community on the Draft ToR. While there is a second opportunity to review and
comment on the ToR as part of the MECP review process later this year, the MFFN Project
Team is available for discussions with your Community. We welcome your feedback and input
on the ToR, including the studies that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess
effects, and how your Community will be engaged and consulted. Please let us know by July 22,
2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project
overall. We also welcome written comments by this date. As a reminder, this EA process is just
getting started; as we move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be
additional and ongoing opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each of the communities, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been
sent to and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and
consideration, is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in
the Record of Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous
Knowledge and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to
these draft appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be
pleased to schedule a conference call with representatives of your Community to discuss the
attached documents.
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We would also like to follow up the Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program for the Project. We are
wondering if you have any comments on the Draft IK Sharing Agreement that was provided by
email on December 5, 2019. The IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the IK
Program. Establishing a mutually agreeable IK Sharing Agreement early on will help us to
incorporate IK and land use information relevant to the Project into the EA in a timely and
effective manner. The IK Sharing Agreement would also pertain to any existing IK or land use
information that you would like to share with the MFFN Project Team at this time.
In closing, we respect the ongoing challenges faced by your community in light of COVID-19. We
will continue to provide you with information and follow up with phone calls as the Project
progresses. Please inform us when you are ready to be engaged on the project. We look
forward to discussing engagement options with you when you are ready, and have experience
engaging people online using a variety of tools and approaches. We would be happy to discuss
with you how best to host discussions with Constance Lake First Nation.
Thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community Access Road
Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the information
provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community Advisor, MFFN or
Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Phone: 1-800-764-9114
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Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Bertha Sutherland, Constance Lake First Nation Lands and Resources Officer
Kimberly Jorgenson, Four Rivers Group Environmental Services Coordinator
Monica John-George, Constance Lake First Nation Executive Director
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Glinis Buffalo, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Constance Lake First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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B5.2 Incoming Correspondence Received from the Community

From: Wayne N <
Sent: Thu, Dec 19, 2019 at 2:55 PM
To: Metuzals, Jessica <
Subject: Re: Draft ToR - Marten Falls All

>
>
Seasons Community Access Road Project

Good afternoon
Thanks for the update. I will look into the documents and get back to you at some
point.
Wayne

Wayne Neegan B.F.A.
Community Communication Liaison Officer

Website: www.clfn.on.ca

From: Kimberly Jorgenson <
To: Buffalo, Glinis <
Cc: Jackman, Lindsay <
Subject: RE: Constance Lake

aecom.com>
@
@aecom.com>

Sent: Wednesday, March 4, 2020 11:30 AM

Hi Glinis,
We were looking at a date on the last week of March, but
starting to think that the date
work for Chief Allen. Everyone is
travelling at the moment, but I am hoping to confirm by the end of the week. Odds are that we will have to look at options in April (fiscal
year-end is always a challenge).
I apologize for the delay, have a good day,
Kim

From: Kimberly Jorgenson <
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2020 7:28 AM
To: Buffalo, Glinis <
>
Cc:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Follow up from a December 11th Phone Call
Hi Glinis,
Unfortunately Wayne is currently laid off from his position, due to a lack of consistent funding. It is hoped
that he will be rehired once funding is secured, and the emergency situation is resolved. I will catalogue your
response and plan to share it with him once
he has returned.
I hope you are doing well in these unprecedented times,

Kim

From: Kimberly Jorgenson <
Sent: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 12:45 PM
To: Buffalo, Glinis <
Cc:
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: Follow up from a December 11th Phone Call
Hi Glinis,
Here is an updated contact table for CLFN for your reference:
Team Member

Title

Expectation

Chief Richard Allen

Chief of Constance Lake
First Nation

Primary contact for formal
communications (e.g. letters).
Copy on informal communications
(e.g.
emails, meeting requests).

Bertha Sutherland

Lands & Resources
Officer

Primary contact for phone
communications and informal
communications.
Copy on formal communications.

Monica John-George

Executive Director

Copy on all communications.

Kimberly Jorgenson

Environmental Services
Coordinator,
Four Rivers Inc.

Copy on all communications.

We will provide an update in the future as required. Thanks,
Kim

Kimberly Jorgenson

Environmental Services Coordinator
Four Rivers Environmental Services Group
Matawa First Nations Management

This electronic transmission may contain information that is confidential, privileged and/or protected under law. Review, disclosure or
distribution of this e-mail by an unintended
recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately and permanently delete
the copy you have received.
,
/
.
,
.

,

.

CONSTANCE LAKE FIRST NATION
P.O Box 4000
CONSTANCE LAKE, Ontario - P0L 1B0
Telephone (705) 463-4511 – Fax (705) 463-2222
General e-mail:
Website: www.clfn.on.ca

July 22, 2020
Quasim Saddique
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Marten Falls First Nation
General Delivery, Ogoki Post, ON P0T 2L0
Delivered via email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road Project Environmental Assessment & Draft
Record of Consultation
Dear Mr. Saddique,
I am writing in response to the June 29, 2020 letter from the Marten Falls Community Access
Road (MFCAR) Project Team, responding to my letter to Chief Achneepineskum dated June 12,
2020.
As you are aware, the June 12th letter provided information on Constance Lake First Nation’s
(CLFN’s) ongoing State of Emergency due to the global pandemic, our challenges regarding
capacity and community engagement/consultation activities at this time, and the absence of
receipt of provincial funding to meaningfully participate in this environmental assessment (EA).
The statements made in the June 12th letter remain valid, and our status has not changed.
CLFN reiterates the request that a hold be placed on engagement and consultation activities with
CLFN regarding the MFCAR project, until after the global pandemic has subsided and CLFN is
able to commit the resources and thoughtful reflection required on engagement methods to
participate in this EA. It is concerning that the MFCAR team plans to submit the Final Terms of
Reference (ToR) document to the Province in ‘late summer or early fall’ this year, given out
current inability to engage in the process and requirements for proper consultation. We
understand that our concerns are also shared with our neighbouring communities, and we are
jointly frustrated that this process is advancing despite the unprecedented circumstances we all
find ourselves in. This does not feel like a community-led process.

Constance Lake First Nation
Page 1 of 3

We respect the need for Marten Falls First Nation to advance on this project for the betterment of
their people and community, and as such are providing the following high-level comments on the
draft Record of Consultation document (provided to CLFN on June 29, 2020). Please note that
these comments are not holistic or respectful of our community communication and consultation
processes; future participation in the MFCAR EA is unacceptable in this manner.
Table 2-3: It is difficult to review the final column (Addressed in the ToR/Consideration
in the EA) in the absence of the ToR document.
Table 2-3, Item 14: Regarding the project timeline, it is hoped that the COVID-19
pandemic and current consultation challenges are reflected, respected and appropriately
accommodated.
Table 2-3, Item 21:
“The Consultation Plan includes a note on online engagement as a result of the
COVID-19 outbreak and pandemic.”
o Merely shifting consultation efforts to an online format does not respect the
established community processes for engagement and consultation on EAs, and
the ongoing challenges surrounding inadequate internet speeds, inaccessible
technology requirements (most notably with Elders), and the challenges of
replacing traditional format engagement events that have been long-established as
the standard methods of consultation (including face-to-face meetings, Open
House events and community gatherings). Additional time, careful thought and
planning will all be required to overcome these challenges, once we are beyond
the present crisis.
Table 2-4: CLFN would appreciate if the date of our declared State of Emergency
(March 17, 2020) could be reflected in the Record of Consultation, as an accurate
reflection of the shift in circumstances and CLFN’s ability to participate in this EA.
Table 2-4, Communication Date Feb. 14, 2020: Regarding a meeting invitation email
having been addressed solely to Kimberly Jorgenson, Four Rivers Group Consultant,
please ensure that all communications are directed to the full CLFN team.
Communications should be addressed to:

Table 2-4, Communication Date Feb. 19, 2020: Summary needs to be reworded to reflect
that Charlene Wagenaar is with Four Rivers Inc. and is part of the CLFN consultant team.
CLFN assumes that the Record of Consultation will be updated prior to inclusion in the
Final ToR document, with correspondence letters dated June 12, June 29 and today
added.
Constance Lake First Nation
Page 2 of 3

While CLFN agrees with keeping lines of communication open on the project, we would
respectfully ask that the MFCAR team refrain from repeated attempts to contact the CLFN team.
As stated, we do not currently have the capacity to respond to such requests. When appropriate,
we will provide status updates to the MFCAR team to reinitiate engagement and consultation
activities on an agreeable timeline.
Respectfully,

Chief Richard Allen
cc.

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum, MFFN
Bertha Sutherland, CLFN
Monica John-George, CLFN
Wayne Neegan, CLFN
Kimberly Jorgenson, Four Rivers
Lawrence Baxter, MFCAR Project Team
Glinis Buffalo, AECOM
Lori Churchill, ENDM (lori.churchill@ontario.ca)
Anjala Puvananathan, IAAC (anjala.puvananathan@canada.ca)

Constance Lake First Nation
Page 3 of 3

B5.3 Community-Specific Meeting Materials

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

MARTEN FALLS
FIRST NATION
ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Presentation to Matawa Community Communications Liaisons

JUNE 5, 2019
0

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Engaging Neighbouring First Nations
We have been reaching out to neighbouring First Nations since December 2018 to introduced our
project and start to work with First Nations to develop community specific Engagement Plans that
respect Consultation & Accommodation Protocols and meet individual community needs. We want
you to let us know:
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?
CONFIDENTIAL
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About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.
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Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established.
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Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.
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Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mineral and Exploration Development? How well does the
route accommodate mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

CONFIDENTIAL
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Welcome! Boozhoo!
Good progress is being made to plan an all season community access road to Marten Falls First Nation.
Thanks for joining us today to learn about:
• What we’ve been up to since the last Community Meetings;
• The Draft Terms of Reference;
• Which route alternatives were selected to bring forward to the Environmental
Assessment and how they were selected;
• The Environmental Assessment consultation process;
• Field studies;
• The approach for gathering Indigenous Knowledge; and
• Next steps for the Draft Terms of Reference and Environmental Assessment.
Have your say. Share your comments, ideas and values with the Project Team.
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What’s Happening?

• On-going outreach to
consult neighbouring
Indigenous communities

• Provincial Environmental Assessment Draft Terms of Reference
was drafted based on community input and Project Team
feedback and will be released soon
» Targeted for submission to Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks in July

• Meeting with Aroland First
Nation

• Field studies have
started and are ongoing
• Aerial mapping and
is being planned

• Public Information Session
in Thunder Bay and

•

• Marten Falls First Nation
meetings in March, May
and now in June

• The Project Description was submitted to CEA Agency

created to help with review of the Draft Terms of Reference;
translated copies are available
» Comments were received and a meeting was held to discuss
how comments will be addressed
» The Project Description will be re-submitted

• Socio-economic and
Indigenous Knowledge
data collection
activities are expected
to start soon
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What We Heard
Benefits

Concerns

• Education, health services and freight costs could
be reduced

• Drugs will come in

• More jobs and stores

• Loss of traditional hunting, trapping
and camps

• Cheaper access for supplies like a new big park, a
basketball court or outdoor rink for youth
• Medivacs are expensive and we can’t get out in
bad weather. An ambulance could go by road if a

• Security issues

•
come and could lead to overhunting

• Funeral costs will be cheaper (and cheaper to get
to Thunder Bay)

Tell Us What You Think About
the Community Access Road!

Your input will be considered
as we evaluate the alternative
routes and assess any effects
associated with them, with an aim to
minimize potential impacts through
avoidance, road design or other
mitigation measures.
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Environmental Assessment Process
• The Community Access Road is subject to the Ontario
Environmental Assessment Act, which requires
preparation of a Terms of Reference and completion of an
Individual Environmental Assessment (EA).
• In April 2018, MFFN signed an agreement with the Ministry
of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) to initiate
an Individual EA for the Community Access Road.
• This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.

QUALITY OF LIFE
MEDICINAL PLANTS &
BERRIES

CAPACITY BUILDING &
EMPLOYMENT

TRAILS

LOCAL SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS AND
BENEFITS
BIG GAME & FUR BEARERS

ECONOMIC WELL-BEING

• The EA process will determine the preferred route for
and impact management strategies to be considered
throughout the Project.

FISH

CONNECTIVITY

•
requires the Project Team to consult with neighbouring
Indigenous communities.

HEALTH SERVICES

BIRDS
HISTORICAL & SPIRITUAL SITES
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Guiding Principles throughout the Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional
lands in which this community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following
for the MFFN CBLUP*
for Project Planning and
Engagement) will be adopted
throughout the Project.
*Community Based Land Use Plan

“The Anishinabek relationship to the land
should be seen as a cultured landscape; also
an area that is continuously being used by the
Anishinabek as a habitation and as a resource.”

“Looking at it together.
In numbers there is
strength.”

“Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke.”

“Chi Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang”

“Respect the natural
and Anishnawbe
customs and teachings
at all times.”

“Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon”

“Everything on our
land and water is
living and needs to
be respected.”

“Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang.”

“Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch.”

“Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that a ect our
shared and
communal lands.”
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Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
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Choosing Which Routes to Study During the EA - Screening Questions
Community
Well-Being

Is the Alternative Route
in line with Marten Falls
First Nation community
interests?

Environment

Can the Alternative
Route avoid effects to
the environment?

Construction
Feasibility

Is it possible and costeffective to build the
Alternative Route in the
study area?

What are your thoughts on the screening questions we are using to select the
routes to be further studied during the Environmental Assessment?

Development

Does the Alternative
Route enable mineral
exploration and
development in the
region?
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Recommended Routes – For Further Study
The initial screening results recommend that only the western routes, Alternative 1
and Alternative 4, be studied in the Individual EA. These alternative routes:

Alternative 1

• Address MFFN concerns by avoiding a large river span crossing located close to
the community, and health and safety concerns related to the potential for the
WaWang’Wajing Road (Supply Road) to go through the community;
•
impact the environment and the ability to avoid, eliminate and lessen the impact(s);
• Are easier to build because they are located on higher ground and closer to
aggregate sources needed for construction; and

Alternative 4

• Best enable mining development in the region because they are more direct to the
mining claims north of MFFN and pass through other areas of interest for future
mineral and exploration development.
Help us screen the four
routes. What do you think
about our initial selection of
routes to study further in the
Environmental Assessment
(i.e., Alternative Route 1 and
Alternative Route 4)?

What We Heard About the Routes:
•
the community
• Need to consider impacts to traditional lands, burial
grounds, wetlands and wildlife
• Consider gated or controlled access at strategic points
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Proposed Alternative Route Evaluation Criteria for the EA
Access Road.
Technical:
• Route length;

• Muskegs and wetlands;

• Construction implementation;

•

• Capital cost;

•

• Saftey; and

• Species at risk.

• Maintenance cost.

• Existing resource extraction activities;
•
• Land claims;
• Future commercial business activity; and
• Community well-being.

• Traditional use of land and resources,
including Indigenous and Treaty
Rights;
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The outcome of the evaluation of alternative routes in the
EA will identify the preferred route for the Community
Access Road with the:
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Additional Considerations for Planning and Design of the
Community Access Road
•
• Waterway navigability (including
ability for boats and canoes to pass
through waterways);
• Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
• Marten Falls First Nation community
and neighbouring Indigenous
communities;
•
• Land use;

• New public access into Marten Falls First Nation
territory (e.g., increased hunting pressure);
•
• New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
• Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial

Are there other considerations we
should be aware of for reflection
during the Environmental
Assessment?
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What’s Next?
Minister’s Terms of
Reference

Terms of Reference Notice
of Commencement

WE ARE HERE

INDIVIDUAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT

TERMS OF
REFERENCE

Draft Terms of Reference
Submitted for Review

Final Terms of Reference
Submitted for Review

Provincial Environmental
Assessment Decision

Environmental
Assessment Notice of
Commencement

DETAILED DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

= CONSULTATION
Final Environmental
Assessment Report

Completion of Ministry
Review
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Proposed Consultation Plan for the Environmental Assessment
We are currently consulting on the ToR which includes a Consultation Plan for the Environmental Assessment.
Three rounds of consultation are planned during the Environmental Assessment.
Key Topics:
• Project need and rationale
• Alternative routes
• Evaluation criteria and approach to selecting a preferred route;
• Approach to consultation through the EA; and
• Next steps and schedule.
Key Topics:
• Preferred route and rationale for its selection;
•
• Consultation and summary of input received to date;
• Preliminary CAR design; and
• Next steps and schedule.

Key Topics:
• Release of draft EA Report

How would you like to be consulted through
the EA? What are the best ways to share
information with you?
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Field Studies Have Started
Breeding bird, bat and wildlife studies have started for the Community Access Road. The information
we collect will help us make decisions about how the Community Access Road is designed.

What studies are we doing?
• Breeding bird survey (bank swallows, barn swallows)
• Wildlife monitoring
• Bat monitoring (little brown bat)
• Aggregate resource and geotechnical resources reconnaissance
• Caribou, moose, breeding birds and raptor surveys were completed in 2018

What equipment is being used?
• Non-invasive (looking and listening only)
• Wildlife monitors, including remote cameras
• Acoustic monitoring stations

Field Study Dates
• Field Studies started June 12, 2019 and will last until the Fall of 2019
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Indigenous Knowledge
• Indigenous Knowledge refers to the environmental and cultural
knowledge of the land, water and resources passed down by
Indigenous peoples over many generations.
• Indigenous Knowledge is important for the planning of the
Community Access Road.
•
the Community Access Road.
• A Sharing Agreement, developed with the MFFN Community Based
Land Use Planning Team, will guide the use, collection and protection
of Indigenous Knowledge for the Community Access Road.
• Additional Indigenous Knowledge may be collected for the
Community Access Road.
•
neighbouring Indigenous communities will be respected.
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Thank You For Joining Us! Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
• Join our mailing list. Leave your email or mailing
address at the welcome table.
• Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
• Call us at 1-800-764-9114
• Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

We look forward to speaking with
you at our next Open House!
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What is the Project?
Proposed all season Community Access Road to
connect to provincial highway network through the
Painter Lake Road System
Proponent: Marten Falls First Nation for the
Environmental Assessment (EA) of the Project

This Project does not include a road to the Ring of
Fire

3
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Preliminary Routes for the Community Access Road
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is
identifying the alternative routes for the proposed road.
Four alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls
First Nation using information gathered during previous
studies and consultation, and updated this year to
include the latest available information.
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has made a
community decision to consider only the western routes
in the EA (#1 and #4).

Alternative 1

Alternative 2
Alternative 3
Alternative 4

4
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
reliable.
A Community Access Road would reduce transportation costs for goods
and services; meaning more affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies
and services.
Better access would allow increased opportunities for:
Social interaction with other communities;
Access to emergency, health and social services;
Training and jobs during planning and construction;
Local economic development; and
Increased ability for families to be together in the community
5
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Project Area and
Neighbouring
Communities
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Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program
We have commenced an IK Program for the Project that will occur in
two phases:
1.

Collecting existing IK data to help inform early stages of the
EA; and

2.

Completing Project-specific IK studies.

IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the program
Preliminary Area of Interest is the EA Study Area identified in the ToR.
2.5 km of centreline of each route (Alternative Routes 1 and 4)
The preliminary area will potentially expand as work progresses
7
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Indigenous Knowledge Study Area
IK study area may consider other interrelated disciplines:
Existing IK (where available and provided);

Information provided by Indigenous Communities;
Wildlife, Vegetation, Fish and Fish Habitat, Cultural
Heritage LSAs and RSA
Natural landscape features; and
Available relevant IK studies.
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Overview

Field studies for the EA have been conducted through 2018 and 2019, and will continue through 2020 to help us better
understand the existing conditions of the environment and potential impacts of the Community Access Road. The existing
conditions of the environment can help to inform mitigation measures to avoid or reduce potential impacts during construction
and operation.

2018 to October 2019: Terrestrial
August to December 2019: Geotechnical
(Vegetation and Wildlife)
and Engineering
Birds
Soil
Bats
Aggregate sources
Land wildlife (such as moose and caribou)
Structures
Plants and vegetation

September 2019 to Late-2020:
Fish and water (surrounding lakes, rivers,
ponds, creeks such as Ogoki River and
Albany River)
Cultural heritage (archaeology and built
heritage)
Noise and air quality
9
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Schedule
Overview
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Draft Review Periods
Draft Terms of Reference - for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by Marten Falls First
Nation for review
The review period for the Draft Terms of Reference was extended to February 7 2020;
allowing 63 days for comment
The MFFN Project Team is reviewing feedback and addressing comments, as needed, in
the proposed Terms of Reference, expected to be published in Summer 2020.
Draft Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines and related Plans for the federal Impact
Assessment were issued for review by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC)
The period for public review and comment on the Draft guidelines closed January 28,
2020; allowing 40 days for comment
IAAC is working to finalize these documents. The anticipated Notice of Commencement to
start the federal process is expected to be announced by IAAC in late February 2020.
11
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Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Between MFFN and the Province of Ontario
Finalized on January 7, 2020
This has been circulated to identified Indigenous Communities

12
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Key Consultation Milestones During the EA
Notice of Commencement for the environmental assessment phase;
Development of impact assessment/ routing evaluation criteria;
Evaluation of the western routing alternatives;
Identification of the preferred route alternative;
Submission of Draft Environmental Assessment Report; and
Submission of Final Environmental Assessment Report.
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Gathering Feedback through the EA
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Project

Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

Translated Project Updates

Project

How would you
like to be
consulted and kept
Are there
other
informed
during
Website
you
the criteria
Terms of
suggest
we
Reference
and
Consultation
is
key
to
Hotline/ Email Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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Next Steps
Potential in-person meeting (community and/or
Chief and Council)
Confirm interest in Indigenous Knowledge
Program
Potential Indigenous Knowledge Sharing
Agreement
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Thank You for Joining Us!
Questions / Comments?

Stay Involved
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Project Name:

Attendees:

Regarding:

Marten Falls Community Access Road

Chief Richard Allen (CLFN)
Wayne Neegan (CLFN)
Bertha Sutherland (CLFN)
Jennifer Bruin (MFFN)
Qasim Saddique (MFFN)
Larissa Mikkelsen (MFFN)
Lawrence Baxter (MFFN)
Kimberly Jorgenson (Four Rivers)
Charlene Wagenaar (Four Rivers)
Andrea Nokleby (Dillon)
Avril Fisken (AECOM)
Glinis Buffalo (AECOM)
Lindsay Jackman (AECOM)

Date of Meeting:

February 24, 2020

Time:

10:00 am to 12:00 pm CST

Project #:

Project # 60593122

Location:

Microsoft Teams / Call-In

Prepared By:

Lindsay Jackman (AECOM) and
Glinis Buffalo (AECOM)

Introductory Meeting with Constance Lake
First Nation

Minutes of Meeting
Action
Introductions
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN): Lawrence Baxter (Community Advisor), Qasim
Saddique (Project Director), Larissa Mikkelsen (Community Consultation
Coordinator), and Jennifer Bruin (Technical Lead)
Constance Lake First Nation (CLFN): Chief Richard Allen, Bertha Sutherland
(Lands & Resources Officer) and Wayne Neegan (CCLO)
Four Rivers: Kimberly Jorgenson and Charlene Wagenaar (CLFN EA Support)
Dillon: Andrea Nokelby (Indigenous Knowledge Program Lead)
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AECOM: Avril Fisken (Consultation/Engagement), Glinis Buffalo (Community
Lead), Lindsay Jackman (Consultation support)
Intent of Meeting Clarification
CLFN Chief Allen (CLFN CA): What is the intent of this meeting? Is this
consultation? If so, Constance Lake would require a consultation lawyer or
someone more familiar to be present.
MFFN PT: The intent is solely to provide information, not to gather feedback or
receive comments. A more detailed conversation with the community would follow
later. The intent of this meeting will be considered information sharing in the
consultation record and the Minutes will be provided to CLFN for review and
comment.
Project Background
MFFN PT presented the Project Background, including describing the following
information:
The objective of this Project is to plan a community access road to Marten Falls
First Nation. The project does not include the planning activities related to a road to
the Ring of Fire; any Environmental Assessments or Impact Assessments related to
a proposed supply road will be conducted under a separate Project.
MFFN has been seeking an access road for about 20 years; the availability of
Provincial funding is supporting the advancement of these plans.
MFFN traditional territory ends at Painter Lake road, which connects to Anaconda
Road, further connecting to Provincial highway system. Painter Lake road and
Anaconda falls on Aroland First Nation traditional territory. Aroland Informed Marten
Falls they would be doing the work from Painter Lake south to highway 643.
During the EA, only Alternatives #1 and #4 will continue to be assessed and
evaluated, for the following reasons:
o The bridge needed to cross the Albany River for the western alternatives
would be further away from the community, reducing health and safety
concerns, especially for children and youth.
o Industrial traffic would not need to pass through the community, giving MFFN
greater control over who enters the community. Reducing traffic potentially
reduces illegal activities entering the community.
o Neither Alternative 1 or Alternative 4 will travel parallel the Ogoki River. This
means potential effects on Indigenous value sites associated with this major
waterway are largely avoided.
o The western routes would enable better economic development opportunities
in the region because they provide direct access to areas used by the mining
and forestry industry, including potential areas of interest for future
development.
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The cost to construct and maintain a road along the western routes is
expected to be lower than the eastern routes. The western routes are
generally located on higher rocky ground and closer to the aggregate needed
to build and maintain a road.
The MFFN PT will consider the potential impacts to communities to the construction
and operation of the proposed all-season community access road; it is important for
everybody to have the opportunity to have input.
CLFN CA: Constance Lake supports an outcome where MFFN will be successful
with their road. Success includes MFFN completing their due diligence to assess
how the Project will impact Constance Lake.
o

Environmental Assessment
CLFN CA: How can a full Environmental Assessment (EA) can be completed if
there is no route selected?
MFFN PT: The objective of the EA is to conduct the studies needed to determine
which is the best route; this includes consulting and engaging with neighbouring
Indigenous communities, the public and other stakeholders.
There are two phases of the EA:
o (1) The Terms of Reference (ToR), which guides the approach to the EA; this
is the current phase of the project.
o (2) The EA, which considers the alternative routes and their impacts to
communities and the environment. This information is then used to select the
preferred route.
CLFN CA: Once the preferred route is selected, will Constance Lake have to go
through the EA process again, and secondly, why was the preferred route not
selected already?
MFFN PT: Alternative routes have been identified, but the work through the EA is
to consider the impacts of each alternative in order to select the preferred route.
Once a preferred route is selected, another EA is not necessary. Further, input
from Constance Lake during the EA allows the MFFN PT to consider what is
valuable to the community during this assessment.
CLFN CA: Constance Lake should receive funding to assess each route
individually and have a meeting each day for each route; to avoid mixing up
information on each alternative route. The current approach appears to be a short
cut.
MFFN PT: The intent is to refine the route alternatives to one preferred route
through the EA. This is typically how the process is done; studying each route
through consultation and gathering baseline information.
CLFN CA: How will this Project assess whether rivers, creeks and fish are
impacted; secondly, will the study findings be shared with Constance Lake?
MFFN PT: The intent of the study is to consider the potential routes and identify the
potential impacts. Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and values are also an important
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consideration when selecting a route. Results of baseline studies and discussions
with Indigenous communities will be considered as part of the EA.
CLFN CA: The community has experience with water projects and EAs, and if the
Project moves ahead, Constance Lake would like to review information for impacts
to hydrology, crossings and trails.
MFFN PT: The project is in the early stages; information is being collected and
conversations are just starting to inform the project.
CLFN CA: How will creeks, rivers, outlets, all species and caribou lines be
investigated in the EA?
MFFN PT: Studies will be conducted during the EA. The PT would like input from
Constance Lake to inform these studies and to provide an opportunity for CFLN to
provide their areas of interest and identify any concerns they may have.
CLFN CA: What is the timeline for the Project as this Project appears to require
three to four years to complete?
MFFN PT: IAAC will not allow the EA to go over three years.
Four Rivers KJ: Constance Lake had a recent call with IAAC and IAAC indicated if
the Project is progressing, an extension could be considered beyond three years.
MFFN PT: IAAC will determine what would be allowable for extension.
CLFN CA: Does the MFFN have an MOU with the Federal Government?
MFFN PT: Confirmed they do not have a MOU with the Federal Government.
Indigenous Knowledge Program
MFFN PT provided an overview of the IK Program. The IK Program is in the early
stages. There are two phases:
1. Soliciting available existing Indigenous Knowledge including land uses that
Indigenous communities choose to share; and
2. Project specific IK Studies.
Participation requires an IK Sharing Agreement. The Project Team circulated a
Draft Sharing Agreement for review and comment but is open to reviewing and
utilizing an agreement provided by CLFN.
o CLFN advised they have reviewed the Draft Sharing Agreement and will
provide comments back to the MFFN Project Team.
A memo regarding the IK preliminary area of interest was sent out to communities
to assist with early IK planning. A Preliminary Area of Interest map and associated
shapefiles were also distributed to assist communities with early IK work.
The Local and Regional Study Areas (LSA and RSA) have not yet been defined for
the IK Program. The Project Team is working on defining the LSA and RSA and will
consider a variety of information when developing the LSA and RSA including
inputs form Indigenous communities and other discipline study areas (e.g.,
Wildlife). Once the IK LSA and RSA have been defined the Project Team will
circulate a memo to Indigenous Communities outlining the rationale for defining
each study area.
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CLFN CA: The Painter Lake road improvement will result in increases in traffic and
this may have the potential to impact values in the area; why is the Painter Lake
road extension outside the Project scope?
MFFN PT: This information is the type of information we are seeking and will
inform and help define the EA study areas; your feedback, direction and advice
regarding the study area are appreciated. Further, The IK Program is currently
focused on the Project footprint but there is potential for IK beyond the footprint to
address potential concerns related to various environmental disciplines.
CLFN CA: What is timeline to start the IK Program?
MFFN PT: The goal is to start the IK program early as IK will be integrated into the
EA.
Field Studies
MFFN PT presented on field studies. The field studies are ongoing during the ToR
phase for the EA. Studies were conducted in 2018//2019 and will continue in 2020.
One field season of work has been completed and draft reports are currently being
prepared. MFFN has provided guidance and two community members have
participated in these studies.
Four Rivers KJ: Has there been an assessment on the availability of aggregates
along the roadway?
MFFN PT: Preliminary investigations have started to identify aggregate resources
around the alternative routes. There is a strong interest in partnering with
communities for potential aggregate opportunities.
Four Rivers KJ: Could sections or a mix of the routes for Alternatives #1 and #4
end up becoming the preferred route?
MFFN PT: A potential outcome for the selected route may combine portions of both
routes.
Gathering Feedback and Next Steps
MFFN PT to work with CLFN to confirm interest in scheduling an in-person
meeting; alternatives to an in-person meeting can also be discussed.
CLFN will have an internal discussion to confirm timing; March would be the earliest
availability. CLFN will follow up with MFFN Team.
Consideration will be given to the Goose hunt in late March when planning this
meeting, so as not to conflict.

Community Lead
(Glinis) to follow up
with CLFN to schedule
an in-person meeting
or teleconference.

Note: To protect the health and well-being of communities and to respect the need for
social distancing due to COVID-19, we can suggest online/virtual opportunities to
support ongoing discussions.

Any errors or omissions please contact Glinis Buffalo within 2 weeks of distribution. Finalized meeting
minutes will be included in the public Record of Consultation.
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B.6 Eabametoong First Nation (EFN)

B6.1 Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Elizabeth Atlookan and Council
Eabametoong First Nation

Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Atlookan,
Thank you for your recent hospitality during our Council to Council meeting in Eabametoong last month. Marten
on key issues related to
Falls First Nation (MFFN) Council gained a better understanding of
development. As you may have read recently, we issued a Notice of Commencement (NoC) on MFFN community
access road Environmental Assessment and our delegated firm will be starting the ground work and is set to
contact our First Nation neighbours and other stakeholders.
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation has been seeking a year-round community
access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community led process
for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
The recently issued Notice of Commencement for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls Community Access
studying, and you would have received a copy of the NOC by
now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first step towards completing an
Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

CC:
MFFN Council
EFN Council
MFFN Project team

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, April 05, 2019 2:29:35 PM
2019-04-04 Letter C&C on NOC Eabametoong.pdf
N-2019-03-06-NoticeOfCommencement-ToR-60593122.pdf

Hello Chief Atlookan ,
Please find attached here a letter from Marten Falls First Nation Chief
Bruce Achneepineskum and the Notice of Commencement for the Marten Falls
All Season Community Access Road.
If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.
Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road (EFN)
Tuesday, November 26, 2019 7:09:05 PM
DSG-2019-11-22-MFFN-Final Notice-PIC2-8.5x11-60593122.pdf

Hello,

Please see the attached notice for information about the Public
Information Centres on the Draft Terms of Reference for the proposed
Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD project. For
more information, visit [Link] .

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

December 5, 2019
Chief Harvey Yesno
Eabametoong First Nation

Re: Invitation to the Indigenous Knowledge Program, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Harvey Yesno:
Thank you very much for meeting with members of the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) Project Team on August
7, 2019. We really appreciate meeting and having the opportunity to discuss the MFFN Community Access Road
Project (the Project) in person. Since our meeting, we sent an email on August 29, 2019, with the field study notice
and noted that as field studies progress, the MFFN Project Team will be sure to provide additional information.
Additionally, the MFFN Project Team called on November 15, 2019, and again on November 18 2019, to provide an
update regarding circulation of the draft Terms of Reference (ToR) documents for your community’s review.
Unfortunately, we were unable to connect but we will be calling back in the coming weeks to ensure you received
the draft ToR documents and to see if you have any questions/comments.
As you are aware, the MFFN has commenced with an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the design, construction
and operation/maintenance of the Project. A draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the EA has now been completed.
The draft ToR has identified two alternative corridors for the community access road that are to be examined
further in a future EA phase. This will include confirmation of the routes, their assessment and evaluation to select
a preferred route. The two identified corridors generally follow higher ground located to the West of the Marten
Falls community. A notice regarding the availability of the draft EA ToR for review and comment is being circulated.
The draft ToR outlines how the EA will be prepared, including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and how best to engage interested communities and persons. A critical component of
the EA is the integration of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) into the planning and design process.
IK is invaluable knowledge that helps us to better understand and appreciate the environment as it pertains to the
identity, culture and heritage of Eabametoong First Nation and other Indigenous people. It is a critical component
of the Project and will be used to inform baseline conditions, predict potential project impacts, and help to
determine appropriate mitigation and monitoring methods.
We have commenced an IK Program for the Project that will occur in two phases:
1. Collecting existing IK data to help inform early stages of the EA; and
2. Completing project-specific IK studies.
There are significant benefits in providing IK in the EA process, including but not limited to:
Integrating IK, including spiritual and cultural values, into environmental decision making and the project
design (e.g., avoiding important cultural or subsistence use areas, utilizing IK to inform routing criteria and
mitigation measures, etc.);
Informing the selection of valued ecosystem components or environmental indicators to be used in the
study;
Improving awareness of the impacts development can have on traditional uses, and the subsequent
impacts on spirituality and health; and
Undertaking collaborative traditional stewardship that allows for a more inclusive and holistic approach to
environmental management and monitoring.
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We are inquiring if Eabametoong First Nation is interested in participating in the IK Program by either providing
existing IK and/or completing a project-specific IK study. If you are interested in participating, funding is available.
Our approach to working with your community on the IK program will be guided by the following key principles:
1. The people of your community are a source of knowledge on past and present uses of the land and its
resources, associated cultural practices, and community values.
2. We are your partner – our goal is to work together with you to complete the IK Program in a manner that
contributes to your community’s well-being so that IK can be meaningfully integrated into the EA process.
Protection and confidentiality of IK is of utmost importance to the Project Team. To honour and respect this
important information, we propose establishing an IK Sharing Agreement with your community, prior to the
collection and use of IK information. The Sharing Agreement would outline how confidential and sensitive
information would be utilized in the Project’s EA process. We have attached a Draft IK Sharing Agreement for your
review and consideration.
In order to confirm that your community is interested in participating in the IK Program, we ask that you contact us
by January 9, 2019. To express your community’s interest or if you have any questions regarding the IK Program,
please feel free to contact Andrea Nokleby (
or Braydi Rice
of the Project team.
Sincerely,

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum
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INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE
INFORMATION SHARING AGREEMENT

Marten Falls First Nation
Community Access Road
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

dated the _____ day of

, 2019

As part of the Marten Falls Community Access Road Project, (the “Project”), XXXXX hereby
agrees to provide Confidential Information pertaining to traditional and contemporary land use.
The Confidential Information may include Indigenous Knowledge, traditional knowledge and
values which have been acquired through experience, observation, from the land or from
spiritual teachings, and handed down from one generation to another amongst the people of
XXXX. Confidential Information may also include beliefs, practices, innovations, arts,
spirituality, and other forms of cultural experience and expression that belong to the people of
XXXX. For greater certainty, Confidential Information shall also include other information which,
given the circumstances surrounding its disclosure and the context of the subject matter of
discussions, would be considered confidential.
The Confidential Information provided by XXXX is provided to the Community Access Road
Project Team and AECOM (the “Recipients”), to better understand how XXXX lands and
resources may be affected by the Project. The Confidential Information can only be used for the
Project (e.g. informing the Environmental Assessment and Preliminary Design).
The Confidential Information may be used to better understand how XXXX community members
are using the lands and resources and to consider adjustments such as to routing and to also
potentially develop mitigation measures that may reduce the effect of the Project on the land
and resources identified.
The Recipients of the Confidential Information will not use this Confidential Information for other
purposes, such as informing other projects or for research purposes beyond those associated
with the Project. The Recipients agree to protect and hold the Confidential Information in strict
confidence. The Recipients maintain the right to disclose the Confidential Information as
necessary to their employees and team members who will also be bound by the terms of this
Agreement.
Page 1 of 2

Except to the extent required by applicable law, Confidential Information will not be shared by
the Recipient with other proponents, government agencies, other communities or external
researchers without express written consent of XXXX.
The Recipients acknowledge and agree that the Confidential Information is the property of
XXXX and nothing in this agreement transfers any ownership interest to the Recipients. All
information provided will remain under the control of XXXX.
On termination of this Agreement or on written notice by XXXX, the Recipients shall as directed
by XXXX to either: promptly destroy or return to XXXX all Confidential Information and all copies
thereof.
The Recipients will take all prudent measures to ensure that the Confidential Information
provided by XXXX is kept confidential. Data security measures and protocols will be
implemented to maintain the security of the Confidential Information while in the custody of the
Recipients. Data will be protected against such risks as unauthorized access, collection, use,
disclosure or disposal.
Agreed to on behalf of XXXX:

(Authorized representative)

Date

Agreed to on behalf of the Recipients:

(Authorized representative)
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Date

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Friday, December 06, 2019 6:49 PM

Subject:

Invitation to the Indigenous Knowledge Program, Marten Falls Community Access
Road
MFFN Community Access Road - ITK Program Letter - Eabametoong FN.pdf

Attachments:

Dear Chief Harvey Yesno,
Please see attached a letter from Chief Bruce Achneepineksum regarding the Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program for the
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road.
To express your community’s interest or if you have any questions regarding the IK Program, please feel free to contact
Andrea Nokleby
or Braydi Rice (

of the Project team.

Regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

1

From:
Sent:
To:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Tuesday, December 10, 2019 3:42 PM

Subject:
Attachments:

Draft ToR Record of Consultation for Review
RPT-Draft ToR_ROC-2019-11-19-DRAFT-ROC-60593122-Eabametoong First
Nation_Optimized.pdf

Dear Chief Harvey Yesno,
Please see attached the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) Record of Consultation (RoC) Report for Eabametoong First
Nation review for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road.
The Record of Consultation Appendices can be viewed at the following the
link:
[Link]

If you have any questions please reply to this email.
Regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
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From:
Coppaway, Clayton
Sent:
January 13, 2020 2:53 PM
To:
Cc:
Adam Wright
Subject:
Re: Marten Falls All-Season Community Access Road - Draft TOR follow up
Attachments:
MFFN Community Access Road Fact Sheet 2020-01-07.pdf
Hi Ralph,
I called the band office earlier today and they mentioned that you were over at the RC Building. They provided a cell number 807-212-1591. Would this number be
correct or would there be another number that would be best to reach you at?
I wanted to follow up with you regarding the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project
(http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca/).
p
You and your community should have received hard and electronic (on a USB drive) copies of the Draft TOR as well as translated guides for the Draft TOR back in
early December 2019.
Today I wanted to connect with you in order to:
te that the comment period ends on Januaryy 20, 2020
2020;
nfirm whether your community intends to submit comments and if so, confirm the timing;
Enquire about whether there would be interest for an in-person
pe
follow-upp meeting
ng in the coming
ng months; and,
vide you with a project "Fact Sheet", which is attached to this email.
I look forward to hearing from you,
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

Happy New Year !

From:
Coppaway, Clayton
Sent:
January 14, 2020 11:34 AM
To:
Ralph Shawinimash
Cc:
Peter Siebenmorgen; Adam Wright
Subject:
Re: Marten Falls All-Season Community Access Road - Draft TOR follow up
Hi Ralph,
Thank you so much for your reply.
Do you know if Eabametoong First Nation are planning on submitting comments on the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Draft Terms of
Reference (ToR)?
Also, would there be any interest in an in-person follow up meeting to discuss the project?
Please let me know,
Clayton
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

Happy New Year !

From: Qasim Saddique <qsaddique@suslop.com>
Date: Mon, Jan 20, 2020 at 12:03 PM
Subject: Re: MFCAR TOR comments
To: Peter Siebenmorgen <
>
Cc: Adam Wright <
>, Avril Fisken <
McKinnon <
>

>, Don

Hi Peter,
I m well, thanks. I hope things are good on your end too.
Yes, we are extending to February 7th. You will get an e-mail notification today. I have
copied AECOM/Dillon here so they can copy you on that correspondence.
I am available next week for a chat. This is my availability right now:
-Monday: most of the day
-Tuesday: between 11 am and 1 pm
-Wednesday: after 2:30 pm
Best wishes,
Qasim

Qasim Saddique MSc, MBA
Principal Consultant
E: qsaddique@suslop.com
P: (416) 830-6544
W: suslop.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 10:54 AM

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
2020-01-09 Marten Falls Consultation MOU_Signed.pdf

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Yesno,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous communities to extend the comment periods
related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment periods, and intends to offer these extensions to
all Indigenous Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the MFFN Community Access Road,
and given that the release of a Draft Terms of Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the decision
to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however, do not own the decision to extend the federal review
period. That said, IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the Minister for an extension. We
have already done this on behalf of the communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough review
and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting
on confirmation from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7
2020; allowing 63 days for comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to the same date
(i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal
Minister is received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are
delegated to MFFN (the Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the EA process, and
defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities.
Our freshly signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to
meet to discuss the project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,
MFFN Project Team

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Monday, January 27, 2020 11:32 AM

Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Yesno,
This email is in follow up to our email sent Tuesday, January 21 2020, regarding extensions to the comment periods for
both the Draft Terms of Reference (issued by Marten Falls First Nation—the Proponent) and the Tailored Impact
Statement Guidelines (issued by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC)). Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN), as
the Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road, does not have the authority to grant requests related to the
Agency’s comment period. The Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines
until January 28, 2020. For any questions related to the federal impact assessment process, including timelines for the
submission of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada
IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca / Cel: 416-952-1576

As communicated earlier, MFFN does however own the decision to extend the comment period for the Draft Terms of
Reference and has already extended the date for submitting comments to February 7 2020.
We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on both the Draft Terms of Reference and the Agency’s TISG
documents, and to furthering discussions related to the proposed community access road to Marten Falls.
A Project Team representative will reach out in February to discuss the opportunity to meet with your community.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team

------------------------

> Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Yesno,
>
> The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
> communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
>
> - Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily
> by Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
> - Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by
> the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
>
> MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
1

> periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
> Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
> MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft
> Terms of Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA
> process, the decision to extend the provincial review period is our
> own. We, however, do not own the decision to extend the federal review
> period. That said, IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to
> submit a request to the Minister for an extension. We have already
> done this on behalf of the communities who feel additional time is
> needed to complete a thorough review and, as mentioned above, will
> include all communities in this extension assuming it is granted. We
> are currently waiting on confirmation from the federal Minister of our request.
>
> With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review
> period for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing
> 63 days for comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period
> for the TISG to the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50
> days for review of IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the
> federal Minister is received, we will confirm the extension to the
> review period related to the TISG.
>
> In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of
> Understanding
> (MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some
> procedural aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN
> (the Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared
> through the EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of
> both parties regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous
> communities. Our freshly signed MOU is attached for your information.
>
> We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
> documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss
> the project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
>
> Best Regards / Miigwetch,
>
> MFFN Project Team

2

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ross, Kathryn

Indigenous Knowledge Program for the Marten Falls Community Access Road EA
Friday, May 22, 2020 4:58:00 PM
MFFN Community Access Road - ITK Program Letter - Eabametoong FN.pdf

Dear Chief Harvey Yesno,
I hope you and your community are doing well during this difficult time. My name is Kathryn and I
am part of the consultant team working with Marten Falls First Nation on the All Season Community
Access Road. We met in-community during the Chief and Council and community meeting about the
Community Access Road last August.
I am following up on the Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program for the Marten Falls Community Access
Road Environmental Assessment (EA). We are wondering if you have any comments on the Draft IK
Sharing Agreement (please see attached letter with the Draft Agreement) that was provided by
email on Friday, December 6, 2019 from info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. The IK Sharing Agreement
is an important component of the IK Program. Establishing a mutually agreeable IK Sharing
Agreement early on will help us to incorporate IK and land use information relevant to the Project
into the EA in a timely and effective manner. The IK Sharing Agreement would also pertain to any
existing IK or land use information that you would like to share with the Marten Falls Project Team at
this time.
We would be pleased to organize a call with you to discuss the Draft Agreement at your
convenience. Please let us know if you have any questions or comments at this time or if you require
additional information.
Thank you,
Kathryn Ross
On behalf of the Marten Falls Community Access Road Project Team
Kathryn Ross
Communication and Community Engagement Specialist
Environment

AECOM
55 Wyndham Street North, Suite 215
Guelph, ON N1H 7T8
T. 519.763.7783 F. 519.763.1668
www.aecom.com

From:
To:
Cc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Subject:

[EXTERNAL] RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
June 22, 2020 9:22:25 AM
MFFN CAR - Eabametoong Draft Record of Consultation ToR Letter.pdf

Date:
Attachments:

Dear Chief Harvey Yesno:
Please find attached a letter for your community in regards to the Terms
of Reference (ToR) for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road
Environmental Assessment.
In addition, below is a Google Drive link to your Individual Record of
Consultation for the ToR and the associated Appendix. These documents
include a list of the points of contact that have occurred with your
community as well as engagement-related materials that have been sent to
or received from your community. If you have any comments or concerns
related to the information in these documents, please let us know by July
22, 2020.

Please note that you will also receive a hard-copy of the attached letter
as well as two USB drives with the Individual RoC and Appendix via mail.
Kind Regards,
The MFFN Project Team

June 22, 2020
Chief Harvey Yesno
Eabametoong First Nation
P.O. Box 298
Eabamet Lake, ON
P0T 1L0
RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Harvey Yesno,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Eabametoong First Nation are focused on keeping the lines
of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Eabametoong First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVIDprotocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late-summer or early-fall for
review and decision.
We understand through our previous contact with you and/or with the Province, that your
Community has an interest in this Project. The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments
from your Community on the Draft ToR. While there is a second opportunity to review and
comment on the ToR as part of the MECP review process later this year, the MFFN Project
Team is available for discussions with your Community. We welcome your feedback and input
on the ToR, including the studies that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess
effects, and how your Community will be engaged and consulted. Please let us know by July 22,
2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project
overall. We also welcome written comments by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental
Assessment process is just getting started; as we move from the ToR phase of the Project to the
EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each of the communities, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been
sent to and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and
consideration, is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in
the Record of Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous
Knowledge and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to
these draft appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be
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pleased to schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Peter Siebenmorgen, Eabametoong First Nation Resource Stewardship Advisor
Ralph Shawinimash, Eabametoong First Nation Community Consultation Liaison
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
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Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Kathryn Ross, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Eabametoong First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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B6.2 Incoming Correspondence Received from the Community

From:
Ralph Shawinimash <
Sent:
January 13, 2020 2:56 PM
To:
Coppaway, Clayton
Cc:
Peter Siebenmorgen
Subject:
Re: Marten Falls All-Season Community Access Road - Draft TOR follow up
Actually I'm in thunber bay for the discussion on Tuesday also the number is 242 1591.
On Mon, Jan 13, 2020, 1:53 PM Coppaway, Clayton <

il

> wrote:

Hi Ralph,
I called the band office earlier today and they mentioned that you were over at the RC Building. They provided a cell number
. Would this number
be correct or would there be another number that would be best to reach you at?
I wanted to follow up with you regarding the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project
p
(http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca/).
You and your community should have received hard and electronic (on a USB drive) copies of the Draft TOR as well as translated guides for the Draft TOR back
in early December 2019.
Today I wanted to connect with you in order to:
te that the comment period ends on Januaryy 20, 2020;
2020
nfirm whether your community intends to submit comments and if so, confirm the timing;
Enquire about whether there would be interest for an in-person
pe
follow-upp meeting
ng in the coming
ng months; and,
vide you with a project "Fact Sheet", which is attached to this email.
I look forward to hearing from you,
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A 8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

Happy New Year !

On Wed, Dec 11, 2019 at 4:12 PM Coppaway, Clayton

> wrote:

Mr. Shawinimash,
I just wanted to follow up with you about relating to the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for Marten Falls First Nation All-season Community Access Road
Project.
Did the Community receive the Draft ToR documents?
o Hardcopies and a USB were mailed in late November.
o Hard Copies, USB (electronic copies), and guide in english and Oji-Cree
Draft TOR - Comment Period - Dec 4 2019 to January 20, 2020
Are there any questions / issues to date?
Is the community planning to submit comments?
Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A 8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

~ Vacation Alert ~ December 19, 2019 to January 2, 2020. ~
Please note that our offices will be closed over the holidays starting December 25, 2019 and reopening January 2, 2020

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the

addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous
n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

On Jan 20, 2020, at 1:57 PM, Peter Siebenmorgen <
wrote:

>

Hi Qasim,
Hope you are well!
Has the TOR comment period been extended to Feb 7th? I ask because I m in
EFN this week and we have a couple community sessions later in the week that
will generate some feedback that I d like to include.
Let me know if the Feb 7 date is accurate.
Also, would be great to chat sometime soon when I m back south. How does next
week look for you?
Cheers,
Peter
Sent from my iPhone

B6.3 Community-Specific Meeting Materials
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Presentation to Matawa Community Communications Liaisons

JUNE 5, 2019
0
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Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Engaging Neighbouring First Nations
We have been reaching out to neighbouring First Nations since December 2018 to introduced our
project and start to work with First Nations to develop community specific Engagement Plans that
respect Consultation & Accommodation Protocols and meet individual community needs. We want
you to let us know:
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mineral and Exploration Development? How well does the
route accommodate mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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EABAMETOONG FIRST NATION
COMMUNITY MEETING
WHERE: Community Hall
WHEN: August 7, 2019, 12:00 PM to 2:30 PM
MEETING TOPICS
•

Learn about Marten Falls First Nation’s proposed Community Access Road;

•

Share your comments, ideas, input and community values related to the
proposed all season Community Access Road; and

•

Learn about next steps and future engagement activities.

FEATURING
•

Presentation and Open House Session

•

Food and drinks will be provided

•

Door Prizes!

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE. WE WANT TO HEAR
WHAT YOU HAVE TO SAY.
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Presentation to Eabametoong First Nation

August 7, 2019
0
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Welcome! Boozhoo!
We plan to talk about:
Topic 1 Project Overview and Update: Provide an overview and update to the Project and
Environmental Assessment (EA) process we are following
Topic 2 EA Process: Review Provincial and Federal EA processes including the Draft Terms of
Reference
Topic 3 Route Selection: Review the potential routes for the Community Access Road, and discuss
our proposed approach for selecting viable routes for further study during the EA
Topic 4 Engaging Other First Nations:
and discuss how best to involve your Community

Your input is important to us.
1
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Project Overview

2
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Marten Falls First Nation is initiating a communityled Provincial Environmental Assessment and
Preliminary Design Study for an all season access
road to the community.
Marten Falls First Nation has a winter access road,
transportation of goods and people difficult.
The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g., mining).
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
All season road access connecting the community to the existing
provincial highway network is needed to improve the well-being of
the community.
Better access would allow increased opportunities for:
Social interaction with other communities;
Access to emergency, health and social services;
Training and jobs during planning and construction; and
Local economic development.
A Community Access Road would also reduce transportation costs
for goods and services; meaning more affordable food, fuel and
other vital supplies and services.
4
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Components of the Community Access Road
The Community Access Road is currently at the conceptual stage and is anticipated to include the
following features:
Between 140 km to 250 km of all season, two-lane gravel road
Bridge and/ or culverts (engineered ditches for river and stream crossings);
Areas to obtain construction materials like aggregates; and
Temporary construction access roads, work areas and camps.
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Phases of the Community Access Road
The Community Access Road will have three main phases:

The details will evolve based on input from your community, neighbouring
Indigenous communities, stakeholders and government agencies.
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Project Update
On-going outreach to consult neighbouring Indigenous
communities, including EA Notice of Commencement and followup letter by Chief and calls to 22 Communities identified by the
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
Public Information Session #1 held in Thunder Bay and Geraldton
Marten Falls First Nation meetings held in March, May and June
Key stakeholder meetings in Geraldton/ Municipality of
Greenstone
Online consultation planned to support the release of the Draft
Terms of Reference
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Project Update - Continued
Provincial Environmental Assessment Draft Terms of
Reference was drafted with Marten Falls community input and
is planned to be released for review in the near future;
A summary document of the Draft Terms of Reference, both
English and translated, will also be provided and Communities
will be notified when available;
Federal Project Description is being finalized to allow CEA
Agency to make a decision whether a Federal EA is required
and CEA Agency will provide notification when the review
period will commence, anticipated soon
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Project Update - Continued
Field studies for the Community Access Road and
Road are ongoing
July to October 2019: Terrestrial (Vegetation and Wildlife)
August to October 2019:
Aquatics (Fisheries and Surface Water)
Cultural Heritage
Noise and Air
August to December 2019: Geotechnical and Engineering
Socio-economic and Indigenous Knowledge data collection activities
are expected to start during summer/fall months.
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Environmental Assessment Process
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

What do you think about
the Principles that are
guiding the Community
Access Road?

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch
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The First Step of a Provincial Environmental Assessment
A Provincial Individual Environmental Assessment has been initiated for the Project. The first step
is to prepare a Terms of Reference, which requires consultation with neighbouring Indigenous
Communities.
-making during the EA and outlines:
How the Environmental Assessment will be prepared;
What studies will be conducted;
The process to identify and assess effects; and
How people will be consulted.

Consultation is key to decisionmaking.
We encourage you to provide
input on both the Draft and Final
Terms of Reference.
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Draft Terms of Reference and Plain Language Guide
The Draft Terms of Reference for the Community Access Road has been prepared, based on
community feedback and Project Team direction
The Draft Terms of Reference will be released to Indigenous communities, stakeholders and
government agencies to obtain early input on the Project and proposed plans for the
Environmental Assessment
A Plain Language Guide has been developed as a summary to accompany the Draft Terms of
Reference and will be available to share with Indigenous Communities ahead of the Draft Terms of
Reference release.
Input from Indigenous Communities will ensure that the Environmental Assessment carefully
addresses traditions, Indigenous Knowledge and land use.
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What is a Federal Project Description?
A Project Description is a requirement of the Federal government to determine if a Federal
Environmental Assessment is required, and includes the following information to make that decision:
Proposed Project Description (e.g., location, project activities including construction);
Description of baseline conditions and sensitivities;
Outline of potential environmental effects;
Approach for engagement with Indigenous Communities; and
Approach for engagement with other interested persons (e.g., the public, industry, non-government
organizations and government agencies).
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

Topic 3

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Community Access Road Route Selection
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Preliminary Routes for the Community Access Road
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is identifying the
alternative routes for the proposed road.

Alternative 1

Alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls First Nation
using information gathered during previous studies and
consultation, and updated this year to include the latest available
information.

Alternative 2

Four alternative routes were originally identified. Marten Falls
First Nation has made a community decision to consider only the
western routes in the EA (#1 and #4).

Alternative 3
Alternative 4

Is there anything we should know about the study area or potential routes?
Do you have any comments, ideas or community values related to the
potential alternative routes?
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Respecting the Environment:
An evaluation will be completed in the
Environmental Assessment to compare
Alternative 1 and Alternative 4 against a set of
criteria.
The outcome of the evaluation of alternative
routes in the Environmental Assessment will
identify the preferred route for the Community
Access Road with the:
Least potential for negative effects
Greatest opportunity for mitigation negative
effects
Greatest community benefit

Are there
values
important to
you that we
What else
should
be
should
be
considering?

considered
when defining
Do you
see
which
routes
any
meritimpacts
further
on
Aboriginal
study
through
the
or treaty
Environmental
rights?
Assessment?
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge is important for the planning of the
Community Access Road.
Indigenous Knowledge Guiding Principles will be used for the
Community Access Road.
Indigenous Knowledge is highly valuable and as such is treated
confidentially.
Indigenous Knowledge protocols for all Indigenous communities
will be respected.
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreements will guide the use,
collection and protection of Indigenous Knowledge for the
Community Access Road.
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

Topic 4

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Engaging Indigenous Communities
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Engaging Indigenous Communities
Marten Falls First Nation and neighbouring Indigenous
Communities have been discussing community access
roads since mid-2017
Marten Falls First Nation and the Province of Ontario are
sharing the responsibility to engage with Indigenous
Communities
Marten Falls First Nation Project Team has sent
notification letters and attempted to reach neighbouring
Indigenous communities to determine if they have an
interest in the project and would like to be engaged
through the Terms of Reference and Environmental
Assessment
Discussions are ongoing with several communities
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Proposed Consultation for the Environmental Assessment
Three rounds of consultation are proposed for the Environmental Assessment:

Winter
2019/2020

Spring 2020

Fall 2020
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Gathering Feedback through the Environmental
Assessment
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Project Website

Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

Translated Project Updates

Project Hotline/ Email

How would you
like to be
consulted and kept
Are there
other
informed
during
you
the criteria
Terms of
suggest
we
Reference
and
Consultation
is
key
to
Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Engaging with Eabametoong First Nation
Key items that Marten Falls First Nation and Webequie First Nation have
discussed or exchanged letter about:
General discussions on agreement to work together
Baseline studies
Updates in regards to Ministry of Energy, Northern Development
and Mines discussions
Project information exchanges (including Notice of
Commencement, Field Study Notices and follow-up phone calls)
Determining an Engagement Plan for your Community that respects
your Consultation & Accommodation Protocol

Are there
particular times
Are there other
when we
should avoid criteria you
consulting withsuggest we
the community consider?
(e.g., hunting
or gathering
seasons or
celebrations)?
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ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Marten Falls First Nation Community Access
Road Meeting with Eabametoong First Nation
August 7, 2019
Date: August 7, 2019
(10:00 am to 12:00 pm Chief and Council Meeting; 12:00 pm 2:30 pm Community Open House)
Location: Eabametoong First Nation (EFN)
The following documents the meetings held with Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) and EFN community
members at the EFN Community Open House.

Introduction / Purpose
The purpose of the EFN meeting was to introduce the Community Access Road, gather comments, ideas,
input and community values related to the Community Access Road and present next steps and future
engagement activities. The presentation content included an outline of the Environmental Assessment
(EA) and Terms of Reference (ToR) process and communicated the viability of the two (2) Eastern
interests in the
corridors. Through this meeting, MFFN and the Project Team also aimed to identify
project and to work toward a mutually beneficial agreement.

Community Open House
Following a meeting with Chief and Council, a meeting with the EFN community took place. Advance
notification of the meeting was provided to the community.
Chief Harvey delivered opening remarks and introduced the project and the Project Team. Chief Bruce
then explained why the Project Team was there and what they aimed to cover through the
community meeting. He noted that for future meetings, the Project Team would move forward with a
relationship agreement so that MFFN works together with neighbouring First Nation communities,
especially Eabametoong as the communities share the river, have shared history and a shared family
lineage. Chief Bruce also mentioned the upcoming election in Marten Falls (September 24th, 2019) and
that the community is excited for change. He then explained that he has been working on resource
own resources and territory. He noted that the Community Access Road will provide access from Marten
Falls to the highway. Chief Bruce then introduced Don McKinnon as the Consultation / EA Lead and
presenter for the meeting and noted a community translator was also available.

Presentation
A presentation was delivered to the community by Don McKinnon, Consultation / EA Lead. Following the
presentation, community members were provided with the opportunity to speak directly with members
of the MFFN Project Team and review the display boards and roll-out maps.

Question & Answer
Key items of interest raised by community members are included in the summary of the question and
answer period below.

Q1: Can we discuss one poster at a time? Projects in First Nation communities move rapidly, and the
technical aspects are difficult to grasp. We need to have an understanding of what we will do.
A1: We are at the beginning stages of the project and therefore no decisions have been made. We are
here to present an introduction to the project. If you have a particular way that you would like to be
engaged and consulted with throughout the process, please let us know.
C1: As this is the introduction and the first time that people in the Eabametoong community have seen
the information, it might be worthwhile having other opportunities to provide feedback. Perhaps
communicate the information at an individual level and then circle back to the group so we can all hear
the questions and answers.
The group decided to break-out to read the display boards, look at the maps and ask questions on an
individual level. MFFN Project Team members walked around the room and wrote down questions to
bring forward and answer in a group setting afterwards.
Q2: Would the Project Team complete a strategic comprehensive EA on the next phase?
A2: We do not have a project for the Ring of Fire. At this stage, we are conducting an Individual EA,
which is the most comprehensive EA in Ontario available to us. We will be conducting many studies that
will address potential concerns. If there is anything that concerns you, please let us know so we can
continue the discussion and try to mitigate concerns where possible.
C2: I want to see the community understand this information. They do not understand what is
happening and without that they cannot provide input. Perhaps consider hosting focus group style
meetings as well.
Q3: Have you considered conducting a Regional S
access road to the Ring of Fire? It impacts more than one project because of the mining companies and
the lack of existing infrastructure.

A3: The Individual EA is the most comprehensive EA in Ontario available to us. A Strategic EA presumes
the road between the Webequie project and the Community Access Road. There is no agreement for a
Provincial EA, therefore it would be entirely separate. There is possibility for a Provincial EA in the
future, but the Community Access Road will not have regional impacts.
Q4: What can you tell us about Phase 2? Where are you with Phase 2 of the plan?
A4: There is currently no agreement in place between Marten Falls First Nation and the Province of
Ontario for Phase 2. We are here to focus on the Community Access Road.
Q5: What is considered a strong EA? Are all the communities involved?
A5: There are a total of 22 surrounding communities with potential interest in the Community Access
Road and MFFN has a strong desire to engage with all interested communities. This is the most robust
EA process we can conduct by reaching out to those whom are most directly impacted by this project
(e.g., Fort Hope is interested in the project). While we have tried to connect with all 22 communities,
there are some that are not interested in the project.
Q6: Has the Community-Based Land Use Plan been approved?
A6: It has been approved by the Province of Ontario and is expected to be completed by December
2020.

Meeting Adjournment
At approximately 2:30 p.m., Chief Harvey provided closing remarks and adjourned the meeting.

Action Items
1. Marten Falls First Nation and Project Team to consider to the development of a protocol
agreement between Eabametoong First Nation and Marten Falls First Nation.

B.7 Fort Albany First Nation (FAFN)

B7.1 Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Leo Metatawabin and Council
Fort Albany First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Metatawabin,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

To he lp p rotec ty ou rp riv acy , Mi cro softOffic e prev en te d au to matic d own o
l ad o fth si pi cture fro mth e Intern et.

Coppaway, Clayton
October 31, 2019 1:31 PM
188898
Fwd: August 2, 2019 Marten Falls Community Access Road Agenda
MFCAR_Draft AGENDA_Aug 2 2019 - Fort Albany First Nation Meeting_July 25
2019.docx

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Coppaway, Clayton <
>
Date: Thu, Jul 25, 2019 at 1:14 PM
Subject: August 2, 2019 Marten Falls Community Access Road Agenda
To: <t
, Leo Metatawabin <
Cc: Adam Wright <

>

Hi Chief Metatawabin & Terry,
Attached is the proposed agenda for next week's meeting. Please let Adam (cc'd) know if you have any
questions or would like to propose any amendments.
Miigwetch,
Clayton
To he lp p rotec ty ou rp riv acy , Mi cro softOffic e prev en te d au to matic d own o
l ad o fth si pi cture fro mth e Intern et.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 200
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

**Vacation Alert** July 26 - August 6 , 2019
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February 20, 2020
Chief Leo Metatawabin
Fort Albany First Nation

Re: Invitation to the Indigenous Knowledge Program, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Leo Metatawabin:
Thank you very much for meeting with members of the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) Project Team on August
2, 2019. Since our in-person meeting, we have followed up to invite Fort Albany First Nation to the Open House
that was scheduled for December 10 and 11, 2019. We have also circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) via
mail and email with the Notice of Publication identifying the release date and review period. We would like to
confirm that we have received your comments provided on January 20, 2020, and the MFFN Project Team is
currently composing a formal response to the comments / issues provided, thank you for providing these.
Additionally, although visits with Mushkegowuk communities have recently been postponed, we look forward to
meeting with you when this visit is re-scheduled to discuss your interest in the Project and answer any questions
you may have.
As you are aware, the MFFN has commenced with an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the design, construction
and operation/maintenance of the Project. A Draft ToR for the EA has now been completed. The Draft ToR has
identified two alternative corridors for the community access road that are to be examined further in a future EA
phase. This will include confirmation of the routes, their assessment and evaluation to select a preferred route.
The two identified corridors generally follow higher ground located to the West of the Marten Falls community.
The Draft ToR outlines how the EA will be prepared, including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and how best to engage interested communities and persons. A critical component of
the EA is the integration of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) into the planning and design process.
IK is invaluable knowledge that helps us to better understand and appreciate the environment as it pertains to the
identity, culture and heritage of Fort Albany First Nation and other Indigenous people. It is a critical component of
the Project and will be used to inform baseline conditions, predict potential project impacts, and help to determine
appropriate mitigation and monitoring methods.
We have commenced an IK Program for the Project that will occur in two phases:
1. Collecting existing IK data to help inform early stages of the EA; and
2. Completing project-specific IK studies.
There are significant benefits in providing IK in the EA process, including but not limited to:
Integrating IK, including spiritual and cultural values, into environmental decision making and the Project
design (e.g., avoiding important cultural or subsistence use areas, utilizing IK to inform routing criteria and
mitigation measures, etc.);
Informing the selection of valued ecosystem components or environmental indicators to be used in the
study;
Improving awareness of the impacts development can have on traditional uses, and the subsequent
impacts on spirituality and health; and
Undertaking collaborative traditional stewardship that allows for a more inclusive and holistic approach to
environmental management and monitoring.

We are enquiring if Fort Albany First Nation is interested in participating in the IK Program by either providing
existing IK and/or completing a Project-specific IK study. If you are interested in participating, funding is available.
Our approach to working with your community on the IK program will be guided by the following key principles:
1. The people of your community are a source of knowledge on past and present uses of the land and its
resources, associated cultural practices, and community values.
2. We are your partner our goal is to work together with you to complete the IK Program in a manner that
contributes
-being so that IK can be meaningfully integrated into the EA process.
Protection and confidentiality of IK is of utmost importance to the Project Team. To honour and respect this
important information, we propose establishing an IK Sharing Agreement with your community, prior to the
collection and use of IK information. The Sharing Agreement would outline how confidential and sensitive
process. We have attached a Draft IK Sharing Agreement for your
information would be utilized in the
review and consideration.
In order to confirm that your community is interested in participating in the IK Program, we ask that you contact us
by April 3, 2020
please feel free to contact Andrea Nokleby
or Braydi Rice
of the Project team.
Sincerely,

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Coppaway, Clayton
March 12, 2020 6:05 PM
Christopher Metatawabin
Andrea Nokleby; 188898
Re: Fort Albany - MFFN CAR Project Discussion March 13, 2020 - Meeting materials
image001.jpg

Hi Christopher,
I will get back to you with an alternative option for FAFN to download the zip files.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
To he lp p rotec tyo u rp riv acy , Mi croso ftOffice p rev ented auto matic d own o
l ad o fthi s pi cture from the In terne t.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Thu, Mar 12, 2020 at 5:30 PM Christopher Metatawabin <

> wrote:

FAFN can not open the .zip files.

From: Coppaway, Clayton [mailto:
Sent: March 12 20 12:34 PM
To: Andrea Nokleby <

Subject: Fort Albany MFFN CAR Project Discussion March 13, 2020 Meeting materials

Hi All,
Attached are a few items for the meeting tomorrow (March 13, 2020) at 9:00 am EDT.
Conference Call Information:
1

o Teleconference number: 1-866-542-9023 Pin number 6882451#
o Google hangout link is also included in the calendar invitation for video conferencing as well.

Draft Agenda Items:
o
o
o
o

Update on the Terms of Reference
Overview of IK Program
Next Steps on an In-person or Webinar Session with Fort Albany First Nation
Open Discussion

Attachments:
o Project Overview Information Slides (ppt)
o IK Preliminary Area of Interest Map

IK Preliminary Area of Interest Memo
Template for the IK Sharing Agreement
IK Preliminary Area of Interest Map and Shapefiles
If you have any difficulty downloading or viewing these attachments or if you have questions or concerns
please do not hesitate to let me know.

Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

2

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Coppaway, Clayton
April 24, 2020 3:41 PM
Sarah Beamish; Christopher Metatawabin

Subject:

Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Fort Albany First Nation March 13, 2020
Meeting Minutes  Final version for approval

Hi Christopher and Sarah,
Thank you so much for your approval of the March 13, 2020 meeting minutes. We are in the process of
following up on the action items and questions highlighted in the minutes and we will begin following up with
you about them within the next week or so.
Also, thank you for letting us know about your plans for the development of Fort Albany First Nation (FAFN)
IK and TLU study proposals. Do you have any comments or edits on the Draft Sharing Agreement that we
provided that you would like to share at this time?
Please feel free to connect with us should you or other FAFN representatives or your consultants require
additional information or would like to arrange a future conference call to discuss your proposal.
Sincerely,
The MFFN Project Team
To he lp p rotec tyo u rp riv acy , Mi croso ftOffice p rev ented auto matic d own o
l ad o fthi s pi cture from the In terne t.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Thu, Apr 16, 2020 at 12:16 PM Sarah Beamish
Hi Clayton,

wrote:

Based on my recollection of the call, the minutes look okay. Thank you.
So you are aware, Fort Albany is now working with its consultants to produce a budget for an IK & TLU study
for the MFCAR, to be funded by the Crown and proponent. Once that is better developed, we can share with
your team what the funding needs will be.
Sarah
On Wed, Apr 15, 2020 at 1:45 PM Coppaway, Clayton <
Hi Sarah and Christopher,
1

wrote:

Please see the finalized version (attached pdf) of the Meeting Minutes from our March 13, 2020 call
regarding the Marten Falls Community Access Road (MFCAR) Project Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Sharing
Program.
Additional notes and finalized changes to the minutes:
Regarding the Fort Albany First Nations (FAFN) question about whether/how the announcement of the
Northern Link Road (NRL) will impact the assessment process for the MFCAR. The MFFN Project
Team felt that this question was appropriately addressed in the meeting minutes that the NRL is a
separate project and is not anticipated to impact the MFCAR Project.
The addition of some text to indicate follow up with FAFN about their previous IK data collection along
the Albany River.
The addition of an action item for the MFFN Project team to follow up with FAFN regarding data
collection along the Albany River associated with the MFCAR project.
Removed duplicate text from the meeting minutes.
If you can please review and approve these minutes we would be very appreciative. In addition, the MFFN
Project Team is also in the process of following up with you regarding your additional requests, questions and
concerns raised during the meeting.
Sincerely,
MFFN Project Team
To he lp p rotec tyo u rp riv acy , Mi croso ftOffice p rev ented auto matic d own o
l ad o fthi s pi cture from the In terne t.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John New Brunswick E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée,
confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le
recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

-Sarah Beamish, B.A., M.G.A., J.D.
Beamish Law
901 King Street West, Suite 400, East Tower

2

Thank you for your message. If your email just requires an acknowledgement or a thank you,
please note that I may not reply, as I am trying to reduce my email-related carbon footprint.
This message is intended only for the persons to whom it is addressed. It should not be read by or delivered to
any other person, as it may contain privileged or confidential information. If you have received this message in
error, please notify me immediately at
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Coppaway, Clayton
April 29, 2020 3:00 PM
Leo Metatawabin; Sarah Beamish
Qasim Saddique; Larissa Mikkelsen; Bob Baxter; Lawrence Baxter; Jennifer Bruin; Don
McKinnon; Andrea Nokleby; 188898
Suspending assessment processes during Covid crisis

Hi Sarah and Chief Metetawabin,
Thank you for your April 23, 2020 email seeking clarification about whether the Marten Falls First Nation
supports and intends to seek a suspension of the assessment process while the COVID-19 related travel and
gathering restriction are in place.
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, our team is no longer holding any face-to-face meetings, and we continue
to follow the COVID-19 situation closely. As this situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly.
With respect to our draft provincial EA Terms of Reference (ToR), the comment period has ended. Over the
next few weeks, our team will continue to plan and prepare the proposed ToR based on the comments we have
received from all parties during the comment period. We would like to note that no additional consultation
activities are required in advance of the completion and submission of the proposed ToR to the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation, and Parks (MECP). However, we will continue to be flexible in our approach. If
Fort Albany First Nation representatives request a meeting to discuss their comments or other concerns or
issues, our team will be available via online methods or a conference call.
In addition, any ongoing engagement activities with communities are focused on keeping the lines of
communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are taking the lead from
communities in terms of their interest in scheduling any online meetings or conference calls during this time.
Beyond the completion of the proposed ToR, we will continue our planning and will only resume face-to-face
engagement activities when the COVID-19 public health situation and the associated recommendations and
restrictions change.
Sincerely,
The Marten Falls First Nation Project Team
To he lp p rotec tyo u rp riv acy , Mi croso ftOffice p rev ented auto matic d own o
l ad o fthi s pi cture from the In terne t.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Coppaway, Clayton
May 13, 2020 1:12 PM
Sarah Beamish
Leo Metatawabin; Qasim Saddique; Larissa Mikkelsen; Bob Baxter; Lawrence Baxter;
Jennifer Bruin; Don McKinnon; Andrea Nokleby; 188898
Re: Suspending assessment processes during Covid crisis

Hi Sarah,
Our apologies for not getting back to you sooner regarding your question about the implications of COVID-19
on the federal Impact Assessment (IA) for the Marten Falls Community Access Road Project. In light of the
COVID-19 pandemic, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
COVID-19 situation closely. As this situation evolves, we will continue to monitor public health
recommendations and will seek guidance from the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC) to confirm an
appropriate path forward.
Any ongoing engagement activities with Indigenous communities are focused on keeping the lines of
communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are taking the lead from
communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or conference calls during this time. If
Fort Albany First Nation representatives would like to meet to discuss their questions related to the federal IA
process, our team will be available to speak with you.
For specific information regarding the federal IA process, please contact Caitlin Caffaro Crown Consultation
Coordinator, IAAC, via telephone at 416-952-1576 or via email at IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca.
Sincerely,
The Marten Falls First Nation Project Team
To he lp p rotec tyo u rp riv acy , Mi croso ftOffice p rev ented auto matic d own o
l ad o fthi s pi cture from the In terne t.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John New Brunswick E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Wed, Apr 29, 2020 at 3:44 PM Sarah Beamish
Hello Clayton,

wrote:

Thank you for this response.
Can you also provide an answer with respect to the federal impact assessment process?
Sarah
1

On Wed, Apr 29, 2020 at 2:00 PM Coppaway, Clayton
Hi Sarah and Chief Metetawabin,

wrote:

Thank you for your April 23, 2020 email seeking clarification about whether the Marten Falls First Nation
supports and intends to seek a suspension of the assessment process while the COVID-19 related travel and
gathering restriction are in place.
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, our team is no longer holding any face-to-face meetings, and we
continue to follow the COVID-19 situation closely. As this situation evolves, we are both monitoring public
health recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly.
With respect to our draft provincial EA Terms of Reference (ToR), the comment period has ended. Over the
next few weeks, our team will continue to plan and prepare the proposed ToR based on the comments we
have received from all parties during the comment period. We would like to note that no additional
consultation activities are required in advance of the completion and submission of the proposed ToR to the
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation, and Parks (MECP). However, we will continue to be flexible in
our approach. If Fort Albany First Nation representatives request a meeting to discuss their comments or
other concerns or issues, our team will be available via online methods or a conference call.
In addition, any ongoing engagement activities with communities are focused on keeping the lines of
communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are taking the lead from
communities in terms of their interest in scheduling any online meetings or conference calls during this time.
Beyond the completion of the proposed ToR, we will continue our planning and will only resume face-to-face
engagement activities when the COVID-19 public health situation and the associated recommendations and
restrictions change.
Sincerely,
The Marten Falls First Nation Project Team
To he lp p rotec tyo u rp riv acy , Mi croso ftOffice p rev ented auto matic d own o
l ad o fthi s pi cture from the In terne t.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée,
confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le
recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
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-Sarah Beamish, B.A., M.G.A., J.D.
Beamish Law
901 King Street West, Suite 400, East Tower
Toronto, ON M5V 3H5

Thank you for your message. If your email just requires an acknowledgement or a thank you,
please note that I may not reply, as I am trying to reduce my email-related carbon footprint.
This message is intended only for the persons to whom it is addressed. It should not be read by or delivered to
any other person, as it may contain privileged or confidential information. If you have received this message in
error, please notify me immediately at
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Coppaway, Clayton
May 20, 2020 2:12 PM
Sarah Beamish; Leo Metatawabin; Christopher Metatawabin
Bob Baxter; Larissa Mikkelsen; Andrea Nokleby; Caroline Wrobel; 188898
Marten Falls Community Access Road Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program - Draft IK
Sharing Agreement

Hello Chief Metatawabin, Sarah and Chirstopher,
I hope you and your community are doing well during this time. I am following up the Indigenous Knowledge
(IK) Program for the Marten Falls Community Access Road EA. We understand that you are currently
working with your consultant team to develop Fort Albany's proposed IK and Traditional Land Use (TLU)
studies. However, we are wondering if you have any comments on the Draft IK Sharing Agreement that was
provided by email on Feb 20, 2020 and discussed at our conference call on March 13, 2020.
The IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the IK Program. Establishing a mutually agreeable
IK Sharing Agreement early on will help us to incorporate IK and land use information relevant to the Project
into the EA in a timely and effective manner. The IK Sharing Agreement would also pertain to any existing IK
or land use information that you would like to share with the Marten Falls Project Team at this time.
We would be pleased to organize a call with you to discuss the Draft Agreement and or your proposed IK and
TLU study at your convenience. Please let us know if you have any questions or comments at this time or if
you require additional information.
Thank you,
Clayton Coppaway
To he lp p rotec tyo u rp riv acy , Mi croso ftOffice p rev ented auto matic d own o
l ad o fthi s pi cture from the In terne t.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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June 22, 2020
Chief Leo Metatawabin
Fort Albany First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Metatawabin:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Fort Albany First Nation are focused on keeping the lines of
communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are taking
the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Fort Albany First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVIDprotocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR. Fort Albany First Nation
was one of those communities and we very much appreciate the input you provided.
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First, we would like to thank you for your efforts to provide feedback on the Draft ToR. One of
feedback that would not be possible. The MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from
all those Indigenous Communities who commented and is in the process of incorporating that
feedback into the ToR. The ToR will outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies
that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and the ways communities
and interested persons will be engaged and consulted. Through our review, we have considered
e Draft ToR and have prepared responses to your comments
(see Fort Albany First Nation Draft Record of Consultation attached). We have also indicated, if
applicable, how your feedback has been incorporated into the ToR and/ or how it will be
considered as part of the future EA process.

Record of Consultation to be submitted as an appendix to the ToR; both the Record of
Consultation and the ToR will be publicly available documents. Please let us know if you would
like to meet to discuss our responses to the feedback provided by your community; we would
appreciate meeting in advance of July 22 so that we can consider any additional input in the
ToR. We welcome the opportunity to further our discussions and are happy to schedule an
online/ virtual meeting to do so. If you are not available to meet at this time, you can also
provide comments in writing.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
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and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Chris Metatawabin, Fort Albany First Nation
Terry Metatawabin, Fort Albany First Nation
Sarah Beamish, Fort Albany First Nation Legal Counsel
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
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Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Clayton Coppaway, MFFN Project Consultant
Encl.

Fort Albany First Nation Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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July 27, 2020
Chief Leo Metatawabin
Fort Albany First Nation

Dear Chief Metatawabin:
As you know, for many years Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect our community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
(Fort Albany) questions, concerns, and issues relating to the impacts of COVID-19 on the
consultation process, the Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Program, outstanding follow up, and
participation funding relating to the EA and IA processes. MFFN can relate to the challenges
described in your letter. We fully understand your concerns and fears, and recognize that it can
be difficult to engage on Project-related matters during this challenging time.
We would also like to thank you for your July 23rd letter. We look forward to discussing your
comments on our July 29, 2020 call.
him well. We will remove him from our contact list and wait for confirmation on who will be
replacing Mr. Metatawabin in this role. In the meantime, we will add Steve DeRoy and Alistair
MacDonald to the contact list as technical advisors to FAFN.
COVID-19 and Engagement with the EA
We would like to note that, at this time, ongoing engagement activities with Fort Albany are
focused on keeping the lines of communication open and relationship-building. Considering the
COVID-19 pandemic and the need for physical distancing, our team has put a pause on holding
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face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the situation closely. As the situation evolves,
we are both monitoring public health recommendations and reassessing our approach
accordingly. We will continue to take the lead from Fort Albany in terms of your interest in
scheduling conference calls during this time.
We welcome teleconference or webinar meetings with Fort Albany and recognize that you may
require flexibility in responding and scheduling these. The Project Team is also preparing an
alternative engagement plan that will allow for different options to communicate and engage
with Indigenous communities and the public during this challenging time. Options could
include Focus Group conference calls, online Open Houses, project videos, etc. The intent is to
provide a variety of options to meet the needs of communities. We are aware of successful
engagements with other Indigenous Communities for other major infrastructure projects in
Ontario during COVID-19 and would be pleased to explain to FAFN how these have worked.
If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with COVID-related plans and / or
Draft ToR
-specific
Record of Consultation and
to coordinate a conference call to discuss the community-specific record of consultation, if
addition, thank you for advising us of your upcoming elections. We will continue to work with
elected Council if required.
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Program
We are currently working on an IK Program Guidance Document that will be shared with FAFN
that outlines the broad range of information we would be seeking through the IK Program. As
you noted, information request on territory, rights, IK, and land use will be included in this
document. We are looking to distribute the Guidance Document in August 2020.
We look forward to you sharing the marked-up version of the IK Sharing Agreement. Once
received, we will review and provide a revised version shortly. We also look forward to
discussing your comments on this agreement at our planned July 29, 2020 conference call.
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preliminary area of interest eastward, toward James Bay. We are currently preparing an IK
Study Area Memo that outlines the proposed Local and Regional Study Areas and will consider
this information. The Study Area Memo will be circulated to FAFN for review and
comment. We are also looking to distribute this memo in August 2020, and we look forward to
receiving your feedback.
Also, please note that we have provided responses to the outstanding action items that arose
from our March 13, 2020 conference call on July 10, 2020. Please advise if you have any
questions or concerns with these responses.

MFFN understands the financial concerns FAFN has with participating in both the Federal IA and
Provincial EA processes and has brought these concerns forward to both the provincial and
federal agencies for review and response. We have encouraged our federal and provincial
partners to follow up with Fort Albany First Nation directly on this important issue.
Guiding Principles for the Assessment Processes
As a First Nation, MFFN respects
Project Assessment Standard. Many of the principles noted in this standard are reflected in the
engagement plan included as part of the ToR including an issues resolution strategy for
Indigenous Communities.
Next Steps and Closing
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is
submitted to the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this
revised ToR. Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the MECP will
make a decision to approve, approve with amendments, or reject the ToR under the
Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project Team currently anticipates submitting the
ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for review and decision. We look forward to
our meeting on
Sharing Agreement.
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Thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community Access Road
Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the information
provided, please feel free to reach out to Qasim Saddique, Project Director,
at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca or Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community Advisor, MFFN.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Member Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Jacqueline Sutherland, FAFN CEO
Alistair MacDonald, FAFN Technical Advisor
Steve DeRoy, FAFN Technical Advisor
Qasim Saddique, MFFN Project Team
Larissa Mikkelsen, MFFN Project Team
Lawrence Baxter, MFFN Community Member Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, MFFN Project Team
Don McKinnon, MFFN Project Team Consultant
Andrea Nokleby, MFFN Project Team Consultant
Clayton Coppaway, MFFN Project Team Consultant
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B7.2 Incoming Correspondence Received from the Community

B7.3 Community-Specific Meeting Materials

DRAFT – Agenda: Meeting with Fort Albany First Nation
Date: August 2, 2019

9:00 am – 11:30 am

Location: Delta Marriot, Cascades Room (2240 Sleeping Giant Parkway), Thunder Bay Ontario
Proposed Attendees:
Chief Metatawabin– Fort Albany First Nation
Terry Metatawabin – Fort Albany Advisor
Chief Achneepineskum – Marten Falls First Nation
Bob Baxter – MFFN Community Advisor

Lawrence Baxter, MFFN Community Advisor
Qasim Saddique – MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen – MFFN Advisor
Don McKinnon – EA / Consultation Lead

Agenda Item
Introductions and welcoming from Marten Falls
First Nation

Lead
All

Time
9:00 to 9:15

Review Meeting Agenda

MFFN

9:15 to 9:30

MFFN

9:30 to 10:45

Next Steps / Action Items

All

10:45 to 11:15

Closing Remarks

All

11:15 to 11:30

‘Check-in’ round – any additional agenda items
for discussion. “What are you looking to discuss
today?"
MFCAR Presentation to Fort Albany
Follow up Discussion and Questions

Marten Falls Community Access Road
Meeting with Fort Albany First Nation
August 2, 2019
Date: August 2, 2019 (9:00 am to 11:30 am)
Location: Delta Marriot Hotel, Thunder Bay
Chief Metatawabin, Fort Albany First Nation
Terry Metatawabine, Fort Albany Advisor
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum, MFFN
Bob Baxter - MFFN Community Member Advisor

Larissa Mikkelsen MFFN Advisor
Qasim Saddique MFFN Advisor
Don McKinnon Consultation / EA Lead

Introduction / Purpose
The purpose of the meeting was to provide an update on the Marten Falls Community Access Road
(MFCAR) project, including an outline the Terms of Reference (ToR) process and content including
potential routes. Also to be discussed is the potential interest that Fort Albany First Nation may have in
the project.

Meeting Summary
The meeting began with a welcome from Chief Achneepineskum who indicated that the planning for the
proposed road has been going on for several years and that the ongoing studies to support the EA is to
ensure that the project design is sensitive to potential environmental impacts. He also outlined the
Also noted is that Marten Falls is
many benefits of the project
still completing its CBLUP under the Far North Act.
Chief Metatawabin described some of the challenges that the Fort Albany community has been facing
including lack of health care and changes that are occurring including the reintroduction of traditional
ways and activities. He expressed concerns that projects of large scale can result in negative impacts
including social issues associated with worker camps. He noted previous bad experiences with work
camps for the radar bases that were developed in the north. He also expressed that economic
development is important to his community and wants to create jobs for community members that are
not for example associated with drug trafficking.
The Chief also noted that their community is involved with the James Bay coastal road project which 4
communities are participating in. The project is in the feasibility assessment stage.

Chief Metatawabin asked about how the MFCAR might control access and the flow of people and goods
into the Community. He noted the experiences which the James Bay Cree communities in Quebec have
had with this. The safety and security of Community members is of key concern.
A presentation on the Marten Falls CAR EA was made by Don McKinnon.
Terry Metatawabin encouraged Marten Falls to prepare an economic development plan in association
with their road project. In developing such a plan, it is important that the voice of elders and youth be
considered. Need to consider that the project will impact future generations / the unborn.
Comments were made on the proposed design of the road and whether the design will take into
account the potential use of the CAR for industrial purposes to ensure it is safe for all users.
It was questioned whether the potential for impacts on wildlife will be considered in the EA including
vehicle collisions.
Fort Albany First Nation is hoping that a relationship with Marten Falls First Nation continues
considering that the two communities are on the same river system. The alignment of the two
communities is important.
Chief Metatawabin requested that all previous project notices sent to Fort Albany be resent to him.
Fort Albany will review the information provided to them and the Marten Falls CAR EA, including the
emailed presentation, and will get back to Marten Falls should they have any questions.
It was noted that Fort Albany is hosting a Matawa elders meetings in late September.

Action Items
Marten Falls to forward previous sent project notices and letters to Chief Metatawabin.

Indigenous Knowledge – Preliminary Area of Interest
January 20, 2020
We are currently in the early stages of Project planning for the Marten Falls First Nation Community
Access Road Project (the Project). The Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Project Environmental
Assessment (EA) has been released for review and comment. The review period has been extended to
February 7, 2020 in response to Neskantaga’s request for extension. The Draft ToR identifies a
preliminary study area for the EA, which will be refined in the EA through the identification of disciplinespecific Local Study Areas (LSA) and Regional Study Areas (RSA), including Indigenous Knowledge (IK),
encompassing land and resource use.
As we proceed with the EA process, the IK LSA and RSA will be defined and may take into consideration
other interrlated disciplines and information including but not limited to:
Existing IK, where available and provided;
Information provided by Indigenous Communities;
Wildlife LSA and RSA
Vegetation LSA and RSA
Fish and Fish Habitat LSA and RSA
Cultural Heritage Resources LSA and RSA
Natrual landscape features; and
Available relevant IK studies.
For the purposes of preliminary IK data collection, we are providing you with a digital file (shapefile) of
the preliminary EA study area defined in the Draft ToR. The preliminary study area for the EA includes
the area within 2.5 km of the centreline of each alternative route (Alternative 1 and Alternative 4). At
this stage in the EA process we are proposing that the preliminary EA study area also serves as the
preliminary IK Area of Interest. We recognize that the IK LSA will need to be refined so that IK can
meaningfully inform Project design. We also recognize that the IK RSA will need to be refined to better
understand the potential indirect effects of the Project from a more holistic scale.
Once the draft IK LSA and RSA have been identified, we will share the mapping and shapefiles with you
and provide a rationale for how they were defined. Defining the study areas is an important milestone
and we are working to complete this in a timely manner. If you have any comments and feedback that
should be considered when defining the LSA and RSA, we encourage you to share that with us.
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An IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the IK Program for the Project. Please advise if
you would like us to share a Draft IK Sharing Agreement with you or if you have an Agreement you
would like us to review. Establishing a mutually agreeable IK Agreement early on will help us to
incorporate IK relevent to the Project into the EA in a timely and effective manner.
We are available to discuss any of the above items with you in further detail. We thank you for your
consideration in the IK Program.

Attached:

Preliminary IK Area of Interest Map
Preliminary IK Area of Interst Shapefile
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreement
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What is the Project?
Proposed all season Community Access Road to
connect to provincial highway network through the
Painter Lake Road System
Proponent: Marten Falls First Nation for the
Environmental Assessment (EA) of the Project
This Project does not include a road to the Ring of
Fire
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Preliminary Routes for the Community Access Road
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is
identifying the alternative routes for the proposed road.
Four alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls
First Nation using information gathered during previous
studies and consultation, and updated this year to
include the latest available information.
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has made a
community decision to consider only the western routes
in the EA (#1 and #4).

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

Alternative 4
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
reliable.
A Community Access Road would reduce transportation costs for goods
and services; meaning more affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies
and services.
Better access would allow increased opportunities for:
Social interaction with other communities;
Access to emergency, health and social services;
Training and jobs during planning and construction;
Local economic development; and
Increased ability for families to be together in the community
3
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Project Area and
Neighbouring
Communities
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Indigenous Knowledge Program
We have commenced an IK Program for the Project that will
occur in two phases:
1. Collecting existing IK data to help inform early stages of
the EA; and
2. Completing Project-specific IK studies.
IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the
program
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Indigenous Knowledge Study Area
Local Study Area and Regional Study Area are being identified.
IK study area may consider other interrelated disciplines:
Existing IK (where available and provided);
Information provided by Indigenous Communities;
Wildlife, Vegetation, Fish and Fish Habitat, Cultural Heritage LSAs
and RSA
Natural landscape features; and
Available relevant IK studies.
Preliminary Area of Interest is the EA Study Area identified in the ToR.
2.5 km of centreline of each route (Alternative Routes 1 and 4)
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Overview

Field studies for the EA have been conducted through 2018 and 2019, and will continue through 2020 to help us better
understand the existing conditions of the environment and potential impacts of the Community Access Road. The existing
conditions of the environment can help to inform mitigation measures to avoid or reduce potential impacts during construction
and operation.

2018 to October 2019: Terrestrial
(Vegetation and Wildlife)
Birds
Bats
Land wildlife (such as moose and caribou)
Plants and vegetation

August to December 2019: Geotechnical
and Engineering
Soil
Aggregate sources
Structures

September 2019 to Late-2020:
Fish and water (surrounding lakes, rivers,
ponds, creeks such as Ogoki River and
Albany River)
Cultural heritage (archaeology and built
heritage)
Noise and air quality
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Schedule
Overview
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Regulatory Review Process
Provincial Process

Ontario Environmental Assessment Act

Requires the preparation of a Terms of Reference and
completion of an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA)
MFFN has signed an agreement with the Province of Ontario to
complete an Individual EA for this project.

Federal Process

Impact Assessment Act of Canada

The Impact Assessment Agency of Canada has determined
that the Project requires a federal Impact Assessment (IA).
The Project submitted a Detailed Project Description.
Combined Process
Both the provincial EA and federal IA will be coordinated.
MFFN, Ontario and the Impact Assessment Agency of
Canada are engaging with neighbouring Indigenous
communities and the public.
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What is a Terms of Reference?
A Terms of Reference is a requirement of the Provincial EA process
The Project is currently in the Terms of Reference stage
A

-making during the EA and outlines:
How the Environmental Assessment will be prepared;
What studies will be conducted;
The process to identify and assess effects; and
How people will be consulted.

Consultation is key to decisionmaking. We encourage you to
provide input on the proposed
Terms of Reference, when
available.
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Draft Review Periods
Draft Terms of Reference - for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by Marten Falls First
Nation for review
The review period for the Draft Terms of Reference was extended to February 7 2020;
allowing 63 days for comment
The MFFN Project Team is reviewing feedback and addressing comments, as needed, in
the proposed Terms of Reference, expected to be published in Summer 2020.
Draft Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines and related Plans for the federal Impact
Assessment were issued for review by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC)
The period for public review and comment on the Draft guidelines closed January 28,
2020; allowing 40 days for comment
IAAC is working to finalize these documents. The anticipated Notice of Commencement to
start the federal process is expected to be announced by IAAC in late February 2020.
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Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
First agreement of this nature
Finalized on January 7, 2020
Agreement has been circulated to identified Indigenous
Communities
Outlines roles and responsibilities of MFFN and the Province of
Ontario for the EA and engagement
Allows the Province to participate in MFFN-led consultation
activities, only if the community agrees
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Key Consultation Milestones During the EA
Notice of Commencement for the environmental assessment phase;
Development of impact assessment/ routing evaluation criteria;
Evaluation of the western routing alternatives;
Identification of the preferred route alternative;
Submission of Draft Environmental Assessment Report; and
Submission of Final Environmental Assessment Report.
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Gathering Feedback through the EA
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Project Website

Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

Translated Project Updates

Project Hotline/ Email

How would you
like to be
consulted and
Areinformed
there other
kept
you
duringcriteria
the Terms
suggestand
we
of Reference
Consultation
is
key
to
Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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Next Steps
Potential in-person meeting (community and/or
Chief and Council)
Confirm interest in Indigenous Knowledge
Program
Potential Indigenous Knowledge Sharing
Agreement
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Project
Name:

Marten Falls First Nation All Season
Community Access Road

Attendees: Sarah Beamish (FAFN),
Christopher Metatawabin (FAFN)
Lawrence Baxter (MFFN),
Larissa Mikkelsen (MFFN),
Qasim Saddique (MFFN),
Jennifer Bruin (MFFN),
Don McKinnon (Project Team (PT) Consultant),
Clayton Coppaway (PT Consultant)
Absent:
Regarding:

Date of
Meeting:

March 13, 2020

Time:

10:00 am to 11:20 pm
EST

Project #:

60593122

Location:

Online – call-in

Prepared
By:

Clayton Coppaway (PT
Consultant)

Andrea Nokleby, (PT Consultant)
MFFN Community Access Road Environmental
Assessment – Indigenous Knowledge & Terms of
Reference Update Call with Fort Albany First Nation
representatives

Minutes of Meeting
Action Items
Ø Introductions
MFFN Project Team
· Don McKinnon, member of the EA consulting team for the Marten Falls Community
· Provide meeting
Access Road (MFCAR) Project, asked the group for a round of introductions.
minute drafts for
· Fort Albany First Nation (FAFN) representatives included:
review.
o Chris Metatawabin, Economic Development Officer
o Sarah Beamish, FAFN Legal Council
·

·

Qasim Saddique, MFFN Project Team member, welcomed the FAFN
representative and provided an overview of previous meetings with Fort Albany
First Nation regarding the project.
The FAFN representatives indicated that they were well versed on the background
of the project, such as the proposed routes and other aspects, but that FAFN will
have some additional questions for the MFFN Project Team afterward and as they
arise throughout the conference call.

Action Items
Ø Project Overview, Terms of Reference (TOR) Update & Indigenous
Knowledge (IK) Study
· Don McKinnon, provided a very brief overview of the project details using
information slides provided to all participants.
·

MFFN Project Team
·

FAFN representations asked the following questions:
o Q - Requested confirmation that the MFCAR project does not include a
road to the ring of fire?
o Q - Will MFFN be a part of that Ring of Fire road project [Northern Road
Link]?
·
o Q - Will this change the MFCAR project now that the Ring of Fire Road
project is in process?
o A - The MFFN Project Team responded that the MFCAR Project does not
include the road to the Ring of Fire which is called the Northern Road Link.
Further, MFFN and Webequie First Nation will be co-proponents on the
Northern Road Link to the Ring of Fire. The MFFN Project Team also
explained that the MFCAR is not being changed because of this
announced Northern Road Link.
o Q - The FAFN representatives asked about the links to cumulative effects ·
associated with the MFCAR project and the new Ring of Fire road project?
o A - The MFFN Project Team explained that it is expected that the Northern
Road Link would be considered as part of the cumulative effects
assessment. Although the list of projects to be considered in the
cumulative effects assessment is to be confirmed.

·

The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of the alternative project routes.

·

The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of why the project was needed and
the potential benefits to the community and region.
o FAFN representatives were concerned that this project is opening Treaty 9
area from the “backdoor” and they have concerns about further
encroachment happening from the development of the road.
o It was also noted that the benefits figure was difficult to read on the
presentation and pdf.

·

The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of the proposed route maps and a ·
larger map showing the location of neighbouring Indigenous communities.
o The FAFN representatives highlighted that all maps should be expanded to

·

Provide FAFN with
a larger, poster
sized, version of
the project area
that includes the
James Bay First
Nation
Communities
Follow up with
FAFN about their
pervious data and
IK information
collection on or
along the Albany
River.
Follow up with
FAFN about
project data
collection within
the LSA along the
Albany River.

Follow up with
FAFN on whether
the IAAC IA
Guidelines has
defined or
identified a
geographic study
area.

Provide FAFN with
a copy of the
MOU.

Action Items

o

·

·

include the James Bay communities to keep in mind cumulative effects on
this larger area.
The FAFN representatives also requested that the MFFN Project Team
provide them with as large a map as possible of the project area that
includes the James Bay First Nations as well.

The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of the planned Indigenous
Knowledge (IK) collection Program.
o FAFN representatives explained that FAFN, a few years ago in 2010,
conducted a rafting expedition down the Albany River with OMNRF and
Algoma University. The purpose was to identify place names and conduct
mapping. FAFN representatives indicated that they are working to get this
information from Algoma University and may consider sharing this
information with the MFFN Community Access Road project but would
need technical assistance to access this information.
o The FAFN representatives also highlighted the need for a funding
approach that considers in-community capacity and long-term funding to
support the sustainability of this for this knowledge.
The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of the Local Study Area (LSA).
o The FAFN representatives pointed out that for the Impact Benefit
Agreement (IBA) with De Beers, for the winter road along the James Bay;
they were only willing to compensate communities that could demonstrate
use of land within the road corridor. They highlighted that the area for this
project [MFFN Community Access Road] should include all Treaty 9
territories. They noted that while this project is only considering a narrow
corridor, the effects could extend all along the Albany River which FAFN
has a strong interest in.
o The FAFN representatives highlighted the importance of considering
downriver impacts and including a larger scope for this project beyond the
narrow corridor. They also questioned:
§ Q - What is the significance of the narrow corridor?
§ Q - How does this corridor relate to the IA? and,
§ Q - How wide will be the study area ultimately be?
o The FAFN representatives highlighted the example of the size of the Polar
Bear management refuge area and the inequality between these protected
lands compared to the small size of their community.
o A - The MFFN Project Team explained that this is the preliminary study

·

Provide FAFN with
a template funding
agreement.

FAFN
·

None at this time.

Action Items

o
o

o
o
o
o

area for IK collection and that they recognize that there could be effects
outside of this area.
Q - The FAFN representatives asked how the IK study/program relates to
the draft TOR and if the final TOR will identify or confirm the LSA?
A - The MFFN Project Team explained that there are a variety of study
areas that will be considered in the EA and that the TOR will define these
areas.
Q – The FAFN representatives asked about timelines for the release of the
final TOR?
A - The MFFN Project Team indicated that the TOR will likely be released
later in the spring, but this has not been confirmed yet.
Q - The FAFN representatives asked if FAFN should be commenting on
the proposed study areas?
They also highlighted that communities up here need funding for technical
support to engage in this process. This support needs to be appropriate for
the northern and remote community context.

·

The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of the baseline studies that are
being conducted as part of the EA.
o The FAFN representatives noted that for Archaeology, that it will be difficult
to find permanent structures in Treaty 9 region as these structures would
have been made of wood and now are long gone.
o The MFFN Project Team explained that Archaeology includes all potential
features and artifacts. It is expected that collected IK could further inform
the assessment of archaeological impacts.
o Q - The FAFN representatives asked if the baseline studies are based on
study areas and will other locations be considered? From a FAFN
perspective the whole ecosystem should be the focus. As well, FAFN want
to understand what studies are planned regarding the Albany River.
o A - The MFFN Project Team explained that they would be open to input
regarding study areas for IK studies.
o The MFFN Project Team said that they would follow up with FAFN
representatives regarding studies undertaken/planned for the Albany River.

·

The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of the project schedule.
o The MFFN Project Team highlighted that this information slide is largely
focused on what has already happened. The MFFN Project Team
discussed the broad next steps. These include finalization of the TOR and

Action Items

o
o
o

o

meeting with the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC) to review
technical work plans to ensure that the IAAC Guidelines are satisfied.
These meetings/calls are expected to be scheduled in the coming weeks.
Attempts to engage with Communities will continue, particularly related to
IK collection.
Q - The FAFN representatives noted that the IAAC “clock is ticking” and
asked how this will affect the provincial EA?
A - The MFFN Project Team indicated that they would look into the
timelines related to the completion of the Federal IA and how that might
relate to the provincial EA.
The FAFN representatives highlighted that for FAFN, EA coordination will
be key as they will want to avoid different groups of people coming into the
community for similar requests.

·

The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of the regulatory review information
slide.
o Q - The FAFN representatives asked whether the regulators have defined
or identified a geographic study area yet.
o A - The MFFN Project Team explained that the TOR will outline the study
area. And related to the Federal IA, study areas would be examined as
part of work plan development in consultation with IAAC.

·

The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of the MFFN-Province MOU
o Q - The FAFN representatives pointed out that they have not seen the
MOU and asked if this was included on the on the website?
o A – The MFFN Project Team explained that the MOU has been distributed
to First Nation communities. The MFFN Project Team will get the FAFN
representatives a copy of the MOU
o Q - The FAFN representatives asked what the last bullet [relating to the
province participating with community permission] means?
o A - The MFFN Project Team explained that this is about allowing the
province to participate in community meetings if the Community is open to
this.

·

The MFFN Project Team provide an overview of the key consultation milestone
during the EA
o The FAFN representatives noted that there were two mindsets that must
be considered: 1. immediate effects and, 2. the cumulative effects.

Action Items
o

o
o

The FAFN representatives noted that a technical review team as being
established and that in-community meetings are to be coordinated.
However, the impacts of the COVID-19 situation on engagement may be
significant. They explained that they are assessing this situation on an
ongoing basis and may require accommodation.
Q - The MFFN Project Team asked how communities are responding to
this emerging situation.
A - The FAFN representatives indicated they have banned travel for their
community and that many communities are restricting travel in and out of
the communities.

·

The MFFN Project Team provided an overview of how the project will be gathering
feedback on the EA.
o The MFFN Project Team noted that FAFN will may see invitations from
IAAC to have an in-community meeting and present on the Federal IA
process. The MFFN Project Team highlighted the importance of trying to
coordinate both EA/IA processes including requests for community
meetings.
o Q - The FAFN representatives asked if the MFFN Project Team would be
producing communication/engagement materials for all ages, like youth
and children.
o A - The MFFN Project Team explained that there was an intension to
include this in community engagement. The FAFN representatives
suggested that perhaps creating these materials and then providing them
to FAFN to present and deliver to the community might work.

·

The MFFN Project Team discussed the next steps for the project.
o The MFFN Project Team noted that they would be looking to engage
communities in additional meetings, confirming interest in the IK
sharing/collection program and working to coordinate IA and EA meetings.
o The FAFN representatives explained the history of the Treaty 9
communities being displaced from their homelands and relocated to small
reserves. They further highlighted that the old trails and paths are
disappearing because community members are not visiting these
homelands due to the high costs of travel/fuel in the north. This means we
are losing our IK of these areas. The FAFN representatives suggested
that Hudson Bay Achieves be reviewed to understand this historical
context.

Action Items

Ø Questions & Discussion
o Q - The MFFN Project Team asked if the FAFN representatives had any
additional questions, concerns or issues that FAFN had regarding the
MFFN Community Access Road Project.
o A - The FAFN representatives said that they had several questions for the
MFFN Project Team:
o Q - How does the IK sharing work?
o The FAFN representatives noted that FAFN have a vision for their goals
and their preference is to combine one IK study to meet both purposes [IA
& EA] using a pool of funding. The FAFN representatives also pointed out
the needs of other projects for IK as well.
o Q – The FAFN representatives asked if it was possible to pool this funding.
o Q - How does the funding work for IK knowledge collection?
o A - The MFFN Project Team explained that IK collection is flexible and will
be developed on a community by community basis. The MFFN Project
Team explained that they don’t have full information on the agreements
between the province and Communities. The MFFN Project Team pointed
out that the first step is figuring out which issues are of concern by a
Community and then develop the IK program for the Community based on
this.
o The FAFN representatives pointed out that a study focused on the Albany
River is a priority.
o Q - Are there funding caps on the IK program?
o A - The MFFN Project Team explained that yes there would be a limit.
They explained that there is a fund for IK but there is only a limited amount.
o Q - Is April 3rd, 2020 the deadline to show interest in the IK program and
do you require a written expression of interest?
o A - The MFFN Project Team explained that April 3rd, 2020 is the deadline.
o The FAFN representatives noted that this telephone call can be considered
an expression of interest in the IK program.
o Q - Do you have any standard template for funding and a draft data
sharing agreement?
o A - The MFFN Project Team said that they would get back to the FAFN
with a template funding agreement. There is also a template for the data
sharing agreement for FAFN consideration.
o The FAFN representatives explained that they had not reviewed the
agreement in any detail but would likely have questions for follow up.

MFFN Project Team
· Provide FAFN with
a template funding
agreement for
their review.
FAFN
· None at this time.

Action Items

·

There were no other questions or comments and the meeting was adjourned.

Ø Gathering Feedback and Next Steps
· Connect with FAFN representatives about coordinating additional meetings and
community engagement contingencies in light of the COVID-19 pandemic.
·

Follow up with FAFN on the IK Sharing Agreement questions and concerns

·

MFFN Project Team to share meeting minutes and action items with FAFN.

MFFN Project Team
·

Follow up with
FAFN regarding
additional
meetings or
community
engagement
opportunities.

·

Follow up with
FAFN regarding
the IK Sharing
Agreement
questions and
concerns.

·

Share meeting
minutes with
FAFN.

FAFN
·

Follow up with the
MFFN Project
Team if they have
any additional
questions or
concerns.

Any errors or omissions please contact MFFN Project Team member Clayton Coppaway, at
within 2 weeks of distribution. Finalized meeting minutes will be included in the
public Record of Consultation.

B7.4 Draft ToR Comments Received/Responses

Fort Albany First Nation Comment Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
52 Fort Albany First
Nation

As we have noted in previous written comments submitted through The Project looks forward to working with Fort Albany First Nation
the federal impact assessment process, as Fort Albany is also a
and receiving feedback. Meegwetch.
northern fly-in community, we understand well the potential benefits
of this Road for Marten Falls First Nation. We intend to approach
the federal and provincial assessment processes in a spirit of
constructive collaboration.

53 Fort Albany First
Nation

Our comments should be read with the understanding that we have
been unable to review the Draft TOR in an in-depth way, because
we have not yet had funding in place for full technical or legal
review during the comment period, nor have we had capacity to
organize a community meeting for this purpose. It is our
understanding that we should have such funding in place for later
steps in the consultation and assessment process.

54 Fort Albany First
Nation

we believe that you have identified the appropriate categories of
Further information on potential effects will be included in the EA
potential impacts for further assessment. As these categories
and will be consulted on.
remain fairly general, it may be that, at a later stage in the process,
Fort Albany will request some specific further detail about some
impact of particular concern to us.

55 Fort Albany First
Nation

As we share a regional ecosystem with Marten Falls, it is likely that
Fort Albany will be particularly interested in environmental impacts
on the land, water, air, and animal species of special importance to
us, which are fundamental to the exercise of many of our rights

The EA will include an assessment of potential effects of the Project ToR Section 7.2
on the environment. The term environment is defined broadly in the
Environmental Assessment Act (EAA) and includes social, cultural,
economic, built and natural environments; thereby capturing your
interest in effects to the land, water, air and wildlife. We are open to
receiving information Fort Albany First Nation is willing to provide
about their activities within the Project area.

56 Fort Albany First
Nation

As we have already expressed, given that we share the Albany
River water system with Marten Falls, and are downriver from your
community, it is especially important that we have a shared
understanding and approach to understanding and addressing any
impacts to the water (and everything that depends on it) that might
be caused by the construction and operation of this Road.

There will be opportunity to comment on assessment methods,
which includes potential effects to surface water and fish during the
EA (key milestones of the updated Consultation Plan: Notice of
Commencement, Effects Assessment Methods, Identification of
Preferred Alternatives, Review of the Draft and Final EA / IS).

57 Fort Albany First
Nation

We encourage that the assessment process include special efforts A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
Appendix B:
to consider impacts on specific groups ( e.g. people of certain sex Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project to consider Consultation Plan
or age) at every stage where it may be relevant, with the help of
gender and other identity factors.
those with appropriate expertise.

58 Fort Albany First
Nation

Given that we must understand wellbeing in a collective and
A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
Appendix B:
interconnected way, the magnitude of any potential harm should be Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project to consider Consultation Plan
judged by its likely impacts on those most sensitive to it (e.g.
gender and other identity factors.
pregnant women, breastfeeding infants, animals during breeding or
nesting seasons, and so on).

59 Fort Albany First

We also encourage that Traditional/Indigenous Knowledge be

Fort Albany_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

We appreciate your comment. The Project recognizes that Fort
Albany First Nation has not yet completed an in-depth review and
looks forward to future consultations. The Project is in the early
stages of the EA process and there will be many more opportunities
to provide input. The next step in the EA process is for MFFN to
submit the Proposed ToR to the MECP. Once the Proposed ToR is
submitted there will be a 30-day review period for interested
persons to provide comments directly to the MECP. Meegwetch.

Indigenous Knowledge is at the core of the EA program and will be

-

ToR Section
10.2.2

ToR Section 7.2

-

ToR Section
1

Fort Albany First Nation Comment Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
Nation

considered at every point where it may be relevant. While we are
considered throughout all aspects of the assessment including
glad to see that this is referenced at many points in the Draft TOR, potential effects on moose and caribou. This has been clarified in
we noticed that it was not mentioned as a source of information in the ToR. Details are also provided in Section 3.4.2.
relation to impacts on moose and caribou (Appendix A, page 2), for
example.

3.4.2

60 Fort Albany First
Nation

We would like to be kept informed and engaged at all major points
in the consultation and impact assessment process.

The MFFN Project Team will continue to engage Fort Albany First
Nation throughout the EA process.

61 Fort Albany First
Nation

Given the many demands on our time and resources, we ask for
plenty of time for review of documents and opportunities for
comment.

The MFFN Project Team recognizes the time and effort it takes to
review these documents and will provide as much notice as
possible for future releases of information available for review and
comment.

62 Fort Albany First
Nation

We also ask that you continue providing plain-language resources
with plenty of visual aids

The MFFN Project Team is planning to continue to provide EA
related plain-language materials that incorporate visual aids.

Appendix B:
Consultation Plan

63 Fort Albany First
Nation

and to engage with us face-to-face wherever possible

The MFFN Project Team will continue to consult with Fort Albany
First Nation and will schedule in-person meetings, whenever
possible.

Appendix B:
Consultation Plan

64 Fort Albany First
Nation

Marten Falls First Nation already has access to Fort Albany's
written submissions to the federal impact assessment process in
relation to this Road. These submissions are posted to the Canada
Impact Assessment Registry website. We ask that those
submissions be taken into consideration as appropriate for the
provincial assessment process as well.

The Project appreciates all input and comments received from Fort
Albany First Nation, and have considered your submission posted
on the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (The Agency) registry
during the provincial assessment process, as appropriate.

65 Fort Albany First
Nation

We are holding a community meeting on January 23, 2020, where
we will gather early questions, concerns, and comments about this
Road. If our members say anything that we believe you should be
aware of while finalizing the TOR, we will let you know in writing by
early February.

Although the Project Team did not receive any specific
communication from the January 23 meeting, we look forward to
receiving any questions, comments, and concerns that arise from
Fort Albany in the future.

66 Fort Albany First
Nation

Finally, we have a lawyer, Sarah Beamish, who is assisting us with MFFN has made note of this request and will include Sarah
this process. Please copy her on your future communications with Beamish on all future communications with Fort Albany First Nation.
us regarding this Road, at
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Appendix B:
Consultation Plan
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Fort Albany First Nation’s Requested Changes to Marten Falls First Nation’s November 2019 Draft Terms of Reference
Marten Falls Community Access Road (CAR) – Environmental Assessment (July 17, 2020)
#
1

Reference
Section 5.2.1.1
Road
p. 11

Context
The ToR states that “the number
of anticipated vehicles to use the
CAR is not known at this time.”

2

Section 5.2.2
Project
Activities
p. 13

The ToR states that “the number
of construction fronts that will be
utilized to build the CAR will be
determined at a later stage of
Project design”

3

Section 7.1
Description of
the Environment

The ToR does not indicate how
Indigenous knowledge was
incorporated into the description
of existing environmental
conditions.

4

Section 7.1.4.2
Acoustic

Section 7.1.4.2 of the ToR states
that “the Project will undertake a

Requested Change
Please provide a reasonable
estimate of anticipated vehicles to
use the CAR, broken down into
personal vehicles and commercial
vehicles, under a number of
scenarios (including by season and
with and without development of
one or more major ore deposits
within the Ring of Fire region).

Rationale
Projected vehicle use is required
to estimate potential impacts on a
number of components,
including, but not limited to, air
quality, vegetation, wildlife and
Indigenous land use. It is a
critical consideration in this EA,
as operational use of the road and
direct, indirect, and induced
effects of that operational use, are
subject to this assessment.
Please provide a reasonable
An estimate of the maximum
estimate of the maximum number of number of construction fronts is
construction fronts that will be
required to estimate impacts
utilized to build the CAR.
associated with noise and the size
of the workforce during the
construction period.
Please indicate how Indigenous
Indigenous knowledge provides
knowledge (and from what Nations) valuable information about the
was incorporated into the
existing conditions of
description of existing
environmental components that
environmental conditions and/or
have the potential to be impacted
indicate how Indigenous knowledge by the project.
will be collected and incorporated
into the description of the existing
environment in the environmental
assessment.
Please indicate how Indigenous
Ambient sounds are an indicator
values in relation to the current
of biodiversity and comprise a

#

Reference
Environment
p. 24
Section 7.2.2
Acoustic
Environment
p. 49

5

Section 7.1.4.4
Surface Water
p. 28

6

Section 7.1.4.6
Vegetation
p. 29

7

Section 7.1.4.8
Fish and Fish

Context
field program to better understand
the existing local and regional
ambient noise levels” (p. 24).
However, the ToR does not
indicate whether the field
program will collect information
on the current soundscape in
relation to Indigenous values.
Section 7.2.2 of the ToR states
that “potential noise effects of the
alternative routes will be assessed
quantitatively a noise prediction
model” (p. 49).
The ToR states that “groundbased field surveys will be used to
obtain site-specific field data at a
subset of water body crossings to
verify or augment the results and
assumptions from the desktop
analysis.”
The ToR states that “a description
of soil, plant species,
relative abundance of plant
species, and presence of invasive
and Species at Risk (SAR) will be
recorded for each survey plot.”
The ToR makes no mention of
traditional use plants and
medicinal plants.
The ToR states that “over 20
species of fish, primarily of cool

Requested Change
soundscape will be drawn on to
inform the noise field study and
effects assessment.

Rationale
meaningful aspect of the
environment for Indigenous
people, informing Indigenous
knowledge and land use (HerreraMontes, 2019; Ritts et al., 2016;
Muir 2014, Samuels et al. 2010).
Limiting baseline studies and
effects assessment to “noise”
levels is insufficient to capture
effects on Indigenous people
resulting from alterations in
soundscape.

Please describe how the subset of
water body crossings for groundbased field surveys will be
determined and how Indigenous
nations will be consulted with
respect to the selection of such sites.
Please indicate how traditional use
plants and medicinal plants will be
surveyed and with the involvement
of which Indigenous groups, and
what the status and schedule is for
completing this work.

Particular waterways may hold
unique values and meanings for
Indigenous peoples. Indigenous
knowledge and values should
guide the selection of waterways
will be selected for ground-based
field surveys.
Traditional use plants and
medicinal plants are important
components of the environment
for Indigenous people and have
the potential to be impacted by
the project.

Please remove “and a part of, or
support a commercial, recreation, or

A focus on "commercial,
recreational, or Aboriginal

#

Reference
Habitat
p. 30

8

Section 7.1.4.8
Fish and Fish
Habitat
p. 31

9

Section 7.1.4.11
Indigenous
Knowledge and
Land Use

Context
and cold-water thermal regimes,
are known to inhabit these waters
and are part of, or support a
commercial, recreational, or
Aboriginal fishery and are
therefore regulated by the
Fisheries
Act.”
The ToR states that “the groundbased field surveys will be used to
obtain site-specific field data at a
subset of water body crossings
(approximately 10% of the total
number of mapped and unmapped
waterbody crossings) to verify or
augment the
results and assumptions from the
desktop analysis”
This section of the ToR does not
provide information about
existing historical and cumulative
effects on Indigenous knowledge
and land use.

Requested Change
Aboriginal Fishery” from this
sentence.

Please describe how the subset of
water body crossings for groundbased field surveys will be
determined and how (and which)
Indigenous nations will be
consulted with respect to the
selection of such sites, including
status and timelines for this work.
Please provide information about
existing historical and cumulative
effects on Indigenous knowledge
and land use or indicate how and on
what timeline such information will
be collected and incorporated into
the effects assessment.

Rationale
fishery" is not part of the current
Fisheries Act. Fort Albany First
Nation requires an assessment of
all important fish species – to be
determined through consultation
– not just those subject to a
commercial, recreational or
Aboriginal fisher.
Particular waterways may hold
unique values and meanings for
Indigenous peoples. Indigenous
knowledge and values should
guide the selection of waterways
will be selected for ground-based
field surveys.

A description of existing
historical and cumulative effects
on Indigenous knowledge and
land use is required to accurately
characterize baseline conditions
and change over time to date. As
an Indigenous group like Fort
Albany First Nation that has seen
many changes, MFFN is well
aware that the traditional use and
rights practice environment in
which this CAR is proposed is not
a pristine one, but rather one that
has been subject to many high

#

Reference

Context

Requested Change

10

Section 7.1.4.12
Socio-Economic
and Built
Environment
p. 39

The ToR states that “The closest
populated areas to the Project are
the Indigenous communities of
MFFN and Aroland First Nation.”
The ToR does not provide
information about other
Indigenous nations potentially
affected by the project.

Please indicate which Indigenous
nations are anticipated to be
employed by the project and
provide a description of current
socio-economic and built
environment conditions for such
Indigenous nations.

11

Section 7.1.4.12
Socio-Economic
and Built
Environment –
Visual
Aesthetics
p. 43

The ToR provides limited
information about visual
aesthetics in the area of the
project.

Please provide information about
any planned field programs to
collect visual data at key locations
and plans to consult with
Indigenous nations in the collection
of such data.

12

Section 7.2
Potential
Environmental
Effects
p. 47

The ToR does not indicate how
the preliminary identification of
potential environmental effects
was determined, including
secondary sources of data that
may be drawn on to inform the
effects assessment.

13

Section 7.2.6
Vegetation
p. 50

The ToR states that “Potential
effects on vegetation and
ecological communities include
changes to community diversity
(including community loss),

Please provide identify secondary
sources of information about the
effects of all-season roads on
remote communities and indicate
how the review of such information
has informed the preliminary
identification of potential
environmental effects.
Please indicate anticipated changes
on traditional use plants, including
medicinal plants as a result of the
project.

Rationale
magnitude changes over time.
While some Indigenous nations
may not be located close to the
project, they may nevertheless be
affected through pathways
associated with employment as
well as a series of other potential
social, economic, cultural and
health effects. These need to be
properly characterized in MFFN
filings.
The visual environment
comprises a meaningful
component of the environment for
Indigenous peoples, informing
traditional knowledge and use.
The project has the potential to
adversely affect the visual
landscape.
There are number of predictable
effects associated with the
development of all-season access
roads to remote communities that
should inform the effects
assessment, including with
respect to methods, valued
components and findings.
Traditional use plants and
medicinal plants are important
components of the environment
for Indigenous people and have
the potential to be impacted by

#

Reference

14

Section 7.2.10
Indigenous
Knowledge and
Land Use
p. 52

15

Section 7.2.11
Socio-Economic
and Built
Environment
p. 53

16

Section 7.2.11
Socio-Economic
and Built
Environment
p. 53

Context
changes to wetland quantity and
function, and changes to species
diversity.” This section of the
ToR does not mention potential
impacts on traditional use plants,
including medicinal plants.
The ToR provides a list of
potential effects to Indigenous
and Treaty Rights. This list relates
primarily to tangible impacts and
does not capture potential impacts
on intangible social and cultural
values.

The ToR provides a list of
potential effects on the socioeconomic and built environment.
This list does not consider effects
associated with increased access
for illicit activities.
The ToR states that “Improved
access to MFFN may also provide
benefits in the form of skill
development, training and job
creation.” The ToR does not
mention existing barriers of

Requested Change

Rationale
the project.

Please identify potential effects on
the social and cultural dimensions
of land use, such as sense of place,
spirituality, knowledge
transmission, and social norms.

Indigenous land use cannot be
reduced to physical activities,
access and biophysical proxies
(such as environmental
conditions). The social and
cultural dimensions of Indigenous
land use are integral components
and need to be adequately
assessed.

Consideration should also be given
to effects resulting from increased
non-Indigenous access as a result of
the project.
The Terms of Reference should
identify how these valid impact
pathways will be investigated.
Please include increased access for
illicit activities (e.g. transportation
and sale of illegal drugs) in the list
of potential effects.
Please identify differential ability to
take advantage of project benefits
among Indigenous nations,
including Fort Albany First Nation,
as a condition that may affect the
realization of project benefits.

Increased access to remote
communities is known to result in
health and wellbeing impacts as a
result of increased illicit
activities.
Indigenous communities may
have several barriers affecting
their ability to take advantage of
project benefits, such as lack of
transportation, insufficient skills
and training, health and wellness

#

Reference

Context
Indigenous nations to take
advantage of project benefits.

Requested Change

17

Section 8.
Assessment and
Evaluation, p.
54

This section of the ToR does not
identify the approach to
cumulative effects assessment.

18

Section 8.
Assessment and
Evaluation, p.
54

This section of the ToR does not
include consideration of potential
induced effects from the Project.

20

Section 10.2
Summary of

The ToR states that “An overall
introduction to the Project and the

Please describe the approach that
will be used to conduct a
cumulative effects assessment. For
reference purposes, see the First
Nations Major Projects Coalition’s
Major Project Assessment Standard,
Principle 8 (First Nations Major
Projects Coalition, 2019) which
covers meaningful practice of
cumulative effects assessment as
identified by over 60 Canadian
Indigenous groups. MFFN is
requested to identify whether it is
committed to conduct any required
cumulative effects assessment to
this standard.
Please include consideration of
potential induced effects of the
project, such as accelerated mineral
exploration and development in the
Ring of Fire, increased forestry
activities, increased non-Indigenous
access and use of and development
of the area, and increased hunting
pressure.
Please indicate how early
engagement with Indigenous

Rationale
issues, and cultural requirements.
The effects assessment should
identify measures to address such
barriers so as to enhance project
benefits.
Cumulative effects resulting from
multiple past, present and
reasonable foreseeable projects
and activities are a primary
concern for Indigenous
communities and require adequate
assessment.

Road development is likely to
result in induced effects that need
to be adequately assessed and
mitigated.

Meaningful consultation requires
that engagement has the potential

#

Reference
Consultation
Activities on the
ToR
p. 62

Context
EA process was provided during
initial conversations with
interested persons.” The ToR
does not indicate if or how such
conversations informed project
design or effects assessment
methods.

21

Section 10.2
Summary of
Consultation
Activities on the
ToR
p. 63
Section 10.2.2
Indigenous
Communities
Engagement
p. 64

The ToR states that “a
list of issues received through
consultation activities during
preparation of the ToR will also
be included in the
Proposed ToR.”
The ToR states that “Prior to
commencing the ToR, MFFN
held Project-related discussions
with several Indigenous
communities between 2017 and
2018. A summary of these
activities is provided in Marten
Falls First Nation Community
Access Road Supporting
Document – Draft Alternatives
Development (AECOM 2019).”
This document is not available.
The ToR states that “The Marten
Falls First Nation Community
Access Road Supporting
Document – Draft Terms of
Reference Record of Consultation
(AECOM 2019a) , provides a

22

23

Section 10.2.2
Indigenous
Communities
Engagement
p. 65

Requested Change
nations influenced project design
(e.g. selection of alternative route
alignments) and/or future
opportunities for such engagement.
Please also identify how MFFN is
planning to engage Fort Albany
First Nation in consideration of
alternative routing options.
Please provide a list of all issues
received to date, inclusive of issues
raised during preparation of the
ToR. Please also indicate how such
issues have been, or will be,
addressed.
Please append the referenced
document to the ToR or otherwise
make it available to Indigenous
nations.

Rationale
to result in concrete changes to
project design and planning,
particularly at an early stage in
the planning process.

Please append the referenced
document to the ToR or otherwise
make it available to Indigenous
nations.

The document should be available
for review.

Adequate issues tracking
necessitates documentation of
issues when first raised and steps
to address such issues, including
perceived adequacy of such steps
and any further issues that arise.
The document should be available
for review.

#

Reference

24

Section 11.3.1
Identification of
Indigenous
Communities
p. 76

25

Section 12.

Context
summary of the
attempts to engage with
Indigenous communities up to
October 24, 2019.” The document
is not available.
The ToR states that “All
identified communities will
receive all statutory notices
related to the EA (e.g., Notice of
Commencement of the
Environmental Assessment) and
comprehensive, plain-language
Project updates through email,
mail and the Project website.
Each will also be provided the full
opportunity to review and
comment on key EA documents
including the Draft and Proposed
ToR as well as the Draft and Final
Environmental Assessment
Report. In addition,
Indigenous communities,
depending on their level of
interest in and the potential for
impacts related to development
of the CAR, will be encouraged
or offered the opportunity to meet
in-person to discuss the Project
and gather feedback at
appropriate milestones throughout
the EA.”
The ToR states that “Minor

Requested Change

Rationale

Please indicate how opportunities
for more constructive engagement
on assessment topics, methods,
mitigations, etc. will be provided, in
addition to notification, project
updates, and review and comment.

Project notification and the
opportunity to review and
comment on project documents
provides the bare minimum of
consultation. Best practice,
aligned with the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous People, requires that
Indigenous nations have the
opportunity to make consentbased decisions about projects
that have the potential to affect
their rights. This entails
constructive engagement in
project design and assessment
methods.

Please provide information about

Large changes to proposed study

#

Reference
Accommodating
New
Circumstances
p. 81

26

Appendix A
Draft Criteria &
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation
pp. 1-2

27

Appendix A
Draft Criteria &
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation
p. 2
Appendix A
Draft Criteria &
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation
p. 2
Appendix A
Draft Criteria &
Indicators for
Alternatives

28

29

Context
changes include, but are not
limited to, modifications or
variations to the consultation
plan, proposed study areas and
alternatives, refinement of
evaluation criteria and need for
additional studies.”
The “availability” indicator for
vegetation, wildlife and ungulates
is not defined. It is unclear
whether this indicator refers to
spatial extent or a different
consideration. It is also unclear
whether this indicator is intended
to capture disturbance and
avoidance effects.
Wildlife criteria do not include
any large mammals.

Requested Change
the anticipated scope of changes to
proposed study areas and
alternatives.

Rationale
areas and alternatives could have
significant implications for the
EA.

Please define the indicator
“availability”.

A clear definition of indicators is
required to assess their
appropriateness.

Please indicate how Indigenous
nations will be consulted to refine
the list of wildlife criteria (and other
criteria).

The list of criteria presented in
Appendix A may not capture all
criteria of concern to Indigenous
nations.

The list of wildlife and ungulate
indicators does not seem to
capture potential impacts on
habitat quality, movement
corridors or species distribution.

Please provide indicators for habitat
quality, movement corridors and
species distribution for wildlife and
ungulates, or describe how these
considerations will be captured by
other indicators.
Please list Indigenous knowledge
and field investigations as Potential
Data Sources for ungulates.

Habitat quality, movement
corridors and species distribution
are key indicators for wildlife and
ungulate impacts.

Potential Data Sources for
ungulates do not identify
Indigenous knowledge or field
investigations.

Indigenous knowledge and field
investigations are key potential
data sources for ungulates.

#
30

31

32

33

Reference
Evaluation
p. 2
Appendix A
Draft Criteria &
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation
p. 2
Appendix A
Draft Criteria &
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation
p. 4

Appendix A
Draft Criteria &
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation
p. 4
Appendix A
Draft Criteria &
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation
p. 5

Context

Requested Change

Rationale

The ToR includes “value of”
animal and plant harvesting areas
as indicators of Traditional Use of
Land and Resources and
Aboriginal and Treaty Rights

Please provide specific indicators
for social, cultural, spiritual, food
security, sense of place, cultural
transmission components or indicate
how these aspects are accounted for
in the proposed indicators.
Please include indicators of
Community Well-being that capture
impacts from increased disposable
income, increased access to
southern communities and increased
access to elicit activities (e.g.
transportation and sale of drugs), or
indicate how the proposed
indicators capture these elements.
Please include an indicator that
captures the ability of Indigenous
nations to take advantage of project
benefits.

"Value" may be too broad to
account for social, cultural,
spiritual, food security, sense of
place, cultural transmission
components.

Please provide an indicator and
methodology that captures changes
in visual quality. For a project such
as this, the use of Indigenous Visual
Quality Objectives, and mock up
visual perspectives from different
viewpoints before and after project
development, through engagement
with Indigenous peoples, is standard

“Visibility” is an insufficient
indicator to capture visual quality.

The ToR includes indicators for
Community Well-being, but does
not include indicators to capture
impacts from increased
disposable income, increased
access to southern communities
and increased access to elicit
activities (e.g. transportation and
sale of drugs).
The ToR provides indicators for
Regional Economy but does not
include indicators to capture
Indigenous nations’ ability to take
advantage of project benefits.
The ToR provides “Visibility of
the Project from sensitive
locations” as indicator for Visual
Character.

The project has the potential to
result in impacts associated with
increased disposable income,
increased access to southern
communities and increased access
to elicit activities.

Indigenous communities may
have several barriers to their
ability to take advantage of
project benefits.

#

Reference

Context

Requested Change
practice.

Rationale
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Fort Albany First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID #

Commenter

649 Fort Albany First
Nation

Concern
Section 5.2.1.1 Road p. 11 The ToR states that “the number of
anticipated vehicles to use the CAR is not known at this time.”
Please provide a reasonable estimate of anticipated vehicles to
use the CAR, broken down into personal vehicles and commercial
vehicles, under a number of scenarios (including by season and
with and without development of one or more major ore deposits
within the Ring of Fire region).

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

The assumed number of vehicles that will use the access road will
be determined in the EA which will inform the impact assessment
work. For the purpose of the road design, it is currently assumed
that up to 400 vehicles / day would use the road.

ToR Section
5.2.1

The number of construction fronts is not known and would be
determined as part of post EA design work. The EA will recognize
that one or more construction fronts are possible

ToR Section
5.2.2

The description of baseline conditions in the ToR provides context
information, is at a higher level and does not typically include IK.
Rather, IK will be collected and included as part of the baseline
(existing) conditions description in the EA.

ToR Section
3.4.2

The MFFN Project Team will engage with interested Indigenous
communities who may be adversely affected by the Project to
determine receptor locations for future noise assessment modelling
work to be completed as part of the EA. If FAFN has specific
interest in understanding how the noise assessment will be
completed, the MFFN Project Team is available for further

ToR Section
7.2.3

Projected vehicle use is required to estimate potential impacts on a
number of components, including, but not limited to, air quality,
vegetation, wildlife and Indigenous land use. It is a critical
consideration in this EA, as operational use of the road and direct,
indirect, and induced effects of that operational use, are subject to
this assessment.
650 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 5.2.2 Project Activities p. 13
The ToR states that “the number of construction fronts that will be
utilized to build the CAR will be determined at a later stage of
Project design”.
Please provide a reasonable estimate of the maximum numbers of
construction fronts that will be utilized to build the CAR.
An estimate of the maximum number of construction fronts is
required to estimate the impacts associated with noise and the size
of the workforce during the construction period.

651 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 7.1 Description of the Environment
The ToR does not indicate how Indigenous knowledge was
incorporated into the description of existing environmental
conditions.
Please indicate how Indigenous knowledge (and from what
Nations) was incorporated into the description of existing
environmental conditions and/or indicate how Indigenous
knowledge will be collected and incorporated into the description of
the existing environment in the environmental assessment.
Indigenous knowledge provide valuable information about the
existing conditions of environmental components that have the
potential to be impacted by the project.

652 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.2 Acoustic Section p.24 7.2.2 Acoustic Environment
p. 49
Section 7.1.4.2 of the ToR states the “the Project will undertake a
field program to better understand the existing local and regional
ambient noise levels” (p.24). However, the ToR does not indicate
whether the field program will collect information on the current
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Fort Albany First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID #

Commenter

Concern
soundscape in relation to Indigenous values.

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

discussion.

Section 7.2.2 of the ToR states that “potential noise effects of the
alternative routes will be assessed quantitatively a noise protection
model” (p. 49).
Please indicate hose Indigenous values in relation to the current
soundscape will be drawn on to inform the noise field study and
effects assessment.
Ambient sounds are an indicator of biodiversity and comprise a
meaningful aspect of the environment for Indigenous people,
informing Indigenous knowledge and land use (Herrera-Montes,
2019; Ritts et al., 2016; Muir 2014, Samuels et al. 2010). Limiting
baseline studies and effects assessment to “noise” levels is
insufficient to capture effects on Indigenous people resulting from
alterations in soundscape.
653 Fort Albany First
Nation

It is expected that information on waterways and watercourse
crossings collected through the IK and Consultation Program will
inform baseline studies. The MFFN Project Team is available for
discussions with interested communities on specific study
approaches.

ToR Section
7.1.4.5

Information obtained on traditional and medicinal plants identified
through the IK Program will inform baseline studies. The MFFN
Project Team is available for discussions on specific study
relative abundance of plant species, and presence of invasive and
approaches.
Species at Risk (SAR) will be recorded for each survey plot.” The
ToR makes no mention of traditional use plants and medicinal
plants.

ToR Section
7.2.7

Section 7.1.4.4 Surface Water p. 28
The ToR states that “ground-based field surveys will be used to
obtain site-specific field data at a subset of water body crossings to
verify or augment the results and assumptions from the desktop
analysis.”
Please describe how the subset of water body crossings for
ground-based field surveys will be determined and how Indigenous
nations will be consulted with respect to the selection of such sites.
Particular waterways may hold unique values and meanings for
Indigenous peoples. Indigenous knowledge and values should
guide the selection of waterways will be selected for ground-based
field surveys.

654 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.6 Vegetation p. 29

The ToR states that “a description of soil, plant species,

Please indicate how traditional use plants and medicinal plants will
be surveyed and with the involvement of which Indigenous groups,
and what the status and schedule is for completing this work.
Traditional use plants and medicinal plants are important
components of the environment for Indigenous people and have
the potential to be impacted by the project.
655 Fort Albany First
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The EA will consider the potential for effects on all fish species that

ToR Section
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ID #

Commenter
Nation

656 Fort Albany First
Nation

Concern

Response

The ToR states that “over 20 species of fish, primarily of cool and have the potential to be located in the identified study area. This
cold-water thermal regimes, are known to inhabit these waters and will be clarified in the ToR.
are part of, or support a commercial, recreational, or Aboriginal
fishery and are therefore regulated by the Fisheries Act.”
It is expected that information on fish and fish habitat and specific
The ToR states that “the ground-based field surveys will be used to waterways collected through the IK Program will inform baseline
studies. The MFFN Project Team is available to discuss with
obtain site-specific field data at a subset of water body crossings
(approximately 10% of the total number of mapped and unmapped interested communities the specific approaches to baseline data
collection.
waterbody crossings) to verify or augment the
Section 7.1.4.8 Fish and Fish Habitat p. 31

Proposed
ToR Section
7.2.9

ToR Section
7.2.9

results and assumptions from the desktop analysis”
Please describe how the subset of water body crossings for
ground-based field surveys will be determined and how (and
which) Indigenous nations will be consulted with respect to the
selection of such sites, including status and timelines for this work.
Particular waterways may hold unique values and meanings for
Indigenous peoples. Indigenous knowledge and values should
guide the selection of waterways will be selected for ground-based
field surveys.
657 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use

The description of baseline conditions in the EA will include a
This section of the ToR does not provide information about existing description of Indigenous land use including historical conditions
historical and cumulative effects on Indigenous knowledge and
and how land use has changed including as a result of cumulative
land use.
effects (subject to available information). Information of this nature
Please provide information about existing historical and cumulative will be requested as part of the IK Program.
effects on Indigenous knowledge and land use or indicate how and
on what timeline such information will be collected and
incorporated into the effects assessment.

ToR Section
9.1.1

A description of existing historical and cumulative effects on
Indigenous knowledge and land use is required to accurately
characterize baseline conditions and change over time to date. As
an Indigenous group like Fort Albany First Nation that has seen
many changes, MFFN is well aware that the traditional use and
rights practice environment in which this CAR is proposed is not a
pristine one, but rather one that has been subject to many high
magnitude changes over time.
658 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.12 Socio-Economic and Built Environment p. 39
The ToR states that “The closest populated areas to the Project
are the Indigenous communities of MFFN and Aroland First
Nation.” The ToR does not provide information about other
Indigenous nations potentially affected by the project.
Please indicate which Indigenous nations are anticipated to be
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The MFFN Project Team is interested in maximizing economic
benefits to communities in the region. It is not known at this time
which communities may have community members involved in
Project construction. It is expected that there will be employment
opportunities for community members in the Region subject to
required skills and experience. The EA will include descriptions of
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ID #

Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

employed by the project and provide a description of current socio- current socio-economic and built environment conditions.
economic and built environment conditions for such Indigenous
nations.
While some Indigenous nations may not be located close to the
project, they may nevertheless be affected through pathways
associated with employment as well as a series of other potential
social, economic, cultural and health effects. These need to be
properly characterized in MFFN filings.
659 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 7.1.4.12 Socio-Economic and Built Environment – Visual
Aesthetics p. 43

Field activities will be undertaken to support the visual assessment.
Indigenous communities will be consulted on the visual
The ToR provides limited information about visual aesthetics in the assessment and associate field program. If FAFN has specific
interest in understanding how the visual assessment will be
area of the project.
completed, the MFFN Project Team is available for further
Please provide information about any planned field programs to
discussion.
collect visual data at key locations and plans to consult with
Indigenous nations in the collection of such data.

Appendix A:
Criteria and
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation

The visual environment comprises a meaningful component of the
environment for Indigenous peoples, informing traditional
knowledge and use. The project has the potential to adversely
affect the visual landscape.
660 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 7.2 Potential Environmental Effects p. 47
The ToR does not indicate how the preliminary identification of
potential environmental effects was determined, including
secondary sources of data that may be drawn on to inform the
effects assessment.

The list of effects is preliminary and comes from the experience of
the study team from other similar road projects. The study team
has also examined other related EAs and studies to inform the
potential for effects. The potential effects list can be expanded
upon in the EA.

-

Please provide identify secondary sources of information about the
effects of all-season roads on remote communities and indicate
how the review of such information has informed the preliminary
identification of potential environmental effects.
There are number of predictable effects associated with the
development of all-season access roads to remote communities
that should inform the effects assessment, including with respect to
methods, valued components and findings.
661 Fort Albany First
Nation

Potential for impact on traditional use plants will be noted in the
The ToR states that “Potential effects on vegetation and ecological ToR.
communities include changes to community diversity (including
community loss),
Section 7.2.6 Vegetation p. 50

ToR Section
7.2.7

changes to wetland quantity and function, and changes to species
diversity.” This section of the ToR does not mention potential
impacts on traditional use plants, including medicinal plants.
Please indicate anticipated changes on traditional use plants,
Fort Albany_Draft ToR Comments 60593122
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ID #

Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

including medicinal plants as a result of the project.
Traditional use plants and medicinal plants are important
components of the environment for Indigenous people and have
the potential to be impacted by the project.
662 Fort Albany First
Nation

The ToR will be revised to reference the potential for these other
types of effects, and the indicators will be revised to account for
The ToR provides a list of potential effects to Indigenous and
cultural considerations and potential effects.
Treaty Rights. This list relates primarily to tangible impacts and
does not capture potential impacts on intangible social and cultural
values.
Section 7.2.10 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use p. 52

Please identify potential effects on the social and cultural
dimensions of land use, such as sense of place, spirituality,
knowledge transmission, and social norms.

ToR Section
7.2.2, Appendix
A: Criteria and
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation

Consideration should also be given to effects resulting from
increased non-Indigenous access as a result of the project.
The Terms of Reference should identify how these valid impact
pathways will be investigated.
Indigenous land use cannot be reduced to physical activities,
access and biophysical proxies (such as environmental
conditions). The social and cultural dimensions of Indigenous land
use are integral components and need to be adequately assessed.
663 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 7.2.11 Socio-Economic and Built Environment p. 53
The ToR provides a list of potential effects on the socio-economic
and built environment. This list does not consider effects
associated with increased access for illicit activities.

The ToR will be revised to reference that the EA will examine the
potential for increased illicit activities.

ToR Section
7.2.10

Please include increased access for illicit activities (e.g.
transportation and sale of illegal drugs) in the list of potential
effects.
Increased access to remote communities is known to result in
health and wellbeing impacts as a result of increased illicit
activities.
664 Fort Albany First
Nation

The ToR will be revised to include reference to the consideration of
Section 7.2.11 Socio-Economic and Built Environment p. 53
The ToR states that “Improved access to MFFN may also provide potential barriers to participating in Project benefits as part of the
benefits in the form of skill development, training and job creation.” EA.
The ToR does not mention existing barriers of Indigenous nations
to take advantage of project benefits.

ToR Section
7.2.10

Please identify differential ability to take advantage of project
benefits among Indigenous nations, including Fort Albany First
Nation, as a condition that may affect the realization of project
benefits.
Fort Albany_Draft ToR Comments 60593122
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Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

Indigenous communities may have several barriers affecting their
ability to take advantage of project benefits, such as lack of
transportation, insufficient skills and training, health and wellness
issues, and cultural requirements. The effects assessment should
identify measures to address such barriers so as to enhance
project benefits.
665 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 8. Assessment and Evaluation, p. 54
This section of the ToR does not identify the approach to
cumulative effects assessment.
Please describe the approach that will be used to conduct a
cumulative effects assessment. For reference purposes, see the
First Nations Major Projects Coalition’s Major Project Assessment
Standard, Principle 8 (First Nations Major Projects Coalition, 2019)
which covers meaningful practice of cumulative effects assessment
as identified by over 60 Canadian Indigenous groups. MFFN is
requested to identify whether it is committed to conduct any
required cumulative effects assessment to this standard.

The Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines issued for the Project by
the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada outline in more detail
the expected scope of study for the Cumulative Effects
Assessment.

-

Cumulative effects resulting from multiple past, present and
reasonable foreseeable projects and activities are a primary
concern for Indigenous communities and require adequate
assessment.
666 Fort Albany First
Nation

The EA will consider the potential for cumulative effects from other
This section of the ToR does not include consideration of potential potential future projects in the region subject to information
availability. As well, effects from changes in access including the
induced effects from the Project.
potential for increased hunting pressure will also be assessed.
Please include consideration of potential induced effects of the
project, such as accelerated mineral exploration and development
in the Ring of Fire, increased forestry activities, increased nonIndigenous access and use of and development of the area, and
increased hunting pressure.
Section 8. Assessment and Evaluation, p. 54

ToR Section 7.2

Road development is likely to result in induced effects that need to
be adequately assessed and mitigated.
667 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 10.2 Summary of Consultation Activities on the ToR p. 62
The ToR states that “An overall introduction to the Project and the
EA process was provided during initial conversations with
interested persons.” The ToR does not indicate if or how such
conversations informed project design or effects assessment
methods.

Previous engagement activities on the identification of the
alternative routes was largely focused with the MFFN community,
as described in the Alternatives Supporting Document to the ToR.
Going forward in the EA, the MFFN Project Team will engage with
all interested communities in the selection of the route including
receiving input on the evaluation criteria to be used.

Supporting
Document

Please indicate how early engagement with Indigenous
nations influenced project design (e.g. selection of alternative route
alignments) and/or future opportunities for such engagement.
Fort Albany_Draft ToR Comments 60593122
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Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

Please also identify how MFFN is planning to engage Fort Albany
First Nation in consideration of alternative routing options.
Meaningful consultation requires that engagement has the
potential
to result in concrete changes to project design and planning,
particularly at an early stage in the planning process.
668 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 10.2 Summary of Consultation Activities on the ToR p. 63
The ToR states that “a list of issues received through consultation
activities during preparation of the ToR will also be included in the
Proposed ToR.”

The issues received since the release of the Draft ToR will be
described in the revised (Proposed) ToR that will be made
available for all to review.

ToR Section
10.2, Appendix
C: Record of
Consultation

Please provide a list of all issues received to date, inclusive of
issues raised during preparation of the ToR. Please also indicate
how such issues have been, or will be, addressed.
Adequate issues tracking necessitates documentation of issues
when first raised and steps to address such issues, including
perceived adequacy of such steps and any further issues that
arise.
669 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 10.2.2 Indigenous Communities Engagement p. 64

The Supporting Document is available through the Project website.

Supporting
Document

The Supporting Document is available through the Project website.

Supporting
Document

MFFN is open to having discussions with Fort Albany First Nation
on how they would like to be engaged throughout the EA. Also see
the Consultation Plan, which is appended to the Draft ToR. A

Appendix B:
Consultation
Plan

The ToR states that “Prior to commencing the ToR, MFFN held
Project-related discussions with several Indigenous communities
between 2017 and 2018. A summary of these activities is provided
in Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Supporting
Document – Draft Alternatives Development (AECOM 2019).” This
document is not available.
Please append the referenced document to the ToR or otherwise
make it available to Indigenous nations.
The document should be available for review.

670 Fort Albany First
Nation

Section 10.2.2 Indigenous Communities Engagement p. 65
The ToR states that “The Marten Falls First Nation Community
Access Road Supporting Document – Draft Terms of Reference
Record of Consultation (AECOM 2019a) , provides a summary of
the attempts to engage with Indigenous communities up to October
24, 2019.” The document is not available.
Please append the referenced document to the ToR or otherwise
make it available to Indigenous nations.
The document should be available for review.

671 Fort Albany First
Nation
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ToR Section

The ToR states that “All identified communities will receive all
revised Consultation Plan will be appended to the Proposed ToR.
statutory notices related to the EA (e.g., Notice of Commencement
of the
Environmental Assessment) and comprehensive, plain-language
Project updates through email, mail and the Project website. Each
will also be provided the full opportunity to review and comment on
key EA documents including the Draft and Proposed ToR as well
as the Draft and Final Environmental Assessment Report. In
addition,
Indigenous communities, depending on their level of interest in and
the potential for impacts related to development
of the CAR, will be encouraged or offered the opportunity to meet
in-person to discuss the Project and gather feedback at
appropriate milestones throughout the EA.”
Please indicate how opportunities for more constructive
engagement on assessment topics, methods, mitigations, etc. will
be provided, in addition to notification, project updates, and review
and comment.
Project notification and the opportunity to review and comment on
project documents provides the bare minimum of consultation.
Best practice, aligned with the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous People, requires that Indigenous nations
have the opportunity to make consent-based decisions about
projects that have the potential to affect their rights. This entails
constructive engagement in project design and assessment
methods.
672 Fort Albany First
Nation

The ToR has been revised to provide further clarity on the scope of
The ToR states that “Minor changes include, but are not limited to, possible changes to the alternatives and associated study areas.
modifications or variations to the consultation plan, proposed study
areas and alternatives, refinement of evaluation criteria and need
for additional studies.”
Section 12. Accommodating New Circumstances p. 81

ToR Section
6.3.1 and
Section 12

Please provide information about the anticipated scope of changes
to proposed study areas and alternatives.
Large changes to proposed study areas and alternatives could
have significant implications for the EA.
673 Fort Albany First
Nation

Appendix A Draft Criteria & Indicators for Alternatives Evaluation
pp. 1-2
The “availability” indicator for vegetation, wildlife and ungulates is
not defined. It is unclear whether this indicator refers to spatial
extent or a different consideration. It is also unclear whether this
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Appendix A:
Criteria and
Indicators for
Alternatives
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indicator is intended to capture disturbance and avoidance effects.
Please define the indicator “availability”.
A clear definition of indicators is required to assess their
appropriateness.
674 Fort Albany First
Nation

Appendix A Draft Criteria & Indicators for Alternatives Evaluation p. The MFFN Project Team is open to the inclusion of other large
2
mammal species of concern. This is a draft list that we expect will
be refined during the EA. We are open to your suggestions.
Wildlife criteria do not include any large mammals.

ToR Section 8.2

Please indicate how Indigenous nations will be consulted to refine
the list of wildlife criteria (and other criteria).
The list of criteria presented in Appendix A may not capture all
criteria of concern to Indigenous nations.
675 Fort Albany First
Nation

Appendix A Draft Criteria & Indicators for Alternatives Evaluation p. The list of indicators will be updated in the revised ToR.
2

ToR Section 8.2

The list of wildlife and ungulate indicators does not seem to
capture potential impacts on habitat quality, movement corridors or
species distribution.
Please provide indicators for habitat quality, movement corridors
and species distribution for wildlife and ungulates, or describe how
these considerations will be captured by other indicators.
Habitat quality, movement corridors and species distribution are
key indicators for wildlife and ungulate impacts.
676 Fort Albany First
Nation

Appendix A Draft Criteria & Indicators for Alternatives Evaluation p. The criteria list has been revised to include Indigenous Knowledge
and field investigations as data sources.
2
Potential Data Sources for ungulates do not identify Indigenous
knowledge or field investigations.
Please list Indigenous knowledge and field investigations as
Potential Data Sources for ungulates.

Appendix A:
Criteria and
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation

Indigenous knowledge and field investigations are key potential
data sources for ungulates.
677 Fort Albany First
Nation

Appendix A Draft Criteria & Indicators for Alternatives Evaluation p. This section in the ToR has been revised to provide measurable
2
indicators for cultural components of the assessment.
The ToR includes “value of” animal and plant harvesting areas as
indicators of Traditional Use of Land and Resources and Aboriginal
and Treaty Rights

Appendix A:
Criteria and
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation

Please provide specific indicators for social, cultural, spiritual, food
security, sense of place, cultural transmission components or
indicate how these aspects are accounted for in the proposed
indicators.
Fort Albany_Draft ToR Comments 60593122
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"Value" may be too broad to account for social, cultural, spiritual,
food security, sense of place, cultural transmission components.
678 Fort Albany First
Nation

Appendix A Draft Criteria & Indicators for Alternatives Evaluation
p. 4

These potential noted impacts will be considered as part of the EA.

ToR Section
7.2.10

The ToR includes indicators for Community Well-being, but does
not include indicators to capture impacts from increased
disposable income, increased access to southern communities and
increased access to elicit activities (e.g. transportation and sale of
drugs).
Please include indicators of Community Well-being that capture
impacts from increased disposable income, increased access to
southern communities and increased access to elicit activities (e.g.
transportation and sale of drugs), or indicate how the proposed
indicators capture these elements.
The project has the potential to result in impacts associated with
increased disposable income, increased access to southern
communities and increased access to elicit activities.
679 Fort Albany First
Nation

Appendix A Draft Criteria & Indicators for Alternatives Evaluation p. The extent to which communities can take advantage of Project
4
benefits will be considered as part of the EA.

ToR Section
7.2.10

The ToR provides indicators for Regional Economy but does not
include indicators to capture Indigenous nations’ ability to take
advantage of project benefits.
Please include an indicator that captures the ability of Indigenous
nations to take advantage of project benefits.
Indigenous communities may have several barriers to their ability
to take advantage of project benefits.
680 Fort Albany First
Nation

Appendix A Draft Criteria & Indicators for Alternatives Evaluation p. The visual assessment will include a Visual Sensitivity indicator.
5
This recognizes that certain landscapes are more susceptible to
The ToR provides “Visibility of the Project from sensitive locations” change and more sensitive due to the angle, distance of viewer, as
well as the cultural significance to viewers.
as indicator for Visual Character.
Please provide an indicator and methodology that captures
changes in visual quality. For a project such as this, the use of
Indigenous Visual Quality Objectives, and mock up visual
perspectives from different viewpoints before and after project
development, through engagement with Indigenous peoples, is
standard practice.

Appendix A:
Criteria and
Indicators for
Alternatives
Evaluation

“Visibility” is an insufficient indicator to capture visual quality.
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B.8 Ginoogaming First Nation (GFN)

B8.1 Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Celia Echum and Council
Ginoogaming First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Echum,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

December 5, 2019
Chief Celia Echum

Re: Invitation to the Indigenous Knowledge Program, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Celia Echum:
On January 24, 2019, you sent a letter to Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) regarding your community’s interest in
the MFFN Community Access Road Project (the Project) and since that time we have followed up with yourself and
Peter Rasevych to discuss your potential interest further. We would really appreciate the opportunity to discuss
the Project in person at a time and date that is convenient for you. We recently sent an email on August 29, 2019,
with the field study notice and noted that as field studies progress, the MFFN Project Team will be sure to provide
additional information. Additionally, the MFFN Project Team called on November 15, 2019, to provide an update
regarding circulation of the draft Terms of Reference (ToR) documents for your community’s review and we were
able to speak with Peter Rasevych about this. We will also be calling back in the coming weeks to ensure you
received the draft ToR documents and to see if you have any questions/comments.
As you are aware, the MFFN has commenced with an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the design, construction
and operation/maintenance of the Project. A draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the EA has now been completed.
The draft ToR has identified two alternative corridors for the community access road that are to be examined
further in a future EA phase. This will include confirmation of the routes, their assessment and evaluation to select
a preferred route. The two identified corridors generally follow higher ground located to the West of the Marten
Falls community. A notice regarding the availability of the draft EA ToR for review and comment is being circulated.
The draft ToR outlines how the EA will be prepared, including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and how best to engage interested communities and persons. A critical component of
the EA is the integration of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) into the planning and design process.
IK is invaluable knowledge that helps us to better understand and appreciate the environment as it pertains to the
identity, culture and heritage of Ginoogaming First Nation and other Indigenous people. It is a critical component
of the Project and will be used to inform baseline conditions, predict potential project impacts, and help to
determine appropriate mitigation and monitoring methods.
We have commenced an IK Program for the Project that will occur in two phases:
1. Collecting existing IK data to help inform early stages of the EA; and
2. Completing project-specific IK studies.
There are significant benefits in providing IK in the EA process, including but not limited to:
Integrating IK, including spiritual and cultural values, into environmental decision making and the project
design (e.g., avoiding important cultural or subsistence use areas, utilizing IK to inform routing criteria and
mitigation measures, etc.);
Informing the selection of valued ecosystem components or environmental indicators to be used in the
study;
Improving awareness of the impacts development can have on traditional uses, and the subsequent
impacts on spirituality and health; and
Undertaking collaborative traditional stewardship that allows for a more inclusive and holistic approach to
environmental management and monitoring.

Hotline: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Website: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

We are inquiring if Ginoogaming First Nation is interested in participating in the IK Program by either providing
existing IK and/or completing a project-specific IK study. If you are interested in participating, funding is available.
Our approach to working with your community on the IK program will be guided by the following key principles:
1. The people of your community are a source of knowledge on past and present uses of the land and its
resources, associated cultural practices, and community values.
2. We are your partner – our goal is to work together with you to complete the IK Program in a manner that
contributes to your community’s well-being so that IK can be meaningfully integrated into the EA process.
Protection and confidentiality of IK is of utmost importance to the Project Team. To honour and respect this
important information, we propose establishing an IK Sharing Agreement with your community, prior to the
collection and use of IK information. The Sharing Agreement would outline how confidential and sensitive
information would be utilized in the Project’s EA process. We have attached a Draft IK Sharing Agreement for your
review and consideration.
In order to confirm that your community is interested in participating in the IK Program, we ask that you contact us
by January 9, 2019. To express your community’s interest or if you have any questions regarding the IK Program,
please feel free to contact Andrea Nokleby
or Braydi Rice
of the Project team.
Sincerely,

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

Hotline: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Website: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

[

]

[

]

June 22, 2020
Ginoogaming First Nation
P.O. Box 89
Longlac, ON
P0T 2A0
RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Ginoogaming First Nation,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Ginoogaming First Nation are focused on keeping the lines
of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Ginoogaming First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVIDprotocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR. Ginoogaming First
Nation was one of those communities and we very much appreciate the input you provided.

Phone: 1-800-764-9114
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First, we would like to thank you for your efforts to provide feedback on the Draft ToR. One of
without your
feedback that would not be possible. The MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from
all those Indigenous Communities who commented and is in the process of incorporating that
feedback into the ToR. The ToR will outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies
that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and the ways communities
and interested persons will be engaged and consulted. Through our review, we have considered
t ToR and have prepared responses to your comments
(see Ginoogaming First Nation Draft Record of Consultation attached). We have also indicated,
if applicable, how your feedback has been incorporated into the ToR and/ or how it will be
considered as part of the future EA process.

Record of Consultation to be submitted as an appendix to the ToR; both the Record of
Consultation and the ToR will be publicly available documents. Please let us know if you would
like to meet to discuss our responses to the feedback provided by your community; we would
appreciate meeting in advance of July 22 so that we can consider any additional input in the
ToR. We welcome the opportunity to further our discussions and are happy to schedule an online/ virtual meeting to do so. If you are not available to meet at this time, you can also
provide comments in writing.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
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appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Calvin Taylor, Lands & Resource Coordinator Ginoogaming First Nation
Lisa Echum, Councillor, Mineral Development Portfolio Ginoogaming First Nation
Conrad Chapais, Band Manager Ginoogaming First Nation
Peter Rasevych, Community Communication Liaison Coordinator Ginoogaming First
Nation
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Jason Chapais, Environmental Technician Ginoogaming First Nation
Kimberly Jorgenson, Environmental Services Coordinator, Four Rivers Inc.
Sasha Michano, Geomatics Intern Four Rivers Inc.
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Kristin Lillyman, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Ginoogaming First Nation Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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Presentation to Matawa Community Communications Liaisons

JUNE 5, 2019
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Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
CONFIDENTIAL
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch

CONFIDENTIAL
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Engaging Neighbouring First Nations
We have been reaching out to neighbouring First Nations since December 2018 to introduced our
project and start to work with First Nations to develop community specific Engagement Plans that
respect Consultation & Accommodation Protocols and meet individual community needs. We want
you to let us know:
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established.
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Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mineral and Exploration Development? How well does the
route accommodate mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
CONFIDENTIAL
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Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

CONFIDENTIAL
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Marten Falls First Nation CAR Project Team
&
Ginoogaming First Nation
February 4, 2020
3:00 pm EST
Conference Call
Meeting Agenda
Conference Call Details:

Item # Topic
1
2
3
4
5

Welcome and Introductions
Project Overview and Update
IK Study Area and IK Sharing
Agreement
Next Steps
Closing Remarks

AECOM Canada Ltd.
99 Commerce Drive
Winnipeg MB R3P 0Y7
Canada
T: 204.477.5381
F: 204.284.2040
aecom.com

Meeting
Name:

MFFN Community Access Road Environmental
Assessment Project Update & Indigenous Knowledge
(IK) Presentation and Discussion with Ginoogaming First
Nation (GFN) and Four Rivers

Date
Meeting:

February 4, 2020

Time:

3:00

Project #:
Calvin
Taylor
(GFN),
Peter
Rasevych
(GFN),
Jason
Chapais
Attendees:
Location:
(GFN), Marianne Echum (GFN), Kimberly Jorgenson (Four
Rivers), Sasha Michano (Four Rivers), Larissa Mikkelsen
(MFFN Project Team), Qasim Saddique (MFFN Project
Team), Bob Baxter (MFFN Project Team), Don McKinnon
(MFFN Consulting Team), Andrea Nokleby (MFFN
Consulting Team), Kristin Lillyman (MFFN Consulting Team)Prepared
By:
Jennifer Bruin (MFFN Consulting Team), Conrad
Absent:
Chapais (GFN)
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road
Project

4:00 pm (EST)

60593122
Online

call-in

Kristin Lillyman

Minutes of Meeting
Action
Project Update
o MFFN Project Team provided a Project update of key components and
milestones.
o As the EA progresses, the MFFN Project Team will have discussions with
Indigenous communities and non-Indigenous stakeholders about
controlling road access.
o A key step in the Terms of Reference (ToR) process is the identification of
Alternative Routes. MFFN has made the community decision to consider
only the western routes (Alternative 1 and 4).
o The Draft ToR was voluntarily released and the comment period was
extended to February 7th, 2020.
o Draft Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG) issued for review by the
Impact Agency of Canada (IAAC). Extensions to the review period to
specific Indigenous communities were at the discretion of IAAC.
o Reviewed the high level consultation plan consultation activities have
been and will continue to occur at various stages in the EA process.

PLEASE NOTE:

If this report does not agree with your records of the meeting, or if there are any omissions, please advise, otherwise we
will assume the contents to be correct.
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Minutes of Meeting
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road
February 4, 2020

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
o MFFN Project Team discussed the MOU between MFFN and the Province
that was finalized on January 7th, 2020 and has been shared with identified
Indigenous communities. One part of the MOU allows the government of
Ontario to participate in MFFN-led consultation activities, however this is
only if the community agrees.
o Q GFN: On slide 7 there was mention of a new process for government,
how was it done before?
o A - MFFN Project Team: The new process is building on the previous
process, but there are differences. The new process is still largely the
responsibility of the Federal Government. For the Provincial process, the
proponent has the obligation to undertake the EA, whereas under the
Federal process, the proponent prepares an impact statement. The Federal
Government has more direction over the process, and they direct the
proponent on what needs to be studied and who needs to be engaged.
Pre-planning work is required on an impact assessment and there are new
elements that need to be studied i.e. gender-based assessment, greater
emphasis on the involvement of indigenous communities and Indigenous
Knowledge. This project is breaking ground in the new process. It is more
comprehensive, it balances positives with negative impacts, hopes to
achieve better sustainability, and maximizing benefits to community
members, etc. It was noted that the Federal Government is doing training
on new process, and GFN may be able to make a request to the
government for training.

Baseline Studies Overview
o Field studies have been conducted through 2018, 2019 and will continue
through 2020. MFFN members have been included and will continue to be
included as part of the field tams. Indigenous communities were provided
with information prior to commencing field work.

IK Study Area and IK Sharing Agreement
o MFFN Project Team outlined that there are two stages of the IK program,
1) Soliciting available existing knowledge that Indigenous communities
choose to share and 2) Project specific IK Studies.
o Recognition that there are various terms used for Indigenous Knowledge
IK, ITK, TK, etc. MFFN Project Team can refer to IK as GFN prefers.
o The Local Study Area (LSA) and Regional Study Area (RSA) are currently
being identified. The IK Preliminary Area of Interest is the EA Study Area
identified in the ToR, which is 2.5km of the centreline of each of the two
western routes. The MFFN Project Team will consider other relevant
information on wildlife, fish, vegetation study areas, available IK data, and
information provided by Indigenous communities to help define the LSA
and RSA.

2020-02-04 MFFN CAR EA Meeting Minutes - Ginoogaming FN V2

MFFN PT - MFFN to
share the revised IK
Preliminary Study area
map and shape file
that focuses on
western routes.
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Minutes of Meeting
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road
February 4, 2020

o
o
o

o

o
o
o
o

o
o

MFFN Project Team provided an overview of the IK Preliminary Study Area
memo and Draft IK Sharing Agreement.
Q MFFN Project Team: Does GFN have a current IK agreement?
A GFN / Four Rivers: GFN has completed other project-specific IK
Sharing Agreements and will look into whether they have an agreement
they would want to share for this project. GFN reviewed the draft IK
Sharing Agreement for the MFCAR and will have a few specific follow up
questions re: the sharing agreement.
C GFN/Four Rivers: GFN has not focussed IK collection in the specific
region of the Project area so there may be limited existing data available at
this time. Further study will be required before GFN can share data with
the MFFN Project Team. GFN will need to check with leadership and the
community about existing data and understand comfort levels of sharing
existing data at this time. GFN will get back to MFFN Project Team.
C MFFN Project Team: MFFN Project Team understands that IK is an
ongoing process and are open to working with GFN and hearing more.
C Four Rivers: ITK data collection will be in the central/northern part of
GFN homeland, and GFN will focus the data collection in that area.
Q - MFFN Project Team: To clarify, who at GFN should the Project Team
coordinate IK related activities with?
A GFN: Four Rivers are trying to have a one stop shop for IK. Requested
information be sent to Sasha and Kimberly with Four Rivers, and cc Calvin
with GFN.
Q MFFN Project Team: Will GFN have existing IK to share?
A Four Rivers: GFN is still working on gathering current data, and need to
have a formal discussion on data.

Next Steps
o MFFN Project Team reviewed potential next steps.
o Coordinate an in-person Community meeting or meeting with Chief
and Council MFFN Project Team open to in person meetings,
and continuing discussion.
o Review and discuss Draft IK Sharing Agreement
o MFFN Project Team will share meeting minutes and action items with GFN.
o Q GFN: There was a mention of a Community Coordinator?
o A - MFFN Project Team: There is a program available for hiring an
individual in the community to assist in collection of information, acting as
an intermediate between MFFN Project Team and the community. It
depends on how the community wants to be involved in the project in order
to confirm if a coordinator is warranted.
o C - Four Rivers: There is a gap in support at the moment for GFN. Funds
will come from the Federal Government to help support involvement in the
EA process and potentially a component for IK collection. There are some
areas that would have some significant value, and GFN will need to do
extensive IK collection and documentation.
o C MFFN Project Team: There is also the potential for some custom
engagement to ensure members understand the project, the potential
implications and that the MFFN Project Team is receiving feedback from
the community

2020-02-04 MFFN CAR EA Meeting Minutes - Ginoogaming FN V2

Kimberly (Four
Rivers) Four Rivers
to send contact
information for IK.

GFN - GFN to
determine if there is
existing IK they would
like to share with the
PT at this time.

GFN GFN to provide
comments on the Draft
IK Sharing Agreement
or provide a new
agreement for review.

GFN GFN to provide
dates for a potential
meeting with Chief and
Council
MFFN PT MFFN to
work with GFN to set
up an in-person
meeting
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Minutes of Meeting
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road
February 4, 2020

o
o

o
o

Q MFFN Project Team: As a next step, is there value in meeting with
Chief and Council?
A GFN: To kick off the process, it would warrant a meeting with Chief and
Council. Chief and Council may then delegate someone to be primary
contact. Suggest to have the meeting align with upcoming meetings, within
the community and that March would be good.
Q - MFFN Project Team: Has GFN applied for provincial funding to assist
in participating in the EA process?
A Four Rivers: GFN is working on a proposal and getting a draft together.

Any errors or omissions please contact Kristin Lillyman within 2 weeks of distribution. Finalized meeting minutes
will be included in the public Record of Consultation.
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Welcome & Introductions
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Agenda
Item #

Topic

1

Welcome and Introductions

2

Project Overview and Update

3

IK Study Area and IK Sharing Agreement

4

Next Steps

5

Closing Remarks
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Project Update
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Imagining Community Access
The Community Access Road is currently at the conceptual stage
Permanent Features

planning is ongoing. The proposed access road is anticipated to include the following features:
Temporary Features through Construction

Between 190 km to 230 km of all season, two lane
gravel road;

Areas to obtain construction materials like aggregates;
and

Bridges for river and stream crossings; and

Temporary construction access roads, work areas and
camps.

Culverts engineered ditches for water flow
connections and to balance water levels.
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Schedule
Overview
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Draft ToR and TISG Review Periods
Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the provincial EA, issued
voluntarily by Marten Falls First Nation for review
We have extended the review period for the Draft Terms of
Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
comment.
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for
review by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC)
Comments were due on January 28, 2020 and IAAC has
provided extension to some communities.
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Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Outlines roles and responsibilities of MFFN and the Province of
Ontario for the EA and engagement
Between MFFN and the Province of Ontario
Finalized on January 7, 2020
Has been circulated to identified Indigenous Communities
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Preliminary Routes for the Community Access Road
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is
identifying the alternative routes for the proposed road.

Alternative 1

Four alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls
First Nation using information gathered during previous
studies and consultation, and updated this year to
include the latest available information.

Alternative 2

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has made a
community decision to consider only the western routes
in the EA (#1 and #4).

Alternative 3
Alternative 4
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Why Alternative 1 and Alternative 4?
The bridge needed to cross the Albany River for the western
alternatives would be further away from the community, thereby
reducing health and safety concerns.
Possible future industrial traffic would not need to pass through the
community.
Potential effects on Indigenous value sites associated with the
Ogoki River are largely avoided.
Western Alternatives enable better economic development
opportunities in the region.
Maintenance and construction costs are expected to be lower.
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Consultation Activities During the EA
Notice of Commencement for the environmental assessment phase;
Development of impact assessment/ routing evaluation criteria;
Evaluation and refinement of the western routing alternatives;
Identification of the preferred route alternative;
Submission of Draft Environmental Assessment Report; and
Submission of Final Environmental Assessment Report.
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Gathering Feedback through the EA
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Project Website

Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

Translated Project Updates

Project Hotline/ Email

How would you
like to be
consulted and
Areinformed
there other
kept
you
duringcriteria
the Terms
suggestand
we
of Reference
Consultation
is
key
to
Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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Overview

Field studies for the EA have been conducted through 2018 and 2019, and will continue through 2020 to help us better
understand the existing conditions of the environment and potential impacts of the Community Access Road. The existing
conditions of the environment can help to inform mitigation measures to avoid or reduce potential impacts during construction
and operation.

2018 to October 2019: Terrestrial
(Vegetation and Wildlife)
Birds
Bats
Land wildlife (such as moose and caribou)
Plants and vegetation

August to December 2019: Geotechnical
and Engineering
Soil
Aggregate sources
Structures

September 2019 to Late-2020:
Fish and water (surrounding lakes, rivers,
ponds, creeks such as Ogoki River and
Albany River)
Cultural heritage (archaeology and built
heritage)
Noise and air quality
12
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Indigenous Knowledge Program
We have commenced an IK Program for the Project that will
occur in two phases:
1. Collecting existing IK data to help inform early stages of
the EA; and
2. Completing Project-specific IK studies.
IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the
program

13
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Indigenous Knowledge Study Area
Local Study Area and Regional Study Area are being identified.
IK study area may consider other interrelated disciplines:
Existing IK (where available and provided);
Information provided by Indigenous Communities;
Wildlife, Vegetation, Fish and Fish Habitat, Cultural Heritage LSAs
and RSA
Natural landscape features; and
Available relevant IK studies.
Preliminary Area of Interest is the EA Study Area identified in the ToR.
2.5 km of centreline of each route (Alternative Routes 1 and 4)
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Next Steps
Potential in-person meeting (community and/or
Chief and Council)
Confirm interest in Indigenous Knowledge
Program
Potential Indigenous Knowledge Sharing
Agreement

15
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Meegwetch! Thank you!
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INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE
INFORMATION SHARING AGREEMENT

Marten Falls First Nation
Community Access Road
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

dated the _____ day of

, 2019

As part of the Marten Falls Community Access Road Project, (the “Project”), XXXXX hereby
agrees to provide Confidential Information pertaining to traditional and contemporary land use.
The Confidential Information may include Indigenous Knowledge, traditional knowledge and
values which have been acquired through experience, observation, from the land or from
spiritual teachings, and handed down from one generation to another amongst the people of
XXXX. Confidential Information may also include beliefs, practices, innovations, arts,
spirituality, and other forms of cultural experience and expression that belong to the people of
XXXX. For greater certainty, Confidential Information shall also include other information which,
given the circumstances surrounding its disclosure and the context of the subject matter of
discussions, would be considered confidential.
The Confidential Information provided by XXXX is provided to the Community Access Road
Project Team and AECOM (the “Recipients”), to better understand how XXXX lands and
resources may be affected by the Project. The Confidential Information can only be used for the
Project (e.g. informing the Environmental Assessment and Preliminary Design).
The Confidential Information may be used to better understand how XXXX community members
are using the lands and resources and to consider adjustments such as to routing and to also
potentially develop mitigation measures that may reduce the effect of the Project on the land
and resources identified.
The Recipients of the Confidential Information will not use this Confidential Information for other
purposes, such as informing other projects or for research purposes beyond those associated
with the Project. The Recipients agree to protect and hold the Confidential Information in strict
confidence. The Recipients maintain the right to disclose the Confidential Information as
necessary to their employees and team members who will also be bound by the terms of this
Agreement.
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Except to the extent required by applicable law, Confidential Information will not be shared by
the Recipient with other proponents, government agencies, other communities or external
researchers without express written consent of XXXX.
The Recipients acknowledge and agree that the Confidential Information is the property of
XXXX and nothing in this agreement transfers any ownership interest to the Recipients. All
information provided will remain under the control of XXXX.
On termination of this Agreement or on written notice by XXXX, the Recipients shall as directed
by XXXX to either: promptly destroy or return to XXXX all Confidential Information and all copies
thereof.
The Recipients will take all prudent measures to ensure that the Confidential Information
provided by XXXX is kept confidential. Data security measures and protocols will be
implemented to maintain the security of the Confidential Information while in the custody of the
Recipients. Data will be protected against such risks as unauthorized access, collection, use,
disclosure or disposal.
Agreed to on behalf of XXXX:

(Authorized representative)

Date

Agreed to on behalf of the Recipients:

(Authorized representative)
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Date

A.4

Draft ToR Comments Received/
Responses

Ginoogaming First Nation
February 7, 2020
Ginoogaming First Nation Comments: Marten Falls Community Access Road (MFCAR)
Draft Terms of Reference
The following comments are provided in conjunction with the formal submission letter signed by
Calvin Taylor of Ginoogaming First Nation (GFN).
Restrictive Timelines & Capacity
GFN does not currently have the required resources to conduct a thorough technical review of the Draft
Terms of Reference (ToR) within the comment deadline. While GFN has made all efforts to be engaged
and informed on this project (including participating in meetings with the federal government and
MFCAR Team, and hosting a community engagement session), our Lands & Resource department does
not have dedicated staff fluent with Environmental Assessment (EA) legislation and processes.
Additional timeline and capacity restrictions have been encountered due to the holiday season (twoweek office closure), community member losses, lack of in-community engagement to-date from the
Proponent and Province, and a lack of funding to support community capacity in EAs. Appropriate
community consultation and engagement requires the time and resources to engage all members of our
community (from Elders to youth) in this process.
Communications
Regarding communication methods, both teleconference and in-person meetings are appropriate, as
desired and coordinated with GFN’s Lands & Resource Team (detailed below), and as available funding
permits (i.e. ability to travel or arrange community gatherings is budget/capacity support dependent).
GFN asks that the MFCAR Team be mindful of communications overload, and that efforts be made to
streamline the number of communications (emails, letters, etc.) wherever possible.
Team Member

Title

Expectation

Chief Celia Echum

Chief of
Ginoogaming First Nation

Calvin Taylor

Lands & Resource
Coordinator

Councillor Lisa Echum

Councillor, Mineral
Development portfolio
Band Manager

Primary contact for formal
communications (e.g. letters).
Copy on informal communications
(e.g. emails, meeting requests).
Primary contact for phone
communications and informal
communications.
Copy on formal communications.
Copy on all communications.

Conrad Chapais
Peter Rasevych
Jason Chapais
Kimberly Jorgenson
Sasha Michano

Copy on all communications.

Community Communication
Liaison Coordinator
Environmental Technician

Copy on all communications.

Environmental Services
Coordinator, Four Rivers Inc.
Geomatics Intern,
Four Rivers Inc.

Copy on all communications.
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Copy on all communications.

Copy on all communications.

February 7, 2020

Ginoogaming First Nation

Scheduling
Regarding dates to be mindful of when scheduling community meetings, implementing comment
deadlines, etc., please note the following times to avoid:
Christmas holiday season (early December to early January)
Weekly Bingo nights (currently scheduled every Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday evening)
Elections (scheduled every two years in August; next election in 2021)
March break (coincides with the annual school closure for spring break)
Community member losses (respectful of an appropriate mourning period, as communicated on
a case-by-case basis)
GFN hosts annual gatherings around the hunting seasons (spring and fall), cultural weeks, and an annual
Pow Wow (scheduled every August). While there are specific days that are best to avoid during such
events, the events are also times when the community comes together (including off-reserve
membership) and could present opportunities for engagement and communications on this project.
GFN asks that the MFCAR Team provide early notice when asking to arrange an in-community meeting
to allow time and flexibility for the GFN Team to schedule engagement events.
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing
GFN community members have ancestral homelands and traplines within the proposed project area,
most notably around Percy Lake, Painter Lake, Briarcliffe Lake and Melchett Lake. While GFN currently
has a compiled database of community Indigenous Knowledge (IK) value data, the collection of new IK
data will have to be supported in the northern portion of the homelands. The IK collection program will
have to include gatherings of Elders and families with values in the project area (including individuals
that currently reside in neighbouring communities), and extensive mapping efforts to ensure their
values are accurately documented. GFN would like to schedule further discussions with the MFCAR
Team to discuss a community-specific engagement plan and details of GFN’s involvement in both phases
of the project IK Program. It is expected that involvement in the IK Program will include financial
capacity support to compile existing IK data, and to complete project-specific IK studies for inclusion in
this EA. Data security and confidentiality will be discussed specific to this project EA.
Community Priorities
Through initial community engagement efforts, the following priority areas have been identified by GFN
community members as requiring specific attention as the project EA proceeds. They are listed in no
particular order and are not to be considered a full and comprehensive list of GFN’s interests; they are
provided to help assist in future focused communication efforts surrounding this EA.
Family traditional homelands in project area: IK data collection/gathering/mapping efforts need
to be supported to ensure that conversations surrounding the potential impacts of the project
to our families and GFN’s homelands are understood and accommodated in this project EA.
GFN’s IK needs to be incorporated into the baseline conditions for this EA.
Trapline impacts: GFN members are currently actively trapping in the area of the proposed
project. Impacts to individual trappers need to be discussed, accommodated and compensated.
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Ginoogaming First Nation
Environmental protections: Ensuring measures are in-place throughout the project life to
protect the waters, fish, land, plants (notably blueberries), animals (notably moose) and
air quality surrounding the project and associated watersheds, including a rigorous
environmental monitoring program.
Transportation: GFN understands that the project will lead to increased traffic through GFN’s
homelands, most notably once a connection is established to the Ring of Fire.
GFN needs to understand the potential implications for the health and safety of our members
while travelling on the provincial highway system, and what increased traffic loads will mean to
our membership (especially in light of the increasingly tragic traffic accidents with transport
trucks observed in recent years). GFN would like to see measures in-place to improve driver
safety throughout the Trans-Canada Highway system.
Economic opportunities: GFN is interested in learning more about potential economic
development opportunities to support road construction contracts and would like to encourage
the construction proponent to source local, First Nation-owned business contractors.
Community members are also interested in employment and training opportunities surrounding
road construction work, including camp support, aggregate extraction and baseline data
collection.
Increased forestry: GFN understands that the development of the MFCAR will likely result in
increased forestry activities in the area. GFN is very active in forestry operations within our
homelands and we recognize the economic development opportunities presented by this
increased activity (especially in-light of skilled GFN membership in the forest industry).
Impacts to valued plants: GFN currently harvests valued plants throughout our homelands,
including edible plants (blueberries, raspberries, etc.), medicinal plants (cedar, Labrador tea,
etc.) and plants for use in technology (birch bark, cedar root, etc.). GFN members need to
understand the potential impacts of the MFCAR project to our valued plants and to the animals
that rely on them (including fish, moose and geese). Will chemicals (spraying herbicides, road
salt application, dust control measures) be used in road construction and maintenance?
Improved communications and partnerships with neighbouring First Nations: GFN views this
project as an opportunity to improve dialogue with our neighbouring Matawa member First
Nations, most notably Marten Falls First Nation, and we welcome the anticipated increased
interactions, communications and potential partnerships. GFN would like the opportunity to
share our experience in becoming connected to the provincial highway system, and the changes
it brought to the well-being of our community and homelands.
Increased hunting: GFN is concerned with the current moose population, having observed local
declines in population that may be exacerbated by increased human traffic/tourism.
Community members currently hunt where no other hunters travel; if there is an increase in
hunters in the region, this will impact the experience and the value of hunting to our
membership. Caribou have also been seen in the project area. Potential impacts to camping
and trapping/hunting cabins also need to be understood.
Fish populations: GFN would like to understand how the proposed corridor (and resulting
increase in traffic/tourism) could impact fish communities and fishing opportunities within our
homelands.
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Increased load on infrastructure in Geraldton: GFN members current access health care services,
groceries, and other services in the neighbouring town of Geraldton, with the proposed corridor
anticipated to result in increased loads to this infrastructure (especially in-light of the
anticipated future development of the Greenstone Gold Mine (GGM)). GFN would like to
understand how increased loads to Geraldton’s infrastructure (including community roads, the
hospital, landfill and police services) could be affected by the proposed project, and to ensure
that the eventual development of GGM is included in the assessment of cumulative effects. Will
a bypass need to be constructed to divert traffic from Geraldton’s centre? The towns of Longlac
and Jellicoe will also likely experience an increased load on their services.
Aggregate resources: GFN would like to see further information on aggregate sources for the
project, as it is recognized that these resources are limited in the north and present both
economic development opportunities and potential risks to local IK values.
Eventual connection to the Ring of Fire: Since the Project Description states that the proposed
road will likely connect to future mineral developments in the Ring of Fire, GFN would like to
have a better understanding of the potential future cumulative effects of such mining
developments on GFN’s homelands. The future increase in railway use from these potential
future developments (most notably onto the rail lines that cross our main access road) are of
concern (especially for safety) and need to be considered.
Navigation concerns: The Albany and Ogoki Rivers are import waterways for travel, and the
Whitesand area to the Ogoki and Armstrong to Auden are important portage routes. How will
the road/bridges be designed to ensure that people can still travel on the waters?
Potential impacts to Indigenous language and Marten Falls First Nation members: GFN values
our Ojibway language and culture, and recognizes that our shared language is valued, preserved
and used by Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) members. GFN is concerned that the road
connection may have impacts to language use, and the health and well-being of MFFN members
as newcomers enter their homelands and community. GFN would like to meet with MFFN to
better understand how the community feels about the project and to share experiences with
our neighbours and shared families.
Unity is important to GFN: GFN asserts that the collective traditional territories of the nine
Matawa member First Nations are under our own control, and that approval to operate in our
respective territories cannot be given by the Government or any other external entities. As
affirmed in the Mamow-Wecheekapawetahteewinn (aka Unity Declaration, signed in 2011), the
nine First Nations, connected through our language, cultural, social and economic interests, all
live and rely upon the lands, water and resources entrusted to us by the Creator.
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Ginoogaming First Nation Comments Received / Responses to on the Draft ToR
Response

Proposed
ToR Section

ID # Commenter

Concern

562 Ginoogaming First
Nation

GFN does not currently have the required resources to conduct a MFFN recognizes the resources required to fully participate in the
thorough technical review of the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR)
process, and the barriers to participate without adequate resources.
within the comment deadline. While GFN has made all efforts to be MFFN will continue to engage all members of Ginoogamings
engaged and informed on this project (including participating in
community, including Elders and youth, during EA engagement so
meetings with the federal government and MFCAR Team, and
that all members of the community are engaged in the process.
hosting a community engagement session), our Lands & Resource
department does not have dedicated staff fluent with Environmental
The Province of Ontario is responsible for providing participant
Assessment (EA) legislation and processes. Additional timeline and
funding specific to the Project to communities whose Aboriginal or
capacity restrictions have been encountered due to the holiday
treaty rights may be adversely affected by the proposed Project.
season (two week office closure), community member losses, lack
Funding from the province is outside the scope of what Marten Falls
of in-community engagement to-date from the Proponent and
First Nation is responsible for responding to as proponent for the
Province, and a lack of funding to support community capacity in
EA. We have referred your comment to Ontario so they can
EAs. Appropriate community consultation and engagement requires
respond to you directly on this matter.
the time and resources to engage all members of our community
(from Elders to youth) in this process.

-

563 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Regarding communication methods, both teleconference and inperson meetings are appropriate, as desired and coordinated with
GFNs Lands & Resource Team (detailed below), and as available
funding permits (i.e. ability to travel or arrange community
gatherings is budget/capacity support dependent). GFN asks that
the MFCAR Team be mindful of communications overload, and that
efforts be made to streamline the number of communications
(emails, letters, etc.) wherever possible.

-

MFFN will continue to offer a variety of meetings, both in-person
and by teleconference. Web conferencing using tools, such as
Microsoft Teams, have already been used for remote meetings with
different communities, and MFFN hopes to continue using this
platform to augment in-community and face-to-face meetings. We
will be sure to set-up meetings in coordination with Ginoogaming
First Nations Lands & Resource Team.
Thank you for providing an updated contact list. Our team will be
mindful of communications and make efforts to streamline the
number of communications where possible.
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

564 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Regarding dates to be mindful of when scheduling community
meetings, implementing comment deadlines, etc., please note the
following times to avoid:

Thank you for providing dates of unavailability. Our team will be
mindful of these dates when scheduling community meetings and
will provide early notice when asking to arrange an in-community
meeting to allow time and flexibility for the Ginoogaming Team to
schedule engagement events.

 Christmas holiday season (early December to early January)
 Weekly Bingo nights (currently scheduled every Wednesday,

Proposed
ToR Section

-

Thursday and Sunday evening)
 Elections (scheduled every two years in August; next election in

2021)
 March break (coincides with the annual school closure for spring

break)
 Community member losses (respectful of an appropriate

mourning period, as communicated on a case-by-case basis)
GFN hosts annual gatherings around the hunting seasons (spring
and fall), cultural weeks, and an annual Pow Wow (scheduled every
August). While there are specific days that are best to avoid during
such events, the events are also times when the community comes
together (including off-reserve membership) and could present
opportunities for engagement and communications on this project.
GFN asks that the MFCAR Team provide early notice when asking
to arrange an in-community meeting to allow time and flexibility for
the GFN Team to schedule engagement events.
565 Ginoogaming First
Nation

GFN community members have ancestral homelands and traplines An Indigenous Knowledge Program has been initiated for the
within the proposed project area, most notably around Percy Lake, Project. The program is centred on two key phases: 1) collecting
Painter Lake, Briarcliffe Lake and Melchett Lake. While GFN
existing IK data to help inform early stages of the EA; and 2)
completing Project-specific IK studies. Funding will be provided to
currently has a compiled database of community Indigenous
Knowledge (IK) value data, the collection of new IK data will have to potentially affected Indigenous communities to complete Projectbe supported in the northern portion of the homelands. The IK
specific Indigenous Knowledge studies.
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Ginoogaming First Nation Comments Received / Responses to on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

collection program will have to include gatherings of Elders and
Protection and confidentiality of IK is of utmost importance to the
families with values in the project area (including individuals that
MFFN Project Team. To honour and respect this important
currently reside in neighbouring communities), and extensive
information, we propose establishing an IK Sharing Agreement with
mapping efforts to ensure their values are accurately documented. each participating Indigenous Community to the collect and use
GFN would like to schedule further discussions with the MFCAR
information. The Sharing Agreement would outline how confidential
Team to discuss a community-specific engagement plan and
and sensitive information would be utilized in the EA process. Since
details of GFNs involvement in both phases of the project IK
GFN's response to the Draft ToR, the Project Team has hosted a
Program. It is expected that involvement in the IK Program will
conference call with representatives of GFN and we are currently
include financial capacity support to compile existing IK data, and to coordinating an in-person Project introduction meeting.
complete project-specific IK studies for inclusion in this EA. Data
security and confidentiality will be discussed specific to this project
EA.
566 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Family traditional homelands in project area: IK data
The MFFN Project Team has been and will continue to work with
collection/gathering/mapping efforts need to be supported to ensure Indigenous Communities to respectfully collaborate on how
that conversations surrounding the potential impacts of the project Indigenous Knowledge will be utilized in identifying environmental
to our families and GFNs homelands are understood and
and socio-economic indicators, informing baseline conditions,
accommodated in this project EA. GFNs IK needs to be
predicting potential effects of the Project, and helping to determine
incorporated into the baseline conditions for this EA.
appropriate impact management measures and monitoring
methods.

-

567 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Trapline impacts: GFN members are currently actively trapping in
the area of the proposed project. Impacts to individual trappers
need to be discussed, accommodated and compensated.

Potential changes to trapping as a result of the Project is identified
as a potential effect that will be assessed in the EA.

-

568 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Environmental protections: Ensuring measures are in-place
throughout the project life to protect the waters, fish, land, plants
(notably blueberries), animals notably moose) and air quality
surrounding the project and associated watersheds, including a
rigorous environmental monitoring program.

Section 9 of the ToR includes a commitment to the development
and implementation of impact management measures, and a
monitoring program during the EA. Impact management measures
will be recommended to avoid, eliminate or minimize potential
environmental effects and identify opportunities to enhance benefits
to the environment. This commitment applies to each environmental
discipline identified in the ToR where potential effects are predicted
due to the Project. The term environment is defined broadly in the
Environmental Assessment Act (EAA) and includes social, cultural,
economic, built and natural environments. Section 7.1.2 includes
the EAA definition of environment. Therefore, the EA will consider
measures to protect water, fish, land, plants and air quality as
requested in the comment.

569 Ginoogaming First
Nation

The ToR has proposed vehicular accidents as an indicator of
Transportation: GFN understands that the project will lead to
increased traffic through GFNs homelands, most notably once a
personal safety be assessed as part of the alternatives assessment.
connection is established to the Ring of Fire. GFN needs to
The safety features of the proposed Project will be addressed
understand the potential implications for the health and safety of our through the design and engineering of the road.
members while travelling on the provincial highway system, and
what increased traffic loads will mean to our membership
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

(especially in light of the increasingly tragic traffic accidents with
transport trucks observed in recent years). GFN would like to see
measures in-place to improve driver safety throughout the TransCanada Highway system.
570 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Economic opportunities: GFN is interested in learning more about The Project Team looks forward to providing information on
potential economic development opportunities to support road
economic opportunities associated with the Project when
construction contracts and would like to encourage the construction information becomes available.
proponent to source local, First Nation-owned business contractors.
Community members are also interested in employment and
training opportunities surrounding road construction work, including
camp support, aggregate extraction and baseline data collection.

-

571 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Increased forestry: GFN understands that the development of the We will ensure the forestry industry is considered within the EA.
MFCAR will likely result in increased forestry activities in the area.
GFN is very active in forestry operations within our homelands and
we recognize the economic development opportunities presented
by this increased activity (especially in-light of skilled GFN
membership in the forest industry).

-

572 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Impacts to valued plants: GFN currently harvests valued plants
throughout our homelands, including edible plants (blueberries,
raspberries, etc.), medicinal plants (cedar, Labrador tea, etc.) and
plants for use in technology (birch bark, cedar root, etc.). GFN
members need to understand the potential impacts of the MFCAR
project to our valued plants and to the animals that rely on them
(including fish, moose and geese). Will chemicals (spraying
herbicides, road salt application, dust control measures) be used in
road construction and maintenance?

-

The EA will include potential impacts on vegetation and wildlife from
construction and maintenance of the road, and where impacts are
possible impact management measures will be suggested.
Road construction and maintenance will follow typical MTO
standards and requirements. Vegetation control applications are
typically done without the use of chemicals and road maintenance
in the winter is typically done using sand and snow ploughs (not
salt). However, the EA will conservatively assess the potential
effects of salt, pesticide and dust suppressant use, and where
effects are predicted recommend impact management measures.

573 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Improved communications and partnerships with neighbouring First Thank you very much for your comment. MFFN looks forward to
working with Ginoogaming First Nation, as well as all Matawa
Nations: GFN views this project as an opportunity to improve
dialogue with our neighbouring Matawa member First Nations, most members.
notably Marten Falls First Nation, and we welcome the anticipated
increased interactions, communications and potential partnerships.
GFN would like the opportunity to share our experience in becoming
connected to the provincial highway system, and the changes it
brought to the well-being of our community and homelands.

574 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Increased hunting: GFN is concerned with the current moose
population, having observed local declines in population that may
be exacerbated by increased human traffic/tourism. Community
members currently hunt where no other hunters travel; if there is an
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The potential effect of increase in hunting pressure to wildlife
populations is identified in Section 7.2.8 of the ToR. This includes
moose and caribou. The indirect effect on wildlife from potential
increase in hunting has been and will continue to be considered as

-

ToR Sections
7.2.8
and 7.2.1
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

increase in hunters in the region, this will impact the experience and part of potential changes to subsistence hunting identified in Section
the value of hunting to our membership. Caribou have also been
7.2.1 of the ToR. Section 7.2.1 also identifies that changes to
seen in the project area. Potential impacts to camping and
camps and cabins are considered.
trapping/hunting cabins also need to be understood.
575 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Fish populations: GFN would like to understand how the proposed Habitat loss or modifications and indirect changes in habitat through
corridor (and resulting increase in traffic/tourism) could impact fish changes in surface water quality and flows can affect fish
communities and fishing opportunities within our homelands.
populations, community structure and productive capacity.
Increased access, as a result of the all-season road, can result in
additional angling pressure on local populations. The potential effect
of increased pressure on fish populations from recreational and
traditional resource use will be assessed in the EA.

-

Indigenous Knowledge will be incorporated, where available and
appropriate, as a data source for all aspects of the natural
environment considered in the EA. We are grateful for the
information you have shared on local moose populations.
576 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Increased load on infrastructure in Geraldton: GFN members
Changes to the socio-economic environment, which will look at
ToR Table 7-2
current access health care services, groceries, and other services in potential changes in availability and use of public services and
the neighbouring town of Geraldton, with the proposed corridor
infrastructure (Table 7-2 of the Proposed ToR), within Geraldton,
anticipated to result in increased loads to this infrastructure
has been considered as part of the assessment. It is expected the
(especially in-light of the anticipated future development of the
Greenstone Gold Mine will be included as a reasonably foreseeable
Greenstone Gold Mine (GGM)). GFN would like to understand how development in considering cumulative socio-economic effects.
increased loads to Geraldtons infrastructure (including community
roads, the hospital, landfill and police services) could be affected by
the proposed project, and to ensure that the eventual development
of GGM is included in the assessment of cumulative effects. Will a
bypass need to be constructed to divert traffic from Geraldtons
centre? The towns of Longlac and Jellicoe will also likely experience
an increased load on their services.

577 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Aggregate resources: GFN would like to see further information on
aggregate sources for the project, as it is recognized that these
resources are limited in the north and present both economic
development opportunities and potential risks to local IK values.

An aggregate investigation and report is being conducted as part of
the EA taking into consideration local IK values.

Eventual connection to the Ring of Fire: Since the Project
Description states that the proposed road will likely connect to
future mineral developments in the Ring of Fire, GFN would like to
have a better understanding of the potential future cumulative
effects of such mining developments on GFNs homelands. The
future increase in railway use from these potential future
developments (most notably onto the rail lines that cross our main

MFFN acknowledges that future development opportunities may
ToR Section 7.2
arise in the future if the CAR is constructed. MFFN is committed to
including the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
projects in the cumulative effects assessment if they are within the
study area determined appropriate for the cumulative effects
assessment. This commitment is stated in Section 7.2 of the Terms
of Reference (ToR).

578 Ginoogaming First
Nation
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-

Approvals under the Aggregate Resources Act will be sought if new
aggregate sites are required to be developed. Further aggregate
information will be shared with GFN as it becomes available and as
part of the EA.
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Proposed
ToR Section

access road) are of concern (especially for safety) and need to be
considered.
579 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Navigation concerns: The Albany and Ogoki Rivers are import
waterways for travel, and the Whitesand area to the Ogoki and
Armstrong to Auden are important portage routes. How will the
road/bridges be designed to ensure that people can still travel on
the waters?

The bridge structures will typically be designed to allow sufficient
clearance underneath for the passage of small watercraft such as
canoes, kayaks, and small boats under normal summer water level
conditions.

580 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Potential impacts to Indigenous language and Marten Falls First
Nation members: GFN values our Ojibway language and culture,
and recognizes that our shared language is valued, preserved and
used by Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) members. GFN is
concerned that the road connection may have impacts to language
use, and the health and well-being of MFFN members as
newcomers enter their homelands and community. GFN would like
to meet with MFFN to better understand how the community

Section 7.2.11 of the ToR has been updated to clarify that the EA ToR Section 7.11
will consider impacts to language and culture. The Project Team
has and will continue to work with local Indigenous Communities to
better understand potential impacts and associated mitigation
measures if required. The MFFN Project Team is translating key
materials into local Indigenous languages.

-

feels about the project and to share experiences with our
neighbours and shared families.
581 Ginoogaming First
Nation

Unity is important to GFN: GFN asserts that the collective traditional The Project understands and recognizes the importance of unity to
territories of the nine Matawa member First Nations are under our GFN and the Matawa member First Nations. A primary objective of
own control, and that approval to operate in our respective
the EA process is to effectively communicate information about the
territories cannot be given by the Government or any other external proposed Project, and to consult with those who may be potentially
entities. As affirmed in the Mamow-Wecheekapawetahteewinn (aka affected by or have an interest in it. MFFN is committed to creating
Unity Declaration, signed in 2011), the nine First Nations,
and sustaining constructive dialogue and relationships with
connected through our language, cultural, social and economic
interested persons to support the environmental, social and
interests, all live and rely upon the lands, water and resources
economic sustainability of the Project including economic and social
entrusted to us by the Creator.
benefits.

Ginoogaming_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

-
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B.9 Kasabonika Lake First Nation (KLFN)

B9.1 Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road
March-05-19 11:59:25 AM
MartenFalls_CommunityAccessRoad_Notice_20190305_27.pdf
N-2019-02-26-NoticeOfCommencement-ToR-60593122.pdf

Dear Chief Gordon Anderson,
As noted in Chief Bruce Achneepineskum’s December 13, 2018 letter, Marten
Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round community access
road to the provincial highway system for some time. AECOM has been
engaged by MFFN to complete the Environmental Assessment requirements for
this proposed all season access road. Along with this letter, I am pleased
to provide you with the Notice of Commencement for the Terms of Reference
for the Marten Falls Community Access Road project (the “Project”). This
Notice initiates the Terms of Reference planning—the first step towards
completing an Environmental Assessment study.
As MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with
their neighbouring First Nations, MFFN and the Project Team (including
AECOM) will continue to share information related to the Project with you
as it becomes available. Additionally, MFFN and the Project Team will
reach out to you shortly to determine your level of interest in the
Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address
your questions to Qasim Saddique, Project Director, or myself at
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Sincerely,
James McCutchon
Project Manager
AECOM

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Gordon Anderson and Council
Kasabonika Lake First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Anderson,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road
April-05-19 1:34:24 PM
N-2019-03-06-NoticeOfCommencement-ToR-60593122.pdf
2019-04-04 Letter C&C on NOC Kasabonika Lake.pdf

Hello Chief Anderson,
Please find attached here a letter from Marten Falls First Nation Chief
Bruce Achneepineskum and the Notice of Commencement for the Marten Falls
All Season Community Access Road.
If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.
Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road
November-29-19 9:35:35 PM
N-2019-11-19-NoticeOfPublication-ToR-60593122_Grayscale2 (1) (1) (1) (1).pdf

Hello Chief Anderson,

Please see the attached notice on the Draft Terms of Reference for the
proposed Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD
project.

For more information or to view the Draft Terms of Reference, visit [Link]

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Draft ToR Record of Consultation for Review
December-10-19 8:04:59 PM
RPT-Draft ToR_ROC-2019-11-19-DRAFT-ROC-60593122-Kasabonika First Nation_Optimized.pdf

Dear Chief Gordon Anderson,
Please see attached the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) Record of
Consultation (RoC) Report for Kasabonika Lake First Nation review for the
Marten Falls First Nation
Community Access Road.
The Record of Consultation Appendices can be viewed at the following the
link: [Link]

If you have any questions please reply to this email.
Regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

Tue, Dec 17, 2019 at 11:09 AM

Coppaway, Clayton <
To:

>

Chief Anderson,
I just wanted to follow up with you about relating to the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for Marten
Falls First Nation All-season Community Access Road Project.
Did the Community receive the Draft ToR documents?
Hardcopies and a USB were mailed in late November.
Hard Copies, USB (electronic copies), and guide in english and Oji-Cree
Draft TOR - Comment Period - Dec 4 2019 to January 20, 2020
Are there any questions / issues to date?
Is the community planning to submit comments?
Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8
T

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

~ Vacation Alert ~ December 19, 2019 to January 2, 2020. ~
Please note that our offices will be closed over the holidays starting December 25, 2019 and reopening
January 2, 2020
This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged,
confidential or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an
authorized representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une
information privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le
destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le
soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.
<MFFN Community Access Road Fact Sheet 2020-01-07.pdf>

Jan 8, 2020, at 11:19 AM
From: Coppaway, Clayton <

>

To:
Chief Anderson and Mr. Eno Anderson,
I just wanted to follow up with you regarding the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for the Marten Falls First
Nation Community Access Road Project (http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca/).
You and your community should have received hard and electronic (on a USB drive) copies of the Draft
TOR as well as translated guides for the Draft TOR back in early December 2019.
Today I wanted to connect with you in order to:
January 20, 2020;
and,

so, confirm the timing;
-person follow-up meeting in the coming months;

I look forward to hearing from you,
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 11:36:08 AM
2020-01-09 Marten Falls Consultation MOU_Signed.pdf

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Anderson,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,
MFFN Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Monday, January 27, 2020 11:47:41 AM

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Anderson,
This email is in follow up to our email sent Tuesday, January 21 2020,
regarding extensions to the comment periods for both the Draft Terms of
Reference (issued by Marten Falls First Nation—the Proponent) and the
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (issued by the Impact Assessment
Agency of Canada (IAAC)). Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN), as the
Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road, does not have the
authority to grant requests related to the Agency’s comment period. The
Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored Impact Statement
Guidelines until January 28, 2020. For any questions related to the
federal impact assessment process, including timelines for the submission
of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada
IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca / Cel: 416-952-1576

As communicated earlier, MFFN does however own the decision to extend the
comment period for the Draft Terms of Reference and has already extended
the date for submitting comments to February 7 2020.
We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on both the Draft
Terms of Reference and the Agency’s TISG documents, and to furthering
discussions related to the proposed community access road to Marten Falls.
A Project Team representative will reach out in February to discuss the
opportunity to meet with your community.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team
--------------

> Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Anderson,
>
> The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
> communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
>
> - Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
> Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
> - Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
> Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
>

> MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
> periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
> Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
> MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
> Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
> decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
> do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
> IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
> Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
> communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
> review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
> extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
> from the federal Minister of our request.
>
> With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
> for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
> comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
> the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
> IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
> received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
> the TISG.
>
> In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
> (MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
> aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
> Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
> EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
> regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
> signed MOU is attached for your information.
>
> We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
> documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
> project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
>
> Best Regards / Miigwetch,
>
> MFFN Project Team

June 22, 2020
Chief Tom Semple
Kasabonika Lake First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Tom Semple,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Kasabonika Lake First Nation are focused on keeping the
lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Kasabonika Lake First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVID-relate
protocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

L
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late-summer or early-fall for
review and decision.
We understand through our previous contact with you and/or with the Province, that your
Community has an interest in this Project. The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments
from your Community on the Draft ToR. While there is a second opportunity to review and
comment on the ToR as part of the MECP review process later this year, the MFFN Project
Team is available for discussions with your Community. We welcome your feedback and input
on the ToR, including the studies that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess
effects, and how your Community will be engaged and consulted. Please let us know by July 22,
2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project
overall. We also welcome written comments by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental
Assessment process is just getting started; as we move from the ToR phase of the Project to the
EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each of the communities, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been
sent to and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and
consideration, is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in
the Record of Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous
Knowledge and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to
these draft appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be

Phone: 1-800-764-9114
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pleased to schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.

Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Eno Anderson, Kasabonika Lake First Nation
Ida Morris, Kasabonika Lake First Nation Band Administrator
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor

Phone: 1-800-764-9114
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Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor

Encl.

Kasabonika Lake First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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B9.2 Incoming Correspondence Received from the Community

Wed, Jan 8, 2020 at 9:35 PM
Eno <
>
To: Coppaway, Clayton <

>

Good evening...FYI Eno H.Anderson is the chief not Gordon
Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 8, 2020, at 11:19 AM, Coppaway, Clayton <

> wrote:

Chief Anderson and Mr. Eno Anderson,
I just wanted to follow up with you regarding the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for the Marten Falls First
Nation Community Access Road Project (http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca/).
You and your community should have received hard and electronic (on a USB drive) copies of the Draft
TOR as well as translated guides for the Draft TOR back in early December 2019.
Today I wanted to connect with you in order to:
January 20, 2020;
and,

-person follow-up meeting in the coming months;

I look forward to hearing from you,
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

B.10 Kashechewan First Nation

B10.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Leo Walter Friday Sr. and Council
Kashechewan First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Friday Sr.,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

[

]

February 20, 2020
Chief Leo Walter Friday Sr.
Kashechewan First Nation

Re: Invitation to the Indigenous Knowledge Program, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Leo Walter Friday Sr.:
Thank you very much for taking the time to speak with Clayton Coppaway, a member of the Marten Falls First
Nation (MFFN) Project Team, on November 22, 2019. We appreciated the opportunity to discuss the MFFN
Community Access Road Project (the Project) with you. Since this phone call, we have reached out to Kashechewan
First Nation regarding the Open Houses (scheduled for December 10 and 11, 2019) and have also circulated the
Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) via mail and email with the Notice of Publication identifying the release date and
review period. Most recently, the MFFN Project Team followed up via email and phone in December 2019 and
January 2020 to determine if Kashechewan First Nation intended to submit comments for the Draft ToR. Although
visits with Mushkegowuk communities have recently been postponed, we look forward to meeting with you when
this visit is re-scheduled to discuss your interest in the Project and answer any questions you may have.
As you are aware, MFFN has commenced an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the design, construction and
operation/maintenance of the Project. A draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the EA has now been completed. The
draft ToR has identified two alternative corridors for the community access road. These two corridors will be
examined further in a future EA phase; this will include confirmation of the routes, assessment of the routes, and
an evaluation to select a preferred route. The two identified corridors generally follow higher ground located to
the West of the Marten Falls community. The Draft ToR outlines how the EA will be prepared, including the studies
that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how best to engage interested communities
and persons. A critical component of the EA is the integration of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) into the planning and
design process.
IK is invaluable knowledge that helps us to better understand and appreciate the environment as it pertains to the
identity, culture and heritage of Kashechewan First Nation and other Indigenous people. It is a critical component
of the Project and will be used to inform baseline conditions, predict potential project impacts, and help to
determine appropriate mitigation and monitoring methods.
We have commenced an IK Program for the Project that will occur in two phases:
1. Collecting existing IK data to help inform early stages of the EA; and
2. Completing Project-specific IK studies.
There are significant benefits in providing IK in the EA process, including but not limited to:
Integrating IK, including spiritual and cultural values, into environmental decision-making and the Project
design (e.g., avoiding important cultural or subsistence use areas, utilizing IK to inform routing criteria and
mitigation measures, etc.);
Informing the selection of valued ecosystem components or environmental indicators to be used in the
study;
Improving awareness of the impacts development can have on traditional uses, and the subsequent
impacts on spirituality and health; and
Undertaking collaborative traditional stewardship that allows for a more inclusive and holistic approach to
environmental management and monitoring.

We are enquiring if Kashechewan First Nation is interested in participating in the IK Program by either providing
existing IK and/or completing a Project-specific IK study. If you are interested in participating, funding is available.
Our approach to working with your community on the IK program will be guided by the following key principles:
1. The people of your community are a source of knowledge on past and present uses of the land and its
resources, associated cultural practices, and community values.
2. We are your partner our goal is to work together with you to complete the IK Program in a manner that
-being so that IK can be meaningfully integrated into the EA process.
contributes
Protection and confidentiality of IK is of utmost importance to the Project Team. To honour and respect this
important information, we propose establishing an IK Sharing Agreement with your community, prior to the
collection and use of IK information. The Sharing Agreement would outline how confidential and sensitive
information would be utilized in the
process. We have attached a Draft IK Sharing Agreement for your
review and consideration.
In order to confirm that your community is interested in participating in the IK Program, we ask that you contact us
by April 3, 2020. To
please feel free to contact Andrea Nokleby
or Braydi Rice
of the Project team.
Sincerely,

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Coppaway, Clayton
May 20, 2020 2:32 PM

Fwd: [Fwd: Invitation to the Indigenous Knowledge Program, Marten Falls Community
Access Road]
MFFN Community Access Road - IK Sharing Agreement_DRAFT.pdf; MFFN Community
Access Road - ITK Program Letter - Kashechewan FN.pdf

Hello Chief Friday,
I hope you and your community are doing well during this time. I am following up the Indigenous Knowledge
(IK) Program for the Marten Falls Community Access Road EA. We are wondering if you have any comments
on the Draft IK Sharing Agreement that was provided by email on Feb 21, 2020. We have also noted that the
original message and attachments were deleted but we have included them in the email string below.
The IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the IK Program. Establishing a mutually agreeable IK
Sharing Agreement early on will help us to incorporate IK and land use information relevant to the Project into
the EA in a timely and effective manner. The IK Sharing Agreement would also pertain to any existing IK or
land use information that you would like to share with the Marten Falls Project Team at this time.
We would be pleased to organize a call with you to discuss the Draft Agreement at your convenience. Please let
us know if you have any questions or comments at this time or if you require additional information.
Thank you,
Clayton Coppaway
To he lp p rotec tyo u rp riv acy , Mi croso ftOffice p rev ented auto matic d own o
l ad o fthi s pi cture from the In terne t.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------Subject: Invitation to the Indigenous Knowledge Program, Marten Falls
Community Access Road
From: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Date: Fri, February 21, 2020 12:19 am
To:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Chief Friday,
1

Please see attached a letter from Chief Bruce Achneepineksum regarding the
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program for the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN)
Community Access Road.
To express your communitys interest or if you have any questions
regarding the IK Program, please feel free to contact Andrea Nokleby
of the Project team.
Regards,
MFFN Community Access Road Project Team

2

June 22, 2020
Chief Leo Walter Friday Sr.
Kashechewan First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Friday Sr.,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Kashechewan First Nation are focused on keeping the lines
of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Kashechewan First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVIDprotocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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One of our guidi
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late-summer or early-fall for
review and decision.
We understand through our previous contact with you and/or with the Province, that your
Community has an interest in this Project. The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments
from your Community on the Draft ToR. While there is a second opportunity to review and
comment on the ToR as part of the MECP review process later this year, the MFFN Project
Team is available for discussions with your Community. We welcome your feedback and input
on the ToR, including the studies that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess
effects, and how your Community will be engaged and consulted. Please let us know by July 22,
2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project
overall. We also welcome written comments by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental
Assessment process is just getting started; as we move from the ToR phase of the Project to the
EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each of the communities, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been
sent to and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and
consideration, is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in
the Record of Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous
Knowledge and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to
these draft appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be
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pleased to schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Clayton Coppaway, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Kashechewan First Nation Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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B.11

Kingfisher Lake First Nation (KLFN)

B11.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Eddie Mamakwa and Council
Kingfisher Lake First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Mamakwa,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

To he lp p rotec ty ou rp riv acy , Mi cro softOffic e prev en te d au to matic d own o
l ad o fth si pi cture fro mth e Intern et.

Coppaway, Clayton
October 31, 2019 1:34 PM
188898
Fwd: Marten Falls Community Access Road
2019-04-04 Letter C&C on NOC Kingfisher Lake.pdf

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Coppaway, Clayton <
Date: Fri, May 31, 2019 at 2:02 PM
Subject: Marten Falls Community Access Road
To: <
dam Wright <

>

Hi Mike,
It was great to chat with you today. Attached you'll find the letter that was sent to Chief Mamakwa regarding
the Marten Falls First Nation All-season Community Access Road.
Some initial question we are interested to hear from Kingfisher Lake First Nation are:
- Is there a community consultation protocol or a traditional knowledge/data collection protocol we should be
aware of?
- Does the community have any existing information or knowledge that they would like to share with us
relating the access road study area?
- Would you like to schedule an initial meeting to discuss the access road project?
Please do not hesitate to contact me or Adam Wright (cc'd) if you have any questions, concerns, or would like
more information on the project.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
-1

To he lp p rotec ty ou rp riv acy , Mi cro softOffic e prev en te d au to matic d own o
l ad o fth si pi cture fro mth e Intern et.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 200
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Coppaway, Clayton
October 31, 2019 1:46 PM

Marten Falls All-Season Community Access Road - Follow up email to Kingfisher Lake
First Nation

Hi Mike,
Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me on Tuesday, Oct 29, 2019. I just wanted to follow up with an
email to ensure that both you and Chief Eddie Mamakwa are receiving my emails and to let you know that we
will be following up with you and Chief Mamakwa on the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for the project in
early December 2019.
If you both could reply to this email so that I can be sure that I have to correct email address, I would really
appreciate it.
Thank you so much and I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
To he lp p rotec ty ou rp riv acy , Mi cro softOffic e prev en te d au to matic d own o
l ad o fth si pi cture fro mth e Intern et.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email
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[

]

June 22, 2020
Chief Eddie Mamakwa
Kingfisher Lake First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Mamakwa:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Kingfisher Lake First Nation are focused on keeping the
lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Kingfisher Lake First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able to once again meet in-related plans and/ or protocols in advance of
our meeting to make sure our protocols are in line with
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR, including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or
online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments
by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
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schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Mike Mamakwa, Land Use Planner Kingfisher Lake First Nation
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Clayton Coppaway, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Kingfisher Lake First Nation Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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B11.2

Incoming Correspondence Received from the
Community

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Coppaway, Clayton
November 1, 2019 8:00 AM
Eddie Mamakwa

Adam Wright
Re: Marten Falls All-Season Community Access Road - Follow up email to Kingfisher
Lake First Nation

Thank you for following up on this Chief Mamakwa.
Have a great weekend and we will be in touch soon.
Clayton Coppaway
To he lp p rotec ty ou rp riv acy , Mi cro softOffic e prev en te d au to matic d own o
l ad o fth si pi cture fro mth e Intern et.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

On Thu, Oct 31, 2019 at 3:35 PM Eddie Mamakwa

wrote:

Hi Clayton,

I did received the your emails.

Eddie

From: Coppaway, Clayton [mailto:
Sent: October-31-19 11:46 AM
To:
Subject: Marten Falls All-Season Community Access Road - Follow up email to Kingfisher Lake First Nation

Hi Mike,

1

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me on Tuesday, Oct 29, 2019. I just wanted to follow up with
an email to ensure that both you and Chief Eddie Mamakwa are receiving my emails and to let you know that
we will be following up with you and Chief Mamakwa on the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for the project
in early December 2019.

If you both could reply to this email so that I can be sure that I have to correct email address, I would really
appreciate it.

Thank you so much and I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway

To he lp p rotec ty ou rp riv acy , Mi cro softOffic e prev en te d au to matic d own o
l ad o fth si pi cture fro mth e Intern et.

Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private
information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please

contact the undersigned and then destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information privilégiée, confidentielle
ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir,
veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

To he lp p rotec ty ou rp riv acy , Mi cro softOffic e prev en te d au to matic
d own lo ad o fthi s pi cture from the In terne t.

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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B.12

Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First
Nation (KI)

B12.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Donald Morris and Council
Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Morris,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, April 05, 2019 2:40:05 PM
N-2019-03-06-NoticeOfCommencement-ToR-60593122.pdf
2019-04-04 Letter C&C on NOC Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug.pdf

Hello Chief Morris ,
Please find attached here a letter from Marten Falls First Nation Chief
Bruce Achneepineskum and the Notice of Commencement for the Marten Falls
All Season Community Access Road.
If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.
Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road - Public Information Centre
Wednesday, November 27, 2019 12:16:25 AM
DSG-2019-11-22-MFFN-Final Notice-PIC2-8.5x11-60593122.pdf

Hello Chief Morris,

Please see the attached notice for information about the Public
Information Centres on the Draft Terms of Reference for the proposed
Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD project. For
more information, visit [Link]

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, November 29, 2019 10:44:19 PM
N-2019-11-19-NoticeOfPublication-ToR-60593122_Grayscale2 (1) (1) (1) (1).pdf

Hello Chief Morris,

Please see the attached notice on the Draft Terms of Reference for the
proposed Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD
project.

For more information or to view the Draft Terms of Reference, visit [Link]

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Draft ToR Record of Consultation for Review
Tuesday, December 10, 2019 9:43:44 PM
RPT-Draft ToR_ROC-2019-11-19-DRAFT-ROC-60593122-Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First
Nation_Optimized.pdf

Dear Chief Donald Morris,
Please see attached the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) Record of
Consultation (RoC) Report for KI review for the Marten Falls First Nation
Community Access Road.
The Record of Consultation Appendices can be viewed at the following the
link:
[Link]
If you have any questions please reply to this email.
Regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From: Coppaway, Clayton <
>
Date: Tue, Dec 17, 2019 at 8:51 AM
Subject: Re: Marten Falls All-Season Community Access Road - Draft TOR follow up
To: steven Chapman <
>
Cc: Adam Wright <
>

Hi Steven,
Thanks so much for your prompt reply. We will be sure to include/make note of the Chiefs concerns
about caribou migrations to KI in the draft TOR. Would the community be providing additional written
comments on the draft terms of reference as well? I am also happy to chat over the phone when or if
you would like. Please let me know.
Clayton
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca

On Tue, Dec 17, 2019, 9:29 AM Coppaway, Clayton <
Hi Steven,

> wrote:

I just wanted to follow up with you about relating to the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for Marten Falls
First Nation All-season Community Access Road Project.
Did the Community receive the Draft ToR documents?
o Hardcopies and a USB were mailed in late November.
o Hard Copies, USB (electronic copies), and guide in english and Oji-Cree
Draft TOR - Comment Period - Dec 4 2019 to January 20, 2020
Are there any questions / issues to date?
Is the community planning to submit comments?
Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limited
274 Sydney Street Suite 100
Saint John, New Brunswick, E2L 0A8

www.dillon.ca

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 12:04:58 PM
2020-01-09 Marten Falls Consultation MOU_Signed.pdf

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Morris,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,
MFFN Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Monday, January 27, 2020 11:56:00 AM

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Morris,
This email is in follow up to our email sent Tuesday, January 21 2020,
regarding extensions to the comment periods for both the Draft Terms of
Reference (issued by Marten Falls First Nation—the Proponent) and the
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (issued by the Impact Assessment
Agency of Canada (IAAC)). Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN), as the
Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road, does not have the
authority to grant requests related to the Agency’s comment period. The
Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored Impact Statement
Guidelines until January 28, 2020. For any questions related to the
federal impact assessment process, including timelines for the submission
of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada
IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca / Cel: 416-952-1576

As communicated earlier, MFFN does however own the decision to extend the
comment period for the Draft Terms of Reference and has already extended
the date for submitting comments to February 7 2020.
We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on both the Draft
Terms of Reference and the Agency’s TISG documents, and to furthering
discussions related to the proposed community access road to Marten Falls.
A Project Team representative will reach out in February to discuss the
opportunity to meet with your community.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team
--------------

> Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Morris,
>
> The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
> communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
>
> - Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
> Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
> - Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
> Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
>

> MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
> periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
> Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
> MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
> Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
> decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
> do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
> IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
> Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
> communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
> review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
> extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
> from the federal Minister of our request.
>
> With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
> for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
> comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
> the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
> IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
> received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
> the TISG.
>
> In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
> (MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
> aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
> Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
> EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
> regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
> signed MOU is attached for your information.
>
> We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
> documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
> project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
>
> Best Regards / Miigwetch,
>
> MFFN Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

[EXTERNAL] RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference
June 22, 2020 10:19:36 AM
MFFN CAR - Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug Draft Record of Consultation ToR Letter.pdf

Dear Chief Donald Morris,
Please find attached a letter for your community in regards to the Terms
of Reference (ToR) for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road
Environmental Assessment.
In addition, below is a Google Drive link to your Individual Record of
Consultation for the ToR and the associated Appendix. These documents
include a list of the points of contact that have occurred with your
community as well as engagement-related materials that have been sent to
or received from your community. If you have any comments or concerns
related to the information in these documents, please let us know by July
22, 2020.

Please note that you will also receive a hard-copy of the attached letter
as well as two USB drives with the Individual RoC and Appendix via mail.
Kind Regards,
The MFFN Project Team

June 22, 2020
Chief Donald Morris
Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Donald Morris,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation are focused
on keeping the lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to
emphasize that we are taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling
online meetings or conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and
the need for social distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we
continue to follow the situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public
health recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome
teleconference meetings with Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation and recognize that
you may require flexibility in responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able
to once again meet in-related plans and/ or
protocols in advance of our meeting to make sure our protocols are in line with your

In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
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review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
L
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR. including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or
online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments
by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
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schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Steven Chapman, Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation Lands and Resource
Department
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
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Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Kathryn Ross, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of
Consultation
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Incoming Correspondence Received from the
Community

On Tue, Dec 17, 2019 at 11:42 AM steven Chapman <
Hi,
The Chief that he is just concerned of the caribou migration to ki
Steven

wrote:
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Community-Specific Meeting Materials

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

MARTEN FALLS
FIRST NATION
ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Presentation to KI First Nation

September 4, 2019
0

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Welcome! Boozhoo!
We plan to talk about:
Topic 1 Project Overview and Update: Provide an overview and update to the Project and
Environmental Assessment (EA) process we are following
Topic 2 Environmental Assessment Process: Review Provincial and Federal EA processes
including the Draft Terms of Reference
Topic 3 Route Selection: Review the potential routes for the Community Access Road, and discuss
our proposed approach for selecting viable routes for further study during the EA
Topic 4 Engaging Other First Nations:
and discuss how best to involve your Community

Your input is important to us.
1
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Project Overview

2
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Marten Falls First Nation is initiating a communityled Provincial Environmental Assessment and
Preliminary Design Study for an all season access
road to the Community.
Marten Falls First Nation has a winter access road,
transportation of goods and people difficult.
The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g., mining).

3
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
Better access would allow increased opportunities for:
Social interaction with other communities;
Access to emergency, health and social services;
Training and jobs during planning and construction; and
Local economic development.
A Community Access Road would also reduce transportation
costs for goods and services; meaning more affordable food,
fuel and other vital supplies and services.
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Components of the Community Access Road
The Community Access Road is currently at the conceptual stage and is anticipated to include the
following features:
Between 140 km to 250 km of all season, two-lane gravel road
Bridge and/ or culverts (engineered ditches for river and stream crossings);
Areas to obtain construction materials like aggregates; and
Temporary construction access roads, work areas and camps.

5
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Environmental Assessment Process

6
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

What do you think about
the Principles that are
guiding the Community
Access Road?

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch
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First Step of a Provincial Environmental Assessment
First step of a Provincial Individual Environmental Assessment is to prepare a Terms of
Reference, which requires consultation with neighbouring Indigenous Communities.
EA planning and decision-making and outlines:
How the Environmental Assessment will be prepared;
What studies will be conducted;
The process to identify and assess effects; and
How people will be consulted.

Consultation is key to decisionmaking.
We encourage you to provide
input on both the Draft and Final
Terms of Reference.

8
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What is a Federal Project Description?
A Project Description is a requirement of the Federal government to determine if a Federal
Environmental Assessment is required, and includes the following information to make that decision:
Proposed Project Description (e.g., location, project activities including construction);
Description of baseline conditions and sensitivities;
Outline of potential environmental effects;
Approach for engagement with Indigenous Communities; and
Approach for engagement with other interested persons (e.g., the public, industry, non-government
organizations and government agencies).

9
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EA Status

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

August 2019

Engagement Activities
Notice of Terms of Reference commencement published (March)
On-going outreach to consult neighbouring Indigenous
communities (22).
Ongoing Meetings in Marten Falls Community.
Meetings with several neighboring Communities
Public Information Session #1 (Thunder Bay and Geraldton).
Agency and key stakeholder meetings.
Online consultation.

10
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August 2019

Environmental Assessment Documents
Provincial Environmental Assessment Draft Terms of
Reference (ToR) is drafted and to be released in Fall.
Draft ToR summary document also to be released (including
translated version).
Federal Project Description has been submitted to Impact
Assessment Agency and has been released for public review.
IA Agency to make a decision on need to prepare a Federal EA
(under new Impact Assessment Act)

11
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August 2019

Field Studies
July to October 2019: Vegetation and Wildlife
August to October 2019:
Fisheries and Surface Water
Cultural Heritage
Noise and Air
August to December 2019: Geotechnical and Engineering
Socio-economic and Indigenous Knowledge data collection activities
to start

12
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Community Access Road Route Selection

13
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Preliminary Routes for the Community Access Road
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is identifying the
alternative routes for the proposed road.

Alternative 1

Alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls First Nation
using information gathered during previous studies and
consultation, and updated this year to include the latest available
information.

Alternative 2

Four alternative routes were originally identified. Marten Falls
First Nation has made a community decision to consider only
the western routes in the EA (#1 and #4).

Alternative 3
Alternative 4

Is there anything we should know about the study area or potential routes?
Do you have any comments, ideas or community values related to the
potential alternative routes?
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Proximity of Routes to
Kitchenuhmaykoosib
Inninuwug First Nation
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Respecting the Environment:
An evaluation will be completed in the
Environmental Assessment to compare
alternative routes (2) against a set of criteria.
The outcome of the evaluation of alternative
routes in the Environmental Assessment will
identify the preferred route for the Community
Access Road with the:
Least potential for negative effects
Greatest opportunity for mitigation negative
effects
Greatest community benefit

Are there
values
important to
you that we
What else
should
be
should
be
considering?

considered
when defining
Do you
see
which
routes
any
meritimpacts
further
on
Aboriginal
study
through
the
or treaty
Environmental
rights?
Assessment?
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for IK collection, protection and use in
the EA will be established with interested communities.
We are asking communities if they have interest in
sharing IK in relation to the project area.
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Engaging Indigenous Communities
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Engaging Indigenous Communities
Marten Falls First Nation and neighbouring
Indigenous Communities have been discussing
community access roads since mid-2017
Marten Falls First Nation and the Province of Ontario
are sharing the responsibility to engage with
Indigenous Communities
Marten Falls First Nation Project Team has sent
notification letters and has attempted to contact
neighbouring Indigenous communities to determine if
they have an interest in the project / EA
Discussions are ongoing with several communities

19
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Proposed Consultation for the Environmental Assessment
Three rounds of consultation are proposed for the Environmental Assessment:

Winter
2019/2020

Spring 2020

Fall 2020

20
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Gathering Feedback through the Environmental
Assessment
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Project Website

Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

Translated Project Updates

Project Hotline/ Email

How would you
like to be
consulted and
Areinformed
there other
kept
you
duringcriteria
the Terms
suggestand
we
of Reference
Consultation
is
key
to
Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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Engaging with KI First Nation
Key items to discuss:
Confirming your interest in the Project
Topics of key interest including baseline studies and potential
project impacts
Determining future engagement activities with the Community

Are there other
criteria you
suggest we
consider?

22
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment

23
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

24

Marten Falls Community Access Road
Meeting with Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation
September 4, 2019
Date: September 4, 2019
(9:00 am to 11:30 am Chief and Council Meeting)
Location: Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug, Ontario
Chief and Council Meeting
The following documents the meeting held with members of Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug Council.
Attendees:
Stanely Bluecoat KI Deputy Chief
Richard Anderson Council Member
Beatrice Fox Council Member
Bonnie Sanderson Council Member
Stephen Chapman Lands and Resources

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum, MFFN
Bob Baxter - MFFN Community Member Advisor
Lawrence Baxter - MFFN Community Member Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen MFFN Advisor
Don McKinnon Consultation / EA Lead

Introduction / Purpose
The purpose of the meeting was to provide an update on the Marten Falls Community Access Road
(MFCAR) project, including an outline the Terms of Reference (ToR) process and content including
potential routes. Also to be discussed is the potential interest that Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug (KI)
First Nation may have in the project.

Meeting Summary
The meeting began with a welcome from Chief Bruce who noted that the proposed community access
road is primarily within Marten Falls territory with some overlap of Aroland First Nation territory at the
south end of the road and with Webequie to the north should the road extent into the Ring of Fire. Chief
Bruce thanked KI for inviting us to their community to present on the all-weather road and explaining
that planning has been on going for 15 years and that he is happy to have a partnership to work with
Ontario.
Don McKinnon delivered an introductory presentation to Chief and Council. The following outline the
questions and responses that were posed during and after the presentation by KI:
Q1: How long will be access road be?
A1: The road will be 180 to 240 km long depending on the alternative selected. Nakina, Ontario is the
nearest town to the road on the existing provincial highway network.

Q2: Where is Marten Falls located? And why are you consulting us when this project is so far away?
A2: A map was showing of the location of Marten Falls and proposed road alternatives relative to KI.
Caribou and watershed are some of the reasons why have such a long list of communities to consult.
Q3: Why not a paved road? There would be a lot of washouts with gravel roads.
A3: Drive around and you will see that pavement only happens in the South and not where First Nations
live The assumption has been for a gravel road all along.
Q4: From a satellite shot before there is a caribou route that extend from our territory toward Marten
Falls territory, how will you not disturb this migration path?
A4:
assessment because it is a species at risk.
Comment 1: KI constructed a road 16 km to another community and the elders said the habitat of the
caribou is different after the road was build
Response 1: MFFN Elder noted they have seen a photo where a herd of caribou were crossing a
highway.
Q5: How long have you been working on this project?
A5: The official environmental assessment work began in January/February 2019 and in May 2018 the
voluntary agreement was signed with the Ministry of the Environment, Climate Change and Parks.

Action Items
Study caribou and provide information on migration pathways and mitigation measure that will
be used during the environmental assessment phase of the project.
Continue providing project updates.

B.13

Long Lake #58 First Nation (LL 58)
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Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Veronica Waboose and Council
Long Lake #58 First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Waboose,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

Ministry of the
Environment,
Conservation and Parks

Ministère de
Protection de la nature et
des Parcs

Environmental Assessment
Branch

Direction des évaluations
environnementales

1st Floor
135 St. Clair Avenue W
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Tel.: 416 314-8001
Fax.: 416 314-8452

Rez-de-chaussée
135, avenue St. Clair Ouest
Toronto ON M4V 1P5
Tél.:
416 314-8001
Téléc.: 416 314-8452

April 15, 2020
Chief Judy Desmoulin
Long Lake #58 First Nation

RE: Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Dear Chief Desmoulin:
I am writing to you about the environmental assessment process for the proposed
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
p
We hope you are doing
well in these challenging times. Recognizing that it is not business as usual, we did
want to get you a response to some outstanding correspondence.
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation
is proposing the development
of an all-season, multi-use community access road from the north end of the Painter
Lake forestry road to the community of Marten Falls. The project is intended to provide
community access to the provincial highway network.
On December 19, 2018, I wrote Long Lake #58 First Nation to inform the former Chief
that b
land use areas,
claims and assertions in the project area, your community did not appear to have
constitutionally protected Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be adversely affected by
the project. At that time, I directed the proponent to consult with your community on the
basis that you may be interested in the potential environmental effects of the project.
On February 28, 2020, your legal counsel, Mr. Jordan Sewell, wrote the Ministry of
Energy, Northern Development and Mines to provide new information about the extent

of Long Lake #58 First Nation asserted traditional land use area. Based on this new
information, the information Marten Falls First Nation has provided to date about the
p
Aboriginal and treaty rights in the area, the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation
and Parks has now identified to the proponent that it should consult with you during the
environmental assessment process, including during the preparation of the terms of
reference, on the basis that your community has or may have constitutionally protected
Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be adversely affected by the project.
You can expect to continue to be contacted by Marten Falls First Nation as it prepares
its terms of reference. Any consultation activities completed with your community to
date and going forward, as well as any input you provide that you do not deem
confidential, will be documented by Marten Falls First Nation in a record of consultation.
Once the terms of reference is completed, the consultation record together with the
project documentation will be submitted to the ministry for its review and a decision on
the terms of reference.
The ministry is committed to environmental protection and meeting its duty to consult
obligations for the environmental assessment process. The ministry encourages you,
and your community, to participate in the consultation process, although we recognize
there may be challenges in the near term due to the state of emergency that we
understand your community has recently declared. The ministry will be available
throughout should you have any questions or concerns.
If you have any questions or concerns at this time, please do not hesitate to contact
Agni Papageorgiou, Special Project Officer, at 416-314-7213 or
agni.papageorgiou@ontario.ca; or Sasha McLeod, Special Project Officer, at
416-314-8221 or sasha.mcleod@ontario.ca.
If you have any questions about the project, you may also contact Lawrence Baxter,
Senior Community Advisor, Marten Falls First Nation, and Qasim Saddique, Project
Director, at MFCARINFO@gmail.com.
Sincerely,

Annamaria Cross
Director
Environmental Assessment Branch
c.

, Consultation and Development Protocol Coordinator, Long
Lake #58 First Nation
Jordan Sewell, Counsel to Long Lake #58 First Nation, Alan Pratt Law Firm
Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community Advisor, Marten Falls First Nation
Qasim Saddique, Project Director, Marten Falls Project Team

June 25, 2020
Chief Judy Desmoulin
Long Lake #58 First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Desmoulin:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Long Lake #58 First Nation are focused on keeping the lines
of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Long Lake #58 First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVIDprotocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
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several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR. Long Lake #58 First
Nation was one of those communities and we very much appreciate the input you provided.
First, we would like to thank you for your efforts to provide feedback on the Draft ToR. One of
feedback that would not be possible. The MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from
all those Indigenous Communities who commented and is in the process of incorporating that
feedback into the ToR. The ToR will outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies
that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and the ways communities
and interested persons will be engaged and consulted. Through our review, we have considered
(see Long Lake #58 First Nation Draft Record of Consultation attached). We have also indicated,
if applicable, how your feedback has been incorporated into the ToR and/ or how it will be
considered as part of the future EA process.

Record of Consultation to be submitted as an appendix to the ToR; both the Record of
Consultation and the ToR will be publicly available documents. Please let us know if you would
like to meet to discuss our responses to the feedback provided by your community; we would
appreciate meeting in advance of July 22 so that we can consider any additional input in the
ToR. We welcome the opportunity to further our discussions and are happy to schedule an
online/ virtual meeting to do so. If you are not available to meet at this time, you can also
provide comments in writing.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

is the information we have compiled for your community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

CC

gon, Long Lake #58 First Nation, Consultation and Development Protocol
Coordinator
Ervin Waboose, Long Lake #58 First Nation, Community Communications Liaison Officer
Zoey Kakegabon, Long Lake #58 First Nation, Economic Development Assistant
Kimberly Jorgenson, Environmental Services Coordinator, Four Rivers Inc.
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Jessica Metuzals, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Long Lake No. 58 First Nation Terms of Reference Record of Consultation

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

B13.2

Incoming Correspondence Received from the
Community

February 28, 2020
Susan Capling, Assistant Deputy Minister
Ministry of Energy, Northern Development & Mines
933 Ramsey Lake Road, Level B6
Sudbury, ON P3E 6B5
Via E-mail: susan.capling@ontario.ca
Lori Churchill, Director
Indigenous Consultation and Partnerships Branch
Ministry of Energy, Northern Development and Mines
933 Ramsey Lake Road, Level B6
Sudbury, ON P3E 6B5
Via E-Mail: lori.churchill@ontario.ca
Dear Ms. Capling and Ms. Churchill:
Re: Provincial Funding Support for Marten Falls First Nation Community
Access Road and Webequie First Nation Supply Road Environmental
Assessments
We are writing in response to your letter dated February 5, 2020.
negotiations with the Governments of Ontario and Canada (the
Background

www.prattlaw.ca

We understand that two roads are being proposed for development. First, Marten
Falls First Nation is planning the construction of an all-season multi-use community
access road connecting the northern end of Painter Lake forestry road to the
community of Marten Falls Marten Falls Project . The Marten Falls Project is
intended to provide the community with access to the provincial highway network
and could enable future access to potential mineral development activities in the Ring
of Fire area.

Second, Webequie First Nation is planning the construction of a supply road
Project is intended to accommodate an all-season road
to connect Webequie First Nation to existing mineral exploration and potential
future mining activities in the McFaulds Lake area. The Detailed Project
t is expected that that there will ultimately be an all-season
road connection between the McFaulds Lake area and the provincial highway
system to ensure/maximize the viability of mine developments.
In letters dated December 19, 2018, November 8, 2019, and February 5, 2020,
Ontari
adversely impacted by the Marten Falls or Webequie Projects. Ontario decided
that LL58 was not entitled to the funding initiative to support participation in
consultation activities related to the Environmental Assessment
processes.
arlier maps delineating the boundaries
, such as the map previously attached to
July
2015 Engagement and Accommodation Protocol. These earlier maps do not
extend into the area within the Marten Falls or Webequie Projects proposed
development. However, as part of the Negotiations, LL58 continues to refine its
Aboriginal rights territory as it undertakes new research or new analysis of
existing research.
The revised traditional use area map, which is enclosed in this letter for your
reference, demonstrates that the Marten Falls Project does
traditional territory and may pose potential impacts to its Aboriginal rights.
The Webequie Project, as currently proposed, does not pose any such impact.
Though any additional developments to connect the Ring of Fire to the
provincial highway network may
may
trigger future consultations and EAs.
History of the Long Lake Band
Approximately 60-70% of the historic
in what is now Treaty No. 9 territory, which is north of the height of land
separating the Hudson Bay watershed from the Great Lakes watershed. The
2

remaining 30-40% is within what is today the boundaries of the RobinsonSuperior Treaty
of 1850, both west of the height of land towards Lake
Nipigon, and southward towards Lake Superior.
Roughly two-thirds of the population of the historic Long Lake Band occupied
territory north of the height of land and became what is today LL58. In 1906, the
other one-third signed Treaty No. 9 and became Long Lake No. 77 First Nation
or, as they are presently known, Ginoogaming First Nation
.
LL58 never signed a treaty or treaty adhesion, although Ontario and Canada
maintain that they are nonetheless bound by the RST. These differences are the
subject of ongoing litigation and the Negotiations.
In 1916, anthropologist F.W. Waugh travelled to Long Lake and recorded the
location of family territories of the various families, which then made up the
Long Lake Band.
In 2000, historical researcher James Morrison prepared Long Lake No. 58 First
Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty (the
, which set out
journals. Excerpts from the Morrison Report are detailed below to describe the
territory affected by the Marten Falls Project.

the Morrison Report
states:
There is important anthropological evidence from 1916 showing the
territories then occupied by members of the Long Lake traditional Band.
basically the same ones that the Band had been occupying in 1850 and in
1816.1
This excerpt is important in that it evidences continuity of use and occupation of
Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 1.
1

3

No Distinction between LL77 and LL58 Traditional Territory
Primarily relying on the 1916 evidence,
territory on a map and identified whether a Family Group belonged to
modern-day LL58 or LL77.
based on the supposed distinction between LL58 and LL77.
However, further analysis of the Morrison Report revealed that any attempt to
distinguish between which present-day First Nation had historically used and
occupied which territory is not possible. The Family Groups and their territories
are intertwined to such a degree that members of both LL58 and LL77
historically used and occupied the same lands. Further, many, if not all, of these
lands are currently used and occupied by both modern-day LL58 and LL77
members.2
Given the contiguity of their hunting grounds, these Family Groups would all
have known one another and would likely have been connected by ties of
kinship.3 For the most part, all the Family Groups were and continue to be
interrelated. Privileges to hunt in another
territory occurred
through marriage4 and it was not uncommon for people who may have at one
point been LL77 members to marry into an LL58 family or vice versa. Therefore,
marriages would essentially link territories between different Family Groups and
erase any real distinction between LL77 lands and LL58 lands.
Distinctions between LL77 and LL58 territory were also made on the basis of
annuity payments. Some individuals that lived beyond RST territory were
identified as LL77 members because they were removed from LL58 annuities
paylists in 1897. These individuals were reinstated in 1899
but
were removed again when they became members of LL77.5 However, though
identified as members from LL77, many of them then married into LL58 families
who then used and occupied LL58 lands.
, interviewed by Jordan Sewell, Longlac Ontario, November 5, 2019.
3 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 47-48.
4Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 21.
5 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 47-48.
2
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Descriptions of Family Groups and Impacted Traditional Territory
Below is a description of the four Long Lake Band Family Groups and their
territories. These lands are
,
which is the area being impacted by the proposed Marten Falls Project.
FAMILY GROUP 6
2 families around Esnagami
(Kanobetan) (daughter of
old blind man Menowik
n
(Menwekamiginong)
FAMILY GROUP 7
Traps along river & large
lake (A) & beyond along
another river to the
northeast, also taking in
group of small lakes (B) and
Storm Lake
Joe Manates was removed from the LL58 paylist in 1897-98, reinstated in 1899,
and was later registered with LL77 at the time of Treaty No. 9 in 1906. 6 He had a
daughter who married Antoine Wakigabawick of LL58. Another daughter
married William Posin of LL58.7
bit was the daughter of an old
blind man named Menowik mi g n (Menwekamiginong). Menwekamiginong
was an LL58 member since at least 1884 when he was on the list of annuitants.8
His son, Louis Menowaygikick, was an LL58 member and was part of Family
Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 54.
7 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 48.
8 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 48-49.
6

5

Group 9 (see below).9
possible those same grounds were originally occupied by Menwekamiginong.10 In
grounds in the same general area on the height of land between Long Lake and
Nipigon.11
Lakes, the Kapikotongwi River, and the headwaters of the Onaman River,
including Onaman and Oboshkegan Lakes.12 These three uncles were also
reinstated on LL58 paylists in 1899 only to become members of LL77 in 1906.13
-98, reinstated in 1899, and
was later registered with LL77 at the time of Treaty No. 9 in 1906.14 He was Joe
meaning he, too, used and occupied LL58 grounds.15 Many of their children
remained on LL77 paylists though one married into an LL58 family.16
Like Manates and Tchabik, their two brothers and three uncles were all married
to women from LL58. The wives were allowed to continue receiving annuities
but their children were removed from the LL58 paylist in 1897-1898 on the
grounds that not even temporary residence in RST territory (i.e. there were
occasions in the 1860s and 1870s when this family hunted south of Long Lake)
Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 49.
10 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 49.
11 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 53.
12 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 54.
13 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 54.
14 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 50.
15 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 50.
16 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 51.
9

6

was sufficient to entitle all members of the family to receive payment. 17 While
these
kilometers away.
The territories of these two Family Groups are currently used and occupied by
the Shebagabow family who are LL58 members.18
FAMILY GROUP 8
Ogoki Lake and River on
both sides

B

from
Family Group 7. Both had been members of LL58 until their transfer to LL77 in
1906.19
1915-16 around Ogoki Lake and on both sides of the Ogoki River. Since
vived, it is not clear whether they were hunting upriver
or downriver. If their grounds were upriver, they would have been close to the
Kapikotongwi River and the modern Ogoki Reservoir. If downriver, they would
have been due north of Esnagami Lake.
Skibie and Pasahan were baptized at Ogoki Lake, showing they were born within
the same grounds they occupied in 1916. It also supports a conclusion that they
inherited the grounds from their father Minesigigigweb. 20
It is possible that the hunting group of Skibie and Pashan also included children
of their brother Magiskan, of Ginoogaming. Magiskan had three boys and a girl.
One of the sons, Joe Magiskan married a daughter of Opitagan, of LL58, whose

Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 51-52.
18
Jordan Sewell, Longlac Ontario, November 5, 2019.
19 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 55.
20 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 56.
17

7

hunting grounds were in the Collins Lake - Wababimaga Lake area north of
Aroland and Nakina.21
FAMILY GROUP 9
Long Lake to northeast,
Little Dog Lake, stopping
just short of Percy Lake

M

Of the four names in this Family Group, only one was definitively identified in
the Morrison Report. The other names could not be found on Treaty paylists or
in other Indian Affairs documents.22
The third name, M nowe gi zik, appears on LL58 paylists as Louis
(Family Group 6 above) from LL58.23 His other sister was married to Tchabik
(Family Group 7 above).24
hunting grounds included the
immediately north of the lands occupied by his father and sister. Morrison
believes it likely that all these grounds had originally belonged to the same
extended family group.25
The territory of this Family Group is also currently used and occupied by the
Shebagabow family who are LL58 members.26

Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 56-57.
22 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 57.
23 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 57.
24 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 57.
25 Long Lake No. 58 First Nation: Membership, Territory, and Treaty, James Morrison, 19 May
2000 at p. 58.
26
Jordan Sewell, Longlac Ontario, November 5, 2019.
21 Long
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Kimberly Jorgenson
July 22, 2020 4:48 PM
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Churchill, Lori
Subject:

(ENDM); Puvananathan, Anjala (IAAC/AEIC)
RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment
Terms of Reference

Good afternoon Marten Fall Community Access Road (MFCAR) Project Team,
The following feedback is provided from Long Lake #58 First Nation (LL58) regarding the MFCAR environmental
assessment (EA) and draft Record of Consultation (RoC) document, in response to the letter dated June 25, 2020:
As you are aware, communications between LL58 and the MFCAR Team have been slowed since March, due to the
global pandemic situation and ongoing efforts to secure provincial funding support for participation in this EA. While
the Participant Funding Offer was finally received from ENDM in mid-April, funds are still not secured from the province
at this time. As such, LL58’s capacity to respond to ongoing consultation requests on this EA remains limited, with our
existing resources being further strained by the pandemic and ongoing closure of our Band Office.
LL58 is currently unable to conduct any of the community engagement activities required to actively participate in this
EA as discussed in February with the MFCAR team. LL58 has established processes for community engagement and
consultation activities, and shifting such efforts to an online or socially-distanced format presents a great challenge that
will require careful thought, planning and staff/technology resources which we do not currently have. Additional time
and patience are required to address and overcome these challenges, as we all adjust to our ‘new reality’. We are
concerned that the final Terms of Reference (ToR) document will be released to the province before we have
established the capacity and processes required to appropriately and meaningfully consult and engage our membership.
We respect the need for Marten Falls First Nation to advance on this project for the betterment of their people and
community, and as such are providing the following high-level comments on the draft Record of Consultation
document:
• Table 2-1: LL58 would prefer the row titled ‘Treaty’ to simply read: ‘Not treaty signatories’. Under the ‘Tribal Council’
row, the response should only be ‘Matawa First Nations Management’; while the other information is accurate, it would
be more appropriately located in a separate row.
• Appendix A.2: While LL58 acknowledges that the MFCAR team was provided with a map on Feb. 7/20 showing our
traditional homelands in relation to the MFCAR project, the map provided in the draft RoC document (no Figure #,
dated March 2020) was not provided through correspondence between LL58 and the MFCAR team; indeed, this is the
first time LL58 has viewed this map. Since the shapefile for LL58’s Traditional Use Area has not been formally provided
to the MFCAR team, we would appreciate the removal of this map from the draft RoC document and the final ToR until
such time as appropriate agreements on the use of this sensitive information are in-place.
When appropriate, we will provide a status update to the MFCAR team to restart engagement and consultation
activities on an agreeable timeline. Once we can commit the resources and thoughtful reflection required on
engagement methods to meaningfully participate in this EA, we will reach out to discuss next steps on the program.
Sincerely,
1

John O'Nabigon, Long Lake #58 First Nation (submitted by Kimberly Jorgenson on behalf of LL58)

Kimberly Jorgenson
Environmental Services Coordinator
Group

Four Rivers Environmental Services
Matawa First Nations Management

This electronic transmission may contain information that is confidential, privileged and/or protected under law.
Review, disclosure or distribution of this e-mail by an unintended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately and permanently delete the copy you have
,
received.
/
.
,
.
,
.
-----Original Message----From: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca <info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca>
Sent: June 25, 2020 12:12 PM
To:
Cc:

Subject: RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference
Dear Chief Desmoulin:
Please find attached a letter for your community in regards to the Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Marten Falls First
Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment.
In addition, below is a Google Drive link to your Individual Record of Consultation for the ToR and the associated
Appendix. These documents include a list of the points of contact that have occurred with your community as well as
engagement-related materials that have been sent to or received from your community. If you have any comments or
concerns related to the information in these documents, please let us know by July 22, 2020.
[ Link ]
Please note that you will also receive a hard-copy of the attached letter as well as two USB drives with the Individual
RoC and Appendix via mail.
Kind Regards,
The MFFN Project Team

2
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Community-Specific Meeting Materials

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

MARTEN FALLS
FIRST NATION
ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Presentation to Matawa Community Communications Liaisons

JUNE 5, 2019
0

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

1

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Engaging Neighbouring First Nations
We have been reaching out to neighbouring First Nations since December 2018 to introduced our
project and start to work with First Nations to develop community specific Engagement Plans that
respect Consultation & Accommodation Protocols and meet individual community needs. We want
you to let us know:
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mineral and Exploration Development? How well does the
route accommodate mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Marten Falls First Nation All Season
Community Access Road

Project
Name:

Attendees:

Kimberly Jorgenson (LL58)
Lawrence Baxter (MFFN Project Team)
Larissa Mikkelsen (MFFN Project Team)
Qasim Saddique (MFFN Project Team)
Jennifer Bruin (MFFN Project Team)
Don McKinnon (MFFN Project Team)
Andrea Nokleby (MFFN Project Team)
Jessica Metuzals (MFFN Project Team)

Date of
Meeting:

February 26, 2020

Time:

4:00pm to 5:00 pm EST

Project #:

60593122

Location:

Google Hangouts / CallIn

Prepared By: Jessica Metuzals
Absent:
Regarding:

MFFN Community Access Road Environmental
Assessment Project Update with Long Lake 58 First
Nation Comments and Questions

Minutes of Meeting
Action
Project Introduction
o The MFFN Project Team (PT) provided an overview of the Project, including a highlevel description of the Project, preliminary routes, the need for the Project, and the
Project Area and neighbouring communities.
o
58 First Nation (LL58), noted that LL58 has updated
comment submission.

IK Study Area and IK Sharing Agreement
o The MFFN PT described the different phases of the Indigenous Knowledge (IK)
Program for the Project and emphasized the importance of IK Sharing Agreements.
The MFFN Project team also noted that the Local Study Area (LSA) and Regional
Study Area (RSA) are currently being identified. The Preliminary Area of Interest is
the EA Study Area identified in the ToR, which is 2.5km of the centreline of each of
the two western routes. The MFFN PT is looking into wildlife, fish, water, and
information from communities to help define these areas.
o Kimberly Jorgenson, LL58, noted that their team had received the Shapefiles of the
Preliminary Area of Interest. Their team was able to open the shapefiles and
complete some IK overlays to identify intersections.
LL58: Will you identify these points (i.e. wildlife, fish, water,
o Qetc.) in the IK Sharing Agreement?
o A MFFN Project Team: Our team intends to use this information (i.e., Natural
Environment study area(s) to help define the IK Study Area. When the IK Study
Area is defined, the PT will provide a memo outlining key considerations.
o Q Kimberly Jorgenson, LL58: Is the shapefile you sent us preliminary?
o A MFFN Project Team: Yes. It is the preliminary EA Study Area.
Baseline Studies Overview
o The MFFN PT provided an overview of vegetation and wildlife studies; geotechnical
and engineering; fish and water; cultural heritage; and noise and air quality studies
that have been completed to date as well as ongoing/planned studies.

Review Periods and Consultation Milestones
o The MFFN PT provided an overview of the schedule. The MFFN PT summarized
the work completed to date and noted that the Project is in the Provincial EA Terms
of Reference (ToR) stage and in the early stages of the Federal Impact Assessment
(IA) including the issuance of the Final Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines
(TISG) by the Impact Agency of Canada (IAAC).
o Q Kimberly Jorgenson, LL58: Now that you have the Final TISG? What
is the timeline? Do you expect it to take the full three years to complete the
IA?
o A MFFN Project Team: The PT is still in the process of absorbing the
guidelines and understanding the effort that will be required to complete
the IA. One of the
completion of the EA and the IA, recognizing that the schedule will be fluid
and evolve. It is reasonable to assume that the EA/IA will be completed in
2021-2022. There will be future communication in regards to schedule
updates.
o The MFFN PT provided a high-level overview of the regulatory review process (i.e.
federal, provincial, and the coordination of these processes).
o The MFFN PT noted that draft review periods for both the draft ToR and the draft
TISG have ended. Some of the comments received on the draft ToR may require
follow-up conversations prior to finalizing and submitting to the Province.

MFFN PT Resend the IK
Sharing Agreement to LL58.
LL58 to provide comments
on the draft IK Sharing
agreement.

o

o

o

The MFFN PT stated that the one of the next steps in the process will involve
understanding how IK and TLU will be integrated into the EA, recognizing the
differences within communities.
o Q Jo
LL58:
from the community into the process?
o A MFFN Project Team: The PT has had some meetings with
communities where the Project is explained with discussions on where IK
can be used or is needed. The PT is happy to communicate what points
Indigenous communities input can be integrated into the Project. The PT is
open to more of a conversation on the subject of integrating IK including
key timelines/milestones, recognizing the evolving schedule.
o
: We need to engage directly with the knowledge
keepers. It takes time.
o MFFN PT: The PT is sensitive to the time it takes to gather this
information. The PT will have more detailed conversations with
communities about who the PT should be speaking to, what agreements
need to be in place. The PT is happy to have a follow-up conversation on
this.
o Kimberly Jorgenson, LL58: The detailed comments submitted on Draft
ToR are from community outreach sessions. They are a good starting
point.
o MFFN PT: The PT will go through these comments, absorb them, develop
responses, and understand the ways through which the ToR might be
adjusted to accommodate the comments. All communities have another
opportunity to review the document when the Ministry undertakes their
review.
o
LL58
meaningful for communities. It will be important when the community gives
feedback.
o MFFN PT: Absolutely. That is why it is important to have data sharing
agreements in place, outlining how we would use the information and how
it would be documented.
o
LL58
opportunity to work together.
The MFFN PT provided an overview of the MOU between MFFN and the Province,
which was finalized on January 7th, 2020 and has been shared with identified
Indigenous communities. One part of the MOU allows the government of Ontario to
participate in MFFN-led consultation activities, however this is only if the community
agrees.
The MFFN PT described how the Province of Ontario and IAAC will have different
roles through the Project. The Province plays more of a review role, whereas IAAC
has a more active role in the completion of the IA. . The MFFN PT noted that as the
Project moves forward Indigenous communities will receive notifications from both
IAAC and MFFN.
o Q, LL58: You mentioned that the Ministry would be

o

sure what decision they will make.
A - The MFFN PT: To date, the role of the province at community
meetings has been to explain the EA process, and their role. Whereas,
IAAC has been directly communicating to ensure that Indigenous
communities understand the process, and to see if Indigenous

o

communities have any comments, how they would like to be engaged, and
they are feeling adequately engaged.
o Q, LL58
that we are being impacted? We want to work with
MFFN.
o A - The MFFN PT: The PT is open to understanding
interest(s) in
the Project, interest in the land, land uses, and having future
conversations.
The MFFN PT provided an overview of the consultation milestones during the EA
and outlined specific consultation and communication activities for Indigenous
communities.

Next Steps
o Coordinate an in-person Chief & Council Meeting in late March.
o MFFN PT to provide a Project presentation and will be prepared to speak
MFFN PT to send dates that PT is available for in-person meeting.
Prior to the meeting, LL58 to review IK Sharing Agreement and consider
how they would like to be engaged and next steps with respect to IK.
During the meeting, MFFN PT and LL58 to have a deeper discussion with
respect to IK Sharing Agreement and Program.
MFFN Project Team to share meeting minutes and action items with LL58.
o
o

o

MFFN PT Work with LL58
to coordinate an in-person
Chief & Council Meeting in
late March. Send dates that
PT is available for an inperson meeting to LL58.
Prepare presentation
including responses to LL58
ToR comments.

LL58 - to review IK Sharing
Agreement and consider how
they would like to be
engaged and next steps with
respect to IK.

Any errors or omissions please contact Jessica Metuzals within 2 weeks of distribution, otherwise we will
assume the contents to be correct.
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Welcome and Introductions
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Project Introduction
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Update from Long Lake #58 First Nation
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Next Steps
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What is the Project?
Proposed all season Community Access Road to
connect to provincial highway network through the
Painter Lake Road System
Proponent: Marten Falls First Nation for the
Environmental Assessment (EA) of the Project
This Project does not include a road to the Ring of
Fire
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Preliminary Routes for the Community Access Road
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is
identifying the alternative routes for the proposed road.
Four alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls
First Nation using information gathered during previous
studies and consultation, and updated this year to
include the latest available information.
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has made a
community decision to consider only the western routes
in the EA (#1 and #4).

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

Alternative 4
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
reliable.
A Community Access Road would reduce transportation costs for goods
and services; meaning more affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies
and services.
Better access would allow increased opportunities for:
Social interaction with other communities;
Access to emergency, health and social services;
Training and jobs during planning and construction;
Local economic development; and
Increased ability for families to be together in the community
5
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Project Area and
Neighbouring
Communities
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Indigenous Knowledge Program
We have commenced an IK Program for the Project that will
occur in two phases:
1. Collecting existing IK data to help inform early stages of
the EA; and
2. Completing Project-specific IK studies.
IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the
program
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Indigenous Knowledge Study Area
Local Study Area and Regional Study Area are being identified.
IK study area may consider other interrelated disciplines:
Existing IK (where available and provided);
Information provided by Indigenous Communities;
Wildlife, Vegetation, Fish and Fish Habitat, Cultural Heritage LSAs
and RSA
Natural landscape features; and
Available relevant IK studies.
Preliminary Area of Interest is the EA Study Area identified in the ToR.
2.5 km of centreline of each route (Alternative Routes 1 and 4)
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Overview

Field studies for the EA have been conducted through 2018 and 2019, and will continue through 2020 to help us better
understand the existing conditions of the environment and potential impacts of the Community Access Road. The existing
conditions of the environment can help to inform mitigation measures to avoid or reduce potential impacts during construction
and operation.

2018 to October 2019: Terrestrial
(Vegetation and Wildlife)
Birds
Bats
Land wildlife (such as moose and caribou)
Plants and vegetation

August to December 2019: Geotechnical
and Engineering
Soil
Aggregate sources
Structures

September 2019 to Late-2020:
Fish and water (surrounding lakes, rivers,
ponds, creeks such as Ogoki River and
Albany River)
Cultural heritage (archaeology and built
heritage)
Noise and air quality
9
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Schedule
Overview
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Regulatory Review Process
Provincial Process

Ontario Environmental Assessment Act

Requires the preparation of a Terms of Reference and
completion of an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA)
MFFN has signed an agreement with the Province of Ontario to
complete an Individual EA for this project.

Federal Process

Impact Assessment Act of Canada

The Impact Assessment Agency of Canada has determined
that the Project requires a federal Impact Assessment (IA).
The Project submitted a Detailed Project Description.
Combined Process
Both the provincial EA and federal IA will be coordinated.
MFFN, Ontario and the Impact Assessment Agency of
Canada are engaging with neighbouring Indigenous
communities and the public.
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What is a Terms of Reference?
A Terms of Reference is a requirement of the Provincial EA process
The Project is currently in the Terms of Reference stage
A

-making during the EA and outlines:
How the Environmental Assessment will be prepared;
What studies will be conducted;
The process to identify and assess effects; and
How people will be consulted.

Consultation is key to decisionmaking. We encourage you to
provide input on the proposed
Terms of Reference, when
available.
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Draft Review Periods
Draft Terms of Reference - for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by Marten Falls First
Nation for review
The review period for the Draft Terms of Reference was extended to February 7 2020;
allowing 63 days for comment
The MFFN Project Team is reviewing feedback and addressing comments, as needed, in
the proposed Terms of Reference, expected to be published in Summer 2020.
Draft Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines and related Plans for the federal Impact
Assessment were issued for review by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC)
The period for public review and comment on the Draft guidelines closed January 28,
2020; allowing 40 days for comment
IAAC is working to finalize these documents. The anticipated Notice of Commencement to
start the federal process is expected to be announced by IAAC in late February 2020.
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Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
First agreement of this nature
Finalized on January 7, 2020
Agreement has been circulated to identified Indigenous
Communities
Outlines roles and responsibilities of MFFN and the Province of
Ontario for the EA and engagement
Allows the Province to participate in MFFN-led consultation
activities, only if the community agrees
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Key Consultation Milestones During the EA
Notice of Commencement for the environmental assessment phase;
Development of impact assessment/ routing evaluation criteria;
Evaluation of the western routing alternatives;
Identification of the preferred route alternative;
Submission of Draft Environmental Assessment Report; and
Submission of Final Environmental Assessment Report.
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Gathering Feedback through the EA
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Project Website

Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

Translated Project Updates

Project Hotline/ Email

How would you
like to be
consulted and
Areinformed
there other
kept
you
duringcriteria
the Terms
suggestand
we
of Reference
Consultation
is
key
to
Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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Update from Long Lake #58 First Nation
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Next Steps
Potential in-person meeting (community and/or
Chief and Council)
Confirm interest in Indigenous Knowledge
Program
Potential Indigenous Knowledge Sharing
Agreement

18
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Questions / Comments?

Stay Involved
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Draft ToR Comments Received/Responses

Long Lake #58 First Nation
209 Otter Street
P.O. Box 609
Longlac, Ontario
P0T 2A0

Tel: (807) 876-2292
Fax: (807) 876-2757

February 7, 2020
Qasim Saddique, Project Director
c/o Marten Falls First Nation
General Delivery
Ogoki Post, ON P0T 2L0
via email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Re: Comments on the Draft Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls Community Access
Road Project
Dear Mr. Saddique,
Long Lake #58 First Nation (LL58) provides the following comments in response to the Draft
Terms of Reference document dated November 18, 2019 for the Marten Falls Community
Access Road (MFCAR) project. While extensive comments are attached, the following
comments require emphasis and are provided below:
Contrary to the statement made in the Draft Terms of Reference document (page 35,
table 7-3), Long Lake #58 First Nation is not a signatory to Treaty 9. Our First Nation
has been located on a one square mile tract of land since 1905. While we were located
to this land, and despite the fact that our First Nation lies within the geographic
boundaries of the Robinson-Superior Treaty of 1850, our First Nation has never signed a
treaty with the Crown.
The Draft Terms of Reference document (page 67, section 10.2.2) states the following:
“The Province of Ontario has provided notice to each of the 22 Indigenous
communities that funding will be made available to support review by each
community.
Where possible, Marten Falls First Nation has informed
Indigenous communities of this potential funding and encouraged them to
follow-up with the Province of Ontario.”
While Long Lake #58 First Nation is listed in this section as one of the aforementioned
22 Indigenous communities, the Province of Ontario has not made funding available to
our First Nation to support our involvement in this Environmental Assessment (EA). In
spite of ongoing correspondence with the Ministry of Energy, Northern Development &
Mines asserting our requirement to be appropriately consulted and engaged on this EA,
the Province of Ontario refuses to provide capacity funding support to do so.
Contrary to the Draft Terms of Reference document appendix B (Draft Environmental
Assessment Consultation Plan, page 9 & 10, section 3.1) Long Lake #58 First Nation
does have Aboriginal and Treaty Rights that may be impacted by the Community Access
Road, and expects to have a ‘frequent and deep’ level of consultation/engagement
throughout this EA. LL58 expects to be added to the list of First Nations on page 10.
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Long Lake #58 First Nation
February 7, 2020
Long Lake #58 First Nation Comments: Marten Falls Community Access Road (MFCAR)
Draft Terms of Reference
The following comments are provided in conjunction with the formal submission letter signed by
Long Lake #58 First Nation (LL58) Chief Judy Desmoulin.
Restrictive Timelines & Capacity
LL58 does not currently have the required resources to conduct a thorough technical review of the Draft
Terms of Reference (ToR) within the comment deadline. While LL58 has made all efforts to be engaged
and informed on this project (including participating in two meetings with the federal government and
hosting a community engagement session with the assistance of Four Rivers (our technical services
group)), our Lands & Resource department does not have dedicated staff fluent with Environmental
Assessment (EA) legislation and processes. Additional timeline and capacity restrictions have been
encountered due to the holiday season (two-week office closure), community elections (in January), lack
of in-community engagement to-date from the Proponent and Province, and absent funding to support
community capacity in EAs. Furthermore, as detailed in our Engagement & Accommodation Protocol
(attached), appropriate community consultation and engagement requires the time and resources to
engage all members of our community (from Elders to youth) in this process.
Communications
Regarding communication methods, both teleconference and in-person meetings are appropriate, as
desired and coordinated with LL58’s Lands & Resource Team (detailed below), and as available funding
permits (i.e. ability to travel or arrange community gatherings is budget/capacity support dependent).
LL58 asks that the MFCAR Team be mindful of communications overload to the LL58 Team, and that
efforts be made to streamline the number of communications (emails, letters, etc.) wherever possible.
Team Member
Chief Judy Desmoulin

Title
Chief of Long Lake
#58 First Nation

John O’Nabigon

Consultation and
Development
Protocol Coordinator

Ervin Waboose

Community
Communication
Liaison Coordinator
Economic
Development
Assistant Coordinator
Environmental
Services Coordinator,
Four Rivers Inc.

Zoey Kakegabon

Kimberly Jorgenson
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Expectation
Primary contact for formal
communications (e.g. letters).
Copy on informal communications (e.g.
emails, meeting requests).
Primary contact for phone
communications and informal
communications.
Copy on formal communications.
Copy on all communications.

Copy on all communications.

Copy on all communications.
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Long Lake #58 First Nation
Scheduling
Regarding dates to be mindful of when scheduling community meetings, implementing comment
deadlines, etc., please note the following times to avoid:
Christmas holiday season (early December to early January)
Elections (scheduled every two years in mid to late January; next election in 2022)
March break (coincides with the annual school closure for spring break)
Community member losses (respectful of an appropriate mourning period, as communicated on
a case-by-case basis)
LL58 hosts annual gatherings around the hunting seasons, including the spring Goose Rally, fall moose
hunt, and an annual Pow Wow (scheduled every August). While there are specific days that are best to
avoid during such events, the events are also times when the community comes together (including offreserve membership) and could present opportunities for engagement and communications on this
project. LL58 asks that the MFCAR Team provide early notice when asking to arrange an in-community
meeting to allow time and flexibility for the LL58 Team to schedule engagement events.
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing
LL58 has recently updated the official map of our traditional homelands (attached). As per the updated
boundary, the collection of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) values data will have to be supported in the
northern portion of the homelands. As per LL58’s Engagement & Accommodation Protocol, LL58 would
like to schedule further discussions with the MFCAR Team to discuss a community-specific engagement
plan and involvement in the project Indigenous Knowledge Program (both phases). It is expected that
involvement in the IK Program will include financial capacity support to compile existing IK data, and to
complete project-specific IK studies for inclusion in this EA. Data security and confidentiality will be
discussed specific to this project EA.
Community Priorities
Through initial community engagement efforts, the following priority areas have been identified by LL58
community members as requiring specific attention as the project EA proceeds. They are listed in no
particular order and are not to be considered a full and comprehensive list of LL58’s interests; they are
provided to help assist in future focused communication efforts surrounding this EA.
Environmental protections: Ensuring measures are in-place throughout the project life to
protect the waters, fish, land, animals (notably moose) and air quality surrounding the project
and associated watersheds, including a rigorous environmental monitoring program.
Meaningful engagement: Ensure the Province and MFCAR Team understand LL58’s internal
processes (as detailed in the LL58 Engagement & Accommodation Protocol), the hierarchy of
advice and necessity of full-community involvement in decision-making processes.
Cultural & spiritual significance of the lands and waters: IK data collection/gathering/mapping
efforts need to be supported to ensure that conversations surrounding the potential impacts of
the project to LL58’s homelands are understood and accommodated in this project EA. LL58’s IK
needs to be incorporated into the baseline conditions for this EA.
Transportation: LL58 understands that the project will lead to increased traffic through LL58’s
homelands in the future, most notably once a connection is established to the Ring of Fire.
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Long Lake #58 First Nation
LL58 needs to understand potential implications for the health and safety of our members while
travelling on the provincial highway system, and what increased traffic loads will mean to our
membership (especially in light of the increasingly tragic traffic accidents with transport trucks
observed in recent years). LL58 would like to see measures in-place to improve driver safety
throughout the Trans-Canada Highway system.
Economic opportunities: LL58 is interested in learning more about potential economic
development opportunities to work with the Proponent in supporting road construction
contracts and would like to encourage the construction proponent to source local, First Nationowned business contractors. Community members are also interested in employment and
training opportunities surrounding road construction work, including camp support, aggregate
extraction and baseline data collection.
Tourism opportunities: LL58 understands that increased traffic in LL58’s homelands in the future
will result in increased tourism opportunities for LL58 businesses.
Improved communications and partnerships with neighbouring First Nations: LL58 views this
project as an opportunity to improve dialogue with our neighbouring Matawa member First
Nations, most notably Marten Falls First Nation, and we welcome the anticipated increased
interactions, communications and potential partnerships with our neighbours. LL58 is also open
to sharing our experience in becoming connected to the provincial highway system, and the
changes it brought to the well-being of our community and homelands.
Increased hunting: LL58 is concerned with the current moose population, having observed local
declines in population that may be exacerbated by increased human traffic/tourism.
Fish populations: LL58 would like to understand how the proposed corridor (and resulting
increase in traffic/tourism) could impact fish communities and fishing opportunities within
LL58’s homelands.
Increased load on infrastructure in Geraldton: LL58 members current seek health care services,
groceries, and other services in the neighbouring town of Geraldton, with the proposed corridor
anticipated to result in increased loads to this infrastructure (especially in-light of the
anticipated future development of the Greenstone Gold Mine (GGM)). LL58 would like to
understand how increased loads to Geraldton’s infrastructure (including community roads, the
hospital, landfill and police services) could be affected by the proposed project, and to ensure
that the eventual development of GGM is included in the assessment of cumulative effects.
Aggregate resources: LL58 would like to see further information on aggregate sources for the
project, as it is recognized that these resources are limited in the north and present both
economic development opportunities and potential risks to local IK values. If there are not
enough aggregate resources located along the pathway of the proposed corridor, will aggregate
be sourced from locations further south of the proposed undertaking?
Eventual connection to the Ring of Fire: Since the Project Description states that the proposed
road will likely connect to future mineral developments in the Ring of Fire, LL58 would like to
have a better understanding of the potential future cumulative effects of such mining
developments on LL58’s homelands.
Engagement by the Province of Ontario: LL58 has not been meaningfully engaged to-date by the
Province of Ontario on this EA. LL58 will continue to voice their disappointment with the
provincial government in appropriately engaging LL58 on this project EA and expects this
situation to be resolved immediately.
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Long Lake #58 First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
Concern

539 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Long Lake #58 First Nation (LL58) provides the following comments Comment has been acknowledged and has been updated in the
ToR Section
in response to the Draft Terms of Reference document dated
'Community Profiles of Neighbouring Indigenous Communities' table 7.1.4.1, Table 7-2
November 18, 2019 for the Marten Falls Community Access Road within the Proposed ToR.
(MFCAR) project. While extensive comments are attached, the
following comments require emphasis and are provided below:
Contrary to the statement made in the Draft Terms of Reference
document (page 35, table 7-3), Long Lake #58 First Nation is not a
signatory to Treaty 9. Our First Nation has been located on a one
square mile tract of land since 1905. While we were located to this
land, and despite the fact that our First Nation lies within the
geographic boundaries of the Robinson-Superior Treaty of 1850,
our First Nation has never signed a treaty with the Crown.

540 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

The Draft Terms of Reference document (page 67, section 10.2.2)
states the following: The Province of Ontario has provided notice
to each of the 22 Indigenous communities that funding will be made
available to support review by each community. Where possible,
Marten Falls First Nation has informed Indigenous communities of
this potential funding and encouraged them to follow-up with the
Province of Ontario.

Funding will be provided to potentially affected Indigenous
Communities to complete Project-specific Indigenous Knowledge
Studies. Funding will be discussed with each potentially affected
Indigenous Community. The Province is also providing Participant
Funding specific to the Project to support Indigenous Community
involvement in the Project.

While Long Lake #58 First Nation is listed in this section as one of
the aforementioned 22 Indigenous communities, the Province of
Ontario has not made funding available to our First Nation to
support our involvement in this Environmental Assessment (EA). In
spite of ongoing correspondence with the Ministry of Energy,
Northern Development & Mines asserting our requirement to be
appropriately consulted and engaged on this EA, the Province of
Ontario refuses to provide capacity funding support to do so.

Funding from the province is outside the scope of what Marten Falls
First Nation is responsible for responding to as proponent for the
EA. We have referred your comment to Ontario so they can
respond to you directly on this matter.

541 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Contrary to the Draft Terms of Reference document appendix B
(Draft Environmental Assessment Consultation Plan, page 9 & 10,
section 3.1) Long Lake #58 First Nation does have Aboriginal and
Treaty Rights that may be impacted by the Community Access
Road, and expects to have a frequent and deep level of
consultation/engagement throughout this EA. LL58 expects to be
added to the list of First Nations on page 10.

Long Lake #58 has been added to the list of First Nations on page
10 that MFFN will have a greater level of consultation and
engagement with.

542 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

MFFN recognizes the difficulty to meet review timelines, especially
LL58 has experienced ongoing challenges to meet the review
timelines associated with this EA process to date, especially in the without dedicated funding. The Province of Ontario is providing
absence of provincial and proponent funding support.
participant funding specific to this Project to communities whose
Aboriginal or Treaty rights may be adversely affected by the
proposed Project. MFFN will be providing funding for the Indigenous
Knowledge program in support of the EA

-

543 Long Lake #58 First

LL58 looks forward to future meetings with the MFFN CAR Team to We appreciate you providing the Long Lake #58 Engagement and

-

LL58_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

ID # Commenter

-

-

1

Long Lake #58 First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter
Nation

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

discuss these comments, a community-specific engagement plan Accommodation Protocol (2015) and the Traditional Use Area Map.
and involvement in the Project Indigenous Knowledge Program.
The Project looks forward to continuing meaningful consultation with
Enclosed is Long Lake #58 First Nation's Engagement and
Long Lake #58.
Accommodation Protocol (2015), along with an updated Traditional
Use Area Map

544 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Restrictive Timelines & Capacity

545 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Communications

The MFFN Project Team will continue to offer a variety of meetings,
both in-person and by teleconference. Web conferencing using
tools, such as Microsoft Teams, has already been used for remote
meetings with different communities, and MFFN hopes to continue
using this platform to augment in-community and face-to-face
meetings.

-

Regarding communication methods, both teleconference and inperson meetings are appropriate, as desired and coordinated with
LL58s Lands & Resource Team (detailed below), and as available
funding permits (i.e. ability to travel or arrange community
gatherings is budget/capacity support dependent).

546 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

LL58 asks that the MFCAR Team be mindful of communications
overload to the LL58 Team, and that efforts be made to streamline
the number of communications (emails, letters, etc.) wherever
possible.

Along with an updated contact list, we have also updated our
master list to reflect your inputs. Our team will be mindful of
communications and make efforts to streamline the number of
communications (emails, letters, etc.) where ever possible.

-

MFFN recognizes the difficulty to meet review timelines, especially

-

LL58 does not currently have the required resources to conduct a without dedicated funding. The Province of Ontario is providing
participant funding specific to this Project to communities whose
thorough technical review of the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR)
within the comment deadline. While LL58 has made all efforts to be Aboriginal or Treaty rights may be adversely affected by the
engaged and informed on this project (including participating in two proposed Project. MFFN will be providing funding for the Indigenous
Knowledge program in support of the EA that will be in addition to
meetings with the federal government and hosting a community
the participant funding program provided by the province.
engagement session with the assistance of Four Rivers (our
technical services group)), our Lands & Resource department does
not have dedicated staff fluent with Environmental Assessment (EA) Funding from the province is outside the scope of what Marten Falls
legislation and processes. Additional timeline and capacity
First Nation is responsible for responding to as proponent for the
restrictions have been encountered due to the holiday season (two- EA. We have referred your comment to Ontario so they can
week office closure), community elections (in January), lack of in- respond to you directly on this matter.
community engagement to-date from the Proponent and Province,
and absent funding to support community capacity in EAs.
MFFN extended the comment review period for the Draft ToR to
Furthermore, as detailed in our Engagement & Accommodation
provide Indigenous communities with additional time to complete
Protocol (attached), appropriate community consultation and
their review and provide comments. MFFN has prepared
engagement requires the time and resources to engage all
members of our community (from Elders to youth) in this process. responses to Long Lake #58's comments on the Draft ToR and is
available to meet with Long Lake #58 to discuss the communitys
comments on the Draft ToR prior to releasing the Proposed ToR.
MFFN is open to developing with Long Lake #58 a communityspecific consultation program in relation to the EA that takes into
account Long Lake #58s Engagement and Accommodation
Protocol.

Team Member Title Expectation

LL58_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx
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Long Lake #58 First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
Proposed
ToR Section

ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

547 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Scheduling

Thank you for providing dates of unavailability. Our team will be
mindful of these dates when scheduling community meetings and
will provide early notice when asking to arrange an in-community
meeting to allow time and flexibility for the Long Lake #58 Team to
schedule engagement events.

-

Thank you for providing Long Lake 58s Traditional Homelands map.
An Indigenous Knowledge Program has been initiated for the
Project. The program involves two key phases: 1) collecting existing
Indigenous Knowledge and data and 2) completing Project-specific
Indigenous Knowledge Studies. Funding may be provided to
potentially affected communities. An Indigenous Knowledge

-

Regarding dates to be mindful of when scheduling community
meetings, implementing comment deadlines, etc., please note the
following times to avoid:
 Christmas holiday season (early December to early January)
 Elections (scheduled every two years in mid to late January; next

election in 2022)
 March break (coincides with the annual school closure for spring

break)
 Community member losses (respectful of an appropriate

mourning period, as communicated on a case-by-case basis)
LL58 hosts annual gatherings around the hunting seasons,
including the spring Goose Rally, fall moose hunt, and an annual
Pow Wow (scheduled every August). While there are specific days
that are best to avoid during such events, the events are also times
when the community comes together (including offreserve
membership) and could present opportunities for engagement and
communications on this project. LL58 asks that the MFCAR Team
provide early notice when asking to arrange an in-community
meeting to allow time and flexibility for the LL58 Team to schedule
engagement events.
548 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

LL58_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

Indigenous Knowledge Sharing
LL58 has recently updated the official map of our traditional
homelands (attached). As per the updated boundary, the collection
of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) values data will have to be supported
in the northern portion of the homelands. As per LL58s
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Long Lake #58 First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

Engagement & Accommodation Protocol, LL58 would like to
Sharing Agreement will be established in collaboration with
schedule further discussions with the MFCAR Team to discuss a
Indigenous Communities that will inform the collection and use of
community-specific engagement plan and involvement in the project Indigenous Knowledge in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge Program (both phases). It is expected that
involvement in the IK Program will include financial capacity support
to compile existing IK data, and to complete project- specific IK
studies for inclusion in this EA. Data security and confidentiality will
be discussed specific to this project EA.
549 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Community Priorities

550 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Meaningful engagement: Ensure the Province and MFCAR Team
understand LL58s internal processes (as detailed in the LL58
Engagement & Accommodation Protocol), the hierarchy of advice
and necessity of full-community involvement in decision-making
processes.

The MFFN Project Team is interested in meeting with Long Lake
#58 First Nation and will follow the communitys internal processes
and communication protocol meeting outside of the community prior
to any in-community meetings. We also welcome the communitys
input on Long Lake #58 First Nations hierarchy of advice and fullcommunity involvement in decision-making.

-

551 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Cultural & spiritual significance of the lands and waters: IK data
A critical component of the EA is the integration of Indigenous
collection/gathering/mapping efforts need to be supported to ensure Knowledge into the planning and design process. In collaboration
that conversations surrounding the potential impacts of the project with potentially affected Indigenous Communities, Indigenous
to LL58s homelands are understood and accommodated in this
Knowledge will be used to identify environmental and socioproject EA. LL58s IK needs to be incorporated into the baseline
economic indicators, inform existing environment conditions, predict
potential effects of the Project, and help to determine appropriate
conditions for this EA.
impact management measures and monitoring methods.

-

552 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Transportation: LL58 understands that the project will lead to
increased traffic through LL58s homelands in the future, most
notably once a connection is established to the Ring of Fire.

-

LL58_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

We appreciate your input and will attempt to focus future
ToR Sections 7.2
consultation
with
Long
Lake
#58
accordingly.
All
of
the
disciplines
Through initial community engagement efforts, the following priority
and 9
that have been identified here as priority areas by Long Lake #58
areas have been identified by LL58 community members as
community members will be considered in the EA and consulted on
requiring specific attention as the project EA proceeds. They are
listed in no particular order and are not to be considered a full and with Long Lake #58 (refer to Sections 7.2.1, 7.2.3, 7.2.4, 7.2.5,
7.2.6, 7.2.7, 7.2.8, and 7.2.9 of the ToR for further details). Impact
comprehensive list of LL58s interests; they are provided to help
assist in future focused communication efforts surrounding this EA. management measures and recommendations will be provided in
the EA as well as a monitoring program, as mentioned in Section 9
 Environmental protections: Ensuring measures are in-place
of the ToR.
throughout the project life to protect the waters, fish, land, animals
(notably moose) and air quality surrounding the project and
associated watersheds, including a rigorous environmental
monitoring program.

The ToR has proposed vehicular accidents as an indicator of
personal safety to be assessed as part of the alternatives
assessment. The safety features of the proposed Project will be
LL58 needs to understand potential implications for the health and addressed through the design and engineering of the road.
safety of our members while travelling on the provincial highway
system, and what increased traffic loads will mean to our
membership (especially in light of the increasingly tragic traffic
accidents with transport trucks observed in recent years). LL58
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Long Lake #58 First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

would like to see measures in-place to improve driver safety
throughout the Trans-Canada Highway system.
553 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Economic opportunities: LL58 is interested in learning more about The Project Team looks forward to providing information on
potential economic development opportunities to work with the
economic opportunities associated with the Project when
Proponent in supporting road construction contracts and would like information becomes available.
to encourage the construction proponent to source local, First
Nationowned business contractors. Community members are also
interested in employment and training opportunities surrounding
road construction work, including camp support, aggregate
extraction and baseline data collection.

554 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Tourism opportunities: LL58 understands that increased traffic in
LL58s homelands in the future will result in increased tourism
opportunities for LL58 businesses.

555 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Improved communications and partnerships with neighbouring First Thank you very much for your comment. MFFN looks forward to
Nations: LL58 views this project as an opportunity to improve
continuing to work with Long Lake #58 First Nation, as well as all
dialogue with our neighbouring Matawa member First Nations, most Matawa members.
notably Marten Falls First Nation, and we welcome the anticipated
increased interactions, communications and potential partnerships
with our neighbours. LL58 is also open to sharing our experience in
becoming connected to the provincial highway system, and the
changes it brought to the well-being of our community and
homelands.

-

556 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

 Increased hunting: LL58 is concerned with the current moose

-

population, having observed local declines in population that may
be exacerbated by increased human traffic/tourism.

The potential for new tourism opportunities will be considered within
the EA. This potential effect is identified in Section 7.2.10 of the
ToR.

Habitat loss, behavioural disturbance and indirect effects on
vegetation and other animals (predation) can affect moose
populations. Increased access, as a result of the all-season road,
can result in additional hunting pressure. These potential effects on
wildlife populations, including moose, will be assessed in the EA.

-

ToR Section
7.2.10

Indigenous Knowledge will be incorporated, where available and
appropriate, as a data source for all aspects of the natural
environment considered in the EA. We are grateful for the
information you have shared on local moose populations.
557 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Fish populations: LL58 would like to understand how the proposed Habitat loss or modifications and indirect changes in habitat through
corridor (and resulting increase in traffic/tourism) could impact fish changes in surface water quality and flows can affect fish
populations, community structure and productive capacity.
communities and fishing opportunities within LL58s homelands.
Increased access, as a result of the all-season road, can result in
additional angling pressure on local populations. The potential effect
of increased pressure on fish populations from recreational and
traditional resource use will be assessed in the EA.

-

Indigenous Knowledge will be incorporated, where available and
appropriate, as a data source for all aspects of the natural
LL58_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx
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Long Lake #58 First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

environment considered in the EA. We are grateful for the
information you have shared on local moose populations.
558 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Increased load on infrastructure in Geraldton: LL58 members
current seek health care services, groceries, and other services in
the neighbouring town of Geraldton, with the proposed corridor
anticipated to result in increased loads to this infrastructure
(especially in-light of the anticipated future development of the
Greenstone Gold Mine (GGM)). LL58 would like to understand how
increased loads to Geraldtons infrastructure (including community
roads, the hospital, landfill and police services) could be affected by
the proposed project, and to ensure that the eventual development
of GGM is included in the assessment of cumulative effects

Changes to the socio-economic environment, which looks at
ToR Table 7-2
potential changes in availability and use of public services and
infrastructure (Table 7-2 of the Proposed ToR), within Geraldton is
being considered as part of the assessment. It is expected the
Greenstone Gold Mine will be included as a reasonably foreseeable
development in considering cumulative socio-economic effects.

559 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Aggregate resources: LL58 would like to see further information on
aggregate sources for the project, as it is recognized that these
resources are limited in the north and present both economic
development opportunities and potential risks to local IK values. If
there are not enough aggregate resources located along the
pathway of the proposed corridor, will aggregate be sourced from
locations further south of the proposed undertaking?

An aggregate investigation and report is being conducted as part of
the EA and approvals under the Aggregate Resources Act will be
sought if new aggregate sites are required to be developed. Further
aggregate information will be shared with Long Lake #58 as it
becomes available and as part of the EA.

560 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

Eventual connection to the Ring of Fire: Since the Project
Description states that the proposed road will likely connect to
future mineral developments in the Ring of Fire, LL58 would like to
have a better understanding of the potential future cumulative
effects of such mining developments on LL58s homelands.

MFFN acknowledges that future development opportunities may
ToR Section 7.2
arise if the CAR is constructed. MFFN is committed to including the
effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects in the
cumulative effects assessment if they are within the study area
determined appropriate for the cumulative effects assessment. This
commitment is stated in Section

-

7.2 of the Terms of Reference (ToR).
561 Long Lake #58 First
Nation

LL58_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

Engagement by the province is outside the scope of what Marten
Engagement by the Province of Ontario: LL58 has not been
meaningfully engaged to-date by the Province of Ontario on this EA. Falls First Nation is responsible for responding to as proponent for
LL58 will continue to voice their disappointment with the provincial the EA. We have referred your comment to Ontario so they can
government in appropriately engaging LL58 on this project EA and respond to you directly on this matter.
expects this situation to be resolved immediately.

-
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B.14

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN)

B14.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

From:
To:
Bcc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Subject:
Date:

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Community Meetings May 6-8 2019]
Wednesday, May 01, 2019 6:07:02 AM

Hello,
Please see the attached notice and below for details on the upcoming
Community meetings for the Marten Falls Community Access Road.
May 6 (6pm to 9pm) - Thunder Bay, Italian Cultural Centre, 132 Algoma St.
South
May 7 - Marten Falls, Details coming soon!
May 8 (6pm to 9pm) - Geraldton, The Royal Canadian Legion, 522 Main Street
If you have any questions or would like to know more please respond to
this email and we'll be sure to get back to you.
Sincerely,
The Marten Falls Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Bcc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Newsletter June 2019
Thursday, July 11, 2019 11:55:07 AM
MFCAR_Newsletter_June 2019.pdf
MFCAR_MFFN Thank You Letter_June 2019.pdf

Hello,
Thank you for coming to the community meetings held two weeks ago where we
discussed the Marten Falls Community Access Road project. For those of you
who were unable to attend, we've provided a brief recap in the attached
'Thank You' note. Also attached is the project update newsletter that was
circulated at the community meeting.
If you have any questions or would like to discuss the Community Access
Road Project in further detail please feel free to contact Lawrence Baxter
or James McCutchon at 1-800-764-9114 or by email at
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Meegwetch,
The Marten Falls Community Access Road Project Tea

From:
To:
Bcc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Subject:
Date:

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Project Update
Monday, August 26, 2019 4:51:42 PM

Good afternoon,
A Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road update will be part of
the upcoming general community meetings on August 27 in Marten Falls and
August 29 in Thunder Bay. Contact us anytime if you have questions,
comments or feedback about the Community Access Road.
Regards,
The Marten Falls Community Access Road Project Team

Re: Knowledge Holder Request for Site Investigations
Nokleby, Andrea
To: elizabeth achneepineskum
Cc: Larissa Mikkelsen

On Fri, Sep 6, 2019, 12:51 PM Nokleby, Andrea,
Hello Everyone,
Thank you again for our meeting yesterday. During our conversation Dan spoke about some upcoming
aggregate investigations that KGS will be undertaking in the coming weeks. In particular, the water
crossing sites along the Western routes. I believe you mentioned that Gordon Baxter is a Knowledge
Holder for these areas. Would Gordon be available to participate in fly-overs next week - September 12
and maybe the 13 (Thursday/Friday).
We will also be providing some preliminary mapping for both the East and West sides for the
investigation work. We still need to provide input on the Eastern routes so we were hoping that those
maps could be reviewed and we could get feedback.
Please let me know if you have any questions. Once we can confirm that a Knowledge Holder can
accompany the team we will be able to help coordinate their involvement and setting up their invoicing
for payment.
Thanks very much,
Andrea

Re: Knowledge Holder Request for Site Investigations
Nokleby, Andrea
To: elizabeth achneepineskum <
Cc: Larissa Mikkelsen <

>
>, Dan Kuenstler <

Sun, Sep 8, 2019 at 12:34 PM
Hi Elizabeth,
That's great. Thanks so much. Have a good day too!
Andrea

, Bob Baxter

From:
To:
Bcc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Subject:
Date:

Marten Falls Community Access Road: MFFN Community Meeting -- Oct. 17 & 18, 2019
Saturday, October 05, 2019 5:35:28 PM

Hello,
Please see the attached notice for details about the upcoming Community
meetings for the Marten Falls Community Access Road Project. The meetings
are planned for October 17th and 18th. Come out and enjoy a turkey dinner,
learn what progress has been made and make your voices heard.
We hope to see you there!

From:
To:
Bcc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Subject:
Date:

Marten Falls Community Access Road: MFFN Community Meeting -- Oct 17&18, 2019
Tuesday, October 15, 2019 1:58:43 PM

Hello,
Please see the attached notice for details about the upcoming Community
meetings for the Marten Falls Community Access Road Project. The meetings
are planned for October 17th and 18th. Come out and enjoy a turkey dinner,
learn what progress has been made and make your voices heard.
We hope to see you there!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road - Project Update
Friday, November 29, 2019 10:02:26 PM
N-2019-11-19-NoticeOfPublication-ToR-60593122_Grayscale2 (1) (1) (1) (1).pdf

Hello Chief Achneepineskum,

Please see the attached notice on the Draft Terms of Reference for the
proposed Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD
project.

For more information or to view the Draft Terms of Reference, visit [Link]

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 12:13:25 PM
2020-01-09 Marten Falls Consultation MOU_Signed.pdf

Good afternoon/ Boozhoo Chief Achneepineskum,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC)
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,
MFFN Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Monday, January 27, 2020 11:59:26 AM

Good morning / Boozhoo Chief Achneepineskum,
This email is in follow up to our email sent Tuesday, January 21 2020,
regarding extensions to the comment periods for both the Draft Terms of
Reference (issued by Marten Falls First Nation—the Proponent) and the
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (issued by the Impact Assessment
Agency of Canada (IAAC)). Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN), as the
Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road, does not have the
authority to grant requests related to the Agency’s comment period. The
Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored Impact Statement
Guidelines until January 28, 2020. For any questions related to the
federal impact assessment process, including timelines for the submission
of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada
IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca / Cel: 416-952-1576

As communicated earlier, MFFN does however own the decision to extend the
comment period for the Draft Terms of Reference and has already extended
the date for submitting comments to February 7 2020.
We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on both the Draft
Terms of Reference and the Agency’s TISG documents, and to furthering
discussions related to the proposed community access road to Marten Falls.
A Project Team representative will reach out in February to discuss the
opportunity to meet with your community.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team
--------------

> Good afternoon/ Boozhoo Chief Achneepineskum,
>
> The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
> communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
>
> - Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
> Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
> - Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
> Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC)
>

> MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
> periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
> Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
> MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
> Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
> decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
> do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
> IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
> Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
> communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
> review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
> extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
> from the federal Minister of our request.
>
> With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
> for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
> comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
> the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
> IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
> received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
> the TISG.
>
> In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
> (MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
> aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
> Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
> EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
> regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
> signed MOU is attached for your information.
>
> We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
> documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
> project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
>
> Best Regards / Miigwetch,
>
> MFFN Project Team
>

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

MFFN Community Access Road Project - April 2020 Newsletter
Tuesday, April 07, 2020 4:24:35 PM
Community Access Road Project_April_Newsletter.pdf

Hello Chief Achneepineskum,
Please see the attached newsletter for information on the Marten Falls
First Nation Community Access Road Project. This newsletter provides
updates on:
- The Community Access Road Project, including the Federal Impact
Assessment, the Provincial Individual Environmental Assessment, and the
coordination of these processes and their respective timelines.
- Regional news related to the Northern Link Road and the Regional Impact
Assessment
For more information, visit:
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca_2020_04_02_community-2Daccess2Droad-2Dapril-2D2020-2Dnewsletter_&d=DwIDAw&c=TQzoP61bYDBLzNd0XmHrw&r=_yDiBXGUhrGWgGAskxZCCuW6hxQ_s0dqlcMvzlh7zxM&m=phQUOyq2M9vhgnl05dysoLvj6L6TGGTPx7XDfLE-WI&s=TqtvlSGjZX9L5yRy27S03VvzyAqgvYftJ9HilZTeX-w&e= .
If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.
Kind regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Project Team
Please note that you are receiving this email because you provided your
email address and requested project updates. If you no longer wish to
receive these emails, please send a response to this email stating that
you would like to be removed from the list.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

[EXTERNAL] RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference
June 22, 2020 12:52:12 PM
MFFN CAR - Marten Falls Draft Record of Consultation ToR - Letter.pdf

Dear Chief Bruce Achneepineskum,
Please find attached a letter for your community in regards to the Terms
of Reference (ToR) for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road
Environmental Assessment.
In addition, below is a Google Drive link to your Individual Record of
Consultation for the ToR and the associated Appendix. These documents
include a list of the points of contact that have occurred with your
community as well as engagement-related materials that have been sent to
or received from your community. If you have any comments or concerns
related to the information in these documents, please let us know by July
22, 2020.

Please note that you will also receive a hard-copy of the attached letter
as well as two USB drives with the Individual RoC and Appendix via mail.
Kind Regards,
The MFFN Project Team

June 22, 2020
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum
Marten Falls First Nation
General Delivery
Ogoki Post, ON
P0T 2L0
RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Bruce Achneepineskum,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Marten Falls First Nation are focused on keeping the lines
of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Marten Falls First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVIDprotocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

L
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late-summer or early-fall for
review and decision.
We understand through our previous contact with you and/or with the Province, that your
Community has an interest in this Project. The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments
from your Community on the Draft ToR. While there is a second opportunity to review and
comment on the ToR as part of the MECP review process later this year, the MFFN Project
Team is available for discussions with your Community. We welcome your feedback and input
on the ToR, including the studies that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess
effects, and how your Community will be engaged and consulted. Please let us know by July 22,
2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project
overall. We also welcome written comments by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental
Assessment process is just getting started; as we move from the ToR phase of the Project to the
EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each of the communities, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been
sent to and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and
consideration, is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in
the Record of Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous
Knowledge and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to
these draft appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

pleased to schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.

Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Maria Baxter, Marten Falls First Nation Community Consultation Liaison Officer
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Incoming Correspondence Received from the
Community

Re: Knowledge Holder Request for Site Investigations
To: Nokleby, Andrea <
Cc: Larissa Mikkelsen <
<

Dan Kuenstler <d

On Sun, Sep 8, 2019, 4:59 AM elizabeth achneepineskum, <
Hello ANDREA,
I will get back to Ogaki tomrrow and let Gordon know.
Have a great day
ELIZABETH ACHNEEPINESKUM

>, Bob Baxter

> wrote:

B14.3

Community-Specific Meeting Materials

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

MARTEN FALLS FIRST
NATION
All Season Community Access Road

Consultation Program for the Terms of Reference & Project Description - DRAFT
Discussion with Marten Falls Community Members
March 20-21, 2019

0

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

Boozhoo!

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Greetings!

Bienvenue!

Provide an overview on the Project Description (PD) and Terms of Reference (ToR).
Provide an overview of the Consultation Program for the Terms of Reference (ToR).
Review draft consultation materials for engagement with other Indigenous communities and interested
persons
Provide opportunity for your questions and inputs
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Acronyms
CEAA

Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency

CEAA 2012

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012

EA

Environmental Assessment

EIS

Environmental Impact Statement

GRT

Government Review Team

MECP

Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks

MFFN

Marten Falls First Nation

NGO

Non-Governmental Organization

PD

Project Description

ToR

Terms of Reference
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Project Team Overview
MFFN Chief and Council
MFFN Community Advisors
MFFN Advisory Team
Consultant Team
MFFN Project Team

Project Proponent leaders. Milestone approval on decisions and
agreement to move to next step in the process. Oversight and
advisory role.
Oversight and advisory role leveraging their Community knowledge
as well as their technical expertise in specific areas.

Oversight and advisory role leveraging their technical expertise in
specific areas.

AECOM/Dillon - Provide technical expertise, conduct analysis,
design, documentation and engagement.

MFFN Community:
attends community
information sessions to
provide input and
guidance on the
project.

Collaborative team made up of all of above members
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MFFN Chief
& Council

Project Team Overview

MFFN Community: attends
community information
sessions to provide input and
guidance on the project.

MFFN
Community
Advisors

MFFN
Advisory
Team

MFFN
Project
Team

MFFN
Community

Consultant Team
(AECOM/ Dillon)
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Guiding Principles for Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this Access Road will be
developed and to respect the
traditional teachings, the
following Guiding Principles
(developed for the MFFN CBLUP
for Project Planning and
Engagement) will be adopted
throughout the Project.

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke
The Anishinabek relationship
to the land should be seen as a
cultured landscape; also an
area that is continuously being
used by the Anishinabek as a
habitation and as a resource

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang
water is living and needs to be
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Guiding Principles for Environmental Assessment
Kakina ji wiinda mawa nowaht anishinabek ka onjiwatch

Jih ishi kanawejikatey kakina kekon

Are these appropriate
for the study?
Any to add?

Mamow waban ji kateg emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang
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Terms of Reference (ToR) and Project Description
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Provincial Terms of Reference/
Environmental Assessment Overview
Project is subject to a provincial EA through the May 2018 voluntary agreement.
Step 1 Terms of
Reference (ToR)

The ToR is a
work plan or
for the EA

Step 2
Environmental
Assessment (EA)
Study

Step 3
Provincial Review
& Approval of EA

Consultation is planned
through all stages of
the Project

Continue field studies/ ATK data collection
Assess potential impacts of route alternatives and
identify the preferred route
Assess potential impacts, recommend mitigation
and present road design
Prepare and release EA Report
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Terms of Reference
Provides an overview of the:
Purpose and description of the project
Existing environmental conditions and potential effects/ impacts of the project
Alternatives to be considered
Studies to be conducted during the EA
Criteria and methods to be used to assess alternatives
Plans for future consultation

The Terms of Reference needs to be approved by the Province
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Federal EA Project
Description
The submission of the Project Description
will trigger CEAA to make a decision
whether or not an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) report will be required for
the Project.
Currently, the Project is likely to be
considered a Designated Project under
CEAA 2012 (public highway in excess of 50
km in length).
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Project Description Details
Project Description provides an overview of the:
Proposed Project (e.g., location, details of project)
Potential environmental effects
Proposed approach for engagement with Indigenous Communities
Proposed approach for engagement with other interested persons (e.g.,
the public, industry, non-government organizations and government
agencies)

Is there specific
information you would
like to be included in
the ToR / PD
documents?
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Description (PD)
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Terms of Reference (ToR)/ Project
Notice of

Commencement on March 6, 2019

Input is being obtained from MFFN Community and other
Communities

Consultants will draft initial ToR / PD documents for review and
comment by MFFN Chief & Council

Draft ToR/ PD content to be presented to MFFN Community for
input

ToR and PD to be submitted to agencies by June 2019 for approval
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Coordinated Federal / Provincial Approach
The Provincial and Federal EA processes will be coordinated (if a federal EA is required)
A single report may be produced to meet needs of both EA approval processes
Separate Provincial and Federal approvals would be required
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We are here
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Important Community Values to be Considered
Water quality & quantity
Water navigability
Impacts on community and environmental health

Are these the
important community
values to be described
in the ToR/PD?
Others to consider?

Socio-economic changes
Culturally significant campsites along rivers should
not have views of bridges
Controlling access into the territory (for hunting) and
into the community
15
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Corridors & Routes
Corridor Western and Eastern Corridors
identified. Wide areas that contain
alternative routes within them
Route Potential paths for the road are
located within the corridors
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Your Feedback is Needed
Do you have any questions about the Terms of Reference (ToR) and Project Description
(PD) documents?
Is there specific information you would like to be included in the ToR / PD documents?
Are these the important community values to be described in the ToR/PD.
How do MFFN community members want to be involved in the preparation of the ToR
and PD documents?
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Consultation Overview
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Language and Culture
English will be the primary language used for communication
activities
Some Indigenous Community members may prefer to receive
communications in Cree, Ojibway or Oji-Cree dialects; preferences
will be respected.
Translation services will be provided by a local community member
for in-Community events, when requested and where available.

Efforts will be made to ensure community members see/ hear
their languages on Project materials
We will be sensitive to cultural practices, events and activities
when planning for events.
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Role of MFFN Community Members
MFFN Community members have two roles in the Project
Proponent of the Project

-

Indigenous peoples potentially affected by the Project

MFFN is the proponent and will have the highest level of engagement. We hope that
Community members will provide leadership and work with the consulting team
Engagement with MFFN Community members will be the critical throughout the Project. We
want to understand your concerns and any potential impacts
Includes both on-reserve and off-reserve Community members
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Role of MFFN Community Members
MFFN community members will be:
Provided an opportunity to participate in all
engagement activities including regular
meetings to gather your input and feedback.
Engaged first and in advance of other
interested Indigenous Communities and
members of the public.
Engaged to support the collection of
Traditional Knowledge
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Objectives For Terms of Reference Engagement
Provide Indigenous Communities and interested persons with
opportunities to learn about the Marten Falls Community Access
Road project.
Review and gather feedback on the following:
Approach to consultation and engagement.
Approach for the collection of traditional knowledge.
Approach to alternatives evaluation (corridors and routes)

Anything to add to the
Engagement
Objectives?

Key environmental and social impacts to be considered in the
Environmental Assessment study.
Content of the Terms of Reference and Project Description
22
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Benefits of Consultation
Provides MFFN Community members an opportunity
to provide input to the Environmental Assessment
study, and make their concerns known so that they
can be addressed
Allows us to understand the interests and potential
concerns of other Indigenous Communities,
members of the public and other interested groups/
individuals
Helps build trust and support by showing how
feedback was incorporated into the decision-making
process.
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Helps identify potential environmental or
social impacts of the project; enabling
decision-making throughout the EA
Provides the Project team with valuable
information about traditional land use and
potential impacts
Improve Project design to increase benefits
and reduce potential impacts to the
environment
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Regulatory Requirements for Consultation
How potentially interested and affected persons, including Indigenous and nonIndigenous peoples, will be identified, notified, informed and consulted at key milestones
How government agencies will be identified, notified and consulted at key milestones
Points in the Environmental Assessment process when interested persons will be
consulted at key milestones
Methods that will be used to consult
The need to address and document relevant concerns raised during the Environmental
Assessment process
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Levels of Engagement for Community Led Process
Marten Falls First Nation:
Community Members

Other Indigenous Communities

Interested Persons Public, Local Businesses,
NGOs

Proponent and affected community who will
have highest level of engagement; provide
leadership, collaborate with the consulting team
and provide direction on all milestone decisions
Follow up with communities to determine their level of
interest and resulting level of engagement
In consideration of their level of interest, expectation is
that we will inform and consult through planned events

Generally through planned events such as Information
Centres and meetings
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SPECTRUM OF ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITES - LOW TO HIGH (Left to Right)
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Other Indigenous Communities To Be Engaged
Aroland First Nation

Neskantaga First Nation

Attawapiskat First Nation

Nibinamik First Nation

Constance Lake First Nation

Wapekeka First Nation

Eabametoong First Nation

Wawakapewin First Nation

Fort Albany First Nation

Weenusk First Nation

Ginoogaming First Nation

Webequie First Nation

Kasabonika Lake First Nation

Wunnumin Lake First Nation

Kasabonika Lake First Nation

Animbiigoo

Kashechewan First Nation

Métis Nation of Ontario, Region 2

Kingfisher Lake First Nation

Long Lake #58 First Nation

Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug

Red Sky Independent Métis Nation

Anishinaabek
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Each of the 22 communities identified by MECP will be contacted to determine their
potential interest in the Project and to discuss how they might want to be engaged
Expect that the level of engagement will vary across the communities:
A core group that will want to be engaged
Others that will only want to be kept informed/notified

We will consider Community-specific consultation protocols when defining the preferred
approach to consultation

30
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Duty to Consult - Shared Approach
On March 7, 2019 the province outlined a potential shared responsibility for the Duty to
Consult along with Marten Falls as the proponent.
In this suggested approach, Marten Falls and the Province will work jointly to engage
Indigenous Communities.
The Province is currently drafting an agreement for Marten Falls Leadership and the
Project Team to review.
As we learn more about this suggested approach details will be provided to Marten Falls Community
members.
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Consultation with Others

With other
Indigenous
Communities
With the Public

Presentations to Chief and Council
Community meetings
Meetings with key contacts (e.g., Hunters and
Trappers, Youth, Elders)
Community displays.
Comment forms, website, email, project hotline.
Possible use of a local community coordinator
Project notices
Project website
Community Information Centres (Thunder Bay and
Greenstone)
Select meetings with key interests / organizations
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Terms of Reference Consultation Schedule

Round 1 March/ April 2019:
Introduce MFFN Project Team
and the EA process
Draft Consultation Plan for
the ToR
ToR/ Project Description (PD)
Content
Important Values/ Potential
Issues

Round 2 April/ May 2019
Corridors and Routing
Evaluation Approach
Draft Project Description
Draft Plan for Engagement
During the EA
ATK Data Collection Program
Planned Field Studies

Round 3 June 2019:
Corridor Analysis Work
Draft ToR
Potential Project Impacts /
Mitigation
Environmental Assessment
Study Process & Timeline

MFFN Community
members desired level
of involvement,
including when and
how you want to be
involved?
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Finalizing the ToR Consultation Program
The Project Team prepared an initial draft of the Consultation Program for review by
MFFN Leadership (Chief and Council, Community Advisors) and government agencies
The Project Team has incorporated all of the input provided by MFFN Leadership,

review and comment
Revised document will then be submitted to government agencies
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Your Feedback is Needed
Anything to add or remove from the Engagement Objectives?
MFFN Community members desired level of involvement, including when (e.g., key
milestones) you want to be involved?
Your comments on how we propose to engage with others?
Role of MFFN Elders and Youth in the Project?
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Comments / Questions?
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Meegwetch!
EMAIL
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
HOTLINE
1 (800)-764-9114
WEBSITE
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
37

Marten Falls First Nation All Season Community Access Road Community
Information Sessions March 20-21, 2019
Purpose
The purpose of the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) All Season Community Access Road Community
Information held sessions in Thunder Bay on March 20 and in Marten Falls on March 21, 2019 was to
present the consultation program for the Terms of Reference and Project Description to MFFN
community members and to break out into smaller groups at tables to gather feedback from the
community members on how to engage with the community, with other communities, engagement
objectives, community values, and how the community would like to be engaged during the Project
Description and Terms of Reference.

Thunder Bay Session March 20, 2019
The first session was held in Thunder Bay on March 20, 2019 from 4:30 pm to 8 pm at the Victoria Inn. A
total of twenty participants signed in, although there were a few people that preferred to not sign-in.
The session began with a presentation, with questions welcomed throughout. Following the
presentation, there were three discussion groups to discuss the questions brought up in the
presentation, and other questions/discussion points.
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Presentation

Focus Group Sessions
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Poster Materials
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Questions and concerns were brought up during discussion at the Thunder Bay Session.
Terms of Reference and Project Description:
-

Have the criteria already been selected? [for the TOR/PD]
Can more money be spent if it means there will be less of an environmental impact?
Need to focus on how to maximize economic development opportunities in the TOR.
- E.g., study aggregate sources to see if they are close to the corridor and can be used.
- Where is the aggregate coming from?

provincial process?
Access
-

If it is only a community access road, how many vehicles will travel on the road per day?
Can we have rules on the road?
- E.g., will it be public? Access only for community members? Supply Road?
Can we put a gate/control access?
Access needs to be controlled.

Route
-

Even though the west roads are longer, they would be better because of the higher ground, the
east route is muskeg.
A lot of swamp with little mountains on the east route. Some of them drop 200 meters or more.
There is a lot of Muskeg there and

Engineering
-

-

Make use of technology to make a road, a better road.
Use the height of the land to build a road.
- ATK comes into play, Elders say higher ground and river banks are where burial sites are
because the cultural teaching for spirits to see where they were. If the road is on higher
ground could be a conflict with burial sites.
It comes down to the mighty dollar as well; construction cost, where it is lower.

Economic Opportunities
-

Can we make electricity through the road?
Where do unions sit on this as it is in Canada? Unions can step in for constructions and they will
get all the jobs.
What if we wanted to build a gas station on the road? How can I do that?

Timeline
-

What is the timeline for the project, and for the road to be complete?
the first time. We have to cover all the based.
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Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge (ATK)
-

How do we combine western science hydrology with ATK?

Values
-

Marten Falls feels strongly about community, cultural lands, and the road.

Animals
-

-

How are we going to mitigate fish habitat and fish spawning areas?
Along Banff they have fence for Elk. Can we make the road in a way that it minimizes potential
risk of animal collisions? Or study what that looks like?
- Design it in a way that it accommodates Moose/Caribou.
How will the Moose be impacted?
Beaver sustains everyone, so I want to know what the impact might be on them? Same for
squirrel.
Water, animals, moose, fish, birds, frogs (frog population seems to be declining), turtles
scale effects.
Spawning areas are very important for all species.

Water
-

Should study areas of the river where ice break up is, get videos to understand river speed and
ice movement.
Need to study hydrology, fish, spawning areas.

Dust
-

How to alleviate dust so that it does not go into the trees or water?
Are we going to get compensated for impact to the timeline?

Values - Other
-

Community Values - Anishnawbek word means all of Matawa, so you have to be careful about
that in principles.
Work with community members who travel this entire place to understand it and get values.
Burial grounds and sacred grounds.
Pristine areas are valued. Where the river turns to a lake, back to a river again. Need to avoid
people coming into those areas for cultural significance (people camp there and live there).

Noise
-

Street noise at night from increased traffic.
The impacts of noise on animals.
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Consultation with Marten Falls First Nation
-

-

-

-

Community needs to educated and informed to understand the information and to ask
questions.
Door-to-door surveys would be the best way to get input from members. There are not many
houses.
Is there a database for community members? An email from survey monkey might work.
Use Facebook.
Might need to use incentives to fill out surveys. In comprehensive surveys previously completed,
people received $15/survey, and received more for interviews.
Translate newsletters.
Radio announcement at the community level.
Newsletters delivered house to house or drop off at post office.
Way to get feedback is a form that people can fill out and give back.
Translation on website and flyers.
Try to cover one topic at a time with newsletters, presentation, etc.
Less reading the better.
Role of Youth and Elders:
- Elders give knowledge of names for areas that will be impacted.
- Youth need to know what is happening and what the road will look like.
Including youth and Elders:
- Have a kids area/teenage area and games to educate them about the project.
- Use media surveys to get feedback from youth.
- Some kids want to voice their thoughts. Make youth feel like their voices matter and
they are allowed to speak up and ask questions.
- Kids like pictures and videos to help learn, not just someone talking to them.
- Pow Wow celebration in MFFN at key milestones, have project funds to help. January is
the best time to start planning a pow wow. People book up early in the year. Have
outside sponsors help with the costs.
More advance notice would be helpful for future meetings, would like 1-2 months advance
notice. Timing 4:30 pm is too early, most people work, so need to host it later or on weekends.
If it is held on a weekday, then should start at supper and go later into the evening to get more
people to attend. Starting at 6 pm on a weekday would be good, starting at 4:30 on a weekend
would be okay.
Having a shuttle bus or bus tokens to get to the meeting.
Have gift cards for Walmart or a restaurant.
The curling club is more central.

Consultation with other communities
-

Why do we have to engage with 22 communities? We should not have to engage with anyone
on this.
- Aroland, Eabametoong, Webequie and Neskantaga are the closest to the road, so they
should be the only ones we talk to.
- WFN might even use the road to go all the way to the mine.
- Have to be allies with Aroland on this as we will go by them on a regular basis.
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-

- Youth: we are building this and they will use it, so talk to them too.
Need to establish community protocols for reaching out to other communities. May need to ask
them for their community protocol or establish a liaison worker between the communities.
Different communities will have different viewpoints on the Ring of Fire, most of that area is
culturally MFFN area.

Project Benefits
-

The road would increase travel for members to go home to visit on long weekends, increase
visiting medical professionals who might also bring their families.

Socio-economic opportunities
-

-

People will be most interested in jobs and opportunities.
Need to think of benefits and benefits to other communities connecting to the road, like to play
hockey.
- Notice an attitude between communities but maybe it is because they do not know
each other. Maybe it would provide more unity.
Socio-economic key areas:
- Cheaper supplies.
- Allows for more housing construction.
- More local job opportunities.

Other
-

What happens if you break down on the road?
How will the road be maintained?
We want to know how we are going to make money from this. We all want this road and want
to benefit from it.
Will we be working with land use planners?
There is a lot of limestone in the Albany River. If it is not used for cement, there will be a lot of
fossils.
Need to be aware of government influence and external forces on the community.
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Marten Falls First Nation March 21, 2019
The second session was held in Marten Falls First Nation on March 21, 2019 from 12:00 pm to 8 pm at
the school gym. A total of 35 participants signed in throughout the day, although there were a few
people that preferred to not sign-in.
The session began as a casual drop-in, giving people the opportunity to look through printed copies of
the presentation, look through at the posters, talk with the project team, and take a copy of the
feedback form. At 2:30 pm, a presentation was given to the students followed by a discussion. The
second presentation started at 5:00 pm, followed by questions and then discussion groups where
participants had the opportunity to choose which table to join.
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Drop-in discussions throughout the day

Afternoon presentation to the students
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Community presentation - evening
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Questions and/or Concerns
Terms of Reference and Project Description:
-

Does the western route avoid the Albany altogether?
What are the proposed water crossings?
Will the TOR be available as a public document and when? In the community?
What baseline studies have been done? And by who?
Is the ToR document available?
- Can we have it in advance of the next meeting?
Things to study in the EA: Noise pollution, traffic accidents and related impacts, social impacts.
Can we have a controls study (how do you control access) in the ToR or some level of study to
identify what type of control options are possible?
- The study could be access restriction options.

Access
-

How do we protect access to the road by other private companies? (like mining companies)?
How to control access for hunters (from the south/Americans)?
Is it a private road? Is MFFN the owner of the road?
some level of agreement with Ontario.
- We would be bankrupt if this was our road.

Route
-

Is the road/route based on what Chief and Council want? Based on their decision? Or what the
community wants?
Needs to be a community decision, not Chief and Council.
Need to think about where does the decision come from and why only those routes?
Worried people will choose the shortest route without thinking of the water fowl that would be
disturbed.
Route #2 is very bad because our drinking water is going to come from that river.
- There are also lots of currents in that area, if a spill were to happen, that oil would be
trapped in that area.

Engineering
Timeline
-

For it to be community-driven, need to understand timelines. Not just government timelines,
goes back to values and teachings.

Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge (ATK)
-

Need ATK policy in place for protecting ATK.
Is ATK being protected in the EA process?
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Values
Plants and Animals
-

Moose, caribou, beaver (amik), martin, geese, ducks, fish, rabbits, blueberries, strawberries,
medicinal plants.

-

-

-

fish. A lot of people ask my dad for Sturgeon.
a study to preserve sturgeon. It could be related to depth of the river.
There is no white fish in our river either, it would be good to study that as well
Moose is a value to the community as well.
- Rarely anyone goes Caribou hunting here, not that I know of anyone. Moose tastes
better. Moose we hunt and we eat it all the time. I only like to look at Caribou and not
eat it.
Beavers do a lot of damage to roads and bridges. They are not trapped much as they are not
valuable. How do we deal with that?

Water
-

Kasibonika values water.
MFFN values drinking water.

Other
-

-

7 Generations teachings
- This is an exercise for the community to figure this out.
There are different clans (Fish Clan, Bear Clan, Martin Clan, Moose Clan). People from these
imal. The clan means the person is related to that animal.
Different communities have different ways to determine what clan you are in, some are born
into their clan by blood, others are by the animal that their mother sees when she is pregnant.
Every community is different, some are religious, and some are traditional. MFFN is more

-

anything.
Burial sites along the rivers should be studied.

-

Consultation with Marten Falls First Nation
-

Provide information on why the community access road is important to community. Prior to
Ring of Fire, no one bothered us about this road.
Need to make language simple and easy to understand. Needs to be easy to understand and
easy to read for more positive feedback.
No acronyms, they are too hard to understand.
Do a little bit at a time so it is not so overwhelming.
Have a snack first, then KFC at the end of the session.
Presentation is too wordy for students.
We are more visual, need more maps, figures, etc.
For the students, do it in chunks.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

Food is the best way to get people out.
inside, outside would be different.
- Gathering outside, everyone would see all the activity and want to come check it out.
Everyone is into high tech gadgets like phones, tablets. Could offer that at the end of the
session and must be in-person to win.
Suggested having a cutnute and
win (so e.g., must be here by 4:30 pm for a chance to win).
Take into account people that work from 8-5 pm. It is so hard to attend if it is before 5:00 pm.
Presentation from 5-9 pm, during business hours is not good.
Do presentations in chunks, so between 4-5 pm (or 3:30 pm when school is out) for youth only,
have an Elders session, and then have a community session from 5-9 pm (and invite the youth to
stay to see what the adults have to say).
In Thunder Bay, invite the MFFN high school youth for presentations. There are also students in
Geraldton.
Over the summer, the high school students will be here, so do it then. You should also give them
a prize like an iPhone or a tablet or something like that, which is attractive to them.
Need more money from the government to do more meetings with community members and
youth in MFFN, Geraldton and Thunder Bay.
Have a private comment box
- People are afraid to talk, especially if they are unaccepted in the community because
people might talk about the person after if they participate in the discussion.
Could hold a community event on Aboriginal Day (June 21), Canada Day, Fishing Derby, Treaty
Day, or create our own fish derby or moose hunt.
come on Treaty Day.
- Could set up a booth.
Could have a fire, wiener roast, something kid friendly, family-oriented, have prizes for kids.
Would we want the Elders to provide their input? Elders council meeting would be good.
.
- Also, some people do
Elder?
- Answered by another member could be someone who knows the land or knows a lot,
or could be a kids Grandma
- Answered by another member community decides who is an Elder, so the community
could identify the Elders for us. Need to offer them rides to and from.
Elders:
- Arrangements for them to be picked up and brought to the meeting
- Elders-only session
- Need translator. Need someone who really understands the language. Identify the
person in advance to work with team to translate materials. Will need to compensate
translators.
- C
read it can also understand this?
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-

-

-

-

present some information and have a talk on it?
You have to have someone who is very fluent in the language. In Oji-Cree language.
Notify the school about events. They can bring the students, just need to remind them.
Non-members of community want to feel comfortable to speak and be part of the process.
Need to make it a safe environment, and to bring a level of comfort and security. People need to
Need to think about education level of the community and how they were educated.
Have poster boards and have people write on sticky notes or stickers to vote with what they
agree with (for e.g., choosing preferred routes), do breakout sessions with youth, Elders and
Community members, to see how they compare.
Could go door-to-door with a survey, have someone from the community do that.
Visual material representing this information maybe more useful as some elders might not even
read those syllabics? Maybe we can have an event for the elders?
I would like to help organize something with Elders and that is of interest to me. You have to
find a way to engage the youth, they find this stuff boring. We should have something
specifically for the youth as well.
Maybe we can have a community level committee that can present some ideas to you?

Consultation with Other Communities
-

Why do we have to do the community consultations (with the other communities)?
You might want to hold a PIC in Sioux Lookout.
Small sessions like this are good. Have sessions like this for elders and the youth.

Socio-economic Opportunities
-

-

Will there be jobs for Indigenous people on this project?
Benefits of all season access roads in other communities has led to cheaper food, everything is
cheaper in the end (trucks, boats, gas).
- How do we know prices will go down? Need to do a financial analysis to see what the
actual impacts and benefits will be.
- Also, still will be people without cars in the community that will still need to fly.
Negatives would be local stores in community shut down (e.g., Slave Falls). , way of living
changed.
People will now need a license and will need insurance for their vehicles -> increased costs.
We will probably have drugs, and alcohol, we are a dry reserve. What impact will it have on
community by-laws?
People will be bringing other things into the community, like drugs. How will people be
checked? Will need a community member doing searches on reserve land.
Will the by-laws need to be changed? If the byBy-laws will need to change to protect the band.
Are you going to enforce the highway impact, do you have to have a license to drive on a
reserve?
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-

Do you need a license to drive on reserve if you are connected? Do you have to strap your kids
to car seat as a result?
Smoking laws with kids, would they apply on reserve?
If you get a ticket, where would you go to court and how will you get there, if MFFN adapts
provincial law?
What about hunting policies? Would you need a license? Can you shoot across a road, close to
it?

Other
-

-

-

Be careful of community process. And every community is different with different values.
Need less input from the government for it to be community-led.
Need to define community. Is it members only? Or also teachers? And others that live in the
community?
Need to understand what the community is.
Road will be a milestone.
Truth & Reconciliation
- Lots of community members went to residential school. Need to make reconciliation
happen at a community level.
With the road, how is the hydro line going to work with that. Eventually, if we have a hydro line
eventually coming in then what happens? Does it enable the development of hydro lines?
Why is it much simpler to make forestry roads and why do we have to do such a large study?
Why are 22 communities suddenly involved with our road? Why did they do that?
Why do we have to go to all communities, you can just do open houses in Thunder Bay or
something.
Can we have the report sent to the band office and Thunder Bay office a week in advance?
- Also to the school, nursing office and other places in the community where a report can
be left.
Can we see the concerns and questions from other communities as well?

Action Items for next meeting
-

Send the PD and ToR up to community before next meeting
Try to bring glossary of terms for next meeting
Try to have a session with Elders/Youth
Schedule the next meeting after the spring hunt
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Welcome! Boozhoo!
Marten Falls First Nation has started planning for an all season access road to connect the community to
Ontario’s provincial highway network in the south.
Thanks for joining us today to learn about the:
•

Community-led planning process;

•

Environmental Assessment (EA) processes;

•

Proposed study area, the potential routes for the community access road and the proposed way a preferred
route will be selected;

•

Future consultation and engagement opportunities; and

•

Next Steps.

We’re interested in what you have to say. Share your comments, ideas and values with the Project Team.

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION
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What’s Happening?
•

•

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN)—the Proponent—is
initiating a community-led Environmental Assessment
process for an all season access road to the
community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition
varies making transportation of goods and people
to and from the community unreliable; ultimately
impacting the community’s well-being.

Planning for the all season
access road is communityled, meaning the MFFN
community—under leadership
of MFFN Community Advisors
and MFFN Chief and Council—
will shape plans for this
important development.

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION
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About Marten Falls First Nation
•

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a remote First
Nation community led by an elected Chief and
Council.

•

MFFN is located in the Far North of Ontario, at
the junction of the Albany and Ogoki Rivers,
approximately 170 km northeast of Nakina, Ontario
and Aroland First Nation.

•

MFFN has a registered population of 780, with
approximately 325 members living on reserve.
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Components of the Community Access Road
Major components of the new community access road will include:
•

All Season Road: New all season two-lane road cleared to a width of 60 metres. Principle

•

Borrow Pits: Rock quarries and borrow areas will be developed beside the proposed community
access road to provide crushed rock and granular materials for construction.

•

Bridges: Required over waterways; bridge sizes will range from single- to multi-span bridges.

•

Temporary Access Roads and Work Camps: May be required during construction.
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What is Community-led?
•

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) community members—led
by their elected Chief and Council and supported by a team
of technical experts—will develop solutions and advance
decisions for the proposed all season access road.

•

To gather input and receive direction, MFFN community
meetings are held at key Project milestones. Separate
discussions are also planned with Elders and Youth to gather
their insights.

•

Community input—from MFFN and neighbouring Indigenous
communities—will ensure that the Environmental Assessment
(EA) carefully addresses traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK)
and land use.
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History of the Marten Falls All Season Access Road
To progress planning for the community’s all
season access road, Marten Falls First Nation
(MFFN) has participated in the following historical
studies:

•
•

2018

2002 MFFN Access Road Proposal, Michieli Equipment
Rental Ltd.;
2009 Neegun Burnside Report;
2011 MFFN Winter Road Realignment/ All Weather Road
Project, Feasibility Analysis and Business Plan Report;

•

2011 Industrial North-South Proposed Road Corridor
(originally industry-led, now led by MFFN since 2013);

•

2011-2012 MFFN Winter Road Realignment;

•

2014 MFFN to Muketei Airstrip Winter Road; and

•

2017 MFFN Community Access Road Project Proposal.
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Environmental
Assessment Process
•

•

Marten Falls First Nation has signed a
voluntary agreement with the Province
of Ontario to complete an Individual
Environmental Assessment (EA) for the
establishment of their all season access road.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
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COMMUNITY AND
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The EA process will determine the preferred
route for the access road and identify
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CONNECTIVITY

management strategies to be considered
throughout the Project.
HEALTH SERVICES
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Overview - Federal and Provincial EA Processes
Provincial Requirements

Federal Requirements

•

•

•

•

The proposed community access road
is subject to the Ontario Environmental
Assessment Act (1990), and will follow two key
steps: 1) development and submission of a
Terms of Reference; and 2) completion of an
Environmental Assessment (EA).
The Terms of Reference provides a ‘roadmap’
for planning and decision-making during the
EA; it outlines what studies will be conducted
and how people will be consulted. The Terms of
Reference will be submitted to the Minister of
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) for
review and approval.
On approval, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) will
proceed with preparation of the Environmental
Assessment Report in accordance with the
Minister-approved Terms of Reference and the
Environmental Assessment Act.

To meet the requirements of the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012, a Federal
EA may be necessary.

•

A Project Description will be submitted by MFFN
to the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency (CEAA), who will consult with First Nations
and the public to determine whether a Federal EA
is required.

•

Should a Federal EA be required, the CEAA will
publish Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) Guidelines to guide MFFN in preparing an
Environmental Impact Statement.

•

The Environmental Impact Statement will only
be completed if the Agency determines, after
their review of the Project Description, that a
Federal EA is required.
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Coordinated Federal and Provincial Processes
If the access road is subject to
both the Federal and Provincial
Environmental Assessment
(EA) processes, a coordinated
approach would be taken. A
Coordinated EA enables the
Proponent (Marten Falls First
Nation) and the government
agencies to work together
review periods in the Provincial
and Federal processes. The
idea is to generate one report

Terms of Reference
Notice of
Commencement

TERMS
OF
REFERENCE

Final Environmental
Assessment Report

Minister’s Approval of Terms
of Reference

Provincial Environmental
Assessment Decision

Environmental Assessment
Final Terms of Reference
Submitted for Review

PROVINCIAL

WE ARE HERE

COORDINATED
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT

DETAILED
DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

FEDERAL
Final Project Description
Submitted for Review

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

both processes. Separate
approvals are often still
required by both governments.

Environmental
Assessment Notice
of Commencement

Agency Issues Environmental
Impact Statement Guidelines if
Federal EA Required
Environmental
Assessment Notice
of Commencement

Federal Environmental
Assessment Decision

Final Environmental
Impact Statement
Report

= CONSULTATION
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What is a Terms of Reference?
•

A Terms of Reference is a requirement of the Provincial Environmental Assessment (EA) process, and is a “road
map” for planning and decision-making during the next phase of the Environmental Assessment process.

•

It provides an overview of the:
•

Purpose and description of the Project (e.g., the development of an all season access road to Marten Falls First Nation);

•

Routing alternatives for the road to be considered in the EA, and the criteria and methods for doing so;

•
•

Studies to be conducted during the EA; and

•

Plans for future consultation during the EA.
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What is a Project Description
A Project Description is a requirement of the Federal Environmental Assessment process, and includes the
following information:
•

Proposed Project Description (e.g., location, Project activities including construction);

•

Description of baseline conditions and sensitivities;

•
•

Approach for engagement with Indigenous communities; and

•

Approach for engagement with other interested persons (e.g., the public, industry, non-government organizations and
government agencies).
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Guiding Principles throughout the Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional
lands in which this community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

“The Anishinabek relationship to the land
should be seen as a cultured landscape; also
an area that is continuously being used by the
Anishinabek as a habitation and as a resource.”

“Looking at it together.
In numbers there is
strength.”

“Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke.”

“Chi Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang”

“Everything on our
land and water is
living and needs to
be respected.”

“Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang.”

*Community Based Land Use Plan
“Respect the natural
and Anishnawbe
customs and teachings
at all times.”

“Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon”

“Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch.”

“Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that a ect our
shared and
communal lands.”
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Objectives For Engagement during the Terms of Reference Phase
•

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is engaging with interested persons, including
neighbouring Indigenous communities and the public, so that input is considered
when making decisions related to the design and development of the community’s
new all season access road.

•

MFFN will seek to ensure that the Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully
addresses traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.

•

Overarching objectives include:
•

Provide Indigenous communities and interested persons with opportunities to learn about the
proposed all season community access road to Marten Falls First Nation reserve.

•

Review and gather feedback on the following:
•

Alternative routes and evaluation criteria;

•

Key environmental and social impacts to be considered in the EA;

•

Consultation Plan for the future EA; and

•

Approach for collecting Indigenous Knowledge (IK).
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Potential Terms of Reference Engagement Activities
Neighbouring Indigenous
Communities
Public
All Audiences

• Presentations to Chief and Council;
• Community meetings; and
• Meetings with key contacts (e.g., Hunters and
Trappers, Youth, Elders).

• Community Information Centres (Thunder Bay and
Geraldton); and
• Select meetings with key individuals/ organizations.

• Published Notices and Event Invitations, Direct
Mail/ Email, Project Website, Project Hotline,
Newsletters, Comment Forms/ Questionnaires.
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Engagement During the Terms of Reference Phase
Terms of
Reference
Notice of
Commencement

Final Terms of
Reference For
Public Review

MARCH / APRIL 2019

JUNE 2019

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION COMMUNITY MEETINGS
INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY MEETINGS

PUBLIC INFORMATION
CENTRE #1

PUBLIC INFORMATION
CENTRE #2

WE ARE HERE
ENGAGEMENT ON:
• Project Team and Environmental Assessment processes – Provincial
and Federal;
• Community values and concerns;
• Terms of Reference Objectives;
• Approach to developing the Terms of Reference, including consultation;
• Corridors and routing evaluation approach;
• Proposed Field Studies; and
• Approach to the Indigenous Traditional Knowledge Program.

ENGAGEMENT ON:
• Terms of Reference, including corridor and routing evaluation;
• Environmental Assessment process and timeline;
• Public consultation approach, including proposed consultation
activities, during the Environmental Assessment process; and
•
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
•

Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
and cultural knowledge of the land, resources and
waters by Indigenous peoples.

•

Indigenous Knowledge is vital for the planning of the
community access road.

•

Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge
collection, protection and use are being established
by Marten Falls First Nation.

•

Existing principles of neighbouring Indigenous
communities will be respected.
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Choosing the Routes to Study During the
Environmental Assessment
During the Terms of Reference, the number of routes for consideration during the Environmental
Assessment could be reduced using a screening process, following the Ministry of Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP) Code of Practice.
This screening will consider a broad range of factors to determine the routes that are most feasible for
detailed study during the EA, including:
•
•
•
•

Community interests;
Ring of Fire development;
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Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Marten Falls First Nation’s Community Access Road
•
•

Waterway navigability;

•

Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;

•

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN)
community and neighbouring Indigenous
communities;

•
•
•

Land use;
New public access into MFFN territory
(e.g., increased hunting pressure);

•

Visual and/ or landscape changes;

•

New opportunities for natural resource
related industry; and

•

Ability to support potential Ring of Fire

Are there other
considerations we
should be aware of
the Environmental
Assessment?
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Proposed Field Studies
•

Baseline studies will build on studies previously conducted
for the access road and publicly available information.

•

Information gathered from Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and
discussions with regulators, the public and community

•
crossing locations, air quality baseline information, ecological
•

Community members in Marten Falls have completed
Building Environmental Aboriginal Human Resources (BEAHR)

•
as the EA schedule, and agency and community feedback.

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION
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Proposed
Timeline for
the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment

2020
• EA process continues
with expectation for
completion mid to late
2020.

FALL 2019
• Approval decision on the
Terms of Reference by MECP.
• Decision on whether a Federal
Environmental Assessment
(EA) is required by CEAA.

SUMMER 2019

SUMMER 2019
• Public Information Centre #2.
• Project Description submitted to
the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency (CEAA).

SPRING 2019
• Public Information Centre #1.
• Ongoing engagement with Indigenous communities.

• Terms of Reference submitted to the
Provincial Ministry of Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP).
• Field studies may be initiated on a short list
of alternative routes.
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Thank You For Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
•

Join our mailing list. Leave your email or mailing address
at the welcome table.

•

Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

•

Call us at 1-800-764-9114

•

Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

We look forward to speaking with you at
our next Open House!

What it Means to
Have an Access Road
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is proud to have come this far with a
community access road Environmental Assessment (EA). MFFN has
completed a number of road studies but none have matched the present
access road EA project in scale or potential.
MFFN now embarks on a journey where we look forward to a brighter
future because of access to the provincial highway system. We look to
a future where MFFN members and youth can begin to feel we have a
rightful place in this resource rich country we call Canada.

but also be part of the social and economic fabric of the region and
country.
Progress of a community access road will mean the MFFN community
can begin to forge partnerships with businesses and governments to
grow social and economic development opportunities. MFFN will begin
to plan the next steps of exploring business opportunities such as mines,
forestry operations and tourism.
Opportunities will mean more training and jobs for youth in the region.
Our members in the near-future will both be able to work from their
home community and go spend or save their hard-earned money at the
nearest urban centres.
The road will allow for the continuation of our people on the land because
our people will be able to access to the lands and waters at a fraction of
the price it is now for transportation.
Presently, many of our members, especially the youth, have migrated to
the cities and towns in search of a better life. It only makes sense that
they get a chance at a better life right in their own territory. To repatriate
the youth; to continue to work and steward the lands, waters and
resources as our ancestors did will be meaningful.

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum on behalf of Marten Falls First Nation Council
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How your feedback is being considered
Our engineers have
special beaver culvert and
protection systems that
are used to prevent beaver
access.

Future meetings will include
interactive elements that
are easy to understand and
hands-on (e.g., Community

Our preliminary bridge
design includes ice impact
evaluations and river
hydrology.

Options and considerations
related to road ownership,
maintenance, liability and
use of the road are being
discussed and analyzed by
Marten Falls First Nation
and Province of Ontario.
Once a decision is jointly
made, a direction will be
shared.

baseline study and this
information will be used to
determine routing.

Marten Falls First Nation has
committed to the Environmental
Assessment process being
community-led, meaning the
MFFN community will shape
plans for this Project under
the leadership of Community
Advisors, Chief and Council, and
with the support of technical
expertise.

We will try to minimize
disturbance of sensitive
Indigenous Knowledge sites
through the Environmental
Assessment and preliminary
design process.

communities was developed
in consultation with the
Ontario Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation
and Parks and the Canadian
Environmental Assessment
are anticipated to have an
interest in the Project.

volume road Average
considered to be 300
minimum road design.

Initial criteria have
been proposed for the
routing assessment with
consultation planned for
gathering stakeholder
input.
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Pros and Cons for Each Alternative Route
Alternative Route

Pros
•

Alternative Route 1
Recommended to be
carried forward for
further evaluation in the
Environmental Assessment

•

Mining claims are close to the route –
better opportunity to support mining
activity;
Potentially easier and less expensive to
build because route follows high ground
and is close to a rock source for building
material;

•

Less community disruption as the starting
point of the WaWang’Wajing Road would
be outside of the community;

•

Albany River crossing location avoids
Indigenous Knowledge values; and

Cons
•

Longer route and longer travel time to the
community;

•

More bridges and water crossings; and

•

Potentially fewer economic and
employment opportunities in the future
with the WaWang’Wajing Road being
outside of the community.

•
to sensitive environmental features.

What do you think about
Alternative Route 1?
(Add more pros and cons
for Alternative Route 1 with
a sticky note)

•

Alternative Route 2
Not recommended for
further consideration in the
Environmental Assessment

•

Shorter route;

through Marten Falls First Nation –
potential disruption to community;

Requires fewer bridges;

•

•

Health and safety concerns about the
high, long bridge that would be required
for Albany River crossing; and

•

The low lying terrain will make it more
challenging, expensive and timeconsuming to build.

with the WaWang’Wajing Road passing
close to the community; and
•
to sensitive environmental features.

What do you think about
Alternative Route 2?
(Add more pros and cons
for Alternative Route 2 with
a sticky note)

•
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Pros and Cons for Each Alternative Route
Alternative Route

Pros
•

Shorter route;

Cons
•
through Marten Falls First Nation;

Alternative Route 3
Not recommended for
further consideration in the
Environmental Assessment

•

Requires fewer bridges;
•

Health and safety concerns about the
high, long bridge that would be required
for Albany River crossing; and

•

The low lying terrain will make it more
challenging, expensive and timeconsuming to build.

•

Longer route and longer travel time to the
community;

•

More bridges and water crossings; and

•

Potentially fewer economic and
employment opportunities in the future
with the WaWang’Wajing Road being
outside of the community.

•
with the WaWang’Wajing Road passing
close to the community; and
•
to sensitive environmental features.

What do you think about
Alternative Route 3?
(Add more pros and cons
for Alternative Route 3 with
a sticky note)

•

Alternative Route 4
Recommended to be
carried forward for
further evaluation in the
Environmental Assessment

•

Mining claims are close to the route –
better opportunity to support mining
activity;
Potentially easier and less expensive to
build because route follows high ground
and is close to a rock source for building
material;

•

Less community disruption as the starting
point of the WaWang’Wajing Road would
be outside of the community;

•

Albany River crossing location avoids
Indigenous Knowledge values; and

•
to sensitive environmental features.

What do you think about
Alternative Route 4?
(Add more pros and cons
for Alternative Route 4 with
a sticky note)
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Get Involved
Help the Marten Falls First Nation community
plan for the All Season Community
Access Road! We want to hear your ideas,
suggestions and opinions and are committed
to keeping you informed and engaged
during each phase of the Environmental
Assessment Process.

Contact Us
Web: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Meegwetch!
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Get Involved
Help the Marten Falls First Nation community
plan for the All Season Community
Access Road! We want to hear your ideas,
suggestions and opinions and are committed
to keeping you informed and engaged
during each phase of the Environmental
Assessment Process.

Contact Us
Web: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Meegwetch!

Do you have any concerns or
feedback you would like share?
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Marten Falls Community Access Road
Meeting with Marten Falls First Nation
May 6-8, 2019
This Highlights Report has been prepared to provide a snapshot overview of the feedback captured at
meetings with Marten Falls First Nation community members held on Monday, May 6 in Thunder Bay,
Tuesday, May 7 held in Marten Falls First Nation, and May 8 held in Geraldton.

Introduction
The purpose of the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) All Season Community Access Road May meetings
was to present the feedback gathered from the previous session and how that feedback is being
incorporated into the Project, gather input on benefits and impacts of the Project using the Community
Benefits Tree, discuss the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) Federal Project
Description, discuss the routing screening criteria and gather feedback on the four alternative routes,
and inform the Community on project next steps.
The MFFN Community meetings were held at the following locations:
Town/City

Date

Time

Location

Thunder Bay

May 6

6:00 9:00 pm

Marten Falls First
Nation

May 7

Geraldton

May 8

2:30 3:30 pm
(student session)
4:00 9:00 pm
(community
session)
6:00 9:00 pm

Italian Cultural
Centre
Henry Coaster
Memorial School

Number of
attendees*
24
35

Royal Canadian
1
Legion Branch 133

*Number of attendees captures the number of community members that signed in at the registration desk. In Thunder Bay
and Marten Falls, there were members that did not sign in, so attendance may have been higher than recorded.

Highlights of Participant Feedback
The information below provides an overview of the questions asked and comments provided related to
the corresponding boards and stations:
Community Benefits Tree
Benefits captured by community input included:
- Increased economic development and business opportunities and increased job creation;
- Reduction in costs to education, health services, and freight charges;
- Increased potential for recreation activities and increased participation in cultural activities;

-

Increased ability to travel in and out of the community;

Concerns captured by community input included:
- Increase in drugs brought into the community
- Loss of traditional lands, traditional hunting, trapping, camps
- Water pollution
- Loss of animal habitat
- Increased noise and not being able to sleep at night
- Security concerns
o who can travel on the road and access the land for hunting/trapping/fishing
Screening Criteria
- Support for Alternative Route #1
o More chance to avoid impacts to rivers/spawning grounds
o More control to block traffic (trucks) from going through the Community
- Opposition for Alternative Route #1
o Contamination of the river
o Access by other communities
- Support for Alternative Route #2
o Closer route, mainline straight to MFFN
o Quicker Route
o Will save time
o It is on high ground
o Find a way for mining to go around the community
- Opposition for Alternative Route #2
o Muskeg will be a problem for the road
o Traplines
- Support for Alternative Route #3
- Opposition for Alternative Route #3
- Support for Alternative Route #4
o More chance to avoid impacts to rivers/spawning grounds
- More control to block traffic (trucks) from going through the Community
- Safe is better
- Opposition for Alternative Route #4
o Contamination of the river
o Access by other communities
- Questions:
o Why does the screening criteria need to consider anything other than community use?

Routing Discussions
- Discussion over East vs. West routes
- Some community members in favour of Eastern Route.
o Discussed:
Not being able to avoid the bridge close to the community
Not being able to avoid industrial traffic through the community
Impacts to tributaries feeding the Ogoki River
o After the above discussions, community members were accepting of the Western
Routing
- Support for the Eastern Route only if the route is to serve the community
- Preference for a multi-use (industrial) road to located along the Western Routes.
- Misconception by several community members that there would be a separate community
access route and industrial route
o Clarified that there would only one route, not two
Community expressed preference for Western Route if only one route for
community and industrial traffic
General Questions/Comments
- Questions about legal liability if there are accidents on the road.
- Questions how funding is being spent for the Project and how much work has been completed
to date.
- Concern over public road access expressed
o Concern about overharvesting by fishermen and hunters
o Concern about campers leaving garbage
- Support to increased access:
o Additional access to lands and resources would increase access to traditional medicines
and more growing capacity.
- Question if the Miikana Corporation needs to be set up for the project?
- Questions around if an environmental assessment is required, because highways over the rest of
the country were built without one.
- Concerns raised about the road location, river crossing, bridge construction (safety), and
questions if the bridge can withstand large river flows and ice movement?
- Comments about the EA consultation process included:
o Thank you for ongoing support of the school through renting the gym
o Thank you for speaking with the students about the Project.
o Enjoyed the amount of information that displayed and discussed
o Enjoyed the format
o Workshop format should be used for small group discussions
o There should be a recap to capture people`s thoughts

-

-

-

Questions about over the Duty to Consult and the role Marten Falls First Nation in the Duty to
Consult (instead of the Government)
Translation requested in future meetings
o For invites
o Posters
o Display materials
o Language translation
Community-led Process
o Government should not attend MFFN community meetings. This isn`t a community-led
process when government is weighing in on project directions provided by the
community
Requests to see the draft ToR for review

Action Items
-

-

Clearly explain the need for an environmental assessment on this project on the website and
future community and public meetings
Explain what is included in an environmental assessment including the technical studies and
mapping (e.g., muskeg, high topography) so community can understand why routes have been
selected
Explain the Duty to Consult and the agreement between the government and Marten Falls First
Nation

Next Steps
A more detailed report of all consultation activities will be made available
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Presentation to Matawa Community Communications Liaisons
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Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).
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What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Engaging Neighbouring First Nations
We have been reaching out to neighbouring First Nations since December 2018 to introduced our
project and start to work with First Nations to develop community specific Engagement Plans that
respect Consultation & Accommodation Protocols and meet individual community needs. We want
you to let us know:
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?
CONFIDENTIAL
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About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mineral and Exploration Development? How well does the
route accommodate mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
CONFIDENTIAL
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Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
CONFIDENTIAL
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment

CONFIDENTIAL
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Welcome! Boozhoo!
Good progress is being made to plan an all season community access road to Marten Falls First Nation.
Thanks for joining us today to learn about:
• What we’ve been up to since the last Community Meetings;
• The Draft Terms of Reference;
• Which route alternatives were selected to bring forward to the Environmental
Assessment and how they were selected;
• The Environmental Assessment consultation process;
• Field studies;
• The approach for gathering Indigenous Knowledge; and
• Next steps for the Draft Terms of Reference and Environmental Assessment.
Have your say. Share your comments, ideas and values with the Project Team.

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION
ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

What’s Happening?

• On-going outreach to
consult neighbouring
Indigenous communities

• Provincial Environmental Assessment Draft Terms of Reference
was drafted based on community input and Project Team
feedback and will be released soon
» Targeted for submission to Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks in July

• Meeting with Aroland First
Nation

• Field studies have
started and are ongoing
• Aerial mapping and
is being planned

• Public Information Session
in Thunder Bay and

•

• Marten Falls First Nation
meetings in March, May
and now in June

• The Project Description was submitted to CEA Agency

created to help with review of the Draft Terms of Reference;
translated copies are available
» Comments were received and a meeting was held to discuss
how comments will be addressed
» The Project Description will be re-submitted

• Socio-economic and
Indigenous Knowledge
data collection
activities are expected
to start soon

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION
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What We Heard
Benefits

Concerns

• Education, health services and freight costs could
be reduced

• Drugs will come in

• More jobs and stores

• Loss of traditional hunting, trapping
and camps

• Cheaper access for supplies like a new big park, a
basketball court or outdoor rink for youth
• Medivacs are expensive and we can’t get out in
bad weather. An ambulance could go by road if a

• Security issues

•
come and could lead to overhunting

• Funeral costs will be cheaper (and cheaper to get
to Thunder Bay)

Tell Us What You Think About
the Community Access Road!

Your input will be considered
as we evaluate the alternative
routes and assess any effects
associated with them, with an aim to
minimize potential impacts through
avoidance, road design or other
mitigation measures.
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Environmental Assessment Process
• The Community Access Road is subject to the Ontario
Environmental Assessment Act, which requires
preparation of a Terms of Reference and completion of an
Individual Environmental Assessment (EA).
• In April 2018, MFFN signed an agreement with the Ministry
of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) to initiate
an Individual EA for the Community Access Road.
• This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.

QUALITY OF LIFE
MEDICINAL PLANTS &
BERRIES

CAPACITY BUILDING &
EMPLOYMENT

TRAILS

LOCAL SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS AND
BENEFITS
BIG GAME & FUR BEARERS

ECONOMIC WELL-BEING

• The EA process will determine the preferred route for
and impact management strategies to be considered
throughout the Project.

FISH

CONNECTIVITY

•
requires the Project Team to consult with neighbouring
Indigenous communities.

HEALTH SERVICES

BIRDS
HISTORICAL & SPIRITUAL SITES
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Guiding Principles throughout the Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional
lands in which this community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following
for the MFFN CBLUP*
for Project Planning and
Engagement) will be adopted
throughout the Project.
*Community Based Land Use Plan

“The Anishinabek relationship to the land
should be seen as a cultured landscape; also
an area that is continuously being used by the
Anishinabek as a habitation and as a resource.”

“Looking at it together.
In numbers there is
strength.”

“Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke.”

“Chi Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang”

“Respect the natural
and Anishnawbe
customs and teachings
at all times.”

“Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon”

“Everything on our
land and water is
living and needs to
be respected.”

“Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang.”

“Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch.”

“Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that a ect our
shared and
communal lands.”
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Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
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Choosing Which Routes to Study During the EA - Screening Questions
Community
Well-Being

Is the Alternative Route
in line with Marten Falls
First Nation community
interests?

Environment

Can the Alternative
Route avoid effects to
the environment?

Construction
Feasibility

Is it possible and costeffective to build the
Alternative Route in the
study area?

What are your thoughts on the screening questions we are using to select the
routes to be further studied during the Environmental Assessment?

Development

Does the Alternative
Route enable mineral
exploration and
development in the
region?

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION
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Recommended Routes – For Further Study
The initial screening results recommend that only the western routes, Alternative 1
and Alternative 4, be studied in the Individual EA. These alternative routes:

Alternative 1

• Address MFFN concerns by avoiding a large river span crossing located close to
the community, and health and safety concerns related to the potential for the
WaWang’Wajing Road (Supply Road) to go through the community;
•
impact the environment and the ability to avoid, eliminate and lessen the impact(s);
• Are easier to build because they are located on higher ground and closer to
aggregate sources needed for construction; and

Alternative 4

• Best enable mining development in the region because they are more direct to the
mining claims north of MFFN and pass through other areas of interest for future
mineral and exploration development.
Help us screen the four
routes. What do you think
about our initial selection of
routes to study further in the
Environmental Assessment
(i.e., Alternative Route 1 and
Alternative Route 4)?

What We Heard About the Routes:
•
the community
• Need to consider impacts to traditional lands, burial
grounds, wetlands and wildlife
• Consider gated or controlled access at strategic points
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Proposed Alternative Route Evaluation Criteria for the EA
Access Road.
Technical:
• Route length;

• Muskegs and wetlands;

• Construction implementation;

•

• Capital cost;

•

• Saftey; and

• Species at risk.

• Maintenance cost.

• Existing resource extraction activities;
•
• Land claims;
• Future commercial business activity; and
• Community well-being.

• Traditional use of land and resources,
including Indigenous and Treaty
Rights;
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The outcome of the evaluation of alternative routes in the
EA will identify the preferred route for the Community
Access Road with the:

• Indigenous landscapes; and
• Reserve land.
Are there other criteria you suggest we
consider?
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Additional Considerations for Planning and Design of the
Community Access Road
•
• Waterway navigability (including
ability for boats and canoes to pass
through waterways);
• Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
• Marten Falls First Nation community
and neighbouring Indigenous
communities;
•
• Land use;

• New public access into Marten Falls First Nation
territory (e.g., increased hunting pressure);
•
• New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
• Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial

Are there other considerations we
should be aware of for reflection
during the Environmental
Assessment?
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What’s Next?
Minister’s Terms of
Reference

Terms of Reference Notice
of Commencement

WE ARE HERE

INDIVIDUAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT

TERMS OF
REFERENCE

Draft Terms of Reference
Submitted for Review

Final Terms of Reference
Submitted for Review

Provincial Environmental
Assessment Decision

Environmental
Assessment Notice of
Commencement

DETAILED DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

= CONSULTATION
Final Environmental
Assessment Report

Completion of Ministry
Review
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Proposed Consultation Plan for the Environmental Assessment
We are currently consulting on the ToR which includes a Consultation Plan for the Environmental Assessment.
Three rounds of consultation are planned during the Environmental Assessment.
Key Topics:
• Project need and rationale
• Alternative routes
• Evaluation criteria and approach to selecting a preferred route;
• Approach to consultation through the EA; and
• Next steps and schedule.
Key Topics:
• Preferred route and rationale for its selection;
•
• Consultation and summary of input received to date;
• Preliminary CAR design; and
• Next steps and schedule.

Key Topics:
• Release of draft EA Report

How would you like to be consulted through
the EA? What are the best ways to share
information with you?
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Field Studies Have Started
Breeding bird, bat and wildlife studies have started for the Community Access Road. The information
we collect will help us make decisions about how the Community Access Road is designed.

What studies are we doing?
• Breeding bird survey (bank swallows, barn swallows)
• Wildlife monitoring
• Bat monitoring (little brown bat)
• Aggregate resource and geotechnical resources reconnaissance
• Caribou, moose, breeding birds and raptor surveys were completed in 2018

What equipment is being used?
• Non-invasive (looking and listening only)
• Wildlife monitors, including remote cameras
• Acoustic monitoring stations

Field Study Dates
• Field Studies started June 12, 2019 and will last until the Fall of 2019
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Indigenous Knowledge
• Indigenous Knowledge refers to the environmental and cultural
knowledge of the land, water and resources passed down by
Indigenous peoples over many generations.
• Indigenous Knowledge is important for the planning of the
Community Access Road.
•
the Community Access Road.
• A Sharing Agreement, developed with the MFFN Community Based
Land Use Planning Team, will guide the use, collection and protection
of Indigenous Knowledge for the Community Access Road.
• Additional Indigenous Knowledge may be collected for the
Community Access Road.
•
neighbouring Indigenous communities will be respected.
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Thank You For Joining Us! Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
• Join our mailing list. Leave your email or mailing
address at the welcome table.
• Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
• Call us at 1-800-764-9114
• Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

We look forward to speaking with
you at our next Open House!
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Meetings with Marten Falls First Nation
June 25-26, 2019
This Highlights Report has been prepared to provide a snapshot overview of the feedback captured at
meetings in Thunder Bay and Marten Falls with members of the Marten Falls First Nation community, on
Tuesday June 25 and Wednesday June 26, 2019, respectively.

Introduction
The purpose of the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) all season Community Access Road meetings in
June was to:
Provide an update on the Project and associated activities that have taken place since the last
community meeting;
Introduce the Draft Terms of Reference;
Describe the community decision to consider only the western routes (#1 and #4) in the
Environmental Assessment (EA);
Describe the EA consultation process;
Provide a status update on ongoing field studies;
Share the approach for gathering Indigenous Knowledge (IK); and
Discuss next steps for the Draft Terms of Reference and EA process.
The MFFN Community Meetings were held at the following locations:
Town/City
Thunder Bay

Date

Time

June 25, 2019

5:30 8:30 p.m.

Location

Number of
Attendees*
12

Victoria Inn
555 Arthur Street West,
Thunder Bay
Marten Falls First Nation June 26, 2019 3:00 6:00 p.m. Marten Falls First
35
Nation School
*Number of attendees captures the number of community members that signed in at the registration
desk. In Thunder Bay and Marten Falls, there may have been members that did not sign in, so
attendance may have been higher than recorded.
At each Community Meeting, the following items were available for participants to take home:

Magnets
Postcards
Business cards
Guide to the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR)
Past and most up-to-date Newsletter (June 2019); three (3) in total
All items were also made available at the MFFN Band Office along with copies of the Draft ToR and
Guide to the Draft ToR.

As parents often bring their children to meetings, a youth engagement activity was provided. Icons used
on project information materials (e.g., display boards and handouts) were printed as colouring pages
and made available for children, complete with markers and pencil crayons.

Highlights of Participant Feedback
The information below provides an overview of the questions asked and comments provided related to
the corresponding display boards and stations:
General Opinion on the Community Access Road:
There is a lack of monetary benefits to MFFN from the Community Access Road

Request to use a MFFN community member to assist with translating materials
Support for completion of the Community Access Road
Request to know when a final decision will be made on construction of the Community Access Road
Concerns regarding the ability to implement the road without subsequently influencing increased
drug-related activities across northern communities
Concerns regarding the benefits versus the costs of the Community Access Road (e.g., potentially
severe environmental degradation)
Suggestion to conduct a combined EA for the Community Access Road and WaW
Road
Request to provide evidence of similar projects that include bridges built over rivers
Concerns regarding the Community Access Road being routed through the community, as other
Indigenous communities have experienced increased drug abuse with highway access through their
communities
General support for western sites due to higher topography and limitations to transport traffic
through the community (especially regarding the lack of control over imports into the community,
posing an increased risk to drug and alcohol access)
EA Screening Questions:
Screening questions were thorough and well thought out
General Support for Western Routes in the Environmental Assessment (EA):
Suggestions to locate the Community Access Road further away from the community to help ensure:
o Greater safety regarding traffic volumes and controls over those entering (e.g., police)
o Greater protection for the natural environment surrounding the community
Support for a west-routed Community Access Road (one comment expressed support for Alternative
Route #3):
o Benefits:
Opportunities for hydroelectric power generation
Opportunities to support existing recreational activities (e.g., canoe trips for
children)
Opportunities for new tourism activities
o Disadvantages:
Too bumpy and swampy
Suggestion to reroute Alternatives Routes 1 and 4 west along an existing winter trail as the proposed
alignment currently crosses through Indigenous Values
Suggestions to widen the Community Access Road to increase safety for large mining trucks
General support for the selected alternatives due to benefits associated with hunting and trapping
Note that there are multiple locations that would benefit from the gating of the proposed
Alternative Routes to protect hunting and trapping rights

Additional Considerations:
Account for mass grave sites
Keep traffic movement on the Community Access Road low to reduce impact to traditional hunting
land
Consider providing training and employment for community members
Connect Community Access Road to other communities
Note there is a Pow Wow occurring the third week of August
Consider the visual impacts of Alternative Routes #1 and #4 as they both cross through locations
that provide scenic viewpoints of the landscape
Ensure there is no disturbance to lands between Aroland and MFFN as these are areas of sickness/
death
One suggestion to extend Alternative Route #5 further east and redesign to be a flat linear roadway
to allow faster and shorter travel distances, and lessen overall emissions

Question & Answer Session
Q1: Why is the Project Team asking the community about alternative routes if a decision has already
been made?
A1: Decisions regarding the final route for the Community Access Road have not been determined. Four
alternative routes were initially identified by MFFN. Through the screening process, the Project Team
has refined the selection to two routes which will be evaluated during the EA using the criteria designed
for the Community Access Road to determine the preferred route. Therefore, the final route may result
as a combination of both Alternative Routes #1 and #4. The route that the Community Access Road will
follow within the 5 km-wide corridor of the preferred route will be established during the detailed
design phase.
Q2: Why do my changes to maps made during previous meetings not appear at this meeting?
A2: Indigenous Knowledge (IK) is to be shared through the Community Based Land Use Planning (CBLUP)
process. Therefore, only publicly available information can be displayed. Once the IK Agreement is
formally in place, the maps will be updated accordingly.
C1: It is not consultation if all community members are not present nor is it consultation if only some
neighbouring Indigenous communities and Chief and Council are engaged.
R1: As part of the consultation process, the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP)
recommends the recording of attendees comments and conversations. While the Project Team

recognizes the importance of collecting as much feedback as possible from the community, it is also
important to remember that consultation is an ongoing process.
Q3: Who can use the Community Access Road?
A3: The Community Access Road is a multi-use road and may be used by everyone.
Q4: Will outsiders build cabins as result of the Community Access Road?
A4: The Community Access Road may provide opportunities for new recreational activities.
Q5: Who will maintain the Community Access Road?
A5: This has not been determined yet. The ownership of the roadway, maintenance activities and other
liabilities are still being considered in discussion with the Province.
Q6: Which route incurs the least amount of costs?
A6: There are a number of factors that impact the costs associated with the development of the
Community Access Road. Some of the primary components affecting the costs include the availability of
borrowed resources, both the structural design and number of bridges selected, and the land
typography where it will be built. Based on these conditions, it has been determined that a Community
Access Road routed east would be more expensive in comparison to a Community Access Road routed
west. The completion of the EA will determine which of the two western routes will incur the least
amount of costs to build.
Q7: When will the preferred route be identified?
A7: The preferred route will be determined during the EA. It is anticipated that the MECP will make a
decision regarding the Terms of Reference by Winter 2020, followed by the commencement of the EA.
Q8: What happened to the train that was proposed?
A8: The proposed train is no longer in discussion as the proponent (a mining company) of the northsouth rail is no longer pursuing the project.
Q9: Can a new flat road be designed in the east as a floating road that would travel straight to the
community and generate electricity?
R2: Based on existing topography in the area, it is not possible to construct a road that is completely flat
and straight. In addition, a road that can generate electricity is outside of the scope of the Project.

Action Items
Use simple language in all public-facing materials for ease of comprehension (e.g., use MFFN and
place the term proponent in parenthesis after MFFN to clearly indicate to the reader whom the
proponent is)

is recirculated for those interested in
job opportunities.
Include information on what the Project Team is seeking feedback on in future Notices
Ensure the roles of the MECP, Ministry of Energy, Northern Development and Mines (ENDM) and
consultant are clearly defined and explained
Begin moving forward with plans regarding Youth Engagement for the fall
Establish information centres in the community (e.g., band office, health centre, school, billboard at
airport)

Next Steps
Following these meetings, field studies will continue, a decision will be made on whether a Federal EA is
required, and the Draft Terms of Reference will be submitted to the MECP for review.

JUNE 2019

MEEGWETCH! THANK YOU!
Meegwetch! Thank you for attending our most recent Marten Falls
First Nation All Season Community Access Road Meetings!

The purpose of the community meetings was to:
e
e
e
e
e
What we heard:
e
e
e

Contact Us!
Phone:
1-800-764-9114
Email:
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Stay Tuned for the Second Public Information Centre Happening in August 2019.
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AGENDA
TOPIC:
DATE:
LOCATION:
P:
OUR FILE:

Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road – Indigenous Knowledge Session
September 5, 2019
Thunder Bay TBD
September 5, 2019
18-8898 3002

PARTICIPANTS

MFFN Community Based Land Use Planning Team Members
CAR Consultant Team Members

Agenda Topic
1

Welcome and Introductions

2

IK Data Overview
MFFN’s IK Program to Date
IK Data Received

3

Field Program Update

Lead

Time

ALL

10:00

CBLUP
John Campo

10:15

Leah

10:45

Break
4

11:00

Field Program – Engineering

Dan & John

Lunch

11:15
12:00 – 1:00

5

Field Program – Archaeology

Charlton

1:00

6

Reporting

Charlton

2:00

Break

2:15

7

Mapping & Buffers

John

2:30

8

Discussion on IK in the Field

ALL

3:00

9

Final Comments – End

ALL

3:30

DIL L ON CON SUL TIN G LIM ITED
www.dillon.ca
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AGENDA
TOPIC:
DATE:
LOCATION:

Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road – Anishinabek Knowledge Session
September 16, 2019
Thunder Bay - Matawa First Nations Management Building
233 S Court Street
Lower Level - Winisk Room
1-866-542-9023 – 6882451#

OUR FILE:

18-8898 3002

PARTICIPANTS

MFFN Community Based Land Use Planning Team Members
CAR Consultant Team Members

Agenda Topic
1

2

Lead

Time

Welcome and Introductions

ALL

10:00

Overview of AK Fly-overs for Geotechnical
Field Program

Bob

10:10

Charlton/Samantha

10:30

Archaeology Field Program
Recap on Program
Location Review
Break

4

11:15

Archaeology Field Program
Location Review

Dan & John

Lunch
5

12:30 – 1:15

East and West Route Evaluation
Overview of Data
AK Discussion

Andrea/John

Break
7

Mapping & Buffers

8

9

11:30

1:15 – 2:30
2:30

Andrea

2:45

Updating the Community on AK Work
Archaeology Team in MFFN
Community Meetings?
School Visits?

ALL

3:00

Next Advisory Group Session

ALL

3:45

Final Comments – End

ALL

4:00

DIL L ON CON SUL TIN G LIM ITED
www.dillon.ca

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

MARTEN FALLS
FIRST NATION
ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Presentation to Marten Falls First Nation

October 17&18, 2019
0
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ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Welcome! Boozhoo!
Topic 1

Provincial Environmental Assessment Update

Topic 2

Federal Environmental Assessment Update

Topic 3

Engagement & Consultation

Topic 4

Next Steps & Timing

Thank you for inviting us. Your input is important.
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Provincial Environmental Assessment Update
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First Step of a Provincial Environmental Assessment
A Provincial Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) has been initiated for the Project.
The first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference, which requires consultation with
neighbouring Indigenous communities.
-making during the EA.
It provides an overview of the:
Purpose and description of the Project (e.g., the development of an all
season access road to MFFN);
Routing alternatives for the road to be considered in the EA, and the
criteria and methods for doing so;
Existing environmental conditions and potential effects/ impacts of the
new community road;
Studies to be conducted during the EA; and
Plans for future consultation during the EA.
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch
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Preliminary Access Road Routes
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is identifying the Alternative 1
alternative routes for the proposed road.
Alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls First Nation
using information gathered during previous studies and
consultation, and updated this year to include the latest
available information.
Four alternative routes were originally identified.

Alternative 2
Alternative 3
Alternative 4

Feedback received from Marten Falls First Nation community
members, Community Member Advisors and Chief and
Council led to a decision to only consider the western routes
Alternative Route 1 and 4 in the EA.
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Recommended Alternative Routes
Alternative 1 and Alternative 4 (western routes) will be studied in the
Environmental Assessment. These alternative routes:
Address MFFN concerns by avoiding a large river span crossing located
close to the community, and health and safety concerns related to the
community;
Are not significantly different than Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 for potential
to impact the environment and the ability to avoid, eliminate and lessen the
impact(s);
Are easier to build because they are located on higher ground and closer to
aggregate sources needed for construction; and
Best enable mining development in the region because they are more direct
to the mining claims north of MFFN and pass through other areas of interest
for future mineral and exploration development.
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Recommended Alternative Routes

Do you have any further comments on moving forward with only
the western routes in the Environmental Assessment?
What do you think about
the Principles that are
guiding the Community
Access Road?
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Respecting the Environment:
An evaluation will be completed in the EA to compare
Alternative 1 and Alternative 4 against a set of criteria
specific to the Community Access Road. These include:
Natural Environment
Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use
Socio-economic and Cultural Heritage
Technical

The outcome of the evaluation of alternative routes in the
EA will identify the preferred route for the Community
Access Road with the:
Least potential for negative effects
Greatest opportunity for mitigation of negative effects
Greatest community benefit
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Field Studies Update
Field studies for the Community Access Road and
Road are ongoing
July to October 2019: Terrestrial (Vegetation and Wildlife)
August to October 2019:
Aquatics (Fisheries and Surface Water)
Cultural Heritage
Noise and Air
August to December 2019: Geotechnical and Engineering
Winter/Spring/Summer 2020: Wildlife (second season)
Socio-economic and Indigenous Knowledge data collection
activities are expected to start during summer/fall months.
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Indigenous Knowledge Collection
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Sharing Agreement in Place with MFFN
Hosted two IK Advisory Group Sessions with members of the MFFN Community-Based Land Use
Planning in Thunder Bay
Confirmed MFFN IK Categories (e.g., Spiritual/Sacred, Habitation)
Confirmed IK buffer areas for keeping IK confidential
Currently identifying areas for further IK collection with Marten Falls
Planned discussions with other neighboring Communities for IK sharing
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Draft Terms of Reference and Plain Language Guide
Completed
The Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) has been prepared, based on community feedback and
Project Team direction.
The Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks has undertaken a completeness review
of the Draft ToR, and we are currently finalizing the document.
To Be Completed
The Draft ToR will be released to Indigenous communities, government agencies, public and other
stakeholders to obtain early input on the Project and proposed plans for the Environmental
Assessment.
A Plain Language Guide of the Draft ToR will also be released.
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Federal Environmental Assessment Update
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Overview of the New Impact Assessment Act
New federal agency: The Impact Assessment Agency of Canada
Key changes outlined in the Impact Assessment Act:
Scope broadened to include positive and negative effects
Equal consideration of biophysical and socio-economic effects
Additional factors to be considered include:
Contribution to sustainability, Indigenous rights, intersection of sex, gender and identity factors, and how a project

Enhanced consideration of effects on Indigenous peoples of Canada
Science, evidence and knowledge focus, including traditional and community knowledge
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Implications for Indigenous

Integration of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) is required
Early and consistent engagement and consultation with Indigenous peoples and groups
Emphasis on early project input and building relationships and partnerships

Provides the framework for an Indigenous-led Impact Assessment or a substituted Impact
Assessment under the jurisdiction of an Indigenous governing body
Indigenous Advisory Committee
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Implications for Proponents

Uncertainty regarding information requirements, timelines, and application of process
may take longer to complete the impact assessment because of this

it

Better avenue for demonstrating how Projects are beneficial to local communities, and to
Canada overall (i.e., opportunity to highlight Project benefits/positive effects)
Expanded factors to be considered will likely lead to expanded scope of assessment and
increased costs and timelines
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Project Issues List

Impact Assessment Agency of Canada has released the initial Project Description Issues list based
on comments received by other communities and interested persons. Some of the issues include
effects on:
Important areas identified in CBLUP
Wildlife areas
Fish passage
Quality and quantity of country foods
Groundwater/drinking water supplies
Regional development

Indigenous peoples' ability to continue
traditional practices
Social conditions due to changes in quality of
life, urbanization, increased connectivity,
rapid social changes, access to technology,
increased mobility
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Project Issues List

Consider cumulative effects (future industrial uses, Ogoki River diversion)
Changes to economy and way of life
Long term feasibility of proponent to manage the road
Clarity on location of all project components
Impacts of easier access by non-Indigenous peoples to Indigenous traditional territories
Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge into planning, management, and operational decisions
Collaboration with Indigenous groups for provincial planning, due to the effects of the
investment in the North-South Infrastructure corridor
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Federal Project Description Update
A Project Description is a requirement of the Federal government to determine if a Federal
Environmental Assessment is required.
MFFN submitted a Project Description before the new Act came into force.
The previously released Project Description will be used to prepare a Detailed Project
Description.
The Detailed Project Description will need to respond to how the identified issues will be
addressed in the planning of the project.
The Impact Assessment Agency of Canada will decide if a Federal Environmental Assessment is
required. We expect this decision to happen by early 2020.
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Engagement and Consultation Update
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Engagement Activities To Date
Efforts have been ongoing to engage neighbouring Indigenous communities and other interested persons since
the ToR Notice of Commencement was released in March. Summary of activities:
Four rounds of meetings with MFFN (in Thunder Bay and in-community).
Notice of Commencement to 22 neighbouring Indigenous communities identified by MECP, including:
Eighteen (18) who have/ may have constitutionally protected Aboriginal or Treaty Rights that may be impacted by the
Project and Four (4) potentially interested.
Letter from Chief Achneepineskum to neighbouring Indigenous communities, in follow up to the Notice of Commencement.
Two public meetings

one in Thunder Bay and one in Geraldton that Indigenous communities received invitations to.

Distribution of Field Study Notices to neighbouring communities.
Meeting with some Communities.
Booth at the Northern Ontario First Nations Environment Conference.
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Consultation Overview for the EA
Consultation is required to support the preparation of the Terms of Reference.
MFFN is entering into a Memorandum of Understanding regarding the responsibilities of MFFN
and the Province in the consultation and engagement of neighbouring indigenous communities.
A variety of consultation activities are proposed for the rest of the Terms of Reference period and
for the future Environmental Assessment.
The Terms of Reference will include an Environmental Assessment Consultation Plan.
The Province has notified communities that participant funding is available for this project.
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MFFN Community Concerns and Interests
Changes to water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Effects on wildlife habitat;
Effects on MFFN community and environmental health, particularly related to the possibility of an industrial supply
road passing through the community (noise and impacts on sleeping);
Socio-economic changes (positive and negative);
Effects on culturally significant sites;
Effects of new public access into MFFN territory (e.g., increased hunting pressure);
Potential for increased drugs in the community;
Visual/ landscape changes;
Increased economic development, business opportunities and job creation; and
Reduction in costs to education, health services, and freight charges.
22
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Other Communities Meetings
There has been ongoing outreach with Indigenous communities to confirm level of interest and book meetings,
if appropriate.
14 Communities have indicated some amount of interest (varying) in the Project
MFFN

Fort Albany First Nation

Aroland First Nation*

Ginoogaming First Nation

Red Sky Independent Métis Nation

Animbiigoo

Attawapiskat First Nation

Long Lake #58 First Nation

Neskantaga First Nation

Constance Lake First Nation

Eabametoong First Nation (Fort Hope)*

Kashechewan First Nation

Webequie First Nation*

Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug

Anishinaabek
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Other Communities
In addition to MFFN, we have met with:
Aroland First Nation (with Chief and Council, Community)
Webequie First Nation (with Chief and Council, Community)
Fort Albany First Nation (with Chief and Council)
Ebametoong First Nation (with Chief and Council, Community)
KI (Big Trout Lake) First Nation (with Chief and Council)
Attawapiskat First Nation (with Chief and Council)
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What Other Neighbouring Communities are Saying
Aroland and Eabametoong First Nations have indicated interest in the
Community Access Road Environmental Assessment and possible sharing
of Indigenous Knowledge.
Webequie First Nation and MFFN agreed to share information in each
Communities have expressed general support for the Community Access
Road but not (at this time) for a continued industrial supply road to the Ring
of Fire.

What comments have
you heard?

High expectation that that the environment will be protected.
Some communities have expressed interest in relationship agreements.
That Indigenous communities need to be included and to benefit from
any development that happens as a result of the road.
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Proposed Consultation for the Environmental Assessment
The Terms of Reference identifies the plans for consultation during the Environmental Assessment.
The following EA milestones will help guide the timing, approach and content of our consultation and
engagement efforts:
Notice of Commencement;
Development of impact assessment/ routing evaluation criteria;
Evaluation of routing alternatives;
Identification of preferred alternative;
Submission of Draft Environmental Assessment Report/ Impact Statement; and
Submission of Final Environmental Assessment Report/ Impact Statement.
Note: The Impact Statement is pending federal EA requirement decision.
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EA Outreach Activities
Chief and Council and/ or community meetings
Community Member Discussions (e.g., Elder, Youth, Hunters/ Trappers)
Topic-specific community member discussions (e.g., caribou)
Translated notifications, project updates and plain-language EA docs
Online Webinar and/ or Radio Information Sessions
Social media updates

What advise do you have on
how best to reach out to the
Communities?

Key Informant Interviews
Project website, hotline, email address
Newsletters and email updates
EA documentation release
27
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Topic 4 Next Steps
& Timing

Have you heard anything
else?
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Upcoming Activities
Completing the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR)
Complete and submit the Detailed Project Description to Impact Assessment Agency
Collecting Indigenous Knowledge with Marten Falls and other interested neighbouring
Communities
Meetings with interested neighbouring Indigenous communities
Ongoing discussions with the Province
Release of the Draft ToR and Plain Language Guide
Second round of Public Information Centres (focused on draft ToR release)
Finalize the ToR for submission to the Province
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EA Preparation Timing
Detailed Project Description submission

November 2019

Draft Terms of Reference public release and 30 day review
Federal Impact Assessment decision

December 2019

January 2020

Final Terms of Reference submitted to Province - May 2020
Provincial Decision on Terms of Reference - August 2020
Complete Environmental Assessment and release draft EA/EIS Report - May 2021
Final EA/EIA submitted to Province and possibly Federal Government - December 2021
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EMAIL
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
HOTLINE
1 (800)-764-9114

Questions?

WEBSITE
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Marten Falls Community Access Road
Meetings with Marten Falls First Nation
October 17-18, 2019
This highlights report has been prepared to provide a snapshot overview of the feedback captured at
meetings in Thunder Bay and Marten Falls with members of the Marten Falls First Nation community, on
Thursday October 17 and Friday October 18, 2019, respectively.

Introduction
The purpose of the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) all season Community Access Road meetings in
October was to:
Describe changes to the Impact Assessment Act and implications to the Community Access Road
Project;
Provide an update on the Community Access Road and associated activities that have taken place
since the last community meeting;
Introduce the Draft Terms of Reference;
Provide a status update on the study timelines; and
Discuss next steps for the Environmental Assessment (EA) process.
The MFFN Community Meetings were held at the following locations:
Town/City
Thunder Bay

Date
October 17,
2019

Time
5:00 – 8:00 p.m.

Location

Number of
Attendees*
34

Italian Cultural Centre
123 Algoma Street S,
Thunder Bay
Marten Falls First Nation October 18,
3:30 – 5:30 p.m. Marten Falls First
8
2019
Nation School
*Number of attendees captures the number of community members that signed in at the registration
desk. In Thunder Bay and Marten Falls, there may have been members that did not sign in, so
attendance may have been higher than recorded.
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Question (Q), Answer (A), Comment (C) and Response (R) Session
General
Q: Is this going to be a mining road?
A: It is to be built to accommodate an industrial standard.
C: Whose decision will the road be? Before the Ring of Fire was discussed, our community access road
was the priority. When Cliff’s offered resources to support the road, our needs became unimportant.
It appears as though the road is being moved to make better access to the Ring of Fire. Since the
government can only pay for one road, this road has turned into catering to the interest of the
government and taking chromite from the ground.
R: A multi-purpose road serves both functions: community access and an industrial supply road. This
was a negotiation with the Province.

Communication
C: Community members are often left confused on subject material presented.
R: We are open to discussions on how we can do better. We are still early planning stages.
Q: Was the community informed about the Band Council Resolution proposal to focus on the western
routes?
A: It was a short timeline for submission so the community likely wasn’t informed. The entire council did
receive a copy of the proposal to review.
Q: If Chief and Council doesn’t have capacity to engage in a timely way, what happens?
A: Chief and Council would need to decide if they can decide on a project related issue without the
community providing prior input.
Q: What level of crown are you proposing? What Agency is it?
A: When I refer to the Crown, I mean the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP)
and the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (ENDM).
Q: Some people don’t understand English. Is there a translator here for them?
A: We don’t have a translator here for tonight. We will take that back and discuss it internally for next
meeting. The Draft Terms of Reference Guide will be translated, and we will take comments back with
us for more translation.
C: We need syllabics written down. It is important to have it written in our language.
R: The Terms of Reference plain language summary document will be translated. There are plans to
have specific meetings with elders and we know there is a need for translation for those.
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Impact Assessment
Q: With the new Impact Assessment Act in place. Do you need to give people more education on the
Act?
A: There is a requirement to engage more and information will be given to the community. The Impact
Assessment Agency staff themselves do not have all the answers about the new Act. MFFN submitted a
proposal to the Agency for more funding under the last council. There was a Band Council Resolution for
the proposal that would have Four Rivers provide training on the Impact Assessment Act to community
members in both Thunder Bay and Marten Falls.
Q: Is there an environmental component to the Impact Assessment Act?
A: Yes. There could be impacts areas of federal jurisdiction related to the environment for example
species at risk, fisheries, migratory birds. The road project is on the Designated Project List and a
decision must be made by the Agency to see if an impact assessment is needed.
Q: The Detailed Project Description informs the impact assessment? Is that available to read?
A: The Project Description is available and was on the federal website the past two months to review.
The document describes the project, potential effects and issues that people have identified. The
Detailed Project Description will be posted on the federal website in the near future.
Q: What if a Federal impact assessment is not be required?
A: That is a possibility. If the federal government says that an impact assessment needs to be done, then
we would need to complete one. The goal would be to create one document that would cover the
requirements of both the federal impact assessment act and the provincial environmental assessment
act.
Q: Will the community receive all EA documents? When the community is the proponent, it means
that community should read the info.
A: Yes, the draft EA documents will be made available for community members to review.

Consultation and Engagement
Q: What is the Consultation Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)?
A: It’s between MFFN and the Province, defining each groups responsibility for consultation with other
stakeholders and communities. The government is in a supportive role.
Q: What is the Tiering System?
A: The Province recognizes we have an obligation to consult here. The government requested we set up
a tiering system.
Q: Can you explain the criteria of the Tiering System?
A: We looked at different things such as distance from the project, expressed levels of interest, family
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ties, upstream/downstream of the project, etc. There are eight (8) criteria. It assists us in deciding how
must effort we need to put into engaging with individual communities.
Q: Does the government have a responsibility to consult?
A: Yes, they have responsibility and the Duty to Consult. Ontario is delegating procedural aspects only.
The Duty to Consult stays with the Crown. We need to differentiate between consultation and
engagement. Consultation has to do with treaty and aboriginal rights and how they are affected by a
project. This information is recorded in a consultation record or log. Engagement covers other broader
topics like employment and decisions on project. These topics do not need to be recorded in the
consultation record.
Q: Has the Tiering System and consultation process been done before?
A: No comparable projects, and therefore no rule book. Much of the success depends on the interest of
other communities.
Q: Can you explain the criteria of the Tiering System?
A: Involves distance, family ties, watershed, etc.
Q: How do you propose to tell the community what their responsibilities are?
A: That is the discussion we have been having the past couple months with the Province and that can be
communicated to the community. The MOU outlines what Marten Falls as the proponent and what the
Province will do in regards to engagement with other communities. The MFFN project is different
because the province is stepping up and helping. If this was industry it would be entirely on the
proponent to lead the engagement.
Q: Are consultation logs submitted as part of the EA?
A: Yes. The records are what the Minister uses to assess if enough consultation was done. It includes
dates, how communication happened, any follow up actions, and any supporting documents. The
purpose is so that you can see the issues raised and how they were addressed.
C: Consultation with respect to engagement needs to be better defined.
R: Consultation involves two parties. The content of the meeting can determine this, and was it
advertised as a consultation meeting throughout the community. The obligation is to reach out to Chief
and Council and to engage with their community.
Q: How do you know when you have engaged the community? What does environmental assessment
say on community engagement?
A: There is no clear answer or benchmark, it depends on the assertions and comments people have
made. While engagement is required under the Act, the Act doesn’t specify what adequate engagement
is. It varies by project and levels of interest in the project.
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Q: People have said they haven’t been consulted and information needs to be in a form they
understand.
A: We are open to suggestions on how we can engage better.

Youth Engagement
Q: Is there a youth component in the Duty to Consult?
A: It is not separate from membership and rights holders.
Q: The presentation was too dense and technical but the poster boards had OK language. We should
have someone hired that can talk with the children and youth.
A: We have had discussions with youth that are generally led by Lawrence or Bob. We have developed
materials for all age groups but we didn’t want to rush it because we wanted to ensure kids were
involved and it was summer time. We will try to have a workshop where we talk to individuals one on
one directly.

Environmental and Social Considerations
Q: Will the water be impacted by this project?
A: I don’t know the impacts of a road on surface water quality. Those would be discussed by the project
team and it would be part of the environmental assessment.
C: We have to think about Phase 1 to Phase 2 of the road projects. It is short to think it’s only an
access road. It will support mining. Need to consider if the road will have open or closed access. Open
access can lead to social concerns (e.g., human trafficking, addiction) and young people go missing on
these types of roads and I want to be sure there are safety features in place. Access can also offer
solutions to ongoing social concerns (e.g., medical, mental health, teacher retention). Environmental
impacts to wildlife and land need to be considered, other areas have had environmental concerns
with fish stock pressure after road access. But if we have an open road everyone can have access to
our lands. What will happen to our traditional food sources?
R: The EA will consider impacts on wildlife and traditional food sources.
Q: What safety features are proposed as part of the road? There is violence against women and
children. Young people disappear on roads like this.
A: The EA and road design will consider safety issues including the potential violence against women.
Q: Who will study the pressure on wildlife/fish stocks from an open access road? What does this mean
for food security and traditional practices?
A: The EA will study and suggest measures to minimize impact on wildlife and fish stocks if the road is
open to others to use.
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Q: What is the proposed capacity building to support jobs that will be generated from the road?
Skilled labour will need to exist within the community.
A: The EA will include recommendations for community capacity building.
Q: Has putting money aside for clean ups been considered?
A. Project funding would need to include land rehabilitation after the construction period is completed.
C: Engagement meetings are to discuss advantages and disadvantages of the road, including social
issues, drug trafficking and human trafficking. When construction starts skilled jobs will be required.
R. Yes, route selection and issues associated with the access road can be discussed at future community
meetings.
Q: How do we consult on Aboriginal and Treaty Rights? What questions should we be asking?
A. A focus of the consultation program in the EA will be to understand potential rights base impacts on
Indigenous people.

Action Items
Consider using more plain language in all public-facing materials for ease of comprehension (e.g.,
define what is meant by the term “Crown”)
Consider hiring a translator at future community meetings or translated printed material

Next Steps
Future work includes: continuation of field studies, submission of the Detailed Project Description to the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada for a decision on whether a Federal EA / IA is required, issuing of
the Draft Terms of Reference for review, consultation with neighbouring communities.
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Marten Falls First Nation All Season Community Access Road
Public Information Centre #2 Summary Report
December 10 and 11, 2019
Timing and Location
Open House Meeting #2A
Valhalla Inn Hotel
Thunder Bay, Ontario
December 10, 2019
5:00pm 8:00pm

Open House Meeting #2B
Royal Canadian Legion
Longlac, Ontario
December 11, 2019
5:00pm 8:00pm

This summary report has been prepared to provide a snapshot overview the feedback captured at Public
Information Centre #2 (PIC #2) held on December 10 and 11, 2019.

Introduction/ Purpose
This was the second PIC in the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) process for the MFFN All Season
Community Access Road. The purpose of PIC #2 was to:
Provide background information on the Community Access Road;
Provide updates on the Community Access Road and activities that have taken place since PIC #1,
and communicate feedback heard to-date and how they have been considered;
Inform and update the public about the provincial environmental assessment (EA) process;
Introduce the Draft ToR and inform the public about how they can review and provide feedback;
Inform and update the public about the federal Impact Assessment (IA) process;
Communicate the western corridor routes to be further evaluated in the EA, and explain why
Alternative Route 1 and 4 are preferred over the eastern corridor routes ;
Provide updates on ongoing field studies and Indigenous Knowledge program;
Discuss future consultation activities and opportunities;
Gather comments, ideas and community values related to the Community Access Road; and
Outline next steps, including the EA schedule.

Notices and Promotion
A formal notice and invitation to PIC #2 was published on November 26, 2019 and distributed in print,
online and on the radio.

Print advertisements
The Chronicle Journal: November 25, 2019
Thunder Bay Source: November 28, 2019
Radio advertisements
Wawatay Radio: three times per day from December 2, 2019 to December 6, 2019
Online advertisements
MFFN All Season Community Access Road Project Website
(http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca/documents/#notices): November 26, 2019
Thunder Bay News Watch: between November 27, 2019 to December 15, 2019 (the ad ran past the
PIC #2 dates as it focused on both the Draft ToR comment period and PIC #2)
The electronic Project mailing list also received the notice, and printed copies were posted at various
stores in Longlac, including
See Appendix A for notice advertisements.

Format and Attendance
The meetings were held in open house format and featured a series display boards and large printed
maps illustrating the study area, route alternatives and locations of field studies completed to-date. A
Project newsletter, two-page fact sheet and plain language guide to accompany the Draft Terms of
Reference were available as handouts. The guide was available in both English and Oji-Cree. MFFN
Community Member Advisors and Project Team members were available to guide attendees through
the display boards and answer questions. Participants were encouraged to review display boards and
provide comments using the comment forms, or by having one-on-one discussions with MFFN Project
members.
Matawa Environment Gathering Delegates
The Matawa Environment Gathering, hosted by Four Rivers, was also taking place at the Valhalla Inn on
Tuesday, December 10. A Project fact sheet, plain language guide to the Draft ToR and PIC #2 notice was
distributed to the Matawa Environment Gathering delegates, resulting in an increased participation at
PIC #2.
Approximately 50 individuals attended PIC #2 (47 people in Thunder Bay on December 10, 2019 and
three people in Longlac on December 11, 2019). Attendees included Indigenous community members,

provincial and federal agencies, members of the public, environmental groups and industry
representatives.
Paul McInnis from the Ministry of Energy, Northern Development and Mines went to Needak, a forestry
company in Longlac, to provide a brief update and ask if employees wanted to join PIC #2.
Local Media
Journalists from Wawatay News and Thunder Bay News Watch attended PIC #2 in Thunder Bay and
conducted interviews with Lawrence Baxter, MFFN Senior Community Member Advisor and Qasim
Saddique, MFFN Project Team member. The interviews were aired on local television and radio and
focused on benefits to the community, costs, potential challenges and general public feedback.
https://www.wawataynews.ca/community/marten-falls-shares-plans-all-season-road
https://www.tbnewswatch.com/video/tbt-newshour/video-dec-11-2019-information-session1958224

Highlights of Participant Feedback
Key items of interest raised by the public are included below. Note that all questions are labeled with a
Questions were answered by MFFN Community
Advisors and Project Team members.

Community benefits and impacts
C1: Comment on the future need for childcare for new employees in the region.
C2: Opportunities for creating careers for Indigenous persons not Project-specific careers.
C3: A Lac Seul First Nation community member commented about how their community used to only be
accessible by water and now that they built a road, people seem to be very happy to come and go
whenever they please; MFFN community may also benefit in similar ways.
Q1: Who would be able to use the proposed road once it
and would the MFFN community control
access into the community?
A1: MFFN will consider the need and possibility of controlling public access on the road. This
consideration will be part of the future planning and design activities.
Q2: What is the level of support that the MFFN community has for the proposed Community Access
Road?
A2: Planning for the Community Access Road is community-led. This means that the MFFN community
membership helps to develop solutions and advance decisions about the Community Access Road.
MFFN as Proponent or owner of the Project has formed a Project Team that includes MFFN

community members and acts with guidance, direction and input from the MFFN Chief and Council,
MFFN Community Member Advisors and MFFN membership.
Q3: Will there be employment and training opportunities for local community members ?
A3: Hiring local community members will be a priority when employment and training opportunities
arise.

Process
Q4: What are the construction timelines, including when construction starts?
A4: After the EA and design, construction could take anywhere from three to 10 years and includes (but
not limited to) clearing, preparing the site, setting up temporary areas, building construction camps,
developing quarries and borrow area and constructing roads and water crossings.
lower range of three to five years instead of
Q5:
three to 10 years?
A5: Construction timelines may vary
xperience, large construction
tenders of up to 25 kilometres in length (including new bridges and culverts), had approximately 2.5 to 3
years for completion of construction. These types of projects with a 2.5 to 3-year construction
completion date had the advantage of the use of solid rock excavation materials (blast rock) for
embankment construction, allowing for winter construction. As the proposed Community Access Road
may be up to 230 kilometres with 45 or more bridges, with potentially little access to rock, a
construction timeline of 3 to 10 years is reasonable and potentially optimistic.
Q6: How are the provincial and federal processes going to be combined?
A6: The two regulatory processes are separate; however, there have been discussions of possibly
developing a single document to address both the provincial and federal regulatory requirements. In
discussions with the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada, there is a commitment to work
collaboratively as with the respective government authorities. The MFFN Project Team will continue to
update Indigenous communities, stakeholders and other interested persons as more information
becomes available.

Impacts to animals and the environment
Q7: How are cumulative effects being considered?
A7: Cumulative effects will be predicted in the EA. The EA will include an assessment and evaluation of
potential cumulative effects that may result from a combination of the net effects of the preferred route
with the effects of other past, present and reasonably foreseeable projects.
Q8: Will the EA look at potential rising river levels and impacts to fish and wildlife?

A8: The EA will consider potential effects of the Project on surface water quantity due to predicted
changes in baseflows (Section 7.2.4 of the Draft Terms of Reference). Changes in baseflow may raise or
lower water levels, which could have indirect effects to other environmental components such as fish
and fish habitat, and wetlands. The EA will consider how changes in baseflow resulting from Projectrelated activities may result in indirect effects.
C5: Brook trout spawning area was indicated on one of the printed maps.
Response: Adjustments can be made to the route alignment and water crossings to allow for fish
passage to and from the spawning area identified. The MFFN Project Team will follow up with the
individual about identifying the brook trout spawning area.
C6: An abundance of wolverines is present in the southern portion of the study area and they are
migrating northwards.
Response: Noted. This information has been passed on to the Natural Science team.
C7: Concerns about negative impacts on fish and other animals, both upstream and downstream. A
suggestion to widen the study area (without indicating where exactly) to look at fish at each water
crossing.
Response: The Project would be assessing water crossings and effects to streams, including fish habitat
assessment and engineering controls. There will also be a cumulative effects assessment which requires
all water crossings to be assessed and must comply with the Fisheries Act, ultimately not causing serious
harm to fish and minimize any impacts to them.

Field studies
Q9: How will water crossings be assessed?
A9: The assessment of water crossings is initially done through detailed aerial photo interpretation and
through helicopter surveys. Once a determination of where the major water crossings are located in the
field assessment is complete, the next step is looking upstream and downstream of each crossing to
determine fish habitat suitability and to identify potential impacts. After the EA there would be a full
permitting phase where the projects would need to get approval from Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, and the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks for any water crossings deemed as fish habitat, or any water crossings on crown
lands.
Q10: Will field studies fulfill both provincial EA and federal IA requirements, with consideration to the
new changes to Impact Assessment Act (IAA)
A10: The IAA was not in effect at the time of the field studies this year (2019). The MFFN Community
Access Road completed field studies that would be consistent with what would be done for a provincial

EA and for a federal EA (now an IA) that would have been done under the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act that has since been repealed.
Q11: Will the field studies and water monitoring activities be sampled and monitored for mercury and/
or other metals like chromium?
A11: There was no sampling and analysis of water chemistry parameters (such as metals) as part of the
.
expanded water field programs in 2019 on the Community Access Road or
Desktop information on surface water and groundwater chemistry, if available, will be included in the
ry sampling,
baseline reports.
including specifically for mercury and other metals. This would be more useful as baseline information
for metal mining or water retention (dams) projects, as these kinds of projects have a potential to result
in changes to metal baseline concentrations in surface water. The road will be designed to avoid
overland flooding (which can result in higher mercury concentrations).

Alternative routes
Q12: What type of road will it be and why does the road go far to the west and come back towards
Marten Falls?
Q12: The proposed road will be between 190 km to 230 km of an all season, two-lane gravel road. The
proposed route on the western side follows that route because of higher ground that is easier to build
on.
C8: Alternative 4 is not preferred as
remote hunting camps.
Response: Noted.

Other
Q13: How does
fit with this Project and where it is located.
A13: Although we are focused on the EA for the Community Access Road, the need for a road to mining
claims in the region has been previously identified by industry and government. It is possible that the
would be built from a point along the Community Access Road, connecting
mining claims north of MFFN, including the Ring of Fire. An EA for the
has not
started although studies are being done to investigate possible alternative routes should it be pursued.
C9: Requests to make presentation materials and general information more accessible with audio and
video support, including voice-over.
Response: Noted.
C10: It would be nice if the potential bridge is constructed to be beautiful.
Response: Noted.

C11: Make online videos of the presentation for community members to view at home with English
subtitles and translations of the presentation. Also add an additional link directing viewers to a feedback
form or page where responses can be submitted.
Response: We will aim to make the presentations and multimedia content accessible to a broader group
and consider video captioning and audio voice-overs. The Project email address and phone number are
available on every page of the Project website and materials (www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca) and
feedback can be submitted through these channels at any time. We will aim to make this more clear
with online content.

Next Steps
It was noted that the Draft ToR was available for review until January 20, 2020. Once feedback has been
received, the MFFN Project Team will incorporate comments, as needed, into the Proposed ToR and will
be submitted for review by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks for a
decision on whether MFFN can proceed with the next phase of the provincial EA process.

Appendix A Notices and Other Information Releases
Tear Sheets - Screen Shots - News and Advertisements
Wawatay News and Radio
Radio ads ran on Wawatay Radio from December 2, 2019 to December 6, 2019 (three times per day),
and online ads ran between November 26, 2019 to December 10, 2019.

Thunder Bay News Watch
Online ads ran between November 27, 2019 and December 15, 2019.

Thunder Bay Source
Ran in print November 28, 2019.

The Chronicle Journal
Rain in print November 25, 2019.

Media Coverage
Wawatay News
Coverage appeared on Wawatay News on May 18, 2019.

Thunder Bay News Watch
Coverage appeared on Thunder Bay News Watch on December 11, 2019.

B.15

Mishkeegogamang First Nation

B15.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period
Tuesday, January 28, 2020 10:32:26 AM

Good morning / Boozhoo Chief Masakeyash,
This email is in follow up to our letter sent on July 15, 2019 regarding
the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) Community Access Road project. A few
communities have been in contact with the MFFN Project Team in regards to
obtaining an extension to the comment period for the Tailored Impact
Statement Guidelines issued by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada
(IAAC). MFFN, as the Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road,
does not have the authority to grant requests related to the Agency’s
comment period. The Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored
Impact Statement Guidelines until January 28, 2020. For any questions
related to the federal impact assessment process, including timelines for
the submission of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada
IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca / Cel: 416-952-1576

We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on the Agency’s
TISG documents, and to furthering discussions related to the proposed
community access road to Marten Falls. A Project Team representative will
reach out in February to discuss the opportunity to meet with your
community.

Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team

June 22, 2020
Chief David Masakeyash
Mishkeegogamang First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief David Masakeyash,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process—in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act—to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Mishkeegogamang First Nation are focused on keeping the
lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Mishkeegogamang First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able to once again meet inperson, we will provide you with MFFN’s COVID-related plans and/ or protocols in advance of
our meeting to make sure our protocols are in line with your community’s.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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One of our guiding principles is “Looking at it together in numbers there is strength” and the
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR. including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or
online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments
by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
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In closing, thank you—Meegwetch—for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Glinis Buffalo, MFFN Project Consultant
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Encl.

Mishkeegogamang First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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Neskantaga First Nation

B16.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Chris Moonias and Council
Neskantaga First Nation

Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Moonias,
It was nice to see you at the recent Matawa Chiefs meeting and once again I congratulate you on your recent
election. As you may have read in the news, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) recently issued our Notice of
Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls Community Access Road project (the
NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first step towards completing an Environmental
Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with this letter.
This step signals a start of our project as we move forward. AECOM on behalf of our community will begin the
required work of the Environmental Assessment. With the NoC you may hear from AECOM on next steps. MFFN is
still requesting to meet Council to Council in the near future to discuss our mutual concerns and positions on
community matters.
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, MFFN has been seeking a year-round community access road to the
provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community led process for Marten Falls
and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

CC: MFFN Council
Neskantaga First Nation Council
MFFN Project team

January 17, 2019
David Peerla
Advisor to Neskantaga First Nation

Sent via e-mail
Re:

Neskantaga First Nation December 17, 2019 Email Correspondence regarding the
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Project

Dear Mr. Peerla,
Thank you for your email on December 17, 2019 on behalf of Neskantaga First Nation with
respect to the Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) Community Access Road project (the Project).
in response to the questions and comments brought forward. As suggested, we would very
much like the opportunity to meet with representatives of Neskantaga First Nation to discuss
these matters in further detail.
We appreciate that Neskantaga First Nation will be reviewing and providing comments on the
Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the Project. As noted, the Draft ToR provides more detailed
information on the environmental assessment (EA) process which should provide greater clarity
on some questions that the community may have on process, including EA, baseline studies,
notification, and proposed consultation and engagement activities and timing.
The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario was
finalized on January 7, 2020. The MFFN Project Team will circulate the MOU to the list of
identified Indigenous communities, including Neskantaga First Nation.
We can confirm that on January 10, 2020, the Ministry of Energy, Northern Development and
Mining (ENDM) shared your comments and concerns with the MFFN Project Team.. We are
open to collaborative discussions to continue to work towards resolving concerns and keeping
parties informed of Project planning and activities.
As indicated in our October 24, 2019 communication, we would like to hear more from
Neskantaga First Nation regarding collaborative decision-making processes and how these
apply to the Project. As part of future discussions, we would also like to better understand
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how Neskantaga would prefer to be engaged throughout the EA with respect to the Neskantaga
Development Protocol and any other mechanisms for communicating.
Consultation and engagement are at the core of our EA program and we are employing a
variety of tools to notify and share information with Indigenous communities and other
stakeholders. Social media is not considered to be a formal channel of communication in the
EA program and we have revised our Record of Consultation to reflect that.
We will continue to provide sufficient notice for Project activities including baseline and other
studies on an on-going basis. As an update on the baseline studies, much of the work has been
completed with MFFN Community Members being involved. As part of our on-going
communication, we can provide an overview of the baseline studies completed to date and
discuss upcoming studies. For your information we have attached a map of the Study Area
outlining where field studies have occurred. The Project also has an Indigenous Knowledge (IK)
program and we would also like to discuss how Neskantaga knowledge could inform and be
incorporated into the EA.
MFFN is not the proprietor of the archaeological reports/studies referenced in your email but
we have reached out to Noront (proprietor) to advise them that Neskantaga First Nation would
like a copy of the report(s). Noront has agreed in principle to share all documents with
Neskantaga that relate to the MFFN community access road EA. We would like to discuss and
understand which reports you require and we can then get those reports to you from Noront.
A conference/web call, tentatively scheduled for January 21, 2020 would be a great next step to
review our correspondence to date and to answer other questions Neskantaga First Nation may
have on the Project. Following that, we would also like to suggest an in-person meeting to
further discuss Neskantaga First
If you could please advise of potential dates and times for our initial call that would be
appreciated. You can reach me by email at qsaddique@suslop.com or by phone at 416-8306544.
We look forward to continuing our conversation with Neskantaga First Nation.
Sincerely,
Qasim Saddique,
Project Director
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c.c.

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum, Marten Falls First Nation
Lawrence Baxter, Marten Falls First Nation, Senior Community Advisor
James McCutchon, AECOM, Project Manager
Wayne Moonias, Neskantaga First Nation, Community Coordinator
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February 20, 2020
Chief Chris Moonias
Neskantaga First Nation

Re: Invitation to the Indigenous Knowledge Program, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Chris Moonias:
Thank you for your ongoing interest in the MFFN Community Access Road Project (the Project) and for providing
your questions and comments to us. In particular, we appreciate the questions and concerns Neskantaga First
Nation shared with us on December 17, 2020 via email as well as the follow up conference call with David Peerla
on January 21, 2020 to discuss these matters in more detail. MFFN is currently composing a formal response to the
comments / issues provided by Neskantaga First Nation for the Draft ToR and we look forward to working with you
to address these.
As you are aware, the MFFN has commenced with an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the design, construction
and operation/maintenance of the Project. A Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the EA has now been completed.
The Draft ToR has identified two alternative corridors for the community access road that are to be examined
further in a future EA phase. This will include confirmation of the routes, their assessment and evaluation to select
a preferred route. The two identified corridors generally follow higher ground located to the West of the Marten
Falls community. The Draft ToR outlines how the EA will be prepared, including the studies that will be conducted,
the process to identify and assess effects, and how best to engage interested communities and persons. A critical
component of the EA is the integration of Indigenous Knowledge (IK) into the planning and design process.
IK is invaluable knowledge that helps us to better understand and appreciate the environment as it pertains to the
identity, culture and heritage of Neskantaga First Nation and other Indigenous people. It is a critical component of
the Project and will be used to inform baseline conditions, predict potential project impacts, and help to determine
appropriate mitigation and monitoring methods.
We have commenced an IK Program for the Project that will occur in two phases:
1. Collecting existing IK data to help inform early stages of the EA; and
2. Completing project-specific IK studies.
There are significant benefits in providing IK in the EA process, including but not limited to:
Integrating IK, including spiritual and cultural values, into environmental decision making and Project
design (e.g., avoiding important cultural or subsistence use areas, utilizing IK to inform routing criteria and
mitigation measures, etc.);
Informing the selection of valued ecosystem components or environmental indicators to be used in the
study;
Improving awareness of the impacts development can have on traditional uses, and the subsequent
impacts on spirituality and health; and
Undertaking collaborative traditional stewardship that allows for a more inclusive and holistic approach to
environmental management and monitoring.
We are enquiring if Neskantaga First Nation is interested in participating in the IK Program by either providing
existing IK and/or completing a Project-specific IK study. If you are interested in participating, funding is available.
Our approach to working with your community on the IK program will be guided by the following key principles:

1.
2.

The people of your community are a source of knowledge on past and present uses of the land and its
resources, associated cultural practices, and community values.
We are your partner our goal is to work together with you to complete the IK Program in a manner that
contributes
-being so that IK can be meaningfully integrated into the EA process.

Protection and confidentiality of IK is of utmost importance to the Project Team. To honour and respect this
important information, we propose establishing an IK Sharing Agreement with your community, prior to the
collection and use of IK information. The Sharing Agreement would outline how confidential and sensitive
process. We have attached a Draft IK Sharing Agreement for your
information would be utilized in the
review and consideration.
As identified in our call on January 21, 2020, we appreciate you indicating that Neskantaga First Nation is
interested in participating in the IK Program. If you have any further questions regarding the IK Program or the
Draft IK Sharing Agreement, please feel free to contact
or Braydi Rice (
) of the Project team.
Sincerely,

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

June 26, 2020
Chief Christopher Moonias
Neskantaga First Nation

Dear Chief Moonias:
RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
As you know, for many years Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect our community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
Thank you for your June 1, 2020 letter requesting that MFFN pause the provincial EA until there
is a clear understanding of when COVID-19 related travel and gathering restrictions can be
lifted. MFFN can relate to the challenges described in your letter. We fully understand your
concerns and fears, and recognize that it can be difficult to engage on Project-related matters
during this time.
We would like to note that, at this time, ongoing engagement activities with Neskantaga First
Nation (Neskantaga) are focused on keeping the lines of communication open and relationshipbuilding. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social distancing, our team has
put a pause on holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the situation closely.
As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health recommendations and
reassessing our approach accordingly. We will continue to take the lead from Neskantaga in
terms of your interest in scheduling conference calls during this time. We welcome
teleconference meetings with Neskantaga and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVIDprotocols in advance of meeting.
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We would like to thank you for your efforts to provide feedback on the Draft ToR. One of our
feedback that would not be possible. Through our review, we have considered your
c
are preparing responses to your comments. Our
responses will indicate, if applicable, how your feedback has been incorporated into the ToR
and/ or how it will be considered as part of the future EA process. While not a requirement of
the ToR process, we would welcome a teleconference or phone call with Neskantaga to discuss
some of your comments on the Draft ToR. However, we recognize that you may require
flexibility in responding and scheduling a call. We would appreciate having a discussion with
you in advance of July 22, 2020 so that we can consider any additional input in the ToR. Once
we have finalized responses to your comments, we will be sending them to you for review.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
schedule a conference call with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
We would also like to follow up the Indigenous Knowledge (IK) Program for the Project. We are
wondering if you have any comments on the Draft IK Sharing Agreement that was provided by
email on February 20, 2020. The IK Sharing Agreement is an important component of the IK
Program. Establishing a mutually agreeable IK Sharing Agreement early on will help us to
incorporate IK and land use information relevant to the Project into the EA in a timely and
effective manner. The IK Sharing Agreement would also pertain to any existing IK or land use
information that you would like to share with the Marten Falls Project Team at this time.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is
submitted to the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this
revised ToR. Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the MECP will
make a decision to approve, approve with amendments, or reject the ToR under the
Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project Team currently anticipates submitting the
ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for review and decision.
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In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Wayne Moonias, Neskantaga First Nation
Qasim Saddique, Project Director
Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community Advisor
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor

Encl.

Neskantaga First Nation Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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July 16, 2020
Chief Christopher Moonias
Neskantaga First Nation

Dear Chief Moonias:
We hope this letter finds you and your community well. As part of the ongoing engagement for
the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project, we wanted to follow up and
confirm receipt of the community-specific Record of Consultation materials sent to you via
email on June 26, 2020 and by mail on June 30, 2020. The Record of Consultation is part of the
Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference for the Project. As previously outlined, we
kindly ask that you provide your comments on the materials prior to July 29, 2020.
As you know, in December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of
Reference (ToR) for review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of
Ontario had identified as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the
proposed Community Access Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed
Community Access Road. A 63-day review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which
included an 18-day extension, and several Communities responded with their feedback on the
Draft ToR. Neskantaga First Nation was one of those communities and we very much appreciate
the input you provided.
We would again like to thank you for your efforts to provide feedback on the Draft ToR. The
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. Through our
d
responses to your comments which are attached to this letter. We have also indicated, if
applicable, how your feedback has been incorporated into the ToR and/ or how it will be
considered as part of the future EA process.
on the Draft ToR
included in the Record of Consultation to be submitted as an appendix to the ToR; both the
Record of Consultation and the ToR will be publicly available documents. As we indicated in our
June 26, 2020 letter, MFFN is interested in discussing the comments that Neskantaga First
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Nation provided on the Draft ToR. We called the Neskantaga First Nation Band Office multiple
times on July 9, July 10 and July 13, 2020 to further enquire about a teleconference call to
. Please let us know if you would
like to have a teleconference call to discuss your comments and our responses to them. We
would appreciate having a call in advance of July 29, 2020 so that we can consider any
additional input in the ToR. As previously outlined in our June 26, 2020 letter, we intend to
submit the proposed ToR to the Minister of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP)
by late August 2020. We welcome the opportunity to further our discussions and are happy to
schedule phone meeting to do so. If you are not available to meet during this time, you can also
provide comments in writing.
You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to the MECP and will receive a second
opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR. Following this review and in
consideration of comments received, the Minister of the Environment, Conservation and Parks
will make a decision to approve, approve with amendments or reject the ToR under the
Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project Team currently anticipates submitting the
ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for review and decision.
Thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community Access Road
Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the information
provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community Advisor, MFFN or
Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. Please note that we will
also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director
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Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Wayne Moonias, Neskantaga First Nation, Community Coordinator
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Jessica Metuzals, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Neskantaga First Nation Draft ToR Comments MFFN Responses
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B16.2

Incoming Correspondence Received from the
Community

July 16, 2019
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum
Marten Falls First Nation
Re:

Meeting Request on MFFN All Season Community Access Road EA

We write in response to your recent letter (July 15, 2019) seeking our input concerning a
proposed environmental assessment for the MFFN All Season Community Access Road
Project to be conducted by Marten Falls First Nation.
We wish to advise you that we object to the delegation by Ontario of consultation
obligations for this project to the Marten Falls First Nation. The duty to consult raises the
Honour of the Crown, and cannot and should not be delegated to another First Nation
with potentially overlapping claims to territory. The duty is that of the Crown. It is also our
view that this Project is both Crown-funded or sponsored and for Crown purposes, and it
is therefore Ontario that is the relevant proponent for consultation purposes.
It is inconsistent with the Honour of the Crown to attempt to proceed with a delegated
environmental assessment of this project in this manner, and to potentially aim to pit one
First Nation against another.
Further, as you know projects in the Ring of Fire mineral development area have been
subject to the Regional Framework Agreement negotiations where our two Nations and
seven others from Matawa have jointly committed to move forward with government to
government negotiations with Ontario.
We are deeply concerned that Ontario wishes to proceed with this project
without recognizing the government to government relationship and the need for a
regional approach, which had previously been agreed with Ontario.
We also wish to advise you that we understand the proposed project is within the area
designated by the Neskantaga and Eabametoong First Nations as subject to our joint
regulatory approval, and will therefore be required to go through the
Neskantaga/Eabametoong environmental assessment process. We have indicated to
Ontario that we are prepared to enter into discussions with Ontario to harmonize our
processes.

P.O. Box 105 Lansdowne House, ON P0T 1Z0
Telephone: (807) 479 2793 Fax: (807) 479 2548

Within the Regional Framework negotiations, there have also been agreements between
the nine First Nations in respect of an enhanced environmental assessment process, and
Jurisdiction Principles. If Ontario wishes to proceed on this project under the auspices of
Marten Falls First Nation, the Crown must be bound to accept those principles as binding.
We therefore advise that if Ontario wishes to proceed with this project, we must insist that
Ontario consult with our First Nation on a government to government basis, and must do
so consistent with the previous negotiations in which we have participated with Ontario in
good faith.
Sincerely,

Chief Chris Moonias
Neskantaga First Nation
cc.
Annamaria Cross Director, Environmental Assessment and Permissions Branch,
MECP Via email: annamaria.cross@ontario.ca
Caitlin Cafaro, Crown Consultation Coordinator Federal Environmental Assessments in
the Ring of Fire CEAA.MartenFalls.ACEE@canada.ca

P.O. Box 105 Lansdowne House, ON P0T 1Z0
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

McKinnon, Don <
>
August 28, 2020 10:59 AM
Coppaway, Clayton
Fwd: FW: BC Approach to Indigenous Consensus Based EA, Note Role of Working Groups etc
Best Practices Indigenous Led Ea.pdf

see below
Don McKinnon
Partner
Dillon Consulting Limited
2 3 5 Y orkland Blvd Suite 8 0 0
T oronto, O ntario, M 2 J 4 Y 8

www.dillon.c a

Pleas e cons ider the environment before printing this email

---------- Forwarded message -------->
From: Fisken, Avril <
Date: Wed, Jan 22, 2020 at 7:01 PM
Subject: FW: BC Approach to Indigenous Consensus Based EA, Note Role of Working Groups etc
To:

Fyi...shared by David; as follow up to our call yesterday RE: Neskantaga. David has followed up on a number of items that I will continue to share, and will
acknowledge receipt of.
Avril Fisken, M.Sc
Practice Lead, Communication and Community Engagement
Environment

AECOM
55 Wyndham Street North
Suite 215
Guelph, Ontario, N1H 7T8, Canada
T +1-519-763-7783
aecom.com
Built to deliver a better world
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

-----Original Message----From: David Peerla
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2020 10:00 AM
To: Fisken, Avril <
Subject: BC Approach to Indigenous Consensus Based EA, Note Role of Working Groups etc
As referenced on the call.
Regards,
David Peerla

IN THE MATTER OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ACT S.B.C. 2002, c.43
(ACT)
AND
AN ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE
HVC 2040 PROJECT
ORDER UNDER SECTION 11
WHEREAS:
A. Teck Highland Valley Copper Partnership (Proponent) proposes to develop the
HVC 2040 project (proposed Project) near Logan Lake, B.C.
B. The proposed Project would be in the traditional territories of Indigenous Nations,
as identified by those Nations;
C. The proposed Project constitutes a reviewable project, pursuant to Part 3 Section
8(1) of the Reviewable Projects Regulation (B.C. Reg. 370/02), as the proposed
Project’s area of disturbance exceeds 750 hectares of land not previously
permitted for disturbance and the proposed Project’s production capacity
exceeds 75,000 tonnes per year of mineral ore;
D. The proposed Project may have the potential to adversely affect Indigenous
Nations or the rights recognized and affirmed by section 35 of the Constitution
Act, 1982;
E. The Executive Director has delegated to the undersigned, certain powers and
functions under the Act, including the power to issue Orders under Section 11 of
the Act; and
F. On September 6, 2019, the Environmental Assessment Office issued an Order
under Section 10(1)(c) of the Act, stating that the proposed Project requires an
environmental assessment certificate and that the Proponent may not proceed
with the proposed Project without an assessment.
NOW THEREFORE:
Pursuant to Section 11 of the Act, I order that the environmental assessment of the
proposed Project be conducted according to the scope, procedures and methods set
out in Schedule A to this Order.
_________________________
Andrew Green
Project Assessment Director
Dated November 21, 2019
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Enclosures: Schedule A
Schedule B
Schedule C
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SCHEDULE A TO ORDER UNDER SECTION 11 OF THE BC ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT ACT, 2002
SCOPE, PROCEDURES AND METHODS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED HVC 2040 PROJECT
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PART A – GENERAL PROVISIONS
1. DEFINITIONS
“Aboriginal Interests” means asserted or determined aboriginal rights, including title,
and treaty rights as recognized and affirmed under Section 35 of the Constitution Act,
1982.
“Act” has the same meaning as on page 1 of the Order.
“Application” means an application by the Proponent for an environmental assessment
certificate for the proposed Project, made under Section 16 of the Act.
“Application Information Requirements” means the information that must be included
in an Application, pursuant to Sections 11(2) and 16(2) of the Act and section 6 of this
Schedule.
“Application Review Stage” means that part of the environmental assessment that
occurs after an Application has been accepted for review.
“Assessment Report” means the report, as defined in Section 1 of the Act, and referred
to in section 10 of this Schedule.
“Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly” is an Indigenous entity that represents Ashcroft Indian
Band, Boston Bar First Nation, Coldwater Indian Band, Cook’s Ferry Indian Band,
Nicomen Indian Band, Nooaitch Indian Band, Shackan Indian Band and Siska Indian
Band, in agreements with the Proponent and with the Province of British Columbia.
“Cumulative Effects” means the residual effects of the proposed Project that have the
potential to interact with the effects of other past, present or reasonably foreseeable
projects or activities.
“Environmental Assessment Certificate” means an environmental assessment
certificate issued under Section 17 of the Act.
“Environmental Assessment Office” means the office continued under Section 2 of
the Act.
“Executive Director” has the same meaning as executive director in Section 1 of
the Act.
“Electronic Project Information Centre” means the project information centre
continued under Section 25 of the Act and operated as a website maintained by the
Environmental Assessment Office.
“Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Plan” means a plan developed by the
Proponent in consultation with Indigenous Nations, and determined to be adequate by the
Project Assessment Lead, which outlines how the Proponent will undertake procedural
aspects of consultation with Indigenous Nations on behalf of the Crown during the
environmental assessment.
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“Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Report” means a report about the
activities specified in the Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Plan, meeting the
requirements of section 13 of this Schedule.
“Indigenous Nation” means an Indigenous entity identified in Schedule B or C of this
Order.
“Ministers” has the same meaning as Ministers in Section 1 of the Act.
“Nlaka’pamux Nation Tribal Council” is an Indigenous entity that represents Boothroyd
Indian Band, Boston Bar First Nation, Lytton First Nation, Oregon Jack Creek Band,
Skuppah Indian Band and Spuzzum First Nation.
“Order” means this Order, which is issued under Section 11 of the Act, including all
schedules.
“Pre-Application Stage” means that part of the environmental assessment that occurs
after an Order under Section 10 of the Act has been issued and before an Application has
been accepted for review.
“Project Assessment Lead” means an employee of the Environmental Assessment
Office who has been delegated certain authorities to conduct the environmental
assessment of the proposed Project by the Executive Director under the Act.
“Proponent” has the same meaning as on page 1 of the Order.
“Proposed Project” has the same meaning as on page 1 of the Order.
“Public Consultation Plan” means a plan which outlines how the Proponent will
undertake consultation with the public during the environmental assessment, meeting the
requirements of Part H of this Schedule.
“Public Consultation Report” means a report required under section 16 of this
Schedule.
“Valued Components” means specific environmental, economic, social, heritage,
cultural or health attributes that may be potentially impacted by the proposed Project and
that will be assessed during the environmental assessment.
“Working Group” means a technical advisory group established under section 4 of this
Schedule.
PART B – SCOPE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT
2. ON-SITE AND OFF-SITE COMPONENTS
2.1

The location of the proposed Project is shown on Figure 1.

2.2

Pursuant to Section 11(2)(a) of the Act, the main on-site and off-site facilities,
components and activities of the proposed Project are:
2.2.1 Extension of existing Highmont and Valley open pits;
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2.2.2 Changes to existing processing facilities to increase average production
rate to approximately 175,000 tonnes per day;
2.2.3 The following facilities, components and activities, where associated with
the facilities, components and activities in Section 2.2.1 or 2.2.2 of this
Schedule:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Extension of existing waste rock dumps;
Increased tailings storage and capacity at the existing Highland
Tailings Storage Facility;
Upgrades to existing Highmont and Valley pit infrastructure;
Upgrades to existing water and tailings infrastructure;
Increased average mine and mill production; and
Increased annual average volume of water use;

2.2.4 New and upgraded power supply from the Nicola Substation to the
Highland Valley Copper Mine;
2.2.5 Any facility, component or activity of the Bethlehem Extension Project, as
approved by the May 27, 2019 Mines Act Permit M-11 amendment, that is
necessary to the proposed Project;
2.2.6 Potential relocation and use of a portion of Highway 97C and proximate
BC Hydro power infrastructure, north of the Highland Tailings Storage
Facility; and
2.2.7 Operation of facilities, components and activities of the existing Highland
Valley Copper Mine during the period of operation of the facilities,
components and activities in Sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.3 of this
Schedule.
2.3

Exploration activities or activities required to prepare the Application are not
part of the reviewable project for the purposes of the assessment.

PART C – SCOPE OF THE ASSESSMENT
3. SCOPE OF THE ASSESSMENT
3.1

Pursuant to Section 11(2)(b) of the Act, the scope of the assessment for the
proposed Project will include consideration of:

3.1.1 potential positive and negative direct and indirect environmental, economic,
social, heritage, cultural and health effects of the proposed Project,
including adverse Cumulative Effects, and practicable means to avoid,
minimize or otherwise address potential negative or adverse effects; and
3.1.2 potential adverse effects of the proposed Project on all Indigenous Nations
and their Aboriginal Interests, and, to the extent appropriate, ways to avoid,
minimize or otherwise address such potential effects. Such consideration
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will include available Indigenous Knowledge and Indigenous methods, as
defined by the relevant Indigenous Nation.
PART D – THE WORKING GROUP AND AGENCY CONSULTATION
4. THE WORKING GROUP
4.1

The Environmental Assessment Office will establish a Working Group
comprised of Indigenous Nations identified in Schedule B of this Order and
government agencies identified by the Project Assessment Lead. The
Working Group will focus on the scope of the proposed Project and
assessment and will provide input as requested by the Project Assessment
Lead on aspects of the environmental assessment, including:

4.1.1 the information required for the environmental assessment, including the
collection and analysis of data and Indigenous Knowledge;
4.1.2 Valued Components proposal(s);
4.1.3 draft Application Information Requirements;
4.1.4 whether an Application contains the information required by the Application
Information Requirements;
4.1.5 the information, assessments and conclusions in an Application;
4.1.6 potential effects of the proposed Project;
4.1.7 potential practicable means to avoid, minimize or otherwise address
potential negative or adverse effects, including means which may be
included in Environmental Assessment Certificate conditions;
4.1.8 potential effects on all Indigenous Nations and their Aboriginal Interests,
and ways to avoid, minimize or otherwise address such potential effects;
and
4.1.9 the draft Assessment Report, draft certified project description and
proposed conditions of an Environmental Assessment Certificate.
4.2

The Project Assessment Lead may form sub-committees of the Working
Group to discuss specific issues in the environmental assessment.

4.3

When required by the Project Assessment Lead, the Proponent must
participate in meetings of the Working Group or any sub-committees.

4.4

The Proponent must consult with Indigenous, federal, provincial and local
government agencies, including through the Working Group, as required by
the Project Assessment Lead.

4.5

The Proponent must prepare and submit to the Project Assessment Lead and
Working Group members, within any set time limits, responses to comments
received from any Working Group member.
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PART E – ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES – PRE-APPLICATION STAGE
5. VALUED COMPONENTS
5.1 Within a timeframe established by the Project Assessment Lead, the Proponent
must prepare a proposal that sets out the Valued Components it proposes to
be considered in the preparation of the draft Application Information
Requirements, having regard to the requirement to assess the potential of the
proposed Project to result in positive and negative direct and indirect
environmental, economic, social, heritage, cultural and health effects, and to
result in potential effects on all Indigenous Nations and their Aboriginal
Interests.
5.2 The Proponent must submit the draft Valued Components proposal to the
Project Assessment Lead, who will make it available to the Working Group, all
Indigenous Nations and the public, for review and comment.
5.3 The Project Assessment Lead will review the draft Valued Components
proposal and the Proponent must amend the draft Valued Components
proposal as requested by the Project Assessment Lead. This may include
incorporation of any comments from the Working Group, Indigenous Nations
or the public that the Project Assessment Lead determines are relevant.
5.4 The Project Assessment Lead will seek consensus on the Valued Components,
with Indigenous Nations identified in Schedule B of this Order, in accordance
with Section 12.1 of this Schedule.
5.5 The Valued Components and the methods for how the effects on Valued
Components will be defined and assessed must be included in the draft
Application Information Requirements prepared pursuant to Section 6 of this
Schedule.
6. APPLICATION INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
6.1 In accordance with this Order and any additional guidance provided by the
Project Assessment Lead, the Proponent must prepare draft Application
Information Requirements.
6.2 The Proponent must submit the draft Application Information Requirements to
the Project Assessment Lead, who will make them available to the Working
Group and all Indigenous Nations, for review and comment.
6.3 The Proponent must respond to comments received from Indigenous Nations
and Working Group members in the form specified by, and to the satisfaction
of, the Project Assessment Lead.
6.4 The Proponent must prepare and submit a revised draft Application Information
Requirements, as required by the Project Assessment Lead.
6.5 The Project Assessment Lead will seek consensus on the Application
Information Requirements, including Indigenous Knowledge requirements,
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with Indigenous Nations identified in Schedule B of this Order, in accordance
with Section 12.1 of this Schedule.
6.6 Upon approval of the revised draft Application Information Requirements, the
Project Assessment Lead will issue the final Application Information
Requirements to the Proponent.
7. PREPARING AND SUBMITTING THE APPLICATION
7.1 The Proponent must prepare an Application in accordance with the final
Application Information Requirements and must submit it to the Project
Assessment Lead for evaluation and decision on whether to accept the
Application for review.
7.2 Prior to submitting an Application to the Project Assessment Lead under
Section 7.1 or 8.2 of this Schedule, the Proponent must ensure that copies of
the Application in the required formats have been delivered to the members of
the Working Group and Indigenous Nations identified in Schedule B of this
Order, as specified by the Project Assessment Lead.
8. APPLICATION EVALUATION
8.1 The Project Assessment Lead, with input from the Working Group and seeking
consensus with Indigenous Nations identified in Schedule B of this Order in
accordance with Section 12.1 of this Schedule, will evaluate and decide
whether an Application contains the information required by the Application
Information Requirements.
8.2 If, in the opinion of the Project Assessment Lead, the Application does not
include the information required by the Application Information Requirements,
the Project Assessment Lead will identify the deficiencies in writing to the
Proponent and the Proponent may revise the Application to address the
deficiencies and submit a revised Application.
8.3 If the Application is accepted for review, the Project Assessment Lead will
advise the Proponent, and the Proponent must supply any additional paper or
electronic copies of the Application specified by the Project Assessment
Lead.
9. APPLYING FOR CONCURRENT PERMITTING
9.1 The Proponent, if applying for concurrent review of one or more applications for
approval under other enactments, pursuant to Section 4 of the Concurrent
Approval Regulation (B.C. Reg. 371/2002), must submit the request to the
Project Assessment Lead within 30 days after the Project Assessment Lead
issues the final Application Information Requirements to the Proponent.
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PART F – ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES – APPLICATION REVIEW STAGE
10. PREPARING THE ASSESSMENT REPORT
10.1 The Project Assessment Lead will prepare an Assessment Report, taking into
consideration the Proponent’s Application and any additional information and
input provided by the Working Group, Indigenous Nations and the public.
10.2 The Project Assessment Lead will provide members of the Working Group, all
Indigenous Nations, the public and the Proponent an opportunity to comment,
within timelines established by the Project Assessment Lead, on a draft
Assessment Report, draft certified project description and proposed
conditions of an Environmental Assessment Certificate.
10.3 In accordance with Section 12.1 of this Schedule and within established
timelines, the Project Assessment Lead will seek consensus with Indigenous
Nations identified in Schedule B of this Order, on the draft Assessment
Report, draft certified project description and proposed conditions of an
Environmental Assessment Certificate.
11. MINISTERIAL REFERRAL AND DECISION
11.1 The Project Assessment Lead will advise the Proponent, Indigenous Nations,
the Working Group and the public of the date that the final Assessment
Report is referred to the Ministers.
11.2 Prior to referral, the Project Assessment Lead will request from Indigenous
Nations identified in Schedule B of this Order, any decisions by Indigenous
Nation governing authorities in regard to approval or rejection of the proposed
Project. Any such decisions will be conveyed to the Ministers with the referral
package.
11.3 At the time of referral, the Project Assessment Lead will, in coordination with
other regulatory authorities, produce a list of issues to be further addressed in
permitting.
11.4 The Project Assessment Lead will seek consensus on the list of issues to be
further addressed in permitting, with Indigenous Nations identified in
Schedule B of this Order, in accordance with Section 12.1 of this Schedule.
11.5 The Environmental Assessment Office will make the final Assessment Report
available to the public after a decision has been made by the Ministers under
Section 17(3)(c) of the Act.
11.6 In accordance with Section 17(4) of the Act, the Project Assessment Lead will
deliver to the Proponent the decision of the Ministers and the Environmental
Assessment Certificate, if granted. The Project Assessment Lead will inform
all Indigenous Nations and members of the Working Group of the Ministers’
decision.
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PART G – CONSULTATION WITH INDIGENOUS NATIONS
12. CONSULTATION WITH INDIGENOUS NATIONS
12.1 Following the issuance of this Order, the Environmental Assessment Office will
undertake the following consultation activities with Indigenous Nations
identified in Schedule B of this Order:
12.1.1 the Environmental Assessment Office will seek to develop a collaboration
plan with the Lower Nicola Indian Band that sets out the process by which
the Environmental Assessment Office and the Lower Nicola Indian Band
would work together during the environmental assessment of the
proposed Project, including with respect to information sharing, timing,
consultation and consensus-seeking;
12.1.2 the Environmental Assessment Office will seek to develop a collaboration
plan with the Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly. The collaboration plan would
set out the process by which the Environmental Assessment Office and
the Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly would work together during the
environmental assessment and the “Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly
Environmental Assessment Strategy” for the proposed Project, including
with respect to information sharing, timing, consultation and consensusseeking;
12.1.3 the Environmental Assessment Office acknowledges that the Nlaka’pamux
Nation Tribal Council will conduct an Indigenous-led approval process for
the proposed Project. The Environmental Assessment Office will seek to
develop a communications agreement with the Nlaka’pamux Nation Tribal
Council, to set out how the Environmental Assessment Office and the
Nlaka’pamux Nation Tribal Council would communicate and share
information between the environmental assessment and the Nlaka’pamux
Nation Tribal Council approval process. The communications agreement
would establish mechanisms to share information to reduce duplication in
the respective processes and to coordinate assessment requirements and
timelines where possible;
12.1.4 the Environmental Assessment Office will seek to develop a collaboration
workplan with the Kanaka Bar Indian Band. The workplan would set out
the process by which the Environmental Assessment Office and the
Kanaka Bar Indian Band would work together during the environmental
assessment of the proposed Project, including with respect to information
sharing, timing, consultation and consensus-seeking; and
12.1.5 the Environmental Assessment Office will seek to reach a Memorandum
of Understanding and workplan with the Stk’emlúpsemc te Secwepemc
Nation. The Memorandum of Understanding and workplan would set out
the process by which the Environmental Assessment Office and the
Stk’emlúpsemc te Secwepemc Nation would work together during the
environmental assessment and any Stk’emlúpsemc te Secwepemc Nation
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review of the proposed Project, including with respect to information
sharing, timing of the assessment and review, consultation and
consensus-seeking.
12.2 If the Environmental Assessment Office becomes aware of an Indigenous
review process for the proposed Project, the Environmental Assessment
Office will communicate with the relevant Indigenous Nation with respect to
the potential coordination of the environmental assessment and the
Indigenous review process, and to understand any decisions by the
Indigenous Nation governing authorities in regard to approval or rejection of
the proposed Project.
12.3 Following the issuance of this Order, in addition to the consultation activities in
Sections 12.1 and 12.2 of this Schedule, the Environmental Assessment
Office will provide the following opportunities to all Indigenous Nations:
12.3.1 share information with the Indigenous Nation at the following Project
milestones, so that the Indigenous Nation can be informed of the progress
of the environmental assessment and have the opportunity to raise any
issues to the Environmental Assessment Office for discussion:
12.3.1.1 issuance of any order under the Act;
12.3.1.2 commencement of any public comment period;
12.3.1.3 approval of the Valued Components proposal;
12.3.1.4 approval of the final Application Information Requirements;
12.3.1.5 acceptance of an Application and commencement of its review;
12.3.1.6 referral of the final Assessment Report to the Ministers; and
12.3.1.7 decision on the Application;
12.3.2 Provide the Indigenous Nation the opportunity to comment on:
12.3.1.1 draft Valued Components proposal;
12.3.1.2 draft Application Information Requirements;
12.3.1.3 Application; and
12.3.1.4 draft Assessment Report, draft certified project description and
proposed conditions of an Environmental Assessment Certificate;
12.3.2 at the request of an Indigenous Nation, meet to discuss how the proposed
Project may affect the Indigenous Nation or its Aboriginal Interests, and to
the extent appropriate, ways to avoid, minimize or otherwise address
potential effects;
12.4 Consultation with Lower Similkameen Indian Band, Okanagan Indian Band,
Penticton Indian Band, Upper Nicola Band and Okanagan Nation Alliance is
expected to focus on the potential effects of the proposed Project new and
upgraded power supply on the Indigenous Nation or its Aboriginal Interests.
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12.5 The Environmental Assessment Office will implement additional measures for
consultation and accommodation with any Indigenous Nation, where
appropriate.
12.6 The Proponent will conduct the following activities:
12.6.1 within specified timelines, provide to the Project Assessment Lead an
Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Plan that will guide
engagement and collaboration activities with all Indigenous Nations during
the Pre-Application and Application Review Stages of the assessment;
12.6.2 prior to submitting the Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Plan to
the Project Assessment Lead, the Proponent must provide the draft Plan
to all Indigenous Nations. When submitting the Indigenous Engagement
and Collaboration Plan to the Project Assessment Lead, the Proponent
must advise the Project Assessment Lead how Indigenous Nations were
consulted about the Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Plan and
what feedback they provided;
12.6.3 the Project Assessment Lead will assess the Indigenous Engagement and
Collaboration Plan and determine whether the proposed activities are
adequate. The Project Assessment Lead may order additional activities
and deadlines;
12.6.4 in the Application, identify potential effects of the proposed Project on all
Indigenous Nations and any concerns raised by any Indigenous Nation,
and identify ways to avoid, minimize or otherwise address potential effects
and concerns raised, as appropriate;
12.6.5 as directed by the Project Assessment Lead, provide a response to
comments received from any Indigenous Nation, to the satisfaction of and
within the timeframe specified by the Project Assessment Lead; and
12.6.6 implement additional measures for consultation and accommodation of
any Indigenous Nation and revise the Indigenous Engagement and
Collaboration Plan, where required by the Project Assessment Lead.
12.7 The Project Assessment Lead may, at any time, notify the Proponent that one
or more Indigenous entity will be added to Schedule B or C of this Order, and
in doing so may identify any modifications to any of the procedures and
obligations contained in this Order, having regard to the status of existing
procedures and obligations at the time the additions are made.
13. PROPONENT REPORTING
13.1 The Proponent must provide the Project Assessment Lead and all Indigenous
Nations with Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Reports, consistent
with the approved Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Plan, at the
following times:
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13.1.1 60 days after the deadline for Working Group comments on the
Application Information Requirements;
13.1.2 at the time of submission of an Application;
13.1.3 100 days after the commencement of the Application Review stage; and
13.1.4 at any other time specified by the Project Assessment Lead.
13.2 The Proponent must submit the relevant portion of each draft Indigenous
Engagement and Collaboration Report to each Indigenous Nation for review
and comment prior to submitting the report to the Project Assessment Lead.
When submitting an Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Report to the
Project Assessment Lead the Proponent must advise the Project Assessment
Lead how such Indigenous Nations were consulted about the Indigenous
Engagement and Collaboration Report and what feedback they provided.
13.3 Indigenous Engagement and Collaboration Reports must:
13.3.1 summarize the efforts undertaken by the Proponent to consult with
Indigenous Nations in accordance with the approved Indigenous
Engagement and Collaboration Plan, and also summarize the efforts
undertaken by the Proponent to consult with any other Indigenous entities,
if directed to do so by the Project Assessment Lead;
13.3.2 identify the feedback and information received during engagement and
collaboration;
13.3.3 identify the potential effects of the proposed Project on Indigenous Nations
and identify any concerns raised by any Indigenous Nation;
13.3.4 identify how the potential effects of the proposed Project on Indigenous
Nations, and any concerns raised by any Indigenous Nation will be
avoided, minimized or otherwise addressed, as appropriate;
13.3.5 identify any feedback from Indigenous Nations regarding their views on
the adequacy of the contents of the Indigenous Engagement and
Collaboration Report; and
13.3.6 outline next steps or future engagement and collaboration activities, other
than those outlined in the approved Indigenous Engagement and
Collaboration Plan.
PART H – PUBLIC CONSULTATION
14. PRE-APPLICATION STAGE
14.1 The Proponent must, within timelines established by the Project Assessment
Lead, provide the Project Assessment Lead a Public Consultation Plan.
14.2 The Project Assessment Lead will assess the Public Consultation Plan and
determine if the proposed activities are adequate. The Project Assessment
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Lead may order that additional consultation activities be undertaken within
time limits set by the Project Assessment Lead.
14.3 During the Pre-Application Stage of the assessment, the Project Assessment
Lead will provide a public comment period of at least 30 days on the Valued
Components proposal referred to in Section 5 of this Schedule.
14.4 The Project Assessment Lead may require one or more open house(s) to
provide the public with an opportunity to review the Valued Components
proposal.
14.5 On the direction of the Project Assessment Lead, the Proponent may be
required to attend an open house(s).
14.6 The Proponent must make the Valued Components proposal available at
accessible public locations as specified by the Project Assessment Lead, and
the Project Assessment Lead will make the Valued Components proposal
available on the Electronic Project Information Centre.
14.7 During a public comment period, the public may comment on the Valued
Components proposal by providing comments through the Environmental
Assessment Office’s website.
14.8 The Proponent must respond to all public comments received pursuant to
Section 14.7 of this Schedule, except comments that the Project Assessment
Lead informs the Proponent:
(a) are not within the scope of the assessment, or
(b) contravene the Environmental Assessment Office’s Public Comment Policy.
14.9 The Environmental Assessment Office will post all public comments received
pursuant to Section 14.7 of this Schedule to the Electronic Project Information
Centre within seven days of being received, except comments within the
conditions referred to in Section 14.8(a) or 14.8(b) of this Schedule.
15. APPLICATION REVIEW STAGE
15.1 During the Application Review Stage, the Project Assessment Lead will provide
for a public comment period of at least 45 days on the Application.
15.2 The Project Assessment Lead may require one or more open house(s) to
provide the public with an opportunity to review the Application. At the
direction of the Project Assessment Lead, the Proponent may be required to
attend an open house(s).
15.3 The Proponent must make the Application available at accessible public
locations as specified by the Project Assessment Lead, and the Project
Assessment Lead will make the Application available on the Electronic
Project Information Centre.
15.4 During a public comment period, the public may comment on the Application by
providing comments through the Environmental Assessment Office’s website.
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15.5 The Proponent must respond to all public comments received pursuant to
Section 15.4 of this Schedule, except comments that the Project Assessment
Lead informs the Proponent:
(a) are not within the scope of the assessment, or
(b) contravene the Environmental Assessment Office’s Public Comment Policy.
15.6 The Environmental Assessment Office will post all public comments received
pursuant to Section 15.4 of this Schedule to the Electronic Project Information
Centre within seven days of being received, except comments within the
conditions referred to in Section 15.5(a) or 15.5(b) of this Schedule.
15.7 The Project Assessment Lead will post a draft Assessment Report and draft
certified project description and proposed conditions of an Environmental
Assessment Certificate to the Electronic Project Information Centre for a
public comment period of at least 30 days.
15.8 The Project Assessment Lead may revise the Assessment Report, draft
certified project description, or proposed conditions of an Environmental
Assessment Certificate, and/or direct the Proponent to provide a response, as
a result of public comments received pursuant to Section 15.7 of this
Schedule.
16.PROPONENT REPORTING
16.1 The Proponent must provide the Project Assessment Lead with Public
Consultation Reports, at the following times:
16.1.1 60 days after the close of a public comment period;
16.1.2 submission of an Application; and
16.1.3 any other time specified by the Project Assessment Lead.
16.2 The Public Consultation Reports must include:
16.2.1 a description of the results of the activities outlined in the Public
Consultation Plan;
16.2.2 a summary of consultations with the public that the Proponent has already
carried out in relation to the proposed Project;
16.2.3 information, comments, concerns, and questions received from the public
within the scope of the environmental assessment, and how the concerns
were addressed; and
16.2.4 proposed next steps for public consultation activities.
16.3 The Project Assessment Lead may require the Proponent to undertake
additional public consultation activities within a time limit set by the Project
Assessment Lead.
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17.PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF PUBLIC COMMENT PERIODS
17.1 Prior to the start of any formal public comment period, other than a public
comment period on the draft Assessment Report, the Proponent, by means
acceptable to the Project Assessment Lead, must provide public notice of:
17.1.1 the availability for public review and comment, of either the Valued
Components proposal or an Application, and the time limits for the formal
public comment period; and
17.1.2 the date, time and location of any open houses held.
17.2 The Proponent must obtain approval from the Project Assessment Lead for the
content, format and publication schedule for advertisements required under
Section 17.1 of this Schedule.
17.3 In the case of a Public Comment period on the draft Assessment Report, the
project Assessment Lead will coordinate public notice of:
17.3.1 the availability for public review and comment of the draft Assessment
Report and the time limits for the formal public comment period; and
17.3.2 the date, time and location of any open houses.
17.4 When one or more notices of an open house or public meeting are to be given,
then, in accordance with Section 5 of the Public Consultation Policy
Regulation (B.C. Reg. 373/02), the first notice must appear by the earlier of:
(a) seven days before the start of a formal public comment period; or
(b) seven days before the date on which an open house or public meeting is
scheduled.
17.5 The Environmental Assessment Office will make information and records listed
in Section 6 of the Public Consultation Policy Regulation (B.C. Reg. 373/02),
that pertain to the assessment of the proposed Project, available to the public
through the Electronic Project Information Centre.
PART I – PROVIDING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
18. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
18.1 Without limiting any of the requirements in this Order, the Proponent must, at
the request of the Project Assessment Lead, provide the Project Assessment
Lead with any information or address any issues that the Project Assessment
Lead considers necessary in order to complete the environmental
assessment of the proposed Project.
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Figure 1. Location Map
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SCHEDULE B TO ORDER UNDER SECTION 11 OF THE BC ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT ACT, 2002

Nlaka’pamux, including:
Lower Nicola Indian Band
Ashcroft Indian Band, Boston Bar First Nation, Coldwater Indian Band, Cook’s
Ferry Indian Band, Nicomen Indian Band, Nooaitch Indian Band, Shackan Indian
Band, Siska Indian Band
(represented by Citxw Nlaka’pamux Assembly)
Boothroyd Indian Band, Boston Bar First Nation, Lytton First Nation, Oregon Jack
Creek Band, Skuppah Indian Band, Spuzzum First Nation
(represented by Nlaka’pamux Nation Tribal Council)
Kanaka Bar Indian Band
Stk’emlupsemc te Secwepemc Nation consisting of Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc and
Skeetchestn Indian Band
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SCHEDULE C TO ORDER UNDER SECTION 11 OF THE BC ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT ACT, 2002

Syilx, including:
Lower Similkameen Indian Band, Okanagan Indian Band, Penticton Indian Band
and Upper Nicola Band
(Okanagan Nation Alliance)
Bonaparte Indian Band
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF AND COUNCIL
June 1, 2020
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum
Marten Falls First Nation

Dear Chief Achneepineskum

We are writing to you first as Matawa family, but also to you as proponent of the Marten Falls
Community Access Road ( Project ). Our respective communities no doubt have shared concerns
about the COVID-19 pandemic and the implications on the daily lives of our community members.
From our perspective, these implications significantly impact on the consultation process for the
Project.
Given the present situation, social distancing protocols prevent our community members, staff,
and advisors from meeting in person. Holding conference calls and videoconferences are not ideal
as telephone and internet connections are not consistent and in some cases non-existent. Further,
these forms of communication are not practical for community meetings nor are these culturally
appropriate and these community meetings are integral in seeking to understand the community s
concerns. The level of fear in the community of bringing advisors, government representatives,
and representatives of the proponents into our community during this time is very high. Therefore,
in these unprecedented times we are not in a position to participate in consultation on the Project.
This is our practical reality and our assumption is that your community shares this reality and can
empathize with us.
Our understanding is that Marten Falls is preparing to submit its terms of reference for the
provincial environmental assessment (
) very soon. Our concern with this is that once Marten
Falls submits the terms of reference for the EA, the EA process will be initiated shortly after
submission to the Crown in a time when we are not able to have critical community meetings and
engagement with our advisors. Meaningful consultation requires the consideration of the practical
realities of the First Nation community and a plan to address that reality. In this case, the only
feasible plan to address our current reality is for Marten Falls to pause the EA process until there
is a clear understanding of when the social distancing restrictions can be lifted to allow for inperson meetings with groups of over 50 people and the First Nation has met the conditions for
easing community restrictions and access. This is what we are requesting of Marten Falls.
Although the Crown has the legal duty to ensure adequate and meaningful consultation and
accommodation occurs, the project proponent plays a critical role in the procedural aspects of that
duty. To proceed with initiating the EA without knowing when our community process can happen
within the legislated timelines for the EA is to disregard our community process and potential
concerns with the Project. Our view is that if Marten Falls, as Project proponent, disregards our
P.O. Box 105 Lansdowne House, ON P0T 1Z0
Telephone: (807) 479 2793 Fax: (807) 479 2548

community process and does not provide a meaningful opportunity to express our communities
concerns regarding the proposed Project and have those concerns addressed within the EA process
the Crown cannot be deemed to be acting honourably in this consultation process.
In closing, the anticipation of the EA proceeding in these circumstances is an added stress to our
community during this unprecedented time and we would like to have this issue resolved as soon
as possible. To be clear, we want to be able to participate meaningfully in the EA. We are writing
to you because the decision to pause the EA at this stage is in your hands, not the Crown s. Our
hope is that you respond positively to our request for Marten Falls to apply to pause the EA to
allow for meaningful consultation with Neskantaga to happen. However, if you decide not to pause
the EA start until a time when we can follow our community process, we ask that you provide your
reasons to us so we can have a better understanding of why you need to proceed in these
circumstances.

In Unity,

Chief Christopher Moonias
Neskantaga First Nation

Cc:

Ontario
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Presentation to Matawa Community Communications Liaisons
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Engaging Neighbouring First Nations
We have been reaching out to neighbouring First Nations since December 2018 to introduced our
project and start to work with First Nations to develop community specific Engagement Plans that
respect Consultation & Accommodation Protocols and meet individual community needs. We want
you to let us know:
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established.
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION
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Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.
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ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mineral and Exploration Development? How well does the
route accommodate mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
CONFIDENTIAL
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
CONFIDENTIAL
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Project
Name:

Marten Falls First Nation All Season
Community Access Road

Attendees: David Peerla (Neskantaga First Nation)
Lawrence Baxter (MFFN Project Team)
Bob Baxter (MFFN Project Team)
Larissa Mikkelsen (MFFN Project Team)
Qasim Saddique (MFFN Project Team)
Jennifer Bruin (MFFN Project Team)
Avril Fisken (MFFN Project Team)
Leah Deveaux (MFFN Project Team)
Robin Reece (MFFN Project Team)
Jessalyn Beaney (MFFN Project Team)
Don McKinnon (MFFN Project Team)
Andrea Nokleby (MFFN Project Team)
Jessica Metuzals (MFFN Project Team)
Absent:

Regarding:

Date of
Meeting:

January 21, 2020

Time:

1:00 pm to 3:00 pm EST

Project #:

60593122

Location:

Microsoft Teams / Call-In

Prepared
By:

Jessica Metuzals (MFFN
Project Team)

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum (MFFN)
Christine Cinnamon (MFFN Project Team)
Caroline Wrobel ((MFFN Project Team)
Project Update & Response to Neskantaga First Nation
Comments and Questions

Minutes of Meeting
Action
Project Update
o MFFN Project Team provided a Project update of key components
and milestones. Project is at the conceptual and planning stage.
Proposed access road is anticipated to include key permanent
features (i.e., all season, two-lane gravel road, bridges, etc.) and
temporary features (i.e., areas to obtain construction materials).
o Q Neskantaga First Nation (NFN) Technical Advisor, David
Peerla: Are some of the aggregates used going to be more
than temporary?
o A Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) Project Team:
Throughout the EA process, we will look at different options
for the types of aggregate facilities that will be required.

o

o

o

As the EA progresses, the MFFN Project Team will have
discussions with Indigenous communities and non-Indigenous
stakeholders about controlling road access.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: What do you
mean by ownership, access, maintenance?
o A MFFN Project Team: As the EA progresses, we will be
gathering ideas and starting a conversation with the
Government of Ontario around these topics.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Noront is publically
stating that this road will be a public road. They said that
their contribution to road funding would be tonnage, haulage
rates, etc. Can you clarify?
o A - MFFN Project Team: MFFN is looking for funding for this
road primarily from the government. Even though the
government may fund the road, it might still be controlled
access.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: What do you know
about the Cost Share Agreement with the Government of
Canada?
o A - MFFN Project Team: Our knowledge is based on what
heard from news sources.
Schedule and updates
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: People at the
community level are having trouble tracking both the
provincial and federal schedule. Is there a way to create a
better representation of timelines or calendar that shows
deadlines?
o A MFFN Project Team: There is a plan around
coordination. The Federal government has stated that they
would like to develop a graphic illustrating a coordinated
process.
A key step in the ToR process is the identification of Alternative
Routes. MFFN has made the community decision to consider only
the Western routes (Alternative 1 and 4). The MFFN Project Team
outlined the reasons for this decision.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla:
routes for the Alternative options?
o A MFFN Project Team: The routes do align and are quite
similar.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: How much of
Cliff s info/data was shared with community?

o
o

o
o
o

o

o

o
o

A MFFN Project Team: Fairly comprehensive baseline data
was received as part of that study.
Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Does MFFN have
? Every Matawa First
Nation as part of the regional framework agreement was
provided this Hatch
A MFFN Project Team: We will confirm and follow-up.
Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: What was the
A MFFN Project Team the Government of Ontario has
provided funding for the EA for the road and they determined
that the road was the best method to provide community
access.
Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Did the
Government of Ontario say that you cannot route this road
through the community?
A MFFN Project Team: This decision was made by the
community and endorsed through a Band Council
Resolution.
Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: What advice did
the Government of Ontario give to MFFN?
A MFFN Project Team: In 2017, the Government of Ontario
stated that they would not fund a single purpose road, rather
they would fund a multi-purpose road. At this time, MFFN
community members voiced concerns related to community
safety and how members of the community wanted the road
away from the community; this is part of the rationale for the
selection of Western alternatives.

MFFN PT

MFFN

request for a
schedule graphic at
the next meeting
with IAAC.

MFFN PT confirm
MFFN has a copy of
Technical Review of
Industrial
Transportation
Infrastructure
Proposals (Hatch,
2016).

Draft ToR and Review Periods
o The Draft ToR was voluntarily released and the comment period
was extended to February 7th, 2020.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Does the 63 days
include the Christmas period? How many days were
excluded for Christmas?
o A MFFN Project Team: The minimum period is 30 days.
Since this period fell over Christmas, it was extended to 40
days. Due to the extension requests, it is now extended to 63
days.
o Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG) issued for review by
the Impact Agency of Canada (IAAC). MFFN Project team has
issued a request for extension on the comment period.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor: Has your technical team
looked at similarities between the TISG for Marten Falls
All Season CAR compared to Webequie Supply Road
TISG?
o A MFFN Project Team: At a high-level, they are very
similar.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Were there
any differences noted?
o A MFFN Project Team: No major difference related to
context. The only difference noted was editorial.
o NFN David Peerla advised that NFN received an
extension from IAAC for the MFFN All Season
Community Access Road until February 7th, 2020 on
January 7th, 2020.
o NFN David Peerla Technical Advisor raised the concept of a
regional impact assessment, baseline studies and cumulative
effects and how a regional impact assessment could potentially
streamline projects. MFFN Project Team noted that there is
more work being done outside of the Project. A regional impact
assessment would be the Federal
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: The
Government of Ontario and the Government of Canada
are thinking of a Regional EA. Is MFFN discussing this
with the Government of Ontario or Government of
Canada?

MFFN PT - follow up
with IAAC about the
federal extension
period for the TISG.
David Peerla share extension
notice for TISG from
IAAC (received
January 7th 2020)
with MFFN Project
Team.

A MFFN Project Team: MFFN has not directly
participated in discussions at this stage.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Does MFFN
have a position?
o A MFFN Project Team: MFFN does not have a position
at this stage. There are two requests for regional EAs. It
is
understanding that these
decisions will be made within the next few weeks.
o Q NFN Technical A
osition on
a review panel for the road?
o A MFFN Project Team: MFFN is of the view that a
review panel is not required for this transportation
corridor and that IAAC is capable of undertaking this
assessment during the federal process.
Consultation activities have been and will continue to occur at
various stages in the EA process. The Draft EA Consultation
Plan outlines specific details related to consultation.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla noted that he
would be interested in scheduling a follow-up call with
MFFN Project Team about creating a community-specific
consultation plan.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla referenced the
Agreement with the Government of Ontario and stated
that he does not agree on a statutory process to fulfill the
Duty to Consult. (Communication provided from David
Peerla on February 14, 2020: Neskantaga object to the
delegation by Ontario of consultation obligations for this
project to another First Nation. The duty to consult raises
the Honour of the Crown, and cannot and should not be
delegated to another First Nation with potentially
overlapping claims to territory. The duty is that of the
Crown. It is also our view that this Project is both Crownfunded or sponsored and for Crown purposes, and it is
therefore Ontario that is the relevant proponent for
consultation purposes.)
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla requested that the
MFFN Project Team maintain a running list of issues and
concerns raised by NFN that are out of scope of this
project.
o

o

o

o

o
o

NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla noted that there is
confusion at the community level between the terms
engagement and consultation . Mr. Peerla suggested
that the MFFN Project Team distinguish and clarify the
boundary between the terms.
NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla proposed a best
practice, whereby the Indigenous community signs the
Draft Record of Consultation prior to its finalization. David
Peerla also noted that this would align with collaboration
MFFN Project Team thanked Mr. Peerla for his
suggestions and advised that they would take
these into consideration for future
communications and as the EA progresses.
Q MFFN Project Team: Can you share the dispute
resolution process from the regional framework with us?
A NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Yes.

MFFN PT
Schedule a followup call to discuss a
meeting with Chief &
Council, related to
developing a
community-specific
consultation plan.
MFFN PT - Maintain
a running list of
issues and concerns
raised by NFN that
are out of scope of
this project.

MFFN PT
Provincial and
Federal EA leads to
review definitions for
the terms
engagement and
consultation. EA
team leads to clarify
and understand the
distinction between
the terms.

David Peerla Share Dispute
Resolution Table /
Process / Clause
from Regional
Framework process
with MFFN Project
Team.
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
o MOU between MFFN and the Province was finalized on January 7 th,
2020 and has been shared with identified Indigenous communities.
One part of the MOU allows the government of Ontario to participate
in MFFN-led consultation activities, however this is only if the
community agrees.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Who comes from
the Crown?
o A MFFN Project Team: MFFN will invite one representative
from MECP and one from ENDM.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: There is
discomfort about the Crown in many communities. Do the
Ontario officials make a presentation?
o A MFFN Project Team: No presentation. What they have
done in the past is put up posters outlining their role; this is

o
o

intended to facilitate sidebar discussions with community
members.
Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Can you share
the Ontario process?
A MFFN Project Team: They have generic posters that
NFN has likely already seen. MFFN will connect with ENDM

process.
Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: If a community
makes a funding demand on the proponent, do you have to
get permission from Ontario?
o A MFFN Project Team: MFFN does not have the ability to
fund communities directly. However, MFFN can work with
Indigenous communities who provide assistance on technical
support and Indigenous Knowledge studies. MFFN can also
fund a part-time project-related Community Coordinator
position within NFN. MFFN provided more details on this
role.
o LiDAR data
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: NFN will need
help with the LiDAR data. Mr. Peerla asked if the Project
T
Scott Hamilton, who is having issues with the data.
o A MFFN Project team: MFFN can assist; however, MFFN
is currently having internal conversations with Ontario
because the MFFN team is also having issues with the data.
Baseline Studies Overview
o

o

o

Field studies have been conducted through 2019 and will continue
through 2020. MFFN members have been included and will continue
to be included as part of the field tams. Indigenous communities
were provided with information prior to commencing field work.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla noted that the
notification period was very short.
MFFN Project Team provided an overview of vegetation and wildlife
studies; geotechnical and engineering; fish and water; cultural
heritage; and noise and air quality studies conducted or to be
conducted.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla noted how previous
geotechnical studies came into archaeological resources.

MFFN PT - Connect
with MECP/ ENDM
to share materials
displayed to-date
(e.g., process)
during in-community
meetings with
Indigenous
Communities for
sending to NFN.

MFFN PT Connect
with Government of
Ontario and
internally about
LiDAR issues.

Mr. Peerla advised that there are high potential archaeology
sites in the area.
o Response, MFFN Project Team: Careful pre-planning was
completed prior to the geotechnical investigations which
included reviewing previous archaeology reports for the area.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Scott Hamilton is an
important NFN resource; and is considered to be an expert
on cultural and archaeology in the North.
o Response, MFFN Project Team, Leah Deveaux: The MFFN
Project Team engaged with Mr. Hamilton prior to
commencing field work.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Did you have all
the previous work from Noront or Cliffs?
o A MFFN Project team: Yes, MFFN was able to obtain and
utilize these reports.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla noted some of the
previous archaeological reports may not have been filed.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla provided feedback on
the field studies, noting dissatisfaction with the duration and
field intensity. NFN has requested to review the baseline
studies.
o MFFN Project Team: The baseline study reports are
currently being drafted. Once complete, the reports can be
shared. MFFN will be conducting additional caribou surveys.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla discussed, in general,
his dissatisfaction with how EAs are currently being done
(i.e., the proponent does a study, and Indigenous
communities retain technical experts to review). Mr. Peerla
suggested that all the experts should collaborate and agree
on the approach and methodology first. Mr. Peerla
emphasized the importance of involving experts such as
Scott Hamilton early in the process.
o MFFN Project Team thanked Mr. Peerla for his comments
and confirmed that Mr. Hamilton will continue to be involved.
Archaeology / Noront
o MFFN provided an update on discussions with Noront related to
previous archaeology information. Noront has confirmed with MFFN
that they have no issues sharing archaeology information with NFN.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Does AECOM
have in-house archaeological expertise?
o A - MFFN Project Team: Yes, Charlton Carscallen.

MFFN Project
Team Once
finalized, MFFN
Project team to
share the
methodology of the
baseline reports and
the baseline studies
with NFN.

MFFN Project
Team Continue to
work with Noront to
obtain archaeology
information for NFN.

IK Study Area and IK Sharing Agreement
o MFFN provided an overview of the IK Preliminary Study Area memo
and Draft IK Sharing Agreement.
o The Local Study Area (LSA) and Regional Study Area (RSA) are
currently being identified. Preliminary area of interest is the EA
Study Area identified in the ToR, which is 2.5km of the centreline of
each of the two western routes. MFFN Project Team is looking into
wildlife, fish, water, and information from communities to help define
these areas.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla stated that NFN has
information related to the historical trail between NFN and MFFN
and ethno-historical studies. NFN would be willing to share this
information without a confidentiality agreement.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Acknowledged the
current approach to defining the study areas. Can the LSA width
change?
o A MFFN Project Team: Specifically related to IK, there is flexibility.
Points of contact for IK coordination with NFN include David Peerla,
Scott Hamilton, and former Chief Wayne Moonias.
o NFN is in the process of reviewing the IK Sharing Agreement with
their legal team.

Questions/Discussion
o MFFN PT discussed high-level information on socio-economic
components that will be looked at in the EA.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla requested studies
related to the reduction of fuel, food, etc. associated with
access roads.
o As the EA progresses, socio-economic studies will look at
level of use of the road.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla noted that NFN has
concerns with mining claims and would like this EA to look at
cumulative effects.
o Response, MFFN Project Team: The cumulative effects of
existing and future mines will be identified and assessed if
they overlap with the Project.
o NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla noted that the earliest
stages of exploration are having effects and thinks they
should be considered.
o Q NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla: Noront is publically
stating that they are in discussions with MFFN about Phase 2.

David Peerla
Share information
that is already in the
public record without
a confidentiality
agreement. .
Specific studies
referenced include:
the historical trail
between NFN and
MFFN and ethnohistorical studies.

MFFN Project
Team Share
studies that
referenced the
reduction in the
price of fuel, food,
etc. associated with
access roads.

o

o
o

A MFFN Project Team There are ongoing discussion with
Ontario. No agreement has been made and no proponent has been
identified.
NFN may be interested in being involved in the discussions.
NFN Technical Advisor, David Peerla noted that the location of
several cultural sites, including the Henley and Gloucester house,
were incorrect.

Next Steps
o Coordinate an in-person Community meeting
o Review and discuss IK Sharing Agreement
o MFFN Project Team to share meeting minutes and action items with
NFN.

MFFN Project
Team - Clarify
location of cultural
sites, including
Henley House and
Gloucester House.
MFFN Project
Team Work
towards
coordinating an inperson Community
Meeting with NFN.
NFN To provide
further direction and
clarification on how
they see the
Community
Development
Protocol being
utilized.
MFFN Project
Team Share
meeting minutes
and action items
with NFN.

Any errors or omissions please contact Jessica Metuzals within 2 weeks of distribution, otherwise we will
assume the contents to be correct.
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Imagining Community Access
The Community Access Road is currently at the conceptual stage
Permanent Features

planning is ongoing. The proposed access road is anticipated to include the following features:
Temporary Features through Construction

Between 190 km to 230 km of all season, two lane
gravel road;

Areas to obtain construction materials like aggregates;
and

Bridges for river and stream crossings; and

Temporary construction access roads, work areas and
camps.

Culverts engineered ditches for water flow
connections and to balance water levels.
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Schedule Overview
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Preliminary Routes for the Community Access Road
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is
identifying the alternative routes for the proposed road.

Alternative 1

Four alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls
First Nation using information gathered during previous
studies and consultation, and updated this year to
include the latest available information.

Alternative 2

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has made a
community decision to consider only the western routes
in the EA (#1 and #4).

Alternative 3
Alternative 4
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Why Alternative 1 and Alternative 4?
The bridge needed to cross the Albany River for the western
alternatives would be further away from the community, thereby
reducing health and safety concerns.
Industrial traffic would not need to pass through the community.
Potential effects on Indigenous value sites associated with the
Ogoki River are largely avoided.
Western Alternatives enable better economic development
opportunities in the region.
Maintenance and construction costs are expected to be lower.
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Draft ToR and TISG Review Periods
Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for the provincial EA, issued
voluntarily by Marten Falls First Nation for review
We will extend the review period for the Draft Terms of
Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for comment
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review
by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC)
We have requested an extension to the federal review period
for the TISG to the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby
Once a response from IAAC is received, we will communicate
this decision to Indigenous communities.
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Consultation Activities During the EA
Notice of Commencement for the environmental assessment phase;
Development of impact assessment/ routing evaluation criteria;
Evaluation of the western routing alternatives;
Identification of the preferred route alternative;
Submission of Draft Environmental Assessment Report; and
Submission of Final Environmental Assessment Report.
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Gathering Feedback through the EA
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Project Website

Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

Translated Project Updates

Project Hotline/ Email

How would you
like to be
consulted and
Areinformed
there other
kept
you
duringcriteria
the Terms
suggestand
we
of Reference
Consultation
is
key
to
Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
Between MFFN and the Province of Ontario
Finalized on January 7, 2020
Will be circulated to identified Indigenous Communities
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Overview

Field studies have been conducted through 2019 and will
continue through 2020 to help us better understand the
existing conditions of the environment and potential impacts
of the Community Access Road.
MFFN Members have been included and will continue to be
included as part of the Project Teams.
Indigenous Communities were provided with preliminary
information prior to commencing field work.
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Previous Archaeology Work
MFFN can facilitate conversations with Norton to obtain archaeology information for Neskantaga
First Nation
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Indigenous Knowledge Study Area
Local Study Area and Regional Study Area are being identified.
IK study area may consider other interrelated disciplines:
Existing IK (where available and provided);
Information provided by Indigenous Communities;
Wildlife, Vegetation, Fish and Fish Habitat, Cultural Heritage LSAs
and RSA
Natural landscape features; and
Available relevant IK studies.
Preliminary Area of Interest is the EA Study Area identified in the ToR.
2.5 km of centreline of each route (Alternative Routes 1 and 4)
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Next Steps
In-person meeting
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreement
January 20, 2020 email following comment
review period
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Meegwetch! Thank you!
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Draft ToR Comments Received/Responses
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Neskantaga First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter
7

Neskantaga First
Nation

Proposed
ToR Section

Concern

Response

Coordination with Federal EA: Looking for additional information
about how the federal and provincial governments will work
together. A process diagram/calendar that shows the timelines for
both processes would be helpful for the community to understand
how the processes will unfold

On February 24, 2020, the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada
Appendix B:
(the Agency) released the final Cooperation Plan. The Cooperation Consultation Plan
Plan outlines how the federal and provincial environmental
assessment processes will be coordinated, including consultation
with Indigenous communities and engagement.

- (MECP advised that IAAC has posted a draft Cooperation Plan on A graphic showing coordination of the provincial and federal EA for

the registry which lays out the framework for how the EA/IA
processes will be coordinated)

- Sought MECP’s thoughts on a couple of sections of the draft

8

Neskantaga First
Nation

Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines. First the TISG has a section
on TIS Working Groups with First Nation involvement. Second, is
option for Neskantaga to Communicate Directly with Provincial
Crown about potential impacts to rights [David shared extracts from
the Federal TISG with MECP]

Additionally, the federal and provincial government entities are
presently working on a coordinated process diagram graphic which
will outline schedule and timelines for both processes. This graphic
can be shared once it is available.

Regional EA – asked whether Ontario has been discussing
opportunity for regional EA with Canada.

Requests for a regional assessment have been received by the
ToR Section 7.2
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (the Agency) and on
February 10, 2020 the Minister of Environment and Climate Change
determined that a regional assessment of the Ring of Fire region
will be conducted pursuant to the Impact Assessment Act.

- MECP indicated that IAAC has received requests, and as it

reviews is engaging Ontario. The provincial legislation does not
include provisions for regional EA.
- MECP identified that if there are more questions about

coordination, a joint call with Canada could be set-up.

9

Neskantaga First
Nation

the Project has been included in the Consultation Plan. You may
also refer to the Agency’s registry webpage for further details:
https://iaac-aeic.gc.ca/050/evaluations/proj/80184.

Neskantaga has requested Timeline Extensions on Comment
Period on draft ToR and IAAC documents

The Impact Assessment Agency of Canada has stated on their
website that they "will work with the Province of Ontario, Indigenous
groups, federal authorities, non-government organizations and the
public to determine the appropriate activities, outcomes and
boundaries of the regional assessment" of the Ring of Fire Area.
Further information can be found on their website at the following
location: https://iaac-aeic.gc.ca/050/evaluations/proj/80468

The review and comment period on the Draft ToR was extended to
February 7, 2020 for Indigenous communities. The Impact
- MECP advised that Marten Falls will be responding to the request. Assessment Agency of Canada (the Agency) worked directly with
those requesting extensions on the federal Tailored Impact Statement
The draft ToR comment period is proponent-led.
Guidelines (TISG) and plans. The Project received the final TISG, the
final Indigenous Engagement and Partnership Plan, the final Public
Participation Plan, the final Cooperation Plan, the final Permitting
Plan and Notice of Commencement from the Agency on February 24,
2020.
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Neskantaga First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
10 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga has concerns that the proponent has documented
social media as an engagement mechanism.

Consultation and engagement are at the core of our EA program
ToR Section 11.6
and we are employing a variety of tools to notify and share
and Appendix C:
information with Indigenous communities and other interested
Record of
persons. The MFFN Project Team may share information related to
Consultation
public open houses and links to public facing materials via social
media, but social media is not considered to be a formal channel of
communication in the EA program. The Record of Consultation was
revised to reflect this.

11 Neskantaga First
Nation

The draft ToR indicates that the project falls within Marten Falls
territory. Neskantaga is of the position that the project also falls
within their territory.

The ToR was updated to reflect that the proposed Project is located
within the traditional territories of First Nations including Marten
Falls First Nation. The Project team respectfully requests
information pertaining to traditional territories of other First Nations.

ToR Section
7.1.4.1

12 Neskantaga First
Nation

Title of MFFN TOR is misleading, community access road vs one
road to be built to serve both community access and industrial
supply needs

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR) that
will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial highway
network. Although the road is proposed to be built to meet industrial
use specifications, the primary use of the CAR will be to service MFFN.
MFFN is conducting an EA for a multi-use road that will provide allseason community access. The CAR is being developed with the
expectation that, should approvals be granted, it would be built
regardless of whether development happens in the Ring of Fire. For
this reason, the title of the Terms of Reference remains unchanged.

-

13 Neskantaga First
Nation

Looking for more information about the status of liability discussions Information on liability is unknown at this time. Discussions with the
Province on liability will occur as the EA progresses. If available at
the time of preparing the EA, information on liability will be included
in the EA.

14 Neskantaga First
Nation

Transparency of alternatives weighting in pre-screening of
alternatives [David shared extract from Noront TOR with MECP]

A pre-screening of alternative routes was not undertaken for the
Project; therefore, alternatives weighting was not used by MFFN to
identify the two alternative routes proposed for the EA. The history
and development of alternative routes for the Project is described in
the Alternative Development Report, which is provided as a
supporting document to the ToR. The development and
identification of alternative routes for the Project has evolved
through previously completed studies, including studies and
investigations undertaken as part of the Cliffs/Noront Chromite
Project that included an all-season access road, and the
community-led process.

-

15 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga will be providing written comments on the draft ToR at MFFN has received Neskantaga First Nation's written comments on
a later date.
the Draft ToR and responses have been provided.

-

ToR Section
9.1.1

Proponent responses to Neskantaga questions will not be well
received if they do not address issues [David shared examples of
problematic responses by Cliffs and Noront with MECP]
Talked about general timelines to TOR decision
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Neskantaga First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
16 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga Role in Baseline Studies – advised that Neskantaga
would like to be proactively involved in developing baseline studies.
For example, there is a high chance of burial sites that Neskantaga
has knowledge of, and Neskantaga has consultants who can
provide expertise. They can help inform archaeology and heritage
studies.

A critical component of the EA is the integration of Indigenous
Knowledge into the planning and design process. Per Section 3.4.2
of the ToR, in collaboration with potentially affected Indigenous
Communities, Indigenous Knowledge will be used to identify
environmental and socio-economic indicators, inform existing
environment conditions, predict potential effects of the Project, and
help to determine appropriate impact management and monitoring
methods. The Project Team will engage Neskantaga First Nation on
upcoming archaeological and heritage studies.

17 Neskantaga First
Nation

Requests that the proponent provide copies of completed baseline Reporting on baseline studies completed during the 2019 field
studies.
season is currently underway. Consultation on baseline conditions
- MECP advised that studies will be provided as part of the draft EA will occur in advance of the Draft EA publication and will include a
summary of key information from the baseline studies. Final
documentation, but would pass formal request for copies at this
baseline study reports will be included in the environmental
time to the Marten Falls Project Team for response
assessment (EA) report.

18 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga has requested a copy of the MOU for consultation

19 Neskantaga First
Nation

Asked about the possibility of a community visit and shared that
The MFFN Project Team has been in touch with Neskantaga about
Neskantaga’s consultation protocol requires meeting outside of the working towards coordinating an in-person meeting, and has
community first.
already met with David Peerla on January 21, 2020 to initiate
- MECP shared that Ontario is open to a community visit, either with discussion to further understanding how Neskantaga sees the
Community Protocol on Development being utilized. Arranging
the proponent or on own, depending on what is appropriate.
community visits with Ontario will be considered.

20 Neskantaga First
Nation

Indicated that web conferencing (e.g., Zoom or WebEx) can be
helpful to allow remote meetings and support working relationship
with the community

ToR Section
3.4.2

-

The Memorandum of Understanding between MFFN and the Province
Appendix D:
Marten Falls- MECP is aware of the request and will respond when appropriate of Ontario was signed on January 7, 2020. MFFN has provided the
MOU to the list of identified Indigenous communities and a copy of the Ontario MOU on
MOU has been included in Appendix D of the Proposed ToR.
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-

Consultation and engagement are at the core of our EA program
Appendix B:
and we are using a variety of tools to notify and share information Consultation Plan
with Indigenous communities and other interested persons. Web
conferencing using tools, such as Microsoft Teams, has already
been used for remote meetings with different communities, and we
hope to continue using this platform to augment in-community or
face-to-face meetings. We are revisiting our approach to
engagement, to include more virtual / online tactics, given the state
of emergency due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Neskantaga First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
Proposed
ToR Section

ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

270 Neskantaga First
Nation

What is the status of the MFFN discussion of road ownership,
maintenance activities and liability with the Province?

Decisions regarding road ownership, maintenance and liability have
not yet been determined. Conversations with the Province regarding
each of these items will occur as the EA progresses. If available at
the time of preparing the EA, information on ownership,
maintenance and liability will be included in the EA.

ToR Section
9.1.1

271 Neskantaga First
Nation

What is the MFFN current understanding of a single cooperative
assessment under the IAA? Will MFFN undertake to provide an
ongoing calendar of EA process deadlines to Neskantaga?

A Cooperation Plan for the Marten Falls Community Access Road
Project Impact Assessment, dated December 19, 2019 has been
prepared by the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (the
Agency) with input from the Ontario Ministry of the Environment,
Conservation and Parks (MECP). This document provides MFFN's
current understanding of what a single cooperative assessment
under the Impact Assessment Act (IAA) would entail, and includes
the following description: "A coordinated federal and provincial
assessment process should result in one body of proponent
documentation related to the assessment, which is known as the
Impact Statement for the Agency, and as the Environmental
Assessment report for MECP. This Cooperation Plan recognizes
that the alignment of respective timelines does not supersede the
legislative obligations prescribed in the Impact Assessment Act and
Ontario’s Environmental Assessment Act, as well as the
completeness of any information submitted by the proponent."

-

The complete Cooperation Plan for the Project is available on the
Agency's website.
MFFN will commit to providing regular updates to Neskantaga on
the EA process and associated deadlines.
272 Neskantaga First
Nation

Please share any details/data/studies on the estimated reduction in We will document and reference any studies, data or details on the
the price of food, fuel and supplies that will result from the
estimated change to the price of food, fuel and supplies that will
construction of the all season multi purpose road.
result from the Project within the EA.

-

273 Neskantaga First
Nation

What is the estimated ratio of community traffic to industrial traffic Vehicles anticipated to use the CAR include personal vehicles (e.g.,
on the proposed road ?Is the road designed to accommodate the cars, vans, small trucks, motorcycles), and commercial vehicles
potential future Webequie traffic and the chromite mine haul trucks? including larger trucks up to the legal road limits on weight and size.
The number of anticipated vehicles to use the CAR is not known at
this time. The CAR will be designed using an Annual Average Daily
Traffic amount of up to 400 and in accordance with the Ministry of
Transportation’s (MTO) Highway Classification, Design Speed (i.e.,
80 km/hr.), TAC Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads
(MTO 2017) and the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Codes
(Canadian Standards Association 2014).

ToR Section
5.2.1.1
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Neskantaga First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

274 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will the road be a public road? If the road is a public road what is
Decisions regarding road access and user fees have not yet been
the mechanism, if any, to charge road user fees to industrial users? determined. Information on access to the road will be included in
the EA.

275 Neskantaga First
Nation

Given that the road is designed to supply mining claims, will the
existing ongoing and adverse effects of mining claims be
considered in the cumulative effects analysis? If not, why not?

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR)
that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
highway network. Although the road is proposed to be built to meet
industrial use specifications, the primary use of the CAR will be to
service MFFN. That is, the road is proposed to provide community
access and may be used by industry, but is not specifically
designed for the purpose of supplying mining claims. The CAR is
proposed with the expectation that, should approvals be granted, it
would be built regardless of industrial use of the road.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
9.1.1
-

The effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects
associated with mining claims will be considered in the cumulative
effects assessment if they are within the study area determined
appropriate for the cumulative effects assessment.
276 Neskantaga First
Nation

What were the concerns raised by community members and MFFN A fulsome response can be obtained by reviewing The Supporting
Chief and Council that led to the elimination of Alternative 2 and 3? Document - Draft Alternatives Development, however an excerpt
from the Supporting Document has been included below which
includes key concerns raised by MFFN.

Supporting
Document

" Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 are not appropriate to
the Proponent doing the study because they do not address MFFN
concerns posed by a large bridge crossing located close to the
community, or the health and safety concerns related to miningrelated traffic through the community. Additionally, Alternative 2 and
Alternative 3 are not consistent with other
relevant planning decisions and therefore not within the ability of
the Proponent to implement. Specifically, MFFN signed a Band
Council Resolution confirming that Alternative 2 and Alternative 3
are only considered viable if built as a dedicated CAR. Since the
Project is being built to meet industrial use specifications to
accommodate multi-purpose use, Alternative 2 and Alternative 3 do
not meet the intent of the Band Council Resolution or this Code of
Practice question."
277 Neskantaga First
Nation

Noront is publicly stating that Webequie and MFFN will be joint
proponent’s on Phase 2 of the proposed road. Have MFFN and
Webequie reached an agreement on proponency for Phase 2 of the
road? What is the status of the discussions with Webequie on
proponency for Phase 2 of the proposed road? Does Ontario
participate in these discussions?
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On March 2, 2020, the Government of Ontario, Marten Falls First
Nation and Webequie First Nation announced their agreement to
advance planning and development of a proposed Northern Road
Link. The proposed Northern Road Link would provide reliable, allseason road access to potential mine sites in the Ring of Fire
region.

-
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ID # Commenter

Concern
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278 Neskantaga First
Nation

The Draft TOR states that: “It is understood that the government
would have considered the alternatives to the proposed Project
when committing to provide funding for an all-season access road.”
How did MFFN reach that understanding? Did Ontario share the
consideration of alternatives that led to funding the all season
access road?

Section 6.2 has been be edited to reflect other reasons that support ToR Section 6.2
not considering different types of transportation provision projects
as alternatives to the undertaking and which likely supported the
Provincial decision. Given MFFN's unique circumstances as a
remote First Nation community with an airport with non-daily service
and high costs per trip, and a winter road system that only provides
seasonal service and is increasingly unreliable, or a railroad which
does not provide the freedom of movement, it is not reasonable to
consider these alternatives as they do not meet the community
needs. Therefore, the reasonable range of alternatives that are
within MFFN’s ability to implement is limited to an all-season road.

279 Neskantaga First
Nation

Has Ontario committed funding, specifically the funding to construct
the road, beyond the funding for the EA? Is MFFN in discussions
with Ontario on potential funding support for the construction of the
MFFN CAR?

Funding of the CAR is outside the scope of what Marten Falls First
Nation is responsible for responding to as proponent for the EA. We
have referred your comment to Ontario so they can respond to you
directly on this matter.

-

280 Neskantaga First
Nation

We understand that Ontario and Canada are discussing a regional
EA. Is MFFN participating in the regional EA discussions? Does
MFFN have a view on a regional EA that they would like to share
with Neskantaga?

Requests for a regional assessment have been received by the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada and on February 10, 2020
the Minister of Environment and Climate Change determined that a
regional assessment of the Ring of Fire region will be conducted
pursuant to the Impact Assessment Act.

-

281 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga have proposed a table to discuss a dispute resolution
process. Does MFFN have a view on such a table?

We welcome your input on a dispute resolution process, specific for
Appendix B:
Neskantaga. Through continued consultation and engagement, we Consultation Plan
aim to encourage and facilitate the resolution of outstanding issues.
The Consultation Plan includes reference to an issues resolution
strategy that mentions the following: If an issue persists, continued
discussions, including face-to-face meetings, are proposed to
explore potential solutions. If resolution cannot be reached,
mediation by a neutral, mutually acceptable third party will be
considered. Issues that cannot be resolved will be noted along with
documentation of attempts to resolve the issue.
Where consensus on issues cannot be reached, they will be
documented in the EA. There is a mechanism for mediation through
Section 8 of the Environmental Assessment Act, whereby the
Minister may refer outstanding issues to mediation (known as
Referred Mediation). This process would follow the Ministry’s Code
of Practice Using Mediation in Ontario’s Environmental Assessment
Process. This would be a worse-case scenario.

282 Neskantaga First
Nation

We understand that Ontario has proposed a cost share with
Canada, on both the cost of the EA and the construction of the
road. What, if anything, can MFFN share with Neskantaga on the
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status of the Ontario/Canada cost share discussions?

directly on this matter.

283 Neskantaga First
Nation

Canada has asked for Neskantaga’s views on a review panel for the A letter to the Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (The Agency)
MFFN road. Does MFFN have a view on a possible federal review was submitted on December 16, 2019 to provide MFFN's view on
panel that they would like to share with Neskantaga?
whether the assessment of the Project should continue to be led by
the Agency, or whether the Minister of the Environment and Climate
Change should refer the Project to a review panel. Based on the
coordinated EA process and the leadership of MFFN, it is MFFN's
view that the Agency should continue to lead the EA. MFFN's letter
to the Agency is available on the Agency’s website:
https://registrydocumentsprd.blob.core.windows.net/commentsblob/
project-80184/comment-46864/2019-1216%20MFFN%20CAR%20IA%20by%20Agency%20Final.pdf

284 Neskantaga First
Nation

Comment. On Culture heritage. It appears that the location of
Henley House and Gloucester House are not accurately
represented on the map in the draft TOR[Figure 7-4].

285 Neskantaga First
Nation

We would like more clarity on the boundaries of the study area to The Project is in the early stages of planning and as such the local
help inform our discussion with Neskantaga elders and knowledge and regional study areas have not yet been defined. An Indigenous
holders.
Knowledge "Preliminary Area of Interest" has been identified in the
Our approach is to take a generous approach to the area influenced interim which is the ToR preliminary study area for the EA. As we
proceed with the EA process, the IK LSA and RSA will be defined
by the project, using the area of project influence on caribou or
and take into consideration other interrelated disciplines and
wolverine as a proxy.
information including but not limited to: existing IK, where available
and provided, information profiles by Indigenous Communities;
Wildlife, Vegetation, Fish and Fish Habitat, and Cultural Heritage
Resources LSA and RSA.
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mapping.
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286 Neskantaga First
Nation

One item that we did not discuss yesterday, but a concern that has Through continued consultation and engagement, we aim to
Appendix B:
been raised by Neskantaga with the federal team, is dispute
encourage and facilitate the resolution of outstanding issues.
Consultation Plan
resolution.
The Consultation Plan references an issues resolution strategy that
I suggest that the proponents, Canada, Ontario and the affected
mentions the following: If an issue persists, continued discussions,
First Nations, come together to discuss a possible dispute
including face-to-face meetings, are proposed to explore potential
resolution process.
solutions. If resolution cannot be reached, mediation by a neutral,
mutually acceptable third party will be considered. Issues that
A starting point for the discussion could be the dispute resolution
process that was previously agreed to by Ontario officials and the cannot be resolved will be noted along with documentation of
attempts to resolve the issue.
Matawa negotiating team in the Statement of Commitment
discussions.
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Where consensus on issues cannot be reached, they will be
documented in the EA. There is a mechanism for mediation through
Section 8 of the Environmental Assessment Act, whereby the
Minister may refer outstanding issues to mediation (known as
Referred Mediation). This process would follow the Ministry’s Code
of Practice Using Mediation in Ontario’s Environmental Assessment
Process. This would be a worse-case scenario.
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311 Neskantaga First
Nation

Re Comment. On Culture heritage. It appears that the location of
Henley House and Gloucester House are not accurately
represented on the map in the draft TOR[Figure 7-4].

Thank you for identifying this error. The figure has been removed
from the ToR and these locations will be corrected on any future
mapping.

-

Thank you for identifying this error. The figure has been removed
from the ToR and these locations will be corrected on any future
mapping.

-

1. Henley House
Some rivers and numerous brooks fall into the Albany below The
Forks, from the swampy country on either side. The larger
tributaries are Low Fishing creek from the south, almost opposite
Fort Albany, Upper Fishing creek, from the north, at about one- third
the distance to The Forks, and two other large brooks from the
same side a few miles below it; Chemahogan river, from the south,
at two-thirds of this distance, and the Chee-pye river, eight miles
farther down. The latter is the largest branch below the Kenogami.
The Henley river falls in from the north, ten miles below The Forks.
Hen ley House, a former Hudson's Bay Company's post, was built
on a gravelly island, which is now being swept away, at the mouth
of tfiis stream. Several lakes, abounding in fish, are said to occur
on the course of this river.
As a result, Henley House was moved further south in the winter of
1796-97 to the junction of the Kenogami, Nagagami, and
Kabinakagami Rivers, a place known in Cree and Ojibway as
Mamamattawa or meeting of waters( HBC Arch. B86/a/51 fo 25,
19
-22 August 1796; HBC Arch B86/a/52 fo 6, 2 October 1796).
312 Neskantaga First
Nation

Re Comment. On Culture heritage. It appears that the location of
Henley House and Gloucester House are not accurately
represented on the map in the draft TOR[Figure 7-4].
2. Gloucester House Makokebatan Lake
Prom the head of Makokebatan lake to Martin's Falls, a distance of
fifty-six miles, the general course of the river is N. 700 B.
Makokebatan lake is nearly straight, and measures sixteen miles in
length by one and a naif in breadth. No rock in situ was seen upon
its shores, which are strewn with small, rounded boulders,
interrupted in some parts by sand beaches; and the country all
round is so low and level, that, looking from one end of the lake, the
land cannot be seen at the other. At the eastern
extremity of the lake the Albany flows out by two channels, which
only come together again at Moosewake" lake, nearly twenty miles
farther down. Ten miles below Makoke batan lake, the northern
channel enters the lower part of Washi-sagaigan or the lake of the
Narrows. This part of the lake is four miles long, but the Indians
informed me that the upper division approached close to a bay on
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the north side of Makokebatan lake, and that a portage leads from
one to the other. This would give a length of twelve miles more, or
sixteen in all, which is equal to that of Makokebatan, and the
Indians also consider these two lakes to be of the same length.
Washi-sagaigan was also formerly called Gloucester lake from a
Hudson Bay Company's post of that name, which existed many
years ago at the Narrows.
The distance from the Lake of the Narrows to Moosewake" lake is
about five miles. Fine micaceous and dioritic schists (like those
already described) running S. 65 deg. W. occur at the east end of
the former, and again running S. 30 deg. W., at the west end of the
latter; while on the river, between these two localities, is exposed a
massive, reddish-grey, micaceous gneiss, much of which is thickly
studded with crystals of light red feldspar, giving the rock a coarse
porphyritic appearance.
Gloucester House, established in 1777, was the furthest inland post
in the Albany River area until 1785. In 1777, John Kipling led a party
of four men inland from Albany to establish a house at either
Eabamet Lake or Macobartan Lake. They settled instead on
Upashewa Lake, later known as Gloucester Lake. The post was
created as a temporary house, meant to sway Aboriginal hunters
away from trade with the Canadians, who had many posts in the
area. Gloucester House was named in honour of the brother of King
George III. It fell under the administration of the Albany River
District from its creation until 1813.
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345 Neskantaga First
Nation

The environmental assessment of the proposed road is occurring in
the context of continuing cultural genocide and an ongoing social
emergency in Neskantaga, and other Matawa Nations. The social
emergency, and the bureaucratic process through which
Neskantaga is compelled to navigate, profoundly compromises
Neskantaga’s chance to meaningfully participate in the assessment
process.

MFFN empathizes with Neskantaga's and other Matawa Nations
ongoing struggles. MFFN is committed to working with Neskantaga
to enable their meaningful participation in the assessment process.
There will be numerous opportunities for participation and comment
on the Project throughout the environmental assessment (EA)
process. MFFN will provide regular Project updates including
advance notice on upcoming opportunities for participation.

-

346 Neskantaga First
Nation

The legislated timelines of the EA unfairly restricts participation by
Neskantaga.

There will be numerous opportunities for participation and comment
on the Project throughout the environmental assessment (EA)
process. MFFN is committed to regular updates in order to provide
advance notice on upcoming opportunities for participation.

-

There is currently no mechanism for the request of legislated
timeline extensions in the EA process. There is, however, a
mechanism within the EA process that triggers a second inspection
period of ministry review by the MECP at the issuance of the Notice
of Completion, which is a duration of five weeks. During this period,
all interested persons may inspect the ministry review and provide
comments on it, the EA, and the Project. These comments must be
in writing and if the person wishes the Minister to consider the
comments when making a decision about the application, the
comments are to be submitted during and before the end of the fiveweek inspection period. A written request will be made by the
MECP to any interested Indigenous communities to submit any final
comments about the proponent's application during this inspection
period, and these comments shall be forwarded to the Project
proponent as well.
347 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga needs to be engaged on a government to government The Consultation Plan indicates that we will use the proposed
Appendix B:
basis at the outset of the assessment process to ensure that the
Consultation Plan as the foundation but apply unique consultation Consultation Plan
process is designed in a manner that is able to address their unique efforts for each community, as needed. This can be in the form of a
context, social emergency, interests and rights.
strategy rather than a full plan. The MFFN Project Team looks
forward to engaging with Neskantaga to shape a consultation plan
or strategy that addresses unique contexts, social emergencies,
interests and rights.

348 Neskantaga First
Nation

Culturally safe environmental assessment involves understanding The Consultation Plan indicates that we will use the Consultation
Appendix B:
and acknowledging the continuing impact and historical legacies of Plan as the foundation but apply unique consultation efforts for each Consultation Plan
the cultural genocide and the current social emergency in
community, as needed. This can be in the form of a strategy rather
Neskantaga and other Matawa communities. The assessment must than a full plan. Helping to ensure that Neskantaga feels safe to
be a process where Neskantaga feel safe to participate.
participate can be included in strategies for EA engagement.

349 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will Marten Falls ensure that impacts are predicted in a
culturally-safe way taking into account each community’s own
sensitive and recent experiences with violence and loss?
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350 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will the cumulative effects assessment manage the
compounding risks of opening up a previously remote area, taking
into account the local perspectives and knowledge? How will the
impacts on Indigenous women and girls be specifically considered
in cultural context?

MFFN acknowledges that development opportunities may arise in
ToR Section 7.2
the future if the CAR is constructed. MFFN is committed to including
the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects in
the cumulative effects assessment if they are within the study area
determined appropriate for the cumulative effects assessment. This
commitment is stated in Section
7.2 of the Terms of Reference (ToR). Section 3.4.2 of the ToR
describes how Indigenous Knowledge has been and will continue to
be considered throughout the EA process, which includes the
cumulative effects assessment.
A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project to consider
gender and other identity factors.

351 Neskantaga First
Nation

The final report of the National Inquiry into MMIWG detailed how
The Project to be studied within the EA is the Marten Falls
resource extraction projects can drive violence against Indigenous Community Access Road, which does not include resource
women in several ways, including issues related to transient
extraction beyond aggregate for the road construction. It is
workers, harassment and assault in the workplace, rotational shift anticipated the potential mining projects would conduct their own
work, substance abuse and addictions, and economic insecurity.
assessment of these important risks as components of their socioHow will Marten Falls ensure that these impacts are studied with
economic impact assessments. Depending on the findings of the
respect to the distinct culture and geographic vulnerability of each of Project assessment, these factors may be considered within the
the remote communities?
cumulative effects assessment.

-

352 Neskantaga First
Nation

The road project was not developed in partnership with
Your concern has been received. The Project is in the early stages
Neskantaga. As a result, the project does not reflect Neskantaga’s of the EA process and there will be many opportunities to provide
approach to responsible and sustainable development, and poses a input. The Consultation Plan and Section 11 of the ToR identify the
threat to the well-being of Neskantaga’s territory and people.
key milestones during the EA when consultation is planned to
obtain input and feedback on the EA.

-

The Project will meet the requirements of the federal Impact
Assessment Act, which requires that a Project assess its
contribution to sustainability. This portion of the EA will be guided by
the Impact Assessment Act requirements. The Consultation Plan
includes opportunities to engage on all aspects of the EA and we
encourage Neskantaga to comment on how the assessment aligns
with Neskantaga's sustainability goals.
353 Neskantaga First
Nation

The process has been proponent driven. The proponent unilaterally The community has expressed strong desires for improved alldetermined the commencement, alternatives and location of the
season ground access to the provincial highway network for a very
proposed road without consultation with Neskantaga or
long time. Although commencement of the Project under the
consideration of Neskantaga jurisdiction, regional development
Ontario Environmental Assessment Act occurred in March 2019,
goals and management objectives, or areas of unique cultural value MFFN has been investigating the possibility of an all-season road
that the project may put at risk.
since 2007 as described in the Alternative Development supporting
document to the ToR. The Notice of Commencement of ToR
announces the start of the planning process for an environmental
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assessment (EA), beginning with preparation of a ToR to set out the
framework for planning a decision-making to be followed during the
preparation of the EA. Per the Code of Practice for Preparing and
Reviewing of Terms of Reference for Environmental Assessments
in Ontario, it is the proponent who determines the timing of
commencement under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act
through the action of publishing a notice.
Discussions with neighbouring communities on an all-season
access road were initiated prior to issuing the Notice of
Commencement of ToR, including Neskantaga First Nation
between January 2018 to November 2018 (as summarized in
Attachment 1 of the Supporting Document - Draft Alternatives
Development). MFFN is continuing to engage with neighbouring
Indigenous communities and working with these communities to
obtain input, including Indigenous knowledge, to help inform
development of the Project. MFFN is seeking input of all aspects of
the ToR, including the proposed alternatives.
354 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga is concerned that Ontario, as both the funder and
regulator of the project, is 'project splitting' — intentionally breaking
a project up into its component parts in order to avoid an
environmental assessment at the appropriate scale, thereby
compromising the discussion of the potential impacts of the
development of the region as a whole. Ontario has cut the project
into pieces in order to more easily win federal and provincial
approvals, obtaining authorization for the less politically contentious
parts of the project by artificially creating a First Nation project
proponent and making the development of the rest of the project a
foregone conclusion.

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR) ToR Section 7.2
that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
highway network. The CAR is being developed with the expectation
that, should approvals be granted, it would be built regardless of
whether an industrial supply road or development in the Ring of Fire
occurs. MFFN is conducting an EA, initiated in March 2019 by the
Notice of Commencement of a ToR, for a multi-use road that will
provide all-season community access, not an industrial supply road
to the Ring of Fire. Section 2 of the ToR describes how through a
community-led process, MFFN community membership is the
proponent for the Project. For many years, MFFN has expressed a
strong desire for improved all-season ground access to the
The full scale and impact of Ontario’s project has not been
presented to either regulators, Neskantaga and the public. Ontario’s provincial highway system.
failure to disclose the full scale of its project plans has resulted in an On March 2, 2020, the Government of Ontario, Marten Falls First
improper scoping of the assessment.
Nation and Webequie First Nation announced their agreement to
advance planning and development of a proposed Northern Road
Link. The proposed Northern Road Link would provide reliable, allseason road access to potential mine sites in the Ring of Fire
region. The requirement for an environmental assessment (EA)
specific to the proposed Northern Road Link will be confirmed by
the joint proponent of MFFN and Webequie First Nation in
consultation with the provincial and federal government. This is a
new proponent and is separate from the proponent of the CAR
Project, where only Marten Falls is the proponent.
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An EA for the proposed Northern Road Link would be undertaken
separately and independently from this Project, and would be
subject to approvals separate from this Project. MFFN is committed
to including the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
projects in the cumulative effects assessment if they are within the
study area determined appropriate for the cumulative effects
assessment. This commitment is stated in Section 7.2 of the Terms
of Reference (ToR).
Having the CAR and Northern Road Link as two separate projects
is outside the scope of what Marten Falls First Nation is responsible
for responding to as proponent for the EA. We have referred your
comment to Ontario so they can respond to you directly on this
matter.
355 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga has broad strategic level concerns about the proposed The MFFN Project Team looks forward to consultation with
road.
Neskantaga to understand the community's concerns regarding the
proposed Project.

-

356 Neskantaga First
Nation

The road is intended to promote and facilitate future road, mines
MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR)
and mining exploration, airstrips, winter road widening, a trans- load that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
facility at the rail line, transmission lines and possibly a railway line highway network. Although the road is proposed to be built to meet
and refinery in the region.
industrial use specifications, the primary use of the CAR will be to
service MFFN. The CAR is being developed with the expectation
that, should approvals be granted, it would be built regardless of
whether an industrial supply road or development in the Ring of Fire
occurs. That is, the CAR is proposed to address the problem of
unreliable community access to MFFN and not for the purpose of
facilitating a future road, mines, mineral exploration, airstrips,
winter road widening, trans-load facility rail line, transmissions lines,
refinery or other types of development in the region. MFFN is
conducting an EA, initiated in March 2019 by the Notice of
Commencement of a ToR, for a multi-use road that will provide allseason community access, not an industrial supply road to the Ring
of Fire. Should other developments in the region be proposed in the
future, the proponent of each undertaking, in consultation with
provincial and federal government, would confirm environmental
assessment (EA) requirements specific to that undertaking.

ToR Section
7.1.4

MFFN acknowledges that future development opportunities may
arise in the future if the CAR is constructed. The effects of
reasonably foreseeable projects future developments will be
considered in the cumulative effects assessment if they are within
the study area determined appropriate for the cumulative effects
assessment. This commitment is stated in Section
7.2 of the Terms of Reference (ToR).
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357 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga is concerned that an incremental and piecemeal ‘road
by road’ assessment approach will unreasonably minimize the
impacts of ‘opening up of the North’ and the development of the
region until it is too late and decisions are irreversible.

MFFN is proposing an all-season Community Access Road (CAR)
that will connect the MFFN community to the Ontario provincial
highway network. The CAR is being developed with the expectation
that, should approvals be granted, it would be built regardless of
whether an industrial supply road or development in the Ring of Fire
occurs. MFFN is conducting an EA, initiated in March 2019 by the
Notice of Commencement of a ToR, for a multi-use road that will
provide all-season community access, not an industrial supply road
to the Ring of Fire.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
7.1.4

On March 2, 2020, the Government of Ontario, Marten Falls First
Nation and Webequie First Nation announced their agreement to
advance planning and development of a proposed Northern Road
Link. The proposed Northern Road Link would provide reliable, allseason road access to potential mine sites in the Ring of Fire
region. The requirement for an EA specific to the proposed Northern
Road Link will be confirmed by the joint proponent of MFFN and
Webequie First Nation in consultation with the provincial and federal
government. This is a new proponent and is separate from the
proponent of the CAR Project, where only Marten Falls is the
proponent.
An EA for the proposed Northern Road Link would be undertaken
separately and independently from this Project, and would be
subject to approvals separate from this Project. MFFN is committed
to including the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
projects in the cumulative effects assessment if they are within the
study area determined appropriate for the cumulative effects
assessment. This commitment is stated in Section 7.2 of the Terms
of Reference (ToR).
Having the CAR and Northern Road Link as two separate projects
is outside the scope of what Marten Falls First Nation is responsible
for responding to as proponent for the EA. We have referred your
comment to Ontario so they can respond to you directly on this
matter.
358 Neskantaga First
Nation

Neskantaga, and other Matawa First Nations, had previously
agreed that no road would be initiated until an agreement with
Ontario had been reached on joint decision making in the region.
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359 Neskantaga First
Nation

Is there a mechanism for higher-level assessment and planning that Requests for a regional assessment have been received by the
could address Neskantaga’s big-picture regional and strategic
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada and on February 10, 2020
issues up front? If not, how will Marten Falls effectively manage
the Minister of Environment and Climate Change determined that a
cumulative impacts in the region that the road will inevitably open regional assessment of the Ring of Fire region will be conducted
up?
pursuant to the Impact Assessment Act. Information on the
Minister's decision is available at https://iaacaeic.gc.ca/050/evaluations/proj/80468.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
7.1.4

MFFN acknowledges that future development opportunities may
arise in the future if the CAR is constructed. MFFN is committed to
including the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
projects in the cumulative effects assessment if they are within the
study area determined appropriate for the cumulative effects
assessment. This commitment is stated in Section 7.2 of the Terms
of Reference (ToR).
360 Neskantaga First
Nation

Alternatively, what is the mechanism for consultation and
accommodation with Neskantaga prior to the real strategic decision
on whether and how the development of the entire region should
proceed?

The Impact Assessment Agency of Canada, has stated on their
website that they "will work with the Province of Ontario, Indigenous
groups, federal authorities, non-government organizations and the
public to determine the appropriate activities, outcomes and
boundaries of the regional assessment" of the Ring of Fire Area.
Further information can be found on their website at the following
location: https://iaac-aeic.gc.ca/050/evaluations/proj/80468

-

361 Neskantaga First
Nation

Beyond the opportunity to provide comments and make
The MFFN Project Team has released the Draft Terms of
recommendations with respect to the draft TOR, would Marten Falls Reference such that comments and recommendations received can
consider the option of negotiating amendments to the Terms of
be addressed and incorporated into the Proposed Terms of
Reference with Neskantaga and/or a government to government
Reference. The MFFN Project Team is responding to all comments
process agreement?
and recommendations in the Proposed Terms of Reference. The
goal is to address concerns, gaps or omissions identified as much
as possible, in a way that amendments can be avoided. The MFFN
Project team will continue to consult during preparation of the
Proposed Terms of Reference to resolve outstanding concerns.

-

When the Proposed Terms of Reference is issued by the Ministry of
Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP), there is an
opportunity to provide comments on the document. The MFFN
Project Team is responding to comments received on the Proposed
Terms of Reference and these comments and responses will be
considered by the Minister of the Environment, Conservation and
Parks when making an approval decision on the Proposed Terms of
Reference. The MECP may decide an amendment to the Proposed
Terms of Reference is necessary if substantive issues are identified
during the review period that have not been adequately
addressed.
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362 Neskantaga First
Nation

For Neskantaga, engaging means our elders, land users and
knowledge holders not only need to be sources of information but
they have to set up the structure of what data has value, how we
collect it, and how we should share it.

It is anticipated that each Indigenous Community who participates in
the Indigenous Knowledge Program will lead the collection and
documentation of their Indigenous Knowledge. The MFFN Project
team will be available to assist if requested.

363 Neskantaga First
Nation

Several communities have direct, indirect and historical interests in It is anticipated that land use and occupancy information will be
areas of proposed road construction, and certainly will be affected gathered through the consultation process with Indigenous
by any resource development in the region if the roads are
communities and specifically through the Indigenous Knowledge
developed. What strategies are proposed for collecting,
program. Further information on the Indigenous Knowledge
synthesizing and analyzing Land Use and Occupancy information to program is included in Section 3.4.2 of the Draft ToR, including that
aid assessment of impact(s)?
the collection and use of Indigenous Knowledge is extremely
sensitive in nature and will be guided by the direction and values of
the Indigenous communities who participate. It is anticipated that
an Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreement will be established
with each potentially affected Indigenous Community that outlines
how confidential and sensitive information will be shared and
utilized in the EA. MFFN will continue to engage neighbouring
Indigenous communities to determine their interest in participating
in the Indigenous Knowledge Program.

ToR Section
3.4.2

364 Neskantaga First
Nation

If there is a coordinated strategy, how will the proponents utilize this It is anticipated that an Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreement
information while simultaneously protecting confidential or sensitive will be established with each potentially affected Indigenous
information held by specific knowledge holders from diverse First
Community that outlines how confidential and sensitive information
Nations communities?
will be shared and utilized in the EA.

ToR Section
3.4.2

365 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will information about sacred places and burial places be
managed? Will the Registrar of Cemeteries within the Ontario
Ministry of Government and Consumer Services be part of a
process of documenting and protecting reported burial places?

Indigenous knowledge is being gathered for the Project and will be
incorporated into all aspects of the public baseline assessments,
including cultural and built heritage, where appropriate and in
accordance with the data sharing agreement established between
the MFFN Project Team and the community in question. AECOM is
conducting the archaeological assessment on behalf of MFFN.

ToR Section
3.4.2

366 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will information about sacred places and burial places be
managed? Will the Registrar of Cemeteries within the Ontario
Ministry of Government and Consumer Services be part of a
process of documenting and protecting reported burial places?

The discovery of previously unrecorded or unknown built and
cultural heritage features will be documented and reported to the
appropriate regulatory body where appropriate. Information
considered Indigenous Knowledge will be shared or withheld from
public documents in accordance with the provisions of the data
sharing agreement established between the proponent and the
community in question.
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Response

Proposed
ToR Section

ID # Commenter

Concern

367 Neskantaga First
Nation

UNDRIP requires Ontario to engage with Neskantaga, in good faith, The MECP has delegated to share the responsibility of the
Appendix D:
at a government to government level, to obtain Neskantaga’s free, provincial government’s Duty to Consult with MFFN for the Project.
Marten Fallsprior and informed consent before Crown decisions are made that MFFN and the Province have developed an MOU to define the roles Ontario MOU on
affect Neskantaga’s inherent, aboriginal and Treaty rights and other and responsibilities of each party for the procedural aspects for
Shared
interests.
consulting and engaging with Indigenous communities interested
Consultation
and / or potentially affected by the Project. The MOU between
Responsibilities
MFFN and the Province of Ontario has been circulated to the list of
identified Indigenous communities, including Neskantaga First
Nation, and will be included in an appendix to the Proposed ToR.
Neskantaga is encouraged to speak to the Province should the
community have questions regarding Ontario's duty to consult with
First Nations.

368 Neskantaga First
Nation

A full understanding of Neskantaga’s rights would require
consideration of how they are defined under Neskantaga law as
well as Canadian and International laws and declarations.

369 Neskantaga First
Nation

The principle of free, prior and informed consent, a core principle for The Consultation Plan references an issues resolution strategy that
Appendix B:
Neskantaga and all Matawa Nations, and a principle agreed to and mentions the following: If an issue persists, continued discussions, Consultation Plan
promoted by Marten Falls, should be explicitly set out in the TOR. including face-to-face meetings, are proposed to explore potential
solutions. If resolution cannot be reached, mediation by a neutral,
mutually acceptable third party will be considered. Issues that
cannot be resolved will be noted along with documentation of
attempts to resolve the issue.

MFFN looks forward to consultation with Neskantaga to gain a
better understanding of Neskantaga's rights, as defined under
Neskantaga law as well as Canadian and International laws and
declarations.

-

Where consensus on issues cannot be reached, they will be
documented in the EA. There is a mechanism for mediation through
Section 8 of the Environmental Assessment Act, whereby the
Minister may refer outstanding issues to mediation (known as
Referred Mediation). This process would follow the Ministry’s Code
of Practice Using Mediation in Ontario’s Environmental Assessment
Process. This would be a worse-case scenario.
370 Neskantaga First
Nation

How does Marten Falls plan to implement FPIC in this process?

A primary objective of the EA process is to effectively communicate
Appendix B:
information about the proposed Project, and to consult with those Consultation Plan
who may be potentially affected by or have an interest in it. MFFN is
committed to creating and sustaining constructive dialogue and
relationships with interested persons, including Neskantaga First
Nation, to support the environmental, social and economic
sustainability of the Project.
The Consultation Plan references an issues resolution strategy that
mentions the following: If an issue persists, continued discussions,
including face-to-face meetings, are proposed to explore potential
solutions. If resolution cannot be reached, mediation by a neutral,
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

mutually acceptable third party will be considered. Issues that
cannot be resolved will be noted along with documentation of
attempts to resolve the issue.
Where consensus on issues cannot be reached, they will be
documented in the EA / IS. There is a mechanism for mediation
through Section 8 of the Environmental Assessment Act, whereby
the Minister may refer outstanding issues to mediation (known as
Referred Mediation). This process would follow the Ministry’s Code
of Practice Using Mediation in Ontario’s Environmental Assessment
Process. This would be a worse-case scenario.
371 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will Neskantaga First Nations be treated as partners in the
assessment process with their own decision-making authority?

Marten Falls First Nation is the proponent for this Project and is
directing the EA decision-making process. A primary objective of
the EA process is to effectively communicate information about the
proposed Project, and to consult with those who may be potentially
affected by or have an interest in it. The MFFN Project Team is
committed to creating and sustaining constructive dialogue and
relationships with interested persons, including Neskantaga First
Nation, to support the environmental, social and economic
sustainability of the Project.

372 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will the EA process require assessment of project impacts on rights Ontario has delegated to share the responsibility of the provincial
Appendix D:
protected by UNDRIP?
government’s Duty to Consult with MFFN for the Project. MFFN and Marten Fallsthe Province have developed an MOU to define the roles and
Ontario MOU on
responsibilities of each party for the procedural aspects for
Shared
consulting and engaging with Indigenous communities interested
Consultation
and / or potentially affected by the Project. The MOU between
MFFN and the Province of Ontario will be appended to the ToR.

373 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will Marten Falls ensure adequate funding for Neskantaga to
fully and meaningfully participate at all stages throughout the
process?

Funding will be provided to potentially affected Indigenous
Communities to complete Project-specific Indigenous Knowledge
Studies. Funding will be discussed with each potentially affected
Indigenous Community. The Province is also providing Participant
Funding specific to the Project to support Indigenous Community
involvement in the Project.

-

-

Funding from the province is outside the scope of what Marten Falls
First Nation is responsible for responding to as proponent for the
EA. We have referred your comment to Ontario so they can
respond to you directly on this matter.
374 Neskantaga First
Nation

In what circumstances should funding be provided by Marten Falls? Funding may be provided to potentially affected communities
through the Indigenous knowledge program, or to retain a
Community Coordinator to support both the Indigenous Knowledge
Program and EA consultation. It is anticipated that an Indigenous
knowledge sharing agreement will be established with each
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

potentially affected Indigenous community that outlines how
confidential and sensitive information will be shared and utilized in
the EA.
375 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will Marten Falls seek consensus with Neskantaga, and possibly
other Matawa Nations, on key decisions[for example VCs,
information requirements, potential effects, mitigation, terms and
conditions] throughout the assessment process?

Indigenous communities, the public and agencies will have an
Appendix B:
opportunity to comment on assessment methods during the EA
Consultation
(key milestones of the updated consultation plan: Notice of
Plan, Table 4-2
Commencement, Effects Assessment Methods, Identification of
Preferred Alternatives, and Review of the Draft and Final EA / IS) as
well as continued opportunity during review of the draft and final EA
/ IS.
MFFN agrees it is important to work collaboratively with Indigenous
peoples and Indigenous communities to enhance monitoring, followup and compliance, and foresees this as part of the consultation
undertaken for the EA. Section 9.2 of the ToR outlines the Projects'
environmental monitoring commitments, which includes the followup and compliance aspects of the EA, and Table 4-2 on the
Consultation Plan includes consultation activities aimed at receiving
input on the impact management measures and monitoring plan.
The ToR also identifies MFFN's plan that Indigenous Knowledge
will help determine appropriate impact management measures and
monitoring methods (Section 3.4.2).
Table 4-2 of the Consultation Plan has been updated to clarify input
will be sought on impact management and monitoring.

376 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will there be an agreed dispute resolution process when consensus The Consultation Plan references an issues resolution strategy that
Appendix B:
on issues in dispute is not reached?
mentions the following: If an issue persists, continued discussions, Consultation Plan
including face-to-face meetings, are proposed to explore potential
solutions. If resolution cannot be reached, mediation by a neutral,
mutually acceptable third party will be considered. Issues that
cannot be resolved will be noted along with documentation of
attempts to resolve the issue.
Where consensus on issues cannot be reached, they will be
documented in the EA. There is a mechanism for mediation through
Section 8 of the Environmental Assessment Act, whereby the
Minister may refer outstanding issues to mediation (known as
Referred Mediation). This process would follow the Ministry’s Code
of Practice Using Mediation in Ontario’s Environmental Assessment
Process. This would be a worse-case scenario.
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

377 Neskantaga First
Nation

In the past, Neskantaga has experienced consultation and
engagement as adversarial. How will Marten Falls create a
culturally safe process that supports reconciliation between the
Crown and Neskantaga?

If an issue persists, continued discussions, including face-to-face
meetings, are proposed to explore potential solutions. If resolution
cannot be reached, mediation by a neutral, mutually acceptable
third party will be considered. Issues that cannot be resolved will be
noted along with documentation of attempts to resolve the issue.

Proposed
ToR Section
-

The Government of Ontario describes using mediation in the
environmental assessment process, which includes flow charts and
graphics (https://www.ontario.ca/page/using-mediationenvironmental-assessment-process).
378 Neskantaga First
Nation

379 Neskantaga First
Nation

Ontario has already authorized the staking of extensive mining
claims and permitted early exploration on Neskantaga’s ancestral
lands without regard to the cumulative effects and adverse
cumulative impacts of the mining exploration on Neskantaga’s
meaningful exercise of its inherent, Aboriginal and Treaty rights.

The effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects
associated with mining claims will be considered in the cumulative
effects assessment if they are within the study area determined
appropriate for the cumulative effects assessment.

ToR Sections
7.2,

How will the cumulative effects framework developed during the
assessments of the proposed road inform the potential impacts of
existing mining claims and mining exploration and future projects?

The effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects
associated with mining claims will be considered in the cumulative
effects assessment if they are within the study area determined
appropriate for the cumulative effects

ToR Section 7.2,
8

8 and 9.1.1

and 9.1.1

assessment.
380 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will Neskantaga, and other Matawa Nations, participate in the MFFN is committed to creating and sustaining constructive dialogue Appendix B:
governance, oversight and delivery of a cumulative effects
and relationships with interested persons, including Neskantaga
Consultation
management framework ?
and other Matawa Nations, to support the EA, including the
Plan, Table 4-2
cumulative effects assessment. MFFN notes that the cumulative
effects assessment was not specifically identified in Appendix B
Table 4-2, however this was an oversight and has since been
added. MFFN foresees consultation with Indigenous communities
on many aspects of the EA, including the cumulative effects
assessment.

381 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will the cumulative effects approach assess alternative future
development scenarios for the region?

382 Neskantaga First
Nation

How can Neskantaga’s visions for alternative future development
scenarios be considered in this process?
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Proposed
ToR Section

ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

383 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will the cumulative effects assessment ensure that decisions
and activities in the so-called Ring of Fire region align with the
community vision of Neskantaga?

MFFN acknowledges that future development opportunities may
ToR Section 7.2
arise in the future if the CAR is constructed. MFFN is committed to
including the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
projects in the cumulative effects assessment if they are within the
study area determined appropriate for the cumulative effects
assessment. This commitment is stated in Section 7.2 of the Terms
of Reference (ToR). Section 3.4.2 of the ToR describes how
Indigenous Knowledge will be considered throughout the EA
process, which includes the cumulative effects assessment.

384 Neskantaga First
Nation

The fundamental goal of Neskantaga is to ensure that future
Comment acknowledged.
generations can access healthy lands, waters and river systems
and resources in sufficient abundance on our ancestral lands to
sustain the ongoing exercise of our inherent, Treaty and aboriginal
rights to sustain our community, indigenous legal orders, language,
culture and economy.

385 Neskantaga First
Nation

The ability to continue to steward these lands into the future is a
crucial interest of Neskantaga’s that needs to be protected through
this process. How will the Marten Falls ensure that our stewardship
obligations are considered and accommodated?

386 Neskantaga First
Nation

To achieve our sustainability goals, Neskantaga must be in a
The Project will meet the requirements of the federal Impact
position to manage the pace, scale, location and number of
Assessment Act, which requires that a Project assess its
activities on our territory. How will the EA decisions consider and be contribution to sustainability. This portion of the EA will be guided by
consistent with achieving Neskantaga’s fundamental sustainability the Impact Assessment Act requirements. The Consultation Plan
goals? Will there be a sustainability test based on our goals and
includes opportunities to engage on all aspects of the EA and we
criteria?
encourage Neskantaga to comment on how the assessment aligns
with Neskantaga's sustainability goals.

-

387 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will Marten Falls provide reasons – including addressing specific
criteria for how the decision meets Neskantaga’s sustainability
objectives, identifying the evidence relied upon, and addressing
how Neskantaga input was considered and how it influenced the
decision?

-

-

Section 11 of the ToR highlights the Consultation Plan for the EA. In ToR Section 11
addition, the MFFN Project Team has commenced an Indigenous
Knowledge program to respectfully collaborate with Indigenous
Communities on soliciting, gathering and utilizing Indigenous
Knowledge throughout the EA.

The Project will meet the requirements of the federal Impact
Assessment Act, which requires that a Project assess its
contribution to sustainability. This portion of the EA will be guided by
the Impact Assessment Act requirements. The Consultation Plan
includes opportunities to engage on all aspects of the EA and we
encourage Neskantaga to comment on how the assessment aligns
with Neskantaga's sustainability goals.
As part of the consultation process, should Neskantaga provide
comments on the sustainability assessment that will be part of the
EA, MFFN is committed to respond to the comments and indicate
how comments were addressed in the EA.
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Concern

Response

388 Neskantaga First
Nation

In order to meet a positive contribution to sustainability test, Marten
Falls must demonstrate that their project will mitigate the ongoing
social emergency in Neskantaga and other Matawa communities
and enhance Neskantaga’s social, cultural and ecological
sustainability goals.

MFFN empathizes with Neskantaga's and other Matawa Nations
ongoing struggles. The Project will meet the requirements of the
federal Impact Assessment Act, which requires that a Project
assess its contribution to sustainability. This portion of the EA will
be guided by the Impact Assessment Act requirements. The
Consultation Plan includes opportunities to engage on all aspects of
the EA and we encourage Neskantaga to comment on how the
assessment aligns with Neskantaga's sustainability goals.

389 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will the Proponent develop site-specific quarry operation and
Contractors developing quarries will be required to conform with all
management plans in advance of the development of any potential environmental permits and regulations which will include
quarry site or borrow pit? If not, why not?
management plans.

390 Neskantaga First
Nation

What role will Neskantaga [and other Matawa Nations] have in
oversight on quarry design and management? Neskantaga is
particularly concerned that quarries are often located in
areas[eskers] of high harvesting and archaeological potential.
These eskers are also notable zones of ecological diversity in a
landscape dominated by muskeg wetlands.

The Terms of Reference has been updated to clarify that ancillary
infrastructure components of the Project, such as aggregate sites
will be included in the EA. As such, there will be opportunities to
provide input on them at key milestones per Table 4-2 of the
Consultation Plan.

Proposed
ToR Section
-

-

ToR Section 5.2

The design and location of temporary infrastructure will be informed
by consultation and Indigenous Knowledge shared.

391 Neskantaga First
Nation

Have Marten Falls submitted applications to the MNR for aggregate No applications have been submitted to date.
permits pursuant to the Aggregate Resources Act? If so, please
provide copies of the applications to Neskantaga.

-

392 Neskantaga First
Nation

How the road will achieve sufficient revenue to pay back the capital An EA is not required to assess the feasibility or potential economic
invested and pay the ongoing operating expenses? Tolls?
returns of the project considered. Commentary on the economic
effects of the Project on the relevant study areas will however be
provided.

-

393 Neskantaga First
Nation

Cliffs projected an annual movement of 1.3 to 2.3 Mt of concentrate, The current mandate for the Project is for an All-Season Community ToR Section 5.2
as well as an estimated 100,000 tonnes of consumables and
Access Road to Marten Falls built to a standard that will
supplies including fuel, food, explosives, lubricants, chemicals, and accommodate licensed (light passenger and commercial) vehicles.
other liquids. Will the proposed road be designed to potentially
The Project will design the roadway and bridge structures to
accommodate these levels of shipments?
accommodate large trucks up to the current legal limits on size and
weight.

394 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will the EA provide an accurate or comprehensive answer to
the question of whether the project is in the public interest?

The determination of whether the Project is within the public interest
is made by the Minister of Environment, Conservation and Parks.
The Minister makes this determination by considering whether an
environmental assessment (EA) prepared in accordance with the
Proposed Terms of Reference (ToR) would be consistent with the
Ontario Environmental Assessment Act and the public interest.

-

The public interest is to protect the environment and provide
societal benefits (per Code of Practice). Since the Minster's
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

determination is based on information provided in the Proposed
ToR, MFFN has included commitments in the ToR to recommend
impact management measures to avoid, eliminate or minimize
potential environmental effects and identify opportunities to
enhance benefits to the environment. The environment, as defined
by the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act and being used for
the Project, includes the social, cultural, economic, built and natural
environments. MFFN is proposing to assess two alternative routes
in the EA such that a preferred alternative that has comparatively
more advantages (i.e., societal benefits) and less disadvantages
(i.e., protects the environment) is selected.
395 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will the net economic benefits of the project be measured?

Commentary on the economic effects, both positive and negative, of
the Project on the relevant study areas will be provided in the EA.
Opportunities to comment on assessment methods during the EA
(key milestones of the updated Consultation Plan: Notice of
Commencement, Effects Assessment Methods, Identification of
Preferred Alternatives, and Review of the Draft and Final EA / IS,
as well as continued opportunity during the review of the Draft and
Final EA / IS will be provided.

ToR Section
7.2.10

396 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will the baseline studies consider mental health and well-being in
Neskantaga and other affected communities?

MFFN recognize this is a sensitive issue within the context of this
region. Mental health will be considered as part of the federal
Impact Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project.

ToR Section

The provincial EA will collect valuable baseline data on health and
well-being for communities within the study areas for the social
discipline.
397 Neskantaga First
Nation

How will the Marten Falls demonstrate that the project will improve
mental health and wellbeing in the context of mitigating the ongoing
crises? What kinds of evidence will Marten Falls rely on to
demonstrate this?

MFFN recognize this is a sensitive issue within the context of this
region. Mental health will be considered as part of the federal
Impact Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project.
The provincial EA will consider potential changes to health and wellbeing (Section 7.2.10 of ToR) as result of the Project including
identifying impact managements measures relevant to the Project.

7.1.4.10 and
7.2.10

ToR Section
7.1.4.10 and
7.2.10

398 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will the temporal and spatial boundaries for baseline data collection The Project will incorporate temporal and spatial boundaries for
include past, present, and planned future Neskantaga rights and
baseline data collection that include past, present, and planned
interests?
future Neskantaga rights and interests if the information is provided
by Neskantaga, through the Indigenous Knowledge program or via
another means.

-

399 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will Marten Falls determine baseline metal levels of soils used by
berry-producing plants? If not, why not?

-
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Proposed
ToR Section

At this time there are no anticipated Project components which
would create exposure pathways for metals.
400 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will Marten Falls determine baseline metal levels in moose, caribou, As part of the baseline studies for this project, no sampling and
migratory birds and fish ? If not, why not?
analysis of fish and wildlife tissue chemistry parameters (such as
metals) was performed. Desktop information on surface water and
soil chemistry, where available, will be included in the baseline
reports. At this time there are no anticipated Project components
which would create exposure pathways for metals.

-

401 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will the total volume of traffic and goods transported on the road be There is currently no consideration for regulating or capping traffic.
regulated or capped as a term and condition of the EA?

-

402 Neskantaga First
Nation

There is currently no shared or joint decision-making for the project. MFFN is the proponent for this Project and is directing the EA
decision-making process but commits to full engagement and
consultation with all interested communities, including Neskantaga
First Nation, to support the environmental, social and economic
sustainability of the Project.

-

403 Neskantaga First
Nation

The first step in a shared decision making process is to discuss the MFFN is the proponent for this Project and is directing the EA
process itself. When and where will this discussion with Neskantaga decision-making process but commits to full engagement and
on shared decision making take place?
consultation with all interested communities, including Neskantaga
First Nation, to support the environmental, social and economic
sustainability of the Project.

-

404 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will Marten Falls seek to create a consensus based engagement
and partnership process with Neskantaga, and possibly other
Matawa Nations, on key decisions [for example VCs, information
requirements, potential effects, mitigation, terms and conditions]
throughout the assessment process?

A primary objective of the EA process is to effectively communicate
information about the proposed Project, and to consult with those
who may be potentially affected by or have an interest in it. The
MFFN Project Team is committed to creating and sustaining
constructive dialogue and relationships with interested persons,
including Neskantaga First Nation, to support the environmental,
social and economic sustainability of the Project.

-

405 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will Marten Falls develop an agreed dispute resolution process
where consensus on issues in dispute with Neskantaga is not
reached?

The Consultation Plan references an issues resolution strategy that
Appendix B:
mentions the following: If an issue persists, continued discussions, Consultation Plan
including face-to-face meetings, are proposed to explore potential
solutions. If resolution cannot be reached, mediation by a neutral,
mutually acceptable third party will be considered. Issues that
cannot be resolved will be noted along with documentation of
attempts to resolve the issue.
Where consensus on issues cannot be reached, they will be
documented in the EA. There is a mechanism for mediation through
Section 8 of the Environmental Assessment Act, whereby the
Minister may refer outstanding issues to mediation (known as
Referred Mediation). This process would follow the Ministry’s Code
of Practice Using Mediation in Ontario’s Environmental Assessment
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Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

Process. This would be a worse-case scenario.
406 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will there be formal stages in the assessment process for
Neskantaga to grant or deny consent? Alternatively, how will
Neskantaga’s consent (or not) be registered?

A primary objective of the EA process is to effectively communicate
Appendix B:
information about the proposed Project, and to consult with those Consultation Plan
who may be potentially affected by or have an interest in it. MFFN is
committed to creating and sustaining constructive dialogue and
relationships with interested persons, including Neskantaga First
Nation, to support the environmental, social and economic
sustainability of the Project.
The Consultation Plan references an issues resolution strategy that
mentions the following: If an issue persists, continued discussions,
including face-to-face meetings, are proposed to explore potential
solutions. If resolution cannot be reached, mediation by a neutral,
mutually acceptable third party will be considered. Issues that
cannot be resolved will be noted along with documentation of
attempts to resolve the issue.
Where consensus on issues cannot be reached, they will be
documented in the EA / IS. There is a mechanism for mediation
through Section 8 of the Environmental Assessment Act, whereby
the Minister may refer outstanding issues to mediation (known as
Referred Mediation). This process would follow the Ministry’s Code
of Practice Using Mediation in Ontario’s Environmental Assessment
Process. This would be a worse-case scenario.

407 Neskantaga First
Nation

For Neskantaga, transparency and accountability means full and
Neskantaga’s feedback is valued. The MFFN Project Team is
fair consideration by Marten Falls[and the regulators] of the
considering how best to respond to Neskantaga (and others) to both
information provided by Neskantaga, including a specific response acknowledge their feedback and to provide a comprehensive
to any outstanding issues not resolved. Neskantaga does not
response.
consider an acknowledgement of feedback received satisfactory;
The MFFN Project Team is committed to responding to all
meaningful consideration must include a rationale for its inclusion or comments and recommendations received and to documenting
exclusion.
these responses in the Proposed Terms of Reference, including

-

How will the Marten Falls demonstrate any change in the project as Neskantaga’s feedback is valued. The MFFN Project Team is
currently proposed that results from a response to Neskantaga
considering how best to respond to Neskantaga (and others) to both
concerns?
acknowledge their feedback and to provide a comprehensive
response.

-

providing a reference to where they are included in the
documentation, if appropriate.

408 Neskantaga First
Nation

The MFFN Project Team is committed to responding to all
comments and recommendations received and to documenting
these responses in the Proposed Terms of Reference, including
providing a reference to where they are included in the
documentation, if appropriate.

Neskantaga DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122 (2020-02-06).Docx
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Neskantaga First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

409 Neskantaga First
Nation

Will Marten Falls commit to identifying those areas where they
Neskantaga’s feedback is valued. The MFFN Project Team is
agree to incorporate Neskantaga views and identifying those areas considering how best to respond to Neskantaga (and others) to both
of disagreement?
acknowledge their feedback and to provide a comprehensive
response.

Proposed
ToR Section
-

The MFFN Project Team is committed to responding to all
comments and recommendations received and to documenting
these responses in the Proposed Terms of Reference, including
providing a reference to where they are included in the
documentation, if appropriate.

Neskantaga DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122 (2020-02-06).Docx
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B.17

Nibinamik First Nation (NFN)

B17.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Johnny Yellowhead and Council
Nibinamik First Nation

Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Yellowhead,
It was good to see you at the Watershed meeting and I hope we can continue to work in partnership and with
common understanding of our areas of mutual concern as Marten Falls works towards road development to
connect our community. If you are available, I along with my project team am willing to meet with you in Toronto
at the COO meeting to discuss our EA project.
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

CC:
MFFN Council and Project Team

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, November 29, 2019 10:26:22 PM
N-2019-11-19-NoticeOfPublication-ToR-60593122_Grayscale2 (1) (1) (1) (1).pdf

Hello Chief Yellowhead,

Please see the attached notice on the Draft Terms of Reference for the
proposed Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD
project.

For more information or to view the Draft Terms of Reference, visit [Link]

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Draft ToR Record of Consultation for Review
Tuesday, December 10, 2019 3:56:37 PM
RPT-Draft ToR_ROC-2019-11-19-DRAFT-ROC-60593122-Nibinamik First Nation_Optimized.pdf

Dear Chief Johnny Yellowhead,
Please see attached the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) Record of
Consultation (RoC) Report for Nibinamik First Nation review for the
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road.
The Record of Consultation Appendices can be viewed at the following the
link:
[Link]
If you have any questions please reply to this email.
Regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 11:24:01 AM
2020-01-09 Marten Falls Consultation MOU_Signed.pdf

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Oskineegish,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,
MFFN Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Monday, January 27, 2020 11:41:30 AM

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Oskineegish,
Firstly I wanted to pass along our sympathies for the recent loss in the
community, our sympathies are with you and your community members during
this time.
This email is in follow up to our email sent Tuesday, January 21 2020,
regarding extensions to the comment periods for both the Draft Terms of
Reference (issued by Marten Falls First Nation—the Proponent) and the
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (issued by the Impact Assessment
Agency of Canada (IAAC)). Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN), as the
Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road, does not have the
authority to grant requests related to the Agency’s comment period. The
Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored Impact Statement
Guidelines until January 28, 2020. For any questions related to the
federal impact assessment process, including timelines for the submission
of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada
IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca / Cel: 416-952-1576

As communicated earlier, MFFN does however own the decision to extend the
comment period for the Draft Terms of Reference and has already extended
the date for submitting comments to February 7 2020.
We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on both the Draft
Terms of Reference and the Agency’s TISG documents, and to furthering
discussions related to the proposed community access road to Marten Falls.
A Project Team representative will reach out in February to discuss the
opportunity to meet with your community.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team
--------------

> Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Oskineegish,
>
> The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
> communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
>
> - Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
> Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the

> - Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
> Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
>
> MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
> periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
> Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
> MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
> Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
> decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
> do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
> IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
> Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
> communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
> review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
> extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
> from the federal Minister of our request.
>
> With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
> for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
> comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
> the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
> IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
> received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
> the TISG.
>
> In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
> (MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
> aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
> Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
> EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
> regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
> signed MOU is attached for your information.
>
> We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
> documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
> project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
>
> Best Regards / Miigwetch,
>
> MFFN Project Team

From: Metuzals, Jessica <
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 4:37 PM
To:
Cc: Ross, Kathryn <
Subject: Marten Falls All Season Community Access Road Project - Connection
Hi Lias,
Thanks for taking the time to chat with me today. As discussed, I wanted to connect you with
Kathryn Ross (cc'ed here). Kathryn will now be responsible for outreach
and communication with Nibinamik First Nation related to the Marten Falls All
Season Community Access Road Project. She will be able to help coordinate future
meetings. I've updated Kathryn on our discussion today.
Also, if you have Roger's email address or any contact info, would you be able to share it with
Kathryn?
Safe travels,

Jessica
Image removed by sender.

Jessica Metuzals

Dillon Consulting Limited
235 Yorkland Boulevard Suite
800 Toronto, Ontario, M2J 4Y8

www.dillon.ca
Please consider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential
or private information which is not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an

authorized representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then
destroy this message.

Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information
privilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une
personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

From: Ross, Kathryn
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 2:04 PM
To:
Cc: Metuzals, Jessica <
Subject: RE: Marten Falls All Season Community Access Road Project - Connection

Hi Lias,

currently traveling and will be back on Saturday.
Would you like to chat over the phone about a meeting during PDAC (March 1
community meeting the third week of March?
Thanks and I look forward to speaking with you.

Kathryn

Kathryn Ross
Communication and Community Engagement Specialist
Environment

4) and an in-

From: "Ross, Kathryn" <
>
Date: 2020-02-28 9:43 AM (GMT-05:00)
To:
Subject: RE: Marten Falls All Season Community Access Road Project - Connection
Hi Lias,

great to set up a meeting next week during PDAC to meet with the Marten Falls
First Nation Community Access Road team.
My number is

nd my cell is

Thank you, Kathryn

Kathryn Ross
Communication and Community Engagement Specialist
Environment

AECOM
55 Wyndham Street North, Suite 215
Guelph, ON
N1H 7T8
T. 519.763.7783 F. 519.763.1668
www.aecom.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

[EXTERNAL] RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference
June 22, 2020 10:10:16 AM
MFFN CAR - Nibinamik First Nation Draft Record of Consultation ToR - Letter.pdf

Dear Chief Sheldon Oskineegish,
Please find attached a letter for your community in regards to the Terms
of Reference (ToR) for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road
Environmental Assessment.
In addition, below is a Google Drive link to your Individual Record of
Consultation for the ToR and the associated Appendix. These documents
include a list of the points of contact that have occurred with your
community as well as engagement-related materials that have been sent to
or received from your community. If you have any comments or concerns
related to the information in these documents, please let us know by July
22, 2020.

Please note that you will also receive a hard-copy of the attached letter
as well as two USB drives with the Individual RoC and Appendix via mail.
Kind Regards,
The MFFN Project Team

June 22, 2020
Chief Sheldon Oskineegish

Nibinamik First Nation
General Delivery

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Sheldon Oskineegish,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Nibinamik First Nation are focused on keeping the lines of
communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are taking
the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Nibinamik First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVIDprotocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
Lookin
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late-summer or early-fall for
review and decision.
We understand through our previous contact with you and/or with the Province, that your
Community has an interest in this Project. The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments
from your Community on the Draft ToR. While there is a second opportunity to review and
comment on the ToR as part of the MECP review process later this year, the MFFN Project
Team is available for discussions with your Community. We welcome your feedback and input
on the ToR, including the studies that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess
effects, and how your Community will be engaged and consulted. Please let us know by July 22,
2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project
overall. We also welcome written comments by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental
Assessment process is just getting started; as we move from the ToR phase of the Project to the
EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each of the communities, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been
sent to and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and
consideration, is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in
the Record of Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous
Knowledge and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

these draft appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be
pleased to schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Lias Yellowhead, Nibinamik First Nation
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Kathryn Ross, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Nibinamik First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of Consultation

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Incoming Correspondence Received from the
Community

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ross, Kathryn
RE: Marten Falls All Season Community Access Road Project - Connection
Friday, February 28, 2020 10:10:06 AM

Hi Dan,
Can you call her and set up a meeting while we're in Toronto.
Thanks,
Lias

Sent from my Galaxy Tab® E

B17.3

Community-Specific Meeting Materials

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

MARTEN FALLS
FIRST NATION
ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Presentation to Matawa Community Communications Liaisons

JUNE 5, 2019
0

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Engaging Neighbouring First Nations
We have been reaching out to neighbouring First Nations since December 2018 to introduced our
project and start to work with First Nations to develop community specific Engagement Plans that
respect Consultation & Accommodation Protocols and meet individual community needs. We want
you to let us know:
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mineral and Exploration Development? How well does the
route accommodate mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS
FIRST NATION
ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Presentation to Nibinamik First Nation

December 12, 2019
0
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Welcome! Boozhoo!
We plan to talk about:
Topic 1 Project Overview and Update: Provide an overview and update to the Project and
Environmental Assessment (EA) process we are following
Topic 2 EA Process: Review Provincial and Federal EA processes including the Draft Terms of
Reference
Topic 3 Route Selection: Review the potential routes for the Community Access Road, and discuss
our proposed approach for selecting viable routes for further study during the EA
Topic 4 Engaging Other First Nations:
and discuss how best to involve your Community

Your input is important to us.
1

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

Topic 1

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Project Overview

2

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Marten Falls First Nation is initiating a communityled Provincial Environmental Assessment and
Preliminary Design Study for an all season access
road to the community.
Marten Falls First Nation has a winter access road,
transportation of goods and people difficult.
The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g., mining).
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
Better access would allow increased opportunities for:
Social interaction with other communities;
Access to emergency, health and social services;
Training and jobs during planning and construction; and
Local economic development.
A Community Access Road would also reduce transportation
costs for goods and services; meaning more affordable food,
fuel and other vital supplies and services.
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Components of the Community Access Road
The Community Access Road is currently at the conceptual stage and is anticipated to include the
following features:
Between 190 km to 230 km of all season, two-lane gravel road
Bridge and/ or culverts (engineered ditches for river and stream crossings);
Areas to obtain construction materials like aggregates; and
Temporary construction access roads, work areas and camps.
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Environmental Assessment Process
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Provincial Environmental Assessment
A Provincial Individual Environmental Assessment has been initiated for the Project. The first step
is to prepare a Terms of Reference, which requires consultation with neighbouring Indigenous
Communities.
-making during the EA and outlines:
How the Environmental Assessment will be prepared;
What studies will be conducted;
The process to identify and assess effects; and
How people will be consulted.

Consultation is key to decisionmaking.
We encourage you to provide
input on both the Draft and Final
Terms of Reference.
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Draft Terms of Reference and Plain Language Guide
The Draft Terms of Reference for the Community Access Road has been prepared, based on
community feedback and Project Team direction
The Draft Terms of Reference has been provided to Indigenous communities, stakeholders and
government agencies to obtain early input on the Project and proposed plans for the
Environmental Assessment
A Plain Language Guide has been developed as a summary to accompany the Draft Terms of
Reference and has been shared with Indigenous Communities along with the Draft Terms of
Reference release.
Input from Indigenous Communities will ensure that the Environmental Assessment carefully
addresses traditions, Indigenous Knowledge and land use.
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What's Next?
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Federal Impact Assessment Process
A Project Description was submitted to the Impact Assessment Agency to assist in their decision on whether a federal
Impact Assessment was required.
Indigenous communities, regulatory agencies, the public and other interested persons were invited to review the Project
Description. All
for MFFN Project Team consideration.
On November 29, 2019 the Agency announced that the Community Access Road will require a federal Impact Assessment.
The Agency is currently developing draft Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines, a Cooperation Plan, a Public Participation
Plan, an Indigenous Engagement and Partnership Plan and a Permitting Plan for the Community Access Road.
The draft Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines and Indigenous Engagement and Partnership Plan will be available for
public review and comment in late 2019 to early 2020, prior to finalization.
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Field Studies
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Community Access Road Route Selection
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Where Will the Proposed Community Access Road be Built?
Four alternative routes were originally identified.
Considering feedback received from MFFN community
membership, Community Advisors and Chief and Council,
Marten Falls First Nation has made a community decision
to consider only the western routes in the EA (#1 and #4).
Alternative 1 and Alternative 4 within the West Corridor will
continue to be assessed and evaluated in the EA.
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Respecting the Environment:
Alternatives 1 and 4 will be evaluated on the
basis of a set of criteria.
The outcome of the evaluation of alternative
routes in the Environmental Assessment will
identify the preferred route for the Community
Access Road with the:
Least potential for negative effects
Greatest opportunity for mitigation negative
effects
Greatest community benefit

Are there
values
important to
you that we
What else
should
be
should
be
considering?

considered
when defining
Do you
see
which
routes
any
meritimpacts
further
on
Aboriginal
study
through
the
or treaty
Environmental
rights?
Assessment?
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge is important for the planning of the
Community Access Road.
Indigenous Knowledge Guiding Principles will be used for the
Community Access Road.
Indigenous Knowledge is highly valuable and as such is treated
confidentially.
Indigenous Knowledge protocols for all Indigenous communities
will be respected.
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreements will guide the use,
collection and protection of Indigenous Knowledge for the
Community Access Road.
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Engaging Indigenous Communities
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Engaging Indigenous Communities
Marten Falls First Nation and neighbouring
Indigenous Communities have been discussing
community access roads since mid-2017
Marten Falls First Nation and the Province of Ontario
are sharing the procedural responsibility to engage
with Indigenous Communities
Marten Falls First Nation Project Team has sent
notification letters and attempted to reach
neighbouring Indigenous communities to determine if
they have an interest in the project
Discussions are ongoing with several communities
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Proposed Consultation for the Environmental Assessment
Three rounds of consultation are proposed for the Environmental Assessment:

Winter
2019/2020

Spring 2020

Fall 2020
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Gathering Feedback through the Environmental
Assessment
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

Project Website

Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

Translated Project Updates

Project Hotline/ Email

How would you
like to be
consulted and
Areinformed
there other
kept
you
duringcriteria
the Terms
suggestand
we
of Reference
Consultation
is
key
to
Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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Engaging with Nibinamik First Nation
Key items to discuss:
Confirming your interest in the Project
Topics of key interest including baseline studies and potential
project impacts
Determining future engagement activities with the Community

Are there other
criteria you
suggest we
consider?
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Marten Falls Community Access Road
Meeting with Nibinamik First Nation
December 12, 2019
Overview of Consultation Activity: Summary Report
Attendees:
Qasim Saddique – MFFN Advisor
Bob Baxter – MFFN Community Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen – MFFN Advisor
Jennifer Bruin – MFFN Advisor
Adam Wright – MFFN Project Team

Lias Yellowhead, Community Consultation
Coordinator
Harvey Yellowhead, Community
Representative
Dan Brenzavich, Consultant and Project
Manager

This Summary Report has been prepared to provide Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) and other relevant
parties with a snapshot of the feedback captured at meeting held on December 12, 2019 with Nibinamik
First Nation.

Highlights of Discussion
The MFFN project team met with members from Nibinamik First Nation and provided a project
update and overview presentation. Nibinamik did not express any concerns relating to project
at this time but did note questions around economic and training opportunities for First Nations
communities / peoples in the region. Nibinamik suggested that MFFN could be invited to a
future community event where MFFN could provide an overview of the project to community
members.

Questions Raised
When do you do hire locals? Will you have requirements? Are you hiring from First Nations close
by?
o We would hire people closer to construction. There will likely be training requirements
and we would prefer to hire from nearby First Nations communities if possible.
We have been given a letter by Lori Churchill (ENDM) that says to engage and receive support
on this EA, we have to do an application. If any community that is required to engage doesn’t
apply for those funds, how does that effect the overall project? If we don’t apply for those
funds, does that mean we are not being engaged? Does that effect the EA process for MFFN?

o Some of those questions would have to be answered by Lori Churchill with ENDM, this
being said we are there to provide the information you and your community needs and
we will still come to your community if you would like us to be there.
Can any of the funding for design and EA be used for other things and economic development?
o Qasim noted this question may be more suitable for ENDM to answer, but noted what
he understands the funding to be provided for.
The regulator will place on MFFN the obligation to consult. If those are not done, is the onus on
MFFN to make sure there is engagement? If communities are not applying and receiving
support, how is engagement recognized?
o Overall it’s a shared responsibility between MFFN and the Crown (MECP / ENDM) to
engage the identified Indigenous communities, MECP / ENDM may be better suited to
answer some of those questions, this being said MFFN will engage Nibinamik to ensure
their interest and any potential concerns or issues relating to the project are
incorporated into the EA process.
Nibinamik has also created a corporation for work. Aggregate sources use would be a part of
this as well.
o Qasim noted that aggregate opportunity might be more applicable to the Webequie
First Nation project for Nibinamik because aggregate is sensitive to transportation.
Nibinamik may propose a community event and invite MFFN to do a presentation there.
o That sounds great to us, we will continue to reach out on the project and wait for an
invite to present to the Community when you are ready.
Comments for Province:
o How the province is going around and asking for applications and reporting. That history
is not very good with Ontario on this. You can take this message back to them.
o The province has to do a little bit of work on consultation. Nibinamik has a lot of interest
in participation in large scale construction process. After the design and EA phase there
will be potential opportunity for Aboriginal/community participation in construction.
When the contract goes out, have Aboriginal portion or neighbouring communities
participate in the jobs, training, etc. to have participation from those engaged
neighbours. Develop joint ventures or Aboriginal based businesses. Similar to East West
tie, onus on communities to work and have that predetermined percentage, amount
would be of great interest to Nibinamik.

Action Items
Provide hard copy of project map to Lias / Dan.
o Leave map at the Matawa office for Lias/Dan to pick up
Lias to send Nibinamik consultation protocol to MFFN (via Dan)
Circulate follow-up information and project documents as Project progresses.
Determine potential for future meetings as the EA progresses.
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Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Brennan Sainnawap and Council
Wapekeka First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Sainnawap,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, April 05, 2019 1:59:02 PM
2019-04-04 Letter C&C on NOC Wapekeka.pdf
N-2019-03-06-NoticeOfCommencement-ToR-60593122.pdf

Hello Chief Sainnawap,
Please find attached here a letter from Marten Falls First Nation Chief
Bruce Achneepineskum and the Notice of Commencement for the Marten Falls
All Season Community Access Road.
If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.
Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, November 29, 2019 10:40:31 PM
N-2019-11-19-NoticeOfPublication-ToR-60593122_Grayscale2 (1) (1) (1) (1).pdf

Hello Chief Sainnawap,

Please see the attached notice on the Draft Terms of Reference for the
proposed Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD
project.

For more information or to view the Draft Terms of Reference, visit [Link]

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Draft ToR Record of Consultation for Review
Wednesday, December 11, 2019 12:41:33 AM
RPT-Draft ToR_ROC-2019-11-19-DRAFT-ROC-60593122-Wapekeka First Nation_Optimized.pdf

Dear Chief Brennan Sainnawap,
Please see attached the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) Record of
Consultation (RoC) Report for Wapekeka First Nation review for the Marten
Falls First Nation Community Access Road.
The Record of Consultation Appendices can be viewed at the following the
link:
[Link]

If you have any questions please reply to this email.
Regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 11:42:19 AM
2020-01-09 Marten Falls Consultation MOU_Signed.pdf

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Sainnawap,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,
MFFN Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Monday, January 27, 2020 11:49:25 AM

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Sainnawap,
This email is in follow up to our email sent Tuesday, January 21 2020,
regarding extensions to the comment periods for both the Draft Terms of
Reference (issued by Marten Falls First Nation—the Proponent) and the
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (issued by the Impact Assessment
Agency of Canada (IAAC)). Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN), as the
Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road, does not have the
authority to grant requests related to the Agency’s comment period. The
Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored Impact Statement
Guidelines until January 28, 2020. For any questions related to the
federal impact assessment process, including timelines for the submission
of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada
IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca / Cel: 416-952-1576

As communicated earlier, MFFN does however own the decision to extend the
comment period for the Draft Terms of Reference and has already extended
the date for submitting comments to February 7 2020.
We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on both the Draft
Terms of Reference and the Agency’s TISG documents, and to furthering
discussions related to the proposed community access road to Marten Falls.
A Project Team representative will reach out in February to discuss the
opportunity to meet with your community.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team
--------------

> Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Sainnawap,
>
> The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
> communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
>
> - Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
> Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
> - Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
> Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
>

> MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
> periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
> Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
> MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
> Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
> decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
> do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
> IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
> Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
> communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
> review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
> extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
> from the federal Minister of our request.
>
> With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
> for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
> comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
> the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
> IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
> received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
> the TISG.
>
> In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
> (MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
> aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
> Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
> EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
> regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
> signed MOU is attached for your information.
>
> We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
> documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
> project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
>
> Best Regards / Miigwetch,
>
> MFFN Project Team

June 22, 2020
Chief Brennan Sainnawap
Wapekeka First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Brennan Sainnawap,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Wapekeka First Nation are focused on keeping the lines of
communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are taking
the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Wapekeka First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able to once again meet in-related plans and/ or protocols in advance of
our meeting to make sure our protocols
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

L
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR. including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or
online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments
by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.

Phone: 1-800-764-9114
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In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Ananias Winter, Wapekeka First Nation Deputy Chief
Jonas Beardy, Wapekeka First Nation Land Use Planning
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Encl.

Wapekeka First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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Incoming Correspondence Received from the
Community

From: Jonas R Beardy
Sent: Fri, Dec 20, 2019 at 4:46 PM
To: Metuzals, Jessica <
Subject: Re: Marten Falls All Seasons Community Access Road Draft Terms of Reference
I am sorry I have not taken any interest in this matter

munity
Marten falls all season road has and will have nothing to do with our community
But as for mauled in documents I have not seen anything
With meetings and medical appointments
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Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Anne Marie Beardy and Council
Wawakapewin First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Beardy,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

June 22, 2020
Chief Anne Marie Beardy
Wawakapewin First Nation

Dear Chief Beardy:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Wawakapewin First Nation are focused on keeping the
lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Wawakapewin First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able to once again meet in-related plans and/ or protocols in advance of

In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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Webequie First Nation

B20.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Cornelius Wabasse and Council
Webequie First Nation

Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Wabasse,
It was good to see you at PDAC and I continue to be optimistic our First Nations can continue to work together in
partnership with our relationship and negotiation protocols. We have a common understanding that our people
need to work in partnership with government and industry to advance our unique positions as the most impacted
First Nations related to development in our territory.
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference (ToR) planning process which is the
first step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached
with this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, April 05, 2019 2:06:07 PM
2019-04-04 Letter C&C on NOC Webequie.pdf
N-2019-03-06-NoticeOfCommencement-ToR-60593122.pdf

Hello Chief Wabasse,
Please find attached here a letter from Marten Falls First Nation Chief
Bruce Achneepineskum and the Notice of Commencement for the Marten Falls
All Season Community Access Road.
If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.
Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, November 29, 2019 10:27:45 PM
N-2019-11-19-NoticeOfPublication-ToR-60593122_Grayscale2 (1) (1) (1) (1).pdf

Hello Chief Wabasse,

Please see the attached notice on the Draft Terms of Reference for the
proposed Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD
project.

For more information or to view the Draft Terms of Reference, visit [Link]

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Draft ToR Record of Consultation for Review
Tuesday, December 10, 2019 3:59:35 PM
RPT-Draft ToR_ROC-2019-11-19-DRAFT-ROC-60593122-Webequie First Nation_Optimized.pdf

Dear Chief Cornelius Wabasse,
Please see attached the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) Record of
Consultation (RoC) Report for Webequie First Nation review for the
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road.
The Record of Consultation Appendices can be viewed at the following the
link: [Link]

If you have any questions please reply to this email.
Regards,
The Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 11:27:40 AM
2020-01-09 Marten Falls Consultation MOU_Signed.pdf

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Wabasse,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,
MFFN Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Monday, January 27, 2020 11:42:42 AM

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Wabasse,
This email is in follow up to our email sent Tuesday, January 21 2020,
regarding extensions to the comment periods for both the Draft Terms of
Reference (issued by Marten Falls First Nation—the Proponent) and the
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (issued by the Impact Assessment
Agency of Canada (IAAC)). Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN), as the
Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road, does not have the
authority to grant requests related to the Agency’s comment period. The
Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored Impact Statement
Guidelines until January 28, 2020. For any questions related to the
federal impact assessment process, including timelines for the submission
of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada
IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca / Cel: 416-952-1576

As communicated earlier, MFFN does however own the decision to extend the
comment period for the Draft Terms of Reference and has already extended
the date for submitting comments to February 7 2020.
We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on both the Draft
Terms of Reference and the Agency’s TISG documents, and to furthering
discussions related to the proposed community access road to Marten Falls.
A Project Team representative will reach out in February to discuss the
opportunity to meet with your community.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team
--------------

> Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Wabasse,
>
> The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
> communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
>
> - Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
> Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
> - Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
> Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
>
> MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment

> periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
> Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
> MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
> Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
> decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
> do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
> IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
> Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
> communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
> review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
> extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
> from the federal Minister of our request.
>
> With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
> for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
> comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
> the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
> IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
> received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
> the TISG.
>
> In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
> (MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
> aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
> Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
> EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
> regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
> signed MOU is attached for your information.
>
> We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
> documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
> project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
>
> Best Regards / Miigwetch,
>
> MFFN Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Subject:
Date:

Request Copy of Mushkegowuk Water Study
Monday, April 27, 2020 11:31:32 AM

;

Good afternoon/ Boozhoo Chief Cornelius Wabasse,
On August 9th, 2019, the Webequie First Nation Community Hall was held
between the Webequie Chief and Council and the MFFN Project Team. During
this meeting a comment was made to suggest that Mushkegowuk had recently
completed water studies within the vicinity of Marten Falls First Nation
Community Access Road Project, and that the water studies also included
the installation of water gauges.
The MFFN Project Team would like to request a copy of the aforementioned
studies if they can be shared, as they may provide beneficial information
for our Study. Any assistance you may be able to provide is greatly
appreciated. We look forward to receiving your feedback.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team

Miigwetch

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

[EXTERNAL] RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of Reference
June 22, 2020 9:56:50 AM
MFFN CAR - Webequie First Nation Draft Record of Consultation ToR - Letter.pdf

Dear Chief Cornelius Wabasse:
Please find attached a letter for your community in regards to the Terms
of Reference (ToR) for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road
Environmental Assessment.
In addition, below is a Google Drive link to your Individual Record of
Consultation for the ToR and the associated Appendix. These documents
include a list of the points of contact that have occurred with your
community as well as engagement-related materials that have been sent to
or received from your community. If you have any comments or concerns
related to the information in these documents, please let us know by July
22, 2020.

Please note that you will also receive a hard-copy of the attached letter
as well as two USB drives with the Individual RoC and Appendix via mail.
Kind Regards,
The MFFN Project Team

June 22, 2020
Chief Cornelius Wabasse
Webequie First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Cornelius Wabasse,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Webequie First Nation are focused on keeping the lines of
communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are taking
the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Webequie First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. If we meet in-person in the future, we will provide you with
COVID-related plan
protocols in advance of meeting.
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or Treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
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several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR. Webequie First Nation
was one of those communities and we very much appreciate the input you provided.
First, we would like to thank you for your efforts to provide feedback on the Draft ToR. One of
L
feedback that would not be possible. The MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from
all those Indigenous Communities who commented and is in the process of incorporating that
feedback into the ToR. The ToR will outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies
that will be conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and the ways communities
and interested persons will be engaged and consulted. Through our review, we have considered
(see Webequie First Nation Draft Record of Consultation attached). We have also indicated, if
applicable, how your feedback has been incorporated into the ToR and/ or how it will be
considered as part of the future EA process.

Record of Consultation to be submitted as an appendix to the ToR; both the Record of
Consultation and the ToR will be publicly available documents. Please let us know if you would
like to meet to discuss our responses to the feedback provided by your community; we would
appreciate meeting in advance of July 22, 2020 so that we can consider any additional input in
the ToR. We welcome the opportunity to further our discussions and are happy to schedule an
online/ virtual meeting to do so. If you are not available to meet at this time, you can also
provide comments in writing.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your community and plan to include in the Record of
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Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Samson Jacob, Webequie First Nation Local Consultation Lead
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Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Kathryn Ross, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Webequie First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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B20.2

Incoming Correspondence Received from the
Community

From:
To:
Cc:

Michael Fox

Subject:
Date:

RE: Request Copy of Mushkegowuk Water Study
Monday, April 27, 2020 11:36:28 AM

Hello,
Good to hear from you. Yes, this is my understanding that Mushkegowuk TC
was or is conducting some type of water or watershed study. However, no
such study was given to us. We were only informed about the study.
Given that it is Mushkegowuk's study, it would be best to ask them directly.

Hope this clarifies things.
Be safe,
Michael
-----Original Message----From: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca <info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca>
Sent: April 27, 2020 11:32 AM
To:

Subject: Request Copy of Mushkegowuk Water Study
Good afternoon/ Boozhoo Chief Cornelius Wabasse,
On August 9th, 2019, the Webequie First Nation Community Hall was held
between the Webequie Chief and Council and the MFFN Project Team. During
this meeting a comment was made to suggest that Mushkegowuk had recently
completed water studies within the vicinity of Marten Falls First Nation
Community Access Road Project, and that the water studies also included the
installation of water gauges.
The MFFN Project Team would like to request a copy of the aforementioned
studies if they can be shared, as they may provide beneficial information
for our Study. Any assistance you may be able to provide is greatly
appreciated. We look forward to receiving your feedback.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team

Miigwetch

B20.3

Community-Specific Meeting Materials

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

MARTEN FALLS
FIRST NATION
ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Presentation to Matawa Community Communications Liaisons

JUNE 5, 2019
0

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) the Proponent
is initiating a community-led Environmental
Assessment process for an all season access road to
the community.
MFFN has a winter access road, but its condition is
being.

-

The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g. mining).

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

What is Community-led?
MFFN community members led by their elected
Chief and Council and supported by a team of
technical experts will develop solutions and
advance decisions for the proposed all season
access road.
To gather input and receive direction, MFFN
community meetings are held at key Project
milestones. Separate discussions are also planned
with Elders and Youth to gather their insights.
Community input from MFFN and neighbouring
Indigenous communities will ensure that the
Environmental Assessment (EA) carefully addresses
traditions, Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and land use.
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
To honour the traditional lands in
which this all season community
access road will be developed
and to respect the traditional
teachings, the following Guiding
Principles (developed for the
MFFN CBLUP* for Project
Planning and Engagement) will
be adopted throughout the
Project.

*Community Based Land Use Plan

Looking at it together.
In numbers there is

Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke

Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang

Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all

be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the

land and water is
living and needs to

Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang

Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon

Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Engaging Neighbouring First Nations
We have been reaching out to neighbouring First Nations since December 2018 to introduced our
project and start to work with First Nations to develop community specific Engagement Plans that
respect Consultation & Accommodation Protocols and meet individual community needs. We want
you to let us know:
How you want to be involved in the MFFN EA?
What are the best ways to engage your community?
What is important to your community?
Does the community have any concerns with the alternative routes?
How can your Indigenous Knowledge be considered in the EA?
Are there any dates we should avoid?
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

About Marten Falls First Nation
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a
remote First Nation community led by
an elected Chief and Council.
MFFN is located in the Far North of
Ontario, at the junction of the Albany
and Ogoki Rivers, approximately 170
km northeast of Nakina, Ontario and
Aroland First Nation.
MFFN has a registered population of
780, with approximately 325 members
living on reserve.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
network in the south to provide year round access; only air transport is
reliable in the winter.
Better access would allow:
Reduced transportation costs for goods and services; meaning more
affordable food, fuel and other vital supplies and services;
Enhanced opportunity for social interaction with other communities;
Enhanced access to emergency, health and social services;
Increased opportunity for training and jobs for First Nation people and
businesses during planning and construction; and
Increased opportunity for local sustainable economic development.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Environmental Assessment Process
Marten Falls First Nation has signed a voluntary
agreement with the Province of Ontario to complete
an Individual Environmental Assessment (EA) for
this project.
This road may also be subject to the Federal
Environmental Assessment process.
Through the EA, we will pick the preferred route for
the access road, and define the potential impacts
and possible impact management strategies.
Our first step is to prepare a Terms of Reference
and a Project Description
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge (IK) and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge (TEK) will be considered in the EA.
Indigenous Knowledge for each community is understood
to be highly valuable and as such is treated confidentially.
Guiding principles for Indigenous Knowledge collection,
protection and use in the EA will be established.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Potential Routes for the Community Access Road
As a result of previous studies, four
potential routes for the community access
road have been identified. The four routes
range in distance from 140 km to 250 km.

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Choosing the Routes for Study During the EA
To advance the EA, we intend as part of the ToR to screen the number of routes
to be considered in the EA.
Propose Screening Criteria to select the most viable routes to move forward
with include:
In line with MFFN Community Interests? Does the route serve the
needs of the community? Are there specific concerns for any of the route
alternatives?
Effects Avoidance Would significant impacts result to the environment or
to traditional land use? Can these be avoided or reduced through mitigation
measures?
Enables Mineral and Exploration Development? How well does the
route accommodate mining development in the region?
Construction Feasibility

How challenging will the route be to construct?
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Key Considerations for Planning and Design of
Community Access Road
Water quality and flows;
Waterway navigability;
Wildlife habitat and Species at Risk;
Indigenous community values;

New opportunities for natural resource related
industry; and
Ability to support potential Ring of Fire industrial
traffic.

Culturally significant sites;
Land use;
New public access (e.g., increased hunting
pressure);
Visual and/ or landscape changes;
CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION

ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD

Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
Join our mailing list. Leave your email or
mailing address at the welcome table.
Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Call us at 1-800-764-9114
Visit our website:
www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

CONFIDENTIAL

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION
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MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION
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WEBEQUIE FIRST NATION
COMMUNITY MEETING
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Marten Falls Community Access Road
Meeting with Webequie First Nation
August 9, 2019
Date: August 9, 2019
(9:00 am to 11:30 am Chief and Council Meeting)
(12:30 pm to 3 pm Community Meeting
Location: Webequie, Ontario

Chief and Council Meeting
The following documents the meeting held with Webequie Chief and Council.
Attendees:
Chief Cornelius Wabasse Webequie
Gordon Wabasse- Webequie
Cathy Banning Webequie
Leonora Beaver - Webequie
Harry Wabasse - Webequie
Aaron Shewzybik - Webequie
Samson Jacob - Werbequie
Marian Tibor-McJahon SNC Lavalin
Don Parkinson SNC Lavalin

Larissa Mikkelsen MFFN Adviso r
Qasim Saddique MFFN Advisor
Don McKinnon Consultation / EA Lead
Jason Frechette ENDM
Sasha McLeod - MECP

Chief Bruce Achneepineskum, MFFN
Bob Baxter - MFFN Community Member Advisor
Lawrence Baxter MFFN Community Advisor

Introduction / Purpose
The purpose of the meeting was to provide an update on the Marten Falls Community Access Road
(MFCAR) project, including an outline the Terms of Reference (ToR) process and content including
potential routes. Also to be discussed is the potential interest that Webequie First Nation may have in
the project.

Meeting Summary
Following the Chief and Council meeting, a meeting with Webequie community was held. Advance
notification of the meeting was made in the community. The same presentation on the Marten Falls
Community Access road as made to Chief and Council was made to the larger community. Also available
at the meet were about twelve display panels with key questions for the community and roll-out maps
of the routing alternatives. Following the presentation, an opportunity was made for community

members to speak with members of the Marten Falls project team. Key items of interest raised by the
community included:

Action Items
1. Marten Falls and Webequie to have future calls to keep each other informed about their road
projects.
2. Webequie to reach out to Marten Falls to set up a meeting in their community regarding the
Webequie road project.
3. The two communities are to explore a future meeting regarding the sharing of Indigenous
knowledge.
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Presentation to Webequie First Nation
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Welcome! Boozhoo!
We plan to talk about:
• Topic 1 – Project Overview and Update: Provide an overview and update to the Project and
Environmental Assessment (EA) process we are following
• Topic 2 – Environmental Assessment Process: Review Provincial and Federal EA processes
including the Draft Terms of Reference
• Topic 3 – Route Selection: Review the potential routes for the Community Access Road, and discuss
our proposed approach for selecting viable routes for further study during the EA
• Topic 4 – Engaging Other First Nations: Review Marten Falls First Nation’s plans for engagement
and discuss how best to involve your Community

Your input is important to us.
1
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Topic 1 – Project Overview
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What’s Happening?
• Marten Falls First Nation is initiating a communityled Provincial Environmental Assessment and
Preliminary Design Study for an all season access
road to the Community.
• Marten Falls First Nation has a winter access road,
but its condition isn’t reliable and makes
transportation of goods and people difficult.
• The community access road may also support future
industry in the region (e.g., mining).

3
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Why is a Community Access Road Needed?
Better access would allow increased opportunities for:
• Social interaction with other communities;
• Access to emergency, health and social services;
• Training and jobs during planning and construction; and
• Local economic development.
A Community Access Road would also reduce transportation
costs for goods and services; meaning more affordable food,
fuel and other vital supplies and services.

4
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Components of the Community Access Road
The Community Access Road is currently at the conceptual stage and is anticipated to include the
following features:
• Between 140 km to 250 km of all season, two-lane gravel road
• Bridge and/ or culverts (engineered ditches for river and stream crossings);
• Areas to obtain construction materials like aggregates; and
• Temporary construction access roads, work areas and camps.
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Topic 2 – Environmental Assessment Process
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Guiding Principles throughout the
Environmental Assessment
“Looking at it together.
In numbers there is
strength.”

“Kawininitojikateg nikan
onajikewining ineke.”

“Chi Mamow waban ji kateg
emishiinonaniwang
mashkawisiinaniwang”

What do you think about
the Principles that are
guiding the Community
Access Road?

“Respect the
natural and
Anishnawbe
customs and
teachings at all
times.”

“The Anishinabek relationship to the land should
be seen as a cultured landscape; also an area
that is continuously being used by the
Anishinabek as a habitation and as a resource.”
“Everything on our
land and water is
living and needs to
be respected.”

“Kezhikanawabajikateg kaye ji
tepwaaniwaang
kekikinozhiwemakaang.”

“Engage the
Anishinabek on all
issues that affect
our shared and
communal lands.”
“Jih ishi kanawejikatey
kakina kekon”

“Kakina ji wiinda mawa
nowaht anishinabek ka
onjiwatch.”
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First Step of a Provincial Environmental Assessment
• First step of a Provincial Individual Environmental Assessment is to prepare a Terms of
Reference, which requires consultation with neighbouring Indigenous Communities.
• A Terms of Reference is a “roadmap” for EA planning and decision-making and outlines:
• How the Environmental Assessment will be prepared;
• What studies will be conducted;
• The process to identify and assess effects; and
• How people will be consulted.

Consultation is key to decisionmaking.
We encourage you to provide
input on both the Draft and Final
Terms of Reference.

8
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What is a Federal Project Description?
A Project Description is a requirement of the Federal government to determine if a Federal
Environmental Assessment is required, and includes the following information to make that decision:
• Proposed Project Description (e.g., location, project activities including construction);
• Description of baseline conditions and sensitivities;
• Outline of potential environmental effects;
• Approach for engagement with Indigenous Communities; and
• Approach for engagement with other interested persons (e.g., the public, industry, non-government
organizations and government agencies).

9
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EA Status – August 2019
Engagement Activities
• Notice of Terms of Reference commencement published (March)
• On-going outreach to consult neighbouring Indigenous
communities (22).
• Meetings in Marten Falls Community (March – June).
• Public Information Session #1 (Thunder Bay and Geraldton).
• Agency and key stakeholder meetings.
• Online consultation.

10
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EA Status – August 2019
Environmental Assessment Documents
• Provincial Environmental Assessment Draft Terms of
Reference (ToR) is drafted and to be released soon.
• Draft ToR summary document also to be released (including
translated version).
• Federal Project Description has been submitted to CEA
Agency.
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EA Status – August 2019
Field Studies
• July to October 2019: Vegetation and Wildlife
• August to October 2019:
Fisheries and Surface Water
Cultural Heritage
Noise and Air
• August to December 2019: Geotechnical and Engineering
• Socio-economic and Indigenous Knowledge data collection activities
to start

12
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Topic 3 – Community Access Road Route Selection
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Preliminary Routes for the Community Access Road
A key step in the Terms of Reference process is identifying the
alternative routes for the proposed road.

Alternative 1

Alternative routes were identified by Marten Falls First Nation
using information gathered during previous studies and
consultation, and updated this year to include the latest available
information.

Alternative 2

Four alternative routes were originally identified. Marten Falls
First Nation has made a community decision to consider only the
western routes in the EA (#1 and #4).

Alternative 3
Alternative 4

Is there anything we should know about the study area or potential routes?
Do you have any comments, ideas or community values related to the
potential alternative routes?
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Respecting the Environment:
An evaluation will be completed in the
Environmental Assessment to compare
Alternative 1 and Alternative 4 against a set of
criteria.
The outcome of the evaluation of alternative
routes in the Environmental Assessment will
identify the preferred route for the Community
Access Road with the:
• Least potential for negative effects
• Greatest opportunity for mitigation negative
effects
• Greatest community benefit

Are there
values
important to
you that we
What else
should
be
should
be
considering?

considered
when defining
Do you
see
which
routes
any
meritimpacts
further
on
Aboriginal
study
through
the
or treaty
Environmental
rights?
Assessment?
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The Importance of Indigenous Knowledge
• Indigenous Knowledge is important for the planning of the
Community Access Road.
• Indigenous Knowledge is highly valuable and as such is treated
confidentially.
• Indigenous Knowledge protocols for all Indigenous communities
will be respected.
• Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreements will guide the use,
collection and protection of Indigenous Knowledge for the
Community Access Road.
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Topic 4 – Engaging Indigenous Communities
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Engaging Indigenous Communities
• Marten Falls First Nation and neighbouring
Indigenous Communities have been discussing
community access roads since mid-2017
• Marten Falls First Nation and the Province of Ontario
are sharing the responsibility to engage with
Indigenous Communities
• Marten Falls First Nation Project Team has sent
notification letters and has attempted to contact
neighbouring Indigenous communities to determine if
they have an interest in the project / Environmental
Assessment
• Discussions are ongoing with several communities
18
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Proposed Consultation for the Environmental Assessment
Three rounds of consultation are proposed for the Environmental Assessment:

Winter
2019/2020

Spring 2020

Fall 2020
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Gathering Feedback through the Environmental
Assessment
Consultation and Communication
Activities for Indigenous Communities:

Consultation and Communication
Activities for All Stakeholders:

• Chief & Council and/ or Community
Meetings

• Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

• Ongoing Notifications and Project
Updates; in writing and online

• Project Website

• Community Member (e.g., Elder, Youth)
Discussions

• Public Information Sessions
We encourage you to

• Translated Project Updates

• Project Hotline/ Email

How would you
like to be
consulted and
Areinformed
there other
kept
you
duringcriteria
the Terms
suggest
we
Consultation is key to of Reference and
Address
consider?
Environmental
decision-making.
Assessment?

provide input on both the
• Review of Environmental
Assessment
Draft and Final Terms of
Documentation
Reference.
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Engaging with Webequie First Nation
Key items that Marten Falls First Nation and Webequie First Nation have
discussed or exchanged letter about:
• General discussions on agreement to work together
• Baseline studies
• Updates in regards to Ministry of Energy, Northern Development
and Mines discussions
• Project information exchanges (including Notice of
Commencement, Field Study Notices and follow-up phone calls)
• Determining an Engagement Plan for your Community that respects
your Consultation & Accommodation Protocol

Are there
particular times
Are there other
when we
should avoid criteria you
consulting withsuggest we
the community consider?
(e.g., hunting
or gathering
seasons or
celebrations)?

21
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Proposed Timeline
for the Terms of
Reference and
Environmental
Assessment
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Thank You for Joining Us!
Meegwetch!
Stay Involved
• Email us at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
• Call us at 1-800-764-9114
• Visit our website: www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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Draft ToR Comments Received/Responses

DRAFT TOR –
MARTEN FALLS COMMUNITY
ACCESS ROAD:
PUBLIC COMMENT AND REVIEW
FEBRUARY 04, 2020
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INTRODUCTION
comments on the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) Marten Falls
Webequie First Nation
Community Access Road – Environmental Assessment (EA). 66 comments were made in regards to the
Draft ToR, in the form of questions, suggestions and observations. The comments are organized in tabular
format, and we provide the section and page number for which each comment refers.

In general, the language of the Draft ToR could be strengthened to systemically include consultation
and inclusion of Indigenous peoples and Indigenous women in the process. At time, language was found
to be disempowering to stakeholders, i.e. terms like ‘providing the opportunity to inform’. Language
like this can imply that Indigenous communities are not active partners in the engagement process.
In some instances we have suggested alternative wording.

BACKGROUND
Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) is a remote First Nation community in northern Ontario, located at
the junction of the Albany and Ogoki rivers. MFFN has a winter access road but it isn’t reliable and
makes transportation of goods and people difficult. All season road access connecting MFFN to the
existing provincial highway network is needed to improve the well-being of the community.
To address the problem of unreliable access, MFFN is initiating a community-led
Environmental Assessment (EA) process for an all season access road to the community. MFFN—as
the Proponent or owner of the Project—has formed a Project Team that includes MFFN community
members and acts with guidance, direction and input from the MFFN Chief and Council, MFFN
Community Member Advisors and MFFN membership.

1

+

COMMENTS
Table 1 – Comments for Draft ToR MFFN EA

1

Section/Page #
2.1.1 Community-Led Process (Page 3)

2

2.1.1 Community-Led Process (Page 3)

3
4

2.1.1 Community-Led Process (Page 3)
3.4 Preparation of the Environmental
Assessment (Page 6)

5

3.1.4 Environmental Assessment and PM
Principles (Page 7)
3.1.4 Environmental Assessment and PM
Principles (Page 7)
3.1.4 Environmental Assessment and PM
Principles (Page 8)
3.1.4 Environmental Assessment and PM
Principles (Page 8)
5.1 Rationale for Proposed Undertaking (Page
10)

6
7
8
9

10

5.2.1.3 Borrow Areas (Page 12)

11

5.2.2 Project activities (Page 12)

Comment/Question
How is the Team to meet requirements of project, i.e. what is “effectively manage” mean? There
should be some metrics to help define this.
In keeping MFFN community up to date on progress, what is frequency and method of
communicating project updates, and if significant changes to Project occur between updates, will
MFFN be notified and how. Can this be defined?
What are the methods of engagement? How will members of MMFN be consulted and engaged?
Here, the Proponent is also the key stakeholder. The unique situation for those members of the
community who are not part of the project team, are/should they identified as a specific stakeholder
group?
How are “potentially affected and other interested persons” identified?
Does “all aspects of the environment” include the relationship between nature and people, culture
value, climate change?
How will project EA team be ‘open and transparent to enable interested persons’ to engage? Does
this include: barriers to language, physical access i.e. getting to meetings, accessing online…
Last bullet connects environmental management with societal benefits…but the way it is stated is
vague, needs to be more specific.
MFFN is estimated to receive 2.5-3 tonnes of supplies per capita per year. Is this number more,
less or average, is this number sufficient to meet current needs, is it limited because of limited
access to the town, and is the new design of the road based on this number of 2.5-3t/y/pp? I.e. are
residents of MFFN ‘doing without’ because they have to… which means this number should not
be applied to new road design. Context is needed here please.
We presume the temporary access roads will be assessed and designed for minimized and mitigated
environmental impacts? Please confirm or clarify.
Preliminary design is being done concurrently with EA process. Will detailed design be
incorporated EA findings? Should be clarified.

2

12

5.2.2 Project activities (Page 13)

13

5.2.2 Project activities (Page 13)

14

5.2.2 Project activities (Page 14)

15

7.1.2 Environmental Features (Page 19)

16
17

7.1.2 Environmental Features (Page 19)
Table 7-1 Environmental Disciplines to
considered during EA (Page 22)
Table 7-1 Environmental Disciplines to
considered during EA (Page 22)
Table 7-1 Environmental Disciplines to
considered during EA (Page 22)
7.1.3. Methods to Characterize during
Environmental Assessment (Page 22)
7.1.3. Methods to Characterize during
Environmental Assessment (Page 22)
7.1.4.7 Wildlife (Page 29)

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(Page 38)
7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(Page 38)
7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(Page 38)
7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(Page 38)
7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(Page 38)
7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(Page 38)

be

Planning and design should include how and when stakeholders will be engaged, consulted and
informed (i.e. of blasting) of project activities during construction. This should be incorporated
into the project construction schedule.
Construction phase summary is absent of community engagement and environmental management.
Presuming these aspects of construction will be carried out during construction, there should be a
statement supporting that in this ToR.
Winter road will be allowed to grow over and also blocked during construction. If there are
stakeholders who use and rely on this winter road, will there be sufficient signage, notices via
social media/radio, etc.?
Information in this TOR will be augmented by input from stakeholders (government, Indigenous
communities, and other stakeholders”. Reference where in the document or appendix is the list of
these stakeholders, i.e. specific government departments, specific indigenous communities and
members of communities, and other stakeholders.
How will input be sought and incorporated, and when?
Missing “Avian species and avian habitat”

be

Missing “Light environment” - if road will have lighting infrastructure?

be

Recommend “Gender and Development approach to infrastructure design”.

the

List of resources for additional information is high level. Can they be more specific?

the

List examples of “available data and information”, type of “field investigations”.

Knowledge and Land Use

Bird species is significant part of this section on Wildlife, can this be separate section, particularly
because of unique migratory patterns.
“These harvested resources are also used for cultural practices.” Detail what these practices are in
the TOR.
“Cultural sites” “Cultural activities” … all sounds extremely generic and boilerplate language.
Written in textbook fashion. The text speaks of a ‘species’ rather than people and culture.
Knowledge holders will be identified: ensure there are diversity in age, gender, and Indigenous
cultural backgrounds/communities.
Who and how will define the consultation and Indigenous Knowledge protocols?

Knowledge and Land Use

Who defines this ‘collaborative approach’?

Knowledge and Land Use

Indigenous knowledge workshops and interviews… Workshops should be run by Indigenous
community representatives to impart TK, rather than the other way around.

Knowledge and Land Use
Knowledge and Land Use
Knowledge and Land Use

3
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30
31
32

7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(Page 39)
7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(Page 39)
7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(Page 39)
7.1.4.11 Indigenous
(page 39)

Knowledge and Land Use

Define ‘respect’, i.e. how will significance of Indigenous Knowledge be respected?

Knowledge and Land Use

Who will be doing the interviews?

Knowledge and Land Use

“Indigenous communities will own and control their Indigenous Knowledge information”. –
explain how this will work.
Indigenous community should lead the Indigenous Knowledge collection methodology’. Each
community have their own Indigenous Knowledge Study... develop sharing agreement. Studies
will be done in silo? Jointly?
“Indigenous collection methodology” – to be developed – Who (and how) will develop this
methodology. Are there existing methodologies that are under consideration that can be referred
to?
Project specific Indigenous Knowledge Studies- who and how will these be funded, accessing
funds, and consultants.
“Will consider six components: Social, economy, land and resource use, recreation and tourism,
human health and visual esthetics”
Please include these components:
- gender relations,
- human safety (in addition to health)
Social section describes mostly infrastructure, political structure, and geographical structure.
Social should also include cultural considerations, gender considerations.
Should there be considerations for elders?

Knowledge and Land Use

33

7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land use
(Page 39)

34

7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land use
(Page 39)
7.1.4.12
Socio-Economic
and
Built
Environment (Page 39)

35

7.1.4.12
Socio-Economic
Environment (Page 40)
7.1.4.12
Socio-Economic
Environment (Page 40)
7.1.4.12
Socio-Economic
Environment (Page 40)

and

Built

and

Built

and

Built
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7.1.4.12
Socio-Economic
environment (Page 44)

and

Built

40

7.2.5 Groundwater (Page 50)

41

7.2.6 Vegetation (Page 50)

42

7.2.12 Cultural Heritage Resources (Page 53)

43

7.2.12 Cultural Heritage Resources (Page 53)

36
37
38

Gender considerations also missing from Economy sections – there is an imbalance in labour
between men and women? And if so how does this impact women’s health and safety and the
gender relations, and then, how will/how can the CAR impact the issues related to women and
gender?
“Within Indigenous Communities, MFFN will attempt interviews with Chief and Council, elders
and youth…” - This should also include vulnerable groups particularly women. Women should be
included in this list.
How will changes to quality/volume of groundwater, private water wells be monitored, and when
do stakeholders get notified when changes are impactful?
How much risk do invasive species introduce to this ecosystem(s), and what are the precautions or
remediation efforts for preventing invasive specifies entering (i.e. via equipment)?
How will impact to cultural sites be tracked and communicated, and what are the remediation or
compensation plans?
Is relocation of cultural sites a possibility, and if so what would the process be?

4
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8.1 Assessment and Evaluation (Page 53)

45

8.1 Assessment and Evaluation (Page 53)

46

8.1 Assessment and Evaluation (Page 54)

47

8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in
Environmental Assessment (Page 57)
8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in
Environmental Assessment (Page 57)

48

51

8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in
Environmental Assessment (Page 57)
8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in
Environmental Assessment (Page 57)
General to Chapter 8

52

9.1 Environmental commitments

53

9.2 Environmental Monitoring (Page 59)

54
55
56

10.2 Principles of Consultation (Page 61)
10.2.1 Project Notifications and Information
Releases (Page 63)
10.2.2.1 Marten Falls First Nation (Page 68)

57

10.2.5 Release of Draft TOR (Page 73)

58

10.2.6 Release of Proposed TOR (Page 73)

49
50

2nd bullet and following bullets: Characterize the existing environment – does not specifically
include Indigenous knowledge…should not Indigenous knowledge be included as part of this
assessment?
Paragraph following bullet list states “open to input by Indigenous communities...” Can we change
this language to be more proactive and formal - to formally seek input from Indigenous
communities? This set of stakeholder consultation should be part of the formal process.
How will the advantages and disadvantages of the comparisons be weighed and by whom? Will
there be Indigenous representation involved in this process?
2nd Paragraph: remove “be used to”. Sentence should read: “During the EA, Indigenous
Knowledge will inform and confirm.” Consider ‘validate’ instead of ‘confirm’.
Re. environmental management and monitoring – would like to underscore this important bullet
point, Indigenous knowledge must be integrated into environmental management and monitoring
(i.e. not just hiring Indigenous peoples to execute a western method of monitoring and
management.)
Indigenous communities should provide their views to identify and confirm where the critical
points are in the EA process, at which they should be engaged.
The EA process should identify ahead of time what the critical decision-making points are at which
indigenous communities will be engaged.
EA must state that it will strive for a balance of Indigenous men and Indigenous women be engaged
during this process, to ensure a gender balance in Indigenous knowledge and help capture all
perspectives/experiences of Indigenous knowledge.
2nd last bullet regarding commitment to consult with Indigenous Communities should be stronger:
The process to engage Indigenous communities in designing and preparing the EA should be
formal, also address that emphasis will also be given to engaging women.
Include a statement that environmental monitoring programme will be developed with input from
Indigenous communities, the programme will be integrated with Indigenous knowledge.
Bullet List: there is no mention of engaging women. This needs to be included in the list.
Was/Is social media not an option, such as communicating with stakeholders via Facebook Groups,
Twitter, Instagram, etc.?
“Opportunities for youth to participate…” Were there opportunities given for elderly? And
women? And if so how?
Could social media also be used to announce that draft ToR is ready for review, with link to
accessing the doc online? Or information on where the doc can be picked up and info on when the
doc will be distributed to stakeholders (hardcopy), etc.
Could social media also be used to announce that proposed tor is ready for review, with link to
access the doc online? Or information on where the doc can be picked up and info on when the
doc will be distributed to stakeholders (hardcopy), etc.

5
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11.6 Issues Resolution Strategy (Page 79-80)

60

12 Accommodating New Circumstances (Page
81)
Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation
Plan 2.1 Principles of Consultation (Page 7)
Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation
Plan 3.2.1 Government Review Team (Page 11)

61
62

Can we be provided with a flow chart outlining the process for resolving issues, including timing
for each step, Yes/No junctions, etc.
What is the boundary between a change that can be accommodated and a ‘significant change’ for
which the ToR does not provide flexibility? Perhaps give parameters with examples.
Bulleted list re actioning the Guiding Principles, specifically targeting more vulnerable groups
including women, youth, elderly,
Could Ministry of Economic Development, Job Creation and Trade be considered as potentially
interested stakeholders, given that CAR may help create (positively) economic opportunities?
Also:
-

63

Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation
Plan 4.1.1. Indigenous Communities (Page 12)

64

Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation
Plan 4.1.1. Indigenous Communities (Page 13)

65

Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation
Plan 5. Issue Resolution (Page 19)
Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation
Plan 7. Monitoring and Measuring

66

Ministry of Indigenous Affairs,
Ministry of Infrastructure (re. roads and bridges),
Ministry of Women re improving economic security, i.e. women entrepreneurs. As
anticipated impacts are economic opportunities that will come with road, including local
mining projects, this ministry can provide guidance and insights on how to include
women demographic as resource for boosting local economy.

First line: replace “to allow MFFN” with “for MFFN”
Remove: “to provide those communities with an opportunity”, and replace with “to share
information with those communities and receive their input into the EA Process”
Include women in the first bullet ‘Land’ with ‘elders, youth…’
Re bullet ‘Cross-cultural Orientation’: should also address how the consultations should integrate
cultural practices/customs.
Could a flow chart be provided for the Issues Resolution process, with yes/no junctions and time
frames and responsible persons/offices for each phase?
Demographics should also be monitored: women, elderly, youth.
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ID # Commenter

Concern

582 Webequie First Nation Webequie First Nation is providing comments on the Draft Terms of
Reference (ToR) Marten Falls Community Access Road –
Environmental Assessment (EA). 66 comments were made in
regards to the Draft ToR, in the form of questions, suggestions and
observations. The comments are organized in tabular format, and
we provide the section and page number for which each comment
refers. In general, the language of the Draft ToR could be
strengthened to systemically include consultation and inclusion of
Indigenous peoples and Indigenous women in the process. At time,
language was found to be disempowering to stakeholders,

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

MFFN has reviewed the language of the Draft ToR regarding
consultation and inclusion of Indigenous peoples and Indigenous
women in the process. MFFN appreciates Webequie's thorough
review of the Draft ToR and has reviewed suggested alternative
wording where provided.

-

We currently do not have metrics set-up to define what an effective
community-led process means. This suggestion has been taken into
consideration.

-

i.e. terms like ‘providing the opportunity to inform’. Language like
this can imply that Indigenous communities are not active partners
in the engagement process. In some instances we have suggested
alternative wording.
583 Webequie First Nation 2.1.1 Community-Led Process (Page 3) How is the Team to meet
requirements of project, i.e. what is “effectively manage” mean?
There should be some metrics to help define this.

The approach for engaging and consulting with the MFFN
584 Webequie First Nation 2.1.1 Community-Led Process (Page 3) In keeping MFFN
community up to date on progress, what is frequency and method of community, as with other communities, is outlined in Table 4-1 in
communicating project updates, and if significant changes to Project Appendix B. As a proponent of the Project, however, and the most
occur between updates, will MFFN be notified and how. Can this be impacted Indigenous Community, MFFN has been engaged
defined?
frequently and will continue to be notified of key Project updates as
required.

Appendix B:
Consultation
Plan, Table 4-1

585 Webequie First Nation 2.1.1 Community-Led Process (Page 3) What are the methods of
engagement? How will members of MMFN be consulted and
engaged?

The approach for engaging and consulting with the MFFN
Appendix B:
community, as with other communities, is outlined in Table 4-1 in
Consultation
Appendix B. As a proponent of the Project, however, and the most Plan, Table 4-1
impacted Indigenous Community, MFFN is being engaged more
frequently and would be notified of key Project updates as required.

586 Webequie First Nation 3.4 Preparation of the Environmental Assessment (Page 6) Here,
the Proponent is also the key stakeholder. The unique situation for
those members of the community who are not part of the project
team, are/should they identified as a specific stakeholder group?

Although not every Marten Falls community member is part of the
Appendix B:
Project Team, input from all community members, on behalf of
Consultation
Chief and Council and Community Member Advisors, guide and
Plan, Table 4-2
direct the Project. Proponent engagement activities in the form of incommunity meetings and youth and Elder events are included in
Table 4-2 of Appendix B.

587 Webequie First Nation 3.1.4 Environmental Assessment and PM Principles (Page 7) How A list of potentially affected Indigenous communities was provided
are “potentially affected and other interested persons” identified?
by the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks. More
detail is outlined in section 3.1 of Appendix B. Provincial agencies
have provided input to the Project contact list, and other interested
persons have signed up to the Project mailing list through the
website, the telephone hotline and at in- person events.
Webequie_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx
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Plan, Section 3.1
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

588 Webequie First Nation 3.1.4 Environmental Assessment and PM Principles (Page 7) Does Yes. The term environment is defined broadly in the Environmental
“all aspects of the environment” include the relationship between
Assessment Act (EAA) and includes social, cultural, economic, built
nature and people, culture value, climate change?
and natural environments. The Project uses the EAA definition of
environment as stated in Section 7.1.2.
589 Webequie First Nation 3.1.4 Environmental Assessment and PM Principles (Page 8) How
will project EA team be ‘open and transparent to enable interested
persons’ to engage? Does this include: barriers to language,
physical access i.e. getting to meetings, accessing online…

MFFN's communication and engagement efforts aim to broadly
share Project information with those who are interested. We work to
address physical barriers by booking public open house spaces that
are accessible and Project materials (display boards, PowerPoint
presentations) adhere to the guidelines in the Accessibility for
Ontarians with Disabilities Act.

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
7.1.2

-

The MFFN Project Team is also working to address barriers to
language by writing materials that are in plain language, provide incommunity translators (when requested or provided by our
Community Advisors during presentations) and translate important
public-facing materials to Oji-Cree (e.g., fact sheet and a guide to
the Draft Terms of Reference). The Project website is optimized for
both mobile devices and desktop computers and is designed to be
fast loading for people who live in remote communities with less
bandwidth.
Public-facing material is uploaded to our website and available at
any time for people to review and download. Our telephone hotline
number is available 24/7 for anyone that prefers verbal explanations
or discussions rather than reading information.
We welcome additional input on how to improve our efforts.
590 Webequie First Nation 3.1.4 Environmental Assessment and PM Principles (Page 8) Last
bullet connects environmental management with societal
benefits…but the way it is stated is vague, needs to be more
specific.

The project management principles included in Section 3.4.1 are a
reflection of those included in the MECP document Code of
Practice for Preparing and Reviewing of Terms of Reference for
Environmental Assessments in Ontario, and therefore has not been
edited.

ToR Sections
3.4.1
and 7.2

Section 7.2 of the ToR has been updated to clarify that potential
effects on the environment includes both positive and negative
effects to show that opportunities to enhance societal benefits will
be part of the EA.
It is anticipated the EA will include contextual information on the
591 Webequie First Nation 5.1 Rationale for Proposed Undertaking (Page 10) MFFN is
estimated to receive 2.5-3 tonnes of supplies per capita per year. Is potential socio-economic consequences including the availability of
this number more, less or average, is this number sufficient to meet goods and services within the community.
current needs, is it limited because of limited access to the town,
Webequie_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

and is the new design of the road based on this number of 2.53t/y/pp? I.e. are residents of MFFN ‘doing without’ because they
have to… which means this number should not be applied to new
road design. Context is needed here please.
592 Webequie First Nation 5.2.1.3 Borrow Areas (Page 12) We presume the temporary access Temporary access roads will be designed to minimize
roads will be assessed and designed for minimized and mitigated environmental impacts and impact management measures will be
environmental impacts? Please confirm or clarify.
applied where impacts cannot be avoided.
593 Webequie First Nation 5.2.2 Project activities (Page 12) Preliminary design is being done That is correct, EA findings will be incorporated into the
concurrently with EA process. Will detailed design be incorporated infrastructure Detailed Design as appropriate.
EA findings? Should be clarified.
594 Webequie First Nation 5.2.2 Project activities (Page 13) Planning and design should
include how and when stakeholders will be engaged, consulted and
informed (i.e. of blasting) of project activities during construction.
This should be incorporated into the project construction schedule.

Stakeholders have been and will continue to be engaged, consulted
and informed of project activities throughout the duration of the
Project, including construction. It is expected that information on
consultation during construction will be included in the
environmental monitoring and management plan portion of the EA.

-

ToR Section
5.2.2
-

Community engagement and environmental management will be
595 Webequie First Nation 5.2.2 Project activities (Page 13) Construction phase summary is
absent of community engagement and environmental management. carried out during construction and this is summarized in Section 9
Presuming these aspects of construction will be carried out during of the Draft ToR
construction, there should be a statement supporting that in this
ToR.

ToR Section 9

596 Webequie First Nation 5.2.2 Project activities (Page 14) Winter road will be allowed to grow It is expected that the winter road no longer be maintained once the
over and also blocked during construction. If there are stakeholders CAR is commissioned, which would be following complete
who use and rely on this winter road, will there be sufficient
construction of the CAR. Should this occur, entrances to the winter
signage, notices via social media/radio, etc.?
road may be blocked, but this would only be expected to occur
following the completion of construction of the CAR not during
construction of the CAR. It is expected that if the winter road is no
longer maintained, whether or not it is blocked, sufficient signage
and notification would occur well in advance.

-

Appendix B:
597 Webequie First Nation 7.1.2 Environmental Features (Page 19) Information in this TOR will The Project Contact List has not been included in the ToR.
be augmented by input from stakeholders (government, Indigenous However, the Consultation Plan (Appendix B) includes the list of
Consultation Plan
communities, and other stakeholders”. Reference where in the
neighbouring Indigenous communities identified for the Project
document or appendix is the list of these stakeholders,
(Section 3.1), the Government Review Team list (Section 3.2), and
types of public and stakeholders (Section 3.3).
i.e. specific government departments, specific indigenous
communities and members of communities, and other stakeholders.

598 Webequie First Nation 7.1.2 Environmental Features (Page 19) How will input be sought
and incorporated, and when?
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The release of the Draft ToR for public comment is the first
Appendix B:
opportunity for input on the environmental features being assessed Consultation Plan
as part of the EA. Table 4-2 of the Consultation Plan outlines that
further input on the alternative effects assessment and evaluation
criteria (a term that includes the environmental features) will be
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

sought through several activities including a Public Information
Centre and Indigenous community meetings. The Draft EA
Consultation Plan currently has this activity listed for Fall 2020,
however updated timing has been provided in the Proposed ToR.
Information provided through the consultation activities will be
incorporated into the effects assessment that will be included in the
EA.
599 Webequie First Nation Table 7-1 Environmental Disciplines to be considered during EA
(Page 22) Missing “Avian species and avian habitat”

Birds and their habitat are considered a component of the Wildlife
discipline (see Section 7.2.8), and will be considered within the EA.

-

600 Webequie First Nation Table 7-1 Environmental Disciplines to be considered during EA
(Page 22) Missing “Light environment” - if road will have lighting
infrastructure?

There are no plans currently to include lighting infrastructure on the
CAR.

-

601 Webequie First Nation Table 7-1 Environmental Disciplines to be considered during EA
(Page 22) Recommend “Gender and Development approach to
infrastructure design”.

A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project to consider
gender and other identity factors.

-

The intent of the data source column is not to capture every
602 Webequie First Nation 7.1.3. Methods to Characterize during the Environmental
Assessment (Page 22) List of resources for additional information is possible source but rather to provide the reader with a general idea
high level. Can they be more specific?
of the types of resources that the may be reviewed during the EA.
Further information is included in the subsections of Section 7.1.1.
In addition proposed data sources have been included in Appendix
A for each discipline.

-

603 Webequie First Nation 7.1.3. Methods to Characterize during the Environmental
Assessment (Page 22) List examples of “available data and
information”, type of “field investigations”.

Further information on field investigations and available data is
included in the subsections of 7.1.1. In addition proposed data
sources have been included in Appendix A for each discipline.

-

604 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.7 Wildlife (Page 29) Bird species is significant part of this
section on Wildlife, can this be separate section, particularly
because of unique migratory patterns.

Baseline information and effects assessments related to birds in the
EA will be broken out as their own subsection under the Wildlife
Discipline.

-

605 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (Page 38) “These
harvested resources are also used for cultural practices.” Detail
what these practices are in the TOR.

Section 7.1.4.11 of the ToR has been revised as followings: "These
harvested resources may also be used for cultural practices." The
use of harvested resources for cultural practices will be identified by
Indigenous Communities, as applicable, through the EA (i.e.,
through the Indigenous Knowledge Program).

ToR Section
7.1.4.11

606 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (Page 38) “Cultural The ToR is a high level document intended to be inclusive of
sites” “Cultural activities” … all sounds extremely generic and
cultural activities and sites by Indigenous Communities broadly. It
boilerplate language. Written in textbook fashion. The text speaks of is expected that through the EA process detailed information on
a ‘species’ rather than people and culture.
cultural activities and use specific to potentially affected Indigenous
Communities will be collected and incorporated into the EA.

-

607 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (Page 38)

-
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Knowledge holders will be identified: ensure there are diversity in
age, gender, and Indigenous cultural backgrounds/communities.

Community engaged in the Indigenous Knowledge Program will
identify who will participate in the IK study(s). The Project Team will
communicate the need for an inclusive and diverse participant
group respective of community protocols.

Proposed
ToR Section

608 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (Page 38) Who and The MFFN Project Team will provide high-level oversite and
how will define the consultation and Indigenous Knowledge
direction into the IK program based on best practices. However, it
protocols?
is anticipated that community- specific Indigenous Knowledge
Protocols will be utilized as appropriate.

-

609 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (Page 38) Who
defines this ‘collaborative approach’?

The MFFN Project Team will provide high-level oversite and
direction into the Indigenous Knowledge program based on best
practices. The intent is to work collaboratively with potentially
affected Indigenous Communities based on their needs, interests
and capacity to successfully participate in the Indigenous
Knowledge Program.

-

610 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (Page 38)
Indigenous knowledge workshops and interviews… Workshops
should be run by Indigenous community representatives to impart
TK, rather than the other way around.

It is anticipated that each Indigenous Community who participates in
the Indigenous Knowledge Program will lead the collection and
documentation of their Indigenous Knowledge. The MFFN Project
team will be available to assist if requested.

-

611 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (Page 39) Define
‘respect’, i.e. how will significance of Indigenous Knowledge be
respected?

An IK Sharing Agreement will be established with each Indigenous
Community who participates in the Indigenous Knowledge Program.
It is anticipated that the Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreement
will detail how sensitive and significant data will be shared and
used.

ToR Section
3.4.2

612 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (Page 39) Who will
be doing the interviews?

It is anticipated that each Indigenous Community who participates in
the Indigenous Knowledge Program will lead the collection and
documentation of their Indigenous Knowledge. The MFFN Project
team will be available to assist if requested.

-

613 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (Page 39)
“Indigenous communities will own and control their Indigenous
Knowledge information”. – explain how this will work.

The protection and confidentiality of Indigenous Knowledge is of
utmost importance to the MFFN Project Team. To honour and
respect this important information, an Indigenous Knowledge
Sharing Agreement will be established with each community prior to
the collection and use of Indigenous Knowledge information. The
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreement will outline how
confidential and sensitive information would be utilized in the EA.

-

The protection and confidentiality of Indigenous Knowledge is of
614 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land Use (page 39)
Indigenous community should lead the Indigenous Knowledge
utmost importance to the MFFN Project Team. To honour and
collection methodology’. Each community have their own
respect this important information, an Indigenous Knowledge
Indigenous Knowledge Study... develop sharing agreement. Studies Sharing Agreement will be established with each community prior to
will be done in silo? Jointly?
the collection and use of Indigenous Knowledge information. The
Indigenous Knowledge Sharing Agreement will outline how
Webequie_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

confidential and sensitive information would be utilized in the EA.
615 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land use (Page 39)
“Indigenous collection methodology” – to be developed – Who (and
how) will develop this methodology. Are there existing
methodologies that are under consideration that can be referred to?

The MFFN Project Team has and will continue to provide high-level
oversite and direction into the Indigenous Knowledge program
based on best practices. The MFFN Project Team will continue to
work collaboratively with potentially affected Indigenous
Communities based on their needs, interests and capacity to
successfully participate in the Indigenous Knowledge Program.
Additional information is provided in Section 7.1.4.11 of the ToR.

Funding will be provided to potentially affected Indigenous
616 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.11 Indigenous Knowledge and Land use (Page 39) Project
specific Indigenous Knowledge Studies- who and how will these be Communities to complete Project-specific Indigenous Knowledge
funded, accessing funds, and consultants.
Studies. Funding will be discussed with each potentially affected
Indigenous Community.
Community safety has been added to the heading title for Human
617 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.12 Socio-Economic and Built Environment (Page 39) “Will
consider six components: Social, economy, land and resource use, health and will be considered under this discipline. Gender and
recreation and tourism, human health and visual esthetics”
other identity factors have and will continue to be considered as part
of the federal Impact Assessment.
Please include these components:

-

-

ToR Section
7.1.4.12

-gender relations,
-human safety (in addition to health)
618 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.12 Socio-Economic and Built Environment (Page 40) Social
section describes mostly infrastructure, political structure, and
geographical structure.
Social should also include cultural considerations, gender
considerations.

Cultural considerations have been and will continue to be assessed ToR Section 7.2
as a component of Indigenous knowledge and land use, cultural
heritage, and archaeology (Sections 7.2.10 and 7.2.11 in the ToR).
The findings of these assessments may be integrated into the social
assessment of community well-being, where relevant.
Section 7.2 of the ToR has been updated to clarify that the
prediction of potential effects in the environmental assessment (EA)
will include both direct and indirect effects of the Project. Indirect
effects capture relationships between environmental disciplines
(e.g., how changes in surface water quality from a Project-related
activity may effect fish and fish habitat).
Gender and other identity factors have and will continue to be
considered as part of the federal Impact Assessment.

619 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.12 Socio-Economic and Built Environment (Page 40) Should A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
there be considerations for elders?
Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project to consider
gender and other identity factors.

ToR Section
7.1.4.10

620 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.12 Socio-Economic and Built Environment (Page 40) Gender A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
considerations also missing from Economy sections – there is an
Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project to consider

-
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

imbalance in labour between men and women? And if so how does gender and other identity factors.
this impact women’s health and safety and the gender relations,
and then, how will/how can the CAR impact the issues related to
women and gender?
621 Webequie First Nation 7.1.4.12 Socio-Economic and Built environment (Page 44) “Within Women has been added to the list of potential interview subjects.
Indigenous Communities, MFFN will attempt interviews with Chief
and Council, elders and youth…” - This should also include
vulnerable groups particularly women. Women should be included
in this list.

ToR Section
7.1.4.11

Appendix B:
622 Webequie First Nation 7.2.5 Groundwater (Page 50) How will changes to quality/volume of During the EA, baseline data will be used to identify areas where
groundwater, private water wells be monitored, and when do
potential for effects may occur to ground water or private wells as a Consultation Plan
stakeholders get notified when changes are impactful?
result of construction or operation activities. Where effects are
predicted to occur, the effects assessment will recommend impact
management measures, which may include monitoring. Table 4-2 of
the Consultation Plan will be updated to clarify input will be sought
on impact management and monitoring.
As a component of the EA, the risk to the ecosystem from invasive
623 Webequie First Nation 7.2.6 Vegetation (Page 50) How much risk do invasive species
introduce to this ecosystem(s), and what are the precautions or
species introduction will be evaluated. The EA will also recommend
remediation efforts for preventing invasive specifies entering (i.e. via impact management measures as a component of the effects
equipment)?
assessment.

ToR Section
7.2.7

624 Webequie First Nation 7.2.12 Cultural Heritage Resources (Page 53) How will impact to
cultural sites be tracked and communicated, and what are the
remediation or compensation plans?

Cultural Heritage Resource assessments will be completed in
accordance with the requirements of MHSTCI, including all tracking
of finds. Information will be documented within the EA. Should the
potential effects be predicted in the EA, impact management
measures will be recommended.

ToR Section
7.2.11

625 Webequie First Nation 7.2.12 Cultural Heritage Resources (Page 53) Is relocation of
cultural sites a possibility, and if so what would the process be?

MFFN will be completing review of Cultural Heritage Resources
following the requirements of MHSTCI, which outlines specific
guidance for assessment and managing effects to cultural heritage
resources. We are in the early stages of the EA process and are
unable to comment on potential effects to any cultural heritage
resources.

ToR Section
7.2.11

Information on this process can be found on the MHSTCI website:
http://www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/archaeology/archaeology_assessment
s.shtml#a1
626 Webequie First Nation 8.1 Assessment and Evaluation (Page 53) 2nd bullet and following
bullets: Characterize the existing environment – does not
specifically include Indigenous knowledge…should not Indigenous
knowledge be included as part of this assessment?
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MFFN agrees that Indigenous Knowledge in as important part of the
EA, including but not limited to its role in characterizing the existing
environment. As noted in Section 8.4, (now Section 3.4.2) "During
the EA, Indigenous Knowledge will be used to inform and confirm
the proposed criteria and indicators, inform the existing environment

ToR Section
3.4.2
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

conditions, identify and predict potential effects, and help determine
appropriate impact management measures and monitoring
methods."
627 Webequie First Nation 8.1 Assessment and Evaluation (Page 53) Paragraph following
bullet list states “open to input by Indigenous communities...” Can
we change this language to be more proactive and formal - to
formally seek input from Indigenous communities? This set of
stakeholder consultation should be part of the formal process.

MFFN has reviewed the language of the Draft ToR regarding
consultation and inclusion of information shared by Indigenous
communities in the process. MFFN appreciates Webequie's
thorough review of the Draft ToR and will review suggested
alternative wording where provided.

628 Webequie First Nation 8.1 Assessment and Evaluation (Page 54) How will the advantages Assessment methods, including the methodology used for a
and disadvantages of the comparisons be weighed and by whom? comparison of advantages and disadvantage, will be clarified during
Will there be Indigenous representation involved in this process?
the EA. Other agencies, Indigenous communities and the public
have and will continue to have an opportunity to comment on
assessment methods during the EA (key milestones of the updated
Consultation Plan: Notice of Commencement, Effects Assessment
Methods, Identification of Preferred Alternatives, and Review of the
Draft and Final EA / IS).

ToR Section 8

-

629 Webequie First Nation 8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in Environmental
Assessment (Page 57) 2nd Paragraph: remove “be used to”.
Sentence should read: “During the EA, Indigenous Knowledge will
inform and confirm.” Consider ‘validate’ instead of ‘confirm’.

The phrase "be used to" has been removed, as suggested.

ToR Section
3.4.2

630 Webequie First Nation 8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in Environmental
Assessment (Page 57) Re. environmental management and
monitoring – would like to underscore this important bullet point,
Indigenous knowledge must be integrated into environmental
management and monitoring (i.e. not just hiring Indigenous peoples
to execute a western method of monitoring and management.)

MFFN agrees it is important to work collaboratively with Indigenous
peoples and Indigenous communities on environmental
management and monitoring. Section 9.2 of the ToR outlines the
Projects' environmental monitoring commitments and Table 4-2 of
the Consultation Plan includes consultation activities aimed at
receiving input on the impact management measures and
monitoring measures. The ToR also identifies MFFN's plan that
Indigenous knowledge will help determine appropriate impact
management measures and monitoring methods (Section 8.4, now
Section 3.4.2).

ToR Section
3.4.2

Table 4-2 of the Consultation Plan has been updated to clarify input
will be sought on impact management and monitoring.
The opportunity to review both the Draft and Final ToR provides
631 Webequie First Nation 8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in Environmental
Assessment (Page 57) Indigenous communities should provide
Indigenous Communities with an opportunity to review key Project
their views to identify and confirm where the critical points are in the and EA milestones and provide comment on the proposed
EA process, at which they should be engaged.
milestones (see Consultation Plan). Ongoing consultation and
engagement with Indigenous communities has and will continue to
also provide an avenue for soliciting feedback on EA milestones
and associated schedule.
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Concern

632 Webequie First Nation 8.4 Incorporation of Indigenous Knowledge in Environmental
Assessment (Page 57) The EA process should identify ahead of
time what the critical decision-making points are at which
indigenous communities will be engaged.

Response
The Consultation Plan and Section 11 of the ToR identify key
milestones for the EA. The Project recognizes the time and effort it
takes to review these documents and will continue to provide as
much notice as possible for future releases of information available
for review and comment.

633 Webequie First Nation General to Chapter 8 EA must state that it will strive for a balance of We are open to receiving direction and input from each community
Indigenous men and Indigenous women be engaged during this
regarding the form of engagement they would like to participate in
process, to ensure a gender balance in Indigenous knowledge and during the EA process. For interested communities, we have and
help capture all perspectives/experiences of Indigenous knowledge. will continue to provide engagement opportunities that allow the
participation of more vulnerable groups such as women, youth and
the elderly. To note, the consideration of GBA+ is a new
requirement of the Federal impact assessment (IA) process. A
GBA+ framework will be

Proposed
ToR Section
ToR Section
3.4.2

-

utilized for the federal Impact Assessment that is also to be
completed for the Project.
MFFN has reviewed and addressed the language of the Draft ToR
634 Webequie First Nation 9.1 Environmental commitments 2nd last bullet regarding
commitment to consult with Indigenous Communities should be
regarding consultation and inclusion of Indigenous peoples in the
stronger: The process to engage Indigenous communities in
process.
designing and preparing the EA should be formal, also address that
emphasis will also be given to engaging women.

-

635 Webequie First Nation 9.2 Environmental Monitoring (Page 59) Include a statement that
environmental monitoring programme will be developed with input
from Indigenous communities, the programme will be integrated
with Indigenous knowledge.

-

MFFN agrees it is important to work collaboratively with Indigenous
peoples and Indigenous communities on environmental
management and monitoring. Section 9.2 of the ToR outlines the
Projects' environmental monitoring commitments and Table 4-2 of
the Consultation Plan includes consultation activities aimed at
receiving input on the impact management measures and
monitoring measures. The ToR also identifies MFFN's plan that
Indigenous knowledge will help determine appropriate impact
management measures and monitoring methods (Section 3.4.2).
Table 4-2 of the Consultation Plan has been updated to clarify input
will be sought on impact management and monitoring.

636 Webequie First Nation 10.2 Principles of Consultation (Page 61) Bullet List: there is no
mention of engaging women. This needs to be included in the list.
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during the EA process. For interested communities, we have and
will continue to provide engagement opportunities that allow the
participation of more vulnerable groups such as women, youth and
the elderly. To note, the consideration of GBA+ is a new
requirement of the Federal impact assessment (IA) process. A
GBA+ framework will be
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ID # Commenter

Concern

Response

Proposed
ToR Section

utilized for the federal Impact Assessment that is also to be
completed for the Project.
637 Webequie First Nation 10.2.1 Project Notifications and Information Releases (Page 63)
Was/Is social media not an option, such as communicating with
stakeholders via Facebook Groups, Twitter, Instagram, etc.?

Consultation and engagement are at the core of our EA program
and the MFFN Project Team is employing a variety of tools to notify
and share information with Indigenous communities and other
interested persons. The MFFN Project Team has and will continue
to share information related to public open houses and links to
public facing materials via social media, but social media is not
considered to be a formal channel of communication in the EA
program and we have revised our Record of Consultation to reflect
that. The only social media channel that is currently being
considered to share public-facing links is

ToR Section
10.2.2

Facebook.
638 Webequie First Nation 10.2.2.1 Marten Falls First Nation (Page 68) “Opportunities for
youth to participate…” Were there opportunities given for elderly?
And women? And if so how?

We are open to receiving direction and input from each Community ToR Section 11,
regarding the form of engagement that they would like to participate
Table 11-1
in during the EA process. For interested Communities, we have and
will continue to provide engagement opportunities that allow the
participation of groups such as women, youth and the elderly.

639 Webequie First Nation 10.2.5 Release of Draft TOR (Page 73) Could social media also be
used to announce that draft ToR is ready for review, with link to
accessing the doc online? Or information on where the doc can be
picked up and info on when the doc will be distributed to
stakeholders (hardcopy), etc.

The Draft ToR has already been released publicly. The MFFN
Project Team has and will continue using social media to inform
where the Proposed ToR can be obtained for review when it
becomes available.

640 Webequie First Nation 10.2.6 Release of Proposed TOR (Page 73) Could social media
also be used to announce that proposed tor is ready for review,
with link to access the doc online? Or information on where the doc
can be picked up and info on when the doc will be distributed to
stakeholders (hardcopy), etc.

Consideration has and will continue to be given to use social media
to announce that the Proposed ToR is ready for review, either with
a link to access it online, or information provided on where the
document will be distributed to review a hardcopy. The MFFN
Community Access Road does not have its own social media
account, but we welcome other social media accounts to share the
public links to their pages as information becomes available.

ToR Section
10.2.1

-

641 Webequie First Nation 11.6 Issues Resolution Strategy (Page 79-80) Can we be provided If an issue persists, continued discussions, including face-to-face
ToR Section 11.6
with a flow chart outlining the process for resolving issues, including meetings, are proposed to explore potential solutions. If resolution
timing for each step, Yes/No junctions, etc.
cannot be reached, mediation by a neutral, mutually acceptable
third party will be considered. Issues that cannot be resolved will be
noted along with documentation of attempts to resolve the issue.
The Government of Ontario describes using mediation in the
environmental assessment process, which includes flow charts and
graphics (https://www.ontario.ca/page/using-mediationenvironmental-assessment-process).
Webequie_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx
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Concern
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ToR Section

642 Webequie First Nation 12 Accommodating New Circumstances (Page 81) What is the
boundary between a change that can be accommodated and a
‘significant change’ for which the ToR does not provide flexibility?
Perhaps give parameters with examples.

Building flexibility into the Terms of Reference may assist a
proponent in dealing with circumstances that may change between
the time of the writing of the terms of reference and the preparation
of the environmental assessment. An example of flexibility is when
the Terms of Reference states that the description of the
undertaking provided is preliminary and will be finalized in the
environmental assessment. The designation of a change as a
'significant change' is considered and assigned on a case by case
basis. Where there is uncertainty on whether a change in
circumstance constitutes a 'significant change', the proponent has
and will continue discuss with the province in order to confirm.

643 Webequie First Nation Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation Plan 2.1 Principles of
Consultation (Page 7) Bulleted list re actioning the Guiding
Principles, specifically targeting more vulnerable groups including
women, youth, elderly,

A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
Appendix B:
Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project which will Consultation Plan
consider gender and other identity factors. The need for monitoring
activities specific to individual groups of people may be considered.

644 Webequie First Nation Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation Plan 3.2.1 Government The Government Review Team was pre-determined by the
Review Team (Page 11) Could Ministry of Economic Development, government, and the Project-specific Environmental Assessment
Job Creation and Trade be considered as potentially interested
Government Review Team is now an Appendix to the EA
stakeholders, given that CAR may help create (positively) economic Consultation Plan.
opportunities?
The Ministry of Economic Development, Job Creation and Trade
Also:

- Ministry of Indigenous Affairs,
- Ministry of Infrastructure (re. roads and bridges),
- Ministry of Women re improving economic security, i.e. women

entrepreneurs. As anticipated impacts are economic opportunities
that will come with road, including local mining projects, this ministry
can provide guidance and insights on how to include women
demographic as resource for boosting local economy.

ToR Section 12

Appendix B:
Consultation Plan

and the Ministry of Indigenous affairs are included on this list.
Infrastructure Ontario asked to be removed from the Project-specific
EA Government Review Team, and we have not been able to find a
Ministry of Women. There is a “Status of Women Canada” however,
this group is not included on the MECP's EA GRT Master list.

We appreciate the suggested wording for Section 4.1 of Appendix
645 Webequie First Nation Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation Plan 4.1.1. Indigenous
Communities (Page 12) First line: replace “to allow MFFN” with “for B, edits have been made where appropriate.
MFFN”

-

Remove: “to provide those communities with an opportunity”, and
replace with “to share information with those communities and
receive their input into the EA Process”
A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
646 Webequie First Nation Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation Plan 4.1.1. Indigenous
Communities (Page 13) Include women in the first bullet ‘Land’ with Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project which will
‘elders, youth…’
consider gender and other identity factors.

-

Re bullet ‘Cross-cultural Orientation’: should also address how the
consultations should integrate cultural practices/customs.
Webequie_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx
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Webequie First Nation Comments Received / Responses on the Draft ToR
ID # Commenter

Concern

647 Webequie First Nation Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation Plan 5. Issue Resolution
(Page 19) Could a flow chart be provided for the Issues Resolution
process, with yes/no junctions and time frames and responsible
persons/offices for each phase?

Response
MFFN does not currently have a flow chart drafted for Issues
Resolution Strategy. If an issue persists, continued discussions,
including face-to-face meetings, are proposed to explore potential
solutions. If resolution cannot be reached, mediation by a neutral,
mutually acceptable third party will be considered. Issues that
cannot be resolved will be noted along with documentation of
attempts to resolve the issue.

Proposed
ToR Section
-

The Government of Ontario describes using mediation in the
environmental assessment process, which includes flow charts and
graphics (https://www.ontario.ca/page/using-mediationenvironmental-assessment-process).
648 Webequie First Nation Appendix B: MFFN Draft EA Consultation Plan 7. Monitoring and
Measuring Demographics should also be monitored: women,
elderly, youth.

Webequie_DRAFT Tor Comments_60593122.Docx

A GBA+ framework will be utilized for the federal Impact
Assessment that is also to be completed for the Project which will
consider gender and other identity factors.

-
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B.21

Weenusk First Nation

B21.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Edmund Hunter and Council
Weenusk First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Hunter,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, April 05, 2019 2:09:10 PM
N-2019-03-06-NoticeOfCommencement-ToR-60593122.pdf
2019-04-04 Letter C&C on NOC Weenusk.pdf

Hello Chief Hunter,
Please find attached here a letter from Marten Falls First Nation Chief
Bruce Achneepineskum and the Notice of Commencement for the Marten Falls
All Season Community Access Road.
If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.
Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Coppaway, Clayton <
Friday, May 31, 2019 11:51 AM
Adam Wright
Marten Falls First Nation All-season Community Access Road
2019-04-04 Letter C&C on NOC Weenusk.pdf

Hi Linda,
It was great to chat with you today, despite the bad connection. Attached you'll find the letter that was sent to Chief Hunter
regarding the Marten Falls First Nation All-season Community Access Road.
Some initial question we are interested to hear from Weenusk First Nation are:
- Is there a community consultation protocol or a traditional knowledge/data collection protocol we should be aware of?
- Does the community have any existing information or knowledge that they would like to share with us relating the access road
study area?
- Would you like to schedule an initial meeting to discuss the access road project?
Please do not hesitate to contact me or Adam Wright (cc'd) if you have any questions, concerns, or would like more information on
the project.
Have a great weekend and we will chat soon.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
-Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limit ed
2 7 4 Sydney Street Suite 2 0 0
Saint John, N ew Bruns wic k, E 2 L 0 A 8

www.dillon.c a
Pleas e cons ider the environment before printing this email

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Coppaway, Clayton
Monday, October 28, 2019 11:36 AM
Adam Wright; Jessica Metuzals
Marten Falls First Nation All-Season Community Access Road Project Update - Weenusk First Nation
MFFN-FACTSHEET-10-09-19.pdf

Hi Linda,
I hope this email finds you well. I just wanted to touch base with you regarding the Marten Falls First Nation All-season Community
access road project. The project team anticipates distributing a draft of the Terms of Reference (TOR) for this project later this fall/early
winter.
In the meantime, I have attached the most recent fact sheet on the project for you to review.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayt on Coppaway
Dillon Consult ing Limit ed
2 7 4 Sydney Street Suite 1 0 0
Saint J ohn, N ew B runs wic k , E 2 L 0 A 8

www.dillon.c a
Pleas e cons ider the env ironment before printing this email

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road
Friday, November 29, 2019 10:34:48 PM
N-2019-11-19-NoticeOfPublication-ToR-60593122_Grayscale2 (1) (1) (1) (1).pdf

Hello Chief Hunter,

Please see the attached notice on the Draft Terms of Reference for the
proposed Marten Falls First Nation ALL SEASON COMMUNITY ACCESS ROAD
project.

For more information or to view the Draft Terms of Reference, visit [Link]

.

If you have any questions or comments, please reply to this email.

Sincerely,
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Coppaway, Clayton
Wednesday, December 11, 2019 12:52 PM
Adam Wright
Marten Falls All-Season Community Access Road - Draft TOR follow up

Hi Linda,
I just wanted to follow up with you about relating to the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for Marten Falls First Nation All-season
Community Access Road Project.
Did the Community receive the Draft ToR documents?
o Hardcopies and a USB were mailed in late November.
o Hard Copies, USB (electronic copies), and guide in english and Oji-Cree
Draft TOR - Comment Period - Dec 4 2019 to January 20, 2020
Are there any questions / issues to date?
Is the community planning to submit comments?
Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limit ed
2 7 4 Sydney Street Suite 1 0 0
Saint John, N ew Bruns wic k, E 2 L 0 A 8

www.dillon.c a
Pleas e cons ider the environment before printing this email

~ Vacation Alert ~ December 19, 2019 to January 2, 2020. ~
Please note that our offices will be closed over the holidays starting December 25, 2019 and reopening January 2, 2020

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Coppaway, Clayton <
Monday, January 13, 2020 9:59 AM
Adam Wright
Re: Marten Falls All-Season Community Access Road - Draft TOR follow up
MFFN Community Access Road Fact Sheet 2020-01-07.pdf

Hi Linda,
I hope you had a great holiday season. It has been a few months since we last spoke in person but I wanted to follow up with you
regarding the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project
http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca/).
(http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca/
You and your community should have received hard and electronic (on a USB drive) copies of the Draft TOR as well as translated
guides for the Draft TOR back in early December 2019.
Today I wanted to connect with you in order to:
• Note that the comment period ends on January 20, 2020
2020;
• Confirm whether your community intends to submit comments and if so, confirm the timing;
• Enquire about whether there would be interest for an in-person follow-up meeting in the coming months;
months and,
• Provide you with a project "Fact Sheet", which is attached to this email.
I look forward to hearing from you,
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limit ed
2 7 4 Sydney Street Suite 1 0 0
Saint John, N ew Bruns wic k, E 2 L 0 A 8

www.dillon.c a
Pleas e cons ider the environment before printing this email

Happy New Year !

On Wed, Dec 11, 2019 at 3:52 PM Coppaway, Clayton <

> wrote:

Hi Linda,
I just wanted to follow up with you about relating to the Draft Terms of Reference (TOR) for Marten Falls First Nation All-season
Community Access Road Project.
Did the Community receive the Draft ToR documents?
o Hardcopies and a USB were mailed in late November.
o Hard Copies, USB (electronic copies), and guide in english and Oji-Cree
Draft TOR - Comment Period - Dec 4 2019 to January 20, 2020
Are there any questions / issues to date?
Is the community planning to submit comments?
Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limit ed
2 7 4 Sydney Street Suite 1 0 0
Saint John, N ew Bruns wic k, E 2 L 0 A 8

www.dillon.c a
Pleas e cons ider the environment before printing this email

~ Vacation Alert ~ December 19, 2019 to January 2, 2020. ~
Please note that our offices will be closed over the holidays starting December 25, 2019 and reopening January 2, 2020

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Tuesday, January 21, 2020 11:33:36 AM
2020-01-09 Marten Falls Consultation MOU_Signed.pdf

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Hunter,
The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
- Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
- Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment
periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
from the federal Minister of our request.
With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
the TISG.
In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
signed MOU is attached for your information.
We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
Best Regards / Miigwetch,
MFFN Project Team

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Re: Marten Falls Community Access Road - Comment Period extension
Monday, January 27, 2020 11:46:58 AM

Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Hunter,
This email is in follow up to our email sent Tuesday, January 21 2020,
regarding extensions to the comment periods for both the Draft Terms of
Reference (issued by Marten Falls First Nation—the Proponent) and the
Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (issued by the Impact Assessment
Agency of Canada (IAAC)). Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN), as the
Proponent for the proposed Community Access Road, does not have the
authority to grant requests related to the Agency’s comment period. The
Agency is currently accepting comments on the Tailored Impact Statement
Guidelines until January 28, 2020. For any questions related to the
federal impact assessment process, including timelines for the submission
of comments, please contact:
Caitlin Cafaro
Crown Consultation Coordinator
Marten Falls Community Access Road Project
Impact Assessment Agency of Canada / Government of Canada
IAAC.MartenFalls.AEIC@canada.ca / Cel: 416-952-1576

As communicated earlier, MFFN does however own the decision to extend the
comment period for the Draft Terms of Reference and has already extended
the date for submitting comments to February 7 2020.
We look forward to receiving and reviewing your feedback on both the Draft
Terms of Reference and the Agency’s TISG documents, and to furthering
discussions related to the proposed community access road to Marten Falls.
A Project Team representative will reach out in February to discuss the
opportunity to meet with your community.
Best Regards,
MFFN Project Team
--------------

> Good morning/ Boozhoo Chief Hunter,
>
> The MFFN Project Team has received a few requests from Indigenous
> communities to extend the comment periods related to the:
>
> - Draft Terms of Reference for the provincial EA, issued voluntarily by
> Marten Falls First Nation for review; and the
> - Tailored Impact Statement Guidelines (TISG), issued for review by the
> Impact Assessment Agency of Canada (IAAC).
>
> MFFN is supportive of the requests received to extend these comment

> periods, and intends to offer these extensions to all Indigenous
> Communities identified by both MECP and IAAC. As the Proponent for the
> MFFN Community Access Road, and given that the release of a Draft Terms of
> Reference is not a regulated step in the provincial EA process, the
> decision to extend the provincial review period is our own. We, however,
> do not own the decision to extend the federal review period. That said,
> IAAC has confirmed with us that we are able to submit a request to the
> Minister for an extension. We have already done this on behalf of the
> communities who feel additional time is needed to complete a thorough
> review and, as mentioned above, will include all communities in this
> extension assuming it is granted. We are currently waiting on confirmation
> from the federal Minister of our request.
>
> With this in mind, we can confirm that we will extend the review period
> for the Draft Terms of Reference to February 7 2020; allowing 63 days for
> comment. We also hope to extend the federal review period for the TISG to
> the same date (i.e., February 7), thereby providing 50 days for review of
> IAAC’s TISG documents. Once a response from the federal Minister is
> received, we will confirm the extension to the review period related to
> the TISG.
>
> In addition, on January 7 2020, we finalized a Memorandum of Understanding
> (MOU) between MFFN and the Province of Ontario in which some procedural
> aspects of Ontario’s Duty to Consult are delegated to MFFN (the
> Proponent). The MOU sets out how responsibilities are shared through the
> EA process, and defines the roles and responsibilities of both parties
> regarding the engagement of interested Indigenous communities. Our freshly
> signed MOU is attached for your information.
>
> We look forward to receiving your feedback on the draft planning
> documents, and would like to reiterate our offer to meet to discuss the
> project with you in more detail. Your feedback is important to us!
>
> Best Regards / Miigwetch,
>
> MFFN Project Team

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Coppaway, Clayton <
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 7:43 AM

>

Buffalo, Glinis; 188898
Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road - Communication update

Hi Linda,
It has been a couple of months since we last connected and I hope this email finds you well.
I just wanted to connect with you briefly and let you know that my colleague Glinis Buffalo (cc'd:
taking over as your primary contact for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project.

) will be

Both Glinis and I understand that this may be a busy and challenging time for the community as they prepare for the COVID-19
situation. We will endeavour to provide you with project updates and answer questions throughout this situation, but recognize that
community engagement at this time will be very limited for the foreseeable future.
If you could kindly reply to this email, Glinis and I would be very appreciative. Also, if you have any questions or concerns please do
not hesitate to contact Glinis.
Sincerely,
Clayton Coppaway
Clayton Coppaway
Dillon Consulting Limit ed
2 7 4 Sydney Street Suite 1 0 0
Saint John, N ew Bruns wic k, E 2 L 0 A 8

www.dillon.c a

Pleas e cons ider the environment before printing this email

This message is directed in confidence solely to the person(s) named above and may contain privileged, confidential or private information which is
not to be disclosed. If you are not the addressee or an authorized representative thereof, please contact the undersigned and then

destroy this message.
Ce message est destiné uniquement aux personnes indiquées dans l'entête et peut contenir une information pri vilégiée, confidentielle ou privée et ne
pouvant être divulguée. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message ou une personne autorisée à le recevoir, veuillez communiquer avec le
soussigné et ensuite détruire ce message.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Buffalo, Glinis
Thursday, June 18, 2020 2:48 PM
Lavender, Ryan;
Marten Falls First Nation All Access Season Road Project

Tansi’ Chief Hunter
I work with AECOM as a Community Lead for the Marten Falls First Nation All Access Season Road Project. I have Linda Hunter and the
former Chief as the main contacts for this Project, however I understand Linda no longer works for Weenusk and I will update your
email as well. The receptionist indicated to send you correspondence moving forward. I wanted to confirm if there is any others you
would like to add to the Master Consultation List we have.
Also, I have listed as the mailing address as
P.O. Box 1
Peawanuck, ON
P0L 2H0
Could you please confirm if this is the correct mailing address.
Also, I’m from Samson Cree Nation, Maskwacis, Treaty 6, and have been working with AECOM for over 9 months.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Hiy Hiy
Glinis

Glinis Buffalo, RPP, MCIP
Planning Lead, Impact and Assessment and Permitting, Western Canada

AECOM
101 18817 Stony Plain Rd NW
Edmonton, AB, T5S 0C2
T +1-780-486-7000
aecom.com
Imagine it. Delivered.
LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram

©2018 Time Inc. Used under license.

June 22, 2020
Chief Abraham Hunter
Weenusk First Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Chief Abraham Hunter,
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Weenusk First Nation are focused on keeping the lines of
communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are taking
the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Weenusk First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able to once again meet in-related plans and/ or protocols in advance of

In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
One of our guiding princip
L
MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR. including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or
online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments
by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
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appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
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Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Glinis Buffalo, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Weenusk First Nation Draft Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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B.22

Wunnumin Lake First Nation (WLFN)

B22.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Sam Mamakwa and Council
Wunnumin Lake First Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief Mamakwa,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

[

]

June 22, 2020
Chief Sam Mamakwa
Wunnumin Lake First Nation

Dear Chief Mamakwa:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Wunnumin Lake First Nation are focused on keeping the
lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with Wunnumin Lake First Nation and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able to once again meet in-related plans and/ or protocols in advance of

In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR, including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or
online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments
by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
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schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Simon Winnepetonga, WLFN Councillor
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Clayton Coppaway, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Wunnumin Lake First Nation Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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B.23

Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO),
Region 2 (Greenstone Métis
Council)

B23.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Métis Nation of Ontario, Region 2
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Métis Nation of Ontario, Region 2,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

June 22, 2020
President William Gordon
MNO Greenstone Métis Council

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear President Gordon:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with MNO Greenstone Métis Council are focused on keeping the
lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with MNO Greenstone Métis Council and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able to once again meet in-related plans and/ or protocols in advance of
our meeting to make sure ou
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR, including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or
online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments
by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
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schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Jacqueline Barry, Métis Nation of Ontario Region 2
Linda Norheim, Métis Nation of Ontario
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Jessica Metuzals, MFFN Project Consultant
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Encl.

MNO Greenstone Métis Council Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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June 22, 2020
Jacqueline Barry
Métis Nation of Ontario, Region 2

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Jacqueline Barry:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with MNO Greenstone Métis Council are focused on keeping the
lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that we are
taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online meetings or
conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for social
distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we continue to follow the
situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public health
recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome teleconference
meetings with MNO Greenstone Métis Council and recognize that you may require flexibility in
responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able to once again meet in-related plans and/ or protocols in advance of

In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR, including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or
online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments
by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
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schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

William Gordon, Greenstone Métis Council
Linda Norheim, Métis Nation of Ontario
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Jessica Metuzals, MFFN Project Consultant
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Encl.

MNO Greenstone Métis Council Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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B.24

Red Sky Métis Independent Nation
(RSMIN)

B24.1

Outgoing Community-Specific Correspondence

MARTEN FALLS FIRST NATION #65
Ogoki Post, Ontario P0T 2L0 Tel: (807)349-2509 Fax: (807)349-2511

April 4, 2019
Chief Troy DeLaRonde and Council
Red Sky Independent Métis Nation
Re: Notice of Commencement for a Terms of Reference, Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Chief DeLaRonde,
As noted in my December 13, 2018 letter, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round
community access road to the provincial highways for a long time. The community access road EA is a community
led process for Marten Falls and Marten Falls is the proponent of the road study to connect the community.
We recently issued the Notice of Commencement (NoC) for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
studying, and you would have
received a copy of the NOC by now. The NoC initiates the Terms of Reference planning process which is the first
step towards completing an Environmental Assessment study. For convenience, the NoC has been attached with
this letter.
MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with our neighbouring First Nations and we will
continue to share information related to the project with you as it becomes available. The Project Team will be
reaching out shortly by phone to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Lawrence Baxter, Senior
Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca. We welcome
written correspondence but also look forward to discussions that your community is interested in.
Sincerely,
Chief Bruce Achneepineskum

June 22, 2020
Métis Chief Troy DeLaRonde
Red Sky Métis Independent Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment Terms of
Reference
Dear Métis Chief DeLaRonde:
As you know, Marten Falls First Nation (MFFN) has for many years been seeking to build a yearround Community Access Road to connect their community to the provincial highway network.
As such, MFFN has initiated a community-led Environmental Assessment (EA) process in
accordance with the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act to advance plans to enable
construction of this critical all-season multi-purpose access road to the community.
We fully understand how difficult it is to engage on Project-related matters during this time.
Ongoing engagement activities with Red Sky Métis Independent Nation are focused on keeping
the lines of communication open and relationship-building. We would like to emphasize that
we are taking the lead from communities in terms of their interest in scheduling online
meetings or conference calls during this time. Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the
need for social distancing, our team is no longer holding face-to-face meetings, and we
continue to follow the situation closely. As the situation evolves, we are both monitoring public
health recommendations and reassessing our approach accordingly. We welcome
teleconference meetings with Red Sky Métis Independent Nation and recognize that you may
require flexibility in responding and scheduling these. In the future, when we are able to once
again meet in-related plans and/ or protocols
in advance of our meeting to
In December 2019, the MFFN Project Team circulated the Draft Terms of Reference (ToR) for
review and comment to those Indigenous Communities the Province of Ontario had identified
as having Aboriginal or treaty rights that may be impacted by the proposed Community Access
Road, or as potentially having an interest in the proposed Community Access Road. A 63-day
review period was provided (to February 7, 2020), which included an 18-day extension, and
several Communities responded with their feedback on the Draft ToR.
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MFFN Project Team has reviewed the feedback from all those Indigenous Communities who
commented and is in the process of incorporating that feedback into the ToR. The ToR will
outline how the EA will be prepared including the studies that will be conducted, the process to
identify and assess effects, and the ways communities and interested persons will be engaged
and consulted.
In way of next steps, the ToR will be submitted to the Ministry of the Environment Conservation
and Parks (MECP) for review and a decision. You will be notified when the ToR is submitted to
the MECP and will receive a second opportunity to review and comment on this revised ToR.
Following this review and in consideration of comments received, the Minister of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks will make a decision to approve, approve with
amendments or reject the ToR under the Environmental Assessment Act. The MFFN Project
Team currently anticipates submitting the ToR to the MECP in the late summer or early fall for
review and decision.
The MFFN Project Team did not receive comments from your Community on the Draft ToR.
While there is a second opportunity to review and comment on the ToR as part of the MECP
review process later this year, the MFFN Project Team is available for discussions with your
Community. We welcome your feedback and input on the ToR, including the studies that will be
conducted, the process to identify and assess effects, and how your Community will be engaged
and consulted. Please let us know by July 22, 2020 if you would like to have a phone call (or
online meeting) to discuss the ToR, or the Project overall. We also welcome written comments
by this date. As a reminder, this Environmental Assessment process is just getting started; as we
move from the ToR phase of the Project to the EA phase, there will be additional and ongoing
opportunities to provide input.
Included with the ToR will be the Record of Consultation. The Record of Consultation includes a
list of the points of contact (e.g., telephone calls, letters, emails, meetings) that have occurred
with each community, and copies of the engagement-related materials that have been sent to
and received from each community. Attached to this letter, for your review and consideration,
is the information we have compiled for your Community and plan to include in the Record of
Consultation. Our commitment is to work with you to protect valued Indigenous Knowledge
and land use data. If your Community has any comments or concerns related to these draft
appendix materials, please be in touch with us by July 22, 2020. Again, we would be pleased to
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schedule a meeting with representatives of your Community to discuss the attached
documents.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest in the MFFN Community
Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to arrange a time to discuss the
information provided, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter, Senior Community
Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Please note that we will also follow up by phone to confirm you have received this letter, to see
if you have any questions on the materials you have received, and to confirm whether you have
an interest in meeting to discuss the ToR.
Sincerely,

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Dean Whellan, Red Sky Métis Independent Nation
Donelda DeLaRonde, Red Sky Métis Independent Nation
Bob Baxter, MFFN Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Jessica Metuzals, MFFN Project Consultant

Encl.

Red Sky Métis Independent Nation Terms of Reference Record of Consultation
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July 16, 2020
Métis Chief Troy DeLaRonde
Red Sky Métis Independent Nation

RE: Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Environmental Assessment
Dear Métis Chief DeLaRonde:
Thank you for your letter dated January 31, 2020. We will include this letter in the Record of
Consultation. If you have any further comments on the community-specific Record of
Consultation materials sent to you via email on June 22, 2020 and by mail on June 22, 2020, we
kindly ask that you provide your comments on the materials prior to July 22, 2020.
We appreciate Red Sky Métis Independent Nation (RSMIN) support on the Marten Falls First
Nation Community Access Road (the Project). We would also like to thank you for taking the
time to review the Dra
.
Due to the large scale nature of this Project, we anticipate that there will be economic
development opportunities for the region. While we are still in the early planning stages of the
Project, we look forward to discussing the possible regional benefits as well as RSMIN
potential participation in economic development activities in the future.
In closing, thank you Meegwetch for your continued interest and support in the Marten Falls
First Nation Community Access Road Project. If you have any questions or would like to
arrange a time to discuss the Project further, please feel free to reach out to Lawrence Baxter,
Senior Community Advisor, MFFN or Qasim Saddique, Project Director, at
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Sincerely,

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Qasim Saddique
Project Director

Lawrence Baxter
Senior Community Advisor
On behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team
CC

Dean Whellan, Red Sky Métis Independent Nation
Donelda DeLaRonde, Red Sky Métis Independent Nation
Bob Baxter, MFFN Community Member Advisor
Jack Moonias, MFFN Community Member Advisor
Larissa Mikkelsen, Community Consultation Coordinator/ Advisor
Jennifer Bruin, Community EA Technical Advisor
Jessica Metuzals, MFFN Project Consultant

Phone: 1-800-764-9114

Email: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca

Web: http://www.martenfallsaccessroad.ca
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B26.1

Outgoing Correspondence

From: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca<mailto:info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca>
<info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca<mailto:info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca>>
Sent: March 5, 2019 12:40 PM
To: Paul Capon
Subject: Marten Falls Community Access Road
Dear Mr. Paul Capon,
As noted in Chief Bruce Achneepinesku
a year-round community access road to the provincial highway system for some time. AECOM has been engaged by
MFFN to complete the Environmental Assessment requirements for this proposed all season access road. Along with this
letter, I am pleased to provide you with the Notice of Commencement for the Terms of Reference for the Marten Falls
t
he Terms of Reference planning the first step
Community Acc
towards completing an Environmental Assessment study.
As MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with their neighbouring First Nations, MFFN and the
Project Team (including AECOM) will continue to share information related to the Project with you as it becomes
available. Additionally, MFFN and the Project Team will reach out to you shortly to determine your level of interest in the
Project and to schedule future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your questions to Qasim Saddique, Project
Director, or myself at info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca<mailto:info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca>.
Sincerely,
James McCutchon
Project Manager
AECOM

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Marten Falls Community Access Road
Tuesday, March 05, 2019 12:41:05 PM
MartenFalls_CommunityAccessRoad_Notice_20190305_6.pdf
N-2019-02-26-NoticeOfCommencement-ToR-60593122.pdf

Dear Grand Chief Jonathan Soloman,
As noted in Chief Bruce Achneepineskum’s December 13, 2018 letter, Marten
Falls
First Nation (MFFN) has been seeking a year-round community access road to
the
provincial highway system for some time. AECOM has been engaged by MFFN to
complete the Environmental Assessment requirements for this proposed all
season access road. Along with this letter, I am pleased to provide you
with the Notice of Commencement for the Terms of Reference for the Marten
Falls Community Access Road project (the “Project”). This Notice initiates
the Terms of Reference planning—the first step towards completing an
Environmental Assessment study.
As MFFN seeks a collaborative discussion about this proposed road with their
neighbouring First Nations, MFFN and the Project Team (including AECOM) will
continue to share information related to the Project with you as it becomes
available. Additionally, MFFN and the Project Team will reach out to you
shortly to determine your level of interest in the Project and to schedule
future discussions.
In the meantime, if you have any questions please feel free to address your
questions to Qasim Saddique, Project Director, or myself at
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca.
Sincerely,
James McCutchon
Project Manager
AECOM

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca
Thursday, May 7, 2020 3:28 PM

Subject:

Request Copy of Mushkegowuk Water Study

Good afternoon / Wachea Grand Chief Jonathan Solomon,
During a community meeting for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project an Indigenous community noted that the
Mushkegowuk Council may have completed water studies within the vicinity of the proposed Project. The MFFN Project Team is
wondering if Mushkegowuk would be open to sharing a copy of the studies if they have been completed. The studies could provide
beneficial information for ongoing studies and inclusion in the Environmental Assessment. If Mushkegowuk is open to sharing a copy of
the studies we would be happy to discuss any protocols or information sharing requirements (e.g., Formal Sharing Agreement) that you
may require prior to receiving the studies and for how the information may or may not be used in Project documentation.
Any assistance you may be able to provide is greatly appreciated. We look forward to receiving your feedback.
Best Regards…MFFN Project Team
Miigwetch

From:
To:
Cc:

Bcc:
Subject:
Date:

Gladstone, Crista
info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca;

MFFN - Request Copy of Mushkegowuk Water Study
May-22-20 9:09:00 AM

Good Morning Grand Chief Jonathon Solomon,
I hope you are doing well during these stressful times.
I am following up on behalf of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project Team, on an email
sent May 7, 2020. It had been noted that the Mushkegowuk Council may have completed water studies within the
vicinity of the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project. If the studies have been completed,
would the Mushkegowuk Council be open to sharing a copy of the studies with the Marten Falls First Nation Project
Team to help inform our studies and for inclusion in our Environmental Assessment? We would be happy to discuss
protocols and information sharing requirements (e.g., a Formal Sharing Agreement) that may be required prior to
receiving the studies and how the documentation may or may not be used in our Project.
I look forward to hearing back from you,
Sincerely,

Crista Gladstone

Crista Gladstone
Community Engagement Specialist, Impact Assessment and Permitting,
Environment, Canada West

-----Original Message----From: info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca <info@martenfallsaccessroad.ca>
Sent: May-07-20 2:28 PM
To:

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Request Copy of Mushkegowuk Water Study
Good afternoon / Wachea Grand Chief Jonathan Solomon,
During a community meeting for the Marten Falls First Nation Community Access Road Project an Indigenous
community noted that the Mushkegowuk Council may have completed water studies within the vicinity of the
proposed Project. The MFFN Project Team is wondering if Mushkegowuk would be open to sharing a copy of the
studies if they have been completed. The studies could provide beneficial information for ongoing studies and
inclusion in the Environmental Assessment. If Mushkegowuk is open to sharing a copy of the studies we would be
happy to discuss any protocols or information sharing requirements (e.g., Formal Sharing Agreement) that you may
require prior to receiving the studies and for how the information may or may not be used in Project documentation.
Any assistance you may be able to provide is greatly appreciated. We look forward to receiving your feedback.

Best Regards…MFFN Project Team
Miigwetch
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